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ABSTRACT 

This project is based on six months of ethnolinguistic fieldwork in rural Texas 

Czech communities, mainly in Granger (Williamson County) and West (McLennan 

County), exploring the role that an obsolescent language continues to play in the 

immigrant community and in the shifting definitions of its members' ethnic identity. 

Drawing on the commimity members' perspective, I examine the causes of discontinued 

transmission of Czech, the notion of a speaker of Texas Czech / Moravian and of the 

Texas Czech speech conmiunity, the contexts of Texas Czech use and its role in the 

speaker's identity, the self-defined ethnolinguistic identities vis-a-vis the speakers' 

idiolects, and attitudes toward the attempts at language revival. 

Two groups of focal informants (bom before and after 1945) include second-to-

fourth generation descendants of the first Texas settlers from the Lachian and Wailachian 

regions of Moravia (presently part of the Czech Republic). The database consists of 

fieldnotes from participant observation, 39 interviews, and attitudinal questionnaires. 

Structured tasks were used to elicit comparable linguistic data on lexicon, dialectal and 

reduced features of Texas Czech. 

Among my findings are that the stigmatized image of Texas Czech tends to 

implicitly justify the discontinued language transmission, because speaking a "broken" 

language is undesirable. Members of the speech community, the narrowest section of the 

Texas Czech community, include 'visible' activists, often perceived as Czech speakers 

regardless of their language ability. Any use of Texas Czech, encouraged only by specific 
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functional and social contexts, manifests ethnic group membership, yet one does not have 

to speak the language to feel Czech or Moravian. The informants' self-definitions reflect 

the process of intergenerational ethic redefinition. Among creative and often 

commercialized manifestations of Czechness, Texas Czech folk music helps maintain the 

Mdea' of the heritage language. Most informants value their cultural heritage and support 

in principle any efforts to preserve the language, but they realize its limited utility. Yet the 

interest in learning Czech among the youth exists and should be exploited. Overall, a 

comparison of Granger and West shows that the effective display and marketing of the 

"Czech heritage" does not necessarily enhance chances for language retention. 
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Chapter 1: 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY: 

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION AND BACKGROUND 

1.0. INTRODUCTION 

This project is concerned with ethnic identity, language, and culture of the 

second-to-fourth generation Texas Czechs. My goal is to assess the current state of Texas 

Czech in the relationship to self-defined identities of its speakers, and formulate an informed 

hypothesis about its future. My ethnoiinguistic fieldwork in rural Czech communities located 

in the Dallas-Houston-Corpus Christi triangle of Texas, mainly in Granger (Williamson 

County), and West (McLeiman County), explored what it means to be a Texas Czech 

(Moravian) and the role of language use in this identity. Community members' perception of 

Czechness in self and others motivates forms of intergenerational transmission of Czech and 

shifting definitions of a Czech 'speaker'. Most of my Texas informants grew up in the 1930s, 

the 'golden years' of American Czech (KuCera 1989), and all of them experienced the 

language revival efforts in the early 1980s (Machann 1976). A survey of community views on 

such efforts, often contested by Texas Czechs themselves, allows an opportunity to examine 

their impact on the community members' identities, as well as their language skills and 

attitudes. The project will, I hope, contribute to the study of language contact, 

intergenerational language shift, and community language death. 



1.1. USEFUL TERMS AND CONCEPTS 

1.1.1. Language Shift 

According to Weinreich (1974:' 68), language shift "may be defined as 

tiie change from the habitual use of one language to that of another." Weinreich also 

points out that "the matter of language shifts is entirely extra-structural," as reallocation 

of language functions cannot be determined merely by the structure of either language, 

and thus "language shifts should be analyzed in terms of the functions of the languages in 

the contact situation" (Ibid.: 106-7). This point is taken up by Hill (1973: 33) who defines 

language death as "the reductio ad absurdum of the narrowing of fimction, where a new 

language replaces the older one over its entire functional range." Gal (1979: 1-2) argue s 

for an ethnographic description of language shift, which she considers "an instance of 

socially motivated linguistic change" in unstable (as opposed to stable) bilingual 

communities, and Fishman (1991a: 6) identifies this phenomenon as "a by-product of 

unequal rates of social change and of growth in ecotechnical power and, therefore, of 

self-regulation."^ The definitions of Hill, Gal and Fishman recognize that in order to 

understand language shift, we must explore the ways in which people interpret the effects 

of larger, macro-sociological processes as reflected in their everyday language use, the 

view I adopt in the present study. 

' Seventh printing of Weinreich (1953). 
^ Fishman's (1991a: 57-65) categories of factors causing language shift include "physical and demographic 
dislocation'', "social dislocation", and '̂ cultural dislocation". All three could be argued to have led to the 
downfall of Texas Czech. 
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1.1.2. Language Attrition^ and Language E)eath 

The term language death has been used to describe the end-result (language loss) 

of language shift toward the dominant language/ My study applies this term to the 

community language loss and reserves the term language attrition to refer to language 

loss in individuals. Language death occurs "in unstable bilingual or multilingual speech 

communities as a result of language shift from a regressive minority language to a 

dominant majority language" (Dressier 1988: 184). Emphasizing structural consequences 

of language loss, language attrition has been defined as "disintegration... of the structure 

of a first language in contact situations with a second language" (Seliger and Vago 1991: 

3). This study adopts a broader definition of Polinsky (1994:257) for whom language 

attrition is "the umbrella name denoting incomplete language competence" due to such 

factors as first language loss and incomplete acquisition. 

The theory of language death is yet to be formulated (Sasse 1992a: 7). Definitions 

of specific language death situations that have been generally accepted include "language 

suicide" and "language murder" proposed by Denison (1977: 21-22).^ Languages 

^ Pathological language loss in individuals is one form of language attrition. Research has begun on 
language regression related to dementia, namely Alzheimer's (Hyltenstam and Stroud 1993). 
'* However, language death is not an inevitable outcome of language shift; the shift may be reversed and the 
language revitalized (Brenzinger and Dimmendaal 1992: 3; also Fishman 1991a). 
^ Whereas these terms have been used in language death literature, Dorian (1981: 106) observes that 
"'suicide' suggests morally reprehensible and socially incomprehensible behavior,'' and does not find this 
term appropriate for East Sutherland Gaelic commimities under her investigation. Arguably, Texas Czechs, 
by deciding not to transmit the language to their children or simply by failing to do so, have not committed 
an intentional language 'suicide', nor was their language 'murdered'. Negative connotations of these terms 
override the &ct that members of an immigrant minority working to secure a better future for their children 
in the adopted homeland realize (given sufBcient hints of dominant language speakers) that an important 
tool in acUeving this goal is indeed their children's good English, often thinking that simultaneous 
acquisition of both languages would be detrimental to this 'ideal' non-accented English (also see Lippi-
Grm 1997 for contemporary attitudes to "English with an accent'̂ - Dorian (199S) suggests ways in which 
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'commit suicide' once their functional domains are "displaced by higher prestige 

languages, until there is nothing left for them appropriately to be used abouf^ such as 

German and Friulian in Sauris, both being overpowered by Italian (Ibid.; italics in the 

original). McMahon (1994: 287) points out that this scenario applies to "two closely-

related languages coexisting in a community," such as a creole and a superstrate in the 

process of decreolization when a socially inferior Creole 'commits suicide' by extensive 

borrowing of the linguistic material from the dominant language (superstrate). The term 

"language murder," on the other hand, better suits language contact situations where the 

minority language is also taken over by the dominant language, but the two languages are 

not closely related or not related at all (McMahon 1994: 291). The studies of Gal (1979), 

Dorian (1981), and Schmidt (1985), which might then be viewed as case studies of 

"language murder," have been instrumental to the design of the present project. 

1.1.2.1. Defining Language Death in Texas Czech Conununities 

Campbell and Muntzel (1989; 181-196) propose four types of language death 

scenarios: (1) "sudden death", when "a language abruptly disappears because almost of 

its speakers suddenly die or are killed"; (2) "radical death", not dissimilar from sudden 

death in rapidity of language loss, yet different in that "speakers stop speaking the 

language out of self-defense... due to severe f}olitical repression"; (3) "gradual death"; 

and (4) "bottom-to-top death", when, as the term implies, speakers cease to use their 

we can raise community members' understanding of what child language acquisition entails, arguing that 
such awareness would enable them to work toward stabilizing or recovering their ancestral language. 
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language in intimate ("bottom") contexts first, reserving it only for the "top" contexts, 

such as rituals. 

Pertaining to the language contact situation in the present study is their term 

gradual death, a gradual language shift toward the dominant language. Since the process 

is gradual,^ it is possible to study structural changes in a dying (i.e., obsolescing) 

language, and establish a proficiency continuum of its semi-speakers (discussed under 

1.2.1.2. below). Low semi-speakers, typically foimd among younger generations, may 

also include imperfect language learners who have never acquired the obsolescing 

language in full. A component of gradual language death is what IDorian (1986: 75) 

describes as a sudden tip, 

a gradual accretion of negative feeling toward the subordinate group and its 

language, often accompanied by legal as well as social pressure, until a critical 

moment arrives and the subordinate group appears abruptly to abandon its 

original mother tongue and switch over to exclusive use of the dominant 

language. 

Dorian observed this switch-over within families "where groups of siblings were 

sharply and abruptly divisible according to full fluency versus imperfect-speaker control 

of the local Gaelic," and in the second case, of Pennsylvania Dutch (Ibid.: 79). As the 

"tip" occurred in the Czech communities in Texas as well, it is worthwhile to emphasize 

that I consider this abrupt switch toward the dominant language a part of the process of 

gradual language death. 
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1.1.3. Czech Language 

1.1.3.1. Typological Description of Czech 

Czech is an Indo-European language belonging to the Slavic Branch and West 

Slavic sub-branch (together with Polish, Kashubian, Slovak, and Sorbian). Just like 

English, Czech language is head-initial and right-branching. Very much unlike it, 

however, is morphological complexity of Czech, which allows for highly flexible word 

order and for its pro-drop feature. Nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and numerals are 

inflected for gender (masculine, feminine, neuter), number (singular, plural), and seven 

cases.^ Declination types' in the nominal system serve as models for appropriate 

inflections to be attached to particular words. Similarly, verbs are grouped into five 

conjugation types and inflected for gender, number, tense, and aspect.^ 

1.1.3.2. Czech Language in the Czech Republic: Diglossia? 

The linguistic dichotomy (Standard Czech [StCz]/Literary Czech [LC],'" and 

Common Czech [CC]/Spoken Czech [SC]) may be viewed in terms of Ferguson's 

^ It must be understood, however, that even "gradual death" of a language is abrupt in comparison with the 
natural process of language change in healthy languages (Dorian 1981; Schmidt 1985). 
' Nominative (NOM), Genitive (GEN), Dative (DAT), Accusative (ACC), Vocative (VOC), Locative 
(LOC), and Instrumental (INSTR). 
^ Bubenik (1993: 242) refers to these as inflectional classes. He estimates that "depending on the 
inflectional class (based on stems), nouns, adjectives and pronouns have usually between 10 to 14 forms per 
gender." 

'Verbal categories include tense (synthetic present, and analytic past and future formed by attaching the 
auxiliaries), grammatical aspect (perfective, imperfective, iterative), and lexical aspect {Aktiomart)"" (Ibid.: 
242). Thus the perfective verb dot! 'to give' becomes ddvat in imperfective, and ddvdvat in iterative. 
Lexical aspect applies only to certain types of verbs (e.g., imperfectiva tantum such as pobolivati 'to ache') 
{Mluvnice deStiny [The Grammar of Czech] 1986, vol. 2: 180-187). 

In addition, another variant. Colloquial Czech {hovorovd deStina), supposedly still 'literary' but spoken 
version of LC, has been suggested, but some linguists doubt its existence because evidence for it as a 
"complete code" is lacking (Cennik 1993:27-28). 
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(1959) digiossia, with StCz as the high code and SC as the low code.'' It must be borne in 

mind, however, that "the two codes are known, understood, and used by all speakers" 

(Eckert 1993: 6). Also, as Cerm^ (1993; 27) reminds us, the difference in forms of LC 

{spisovnd cestina), and CC (pbecnd cestina) "is hardly ever clear-cut;" rather, "standard" 

and "substandard" forms in current language use tend to overlap. Further, he cautions that 

"the difference between Literary and Common Czech cannot simply be defined as the 

difference between the written and spoken language" (Ibid.: 27). 

The basis of codified StCz is Bible Kralickd (the Kralice Bible) of the 16'*' 

century. Long years of persecution of the Czech language after the battle at Bila Hora 

(1620) left the revivalists of the 19''' century with two choices: they could 1) opt for the 

" Fishman (1991a; 357-8) defines digiossia as "[t]he cultural posture whereby one language is reserved for 
one set of ethnoculturally approved and essentially self-regulated fimctions (e.g. outside relations) and 
another language is reserved for another set of ethnoculturally approved and essentially regulated fimctions 
(e.g. inside relations)" where maintenance of intercultural and intracultural boimdaries is required. This 
definition applies only to the pre-war life in Texas Czech communities; Czech language in the Czech 
Republic, despite its debated varieties and even more debated differentiation of fimctions does not 
approximate this type of digiossia. 

Only recently, as a result of positive changes in the political climate, Czech linguists have begun to 
discuss more openly the relevance of this traditional distinction to current language use. Varieties of Czech 
(Eckert ed. 1993) contains their articles dealing with this issue and the place of regional varieties (dialects) 
in the complex linguistic landscape of the Czech Republic. Eckert observes that "the Czech linguistic 
community is presently divided between opponents and defenders of StCz as it is presendy conceived," and 
that while some linguists propose to bridge the gap between StCz and SC by codifying certain features of 
CC (as in their view CC has become "the basic and majority code of the Czech lands, the Common Czech 
interdialect" asstiming the role of '̂ e standard Czech vernacular^, others point out that Common Czech 
has had very litde influence on dialects (Ibid: 9-10). For example, KrCmov^ (1993: 148) observes that CC 
(as opposed to StCz) "does not enjoy prestige" in Southeastern Moravia; local dialects are changing as they 
adopt other Moravian, not CC, forms. Thus CC remains 'foreign' to the region. Further, Cummins (1993: 
153, 170) adds that "as early as 1969" Chloupek (a Moravian linguist) "spoke of a possible hypothetical 
obecnd moravitina" ('Common Moravian'), the view that some other linguists share. That is. Common 
Moravian (the region of Moravia) would emerge as a sister interdialect to Common Czech (the region of 
Bohemia). In chapter 3,1 attempt to shed some light on the history of separatism in Moravia which I believe 
to have affected the limited influence of CC in Moravia. 

On the description of the linguistic situation in European Czech also see, for example, cf. Chloupek and 
Nekvj^il eds. 1987; Hammer 1985; HrbiCek 1995; Hronek 1972; MuUerovd 1995; Sgall 1992,1994a, 
1994b, 1995; Sgal & Hronek 1993; Stary 1995; Townsend 1990. 
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central Bohemian dialect that represented CC, the interdialect that "evolved 

independently of the literary language" having moved far away from the literary nature of 

StCz, or 2) adopt the archaic literary language of Bible Kralickd (Eckert 1993: 7); they 

chose the latter. Cerm^ (1993: 27) asserts that as a result 

Czech speakers must bear the weight of their language's complicated historical 

development, and the postulation of an artificial national standard based on a 

dead usage from the past. 

1.1.3.3. Roots of Texas Czech 

The two main regions of the Czech Republic are Bohemia (jCechy) and Moravia 

{Morava). Most Czech immigration to the US came from the Moravian region of the 

former Austro-Hungarian Empire, then Czechoslovakia, now the Czech Republic. The 

language of Czechs in Texas has its roots in Moravian dialects, specifically in the Lachian 

{Lassk^ dialect of the Silesian subgroup, the Walachian {Valassh^ dialect of the East 

Moravian subgroup, and the Handk dialect of the Central Moravian subgroup (see Map 

1.1 below).The dialectal basis of Texas Czech, considerable mixing and leveling of 

regional dialects over time and across generations,''* and the outgrowth of the contact 

Because the very first group of inunigrants came from Northeastern Bohemia (the area around Cermna), 
the Bohemian dialect of this region needs to acknowledged in the attempts to define the roots of Texas 
Czech. This group was, however, soon oumumbered by immigration from Northeastern Moravia, and thus 
its influence was limited. 

Ku£era (1989: 89) argues that developmental tendencies in Moravian-based regional varieties of 
American Czech (which is the case of Texas Czech) suggest mixing of individual dialects in the community 
speech and in the speakers' idiolects, rather than their leveling via the exposure to Common or Literary 
Czech (LC). I believe that mixing (among the dialects) allowed the process of leveling to h^ipen (cf. 1.2.2. 
below). As a result, dialectal features specific to relatively small regions in Moravia have been lost At the 
same time, such leveling was reinforced by the influence of LC taught in schools before WWII (and still has 
been via the exposure to LC in formal courses that some speakers have taken later in their lives). This, in 
my view, explains why occasional features of LC surface in some speakers' Moravian-based Texas Czech 
(also cf. CiuQ>ter 6, 6.1.6.). 
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between Czech (immigrant language) and English (dominant language of the adopted 

country of residence), must be considered when we attempt to define Texas Czech. 

1.1.3.4. Texas Czech as a Reduced Immigrant Language 

I adopt Polinsky's (1994) terminology, defining Texas Czech as a reduced variety 

of full Czech (European Czech). That is, 'the language that imdergoes attrition is called 

reduced as opposed to a fiill language, i.e., a language characterized by full conventional 

knowledge" (257; italics in the original). Furthermore, Texas Czech is a reduced variety 

of Moravian Czech (rather than Common Czech, cf. 1.1.3.2.). The term "Moravian 

Czech" is inclusive of all regional dialects that were transplanted to the US with their 

speakers (cf 1.1.3.3.) since the 1850s till World War II. Using this term, I also recognize 

that while many specific regional features have been lost, salient Moravianisms in the 

speakers' idiolects have survived. At the same time, literacy in StCz among ancestors of 

current generations of Texas Czechs was usually fairly high,'^ as they were exposed to 

StCz in school. Since Literary Czech (cf. 1.1.3.2.) was to some extent the language of 

instruction in schools'^ and almost invariably of Czech newspaj)ers,'^ its features have 

Yet slightly lower than in other American Czech communities (Haiman 1992a: 3). To help us see what 
"slightly lower" compares to, Chada (1981:24) quotes the following data for American Czechs: " [a]mong 
Czech immigrants arriving between July I, 1910 and June 30, 1911 only 1.6 percent of the males and .87 
percent of the females were illiterate" (US Department of Labor, Annual report of the Commissioner 
General, Washington, 1912, table 7). 
" Despite often very limited exposure as other duties usually prevented children &om finishing their basic 
education. Hannan (1992a: 3) notes that teachers in schools established in the US by the first immigrants 
would usually instruct children in "Moravian dialect and what the students gained in the classroom was a 
reading knowledge of Literary Czech" (LC). Hannan (198Sa: 26) restates his view that some exposure to 
LC was most likely provided. Machann and Mendl (1983: 170), on the other hand, suggest that LC served 
also as the medium of oral instruction. 1 come from a gmall Moravian village where 1 received my 
elementary education in the 1970s. At least at that time, our exposure to Standard Czech (LC) in (then) 
Czechoslovakia, was largely limited to reading materials. Machann and Mendl (Ibid.: 170) also see LC as 
the second major influence on Texas Czech although this LC was "not exactly like that used in Prague" 
(Ibid.: 171). ^uating StCz (LC) with Prague Czech is a fairly common misconception. 
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also shaped the language of Czechs in Texas (Hannan 1985a; Machann and Mendl 1983). 

These features show up only occasionally in Texas Czech speech of current generations, 

usually as a result a formal language training. They are more evident in the language of 

the only surviving authentically Texas Czech newspaper Nasinec published in Granger, 

Texas, which has evolved into a blend of StCz features with dialectal and reduced 

language features. Therefore, (1) because I am concerned with the language of current 

generations of Texas Czechs, whose literacy in Czech is overall very low and whose 

idiolects generally display only traces of StCz, and (2) because the speakers' own 

definitions of the language they think they speak are of utmost interest in this study, I find 

it appropriate to define Texas Czech as a reduced, immigrant variety of Moravian 

Czech. 

One exception is HaiduSek's newspaper Svoboda (Freedom) wbere some editorials and readers' letters 
were transliterated in their (Lachian) dialect (Hannan 198Sa: 28). 
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Map 1.1 The Roots of Texas Czech in Moravian Dialects (BSUe 1972) 
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1.1.3.5. Texas Czech as First and Secondary Language 

Also following Polinsky (1994), I define Texas Czech as first and secondary language 

for the Czech Texans who were fortunate enough to learn Czech as their first language in 

the home. The definite decline of intergenerational transmission and use of Czech began 

after World War 11.'' Those bom after World War II were usually still exposed to Czech 

of their parents, older relatives, and especially grandparents, but were rarely directly 

spoken to in Czech, let alone expected to leam it. This language is second and secondary 

for Texas Czechs who acquired some Czech in their later years, either informally through 

participation in the community, or through formal language training. I have not found 

any informants for whom Czech would still be the first and primary language. 

1.2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

1.2.1. Theoretical Framework for the Project 

It is a fact that languages are dying. "In the last five himdred years about half the 

known languages of the world have disappeared" (Sasse 1992a: 7). Krauss (1992) 

estimates that intergenerational transmission has t)een discontinued in 149 out of 187 

languages of the USA and Canada. While the history of language death as a field of study 

is relatively short, dating back to the 1970s, pioneering research and theoretical work of 

the 1970s and early 1980s on language contact, intergenerational language shift, and 

While primaiy langtiage is "spoken predominantly," secondary language is "spoken imder restricted 
circumstances" (Polinsky 1994: 257). 
" Hannan (198Sa: 26) sees as one of the causes of discontinued language transmission the lack of 
knowledge of Literary Czech among those Czech-Moravians who lived in "the more isolated and less 
purely Czech-Moravian communities," thus endorsing the connection between literacy slHIls and language 
preservation. 
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community language death has since grown into a solid body of work on structural and 

flmctional changes in dying languages (e.g., Boyd 1985; Denison 1968, 1971,1977; 

Dixon 1991; Dorian 1977, 1981, 1986, 1993, 1994abc, 1995; Dorian ed. 1989; Dressier 

1981; Dressier and Wodak-Leodolter 1977; Gal 1979; Haugen 1969; Hill 1973, 1983, 

1985; HiU and Hill 1977, 1978, 1980, 1986; Kulick 1992; Sabec 1995; Schmidt 1985; 

Silva-Corvalan 1994; Weinreich 1953). 

Recent studies of language shift and language death are motivated by linguistic 

concerns, focusing on structural changes in dying ianguages,^^ and by the growing 

interest in sociocultural factors leading to language death. The latter body of work 

answers Gal's (1979) call for what Woolard (1989: 365) succinctly defines as making 

"the speaker central to our thinking." Such research orientation is germane to this project 

in that it explores the speakers' social identities inside and outside their community, and 

"why and how...people come to interpret their lives in such a way that they abandon one 

of their languages" (Kulick 1992: 9). In addition to speaker-centered smdies (1.2.1.1.), 

my project integrates research on the semi-speaker phenomenon (1.2.1.2.), on the forms 

of discontinued language transmission (1.2.1.3.), and studies on language and ethnicity, 

also drawing on the classical notion of ethnic boundaries (1.2.1.4.). 

^ Including, for example. Bavin (1989), Campbell and Muntzel (1989), Dressier (1991), Guion (1993), 
HufBnes (1989), Lavine (1995), Linde^eld (1998), Maher (1991), Mithun (1989), Mougeon and Beniak 
(1989), Polinsky (1994,1995,1998), Rouchdy (1989), Savic (1995), Sasse(1992b), Silva-Corvalan 
(1991), Schmidt (1991), Taylor (1989). 
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1.2.1.1. Speaker-Centered Studies 

Centering on speakers means viewing "human actors rather than personified 

languages" as "the active agents" (Woolard 1989: 365) in the processes of language shift 

and loss. Gal's (1979) ethnographic microstudy of social circumstances of language shift 

in the Austrian village of Oberwart, Dorian's (1981) monograph on language death 

among ESG speakers, Schmidt's (1985) study on Dyirbal from Murray Upper in 

northeast Queensland of Australia, and Hill and Hill's (1986) work on Nahuatl 

(Mexican©) spoken in Malinche Volcano regional towns of central Mexico were the first 

to rely heavily on participant observation, the approach central to this project. 

Susan Gal (1979) sought answers for the sharp decline of Hungarian-German 

bilingualism (dating back to the 1600s) in the Austrian village of Oberwart. As she 

reports, while in the 1920s about 75 percent of population spoke Hungarian, there were 

only about 25 percent Hungarian speakers left in the early 1970s. Historically, while rich 

German Lutherans flooded the town before the 1600s, the influx of Hungarian-speaking 

intelligentsia strengthened Hungarian, which then thrived as the language of educated 

elite during the years of Magyarization. However, since Oberwart became a part of 

Austria, German has continued to grow stronger at the expense of Hungarian. By entering 

local social networks. Gal was able to identify the most important factor leading to 

language shift in interlocutors' language choice, linguistic presentation of self, which she 

termed "impression management", linking the speakers' patterns of language choice with 

their interlocutor's identity and status. With the redistribution of flmctions between the 

dying Himgarian and thriving German, Hungarian, associated with peasant status. 
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attained the symbolic value of a solidarity code, while German, the language of education, 

wage woric and social mobility, became valued as a power code. Gal (1989) finds a 

reflection of this socially motivated friction of codes in morphologically integrated lexical 

borrowings in the speech of young Hungarian speakers, suggesting that their lexical 

umovations, which compensate for their limited proficiency, result from "the pressiu^es to 

abandon Hungarian and the simultaneous forces of solidarity that resists the authority of 

German" (Ibid.; 330). Gal's invaluable contribution to the study of language shift and 

death lies in her realization that macro-sociological changes by themselves do not cause 

language shift; rather, they are interpreted by the members of shifting commimities, and 

thus their everyday language use, the subject of our investigation, necessarily reflects 

their interpretations. 

Nancy Dorian conducted extensive on-site fieldwork (1963 - 1978) with speakers 

of East Sutherland Gaelic (ESG) threatened by English in the villages of Brora, Golspie 

and Embo. With the spread of English in the Scottish Highlands around the 1850s, Gaelic 

became restricted to the Highlanders who had been removed to fishing villages in Eastern 

Sutherland, stereotypically viewed as "a brutal and barbarous race" (Dorian 1981: 37). 

Schools played a detrimental role, reinforcing a negative view of Gaelic and promoting 

English as the medium of instruction. At the same time, similar to the case of Oberwart, 

parents' concern for their children's future led them to favor education in the language of 

prestige (Gal's power code). Social isolation and the stigmatized status of fishermen went 

hand in hand with their linguistic isolation, and thus they preserved Gaelic (although it 

has not been immune to the influence of English) the longest. Dorian suggested that more 
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important than the size of speaker population in a langu^e death situation is who speaks 

the threatened language. 

Dorian combines the search for social factors causing language shift with the 

study of erosion in language structures as its consequence. She discovered the semi-

speaker phenomenon (1.2.1.2. below) and the power of receptive competence, allowing 

semi-speakers with low productive competence to effectively interact with fluent Gaelic 

speakers while being perceived as equally capable interlocutors. "Making the speaker 

central to our thinking," Dorian showed the role of stigmatized ethnic identity in the 

language shift,^' identified the solidarity flmction of Gaelic, contexts of use and factors 

affecting language choice (e.g., setting, topic, and mainly the interlocutor), assessed the 

role of language attitudes and loyalty, and suggested age grouping rather than commonly 

acknowledged social stratification to affect language choice. 

Annette Schmidt's fieldwork (1982) at Murray Upper in Australian Queensland 

offers a thorough account of structural changes in a dying language while carefully 

considering social, political, and economic factors that speakers interpret and act on. 

Schmidt's study (1985) describes the reduced variety of traditional Dyirbal (TD), still 

spoken by younger people (age 15-39) in the Jambun community, whose rapid linguistic 

erosion (spanning 25 years) contrasts with a more gradual decline of Scottish Gaelic 

(Dorian 1981). The community, formed in the 1970s of the remaining members of two 

Jambun tribes "against the backdrop of a dominant white society" had no choice but to 

Dorian<1980:33) observes that a lag in linguistic habits, rather than the use of Gaelic itself, has become 
their '̂ actual ethnicity marker." 
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rely on them, abandoning the identity fimction of each tribal language and traditionally 

valued autonomy (Ibid.: 16). Schmidt demonstrates how the older speakers evaluations of 

YD as 'imperfect' (i.e., by insiders themselves) reinforce stigmatization of Dyirbal by 

whites (i.e., outsiders) and how their puristic "corrective mechanism" speeds up the 

replacement of Dyirbal by English, encouraging horizontal (peer) grouping rather than 

vertical communication networks (shown in Dorian 1981), where YD serves as a marker 

of ingroup solidarity and identity. Further, Jambun English, stigmatized as a substandard 

language, has replaced YD in the community interaction, serving as a secret code - and 

thus a marker of identity - for in-group communication among Jambun children when 

confronting their white peers in school. They caimot use Dyirbal in this function because 

its early transmission has ceased; adults consider TD a 'difficult language' which is more 

appropriate for older children to leam. As a result, Jambun English has become the 

primary language of socialization, ultimately replacing Dyirbal as the symbol of cultural 

identity. Schmidt hypothesizes that the demise of Dyirbal is imminent; it does not enjoy 

any social and political prestige, its transmission has been discontinued, and Dyirbal-

speaking peer groups, the last resort for maintaining a certain language norm, have been 

disintegrating. 

The question of speakers' interpretations of macro-sociological processes comes 

to the forefront also in the work of Jane Hill and Kenneth Hill (1977, 1978, 1980, 1986) 

and Jane Hill (1973, 1983,1985, 1989) on Nahuatl (Mexicano), a Uto-Aztecan language 

spoken in Malinche Volcano regional towns of central Mexico. Assimiing the linguistic 

anthropological perspective, these researchers explore how "political economy [can] 
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articulate with language" (Hill 1993: 69). Nahuatl towns have been assimilated to the 

dominant Spanish culture to different degrees. The building of an industrial infrastructure 

and thus partial proletarization within traditional communities of maize cultivators 

hastened the influx of Spanish loanwords (leading to extensive relexification) into already 

eroded Mexicano whose pure forms have been idealized and considered extinct. Hill and 

Hill (1986) identified two types of speakers; "narrow honorific speakers" (NHSs), and 

"broad honorific speakers" (BHS), according to their use of Mexicano inside and outside 

the community, as a reflection of the degree of flmctional split within the language into a 

solidarity code and a power code. NHSs were mostly young factory workers more 

exposed to the remarks stigmatizing their Indian identity, who would use Mexicano in the 

home and during agricultural work (solidarity code) and Spanish for public matters 

(power code). In contrast, BHSs, largely cultivators in their communities (thus less 

vulnerable to such stigmatizing) would use Spanish only in the outside world. The Hills 

approached this division from the speakers' perspective (crucial to the present project), 

discovering the conflict between NHSs and BHSs, with BHSs accusing NHSs of not 

speaking 'with enough respect,' and NHSs making puristic comments on the 'proper' use 

of Mexicano by BHSs.^ Rather than the "bottom-to-top death" (Campbell and Muntzel 

1989: 185), with the use of an obsolescing language being restricted to its ritual fimction, 

Mexicano has undergone the top down functional shift "with the last surviving routines 

^ Inteiesdngly, the decline of relativixation and preference to address others in Spanish instead of using 
Mexicano honorifics implied to NHSs with stich puristic attitudes rather than to BHSs subjected to the 
criticism of NHSs (also see Hill 1973,1989). 
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being accomplished in the vernacular of family intimacy" (Hill 1983: 260). ̂  One could 

predict that with limited intergenerational transmission of Mexicano and Spanish-

mediated schooling, there is not much hope for this language to survive. 

The ethnographic and linguistic-anthropological perspective of speaker-centered 

studies affords our understanding of how community members themselves perceive and 

assess the place of a reduced, dying language in the indigenous or immigrant ethnic 

community, and provides insights into their reasoning about what competencies of a 

'speaker' entail. My project rests on the conviction that we cannot claim a full 

interpretation of linguistic material insofar as it is detached from the complexities of 

speakers' real lives and their own perceptions of what is accepted as a language and who 

is accepted as its speaker, both concepts being negotiated within the shifting/dying 

language community itself. Chapter 5 explores these and other relevant issues. 

1.2.1.2. The Semi-speaker Phenomenon 

In her pioneering language death monograph on East Sutherland Gaelic (ESG), 

Dorian (1981; 3) {)oints out the practice of past linguistic research to avoid imperfect 

speakers as inadequate sources for accurate language description. Following the same 

practice at the outset of her fieldwork, later she began "seeking out imperfect speakers" 

whom she excluded from consideration in the earlier years of her extensive fieldwork. 

Analyzing the speech data from imperfect speakers (she termed them "semi-speakers"), 

she was not only able to accomplish accurate description of variable language proficiency 

^ Hill (1993) finds Mexicano to surpass Spanish in young men's obscene remarks challenging outsiders 
and joking (i.e., top-down shift). I have found that Texas Czechs are more likely to use Czech in the 
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of real language users (of the language nearing its extinction) in real communities, but 

also, in her later work, to discover the personal-pattern variation in socially homogeneous 

ESG commimities and caution other students of language death that language 

obsolescence should not be used as a taken-for-granted explanation for this phenomenon 

(Dorian 1994c). 

Dorian (1981: 107) contrasts Gaelic-dominant bilinguals with ESG semi-speakers 

who are not as fluent in Gaelic, and defines the semi-speakers and near-passive 

bilinguals as follows: 

They speak (ESG) with varying degrees of less than full fluency, and their 
grammar (and usually also their phonology) is markedly aberrant in terms of the 
fluent-speaker norm. Semi-speakers may be distinguished from fully fluent 
speakers of any age by the presence of deviations in their Gaelic which are 
explicitly labeled "mistakes" by fully fluent speakers. That is, the speech 
community is aware of many (thou^ not all) of the deflciencies in semi-speaker 
speech performance. Most semi-speakers are also relatively halting in 
delivery...but it is not the manner of delivery that distinguishes them, since semi-
speakers of comparable grammatical ability may speak with very different 
degrees of confidence and "fluency." At the lower end of speaker skill, semi-
speakers are distinguished from near-passive bilinguals by their ability to 
manipulate words in sentences. Near-passive bilinguals often know a good many 
words or phrases, but cannot build sentences with them or alter them 
productively. Semi-speakers can, although the resultant sentences may be 
morphologically or syntactically askew to a greater or lesser extent 
(emphasis added). 

Dorian's definitions of semi-speakers and near-passive bilinguals are preferred in this 

study because they acknowledge evaluations by the speakers themselves. The apparent 

difference between ESG and Texas Czech communities, however, is the lack of fully 

fluent speakers and thus of general awareness of "the deficiencies in semi-speaker speech 

contexts of joking and teasing as well. Hill (1983:260) suggests that the opposite, bonom-iq> shift appears 
to apply to other Uto-Aztecan languages, namely Hopi and Yaqui. 
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performance" (Ibid.: 107), which, at the same time, provides for an interesting insiders' 

view of what constitutes a Czech speaker (Chapter 5). 

Sasse (1992a: 15) defines semi-speakers within his proposal for the model of 

language death ('*The Gaelic-Arvanftika Model"), here included for his consideration of 

discontinued intergenerational language transmission.^'* Similar to Dorian, Sasse finds 

language decay (the term referring to '^e serious linguistic disintegration" in the process 

of language death) as typical for "the speech of so-called semi-speakers, i.e., that speaker 

generation which results from the interruption of language transmission." Semi-speakers 

acquire the language, whose "transmission is being suppressed," imperfectly (Ibid.; 

italics in the original). Thus 

[tjheir morphology is extremely defective, they lose important grammatical 
categories such as tense, aspect or mood, even if those categories are present in T 
[the Target language]. Their speech often shows a pidgin-like" simplification of 

Sasse's (1992a) model is composed of three major factors: External Setting (ES), Speech Behavior (SB), 
and Structural Consequences (SC). He asserts that the reasons for linguistic obsolescence (which I interpret 
as certain SB which leads to certain SC) '*are found exclusively in the ES area" (Ibid.: 11). ES a£fects one's 
SB, which certainly includes the decisions (or unconscious neglect) that result in discontinued language 
transmission. 
^ Briefly, language death has been compared to (1) healthy language change, (2) first language acquisition, 
and (3) pidginization /creolization. As to (1), it has been suggested that changes leading to language death 
are just as typical for healthy languages, and what is at issue is rapidity of this change (Dorian 1981; 
Romaine 1989; Schmidt 1985). As for (2), some researchers adhere to the extreme "mirror image view" (in 
which the order of first language development is reversed in language death), while others caution that 
evidence for the strong version of this argument is lacking. For example, Dorian (1981) and Schmidt 
(I98S) emphasize differences in child and adult cognitive abilities (e.g., adult speakers can compensate for 
the gaps in the dying language using the means from the dominant language). What appears to be justified 
by sufiScient evidence is a weak version of the "mirror image" argument One example can be found in 
Menn (1989: 342) who suggests that 2"* SG imperative, a feature acquired early (being frequent in the 
parents' communication with children), is also better preserved in a 'non-fiiU' speaker. (3) Finally, pidgin is 
a contact language that developed as a means of communication among people not sharing one; it is no 
one's native language. On the other hand, creole is usually defined as an expanded and elaborated pidgin 
spoken by native speakers. Already in the 1970s, Dressier and Wodak Leodolter (1977: 37) suggested that 
"[l]anguage death...can be looked at as a sort of pidginization; obligatory rules change to variable ones, the 
polystylism of a normal language... moves to monostylism". Commonly identified similarities between 
pidgins and dying languages include a limited vocabulary, reduced morphology and syntax, monostylism 
and the use of analytic rather than synthetic structures (McMahon 1994). Indeed, Schmidt (1985) 
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syntax and a strong insecurity in the mapping of fonns and functions. They are 
hardly able to master the phonological distinctions of A [the Abandoned 
language] and show extreme variation in their pronunciation. Due to the lack of 
linguistic skill and the absence of the corrective mechanism normally connected 
with LTSs [Language Transmission Strategy], he never acquires the relative 
proficiency of a full speaker of the language. Semi-speakers often remember an 
amazing amount of vocabulary, but may get totally lost with morphology and 
syntax...Many semi-speakers avoid speaking a language in which they cannot 
easily express themselves and which they conceive of as bastardized, pidginized 
non-language (the typical attitude of a semi-speaker; 'X is not a language') 
abid: 17). 

The latest study offering some linguistic description of Texas Czech is that of 

Smith (1991) who identifies his 30 informants as (1) fully competent speakers, (2) semi-

speakers, (3) terminal speakers, and (4) non-speakers.^® As for the latter I agree with 

Sasse (1992a: 26) that the term "terminal speaker" (used by Tsitsipis 1981 and adopted by 

Smith as such) refers to all last generation speakers who "must not necessarily be 

imperfect speakers," and thus do not use such classification in my study. 

demonstrates that pidgin-like forms may develop in a dying language (e.g. Young Dyirfoal semi-speakers' 
use of bin as a past tense marker). I tend to agree with the view that while linguistic parallels between 
pidginization and language death are at least partially justifiable, any equations appear inappropriate in 
sociolinguistic terms (McMahon 1994; 312). Specifically, Dressier (1988) argues that the speech 
situations, domains, fimctions, and speaker attitudes are different just as the mode of acquisition, and that a 
large-scale variation is more typical for dying languages due to the decrease in language use and relaxation 
of norms. A classical argument for language death as '̂ creolization in reverse" comes from Trudgill's 
(1976) case study of Arvam'tika, a language spoken in the villages around Athens under the Greek 
influence. According to him, sociolinguistically, creolization means that a language "is acquiring its native 
speakers" whereas in language death, native speakers lose their language (Ibid.: 33). Further, he finds the 
semi-speaker continuum comparable to the creole continuum. Linguistically, Creoles tend to be simplified 
(although not restricted and reduced), while the opposite obtains for dying languages. Overall, however, 
some ambiguous cases to which both simplification and reduction apply led Trudgill to admit that '̂ even if 
'creolization in reverse' is an accurate term sociolinguistically, it is much less so linguistically" (Ibid.: 49). 
^ Smith (1991) divides his sample into three age groups; (1) 70 and above, (2) 50-70, and (3) 30-50. His 
analysis of oral interviews for 9 selected informants shows fully competent speakers in groups (1) and (2), 
semi-speakers in group (3) among informants in their 40s, and terminal speakers in group (3) among 
informants in their mid and late 30s. Smith observes that w^le 'inorphological (and lexical) control" 
remains relatively high for Texas Czech speakers, aged fifty and above, "considerable fluctuation" in Czech 
language ability begins with speakers in their forties. (To be sure, this is not to suggest that a positive 
correlation between language ability and age can be taken for granted). Smith attributes this variability to 
some speakers' imperfect language acquisition rather than to language loss (Ibid.; 265-266). 
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Further, Polinsky (to appear; 67) constructs a semi-speaker proficiency continuum 

for American Russian based on her informants' scores on the lexicostatistic list,^^ arguing 

that 

the lexical proficiency scores can serve as a basis for the characterization and 

ranking of semi-speaker in tenns of a continuum model. Such a model, which 

can be patterned on the synchronic creole continuum models (DeCamp 1971; 

Bickerton 1973; Rickford 1987), will distinguish between acrolectal, mesolectal, 

and basilectal varieties of a reduced language. 

"[A]crolectal speakers" should be "least removed from the respective fiili languages, 

while "basilectal speakers demonstrate greatest deviation from the patterns of the full 

language," leaving "mesolectal speakers" in between these two extremes (Ibid.: 67). 

Both Dorian and Sasse's definitions of the semi-speaker phenomenon and 

Polinsky's findings affording the view that a lexicostatistic procediu-e is "a more general 

linguistic tool of evaluating language competence" (Ibid.; 75) are relevant to the linguistic 

analysis of elicited Texas Czech in Chapter 8. 

1.2.1.3. Intergenerational Language Transmission 

Kulick (1992; 11-12) observes that "the overwhelming majority of studies on 

language shift have concentrated on the speech of adults," even though "[t]he issue of 

transmission is at the very heart of language death since the languages cannot be said to 

" This list was originally developed by Swadesh (1972) for glonochronology, the study of the stages of a 
language, separation of a language into local dialects, or differendation of these into distinct languages. The 
procedure was adopted by the students of language attrition and death (e.g., Dorian 1981, Hill and Hill 
1986, Polinsky 1994,1995, to appear). 
^ As exceptions he cites SchmiA's (198S) work on Dyirbal and Bavin's (1989) study on children's 
acquisition of Walpiri. 
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be shifting until it can be established that children are no longer learning them." The 

study of child language socialization has often neglected social motivation for 

discontinued language transmission beyond the decisions parents make for their children, 

as well as the influence of caretakers and siblings. These decisions are usually shown to 

be based on the declining prestige of the parents' mother tongue and the lack of its 

utilitarian value. For example, IDenison (1977: 22) concludes that "the direct cause of 

'language death' is seen to be social and psychological: parents cease transmitting the 

language in question to their offspring." While I believe that language prestige and its 

practical value are indeed the two factors that make a difference in parents' decision as to 

what language they should pass on to their children, I also agree with Kulick (1992: 12-

13) who challenges the view, represented in Denison's words above, that our task is to 

investigate "to what extent this decision is a consequence and recognition of shift aheady 

under way." It is his study that 1 will consider next. 

Just as Gal, Dorian, Schmidt, and the Hills, Kulick (1992: 17) focuses on the 

speaker, namely on the community members' ideas about "language, children, the self, 

and the place of these in [their] interpretation of their social world" in order to understand 

"why they come to abandon their language." His study draws on scholarly work that has 

explored and acknowledged cross-cultural differences in child language socialization (e.g. 

For example, Dopke (1986) and Fantini (1986) suggest that kinds of input and reactions in languages that 
children receive from their bilingual parents decide which language is acquired. More recent studies on 
child language socialization have emphasized that children are socialized through interaction, at the same 
time socializing into these roles their parents, siblings, and caretakers (Ochs 1988; Schieffelin and Ochs 
1986; SchiefTelin 1990). Interacting with peers is another &ctor in child language socialization (Goodwin 
1990; Heath 1983). The role of older siblings in language shift (compare the discussion on language '*tip" in 
section 1.12.1. above) is shown in Dorian (1986). 
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Schieffelin and Ochs 1986; Schieffelin 1990) and responds to the void in the literature on 

specific patterns in the parent-child interaction and child bearing practices that hinder and 

eventually terminate intergenerational transmission of the local vernacular. This type of 

interaction can no longer be studied in Texas Czech communities;^" however, Kulick's 

question of why the shift happens "against the expressed desires and wills of the village 

parents" (Ibid.: 14; italics in the original) has inspired my interest in the conmiunity 

members' reflections and views on the end of natural transmission of their ancestral 

language. 

Kulick suggests that the shift from Taiap to Tok Pisin in a Papua New Guinean 

village of Gapun (where he conducted field work in the late 1980s) began with the arrival 

of whites at the beginning of this century, which brought about the change in villagers' 

perceptions of self and others. He identified two attributes, hed, associated with 

individualistic selfishness and pride, and save, the cooperative part of the self, as 

important to local understanding of personhood. Once Tok Pisin, the language of 

"coming up", entered the scene, hed has become linked to the vernacular, and save to Tok 

Pisin. Therefore, villagers use prestigious Tok Pisin to express their better self, leaving 

negative connotations for Taiap. Kulick shows that it was not so much the concept of 

ethnicity (cf. Dorian 1981) as the difference between 'backward' villagers (speaking only 

Taiap) and 'civilized' villagers (speaking both Taiap and Tok Pisin of whites) that has 

played a crucial role in the language shift in Gapun. Importantly, Tok Pisin does not 

replace Taiap of adults, and it is not their conscious decision to stop transmitting the 

^ Not only has transmission of Czech ceased, but also its everyday use among adults is severely limited. 
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vernacular to their children. At the same time however, "the villagers' thoughts on 

language, children, and self all work to systematically bias their language practices in 

favor of Tok Pisin (Ibid.: 24). 

When a healthy language is transplanted with its speakers to their new homeland, 

and such is the case of American Czech, "the intergenerational mother tongue continuity 

is very frequently not only endangered but largely or entirely unattained" (Fishman 

1991a: 356). While Old Order Amish or Hasidic Jews in the US have incorporated the 

use of English without having to curtail the use and transmission of ethnic mother tongue 

because they have been able to "protect their cultural boundaries" (Ibid.: 357), the 

experience of many other inunigrant languages in the US is generally different; American 

Czechs join German, Slovak, Polish, Slovenian and other Americans ethnic groups in this 

respect. Fishman (Ibid.: 90-92) offers "a graded typology of threatened statuses" to help 

preservationists of declining languages identify the stage of its decline and the tools 

which might reverse a complete shift towards the majority (dominant) language.^' 

According to his eight stages (with the eighth being the worst), Czech language in Texas 

seems to have entered the alarming stage seven.^^ While one still finds elderly speakers 

who can be considered fully competent in Texas Czech (and thus capable of passing on 

the language to the young), the drop in proficiency from semi-speakers to non-speakers of 

Texas Czech among the younger Texans of Czech descent suggests that unless langiiage 

revival effort focus on them, thus bridging the gap widened by the years of discontinued 

For the discussion of the tenn ''dominant language" see Fishman (1964:44). 
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irreversible. Fishman suggests various ways to engage older speakers as valuable 

resources for the activization of the young to stimulate and nurture their interest in the 

heritage language and cautions that what often slips our attention is '^e difference 

between means and ends"; for example, cultural performances in the threatened language 

are only the means for reversing language shift and caimot be viewed as the accomplished 

'ends'. The causes of discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech in Texas are 

identified in Chapter 4, and current efforts to save the language as, in Fishman's terms 

(Ibid.: 364), an "additional language" are discussed in Chapter 7. 

1.2.1.4. Language and Ethnicity 

Despite the interest in the study of ethnic identity in contemporary anthropology 

and the scholarship of social science (e.g.. Banks and Gay 1978; Barkan 1995a; Barkan 

1995b; Bank 1996), a fairly small body of research has explored language and ethnicity 

among speakers of dying languages in the US immigrant conununities (e.g.. Banks 1988; 

Dow ed. 1991; Haugen 1969; Fishman 1989, 1991a, 1991b; Peltz 1998: 173-204; Silva-

Corvalan 1994).^^ Relatively more studied has been language and ethnicity maintenance 

in Native American communities (e.g., Fitzgerald 1974; Foster 1991; Harrod 1995; 

Kroskrity 1993). Insofar as the language can be viewed as an essential part of speakers' 

identities (Brenzinger and Dimmendaal 1992), we need to fully imderstand how people 

think of themselves "in relation to one another and to their changing world," and how 

Stage 7 on Graded Intergenerational Disr\iption Scale (GIDS): "most users of Xish [an immigrant 
language] are a socially integrated and ethnolinguistically active population but they are beyond child-
bearing age" (Fishman 1991a: 89). 
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what they think is "encoded and mediated through language" (Kulick 1992:9). Once this 

language conies to lose this exclusive position, whether used sparingly or not at all, we 

must consider it in its complex relationship with other expressions of ethnicity. The 

present study tries to contribute to our understanding of this issue from the perspective of 

language change, its roots and consequences. 

A notable contribution to the study of social identity has been made by Tajfel 

(1974,1981, 1982). According to Tajfel (1974: 69), social identity is "that part of an 

individual's self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his membership in a social 

group (or groups) together with the values and emotional significance to that 

membership." Tajfel's theory of social identity became a building stone of the social 

psychological theory of ethnolinguistic identity (e.g., Giles, Bouriiis and Taylor 1977; 

Giles and Saint-Jacquez eds. 1979; Giles and Johnson 1981,1987). The study of language 

and social identity in general, and of language and ethnic identity in particular, has been 

further approached from the sociolinguistic perspective (interactional sociolinguistics of 

Gumperz 1982; Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz 1982; Bloom and Gumperz 1972; Hymes 

1972,1974,1996; Heller 1987; Heller ed.l988), the sociology of language (e.g., Fishman 

1985,1989, 1991a), and ecology of language (Haarmann 1986). 

The present study draws on the notion of ethnic boundaries that define and are 

defined by an ethnic group (Earth 1969^'*; Haarmann 1986; Isaiw 1974). I view the 

language as one of the diacritical markers of ethnicity that "may or may not be relevant to 

For an overview of the study of language and ethnic identity see Gudykunst and Schmidt (1988). 
^ For a useful analysis of Baith's theory including its shortcomings see Bank (1996). 
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behavior" (Barth 1969:13), and with Haarmann (1986) I conceptualize the 

ethnolinguistic connection as language in ethnicity rather than language and ethnicity. In 

this perspective, language as "a function of boundary marking is definitely related to 

ethnicity," but it is not "a crucial criterion for the shaping of edinic identity" (Ibid.: 

261).'̂  

Inspirational from Fishman's research is his identification of modified ethnic 

identities as immigrant ethnic groups become "de-ethnicized" (e.g., Fishman et al. 1966, 

1989, 1991ab). Fishman's (1985: 71) view that authentic ethnicity means "continuity of 

being, of doing, and of knowing" affords a useful distinction between "ethnic doing" and 

"ethnic knowing". His and other studies (e.g., more recently Papademetre 1994 on Greek 

Australians; §abec 1995 on Slovene Americans), have shown that ethnicity in some form 

of expression outlives the language, i.e. in Fishman's terms, the "knowing" in an 

immigrant ethnic community typically outlives the "doing". Living ethnically finds a 

surrogate in occasional celebrations of ethnicity; it is a welcome addition to, rather than 

the essence of, daily life. The "continuity of being, of doing, and of knowing" is reflected 

in Fishman's definition of ethnicity as 

a 'peopleness,' i.e. belonging, or pertaining to a phencmenologically complete, 

separate, historically deep cultural collectivity, a collectivity polarized on 

perceived authenticity. This 'belonging' is experienced and interpreted physically 

One of the recent models is Edwards' (1992) framework for the typology of immigrant languages that 
separates the notions of ethnicity and language use. Grenoble and Whaley (1998) examine this model as a 
preview to other articles in the volume, which demonstrate the flexibility and insight we gain by being able 
to tease these notions apart (e.g., Dorian 1998; Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer 1998). 
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(biologically), behaviorally (culturally) and phenomenologically (intuitively) 

(Ibid.: 70). 

This framework, a further elaboration of which I defer to Chapter 6, allows me to separate 

the notions of language and ethnicity^^ and search for other markers that in addition to the 

declining language still define Texas Czechs as a distinct ethnic group. 

I also find inspiration in the few studies on Texas Czechs that devote some space 

to ethnolinguistic issues (e.g., Eckert 1998; Hanak 1979; Hewitt 1979; Machaim 1976; 

Machann and Mendl 1983). For example, when explaining the general dissolution of 

ethnic enclosure of Czech communities in Texas, Hewitt (1979: 47) asserts that at least 

through the 1900s, the "essentials of cultural heritage" were preserved.^^ Further, as part 

of their sociohistorical study of immigration and early communities of Texas Czechs, 

Machann and Mendl (1983) identify some traits, morals and values that prevailed through 

^ For example, had I relied on ethnopsychological approach, Giles, Bourhis and Taylor's (1977) criteria 
(i.e., status, demographic and institutional support) would lead me to conclude that the Texas Czech ethnic 
group (1) can hardly be viewed as a cohesive linguistic group whose heritage language enjoys prestige 
within the larger society, (2) the demographic situation is far from favorable because the communities are 
isolated from European Czechs, hence from the fiill language of their ancestral home, and (3) this language 
has no place in societal institutions. In other words, because this ethnopsychological approach ''neglects to 
mention specific language relations," and employs language status as a single variable instead of viewing it 
as a cluster of many (Haarmann 1986: 9), the ethnolinguistic vitality of Texas Czech communities would 
have to be pronounced non-existent. In contrast, Haarmann's (Ibid.: 12-13) network of ecological relations 
works with the clusters of variables, such as "ancestry as a criterion of group solidarity" and "the specifics 
of a language's sociocultural potential" (among the ethnocultural variables), and "the relevance of linguistic 
distance between contact languages," or "the characteristics of language contacts with respect to the 
sociocultural status of the contacting languages" (among the ethnolinguistic variables). Consequently, the 
concept of ethnolinguistic vitality originated by Giles and his associates appears too simplified for the 
shifting language communities such as those of Texas Czechs, where merely the 'idea' of the heritage 
language survives without the language itself being a part of people's daily lives, but for which the signs of 
ethnolinguistic vitality can be found when we think in terms of language ecology and search for them in 
"the w^ole netwoiic of social relations which control the variability of languages and their model speakers' 
behavior" (Haarmann Ibid.: 3). 

Specifically, "religious belief, ethical values, musical tastes, recreation patterns, literature, historical 
language, and a sense of a common past" (Ibid.: 48). 
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the late 1930s despite the already then advanced asssimilation of Texas Czechs. Hanak 

(1979: 173) speaks of "identity with difference" still distinguishing Texas Czechs from 

other Americans in the late 1970s, and Eckert (1998: 38) examines the tombstones in the 

cemeteries of Texas Czechs, arguing that the haphazard use of diacritical markers 

(required in full Czech) in the tombstone inscriptions continues to flmction as decorative 

symbols of ethnicity. Finally, important to my project is Kevin Hannan's approach to the 

study of Texas Czech (1985a, 1992a, 1993, 1996a) considering the social, historical, and 

political factors which help explain ethnolinguistic redefinition of Texas Czechs till the 

present day.^* I return to his work in Chapter 3 (Sociohistorical Background) and in the 

analysis of my informants' ethnolinguistic self-definitions in Chapter 6. 

1.2.2. Research on American and Texas Czech 

Just as the study of linguistic and social factors in American Czech (Eckert 1987, 

1988, 1990; Henzl 1975a, 1981, 1982; Kochis 1980; Ku^era 1989), the research on Texas 

Czech has emphasized "attrition of form" rather than "functional attrition" (Hill 1993: 

68), namely by focusing on its historical Moravian dialectal features (Mendl 1976, 1979; 

Machann and Mendl 1983; Perkowski 1976), and linguistic description (Eckert 1993, 

1997; Kufiera 1989; Kutac 1967; Smith 1991). 

Hannan has published in professional journals as well as newsletters or bulletins of Czech-related 
organizations in Texas. His outreach to the speakers of the language that he describes and to all Texans of 
Czech descent recognizes the importance of communication between activists and community members 
(here speakers of dying Texas Czech), and researchers who collect data about their culture and language 
use. Hannan's articles, for the newsletters such as Cesiy Hlas (The Czech Heritage Society of Texas), KJT 
News (The Catholic Union of Texas), or Ceski Dijiny: The Magazine of Czech Genealogy, inform the 
readers about the roots of Texas Czech and the region of their ancestors' origin, the origins of Wallachian 
surnames, lexical varieties of the Czech word for '̂ tato" (cf. Chiqiter 8,8.1.3.), and other issues related to 
their heritage language and culture. 
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Henzl's (1975a) "first systematic analysis" of American Czech (Ibid.: 199) 

explored tlie effect of active cultivation of Literary Czech by its immigrant speakers and 

maintenance of this variety to American Czech communities. She used structured tasks, 

story-telling, letter-writing, and a questionnaire to collect speech data from 84 informants 

living in California, Illinois, and New York. This work was intended to expand the focus 

of her contemporaries who "most often" approached the study of Czech abroad as the 

study of a dialect, and thus were primarily concerned with "the description of typical 

dialectal features of Czech" (Ibid.: 199).^' In contrast, she was concerned with the 

differential relation between American Czech and Literary Czech,"*® yet she defines 

American Czech as a "specific dialectal variety" which has been "modified by a 

progressive interference of American English" (Ibid.: 309; emphasis added). Henzl 

concluded that the amount of formal education in Czech, ties with the original country, 

and language attitudes were crucial to the maintenance of Literary Czech by American 

Czech speakers. Her study also contributed to the discussion about the "mirror image 

view" (cf. 1.2.1.2.) in the course of first language acquisition and language death, by 

Till the 1970s, most research of immigrant varieties of Czech was limited to the European continent. 
Henzl (1975a; 5) cites Frinta's (1913) descriptive study of "a Czech dialect used by immigrants in Prussian 
Silesia" as the first project of this nature. More work on Czech abroad was done in the 1960s and the 1970s, 
covering its immigrant varieties in Rumania (e.g., UtfiSeny 1962, 1964; VaSek 1968), Yugoslavia (e.g., 
BfiliC 1959; Jan£ik 1971, 1973), Poland (e.g., Jan£dk and VordC 1962), and Austria (Gessman 1976). More 
recent studies were conducted not only in Europe, but also in Canada and the United States (e.g., Viennese 
Czech: Fisher 1993; Czechs in Poland and Croatia: Jan£ik 1993; Canada: Bubenik 1978, 1993; RakuSan 
1985; Czech and Ukrainian in the US: RakuSan 1990; American Czech: RakuSan 1993; American Polish 
and American Czech: Henzl 1982; American Czech in North Dakota: VaSek 1990). 
^ Immigration to Texas has its specifics, the most important one being the immigrants' Moravian origin, 
hence their Moravian dialects (cf 1.1.3.4. above). As to a variety of Literary Czech in Texas traditionally 
maintained through newspaper publishing, the only remaining authentic Texas Czech newspaper is NaSinec 
published in Granger, one of my focal communities. An interesting blend of Texas Czech with some 
features of Literary Czech found in NaSinec deserves a study of its own. 
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demonstrating some similarities between adult American Czech data and monolingual 

developmental data (also Henzl 1982). Valuable to my project, Henzl's study attempted 

to establish the causative link between social conditions and language change in 

American Czech communities, paying attention to the social and historical dimensions of 

Czech immigration, and, through attitudinal questionnaires, to the informants' self-

reports. 

Kudera (1989: 66) defines American Czech as "a fragmented immigrant variety of 

the Czech language with a relaxed norm, historically rooted in the complex of the Czech 

national language, yet detached from it and evolving in the American multilingual society 

under the pressure of English."^' Using oral and written data from more than 200 

American Czechs, he distinguishes between changes in language features as a result of 

relaxation in language norm, "atrophy", and the process of "Americanization" via 

replacement or enrichment of the reduced language, illustrating each type of change in 

phonology, lexicon, morphology, and, relevant to Americanization, showing the effect of 

English influence on Czech syntax. If Henzl's (1975a) is according to her "the first 

systematic analysis" of American Czech, Kudera's study appears to be the most complete 

survey of linguistic features of American Czech to-day. The structural analysis of data in 

my project has benefited from his summaiy of the features typical for Texas Czech which 

considers its Moravian dialectal roots. 

"^Americkou deStinu chdpeme v teto prdcijako roztnStinou a noremnS uvolnenou pfistihovaleckou 
variarttu deskeho jazyka, historicky zakofeninou v komplexu ieskiho ndrodntho jazyka, aktudlni vSak k 
tomuto komplexu nepHsluSejici a vyvijejict se v americki mnohojazydne spolednosti pod tlakem anglidtiny." 
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Smith (1991) is the latest dissertation written on Texas Czech. The author presents 

a descriptive analysis of linguistic variation of Texas Czech among three age groups (cf. 

1.2.1.2.) in two Czech communities of Central Texas. The linguistic analysis of data 

gathered through oral interviews is a valuable contribution to the study of American 

Czech (and to the comparative study of immigrant languages in North America), although 

the author chooses to devote only marginal space to Moravian dialectal features which, in 

my view, form the basis of Texas Czech. In addition to elicitation tasks, the author 

collected sociolinguistic information through questionnaires on language use and 

attitudes. Smith placed his informants on a proficiency continuum,^^ and concluded that 

informants above the age of fifty tend to retain lexicon and morphological patterns far 

better than the lower age groups. His informants' self-reports on language use and 

attitudes in questionnaires appear to corroborate his speaker categorization. 

Eckert (1988) reports on the "linguistic and social factors reflected in the 

development of American Czech," based on the narrative data from thirty first-generation 

Czech speakers from rural communities of Nebraska. Although her informants came from 

the same age group,'*^ environment, and background, they displayed differential 

proficiency in their mother tongue, which supports the view that a positive correlation 

Although Smith (1991) does work with the concept of semi-speaker, he concludes that only three 
informants in his sample of thirty could be considered in this category (&om group 2, age 50-70). On the 
other hand, he terms twelve out of thirteen informants in group 3 (age 30-50) ''terminal speakers," and one 
a "non-speaker". Having identified only three candidates out of thirty as semi-speakers (age group 50-70), 
Smith suggests that this phenomenon might be less of a factor in immigrant communities, hypothesizing 
that for lower proficiency speakers who might well be described as semi-speakers, avoidance strategies 
during an oral interview might have been at work (Ibid.: 306). Therefore, I do not refer to his ranking of 
informants' proficiency using the term "semi-speaker continmim". 

Eckert (1988:97)) describes her informants as arrivals from the end of the 19"' century or "the eariy 
decades of this century when they were in their teens and early twenties." 
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between the speakers' age and/or generation and their abili^ to speak Czech cannot be 

assumed (also Ku5era 1989; Smith 1991). Eckert divides her sample into "Fully 

Competent Speakers", "Proficient Speakers", and "Imperfect Speakers", and identifies 

linguistic features typical for each category. As she suggests, further woric should subject 

to study the language of the second and third generations, and ideally "establish stages in 

language attrition" for American Czech (Ibid.: 106).''^ Both this study and Eckert's (1993, 

1997) identification of features typical for each stage of gradual loss of Czech, based on 

her analysis of the tombstone inscriptions at the graveyard in Praha, Texas, provide 

additional tools for my linguistic data analysis in Chapter 8. Importantly, Eckert (Ibid.: 

206) acknowledges that "the hierarchy of language features that are part of this shift must 

also be interpreted in a broader cultural context," also arguing that Czech communities in 

the US "disprove Fishman's 1966 finding that poor rural inmiigrants did not have a 

strong sense of ethnicity.'**^ 

Interesting from the point of our discussion of Czech "diglossia" (cf. 1.1.3.2.), Eckert (1988: 107) 
compares Nebraska Czech of her informant.*! to '̂ Traditional Czech" (based on Common Czech), which she 
defines as "the main dialect of Central Bohemia." This term, covering "all the variants of Czech," was first 
proposed by RakuSan 1985. 

This assessment, however, appears too categorical. Fishman (1966:443) observes that "whereas small 
rural groups may have been more successful in establishing relatively self-contained communities which 
reveal language maintenance through the preservation of traditional interaction patterns and social 
structures, urban groups, exposed to interaction in more fragmented and specialized networks, may reveal 
more conscious, organized and novel attempts to preserve or revive or change their traditional language" 
(emphasis added). Corroborating Fishman's point, Machann and Mendl (1983:207) contend that "Czechs 
from large urban centers provided a great deal of journalistic, literary and social (fraternal) leadership," 
referring mainly to journalism from the Midwest that was highly influential in Texas at least till the end of 
the 19"' century, when Texas Czech periodicals entered the scene. Drawing on my fieldwork experience I 
interpret this Fishman's claim as follows: rural dwellers do not necessarily retain their ethnicity to a lesser 
degree than urban dwellers (although their stand may be less conscious), but the latter group is more likely 
to act on their concern when fiirther existence of their heritage culture and language becomes threatened. 
For example, the Travis-Williamson Chapter of the Czech Heritage Society of Texas (CHST), and the 
Czech Historical Association of Austin are organized networks started by urban Texans of Czech descent in 
Austin, Texas, whose membership includes also rural Texas Czechs. 
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In the study of dialectal features in Texas Czech, Mendl (1976; 1979) analyzed the 

speech of four Texas Czech speakers, using the patterns of historical phonological 

development of the Czech vowel system as a criterion to determine their dialects as Czech 

or Moravian (di5rtinguishing also its subgroups). His method of searching for dialectal 

distinctions has proven helpful to the structural portion of my data analysis. Mendl 

observed that his informants' idiolects 

showed some instances of mixing dialects. This phenomenon was exhibited to a 

greater extent by those who were most active in Czech social, religious, and 

fraternal affairs throughout the state... We can conclude, then, that most speakers 

of Texas Czech speak not one specific dialect, but a mixture of different dialects. 

This can be called "Texas Czech" (51; emphasis added). 

In a dialect contact situation, speakers of somewhat different dialects begin to 

accommodate to each other's idiolects in their daily interactions (Trudgill 1986: 39). In 

our case, wide-spread and frequent enough accommodations resulted in gradual leveling 

of marked speech forms and reduction of irregularities (Ibid.: 107). In addition, the 

societal language, English, began to erode immigrant speakers' idiolects, causing further 

simplifications on the one hand, and redundancy on the other. Therefore, Texas Czech is 

not only "a mixture of different dialects" (Mendl 1976: 51), but another, inmiigrant, 

variety of Moravian Czech. Texas Czech is the product of the many years of contact, 

during which the processes of mixing, leveling, and simplification have taken place 

among the historical Moravian dialects and the language of the country that the first 

immigrants adopted as their own. 
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Finally, Hannan's observations of Texas Czech speech (e.g., 1992a, 1996a, 1997), 

which are interwoven in his work tracing the origin of self- and other-defined ethnic 

identity of early immigrants and their language, show these ever-evolving concepts in 

their true complexity, hence worthy of further investigation. Hannan (1992a, 1996a) 

describes most typical features of Texas Czech (termed "Texas Czech Moravian" in 

Hannan 1985a), and his article in Cesky Hlas (1997) responds to the voices opposing his 

view that "a spoken Moravian language exists" (13; emphasis added).^ Importantly, his 

seemingly controversial thou^ts have provoked the debate about the 'proper' view of 

what constitutes Texas Czech and will be dealt with in Chapter 5 that renders this 

"Moravian question" (Ibid.: 12) firom both the community members' and the researcher' 

perspective. 

1.2.3. Czech Immigration to the US and the Decline of Czech 

Both religious and economic factors, the latter particularly between 1848 and 

World War I, impelled the migration of Czechs (Bohemians and Moravians) to 

America.'*^ Most immigration came to Texas firom the former territory of the Austro-

Himgarian Empire. The history and politics of Moravian separatism in their homeland 

(Hannan 1996a; see Chapter 3, 3.4.), and the fact that over eighty percent of the Czech 

immigration came fi-om the Lachian and Wallachian regions of Moravia (Janak 1985, 

^ Two other articles &om Cesky Hlas dealing with the qtiestion of whether or not there is a Moravian 
language can be found in the November 1996 issue (by Jiff Hdla), and the February 1997 issue (by W. J. 
"BUr Malina). 

Numerous accounts explaining motivation of early immigrants to flee the Austro-Hungarian Empire have 
been published (e.g., Chaida 1981; Capek 1920; Hewitt 1978; Hannan 1996a; Henzl 1981; Ku£era 1989; 
Machann and Mendl 1983; Maresh 1946). 
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1991)'*' partly explain the complexity of the Czech ethnic identity in Texas and 

distinguish Czech communities in Texas from other American Czech communities (see 

Map 1.2 below). 

The first immigrants arrived in the US as early as the mid-seventeenth century.'*' 

The states that have received most of the Czech immigration of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century include Illinois, Texas, California, Wisconsin, New York, Ohio, 

Minnesota, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Michigan.^" 

The year 1851 marks the beginning of "mass Czech and Moravian immigration to 

Texas" (Machann and Mendl 1983:28).^' This phenomenon has been described as 

district chain migration (Hewitt 1978: 24); indeed, numerous families from a village (and 

neighboring villages as the word spread) moved, often after they learned about specific 

locations from the letters of earlier settlers, transplanting their community life from North 

Eastem Bohemia and North Eastem Moravia to the 'promised land' of Texas. 

According to Hejl (1983), the major influx of immigrants to Texas took place in 

1870-1920, with about 90 percent of them coming from the Lan§kroun region in North 

According to Janak's (1985) study of tombstone inscriptions in Texas Czech communities, 40.8% of 
immigrants came firom Lachia, 40.2% from Wallachia, 9.9% from North Eastem Bohemia, 2.4% from 
South Bohemia, and 6.7% from other places (these should include Hanik region in Central Moravia). 

The first distinguished name on the American soil is that of Augustine Herrman who arrived in the US in 
1633 (KuCera 1989: 13). For the eighteenth century, Capek (1920: 24) estimates that about 700 immigrants, 
mostly missionaries of the Unity of Brethren church in Saxony, settled in Pennsylvania in 1741-1762. 
" According to the 1980 US Census, Texas had the second largest population of Czech descent (178,932) 
by the year 1980. To compare, the number of208,421 was reported for Illinois, and 75,005 for Michigan 
(in KuCeta 1989:202). 

This first wave originated in the regions of Nepomuky and Cermni in North Eastem Bohemia, motivated 
by the letter of the Rev. Josef AmoSt Bergman, fevorably describing the new life in Texas. This letter 
crossed the path of Josef Lidumil LeSikar, one of the local leading citizens. Bergman's letters (also 
published in the Czech newspapers) and LeSikar's leadership are largely responsible for the move of the 
first peasant &milies to Texas (Machann and Mendl 1983:26,28). 
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Eastern Bohemia, and the areas of Vsetin, Zadvefice and Fren^t pod RadhoStSm in 

Moravia (in Gallup 1995: 4).^^ Another source, an article in Vistnik, identifies the period 

fix)m 1875 till 1915 as the peak of Czech immigration to Texas.^^ 

Immigration to America decreased in the 1920s, after the birth of Czechoslovakia 

(1918). Not only the creation of this independent state (which did away with major 

factors that motivated waves of immigration until then), but also the immigration quotas 

imposed by the US law passed in 1921^ caused the numbers of immigrants to decline. 

For example, the limit of 14,282 Czechoslovakian immigrants to the US in 1921 dropped 

to 2,874 in 1929 {Statistical Abstracts 1957: 91; 1980: 90). In sum, based on the US 

Census data evaluated in a number of studies on Czech immigration to America, and 

specifically to Texas, it is safe to conclude that the 1920s marked the end of significant 

organized Czech immigration to America which then ceased completely by World War II 

(e.g., Chada 1981; Ku£era 1989; Laska 1978; Machann and Mendl 1983). 

^ Sean Galliq}'s thesis was published in late fall of 1998. While my in-text citations are based on the 
unpublished manuscript (199S) available at the time of writing, I cite it as a published source in References. 

Vistnik (Jan 2, 1972). Arguably, this source is likely to give a rough estimate. Machann and Mendl 
(1983:9) cite figures f^m PoliSensky (1970:48) indicating that "over 100,000 Czechs had come to the 
United States by the early date of 1880." Such high numbers of immigrants were maintained till World War 
One (Ibid.: 8). 
^ This law was abolished in 1965. 
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Map 1.2 The Geographical Origins of Czech Immigration to Texas (Janak 1991: 114) 
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It should be also noted that while the nineteenth centuiy Slavic immigrants held 

"various concepts of national identity" (defined as, for example, 'Slavic', 'Orthodox', 

'Austrian', 'German', 'Bohemian', or 'Moravian'), immigration officers' records 

typically identified them by one of the more 'familiar' identities (Hannan 1985a: 6). 

Consequently, the US Census figures before 1918 are not accurate. Machann and Mendl 

(1983: 39) cite tables from the 1910 US Census indicating that about 12,000 foreign-bom 

Czechs moved to Texas between 1891 and 1910 but remind us that this number does not 

include Texas Czechs of the second and third generation. They find more useful the 1910 

US Census with the numbers for "foreign white stock" where Czech was claimed as "the 

language spoken in the country of origin of the parents" by 41,000 respondents. Gallup 

(1995: 5) points out that the US records before 1918 usually included Bohemia or 

Austria, but not Moravia, as possible countries of origin, even though the status of 

Bohemia within the Austro-Hungarian Empire and later within Czechoslovakia did not 

differ from that of Moravia. Furthermore, many Czechs departed from Russia, Germany, 

or Switzerland, which only added to the immigrant officers' confusion. 

The decline of the numbers for ethnic Czechs in the US and in Texas becomes 

even more pronounced in more current sources of data. The US Bureau of the Census 

(1993) ranks the size of the population of ethnic Czechs (1,296,411, that is 0.5%) as the 

twenty-seventh among other immigrant groups in the nation {Almanac 1995: 34). For the 

languages spoken at home by non-English language speaking Americans, 123,059 

respondents reported Czech to be the primary language spoken at home in 1980, while 
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24.8 percent less (92,485) did so in 1990^^ (Ibid.: 835). The numbers in Table 1.1. below 

clearly show the sharp drop in immigration in 1993 and 1995. 

Table l.I Immigration to US from Former Czechoslovakia^^ 

Year/ 1995 1993 1820- 1981- 1971- 1961- 1951- 1941- 1820-
Period 1993 1990 1980 1970 1960 1950 1940 
N 1,174 1,000 153.411 11,500 6,023 3,273 918 8,347 120,013 

As for the state of Texas, 14,871 foreign-bom Czech language speakers and 

49,929 first and second generation Czechs were reported in the 1920 US Census. In the 

Census of 1940, 62,680 Texans indicated speaking Czech as their first language (Gallup 

1995: 5)." For the 1970s, Machann and Mendl (1983: 1) quote an estimate for over 

750,000 population of "Czech and Slovak extraction,"^' while the number pertaining to 

the same period given in Perkowski (1970: 166) is as low as 50,000. According to the 

1980 US Census, 208,421 Texans reported Czech descent (in Skrabanek 1980).^' The 

1990 US Census for Texas shows 168,023 Texans claiming "Czech" ancestry, and 23,731 

claiming "Czechoslovakian" ancestry (total of 191,754). It is unclear, however, whether 

some of those who indicated "Slavic" (2,120) or "Austrian" (23,482) ancestry also 

This is based on Census data published in April 1993. The numbers for 1980 apply to the population 3 
years and older, those for 1990 to the population 5 years and older. 
* "Former Czechoslovakia" refers to the post-1918 information in the table. The source notes that 
"countries established since the beginning of World War 1 are included with countries to which they 
belonged" (US Statistics,/4/manac 1995: 832; Almanac 1997: 833). 
" The data extracted from the Fourteenth Census of the United States: 1920, Volume II, General Report 
and Analytical tables. Table 10,1001; and Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940, Nativity and 
Parentage of the White Population (United States, Bureau of the Census). 
"C£Hufliiek(1970). 
^ Skrabanek (1980) also presents the distribution of Czech Texans by counties. 
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comprise ethnic Czechs.^ The same source reports "other Slavic" as the language spoken 

at home for the population of21,952, including 20,453 speakers of Czech.^' 

The 1995 Resolution of The State of Texas House of Representative proclaiming 

Czech Heritage Week in Texas states that "the second largest ethnic group in Texas, 

individuals of Czech descent, now number nearly one million" ranking the Czech 

language as the third "most popular spoken language" in the state.^^ However, this 

estimate appears unlikely. Overall, while the Census data are not fully reliable, they are 

nonetheless useful as they show that although the inflow of immigrants has been lacking, 

the population of ethnic Czechs in Texas has remained a sizable one: far less than 

1,000,000, and far less than in the years of thriving immigration, yet still significant. 

The migration pattern is reflected in the life cycle of American Czech, with its 

'golden years' in the 1890s-1930s and a gradual decline since the 1940s (KuCera 1989)." 

Incomplete acquisition of Czech and highly variable proficiency among Texas Czech 

speakers began in the second, "ethnically ambivalent," generation (Johnson 1976 cf. 

Ku^era 1989: 49). 

The first generation Czechs typically cherished their linguistic and cultural ties 

with their European home. Typically, they would use their first language at all occasions 

Source: 1990 Census of Population. Social and Economic Characteristics, Texas. Section 3 of 3. Table 
17. Ancestry 1990:142. Issued September 1993. 
" Ibid.: Table 18. Nativity, Citizenship, year of Entry, Area of Birth, and Language Spoken at Home: 1990: 
143., and 1990 Census of Population and Households, Texas, Sunmiary Tape File 3. 
^ The State of Texas House Representatives. H. R. No. 83. Resolution adopted April 28, 1995 (emphasis 
added). 

Ku£era (1989:64-65) proposes the following stages of American Czech: A. individual residual stage 
(until 1840s); B. the birth and formation of American Czech (1840s-1880s); C. golden years of American 
Czech (1890 - the beginning of 1930s); D. the decline of American Czech (1930s-1940s); and E. transition 
to the individual residual stage (since the 1950s). 
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and have their bilingual children interpret for them in more official encounters. Yet many 

came to view English as the language of prestige and would proudly use what they had 

acquired (Ku^era 1989: 48). While this generation's ethnic identification was solidly 

rooted in their country of origin, the second generation reflects the beginnings of 

discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech in the 1920s^ (Ibid.: 49). Although 

this period still falls in the "golden years of American Czech" (1890 till the beginning of 

the 1930s), the conditions for intergenerational transmission of Czech grew less favorable 

due to an increased number of intermarriages and gradual dissolution of the close-knit, 

predominantly ethnic Czech communities. Despite this gradual decline, many second 

generation Czechs were raised as Czech monolinguals and introduced to English in 

school, at least till the 1930s. During their school years they were often exposed to 

demeaning remarks by their Anglo-American (or German American) peers or to their 

teachers' scolding for speaking English poorly or not at all, which caused them to form 

rather negative attitudes toward the Czech language and culture. Also, as they came to 

realize a negligible practical value of this language in America, they often began to feel 

ashamed of their ethnic background as an undesirable difference and concentrate on 

becoming unquestionably 'American'. Naturally, some were quick to forget the Czech 

acquired in their early years and, consequently, unable and/or unwilling to pass it on to 

their children; with non-accented English, they reasoned, their children would avoid the 

negative experiences of their parents, gaining a better chance to succeed in life. Since the 

^ According to Ku£eia (1989: S8), the Czech monolingualism gave the way to bilingualism in the same 
period. This cut o£f point applies particularly to the age range 5-7 of those bom in the 1920s. 
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1930s, American Czech families have raised mostly English monoiinguals, although this 

trend was postponed till after World War n in small, niral, and relatively secluded 

American Czech communities (Ibid.: 50).®^ Such a scenario applies to many historically 

Czech communities in the state of Texas whose "ethnic enclosure" (Hewitt 1978, 1979) 

has dissolved more gradually. 

Also other researchers share the view that the 1940s spelled the end of 

intergenerational transmission of Czech in Texas Czech conununities (E. Eckert, p. c., 

March 15, 1998; Hannan 1996a; K. Haiman, p. c., February 2, 1998; Smith 1991); since 

then, Texas Czech, merely the "kitchen language" for its speakers (Hannan 1996a: 14), 

has undergone the process of gradual death. Both decreased immigration from 

Czechoslovakia (now the Czech Republic) from the 1950s till the late 1980s and the fact 

that American Czechs did not maintain strong ties to Czechoslovakia during that time 

diminished chances for language reinforcement.^ For example, in Ellis county of the 

1970s, Czech was spoken by the first and only rarely used by the second generation 

Czechs (Splawn 1972). Yet, even the second generation Texas Czechs in Fayette, Austin, 

and Washington coimties were often fluent in Czech, English, and due to the coexistence 

with Texas German communities, in German (Machann and Mendl 1983: 213).This 

" Ku£era (1989: 51-52) also notes that Czech has ceased to function as primaty language of communication 
for most second generation American Czechs. 
^ Fonner Czechoslovakia became a part of Eastem Block right after World War II and continued to 
function as a satellite of (also the fomier) Soviet Union till 1989, the year of "velvet revolution". It was 
dining that time that Texans of Czech descent felt veiy little desire to identify themselves with this country 
as their place of origin (and were advised not to maintain any contacts with Czechoslovakia during the cold 
war years). This might also explain wdiy Texas Czechs began to see more meaning in the "new ethnicity" 
(Novak 1974) movement of the early 1970s with a slight delay, when it already became "iashionable to be 
ethnic" (Machann 1976:274). 
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shows that we need to aim at identiiying locally specific factors which are at the root of 

variable maintenance of Czech across Texas Czech communities. 

Such variable language maintenance can be observed even more so in the third 

generation speakers. If they were exposed to Czech, such exchanges were usually 

initiated by their grandparents (first generation) rather than their parents (second 

generation). While some of them never acquired the language, or acquired it only 

partially, others exceeded their parents in their ability to speak it. Ku£era (Ibid.: 53-56) 

observes that this generation includes a limited nimiber of Czech speakers who, for the 

most part, have lived in rural communities with surviving "collective bilingualism". 

Variability in language proficiency, however, is not mirrored in this generation's attitudes 

as most of them have formed positive feelings about their ancestral language and culture 

(often contrasting with those of their parents). As far as the fourth and fifth generations, 

speakers of Czech are exceptions to a rather dim picture of Czech language use. 

Therefore, transmission of Czech to the sixth generation appears unrealistic (Ibid.: 56). 

The relationship between ethnicity and religion is relevant to the assimilation 

process of Texas Czechs. Ethno-religion, essential to self-identity of the first generation, 

became ambivalent for the second generation, as the "sweet mother tongue" of Sunday 

schools till the mid 1920s changed into a "stumbling block" with the rise of 

assimilationism in the 1940s. It revived in the third, well-secured generation of American 

Czechs (Machalek 1979:103). The role of both the Catholic church and the Unity of the 

Brethren in meeting the needs of ethnic Czechs in Texas, important to my ethnolinguistic 

focus, is explained in Chapter 3 (3.5.3.). 
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The history of the Texas Czech immigration and community has been well 

documented (e.g., Habenicht 1904-1910; Haiman 1996a; Hewitt 1978,1979; Hudson and 

Maresh 1934; Machann 1976; Machann ed. 1979; Machann and Mendl 1983, 1991 

Maresh 1946; Skrivanek 1946; Stastney 1938). Taking a sociological perspective, 

Polasek (1979) remembers early life in Moravia, Texas, and Skrabanek (1950, 1979, 

1988) portrays social life in his hometown of Snook, remembering "Tex-Czech", the 

language of his childhood, and importantly, the sharp we (Czechs) vs. others (mainly 

Anglo-Americans) distinction pervasive in the state of Texas in the 1930s. 

Banks and Gay (1978: 239, 241) argue that European immigrants (Slavs among 

them) who arrived in the US "in massive numbers in the late nineteenth century and the 

first decades of the twentieth century, were denied total societal participation," and if 

they wanted to enjoy this privilege, they had to give up "large portions of their ethnic 

cultures." The authors also point out, however, that the assimilationist movement, 

accentuated in the 1940s, affected Eastern European immigrants less than their Northern 

and Western neighbors.^® The emergence of "new ethnicity" and ethnolinguistic revival 

movement in the early 1970s (also Fishman 1991a) gained urgency for Texas Czechs in 

the end of the decade (Machann 1976), with nostalgia growing among the old 

" Machann and Mendl (1983) list Czech settlements in Texas by region and county, in a chronological 
order. 
^ Machann (1976:274; emphasis in the original) writes on the account of Texas Czechs: "The fact is that 
the Czech Texans did maintnin a distinct identity; however, chiefly because American institutions were 
looked upon as theirs, little attempt was made to incorporate Czech culture into these institutions. Instead, 
they reli^ on distinctly Czech fraternal and religious organizations.'̂  
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generations.^ Among Texas scholars, Machann (1976: 278) describes the bleak prospects 

of Texas Czech, calling for a "Czech renaissance" and research "dealing with attitudes 

[to] language acquisition and retention," while Mendl (1976) observes a renewed interest 

in Czech at that time. Two decades later, Hannan (1992a) seconds Machann's call for 

research on Texas Czech while the language is still alive. 

1.3. PREVIEW OF THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS 

The present study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is devoted to the specific 

objectives, methods of data collection and data analysis. Chapter 3 situates Texas Czech 

communities in the sociohistorical context; particularly, 1 attempt to explain the roots of 

Moravian separatism in the immigrants' homeland and outline sociohistorical 

development of Granger and West, my two focal communities. Further, I seek answers to 

my research questions from the ethnolinguistic perspective (Chapters 4 - 7), analyze 

linguistic data yielded by structured linguistic tasks and discuss the main results of 

statistical analyses testing my four hypotheses (Chapter 8), and conclude the study with 

Chapter 9. 

 ̂Vistnik (Jan 2,1972). In the 1970s, the multicultural composition of Texas population finally received 
more positive attention. At this time, the Institute of Texan Cultures was established in San Antonio. The 
Institute produced a series of brochures, each devoted to one ethnic groiq> of Texans in 1969-1977 (Hewitt 
1978: xxii). 
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Chapter 2: 

RESEARCH DESIGN: OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

As emphasized in my theoretical framework, I adopt Gal's (1979) view of speech 

as a social activi^, exploring the relationship between the culture of language and its 

form (cf. 1.2.1.). To show how shifting of speakers' attitudes relates to shifting in their 

language use patterns, I approach language shift as a socially motivated change (Ibid.) 

and as cultural reproduction (Kulick 1992).' The research question central to my project 

is: What role does an obsolescent language continue to play in the immigrant community 

and in the shifting definitions of its members' ethnic identity?. The answer to this main 

inquiry will be accomplished by exploring the following questions: 

(1) What motivates the discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech? 

(cf. 1.2.1.3.; Chapter 4) 

(2) What does it mean to be a speaker of a language, i.e., a speaker of Texas 

Czech / Moravian? (cf. 1.2.1.1. and 1.2.1.2.; Chapter 5) 

(3) How is the Texas Czech speech community defined? (Chapter 5) 

' Kulick (1992: 21) explains that '*[i]n reproducing the self, Gapuners are changing the symbolic means 
through which the self can be reproduced." By association of the positive side of the self with Tok Pisin, 
relegating Taiap to the expression of its negative side, Gapuners have undergone "ideological 
transformations" (Ibid.: 17) in their world outlook and their self-perceptions. This, in turn, has set in motion 
the language shift in Gapun, impeding intergenerational transmission of the local vernacular. Importantly, 
this shift h^pens with no conscious attempts of speakers themselves and, in fact, works against their 
expressed intentions. 
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Speech communities (e.g., Dorian 1982a; Gumperz 1986; Hymes 1974; Labov 

1972, 1989; Mougeon andNadasdi 1998; Romaine 1982; Saville-Troike 1989; 

Silverstein 1972; Schmidt 1985) and the concept of a language speaker (Hill and Hill 

1986: 144) are locally constructed. When languages are dying, it may become 

increasingly difficult to determine who is a speaker of the language "or a member of the 

community which speaks a particular language" not only for outsiders, but also for the 

community members themselves (Romaine 1989: 371). The question becomes that of 

adequately describing a community of Texas Czech speakers who display different levels 

of productive and receptive competencies in Czech. My goal is to understand how the 

nature of speech community might be contested and problematized by its members. 

Questions (2-3) target this and other issues, such as the self- and other-defined language 

proficiency, that is, 'Texas Czech speaker' as a community defined concept and 

categories of'speakers' within their social networks (e.g., Gumperz 1971; Labov 1972; 

Milroy 1980). 

(4) What are the contexts of use of Texas Czech, and what is the role of this language 

use in the speaker's identity? (Chapter 5) 

In the process of shift, language functions become redistributed and those of the 

dying language, reduced.^ This question targets the flmctional contexts that help untangle 

the multiple composition of a speaker's identity. While even the ritual fimction of Czech 

ceased by the mid 1950s, Texas Czech still serves very limited functions. For example. 
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the research suggests that American Czech has lost the honorific TU/VU pronoun 

distinction of fiill Czech (Henzl 1975a; Ku^era 1989), but other ways of expressing 

intimacy and social distance have not been explored. 

(5) If heightened consciousness of having Moravian ancestry has persisted, is the 

speaker's identity still manifested by Moravian dialectal features in their idiolects? 

(cf. 1.2.1.4.; Chapter 6) 

This question is motivated by the fact that most of the Czech immigration to 

Texas originated in Lachia and Wallachia of Northeastern Moravia (Janak 1985). Some 

speakers whose idiolects display Moravian dialectal features even today proudly assert 

their Moravian identity by saying, "Ja su Moravec" ('I am Moravian'), some speak the 

language but do not exhibit any specific Moravian ethnic consciousness, and yet others, 

although raised as English monolinguals, identify themselves as Moravians (K. Hannan, 

p. c., October 17,1997). Interestingly, Texas bilinguals^ who call themselves Moravci 

('Moravians') in Czech will usually resort to the available terminology of English to 

deflne their ethnicity and language as Czech (Harman 1996a). Hanak (1979; 173) defines 

Texas Czechs as "Texans with difference," who have come to possess "identity with 

difference," as they have modified rather than altered their self-identification. Intrigued 

by the implied complexity of the concept of Moravianness in the minds and hearts of 

Texas Czechs today, I decided to explore whether these Moravian features preserve any 

* For American Czech see Henzl 1982; Ku£era 1989. My use of the term "language fimctions" or 
'functional contexts" of Texas Czech does not allude to language fimctions constitutive of speech event in 
the sense of Jakobson (1960), or Hymes (1972). 
^ By using this term I do not imply the speakers' equal proficiency in both English and Czech but rather the 
&ct that they possess some receptive and productive competence in Texas Czech. 
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distinctive elements of the attested historical Lachian and Wallachian dialects of 

Moravian Czech, as one dimension of identity. This question required an analysis of the 

various aspects of my informants' ethnolinguistic self-definitions. 

(6) What are the attitudes toward the revival of Czech among the Texans of Czech 

descent? (Chapter 7) 

Despite Sussex's (1982: 7) assertion that "emigre Slavic languages have not yet 

reached the stage of impending language death," the studies on American Czech have 

long predicted its imminent fall. Perhaps more in tune with the research findings on 

American and Texas Czech is Olesch's (1970: 152) prediction that since the immigrant 

Slavic languages had declined so dramatically till then, "their eventual extinction is 

almost assured." What are then the symbolic meanings of Czech for Texas Czechs today? 

Czech culture still lingers in people's everyday lives and is celebrated in traditional ethnic 

festivals, but what are the chances for language revival in Texas? Who are the community 

members concerned about maintaining Czech? It might be possible to work toward 

reversing language shift,'* having older speakers involved in language clubs and 

community-supported courses (which have been active in some Texas Czech 

communities from time to time), but first we must understand the loyalty of today's Texas 

Czech speakers to the Czech culture and their heritage language, the issues I address in 

this project. 

* See for example, Cantoni ed. 1996 (for American indigenous languages); Fishman 1966,1991a, 1991b; 
Hinton 1991,1994,1995 (for Native American language in California); Niedzielski 1992 (for Hawaiian); 
Paulston, Chee Chen & Connerty 1993. 
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Czech has an essential symbolic meaning for the community leaders and activists 

in Texas Czech organizations. For example, the Czech Educational Foundation of Texas 

(CEFT), which was instrumental in establishing the Texas Chair in Czech Studies at the 

University of Texas at Austin in 1991/ is currently involved in fund-raising for the Czech 

Fellowship at the Texas A&M University that would bring Czech students from Moravia 

to teach Czech classes and offer assistance in Czech to Texas Czech communities. The 

Czech Ex-Students Association (CESAT) promotes Czech studies and interest in teaching 

Czech in the form of scholarships and petitions to local school teachers. By being 

involved in 'things Czech,' these activists assert and declare their deep-rooted Czech 

identity (C. Machann, p. c., December 25, 1997). 

Hewitt (1978) defines Czech ethnicity as a synthetic product of active 

participation in social and religious organizations formed in the late 1880s. Even today, 

fraternal organizations formed in this period, such as the Slavonic Benevolent Order of 

the State of Texas (better known by its Czech acronym SPJST) and the Catholic Union of 

Texas (KJTf continue to promote Czech culture and heritage. At the same time, there are 

many Texas Czechs who are not involved in any such organizations and whose attimdes 

toward their heritage culture and language have been equally important to my project. 

Nasinec ('One of Our Own'), Hospoddf ('The Husbandman'), and the Czech sections of 

Vestnik (the organ of SPJST), the remaining Czech newspapers in Texas, contribute to 

^ The Department of Slavonic (later Slavic) languages at the University of Texas at Austin was established 
in 1915 and Czech has been taught in this institution ever since. Chapters 3 and 7 detail this issue and give 
due attention to preservationist efforts of other Texas Czech organizations. 
 ̂ SPJST stands for Slovanskd Pot̂ ntjici Jednota Statu Texas (established in 1897), and AL/T translates as 
Katolickd Jednota Texaskd (established in 1889). 
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maintenance of Czech as well, although today's subscription rates for Nasinec and 

Hospoddf cannot compare to the 'golden years' of Texas Czech. 

2.2. FIELDWORK IN CENTRAL TEXAS AND FOCAL COMMUNITIES 

Most Czechs in Texas settled in the area between Dallas, Houston, and Corpus 

Christi.^ Located within this triangle are Granger (Williamson County, population 1,190), 

and West (McLennan County, population 2,515), my two focal communities (see Map 2.1 

below). Granger is relatively more isolated than West, to which one can exit right off I-

35. Also, while many West businesses have successfully drawn on the uniqueness of the 

ethnic composition of the town, once prosperous businesses of Granger were not able to 

compete with Walmart, K-Mart, and HEB in the nearby town of Taylor. Yet, even though 

West, famous for its Czech ethnic festival Westfest, has been designated by the State 

Legislature as the "Czech Heritage Capital of Texas," I judged Granger to include more 

speakers of Czech, because relative isolation of the town should help delay the 

dissolution of its ethnic enclosure (the term of Hewitt 1978). 

I began my fieldwork in Austin (May 20 - July 19, 1997). I used this time to start 

cataloguing the Jakobson audiotape collection held by the Center for American History at 

the University of Texas at Austin' and to conduct my own interviews with urban speakers 

^ Maresh (1946: 238) refers to the "32 contiguous counties" within this geographical triangle as the "Czech 
belf^ More detailed information can be found in Machann and Mendl (1983:44) who also point out the 
density of Czech settlements in the "Big Four", that is four centrally located counties of Austin, Fayette, 
Lavaca, and Washington. Janak's (1994) Gazetteer of Czech Texas 1939 locates Czech conununities across 
all counties of the state of Texas. Gailiq)'s (199S) visual anthropology project includes maps and the list of 
both still existing and today extinct Czech communities in Texas. 
^ Partially supported by the 1997 Miss Ima Hogg Student Research Travel Award, I worked at the Center, 
scripting and transcribing Dr. Jakobson's tapes in order to provide at least an initial catalogue of her 
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who moved to Austin firom rural areas, mainly from Granger or West In mid-July, I 

moved to West, my first focal community (July 20 - September 27), and then to Granger 

(September 28 - November 27). While in West, I also visited the SPJST museum and 

library in Temple (McLennan County), Caldwell, Frenstat, New Tabor' (all in Burleson 

County), and Ennis (Ellis County) to collect more data, distribute attitudinal 

questionnaires, and conduct more library research. During my stay in Granger, I extended 

the data collection to Taylor and Com Hill. From Granger I traveled to La Grange (the 

seat of Fayette County known as "the cradle of Czech immigration" in Texas'"), where I 

settled for the remainder of my fieldwork. Its central location afforded a relatively easy 

access to a number of historically Czech communities in the area, which 1 visited to 

gather more ethnographic information and language data (November 28 - December 11). 

These communities included Fayetteville, Ellinger, Roznov, Hostyn (and Radhost Road), 

Flatonia, Dubina, Ammansville, Schulenburg, Praha (all in Fayette County), Hallettsville, 

extensive archive, which consists of one original set of reel-to-reel, wire, and audio t^)es, as well as 
fieldnotes. This archive represents two decades of Dr. Svatava Jakobson's data collection (1968-198S) on 
Texas Czech. Professor Jakobson, an expert in Moravian ethnography, did seminal work in Texas Czech 
communities that spurred the interest in ethnic identity among Texas Czechs in the 1980s. In my future 
work, I intend to use some of Dr. Jakobson's interviews with elderly speakers of Texas Czech as a 
comparative database, to examine the earlier stage of Texas Czech and map the progress of language shift 
to English as a primary language. Specifically, I want to compare her fluent speakers with most competent 
speakers who participated in my project. 
' Immigrants often used the names of the home commimities 6om their old homeland for those they built in 
America. Thus Frenstat, spelled FrenStdt in full Czech, reminds its early settlers of their hometown 
FrenStdt pod RadhoStim in Northeastern Moravia. Tabor is spelled Tabor in fiill Czech (also see footnote 
11 below). 

See Machann and Mendl (1983:46); Svrcek (1974). 
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Sweethome, Shiner, Moravia, Komensky, Vysehrad, Vsetin, Bila Hora, Novohrad, 

Velehrad (ail in Lavaca County), and Elgin (Bastrop County)." 

2.3. METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 

The method central to all my fieldwork was participant observation. The database 

consists of audiotapes, fieldnotes, and questionnaires. I conducted sociolinguistic 

interviews, complemented by structured language tasks, and I sought occasions where I 

could tape-record naturally occurring speech as well as distribute questionnaires on 

language use and attitudes. Questionnaires were collected also from informants who 

agreed to a full interview, thus affording additional or missing background information 

and an opportunity for comparison of written and oral self-reports. 

Just like other researchers gathering language data and ethnolinguistic information 

through participant observation, 1 was concerned about the ethical aspect of my 

fieldwork. Milroy (1987: 87) points out that while some guidelines on ethics have been 

established by the American Anthropological Association, "linguists do not in general 

have recourse to a widely accepted ethical code." I return to this issue in the sections on 

participant observation (2.3.1.) and interviews (2.3.2.) below. 

'' ID full Czech, Roznov is spelled as Rofnov, Hostyn as Host)m, Radhost as RadhoSt \ Vysehrad as 
VySehrad, Vsetin as Vsetin, and Bila Hora as Bila Hora. Jan Amos Komensky (Comenius) was a Czech 
scholar and the last bishop of the Unity of the Brethren wdio was forced to flee the Czech lands after the 
battle at Bfld Hora (White Mountain) in 1620. One often repeated story tells us that this distinguished uiitel 
ndrodu ('teacher of nations') declined the presidency oSeml to him at Harvard University (Machann and 
Mendl 1983; 108; Rechcigl 1998; 36). 
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Map 2,1 Fieldworic in Texas Czech communities 

(adopted from The Roads of Texas 1995) 
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The speaker-centered studies (cf. 1.2.1.1.)» inspiring to my work, used participant 

observation of communicative events and informal conversations, coupled with structured 

interviews (Dorian 1981; Gal 1979; Schmidt 1985). Gal (1979) found that more valuable 

to her analysis were naturally occurring conversations audio-taped at the later stage of her 

fieldwork, once she gained more trust from the commimity members. Dorian (1981), on 

the other hand, reports that translation tasks reflected the ESG speakers' everyday usage 

better than casual speech. My fieldwork in Texas Czech communities included both 

methods, but with the drastically reduced contexts of Czech language use, semi-structured 

interviews proved most beneficial to the gathering of speech data. 

2.3.1. Participant Observation 

The latest study of Texas Czech communities (Smith 1991) focuses on the 

structural language changes rather than ideological and attitudinal questions. My method, 

in principle a participant observation in family life and public occasions in both 

communities, aimed at retrieving community members' own views. Choosing this 

method, I drew on Gal's (1979) assertion that macro-sociological processes contribute to 

language shift only through the speakers' (re)interpretations, reflected in their language 

choice and on Kulick's (1992) emphasis on identifying the forms of language 

transmission, as well as his observation of discrepancy between what speakers do and 

what they think they do. 

I attended church picnics (which in rural Texas communities abound especially 

during the summer and fall seasons), Czech weddings, ethnic festivals (such as Westfest 

in West, and the Kolache festival in Caldwell), school reunions, polka dances, domino 
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and bingo afternoons in the local halls, the Czech Heritage Society, KJZT,^^ and SPJST 

meetings, senior citizen gatherings, birthday parties in the rest homes, Halloween and 

Thanksgiving socials, Sunday church and socials after the mass in the church hall, 

rehearsals of the church choir, and various fund raising socials and bazaars, often for the 

Catholic church and its school. I spent time in the local stores and restaurants, bakeries, 

visited schools, Sl/VSr halls, beauty and barber shops, banks, city halls, cotton gins, and 

cemeteries. 

A participant observer is bound to experience the Observer's Paradox, the goal of 

sociolinguists and linguistic anthropologists "to observe the way people use language 

when they are not being observed" (Labov 1972: 61).'^ The anthropological technique of 

participant observation, which requires "empathetic and analytic immersion into a social 

world" on the part of the observer (Burton 1978: 168-9, in Milroy 1987: 60) is driven by 

this paradoxical goal, bringing about ethical issues that I will now discuss in connection 

with my own fieldwork. 

It seems sensible to adopt the general rule that a researcher does not do anything 

that he or she might consider illegitimate, "damaging or too intrusive" (Duranti 1997: 

346) to the 'social world' under investigation. It seems just as sensible to avoid covert 

recordings which might potentially harm the researchers' relationship with the community 

members or even preclude access to a particular community in the future. At the same 

time, a fruitful participant observation is a fine line between 'covert' and 'overt' audio-

Cesko-fimskd katolickd podporujicijednota ien texasl̂ ch translates as the Czech-Roman Catholic Union 
of Women in Texas. It was fonned in 1897. 
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taping (Milroy 1987; 90). As these boundaries are fiizzy, when observing public events 

such as dance socials (where my observation often turned into a true participation on the 

floor), or semi-public ones, such as weddings, I rarely had to explicitly ask for permission 

although I did so whenever it felt necessary. More typically I held my tape-recorder so 

that it was visible to the person or a group of people I spoke with, and turned it off when I 

sensed a sign of disagreement. The latter situation, however, I faced but once, when 

speaking with a group of referees during the kolache (koldce) baking contest held during 

the Westfest. Interestingly, the situation led to another, unexpected and revealing, 

observation: when I was reprimanded by a female of German descent in the group 

because I did not obtain a permission to tape from her prior to the discussion, and she 

asked me to erase her part, I felt truly embarrassed and turned to another female of Czech 

descent (whom I visited for an interview sometime before this occasion) to explain what 

happened and see what consequences I might face. This informant did not find my act 

offensive and assured me she could think of no repercussions, but then she paused and 

remarked, "a/e ona neni nasirtka" ('but she is not of one of our own'), which I interpreted 

as "Czechs would not mind but she is German, so I don't know how upset she may get by 

this." 

At the same time, however, I found myself in the situations that were begging 

audio-taping even without participants' prior consent, such as a conversation between two 

elderly women who just met and began to chat - in Czech - on the porch of the house 

which was my temporary home in one of the communities. I did record their conversation 

" In the ensuing discussion I draw on Milroy (1987: 51-64, 78-93) and Duranti (1997:344-347). 
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without them knowing but told them afterwards in case they would disapprove of it 

Overall, my participant observation greatly benefited from "the inability of respondents to 

be constantly aware that they are in the presence of a researcher" (Burton 1978: 168-9, in 

Milroy 1987: 61); while recording with the machine displayed, I was still able to preserve 

a reasonable naturalness of the collected data. 

Participant observation affords samples of natural (or semi-natural) language, and 

an insight "into the social and communicative norms of the community.. .and into why a 

speaker's language occupies a particular {>osition in a wider social structure" as we access 

social groups and their networks (Milroy 1987: 78; italics in the original). Yet, since 

fieldwork researchers are most likely to record the data themselves (unless they find an 

insider who agrees to audio-taping during their absence), merely their presence obstructs 

the naturalness of social as well as linguistic behavior of the people involved. Also, 

where the researcher has less control over the recording, usually during public events, the 

quality of data is at stake (Ibid.: 60, 79). For example, I found it extremely difficult to 

audio-tape during dance socials, yet such events were prone to yield interesting language 

data.'"* 

Other disadvantages of participant observation, although I see them as less 

problematic, include its "somewhat wasteful" and demanding nature; "wasteful"' as only 

a relatively small portion of data is eventually transcribed and analyzed, and demanding 

because it requires a considerable amount of "tact, energy, persistence, time, and 

emotional involvement" (Milroy 1987: 79) on the part of the researcher. In addition. 
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personal relationships may develop between the researcher and his or her informants, 

because their presence usually spans an extended period of time, and she may fail (or find 

it inappropriate) to continue tape recording at all possible occasions as originally planned 

(Ibid.: 79); in short, flexibility on the part of the researcher is essential to this type of data 

collection. 

My fieldworic would not have been as productive without the community support I 

enjoyed in both Granger and West and without the help of a number of Czech activists 

and other hospitable and understanding individuals elsewhere in the state of Texas. 

Therefore, in addition to more intimate contexts, when in the midst of a warm family 

atmosphere the researcher may become more of a close friend and less of a data gatherer 

and thus decide against tape recording, there are also other situations where a recording 

that could yield interesting data fails to happen. In my case, for example, there were 

housing arrangements, a visit to a doctor, and rides to a travel agency or to a food store to 

make, and there were daily conversations with the women who took it upon themselves to 

help make my stay as productive and healthy as possible. All such encounters I could 

have audio-taped, but chose not to do so. Also, a few times I was caught off guard by an 

unexpected visit of a friend who would spontaneously begin speaking Czech with me, 

and I did not find it appropriate to excuse myself to bring the tape recorder. Thus it seems 

that not only the borderline between covert and overt data collection is blurred, but also 

the one between the researchers' aspirations projected and declared to the outside social 

world and their personal values, morals and emotions that shape their personalities in the 

I expand on this point in the discussion of contexts of Czech language use in Chapter S (S.2.2.). 
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course of their 'normal' lives. Therefore, I believe that while we conduct fieldwork to 

collect data, we should set out on our projects already reconciled with the fact that as long 

as we live in the community, and with the community we came to study, we have to 

attend to personal and emotional needs of our own and of the others, just as we would in 

the context of our 'normal' lives. We also have to accept obstacles without which 

participant observation would lose its naturalistic appeal, instead considering specific 

circumstances of each situation that appears worth recording in order to make sensible 

decisions about its audio- or video-taping. 

Finally, a participant observer has to be aware of "the social role allocated [to him 

or her] as a consequence of his or her age, sex, ethnicity or other socially significant 

attributes" (Milroy 1987: 80). This social role crucially affects one's research endeavors; 

as Milroy argues, "the closer the fieldworker is matched to subjects in terms of various 

social attributes, the more successful he or she is likely to be" (Ibid.: 80). Researchers 

can be outsiders or insiders to the communities under investigation, but 'outsiders' can 

develop "a link with the insiders" (Ibid.: 65) depending on the social status, length of the 

stay, success entering local social networks and forming friendships, in addition to their 

age, sex, and ethnicity. As a female in her mid-thirties, a native of the Moravian region of 

the Czech Republic, and a student, I did not encounter any restrictions that perhaps a male 

researcher might (considering, for example, how many houses of widows living alone I 
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visited for an interview),'^ nor did I feel intimidated by any of my brief encounters in 

public or by my interviewees. Owing to my rural upbringing, and to some extent, my 

outgoing nature, I was able to establish good relationships with the community members 

with whom I commimicated most frequently. Through them, as a "friend of a friend" 

(Ibid.: 66), I met other i)eopie, some of whom I later interviewed. Naturally, my attempts 

to talk to every potential informant were not always granted success; some people 

rejected an interview, especially when they met me only over the phone, and others did 

not feel comfortable filling out a questionnaire, being afraid that 1 or somebody else 

(Internet was one of the common fears) might misuse the personal information they 

would provide. 

In the course of my fieldwork, I began to ask whether a researcher who is an 

outsider but a native speaker of the language whose decline in an inunigrant community 

she sets out to study is perceived as more of an 'insider' than her non-native counterpart. 

To answer this question, I have to consider both my ethnic and sociocultural background, 

and my native language. First, my Czech Moravian ethnic background was definitely to 

my advantage because of the growing interest of Texas Czechs in the Czech Republic as 

the country with which they associate their ethnic origin. Many people have already 

visited the Czech Republic, and their trips were often the topic they enjoyed talking about 

most during our brief encounters or in interviews. In addition, visits of Czechs and Czech 

Moravians to Texas have become feirly common, and for the most part, enjoyable to both 

One might argue that the opposite would hold if I were to visit widowers. As &r as the infoimants living 
alone, I interviewed more widows than widowers and only one widower in his home. In the latter case, I 
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the hosts and their guests. Hence I believe that having the ethnic background of my 

informants' ancestors added some 'insidemess' to my obvious 'outsidemess'. 

In contrast, the language issue is not as clear-cut. I grew up in a Moravian village 

in the Han^ region, and despite the differences between Northeastern Moravian dialects 

and Han^ (Central Moravia), my spoken language is much closer to Texas Czech than 

that of a native of Bohemia. As long as I did not speak too fast, Texas Czech speakers or 

passive bilinguals would understand my speech well. At the same time, the fact that I am 

a Czech native speaker seemed to generate more comments on the inferior status of Texas 

Czech set in contrast with 'pure' and 'real' Czech of the Czech Republic.'^ During one 

interview I asked explicitly whether the informant felt comfortable speaking her Czech 

with me. I fount out that she would feel less conscious of her 'broken' Czech and more of 

an authority on this language (which can be interpreted in terms of ownership of 

knowledge we think we possess), when talking to a person who had learned Czech as a 

foreign language. Thus being a native speaker of Czech might have been helpful in 

regards to my dialect whose features sounded familiar to my informants, yet at the same 

time hindering further development of my "link with the insiders" which I had, to the 

point, acquired. 

2.3.2. Sociolinguistic Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews arguably do not provide the same type of spontaneous 

narratives that a natural conversation would, nor do they afford as wide range of syntactic 

had no impression that the person or his neighbors would find my visit inappropriate. 
The insiders' definitions of Texas Czech are examined in Ch^ter 5 (5.1.1.). 
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and phonological patterns, which deems them less suitable for language variation studies, 

unless accompanied by natural samples of data (Milroy 1987: 56).'^ While the purpose of 

my interviews was to elicit both linguistic patterns typical for Texas Czech and the 

informants' autobiographies and views, it is the latter objective that my study 

foregrounds. In addition, Texas Czech speakers generally do not choose to speak their 

Czech in spontaneous encounters even if they are proficient in it. Consequently, 

considering both the primary focus of my project and the severely limited Czech language 

use which I observed in natural settings, my interviews yielded valuable speech data and 

ethnographic information. 

I conducted my interviews with the goal of investigating speakers' identities, 

defining community understanding of what it means to be a Texas Czech and/or 

Moravian, and articulating the community-based ideological view of the significance of 

intergenerational language transmission. Eighty five informants were interviewed in my 

focal communities (Granger and West) and twenty eight in other Texas Czech 

communities (cf. 2.2. above). After each interview, the informant was asked to read and 

sign the consent form.'^ 

Hill and Hill (1986) collected most of their data through standard interviews 

(audio-taped questioimaires), including questions on language attitudes, traditional story-

Another limitation of interviews, if they become the sole source of data, is their single occurrence in time 
and space. This limitation, however, was ofif-set by extended participant observation. More often than not I 
spoke with my informants at more than one occasion. 
'* See Appendix L. 
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telling, and Labovian "danger of death" question (Labov 1972: 92-94)." Labov observed 

that when the informants become emotionally involved in the narration, their speech is 

more likely to approximate their casual style. Students of language death adopted this 

technique to engage informants in their narratives, which would be ideally produced in 

the shifting/dying language. Also Gal (1979) employed this technique, modified to target 

her informants' World War II experiences. While some of my older male interviewees 

shared their World War H, Korean, or Vietnam War experiences with me, they would 

usually choose to convey their stories in English, perhaps because these events are linked 

to their duties as American citizens, hence to the English speaking world, rather than to 

their locally defined identities.^" 

My interviews"' were structured as follows: (1) biographical information; (2) the 

ancestors' geographic origin; (3) language autobiography, including Czech speaking 

interlocutors in the home, language shift in the home, and Czech use in school and in the 

community; (4) transmission of Czech to their children; (5) Czech organizations and 

church; (6) current contexts of Czech use and interlocutors; (7) "the Moravian question" 

(Moravian as a language or a dialect); (8) views on what constitutes (a) Texas Czech, and 

(b) 'proper' Czech; (9) ethnolinguistic self-definitions across generations, including the 

'things Czech' in one's life, relations with other ethnic groups, and the self- and other-

perceived accent; (10) ties with the Czech Republic (CR) as manifested in contacts and/or 

" The researchers also used a translation task from Spanish to NahuatL, and the lexicostatistic list to test 
vocabulary loss (Hill 1977). 
^ A relat«i topic was military service. Several informants told me that they improved their literacy in 
Czech during that time as they had to write in Czech to their mothers. Yet this was usually the only context 
where they could use it. 
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travel to Czech Republic; if experienced, perceptions of dialectal differences in Bohemia 

and Moravia; (11) predictions for the future of Texas Czech, including awareness and/or 

assessment of language revival attempts and motivation to study Czech; importance of 

Texas Czech folk music and predictions for its future; (12) other expressions of identity; 

(13) seasonal holidays, other Czech traditions and memories; and (14) community life in 

the past and today. 

In addition to these themes, other recurrent topics often emerged in the course of 

an interview. For example, my informants usually compared the situation of their heritage 

language and culture with that of Spanish speaking Texans. In this context they would 

often remark on their feelings about speaking Czech in front of non-Czechs and on the 

inability of Czechs, as opposed to many Mexican Texan families, to continue natural 

intergenerational transmission of their language. Surfacing were also their views on 

coexistence of different races, and on the growth of Spanish speaking population in 

Texas. Another recurring theme was self- and other-perceived proficiency in Texas 

Czech. Also, many informants' comments in the course of our interviews demonstrated 

their linguistic and/or pragmatic awareness (e.g., self-corrections or conscious 

approximations of 'real Czech' as opposed to Texas Czech). 

Typically, interviews took place in an informant's home. If any other family 

members were present, they joined in now and then, but most of the time I spoke with the 

individual or a couple that agreed to be interviewed. Some interviews were conducted in 

the house which was my temporary home, especially those with yoimger people whose 

See Appendix B for the list of interview questions. 



busy schedules allowed them to stop by only for a short while after work or late in the 

evening. For such cases, I focused my questions on the most important issues, such as a 

brief recapitulation of language histories, their attitudes towards Czech and predictions 

about its future, and particularly their ethnolinguistic self-definitions. We then moved to 

structural language tasks which I expected to be specially revealing for the younger 

speakers (i.e., 30-50 age group) and potentially useful for my objective to construct the 

semi-speaker continuum rendering the decline of Czech in relation to the variables of age, 

sex, and location. Thus the length of interviews in both focal communities varied from up 

to three hours with a couple, and two hours or an hour and a half with an individual, to 

about an hour with these less available speakers. The last portion of my fieldwork, which 

involved travel to some other Texas Czech communities (cf. 2.2. above), often required 

even further reduction of the number of questions an interview could include. In such 

instances, I conducted its short version (as described above) and limited my structural 

language tasks only to the lexicostatistic list. 

Again, Milroy's concern with ethics applied to the interviews that, just as hers, 

"resembled therapy sessions more closely than sociolinguistic field tapes" (1987: 90). In 

the midst of the thus transformed conmiunication event, however, I found it natural to 

listen with compassion and sympathy. The original purpose of an interview was never 

completely modified; I only had to be more sensitive when selecting portions of audio-

taped data which I could use in my study. At other times, informants employed their own 

judgment for what should and should not be recorded. In the latter case, they exercised 
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some control over the interview asking me to turn off the tape-recorder upon their 

discretion. 

Aiming to elicit as much Czech as my interviewees were willing to speak, I began 

each interview asking my informant (in Czech) whether he or she felt comfortable talking 

Czech with me.^ Typically they were able to understand most of my questions and chose 

to answer in either Texas Czech or English as they wished. Code-switching at both intra-

sentential and inter-sentential levels was frequent especially as a compensatory strategy 

for less proficient semi-speakers. Although I might occasionally encourage my informants 

to switch back to Czech (especially in the case of competent speakers of Texas Czech 

whose previous switch from Czech to English appeared unconscious), I left language 

choice largely up to them expecting that this relative freedom would yield more natural 

data. In addition, one type of analysis of data thus obtained should enable me to identify 

my informants' code-switching patterns, functioning as, for example, a compensation for 

the gap in their Czech, an adjustment stimulated by a particular topic under discussion,^'* 

or an unconscious return to the more 'customary' way of talking. 

^ Even though my infonnants were given a choice with respect to the language they felt most comfortable 
using throughout an interview, I encouraged those who seemed to avoid speaking Czech altogether to try 
answering at least some simpler (e.g., biographical) questions in Czech. Punetha, Giles and Young (1988) 
caution that insisting on a certain language that an interviewee should use may afTect his responses, which 
then has to be considered in the analysis of the results. The major difference in my informants' Czech and 
English responses lies in their complexity, with most interviewees being eloquent in English and using 
fairly plain vocabulary in Czech. I have also observed, however, that vdienever my less competent speakers 
wanted to express a more complicated thought, they switched to English and since I never stopped them, I 
do not feel that I was forcing (but rather encouraging at times) them to use Czech; therefore, I believe that 
their responses reflect \^diat they decided to share with me, be it in Czech or in Fngiish 
^ Code-switching is a natural part of Texas Czech speech. While 1 do not focus on this phenomenon in the 
present project, I touch on it when describing Texas Czech in Chapter 5. 
^ Change of interlocutors played a role only rarely, specifically when an interview was interrupted and my 
informant accommodated Us code choice in response to another person's question or comment. 
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2.3.3. Structured Linguistic Tasks^ 

The semi-directed interviews were followed by structural language tasks. By that 

time, an interviewee had practiced his or her Czech for at least an hour and usually 

approached the testing part with more ease. First, I employed the 105- word Lexical 

Task. I added five color words to the lOO-word lexicostatistic list, originally developed 

for glottochronology (Swadesh 1972),^^ and used also in the smdies of language shift and 

death (e.g., Dorian 1981; Hill and Hill 1986; Polinsky 1995). Second, my informants 

were to translate fifteen phrases, assigning a number and color to the object in the picture 

(e.g., 'ten red apples'/ deset dervenych jablek)}^ This Color Task aimed to test the 

speaker's ability to decline Czech numerals, adjectives, and nouns under the required 

agreement in gender, number and case. The third and fourth tasks involved sentence 

translation from English to (Texas) Czech. The Dialectal Task consisted of twenty five 

sentences designed to target Moravian dialectal features, whereas the Reduced Task with 

twenty sentences was aimed to elicit typical features of reduced Czech (cf. 1.1.3.4.). 

Finally, the fifteen-sentence Judgment Task was intended to tap the speaker's receptive 

competence in Czech. Designing the 'Dialectal' Task I found especially helpfiil the work 

of Hannan (1992a) and Mendl (1976), and for the 'Reduced' and Judgment tasks, the 

studies of KuCera (1989) and Henzl (1981, 1982).^* 

" My expanded version of the lexicostatistic list (Lexical Task) appears in Appendix D. See Appendix E 
for the list of phrases included in the 'Color' Task, Appendix F.l for sentences used in the 'Dialectal' Task, 
Appendix G for the 'Reduced' Task, and Appendix H for sentences designed to test acceptability 
judgments. 
^ See Cluqiter 1, note 27. 
" Smith (1991) employed a similar task. 
^ I describe each task in more detail and analyze elicited speech data in Chapter 8. 
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2.3.4. Questionnaires on Language Use and Attitudes 

The data from interviews and naturally occurring conversations were instrumental 

in revisions of the questionnaire on language use and attitudes which I designed prior to 

my fieldwork drawing on Dorian (1981), Gal (1979), Henzl (1975a), and Pons (1990). 

The questionnaire consisted of three sections, where section one provided the background 

information on each informant ("Biographical Information"), section two inquired about 

contexts and interlocutors for Czech use, as well as skills in other languages ("Using 

Languages"), and section three focused on attitudes toward the Czech language and 

culture ("Your Ideas About Czech")."' Attitudinal questions were complemented by an 

informal measure of linguistic security (Gal 1979), asking the inforaiants to rate their 

knowledge of Czech on a one-to-five scale. 

I distributed questionnaires to as many people as ^eed to answer it in both focal 

and other Texas Czech communities. At the beginning of my fieldwork 1 sent a letter 

describing the purpose of my study and asking for assistance in the communities I 

planned to visit to a number of Texas newspapers (e.g.. Granger News, Hospoddr, 

Vestnik, Nasinec, West News). As a result, I not only gave out the questionnaires as 1 met 

people in the course of my fieldwork but also mailed a number of them to Texas Czechs 

who had read my letter and contacted me asking for a questionnaire to fill out. Finally, I 

distributed questionnaires to all focal informants, usually after our interview. While the 

form includes instructions (along with the consent clause), particularly older informants 

usually needed additional oral explanations and were in general more apprehensive about 
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putting down any personal information. Also, they were often afraid of not being able to 

do it "correctly", but after I reassured them that no special skills were needed to complete 

the questionnaire (which at first sight appeared &irly complex), they usually agreed to fill 

it out 

There are both advantages and disadvantages to this data collection method. The 

first advantage is that questionnaires and surveys target a larger population of informants 

than any researcher could interview in person while also providing a comparable set of 

data. In addition, they are "cheap and relatively quick to administer" (Milroy 1987: 187). 

At the same time, informants' reports on the use of and attitudes toward the shifting/dying 

langiiage may reflect the level of prestige that this language enjoys in the larger society. 

Consequently, questionnaire responses may be filtered through such stereotypical views 

held by outsiders and often by insiders as well (Ibid.: 185). This issue, however, does not 

seem to have affected my informants' questionnaire responses. While old-timers often 

remember others' negative evaluations of Czech as a minority language, the typical 

attitude today highlights Czech (or Czech-Moravian) ethnic background and speakers are 

generally proud of any level of proficiency they possess in their heritage language; 

therefore, what used to be a disadvantage in the years of Americanization appears to be an 

asset today: as one female informant in her mid-thirties told me, "that's what you are and 

who you are, at least I feel like I know that I have a background and that I'm just not 

stuck here" (compare Chapter 6; 6.1.4; excerpt 19). 

^ See Appendix K for the questionnaire. 
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Dorian's (1981) critical evaluation of the data obtained from self-reports elicited 

in form of a questionnaire has been especially valuable to this project methodologically. 

Dorian postpones the summary of responses to her questioimaires and her comments on 

weaknesses of this methods to the Appendix of hex Language death (1981) monograph, 

because she questions the reliability of questioimaire data. First, Dorian notes the 

dilemma between the researcher's control over the results when an informant completes 

the questionnaire during an interview and the effect of the researcher's presence if she, 

for example, appears to rush him or give "an indication of the answers [the researcher] 

expects." In addition, the informant may try to give 'correct' answers that to him seem to 

project the researcher's attimde (Ibid.: 157). As I planned to conduct at least forty full-

length interviews within my seven-to-eight weeks long stay in each focal community, 1 

decided against additional sessions in which I would assist my informants to fill out the 

questioimaires, but I emphasized my availability to answer questions should they contact 

me. Apparently, most of them did not find the forms too difficult to complete, perhaps 

also because some of my interview questions and questionnaire items overlapped (and 

these informants had already participated in the interview). I was aware that particularly 

elderly informants sometimes sought help from their children or grandchildren who, as 

'substitute' interviewers, recorded the informant's answers in his or her questionnaire; in 

fact, I usually learned about it from the informants themselves. Consequently, 1 had to 

consider that their questionnaire responses might reflect the interviewer's rather than the 

interviewee's perceptions and assessments, or a combination of both. 
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Second, respondents must be willing to devote some time and effort if they are to 

complete a fairly complex questionnaire, and the longer the task is, the sooner they will 

experience "questionnaire fatigue"^" (Ibid.: 159). My strategy was to distribute 

questionnaires at various public occasions to Texas Czechs who expressed interest in my 

work and/or with whom I struck at least a short conversation. I believe that such personal 

encounters helped increase the return rate, as having understood my goals, these 

respondents were better motivated to contribute to the present study. In contrast, I rarely 

received back the questionnaire I mailed on someone's recommendation without any prior 

contact with the addressee, and I had variable success when I mailed the form after I 

phoned a person even if he or she agreed to complete it. I kept a log with the contacts on 

all potential respondents and periodically called a number of them with a polite reminder, 

yet I could not assure that every individual's questionnaire would be eventually returned. 

Also, before I left the community, I contacted all focal informants who had not given me 

their questionnaires.^* 

Third, the researcher has to be prepared for rejection related to, for example, the 

novelty of the task for a potential respondent (Ibid.: 158), or to the fear that the 

information could be misused. I did not encounter more than a few such cases, and only 

once in the follow-up of an interview. Considering that this informant was ninety five 

years old, I felt very fortunate that she agreed to be interviewed at all. Overall, it was not 

^ My six-page questionnaire appeared more difBcult and periiaps fatiguing for some informants in section 
two Casing Languages"), rather than towards the end. For my focal informants, missing responses can be 
recovered from interviews. 

Since I returned from Texas I have been able to increase the number of completed questionnaires through 
personal calls and mail. 
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difficult to explain why some of my requests were not granted, particularly when I 

imagined myself being approached by a stranger in the today's world where trust is 

earned, not expected. 

As the major drawbacks of this method, however, I see inconsistency in marking 

and often in the type of responses, the former when the questionnaire instructions are 

ignored or misunderstood, and accuracy of responses (Dorian 1981: 159-160). For 

example, in section two I posed a question, "As an adult, with whom did you, or do you 

now speak Czech?," and gave the following instructions; "If you did and don't any more, 

please also circle used to / If you still do, please also circle today." Even though 1 

provided an example, the item remained confusing for some of my informants who failed 

to indicate both the "used to vs. today" and the frequency of use (i.e., "always / often / 

sometimes / rarely / never"). Further, in section (3), which included questions about self-

perceived identity (items 8 - 13), some respondents chose to agree with one identity 

statement ignoring a response to the others. (Fortunately, in these cases I could logically 

infer that "no" answer meant "disagree").^^ Therefore, it is crucial that questionnaire 

responses be supplemented by other sources of data, which for this study included 

participant observation and interviews. That is, while I feel comfortable interpreting 

questionnaire responses of my interviewees, the problems of consistency and accuracy of 

responses remain unresolved in the analysis of the full questionnaire database where 

cross-checking of information, afforded by such triangulation of methods applied to the 

analysis of data collected from my focal informants, is not possible. 
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2.4. DATABASE 

I conducted 85 interviews in Granger and West, 28 interviews in other Texas 

Czech coixununities (cf. 2.2.), and I audio-taped during numerous social events I attended. 

In the end of each day I organized my fieldnotes and typed them into the laptop computer. 

My six-month fieldwork yielded 327 hours of data.^^ So far I have received 270 

completed questionnaires,^'* 58 high school students' surveys (Granger and Flatonia), and 

21 surveys from college students in a Czech class at the University of Texas at Austin. 

This dissertation project is based on a subsample of 39 interviews (including 

structural language tasks) from Granger and West, these informants' questionnaires,^^ and 

my fieldnotes. 

2.5. FOCAL INFORMANTS 

I made first contacts in West, one of my focal communities in the summer of 

1996, when I attended their Czech ethnic festival Westfest, and thus I was not a complete 

stranger to many community members the following summer when I arrived in this 

" I discuss tiiis portion of the questionnaire in more detail in Chapter 6 (6.1.3.). 
When considering this extensive collecdon of speech data the reader is asked to recollect the point 

discussed earlier, i.e., that participant observation is somewhat wastefiii in nature (cf. 2.3.1.), and that this 
is not a serious drawback but rather a necessity. As Ehiranti (1997; 344) suggests to his readers, ''[o]ne 
should record as much as possible" instead of waiting to select the most interesting events because then 
such an event or a revealing encounter may be easily missed. 
^ These include 95 questionnaires &om Granger and immediate area (Com Hill, Bartlett, Taylor), 39 
questionnaires fiom the Austin area (Georgetown, JairelL, Kyle, Pflugerville and Roundrock), and 81 
questionnaires fiom West and immediate area (Abbott, Acquilla, Elm Mott, Penelope, and Tours), and its 
surroundings (Danton, Fort Worth, Kerrville, Kileen, Leroy, Temple, and Waco). The remainder of 
questionnaires received &om Texas Czech respondents comes from Buckholts, Burleson, Caldwell, Dallas, 
Ennis, the Flatonia area, the Houston area, the La Grange area. Magnolia, Richardson, Richmond, San 
Antonio, San Angelo, and Spring. 

I have been able to secure 37 questionnaires for my focal informants. 
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fieldwork site.^^ Previous contacts, including members of CEFT and the Czech Heritage 

Society - McLennan Hill Chapter, helped me settle down and begin my observations and 

interviews without any delay. As for Granger, I began connecting with the town while in 

Austin, because most of my urban interviewees moved to Austin from Granger and 

invariably maintained close ties with their hometown. I also received help from some 

members of CESAT, and of the Czech Heritage Society — the Travis-Williamson Chapter 

with its headquarters in Austin. In addition, my letter that appeared in local newspapers, 

including Granger News, initiated calls that further helped establish first contacts in the 

Granger area. In short, I left for both commimities equipped with the list of contacts on 

potential informants and had an opportunity to speak with some of them prior to my 

arrival. 

The criteria by which I defined my "sample universe," that is the boundaries of the 

community of interest (Milroy 1987: 23), were straightforward. I did not expect to obtain 

a perfectly balanced sample in each community but I sought (1) a close approximation in 

the number of Granger and West focal informants; (2) as wide a range as possible of 

speakers, from passive bilinguals to fully competent speakers in Texas Czech, as well as 

English monolinguals of Czech descent;^^ (3) a similar number of male and female 

informants from each focal community; and (4) a relatively balanced number of speakers 

across the age groups, naturally making every effort to find younger speakers (at and 

^ I have also benefited from interaction with researchers have studied Texas Czech conununities. This 
information exchange for which I am very grateful has included Eva Eckert, Sean Gallup, Kevin Hannan, 
Robert Janak, Clinton Machann, and Connie Smith. 

I expand on the notion of a 'speaker' of Texas Czech when defining the Texas Czech speech community 
in Chapter 5 (5.1.2.3.). 
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below the age of 30). I also considered the intermarriage variable and intended to find a 

fairly even number of informants married to another Czech and of those married to a 

person of other than Czech descent. 

The size of my actual sample exceeded the total of at least 20 informants I aimed 

for in each focal community, as well as the total of 50-60 informants from these and other 

Texas Czech communities which I planned to visit. I conducted 34 full interviews (16 

males and 18 females; age range 46-95) in West, and 41 full interviews (19 males and 22 

females; age range 36-87) in Granger. 

While on the site, the actual sample was shaped through referrals and through 

various encounters during community socials, if they initiated scheduling of an interview. 

Referrals 'from a friend to a friend' worked well, although community members tended to 

prioritize those whom they perceived as Texas Czech speakers.^' Indeed, "practical 

considerations partly dictate[d] sample size" (Ibid.: 23) as well as its final composition in 

my study, and thus some bias in the selection was inevitable. My sample is non-random, 

"which generally means that the selection is influenced consciously or unconsciously by 

himian choice" (Ibid.: 24), and the youngest speakers of Texas Czech I interviewed in 

West and Granger might not be the youngest ones to be found."*® 

I use the tenn "a full interview" for the session that included all five structural language tasks in addition 
to the narrative part 

This observation supports my claim that one's Czechness tends to comcide with other-perceived, rather 
than with one's actual, competence in Czech (cf. 5.1.3.). 

It should be noted that the youngest fluent speakers across all informants that participated in this study is 
the 31 -year old male fix>m Ellinger, TX. Close to the end of my fieldwork in Granger I was referred to a 30-
year old female fiom this town, but it was impossible to schedule a meeting with her before I left 
Although I repeatedly tried to contact her later, also through one of my focal informants in Granger, I was 
not able to speak with her and confirm v^ether or not she was fluent in Texas Czech as another community 
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Whereas the selection of the complete sample was less affected by the 

researcher's conscious choice, the final subsample for this dissertation project was 

explicitly chosen according to the following criteria: (1) the year 1945 as a cut-off point, 

given that the definite decline of transmission and use of Czech in the US began after 

World War n'*'; (2) a comparable number of male and female informants within each 

focal commimity and across both communities; and (3) a comparable number of 

informants of both genders bom before 1945 within each focal community and across 

both communities/^ Finally, rather impressionistically at the time of initial selection for 

transcriptions and analysis, I chose a group of informants that I considered to represent 

varied degrees of proficiency among Texas Czech speakers/^ As a result of this 

procedure, the subsample includes 13 males and 14 females bom before 1945 (pre-1945 

group; older group [OG]), and 7 males and 5 females bom after 1945 (post-1945 group; 

younger group [YG]). Table 2.1 below shows the informants' age, sex, and place of 

residence."*^ 

member suggested. Such situations bias the sample selection as well, as "'some sections of the population 
are impossible to find or refuse to co-operate" (Moser and Kalton 1971: 79, in Milroy 1987: 24). 
•*' Also Ku5era (1989: 60) notes that American Czechs bom in the 1950s grew up in "vprostfedi zcela 
americkem" ('in the entirely American environment') with some Czech still being spoken in the homes. 

This selectioQ process did not affect the sample of informants bom after 1945 whose numbers were 
overall lower than the numbers of informants in the pre-1945 category. That is, this subsample includes all 
interviewees bom after 1945 who participated in a fiill interview and at least tried to complete all stmctured 
language tasks. 

My two categories of 'speaker' include (1) fully competent speaker, and (2) semi-speaker. The latter 
category subsimies various levels of semi-speakers' proficiency in Texas Czech. Importantly, a fiilly 
competent speaker of Texas Czech is not meant to be compared widi a native speaker of full Czech. 
** Appendix A gives the table detailing informants' age and grouping. The West subsample includes one 
informant fipom Temple (bom 1943). 
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Table 2.1 Focal Informants (Age, Sex, and Place of residence) 

Age Number of Infomiants Total (M+F) 

Gender Male (M) 
Total 

Female (F) 
•"otal 

Age Groups 

Town Granger West M Granger Wes 
t 

F 

30-51'' 4 3 7 3 2 5 post-1945 (12) 

52-59^^ 2 2 13 1 2 14 pre-1945 (27) 
60-69 1 2 4 2 
70-79 2 2 2 1 
SO- 1 1 1 1 
TOTAL 10 10 20 11 8 19 39 

Most informants have been life-long residents of the Granger or West area. Only 

four informants who were bom in these rural communities spent the better part of their 

lives in urban areas (Houston, San Antonio), and they moved back after they retired. 

One informant lived in Austin for about five years. Twenty two informants, i.e., 17 

informants from the pre-1945 category, and 5 from the post-1945 category, have married 

another Czech, whereas 10 informants bom before 1945, and 6 informants bom after 

1945, married an Anglo-American or another ethnic American ('non-Czech'). Even 

though my subsample is not composed of even numbers in each group, I believe that this 

ratio (Pre-1945 = 17 [Czech]: 10 [non-Czech] vs. Post-1945 = 5 [Czech]: 6 [non-Czech]) 

The 30-51 age range (post-1945 group) includes only one male informant (bom 1961) and one female 
infomant (bom 1958) below the age of 40 at the time of my fieldwork, both from Granger. 
^ One female informant from the pre-1945 group was bom in 1945. 

One of these four uiban.'rural speakers also lived in the metropolitan areas on the East coast His 
experience living in different parts of the country is an exception in this sample. 
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is reflective of the increased rate of intermarriage particularly for the generation bom after 

World War n.^ Finally, this subsample involved four Czech couples. 

Twenty nine informants are members of the Catholic church and nine belong to 

the Brethren church. This ratio does not contradict the larger situation; the membership 

in the Catholic church has always exceeded that in the smaller, yet popular and 

influential. Brethren church. One informant is an agnostic. The importance of religion for 

Texas Czechs is explained m Chapter 3 (3.5.3.). In regards to education, 15 informants 

graduated from high school, and 10 finished anywhere from 6 to 11 grades. Dropping out 

of high school was not imusual, especially before World War II when parents needed 

every hand to help them on their farms. Six informants earned college degrees (A. A. and 

B. S.), and another 6 have taken classes in community and four-year colleges. One 

informant holds an M. D. degree. Being composed of homemakers, farmers, health care 

workers, bank employees, tradesmen and self-employed, factory and postal workers, an 

engineer and a physician, this subsample appears diverse enough occupation-wise as well. 

Only some informants are aware what specific towns and villages in the 'old 

home country' (now the Czech Republic) their ancestors left to seek a better life in 

America. Those who provided this information have been interested in genealogy 

themselves, or they are fortunate to have relatives who enjoy it. Others indicated Europe, 

Austria, Czechoslovakia, or Moravia."*' The places of geographic origin that some 

informants have identified (and often have visited) are located mainly in the Northeastern 

^ One infoimant is single. 
One informant's mother's origin has been traced to Poland. 
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Moravia, with a few to be found in Central Moravia (Hana region). They include FrenStat 

pod RadhoSt^m, VSfovice, Moravka, and Hermanice (Lachia)/° Vsetin, Lhota u Vsetina, 

Liptal, Novy Hrozenkov, Ratibof, Bratfejov (Wallachia), StavSSice (South Moravia), 

Hukvaldy, Dobrochovice, Ofechov,^' and Olomouc (Hana region), HoieSov (bordering 

Hana and Wallachia), and Z^feh na Moravg (bordering Northern and Central Moravia). 

Finally, all informants in this subsample are second, third, or fourth generation 

Texans of Czech (Czech Moravian)^^ descent. The questionnaire inquired about both 

maternal and paternal ancestors. Problems with exact assignment to one of these three 

generations arise when an informant can be viewed as, for example, both third and fourth 

generation, depending on what side of his family is considered; therefore, in some 

questionnaires this information is missing or incomplete.^^ Overall, however, it is safe to 

conclude that most informants trace their first inmiigrant generation (at least from one 

side) to their grandparents (27) or to their great grandparents (16), and only three to their 

parents. In some cases, great grandparents with their children (i.e., my informants' 

grandparents), or grandparents with their children (i.e., my informants' parents) crossed 

the ocean, thus both generations were bom in Europe.^'* In interviews, I was also 

interested in my informants' understanding of the term "first generation". While the 

^ FrenStat pod Radho§t£m lies on the border between the Northeastern Moravian Lachia and Wallachia. 
It is sometimes difBcult to exactly identify the location of these small villages. For example, Ofechov can 

be found in Han^ region, in Southern Moravia, as well as in Bohemia. 
" In tend to agree with Hannan in that the term Czech Moravians better reflects the geographic region of 
origin, as well as historical facts, which apply to the majority of Czech immigration to Texas. I elaborate on 
the ethnic and linguistic self-definitions of Texas Czechs in Chapter 6. 

In such cases, the information can be at least partially recovered from interview transcripts. 
^ One informant told me a story about one of his parents, who was bom on the boat crossing the ocean. 
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majority of them consider their European ancestors to be the first generation, some view 

it as the first foreign bom. 

2.6. THE METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

While in the field, I learned that my original plan to spend half of each day 

processing collected material was unrealistic. Almost daily, however, I managed to 

organize and Qpe up my fieldnotes, and label the recorded tapes. While I transcribed a 

few interviews and observed/audio-taped events during that time, most of this work had 

to wait until I returned from the field. The first step then was to select the subsample (cf. 

2.5. above). As I was considering its composition, I was transcribing interviews with the 

informants 1 had already selected. 1 found it useful to identify each new topic in the 

interview by a separate heading and aimotate transcripts when I encountered interesting 

ethnolinguistic information as well as linguistic features. Particularly when transcribing 

linguistic tasks, I had to compare the recording with a phonetic transcription in my 

fieldnotes. Occasionally, 1 had to recover missing information when I failed to ask the 

informant to repeat (after 1 turned the tape over) the last lexical item or a sentence which 1 

did not expect to be recorded at the very end of the previous side. When this happened, I 

usually remembered to write this item down during the interview, and thus fieldnotes 

helped me resolve most such cases. Once 1 finished all 39 transcriptions,^^ I reviewed 

I focused my transcriptions mainly on the content, also noting variations pertaining to specific Moravian 
dialects, that is (1) phonetic variation (particularly short vowels [a/e/1/o/u] vs. long vowels [a:/e:/i:/o;/u:]), 
(2) morphological variation (e.g„ dig [dai] in Northeastern Moravian vs. de [dec] in Hanik of Central 
Moravia / 'give-IMP'), and (3) lexical variation (e.g., staftdek in Northeastern Moravian vs. didedek in 
Han^ / 'grand&ther'). I also coded clear cases of Czech accent in Fngiish, specifically replacing the 
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each interview, grouping together and reorganizing the most relevant themes. Through 

this process I began to see this set of data as a whole, mentally drafting answers to my 

research questions, and preparing examples of my informants' views to substantiate them. 

Next, I returned to my fieldnotes and devised a system allowing me to compare 

the themes which I focused on when transcribing interviews with the same themes 

captured in my fieldnotes from participant observation. Excerpts from interviews and 

other, unplanned encounters (cf. Chapters 4-7) occasionally include views of other 

informants (distinguished by a star [*]), in addition to the selected sample of 39. 

Although I could use only a small piece of this additional material in the present project, 

the process or reviewing and reorganizing helped me see connections, consistencies, and 

contradictions in the views I have encountered throughout my fieldwork. 

Once I transcribed all five linguistic tasks for one or two informants, I coded 

them.^® For the Lexical Task I counted the number of acceptable word translations from 

English to Czech and deducted the nimiber of unacceptable or missing translations from 

the total of 105. For the Color Task. I assigned two points for the color and the object 

word, and one point for correctly supplied gender, number, and case for the numeral, 

color, and object (agreement in declination required) in each of the fifteen phrases. If an 

informant used a Texas Czech equivalent of a full Czech content word (i.e., 

morphological integrations, such as braimovy (brown + [ov/:]) instead of hnidy / 

interdental /tb/, both voiced and unvoiced, with the alveo-dental /d/, and the velar /w/ with the Czech labio
dental NL For the younger informants, I paid attention to the decomposition of the Czech fricative trill If I 
into 'rzh', typical for L2 learners of Czech. I did not code the length of pauses although I wanted to be true 
to the rhythm of each informant's talk, and thus noted pauses which occurred as they were trying to retrieve 
certain lexical items. 
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'brown-MASC'), or an incorrect word form, his answer was worth at least one point, not 

zero. The maximum score for this task was 180 points. 

The Dialectal Task (the maximum score of 54) and the Reduced Task (the 

maximum score of 80) necessarily overlapped. While the former focused on dialectal 

features and the latter on the features of Texas Czech as a reduced immigrant variety of 

full Czech, both types of features naturally surfaced across both tasks. Therefore, 1 used 

19 decidedly Moravian features in 54 words selected from both tasks to quantify each 

informant's "Index of Moravianness" (i.e., the score of 54) to see how salient Moravian 

dialectal features still are in the informants' idiolects. The semi-naturalistic data from 

interviews usefully complement these test results. Finally, my JudpTnent Task targeted 18 

morphosyntactic features (i.e., the maximum score of 18) acceptable in Texas Czech but 

not in full Czech. I discuss the Index of Moravianness in Chapter 6 and present the results 

for all five structured tasks in Chapter 8. 

In addition, a set of statistical analyses was performed using the scores from each 

task (dependent variables) for the independent variables of Age (bom before 1945 vs. 

after 1945), Gender, Location (Granger vs. West), and Marriage (married to a Czech vs. 

married to a non-Czech) in order to test four hypotheses: 

(1) Older speakers (pre-1945 group; OG) maintain their Texas Czech better than younger 

speakers (post-1945 group; YG). 

(2) Men maintain their Texas Czech better than women. 

^ The Czech vowel and consonant system ^)pears in Appendix C. 
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(3) Granger speakers maintain their Texas Czech better than West speakers. 

(4) Speakers married to Czechs maintain their Texas Czech better than speakers married 

to non-Czechs. 

I present the simimaiy of the main statistical results in the second section of Chapter 8. 
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Chapters: 

THE SOCIOfflSTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In this chapter I draw on literature and on my fieldwork to situate the present 

study in the sociohistoricai context and thus prepare the ground for the data analysis in 

Chapters 4 through 7. 

3.1. THE SLAVIC PEOPLE: 

FROM THE GREAT MORAVL\N TO THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE 

An outline of the history of the Czech nation in this section should set the context 

for a better understanding of the IQ*** and early 20'*' century Czech immigrants to Texas: 

of where they came from and who they were, what were the grounds of their religious 

division, and how their regional and (later) national identities were formed. Before 1 

attempt to summarize the story of the Czech lands and annotate it with less canonical 

views of later research, a disclaimer is in order. As Holy (1996: 116-117) rightly points 

out, "the notion of histoiy... makes possible the construction of a nation, and...the 

unproblematic acceptance of a nation as a significant collectivity necessitates thinking in 

historical terms." Facts, myths, and legends all come together to help us understand who 

we are based on what happened in the past - from the perspective that historians deem 

^propriate for their times and for the ideology to which they subscribe. 
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The exact place of origins of the Slavic' peoples is not known, but it has been 

suggested that "they fonned themselves as a distinct Slav tribe somewhere South East of 

the Baltic" (Pynsent 1994: 65). In the fifth century B. C., Celtic tribes coming from the 

Balkans and the British Isles, one of them called Boii, settled on the territory of today's 

Bohemia, which was populated as early as the le*** century B. C. (Poli§ensky 1947: 11-

12). These tribes were driven out of the area upon the influx of Western Germanic tribes 

(Tharcians) "in the early part of the first century B. C." (Maresh and Hudson 1934: xv). 

The land of Boii was referred to as Boiohemum, today's Bohemia (Ibid.). After the 

periods of settlements by other Germanic (Marcomans) and Roman tribes, and after the 

Goths invaded the Roman Empire, which led to the so-called Migration of Peoples, the 

territory of today's Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovakia was settled by Slavic tribes from the 

North East. These were nomadic tribes, originating in central Asia, although as they 

moved southward,^ a period of coexistence with agriculturally oriented Scyths in the area 

of today's Southern Russia caused them to abandon their original way of life (PoliSensky 

1947: 14). 

How and why the division of the Slavs occurred has not been resolved. Slavic 

tribes from the North East met in their new home^ with nomadic Avars coming from the 

South East. They fought oppression by the Avars and then by the Franks who tried to 

claim the territory. In PoIiSensky's account, "this fight to retain an independent existence 

' Another term that has been used is "Slavonic'". 
^ "It remains a fact that in the last stonny period of the Migration of Peoples the Slavs moved first 
westwards and then southwards and eastwards" (PoliSensI^ 1947:14). 
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has from the remotest past been one of the first tasks of the Slavs in Czechoslovak lands" 

(Ibid.)- And while the reborn Roman Empire of Charlemagne exercised rule over the 

'Bohemian' Slavs,"* it also helped reduce the threat coming from the Avars and thus made 

possible the unification of Western and Southern Slavs, which was attempted particularly 

by the Slavs living in the basin of the river Morava.^ In the thirties of the ninth century, 

the imification process of single Moravian tribes involved the territory of today's 

Slovakia, leading to the creation of the Great Moravian Empire (c. 833-900). The founder 

of the Empire, Mojmir I, was succeeded by Rostislav who not only accomplished the 

unification of Great Moravia with then progressive Byzantinum, but also requested from 

Byzantinum a Christian mission, materialized in the arrival of two missionaries, 

Constantinus (Cyril) and Methodius (863). These men introduced a Slavonic literary 

language which, importantly, became the language of liturgy.^ This accomplishment of 

their mission had far-reaching consequences for the future of the Empire and its 

successor, the Kingdom of Bohemia (Ibid.: 16-17). 

^ The legend has it that "Cech, the ancestor of the Czechs, stopped on his migration on the ftip Mountain in 
central Bohemia, found the land around him to 'abound in milk and honey,' and decided to settle there" 
(Holy 1996: 116). 
* It seems that this author takes special care to respond to certain claims of German historians that are, 
according to him, unfounded. As to the relations between the Roman Empire and Western Slavs, for 
example, he claims that "^eir territory never became an immediate dependency, nor did this supra-national 
romanized empire ever attempt to germanize the Bohemian Slavs, as the mercenary German 
historiographers have often sweated to prove" (Ibid.: 16; emphasis added). This glimpse of enmity between 
Germans and Czechs may be useful to remember for the discussion of the relations between the German 
and Czech immigrants in their adopted country (Chapter 6,6.1.8.2.). 
^ The etymology of the word Morava (Moravia) begins with the Indo-European root mar. The Slavs began 
to use the word morava in reference topalouk ('meadow') in the 4* century (§milauer 1963: 11). 
^ Pynsent (1994: 162) includes in Cyril's language repertoire Latin, Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic, and points 
out that because of the mission's brief stay in Bulgaria before their arrival to Great Moravia, "there is no 
doubt whatsoever that the language Cyril had learned and in which he wrote was the Bulgarian or 
Macedonian dialect of Old Slavonic.*^ These Saints must have been popular among the first Czech 
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Czech historiography locates the beginnings of the concept of the Czech nation to 

the time (c. 900-950) when, after the fall of the Great Moravian Empire, King Wenceslas 

brought together under his rule the Slavic tribes in Bohemia (Holy 1996: 116). Prince 

Wenceslas the Saint {Svaty Vaclav)' became the first King from the leading Czech tribe, 

the clan of the Pfemyslids (Pfemyslovci), whose settlement between the rivers Vltava, 

Elbe, Ohfe, and Berounka was referred to as 'Czachy,' the dry lands; hence Cechy 

(PoliSenslty 1947: 19-20). With one of the latest kings of the Pfemyslids, Pfemysl Otakar 

II (1253-1378), the Kigdom became more open to Germans, causing complaints by lower 

nobility afraid of uncontrolled Germanization of the Czech lands.' In the 1300s, King 

Wenceslas II expanded the Kingdom to include the territory of Poland and Hungary, but 

the murder of King Wenceslas III in 1305' ended the rule of the Pfemyslids, and 

Luxemburgs ascended to the Czech throne. 

John of Luxemburg {Jan Lucembursk^ acquired "a greater part of Silesia and 

Upper Lusatia" and exercised some influence over Slovakia (Ibid.: 21-33). His son 

Charles IV {Karel IV), who became the Czech King and the Emperor of the German Holy 

Roman Empire, secured the rest of Lusatia and Silesia as part of what had come to be 

immigrants to Texas, because several Catholic churches in historically Czech communities carry their 
name. 
^ Saint Wenceslas is known in the English-speaking world through the carol Good King Wenceslas. 
' So portrayed is this King in the work of the Czech historian of the IQ* century, FrantiSek Palacky (whose 
name bears the second oldest university, established in 1526, located in Olomouc, Moravia), called Dijiny 
narodu deskeho v Cechdch a na Morav€ (The History of the Czech nation in Bohemia and Moravia, 1836-
67), A^ch has "acquired the status of a national epic" and has made the perception of the Germans as 
"enslavers.. .into the national ideology" (Pynsent 1994: 168). The work of Alois Jirdsek, Palacky's 
successor as a 'national historian,' softened his anti-German view by claiming that "until their incorporation 
in the Austrian Empire, the Gennantization of the Bohemian Lands was to be blamed largely on the Czech 
Estates" (Ibid.: 17"^ who let that happen. 
' The year 1306 is cited in Pynsent (1994: 172). 
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called "Crown of Bohemia" {Koruna ceskd), until the Thirty Years' War (Ibid.: 34; 

Pynsent 1994: 172). One of his many accomplishments was the establishment of the 

Prague University (Charles University today), as "the first university north of Alps" in 

1348. That this king cared to recall the image of the Great Moravian Empire by 

considering himself its "heir" (Ibid.: 36) tells again of the importance of almost eight 

decades of the existence of Great Moravia for its successors. 

The Czech Reformation movement reached its peak under the rule of Wenceslas 

IV (1378-1419),'° eventually leading to war (Pynsent 1994: 172). This period has the 

strongest association with Master Jan (John) Hus, once rector of the Prague University 

and the reformer of the Czech orthography. Jan Hus' preaching, in which he criticized 

the decline of morality among the Catholic clergy spoiled by worldly wealth, and their 

exploiting the poor, planted the seed from which the Hussite Movement was to grow after 

his execution in 1415.'' The followers of Hus built their egalitarian town of brethren and 

sisters in South Bohemia and named it Tabor.The Hussite army of "God's Warriors" 

{Bozi Bojovnici) was led by Jan (John) 2i2ka, another legendary hero in the Czech 

history. For Palacky, the Hussite Movement was "the first expression of the true 

The begiimings of Refoimation can be traced to the years 1340-1360. Jan Hus' predecessors incliuied 
Konrad of Waldhausen, who came to Prague from Vienna, Jan MiliS of Krom£fi2 in Moravia, and MatSj of 
Janov (Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1855-1966 1970: 4-5). 
'' John Hus was burnt at the stake on July 6, 141S, after be refused to compromise his preaching at the 
Council of Constance to which he was summoned to testily. The 1863 celebration of 1000 tradition of the 
''Cyrilo-Methodian Christian panslavism'̂  in Velehrad was to bring their cult up to par with that of Jan Hus. 
Both Palacky and Masaiyk popularized and '̂ liticized" the cult of Jan Hus, Masaryk by portraying him as 
'̂ e inspirer of the great Czech medieval bourgeois revolution, an embodiment of the deamess of 
revolution to the Czech national soul" (Pynsent 1994:201). While mainly this martyr's revolutionary nature 
was highlighted to serve the communist ideology of the former Czechoslovak regime, his name was not 
celebrated in a national holiday. It has become one (together with that dedicated to the Saint Cyril and 
Methodius) after this regime coU^sed in the 'Velvet revolution" of 1989. 
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Renaissance spirit in questioning autiiority" (Pynsent 1994:173).'^ The Hussites 

proposed the so-called "Four Articles of Prague," promoting religious freedom in the 

Czech lands. The Hussite revolution continued through the leader's death (1420-1434*'*). 

The successful years of the Hussites did not last, as some 'warriors' who joined 

their army did so to steal and plunder, rather than to act on their religious belief. The 

preacher Peter ChelCicl^'^ responded with a call for the "return to the religion of 

primitive Christianity," which inspired the foimders of the Unity of the Brethren'® 

(PoliSensky 1947: 48). One fruit of this movement was the spread of Czech language use 

for liturgical purposes (Ibid.: 46). 

In the mid-fifteenth century, the effort of the so-called "Hussite king" George of 

Podfibrady (Jink z Podebrad; 1458-1471) to reconcile Hussites and Catholics resulted in 

Tabor can be found among the Czech communities in Texas (Bryan County). 
Palacky's assessment suited the purpose of the socialist historiography in former Czechoslovakia, which, 

as Holy (1996: 81) puts it, "de-emphasized its religious aspect and emphasized its social, egalitarian, and 
revolutionary aspects" turning the Hussite movement into 'the main source of the communist regime's 
symbolism; for example, the heraldic shield of the state's ofiicial coat of arms was replaced by the Hussite 
shield, with the lion of the Bohemian kings adorned by the red star." This clearly formulated explanation 
would have been helpful during my fieldwork as some of my informants, members of the Brethren church, 
expressed their astonishment over the statue of Jan Hus they found standing on the Wenceslas Square in 
Prague during their visit to the Czech Republic. 

After wiiming many batdes with the European crusaders, Hussites (the party of Taborites) were defeated 
in the battle of Lipany (1434) "by the moderate Hussites (and Catholics)." Wtet PoUSensky (1947) means 
by "moderate Hussites" is the more conservative party of Utraquists (Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970: 
9-10). Palacky and Masaryk (the philosopher and the first president of Czechoslovakia) considered this 
battle a "national disaster," but there is no agreement on the effect of this loss among the Czech historians 
(Pynsent 1994: 183-184). 

Cheliicky, "the Father of the Unity," is described as a "knowledgeable farmer... [who] gave much 
thought to the wars and the bloodshed, to the commandment, 'thou shalt not kill,' and to his doubts that 
wars could bring to the Kigdom of God." (Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970:11). The layman 'status' 
of this preacher is significant as the simplicity of life in God was the basic belief upon which the Unity of 
Brethren was built 

Chel£icky's followers began to practice their life as true Christians in their community of Kunwald. 
They began to identify themselves as Jednota Bratrskd (The Unity of the Brethren) in 1457. The Brethren 
set themselves apart finm the more conservative Utraquists in 1464 (Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970: 
12-13). 
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the law declaring religious toleration, agreed upon by the representatives of the Czech 

Estates in 1485'^ (Ibid.: 55), but the religious peace did not survive the ascension of the 

Hapsburgs to the Bohemian throne in 1526 (Pynsent 1994: 173).'® While Ferdinand I did 

not favor religious freedom and thus persecuted the Czech Unity of the Brethren, his 

successor, Maximilian II (1564-1576), as an advocate of religious reform, achieved at 

least "limited tolerance of Protestants" (PoliSensky 1947: 58; Pynsent 1994: 173). 

Rudolph II replaced his father Maximilian II (1576) at the time when the division 

in Europe between "Protestant North and Catholic South" widened.'' His choice was to 

support the latter met with resistance because only about one-seventh of the population in 

Bohemia^" were Catholics (PoliSensky 1947: 58). The attempt of Rudolph II to save his 

reign by the Letter of Majesty which listed the religious rights of his subjects (1609) was 

futile,^' and he was forced to give up the throne in 1611. 

" It has been estimated tliat by the end of the 1500, the Brethren established more than 400 churches in 
Bohemia and Moravia {Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970: 14). 

Palacky ends his Dijiny with this year. Pynsent (1994: 173) points out that rather than the battle at the 
White Mountain (1620) viewed by the 19"* century Revivalists as the disaster beginning the decline, the 
outset of such decline, typically experienced by a nation divided over political and/or religious issues, 
should be placed in the year 1526. In two years (1547-1548), most towns and most of the nobility were 
stripped of important privileges, feeding the power of the magnates, "which Counter-Reformation simply 
served to confirm." 
" Hannan (1989: 8-9) notes that already in the 11"* century, the Slavs (their Czech lands being located in 
the center of Europe) were bound to be affected by the split between the Catholic West and the Orthodox 
East through which the division into Catholics, Orthodox, and Protestants developed. 
^ It is not clear whether PoliSensky (1947) uses the temi Bohemia as inclusive of the Moravian region in 
the Czech lands of that time. Pynsent (1994: 173), focusing on Prague, contributes the picture of at least 
this city's religious composition: "during the 16* century most of Prague was 'Protestant', mainly 
Utraquist, Lutheran and Bohemian Brethren." Somew^t clearer in territorial designation is the estimate for 
two-thirds of "people of Bohemia" as Brethren by this time {Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970: 18). 

He also issued a language decree (1615) according to which financial sanctiotis were imposed "on those 
not taught Czech." Despite this rather symbolic move, however, the overall vitality of the Czech culture 
was Himinkhing (Pynsent 1994: 173). 
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Linguistically, the major accomplishment of this time was Bible Kralickd (Kralice 

Bible, 1579-1588; cf 1.1.3.2.), the work of Moravians of the Unity of the Brethren (Ibid.: 

49). The political and religious division was only strengthened in the subsequent years, 

with the open persecution of non-Catholics under Ferdinand II (1617) that, after the 

rebellion of the disillusioned Czech Estates, led to the Bohemian War in 1618, which 

also marks the begiiming of the Thirty Years' War (Pynsent 1994: 174). Stagnation of 

the Czech language by this time brought about the first Obrana jazyka ceskeho ('Defense 

of the Czech language'), the precursor of revivalist work in the 19"* century written by the 

historian Pavel Strinsky (Pynsent 1994: 176). 

The Battle on White Mountain {Bild Hord) in 1620 sealed the victory of "the 

united force of Catholic Europe" over non-Catholic Czechs and their allies, and since 

Ferdinand II would not "endure heretics in his country," about the fourth of free 

population (both Czech and German) that rejected conversion to Roman Catholicism 

were forced to seek exile elsewhere (Ibid.: 174; PoliSensky 1947: 66). During the Thirty 

Years' War (1618-1648), the Czech language experienced further decline as most of free 

inhabitants including nobility and intellectuals emigrated, although at least its vernacular 

form was preserved by the poor who had no choice but to remain. After 1627, German 

replaced Czech as the first language of the country and in 1635, and after three hundred 

years of coexistence, the Czech state lost Lusatian Serbia (Ibid.: 68). Another Hapsburg, 

Ferdinand III, governed the state from Vienna. Non-Catholic immigrant?; seeking help in 

other foreign countries were met with disappointment Once again, this time the last 

Bishop of the Unity of the Brethren and highly recognized scholar Jan Amos Komensky 
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(Comenius) turned his thoughts to the idealized Great Moravian Empire, trying to revive 

this idea in his History of the persecution of the Bohemian Church (Ibid.: 74).^ 

In the first half of the 17'*' century, Charles VI, the last Hapsburg on the Czech 

throne, tried to win support of the Czech Catholic nobility by more persecution of 

'heretics,' which also involved letting the Order of Jesuits bum all visible 'heretical' 

books.^ The strength of the roots of religious identity in Northeastern Moravia of that 

time is shown in the example of Wallachian "peasants and shepherds who remained tme 

to the old [Protestant] faith of their leaders in exile for two generations" (PoIiSensky 

1947:68). However, even these descendants of the Unity of the Brethren membership 

had to flee by the first half of the 17* century. Most of them immigrated to Lusatia where 

devoted missionaries called the "Moravian Brethren" were trained (Ibid.: 76). 

The era of "enlightened absolutism" began with Marie Theresa who succeeded 

Charles VI (1740-80) as the Queen of Bohemia and Hungary. Under her rule, the old 

Czech Crown lost another territory, Silesia,^'* to King Frederick 11 of Prussia (1745). 

Also, the Court Chancellery of Bohemia, the last office representing formerly 

independent Kingdom of Bohemia, was abolished (1748) and replaced by a new office to 

^ The question of Komenskj '̂s birthplace has not been resolved. The editor's note to an article on this 
subject in Hospodaf (Jime 1998, CP7//(6): 30) is of interest to this study because of the equation between 
Moravian identity and nationality. It reads: " f̂eknime ie Jan Amos Komensky byl velky Moravan, pfesniji 
Moravsky Slovak z vychodni strany feky Moravy, fddnd jind ndrodnost si ho nemide pfxvlastnit" {'we want 
to say that Jan Amos Komensky was an important Moravian, specifically a Moravian Slovak fi:om the 
Eastern side of the Morava river, no other nationality can claim him" (translation mine; emphasis added). 
^ Pynsent (1994: 174) draws a connection between being considered heretic and speaking Czech by saying 
that undoubtedly ''the Hapsburg administrators tended to be anti-Czech and that the Czech language was 
considered the language of heretics." 
^ Except for the regions of Opava, Kmov and T6§in (PoliSensk^ 1947:79), known to some Czech Texans 
as the homeland of their ancestors. Frederick n "assimied the role of Protector of Protestant subjects of the 
Hapsburg, of course only in so far as it was profitable for his policy" (Ibid.: 79). 
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govern both Bohemia and Austria,^ while preserving semi-independence for Hungary. 

These were the beginnings of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which was expanded in 

1772 by the addition of Galicia, destroying the Kingdom of Poland. As a result, the only 

Slavic state by the end of 18''' century was Russia. 

The son of Maria Theresa, Joseph n, did not share his mother's devotion to the 

Catholic church, and strongly opposed any more religious persecution.^^ In 1781, Joseph 

n, by then the Austrian Emperor (1780-1790), issued two important acts: one abolishing 

serfdom (robota), and the other proclaiming religious tolerance (Tolerancni Patent). The 

latter was to give freedom to "Lutherans, Calvinists and Orthodox religions," but "45,000 

Protestants were not allowed to return to the old ideals of Unity of the Brethren" (Ibid.; 

81; emphasis added). With the help of Himgarian and Slovak ministers, however, they 

were able to establish the Czech Protestant church. As for the Czech language, Joseph II 

did not support its revival as he envisioned German to become the "lingua franca of 

Central Europe" (Ibid.: 81-82). In opposition to the rule of German, the Revivalists 

among the 18'*' and 19"^ century intellectuals took it upon themselves to bring Czech back 

to life. 

Even though the "Slavonic Congress", organized in Prague in 1848 with the goal 

to propose some autonomy for Bohemia, was suppressed, it still motivated more 

collaboration among the Slavic peoples of the Austrian Monarchy. In this revolutionary 

year, peasants were finally freed of their feudal labor obligations to their lords {robota), 

^ By ''Austria" we should understand the lands under H^sburgs. 
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although not all of them benefited eqiially from this reform (Ibid.: 94; Machann and 

Mendl 1983 ; 12). Before the outbreak of World War I, the old Empire, under Francis 

Joseph I (1848-1916) at that time, was ill-prepared for the task to protect itself from the 

growing power of Germany. The German influence grew stronger in Bohemia, and at 

one point, the German majority took over the Austrian Parliament (Ibid.: 94-99). Yet at 

the outset of World War I, tfie Czech nation was "better organized, better educated, and it 

was no longer without allies" despite advancing Gennanization (Ibid.: 103), and by the 

end of the War, ready for national freedom in the newly bom Czechoslovak Republic.^' 

The first Czechoslovak president, Thomas G. Masaryk (1850-1937), came to be known as 

tatidek Masaryk ('our beloved father Masaryk') of a relatively prosperous and relatively 

democratic country. Its existence, however, could not remedy all hardships of the poor, 

and the mass immigration to the US, which culminated during the economically and 

politically difficult years after the revolution of 1848, continued till the mid-1940s. 

^ In 1777, the rebellion began in Moravian Wallachia where the ministers from Silesia and Slovakia 
managed to preserve the Protestant tradition. Joseph II did not allow their persecution. Yet, not much 
changed under his rule because he believed in absolutism rather than tolerance (PoliSensky 1947: 81). 

I do not continue the historical outline beyond the establishment of independent Czechoslovakia, 
because the mass immigration ceased after World War Two. The first Czech immigrants to Texas preserved 
close ties with their homeland until after World War Two, while the "Czech nationalism in Texas remained 
a popular, emotional force" (Machann and Mendl 1983:67). Their descendants maintained very little 
contact with Czechoslovakia during the Cold War years. Czechoslovakia was divided into two separate 
nations, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, in 1993. Pynsent (1994) is an excellent source on the "Czech and 
Slovak ideas of nationality and personality." Holy's The Little Czech and the great Czech nation (1996) 
analyzes the conceptions of national identity and personhood in the post-conomunist society. 
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3.2. PAN SLAVISM AND IDIOSYNCRACIES OF NATIONAL IDENTITY 

IN SLAVIC EUROPE 

Modem nationalism in the Czech lands^^ was foimed through the end of the 

eighteenth and the mid-nineteenth centuries. The intellectuals who formulated the 

program of the National Awakening {Ceske Narodni Obrozeni)^ included Josef 

Dobrovsky (1753-1829), Josef Jungmann (1773-1847), Jm Kollar (1793-1852), and 

Pavel Josef Safafik (1795-1861).^° 

The origins of the term "Slav" are far from clear, but "the folk derivation slovo 

(word, thus speaker of a language),^' in contrast to Nemec (German) from nemy (mute) 

obtains among many scholars" (Pynsent 1994:69). Interestingly, historical evidence 

shows that "Slav" was confused with "slave" in the US, causing trouble to the editors and 

subscribers of the Racine newspaper Slavic (Machann and Mendl 1983: 216-217).^^ 

** The tenn "Czech lands" here stands for Bohemia and Moravia (there were no territories with a clearly 
defined statehood within the Austro-Hungarian Empire). While the tendency among Czech intellectuals 
who are mentioned in this discussion was to view Slovakia as part of Czech lands, my use of the term does 
not subsimie Slovakia. 

Another term that has been used in English translation is "National Revival" (hence "Revivalists"). Holy 
(1996; 68) observes that Czechs "conceptualize national identity not as culturally given but as naturally 
given," and finds the key to this conceptualization in the metaphor of birth (i.e., rozeni-, root; l-roz-l-rod-l ), 
which we see in obrozeni ('revival') and odrodilci (the prefix lod-l meaning 'away from'), the latter word 
referring to Czech emigrants. 

The names of FrantiSek Palacky (1789-1876) and Thomas G. Masaiyk (1850-1937) have been introduced 
in section (3.1.) Kollar and §afafik were Slovaks, but they were educated and lived in Bohemia; hence, the 
program of Awakening can be viewed as "essentially the product of nineteenth century Bohemia" (Hannan 
1992b; 117). 

This explanation is upheld by Hannan (1989: 8) as it supports his argument that "the ancient Slavs 
identified their nationality with language." 
^ Farther down in the history, the Greeks and the Romans might have referred to the Slavs they conquered 
as "slavs", with the 'slave' meaning (Pynsent 1994; 65). 
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Important to both the Pan Slavists and to the creators of the ^'Czechoslovak idea" 

were physical characteristics.^^ ^afafflc, for example, defines Slavs as "tall, strong, and 

fair," and "of middling height, well-built, with a strong frame and unusually supple and 

firm muscles." To pursue this Pan Slavist perspective a little further, for Koll^ the Slavs 

have round faces reflecting their "joy in life, innocence and virtue", while Germans are 

long-faced which signals "cruelty, sadness and anger." Clearly, Safafik and Koll^'s 

glorification of the 'superior Slavic race,' also through such racist metaphor, went beyond 

a reasonable observation, just as did Ko liar's presentation of medical findings of his 

French contemporaries describing Germanic, English, and Norman blood as "black, thick, 

and heavy," in contrast with "whitish, thin and light" blood of the French, Italian, and 

Slav peoples", all aiming to strengthen the sense of solidarity among the Slavs (cited in 

Pynsent 1994: 87-88).^'* 

Additionally, the 19"* centuiy Revivalists were concerned with the definition of 

Slavic tongues; for example, Dobrovsky preferred the term "Slavonic languages" in 1801 

but settled for "Slavonic dialects" in 1822 (Ibid.; 52). From several taxonomies proposed 

for the Slavic peoples, the one of Safafik appears the closest to our temporary 

classification of language groups in the Indo-European family, with "Czechoslovaks" 

(i.e., Moravians, Bohemians, and Slovaks) and Poles placed in his second group, today 

called "Western Slavic" (Pyles and Algeo 1982: 70-71). 

This division does not mean that the originators of the '̂ Czechoslovak idea" were not Pan Slavists (see 
section 3.3. below). 
^ The author quotes from §a&fik's Dijiny slovcptskeho jazyka a Uteratury vSelk^h ndreii (The History of 
the Slavic language and of the literature in all dialects), and KoU '̂s Sldyy Dcera (The Daughter of gloiy). 
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It has been claimed that although Slavs were able to build quite powerful political 

states, Turks, Hungarians and Germans all penetrated their boundaries because they never 

showed "a great political talent for political organization," and that while collaboration is 

an essential component of Pan Slavism, they have not been able to live up to it^^ (Hannan 

1989: 9). Pynsent (1994:90; emphasis added) gives the reasoning of Johann G. Herder 

(1744-1803), whose romantic ideas were inspiring to the Czech Revivalists: "the Slavs' 

peaceful, industrious, generous, obedient way of life had contributed to the ease with 

which others had oppressed them." 

Among the scholars who have tried to explain the language and identity of Texas 

Czechs through better understanding of the first immigrants' sociohistorical background, 

Hannan's work emphasizes the fuzziness of "modem political boundaries," particularly 

for inhabitants of border regions, when it comes to the ways in which Slavs define their 

ethnic and linguistic identities (Haiman 1989: 9). This vague boundary definition applies 

to language varieties crossing them, with "the divisions between Slavic languages and 

dialects" as more subjectively rather than objectively defined.^^ Even today, Hannan 

maintains, the Slavs retain some form of this identity; possibly, the idea of Slavic identity 

prevails also through the association with the peaceful and prosperous era of the Great 

The idea behind Pan Slavism glorified the Slavs on the one hand, and emphasized their history of sufTering 
and enslavement on the other (Pynsent 1994: 191). 

One latest example (at the time of writing this dissertation), is the situation in the former Yugoslavia, 
where fights in the province of Kosovo in Southern Serbia are forcing many Albanians living in Kosovo to 
find refuge in Albania. This part of the world shows the tragic impact of unresolved ethnolinguistic issues. 

Perhaps also some of the difBculties that Texas Czech organizations have today, namely the lack of 
constructive collaboration, can be at least partially traced to this common Slavic trait (Chapter 7, 7.2.). 
^ The most relevant example is that of Czech and Slovak languages: perception of Slovak as a dialect of 
Czech was not unconmion among the 19"* century intellectuals. 
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Moravian Empire (Ibid.: 11-12). In his Borders of language and identity in Teschen 

Silesia (1996b), the author analyzes the complex ethnoiinguistic situation in this region 

bordering historical Silesia, Moravia, Slovakia, and Little Poland, which connects "the 

larger transitional regions of Silesia and Moravia," and because of its location, is 

distinguished by "transitional Polish-Czech-German-Slovak-Wallachian culture" (189). 

The case of Teschen Silesia shows that ethnoiinguistic definitions are in continuous flux, 

particularly among the Slavs in border regions.^^ 

The concept of national identity for many Slavic peoples in the 19* century was 

vague (Hannan 1985b: 4), and Slavic, national and regional identities of the peoples of 

the post-war independent nations have kept evolving through our times. Considering the 

conglomerate of Slavic peoples in the Austro-Hungarian Empire (cf 3.1.), such 

development appears quite natural. For example, the Slavs in 19'*' century Moravia and in 

the Opava and Teschen areas of Silesia used to claim Slav or Moravian identity, and 

"objected to being called Czech" (Hannan 1996b: 176). This 'Slav' self-identification 

was still typical for many Moravians in the early ZO^century.^' Since then, such strong 

adherence to Slavic and/or Moravian identity has become much less common. 

Related to the discussion of language boundaries is Gal and Irvine's (1995) critical look at the ideological 
foundations of ethnoiinguistic definitions. These researchers argue, among other issues, that the "scholarly 
ideologies about linguistic di£ferentiation...have long continued to rely on the equation of one language 
with one culture" (Ibid.: 971). 

A popular example for the 20"* century involves T. G. Masaryk who as a student registered his ethnicity 
as Slavic (Hannan 1989; 1996b: 177). 
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3.3. PAN SLAVISM AND THE "CZECHOSLOVAK IDEA" 

While "[t]he ties of language never transferred into the establishment of a 

powerful Pan-Slavic political state" (Hannan 1992b: 172), the "Czechoslovak idea" to 

some extent materialized in the creation of an independent Czechoslovakia after World 

War One. The principal argimient advanced by the promoters of Pan Slavism and 

"Czechoslovakism", specifically by Koll^ and §afank, was Slovanskd vzdjemnost (Slav 

Reciprocity), which would "demonstrate the cultural unity of Slavs." In Kollar's vision, 

Czech and Slovak culture would be safer as a component of the Slav culture than it would 

as an independent entity (Pynsent 1994: 55,65). In this cultural union, a single 

'Czechoslovak' language would serve to protect Slovaks from the Magyars (Hungarians), 

and secure both Czechs and Slovaks from further Germanization. Thus his linguistic 

Czechoslovakism advocated "reciprocity in miniature" meaning that 

for the history-less, language-less Slovaks becoming a Czechoslovak and not 

remaining mere Slovaks... [was to make] a Slovak part of an established literary 

community and thus theoretically [give] him access to Czech books and libraries 

and publishers and, thus, easier access to the rest of the Slav world via Prague 

(Pynsent 1994: 64). 

The historian Paiacky, on the other hand, promoted the idea of "Austro-Slavism" (1848). 

That is, although he was convinced that "a federation of smaller Slavic populations" was 

needed in Central and Eastern Europe, he also believed that the Austrian Monarchy "was 

for his Czech contemporaries the necessary condition of future national growth"^' 

Paiacky was dis^jpointed by the reality contrasting his conviction later in his life (PoliSensky 1947: 94). 
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(Hannan 1992b: 117; PoliSensky 1947: 94-95). Further, Masaryk seems to envision the 

future Czechoslovak state as functioning in the Central European context and thus views 

the Czechoslovakism as "a weapon against national pettiness (malost), as a means to 

bolster the Slavs' culture and self-confidence, but also as a means of encouraging 

European reciprocity''' (Pynsent 1994: 182; emphasis added). Viewed from any 

perspective, however, it appears that the nineteenth century Revivalists failed to seriously 

consider "the national feelings of Moravians and Slovaks" and their own attempts at 

language reform (Hannan 1992b; 117). 

3. 4. THE "CZECHOSLOVAK IDEA" AND MORAVIAN SEPARATISM 

The "Czechoslovak idea" did not win much support in Moravia, particularly in the 

northeast, where "a dual Slavic-Moravian national identity" had already established 

strong roots (Hannan 1985a: 4). The culture of this Moravian region appears to have 

more in common with the culture of the Slovaks. In general, both Moravians and Slovaks 

cherish the legacy of Saint Cyril and Methodius, and both appropriate the Great 

Moravian Empire as part of their heritage. For the Cyrilo-Methodian tradition, the era of 

Great Moravia is considered the 'golden years' of the Slovaks (Pynsent 1994: 157). The 

same applies to Moravia, but less so to Bohemia (Hannan 1996b: 177); hence the claim 

that 

some of the enthusiasm exhibited by Moravians in recent times for the Slavic-

Moravian idea comes from a consciousness that the positive results of the 

cultural and political concept represented by the Great Moravian Empire have 
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not been matched in Slavic Europe since the time of Cyril and Methodius 

(Hannan 198Sa: 6) 

The 19* century Revivalists' ideology perpetuated the idea that the battle at White 

Mountain (1620) was followed by the joint decline of the Czech nation and of the Czech 

language (Pynsent 1994; 174). Therefore, they decided to draw on the highest literary 

form of Czech that was reached by the early 17'*' century, that is the language of 

Humanism and the Renaissance which included the linguistic expression of the Bible 

Kralickd, translated by Moravian members of the Unity of the Brethren in the late 1600s 

(cf Chapter 1, 1.1.3.2.).'^ 

In 18*** century Slovakia, mainly Catholic Slovaks were using the Slovak literary 

language created in the 1780s, while Slovak Protestants preferred Czech in order to 

"preserve [their] linguistic ties to Czechs." By the mid-nineteenth century, a new 

language reform authored by L'udvit Stiir (who was a Protestant) replaced the older 

version; this reform was supposed to solve the "Slovak question" by endorsing its stams 

as a separate nation. Naturally, Czech leaders working for unification of the Czechs and 

Slovaks did not approve of this step (Haiman 1992b: 118-119); yet a "Czecho-Slovak" 

language has never been created, and Slovaks have maintained their right to speak, read, 

and write their mother tongue. 

One of the factors that promoted understanding of identity as a regionally defined 

concept in the 17''' century Moravia was the process of Germanization (cf. 3.1. above). 

^ Josef Dobrovsk '̂s influential reform of grammar from the first decades of the 19"' century drew on this 
humanistic tradition. Josef Jungmaim focused on enrichment of the Czech lexicon and development of 
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Hannan (1996b: 176) explains that not only "[t]he Gennan nobility espoused a territorial 

Moravian patriotism, which was reinforced by the proximity of Vienna," but also the 

Austrian policy, which classified "the language of Moravian Slavs as 'Slavic'," 

reinforced such ethnolinguistic views. Dialects of Czech can be found in both Bohemian 

and Moravian regions, but Moravia, which was more dialectally diverse than Bohemia in 

the 19 century, has, despite the continuing leveling of dialect, preserved much of this 

diversity to the present day. Some dialects have been closer to Polish (such as Lachian in 

the Silesian subgroup), others to Slovak (such as Wallachian in the Northeastern 

Moravian soubgroup), and still others combine Bohemian and Moravian features in the 

transitional Czech-Moravian region (Southeastern 'Czech' soubgroup)."*' This 

transitionality typical for different parts of Moravia is the result of historical development 

of Czech, with Lachian and Northeastern dialects (farthest from central Bohemia) 

preserving the most archaic features, particularly in the vowel system. Viewed in the light 

of these facts, it is hardly surprising that "throughout the nineteenth century many 

Moravians continued to identify their language as Slavic or Moravian and to distinguish it 

from Czech" and that this tendency was more pronounced in the remote mountainous 

regions in Northeastern Moravia (Hannan 1992b: 119-120). 

Naturally, an attempt to create a literary Moravian language would have to be 

based on the dialect of one specific region, or in some form incorporate all of them, both 

tenninology, just as §a&fik who was the leading editor of the "German-Czech dictionaiy of scientific 
terms" published in 1853 (Cufin 1985: 76-85). 

B€Ua (1972), Lamprecht (1975). 
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approaches posing many problems. Yet such attempts were made in the IQ"** and early 20* 

century Moravia.^^ In any case, these proposals did not meet with the approval of 

Revivalists working from Bohemia. Even FrantiSek Palacky, who grew up in the 

Northeastern Moravia and was familiar with the complex linguistic situation in Moravia, 

opposed these efforts fearing "the political consequences of the creation of a new 

Moravian language"^^ (Hannan 1992b: 122). 

The language question was resolved in the mid-19''' century with the Czech and 

Slovak (but not Moravian) solution being endorsed also by some Moravian writers. 

However, cultural difference stemming from the region-specific historical and political 

development meant that "not until the end of the 19''' century did the Slav masses in 

Moravia come to view their Moravian identity as an expression of a broader and more 

inclusive Czech identity" (Hannan 1992b: 123; 1996b: 177). The newspaper A/orava/i 

(published in Olomouc, Moravia, in 1903) acknowledges the differences between Czech 

(Bohemian) and Moravian cultures as follows: "We Moravians speak the Czech 

language, but then we do not have to be Czechs, let us stay rather Czecho-Slavic 

Moravians."^ 

In the Czech language, the word "Czech" denotes both 'Bohemian' and 'Bohemian + Moravian' when 
speaking of the whole nation. Hence, CeSi (Cechove) a Moravemi {Moravane) translates as either 'Czechs 
and Moravians' or 'Bohemians and Moravians'. 

The interested reader is referred to Hannan's (1992b) for the account of such proposals. Still later, Ondra 
Lysohorsky (bom 1905), known as 'Bard of Silesia', composed and published his poems in the Lachian 
dialect (Hannan 198Sb). 

In the 1960s, the Czechoslovak communist regime banned Lysohoricy's poetry written in Lachian 
(Hannan 198Sb). 
** H^k, M. 1909. D€jiny takzvaneho moravskiho separatismu [The history of the so-called Moravian 
separatism]. Casopis matice moravski. Cited in Hannan (1992b). 
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This claim of'Czecho-Slavic Moravian' or 'Czech-Moravian' identity has 

become increasingly rare in the Czech Republic, although Hannan (1992b: 124; 1996b: 

184) maintains that even today "some Moravians acknowledge.. .a Moravian identity, 

which is typically viewed more as a distinction related to regional characteristics than as 

a designation of nationality," whereas "the concepts of Czecho-Slovak or Czecho-Slavic 

identity have not endured, especially since the breakup of the Czechoslovak state in 

1993" (emphasis added). The 1991 Census data from former Czechoslovakia (Table 3.1 

below) still show appreciable numbers of those who indicated Moravian or Silesian 

nationality. The ethnolinguistic situation in Moravia of the late 1990s, however, requires 

more research.^^ 

Table 3.1 Claiming Czech, Moravian and Silesian Identity in Former Czechoslovakia^ 

Population Moravian 
nationality 

Silesian 
nationality 

Czech Republic 10,302,215 1,362,313 44,446 
South Moravia 2,049,386 1,015,004 1,177 
North Moravia 1,960,757 300,998 41,902 

In conclusion, the concept of Moravian, Slavic, or dual Slavic-Moravian, or 

Czech-Moravian identity prevalent in the 19* and still typical in the early 20"* century is 

In the article entitled "'Uvidomme si naSi identinT ('Let us be aware of our identity') recently published 
in Hospoddf (April 1998, CVUHA): 30), the editor reviews a brochure of a Moravian party (HSD-SMS; 
Hnuti za samosprdvu demokracie - Spole6nost pro Moravu a Slezsko), whose views suggest that there are 
groups in the present-day Czech Republic which highlight the glorious history of the Great Moravian 
Empire and argue for the more independent status of Moravia that would at least approximate the status of 
Margraviate of Moravia {Markrabstvi moravske inclusive of the territory of Moravia and Silesia, formed in 
1197). The Margraviate meant an equal status and independent governments in Moravia and in Bohemia 
(according to this article, the arrangement was abolish^ in 1949, but this move was declared unjustified by 
the Parliament of the Czechoslovak Federative Republic in 1990). 
^ The data extracted from the latest (1991) Census for Czechoslovakia: SCitdni lidu, domu a bytu k 3.3. 
1991 - Zdkladni udqfe za reptubliky, hrqje a okresy. Federdlni statistic!  ̂ufad Praha, 1992. 
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highly relevant to my study, because most of Czech immigration to Texas arrived within 

this historical period. In light of the discussion above, I consider the designation "Texas 

Czech Moravians" that Hannan advocates to better reflect sociohistorical development in 

the homeland of first immigrants. I present the analysis of ethnolinguistic definitions of 

current generations of Texas Czechs (i.e., Texas Czech Moravians) in Chapter 6. 

3.5. THE ROOTS TRANSPLANTED TO TEXAS 

3.5.1. The Reasons for Emigration from the 19* Century Empire 

The difficult conditions in the nineteenth century Austria-Hungary drove a 

significant portion of its population to emigrate to other parts of Europe and to America.'*^ 

In the Czech lands, the hierarchical relationship between members of nobility and 

peasants was extremely oppressive, with the nobility exercising both their political and 

economic power to its fullest.'** After serfdom {robota) was finally abolished in 1848 (cf. 

3.1.), most peasants attained j)ersonal freedom but continued to struggle economically. 

The term "peasantry" applied to three different classes of peasants, from the most 

prosperous farmers {sedldci), to poorer cottagers (chalupnici), and very poor day laborers 

{nddenici). The 1848 reform affected mainly richer farmers of the first class. In contrast, 

many other peasants could not improve their standard of living because the only 

commodity they owned was their own labor. From the two lower classes, cottagers 

The number exceeded 3.5 million between 1850 and 1914 (Chmelaf 1973, in Machann and Mend! 1983: 
10). The principle of &ee emigration was granted in the Austria-Hungarian Empire by the Constitution of 
1867 (Ibid-: 17). 
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usually owned at least a home (typically veiy small) and a piece of land; that is, they 

could use their property, however small, against travel expenses should they decide to 

emigrate. As a result, the majority of Czech immigrants to Texas was composed of this 

'middle' class of peasants (Machann and Mendl 1983:10-13). Most of them sought good 

farming land at a reasonable price, which affected the patterns of their settlements in 

Texas. 

In addition to the host of economic factors, Bohemians and Moravians often chose 

to emigrate because of political reasons and religious persecution. The first political 

reason was pervasive Germanization of the Czech lands (cf 3.1.). By the mid-nineteenth 

century (the onset of Czech immigration to America), the Revivalists were only beginning 

to shape the program that would guarantee some political and linguistic freedom within 

some form of a future independent Slav union. Thus many emigrants who sought more 

tangible political freedom hoped to find it in America. The second political reason was a 

three-year compulsoiy military service in the Austrian army; many young men emigrated 

before they had to enlist, or they deserted the army afterward (Ibid.; 16). Finally, just as 

powerful were the desire of numerous Protestants to free themselves from the long years 

of religious persecution and the vision of free-thinkers who wanted to be able to openly 

express their anti-clerical views. 

^ "In an age when democratic ideas were influencing the development of societies in Western Europe, 
Czech peasants were still performing feudal obligations and paying manorial dues to the nobility, the state, 
and the church" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 11). 
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3.5.2. Early Czech Settlements in Texas^' 

Perhaps symbolic is the last name of the very first Moravian in North America, 

Andres Morava (Moravia), a jeweler from Brno who appeared in Mexico already in 1536 

where he lived until he was deported for heresy (PoliSensky 1979: 127).'° The first 

known Czechs in Texas were two writers of adventurous nature, Karel Antonin Postl and 

Anthony M. Dignowity (or Dignovity), the latter a-jack-of-all-trades from Bohemia, who 

arrived in Texas in 1847 (Machann and Mendl 1983: 22; Habenicht 1910).^' AmoSt (also 

Josef Ernest) Bergman, a Protestant minister, is usually considered the first Czech settler 

in Texas. He arrived in 1849 and settled near Cat Springs in Austin County, which later 

became the first stop after the port of Galveston before the immigrants moved to other 

Texas counties. Habenicht (Ibid.: 58) refers to Cat Springs as "the oldest Moravian 

colony in Texas."'^ The first minister in Texas to preach in Czech was Rev. Josef Jan 

My overview here is based mainly on Habenicht's Dijiny Cechuv Americkych (1904-1910; henceforth 
Habenicht 1910), recently translated into English and republished as the History of Czechs in America 
(1996), which devotes a separate chapter to Czechs in Texas (Ibid.: 57-95). In addition to the sources 
aheady mentioned (cf. 1.2.3.), the reader might find of interest, for example, the series Czech footprints 
across the bluebormet fields of Texas privately published by Albert Blaha, and NaSe dSjiny (Granger, TX, 
1939) or its condensed Fnglish translation by Svrcek (1974 ) titled A History of Czech-Moravian Catholic 
communities of Texas. The latest attempt to map historically Czech communities in present day Texas is the 
work of Gallup (1995) who also lists "Settlements in Texas with Czech-derived names" and indicates 
which ones still exist 
^ In Rechcigl, M. 1998. Rodenka. Yearbook of the Czechoslovak Genealogical Society International 3: 35. 

After his return to Europe Postl's literary work, including stories about Texas, helped "generate the myth 
of the American West in Europe" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 22). 
^ Habenicht continues: "...although [this town] is just scantily inhabited by our CzechoSlavonic people 
today" (Ibid.: 58; emphasis added). It is interesting to observe how the 'identity language' changes fit>m the 
oldest to the latest pt^lications about Texas Czechs. Habenicht (1910), for example, speaks of 
"Moravians" or "Czecho-Slavonic people" who settled around Cat Springs. Later he employs the terms 
"Moravian farmers", "Czech Moravians", "Czech Slavs", and "Moravian and Bohemian families", using 
the word "Czech" rather sparingly (e.g., he speaks of the "Czech Catholic church"; also see note 61). 
Consequently, Habenicht's text serves two purposes here: first, it helps me outline the history of the first 
Czech settlements, and second, it allows me to highlight en early writer's usage of identity designations, 
relevant especially to the process of Texas Czechs' ethnic redefinition (cf. Ch^ter 6,6.1.4.). 
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Zvolanek (who came from the Vsetm area of Moravia), in Fayetteville, Fayette County. 

Finally, the first Czech teacher in Texas was most likely Josef MaSik (arrived in 1855) 

who built his school nearby Wesley (from Veseli / 'joy') in Washington County 

(Habenicht 1910: 57-59; Dongres 1924: 278). 

The first wave of Czech immigration from the Bohemian Cerama (1851) was 

inspired by the letters of AmoSt Bergman and organized by the local leader and 

intellectual Josef LeSikar (cf 1.2.3.).^^ The earliest Czech settlements in Texas (which 

began around 1856) can be found in Fayette County. The majority of the first immigrants 

settled in Ross Prairie between Fayetteville, Ellinger, and Hostyn.^^ Fayetteville, 

originally a German settlement, received some Czech immigrants in 1856 and became 

primarily Czech by the 1880s^^ (Habenicht 1910: 64-65; Gallup 1995: 7).^^ Other early 

communities include Hostyn (originally Bluff), Praha,^^ Dubina, La Grange (today the 

county seat, and the headquarters of the Catholic Union of Texas), the area surrounding 

Flatonia and Schulenburg, Engle and Anunansville (Habenicht 1910: 64-65). 

An article in The Burleson County CITIZEN (May 16, 1968) describes the arrival of the first Czech 
immigrant group to Texas which sailed the ship "Maria" out of Liverpool and arrived at New Orleans in 
February of 1852. In all probability this is the same group (based on historical records, Hewitt 1978: 46 
also indicates 1852 as the year of arrival), as all 17 families on the ship were from Cermni, Ceskd ITebovi 
and LanSkroun. In this group 16 families were Protestant and only one Catholic (Machann 1997: 3). 
Unfortunately, only half of this first group survived the poor conditions on the ship (Hewitt 1978: 47). 
" Svrcek (1974: 70) moves the date farther back: "The definite history of this parish begins in 1853, when 
the first Czech &imily settled near a spot called Ross Prairie.'̂  

Its "Fayetteville Area Heritage Museum, the best little museum in Texas" (fieldnotes) is another source 
for those interested in the Czech immigration to Texas, and specifically to Fayette County. The second 
oldest congregation of the Unity of the Brethren in Texas was organized in Fayetteville in 1870 {Unity of 
the Brethren in Texas 1970:40). 
^ Here Habenicht (1910) writes about "the area strongly populated by Moravian people." 
^ This community was also mostly German at first (Habenicht 1910:67). 
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The settlement of Lavaca County began in 1856. Novohrad^' and Bfla Hora,^' 

"the second oldest colony of Moravian farmers in Lavaca County" (1876), are among the 

earliest Czech communities in this area.. Other counties with considerable Czech 

settlements included Washington County (e.g., Wesley,^ Brenham^'), Austin County 

(e.g.. Cat Springs, Industry^^), and Colorado County (e.g., Weimar and surroundings, 

Shimek, Frelsburg). Weimar®^ was first settled by Germans, but already in 1900, about 50 

out of 150 children attending its Czech-German Catholic school were "Moravian". 

Shimek was first settled mainly by "Americans"^ and Germans (Ibid.: 83). The language 

situation in predominantly German communities prior to the arrival of Czechs and their 

subsequent expansion is well illustrated by the community of Frelsburg where '"'"Czech 

Slavs [made] a large majority in this Catholic community, but despite the increasing 

number of them, they had to be always satisfied with German priests who did not speak 

Czech" (Ibid.: 83; emphasis added). 

Immigrants began to arrive in Burleson County in 1870, settling in the 

commimities of New Tabor, Sebesta (today Snook), Frenstat, and Caldwell, the county 

What has remained fix>m this community is only a billboard saying "Novohrad, Texas (Gin and Store 
Site)" (a photograph of the site). 

BiM Hora (White Mountain) today is a site with the Bila Hora Cemetery and a hall (a photograph of the 
site). The name of this settlement may remind the reader of the battle on White Mountain in 1620 (cf. 3.1.) 

In the early lO* century "the German town" (Habenicht 1910: 77). Wesley is known for the first 
congregation of the Unity of the Brethren in the state of Texas {Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970; 27). 

Brenham was the home of Adolf Chlumsky "one of the most progressive Evangelical pastors in the 
Czech America and a sincere Czech" (Habenicht 1910: 80). 
^ In this "old German settlement", the third oldest congregation of the Unity of the Brethren in Texas was 
organized in 1875 {Unity of the Brethren in Texas 1970:40). 
" Reportedly, in Weimer the word "Bohemian" has been used as a neutral, rather than a derogatory term (in 
contrast with many other Texas Czech communities I have visited). A study of this site should add to our 
understanding of this word's usage among Texas Czechs. For the past and current meanings of 
"Bohemian" see Chapter 6 (6.1.5.). 
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seat. Today Caldwell prides itself in its popular Czech ethnic Kolache Festival.^' 

Habenicht (Ibid.; 84) writes that the Czech Brethren" community and the church were 

established in New Tabor in 1893, nearby the "Frenstat Czech Catholic colony" where 

one third of population were ""Moravians" and two thirds German (emphasis added). 

Such religious division used to exist even within towns. Next, Brazos County, saturated 

first Czech Moravian inmiigrants in 1871. By the end of the 19* century, for example, 

the community of Bryan was composed oV'Czech Moravians, Poles, Americans, Italians, 

and Germans" (Ibid.: 87; emphasis added). After 1881, Czechs began to settle also in 

Milam County (with Cameron, Buckholts, and Marak as better known historically Czech 

communities). 

Williamson County wimessed formation of the first Czech settlements in 1870s, 

including Granger (one of my focal communities), nearby Taylor, Bartlett, and the small 

villages of Com Hill and Circleville. Habenicht reports about 350 "Czech Moravian 

families" living in this area by the first decade of this century (Ibid.: 88). North of 

Williamson County lies the Bell County with Ocker (known as one of the oldest Brethren 

congregations), ^ and the town of Temple (the county seat, and today the headquarters of 

the Slavonic Benevolent Order of the State of Texas; SPJST). 

West, my second focal community, is located in McLennan County, another area 

targeted by Czech settllers. Most of the early inmiigrants, who began to arrive in 1875, 

^ Habenicht (1910) views Czech and Moravians as foreign nationals rather than Czech Americans. 
^ Caldwell is also known for its historical Wallachian beehives, a unique decoration of the town, made by 
the local craftsman and Czech activist George Hlavinka. Additionally, Mr. Hlavinka has been instrumental 
in renovation of an old building (1864), donated to house The Caldwell Czech Museum (fieldnotes). 

Unity of the Brethren in Texas (1970:44). 
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settled around West, in Abbott and Penelope (Gallup 1995: 7), close to the village of 

Tours, and some also in the town of Waco. At the beginning of this centuiy, there were 

about 270 "Czech Moravian families" (Habenicht 1910: 90-91).^^ 

The relations between Czechs and Germans in Texas (Germans began to 

immigrate around the 1830s) were affected by the history of Germanization in the Czech 

lands, and worsened by the tendency of Anglo-Americans to overlook "Czech" and 

"German" as separate identities (typically, Czechs becoming 'German').^® Yet, the first 

Czech immigrants often settled close to already established settlements of Germans who 

"constituted perhaps a quarter of the population" in Central Texas by the time Czechs 

began to arrive in significant numbers (Machann and Mendl 1983: 209-210). This 

seeming contradition can be explained by the large numbers of Germans already 

populating the area at that time and by the many years of coexistence of both cultures in 

the Czechs' homeland, which, ironically at first sight, drew them closer.^' Fluency m 

German was fairly common among educated Czechs, particularly among educated Czech 

males, while English was the language that all of them had to learn. In addition, both 

Czechs and Germans held anti-slavery positions, and both were close in their religious 

In the 1880s, Czechs began to settled also in Lee, Bastrop, Waller, Falls, Gonzales, Dew Witt, Victoria, 
Bee, Wharton, Wilson, Hayes, Travis, Grimes, Montgomery, Harris (mainly Houston area), Bexar (mainly 
San Antonio area), and Ellis (e.g., Ennis, today known for its anniinl Polka Festival and the SOKOL 
Activity Center and Museum) Counties. 
^ However, some ethnic Czechs did identify themselves as Germans, likely due to strong connections they 
had developed with the German culture, typically through education, higher social status, or mixed 
parentage (Machann and Mendl 1983; 211). Worth noting here are also the 'imposed' identities assigned to 
Czech immigrants by the immigration ofiBcers (cf. Ch^ter 1, \23.). 
^ ''For the first century in Texas, a 'mixed marriage' was the marriage between a Czech and a German" 
(Machann and Mendl 1983: 73). 
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orientation'" (Germans were mostly Catholics and Lutherans), even though this bond had 

its boundaries; for example, the Czech-Moravian Brethren in Texas chose not to unite 

with the German Evangelicals and organized themselves as a separate entity instead 

(Ibid.: 212-213). 

While the numbers of ethic Czechs in Texas have significantly changed over the 

years (cf. 1.2.3.), the ratio of Bohemians vs. Moravians who settled in Texas by the 

beginning of the 20* century is quite revealing: out of nearly 45,000 of Czechs by that 

time, about 37,000 were Moravians (Habenicht 1910; 93). 

3.5.3. Religious Orientation of Czechs in Texas 

An estimate of seventy five to ninety percent of Czech immigration of Texas after 

1860 consisted of Catholics (Machann and Mendl 1983: 105, 110). By 1920, however, 

more than fifty percent of Czechs across the US had joined another church, the Free-

thought Movement (growing particularly between 1860 and 1920), or had no affiliation 

(Capek 1920; 119; Machann 1997; 5). While Czech Protestants suffered more grievances 

than Czech Catholics in the years of religious persecution (cf. 3.1.), which came to be one 

of the major political reasons for emigration, the chief - economic - factors motivated 

emigration of Czechs regardless of their religious backgrounds. 

Although Czech Catholics and Czech Protestants can hardly be seen as "two 

separate Czech ethnic cultures based on religion," their major principles of faith are 

responsible for some general differences, namely in the preference for big and elaborate 

^ ArooSt Bergman, for example, ethnic Czech with a German last name, became a minister of the German 
Evangelical Reformed Church in Cat Springs (Machann 1997: 2). 
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vs. small and rather modest celebrations such as weddings, the level of popularity of 

dancing and beer drinking/' and the pace of assimilation (Machann and Mendl 1983: 

105-106). ChelCicky's call for the return to "primitive Christianity" was the defining 

principle of the first Unity of the Brethren (cf. 3.1.), and thus it is not surprising that 

Protestants have favored modest celebrations and have indulged less in dancing and beer 

drinking. The perception of non-Czechs of the Czech Catholics as more claimish than 

Czech Protestants, and most importantly, the fact that Texas at the time was mostly 

Anglo-Protestant, meant that Czech Protestants were perceived as less 'foreign,' which 

eased their path to assimilation. In contrast, the same immigrant status of Czech 

Catholics enhanced their foreignness (Ibid.: 116), because they could not blend as easily 

in the already existing Anglo-Protestant culture in Texas.^ 

For the first and second generation Czechs, perhaps because a marriage within 

their ethnic group was highly preferred, "there is evidence that intermarriage between 

Catholic and Protestant Czechs was relatively common from the beginning, despite some 

conflict between the two groups" (Ibid.: 73). Indeed, my older informants often recalled 

that this friction of religions used to complicate Catholic-Brethren marriages, but most of 

them emphasized that the disagreements between the churches have been overcome. 

Pynsent (1994: 156) makes a relevant observation for the present day culture in the Czech lands: "In the 
twentieth century, beer-drinking formed a salient part of the Czech national identity myth." 
^ A natural question to explore then was whether Catholic and Protestant (i.e., members of the Unity of the 
Brethren) informants would display any differences in their maintenance of Czech. The absence of 
significant differences in my study suggests that if they existed in the past, they may be no longer 
observable in current generations of Texas Czechs (also cf. Chapter 5). English replaced Czech in both 
churches at about the same time, which should at least partially explain apparent irrelevance of religious 
affiliation to one's ability to speak Texas Czech. 
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Fayette County retains its primacy also in the history of the Czech Catholic 

church after the first wave of mass immigration to Texas. The first to serve Czech 

Catholics in this area was Josef ChromCik (a native of Lichnov near Fren5t^ in Moravia), 

who came to Fayetteville on Christmas day of 1872. By the early 1900s, the Fayetteville 

church grew to include 220 "Moravian" families (Habenicht 1910: 64-65).^^ Other early 

communities, again in this county, with predominantly Catholic population were Hostyn, 

Ammansville, and Dubina {Na3e dejiny 1939: 14-15). With the growing number of 

Czech settlements around the state, an important task shouldered by Josef Chrom£ik was 

to find more Czech priests to serve Czech Catholics. In addition to Fayette County, he 

himself served his parishioners in Austin, Lavaca, Burleson, Washington, Williamson, 

Ellis, McLennan Counties.'"* An advocate for an independent "organization for Catholics 

of Czech-Moravian and Slavic nationality in Texas" (the future Catholic Union of Texas), 

ChromCik made a significant contribution to the formation of "a distinctive Texas Czech 

ethnic identity" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 111; KJTCentennial). 

By the end of the 19"' century, courses in Czech were offered in several Texas 

seminaries (one in La Porte and two in San Antonio). Msgr. Alois J. Mofkovsky was one 

of the distinguished Catholic leaders and promoters of Czech in the San Antonio's St. 

John's Seminary. His brother, John L. Mofkovsky,'^ became the Bishop of the 

Galveston-Houston diocese in 1975 (Machann and Mendl 1983:111-112). An 

expression of Bishop Mofkovslq^'s passionate love for Czech culture, history, and the 

^ Habenicbt (1910; 66) evaluates the situation as follows: '*The Czech Catholic faith in Fayetteville is the 
strongest. Evangelics take second place and the free-thinking side only live a wretched existence." 
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language was his weekly radio program Neco pro kazdeho s biskupem Janem 

Mofkovsh^ ('Something for everybody with Bishop John Morkovsky'), aired in Czech 

fix)m the Rosenberg radio station until his death in 1990. His talks were intended for his 

"Catholic friends" {Katolidtiprdtele) in Texas, and all Czech Christians (A. Morkovsky 

Kallus, p. c., November 28, 1997). Czechs in Texas still feel proud and honored when 

Texans of Czech descent somehow distinguish themselves. For example, when Father 

Patric Zurek of Wallis was consecrated as Bishop of San Antonio archdiocese in February 

1998, he received the special attention of Czech Catholics in Texas (Nasinec 84(25): 1).^® 

Gradually, Catholic organizations were established, such as KJT, KJZT, Katolicky 

Delnik (Catholic Workman), Rolnickd podporujici jednota sv. Isidora (the Agricultural 

Benevolent Society of St. Isidore; 1901), the Catholic Czech Club (1962), and local 

chapters of the National Alliance of Czech Catholics. Having the majority of the Czech 

membership, also other, non-Czech Catholic organizations, such as Catholic Daughters of 

America (now of the Americas), Altar Society, and Knights of Columbus began to play 

an important role in the Czech Catholic life. 

In the 1880s, Texas Czech Catholics, who first formed a local unit of the National 

Czech Catholic Society, decided to form their own independent union which came into 

being in Bluff (now Hostyn) in 1889 as Katolickd jednota texaskd (KJT Centennial). 

The Czech Catholic Union of Texas. Centennial 1889-1989. Heasxioria KJT Centennial. 
" Bishop Moflcovsky was preceeded by two other bishops of Czech descent (Alois Moflcovsky 1979:93). 

Two points relevant to the subject of my dissertation can be found in an article about Bishop Zurek in 
Hospoddf. First, Bishop's surname is 'Czechified' back to its original spelling, as 2urek. Second, the 
woids desfy ('in Czech'} and moravsky ('in Moravian') are used interchangeably, which is the phenomenon 
I have frequently observed during my fieldwork: "his parents spoke Moravian, v^en they did not want for 
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This Catholic Union of Texas (JUT) has grown into an important fraternal benefit society 

in the state of Texas. One hundred years later, the volume in honor of its centennial still 

celebrates the legacy of Great Moravia and Saint Cyril and Methodius, as well as the 

"customs and traditions of [their] ancestors," including passages in the Czech language, 

even though the membership is no longer limited to ethnic Czechs. Since 1975, KJT 

holds annual KJT youth camps, most recently "atop the Bluff [Hostyn] in La Grange." In 

addition to typical summer activities, children at the age of 9-12 are also given short 

lessons in Czech (naturally, as a foreign language).^^ 

A related organization, Cesko-fimskd katolickd podporujicijednota zen texaskych 

(The Czech-Roman Catholic Aid Union of Women in Texas; KJ7T), was formed in 

Hallettsville in 1897 {Nose dejiny 1939; 574-575). At first a strictly men's fraternal 

organization, Al/T began to admit female members in 1979 (JKJT Centennial). Al/Tand 

Tft KJZT are thus to some extent related, although so far only women can enroll in KJ7T. 

Another fiatemal organization originally open exclusively to men was established in 

Bryan, TX in 1897, under the name Stdtni rada katolickeho delnika v Texasu (Catholic 

Workman; AD); today their membership is open to women as well. KD was formed as a 

branch of the national Catholic Workman and, just like the other two, organizes fraternal 

their boys to understand..[and so] Patrick decided that he would learn Czech so that he could understand 
his parents are discussing..{Hospoddf CKZZ7(4): 17; translation mine; emphasis added). 

" Fieldnotes and the flier Catholic Union of Texas Summer Youth Camps. 
The joined membership has been the subject of an on-going debate. 
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activities and provides life insurance.^ At present the Catholic Workman appears the 

least active of the three.®" 

Finally, in the first two decades of the 20"" century, local chapters of the National 

Alliance of Czech Catholics {Ndrodni svaz ceskych katoliku) were formed in over thirty 

communities, including Granger and West (today within the Texas district). The Alliance, 

which originated in Northern states, was ofiBcially established in 1917 (Janak 1994: 141). 

Interestingly, Czech was still the official language of its 1996 Convention in Chicago, the 

Alliance headquarters. Most recently, the NACC has been involved in the advancement of 

the Catholic church in the Czech Republic.*' 

The tradition of Czech Catholic schools began in Texas with the establishment of 

first such school in Hostyn (Fayette County) in 1868 (Svrcek 1974: 109). In 1874-1920, 

at least 25 Czech Catholic schools (also in Granger and West) had been built in Texas 

Czech communities (Machann and Mendl 1983: 113-114). Also, two Texas Czech 

Catholic newspapers appeared in 1914: Novy Domov ('New Home') published in 

Hallettsville, and Nasinec published in Granger.*^ The volume Nose dejiny ['Our history'] 

(1939), which has been described as an "ethno-religious vision of history" (Machann and 

Mendl 1983: 232), covers mainly the development of Czech Catholic parishes and 

^ See NaSe dijiny (1939: 641-655) for details on this organization. 
^ The membCTship recruitment among younger population has been one of their main problems. 
" Texas District of the NACC, minutes of the meeting, August 18,1996. 

According to Otter (1992: 103), Catholic church in Czechoslovakia (1990) had a membership of 7 
million in 1990, which was about half of the entire population (at that time over 15 million). 
 ̂Novy Domov was discontinued in 1970. NaSinec, which has survived to the present day, is no longer 

affiliated with the Catholic church. 
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organizations. The book remains a proof of the Czech ethnic pride by which the church 

distinguished itself as 'Czech' among other Roman Catholics in Texas. 

In sum, the history of Czech Catholics in Texas shows much dedication to the 

Czech language and culture. Yet already in 1979, Msgr. Alois Moflcovsky (1979: 94), 

known for his devotion to the Czech language, admits that while 

[a]ttempts at preserving or peiiiaps reviving the Czech language in Texas are to 

be highly commended and encouraged, ...we may regret that no great general 

success can be anticipated. It is a pity that so much of our rich and ancient 

culture is being lost and forgotten. There is so much of it that should make us 

proud and happy. 

As for the Unity of the Brethren, the reader may be more familiar with the 

"Moravian church" and its first settlements in the American South; while not identical, 

both come from the same background {Unity: 164). The footprints of these first groups 

are found in Georgia (1734-5) and Pennsylvania, where they established their first 

settlement, Bethlehem. In 1766, another settlement emerged in Winston-Salem, North 

Carolina (Rechcigl 1998: 36; Unity of the Brethren in Texas'. 26*^). 

The Brethren who remained in the Czech lands through the years of j)ersecution, 

the so-called 'hidden seed', began to arrive in Texas soon after 1848. The first 

congregation was built in Veself (later Wesley), Washington County, in 1864 {Unity. 27). 

Pastor Adolf Chlumsky (bom in N6mecke, Moravia), who came to Texas in 1887 and 

settled to farm in Brenham, became a minister in Wesley in 1874 (Machann and Mendl 

" Henceforth Unity. 
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1983: 121; Habenicht 1910: 65). What Father Chromdik was to Czech Catholics, Pastor 

Chlumslty was to Czech Protestants: "the father of the Brethren Church in Texas" {Unity: 

69). In 1902 Pastor Chlumsky began to publish Bratrske Listy (Brethren Journal), which 

has since become the ofRcial periodical of the Unity of the Brethren.^ He also organized 

parishes in Granger, Taylor, Vsetin, and Caldwell (Machann and Mendl 1983: 121). 

The first convention of representatives of eleven congregations held in Granger in 

1903 decided to establish an independent church which would assure that Czech 

Protestants would not be overpowered by German or English-speaking Protestants and 

which in its principles would grow closer to the ancient Unity of the Brethren (Unity: 32). 

New congregations were formed between then and the year 1919, when, at the convention 

held in Taylor, the "loosely organized 'Independent Unity'" of Brethren churches joined 

the Unity, under the official name "The Evangelical Unity of the Bohemian (Czech-

)Moravian Brethren in North America," which the Unity kept until 1959, when it was 

changed to "The Unity of the Brethren" Gbid.: 32, 34, 69).®^ 

The Christian Sisters Union {Sdruzeni Kfest 'anskych Sester), organized in 

Caldwell in 1926 (lbid.:34), helped begin local Sunday schools and suggested 

implementing what today has been known as Vacation Bible Schools (Ibid.: 142). The 

Unity's Sunday school (started in 1909 in Taylor), latex Hiisova Skola (Hus School), 

evolved from the teacher training held in Granger in 1914, and acquired its permanent 

** An English section was added in 1944 {Unity. 70). Today the Journal is published in F.nglish. 
For the chronology of all congregations built in Texas from 1864 to 1952 see Unity of the Brethren in 

Texas 1970: 66-67. 
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building in 1924 (Ibid.; 93,112,115). The Hus School Encampment, located near New 

Tabor in Burleson County, was built and opened for the simmier of 1957 (Ibid.: 122-123). 

At the 37'*' convention of the Unity in 1948, English became the official language 

in which business was to be conducted "for the benefit of the large number of delegates 

attending who could not converse in the Czech language" (Ibid.; 98). Czech was not 

replaced as the language of services immediately after 1948; rather, the change was 

gradual, depending on the ethnic composition and preference of each congregation, as 

well as availability of Czech speaking ministers. It is safe to say, however, that except for 

a few special services occasionally held in Czech, English has been the language of all of 

the church since mid-1960s.*^ 

Compared to the Catholic church, the Unity of the Brethren maintains a smaller, 

but relatively steady, membership. In 1981, there were 26 congregations with over 3,000 

members {Unity Supplement 1; 16). By 1997, an estimate of2,500 Texans belonged to 

the church (A. Tomasek, p. c., October 29, 1997). The contacts with the Brethren in the 

Czech Republic (former Czechoslovakia)'^ have improved since 1989 (Rev. D. Marek, 

p. c., November 11,1997). 

^ Reverend Marek of Taylor, currently retired, informed me that he was still performing regular sermons in 
both Czech and English in the Czech community of Kovar, Bastrop County, in the 1990s. 
^ Otter (1992: 103-104) lists among other Protestant churches in 1990: Evangelical Church of Czech 
Brethren (193,000 members in 267 congregations), Czechoslovak Hussite Church (173,000 in 340 
congregations). Brethren Church (about 10,000 members in 35 congregations), and Unity of Brethren 
(S,S00 members in 17 congregations). The latter church is also known as the "Moravian church." There 
have been much interest in the Reformation period in the history of the Czech lands as shown in the 
program of the 19"* World Congress of The Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences held in the summer 
of 1998 in Bratislava, Slovakia, which featured a number of presentations on this topic {Zprdvy SVU 
40(3):10-11). 
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The supplement to the first edition of the history of the Unity, updating it to 1981, 

reflects what Machalek (1979) pointedly describes as "the ambivalence of ethnoreligion." 

The section entitled "Language an Early Barrier" in this volume, explains the stand of 

current membership as follows: 

Today many members of the Unity of the Brethren wonder why closer ties with 

other denominations were not established earlier. There was always a language 

barrier, for the Unity was a 'language' church. A large number of members 

were led to equate the Czech language with proper Brethren religious orthodoxy 

{Unity Supplement: 163; emphasis added). 

What is described as a "language church" in the statement above emerges from Reverend 

Chlumsky's emphasis on the use of Czech in the church. In his own history of the church 

written at the turn of die century, he writes: 

Finally [the church] is Bohemian-Moravian, because it is the descendant and heir 

of the time honored Union of the Bohemian-Moravian Brethren. For this reason, 

also, the different affairs and all services as well as the training and instruction of 

the youth ought to be performed in the mother tongue on the basis of the 

symbolic books of the Union... (Chlumsky 1907; 40; emphasis added). 

Arguably, the pressure to maintain the use of the Czech language in this church should 

be seen in the context of its origins in the Czech lands; in contrast with the Catholic 

church which already had a long tradition throughout Europe prior to the Reformation 
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movement which gave birth to the Unity of the Brethren, "Bohemian-Moravian" Brethren 

(Ibid.; 40) began as an ethnic church.®® 

Fathers of the Unity of the Brethren in Texas naturally saw the ethnic identity and 

their "sweet mother tongue" (Machalek 1979: 103) as inexorably linked. Particularly first 

generation Czechs held on to their language and religion, a safe haven in the foreign 

world that they have just entered. Therefore, their ethnic and religious identities were 

intertwined. This changed for the second generation, however, which we have already 

seen described as "ethnically ambivalent" in the context of language maintenance (Ku^era 

1989; cf. 1.2.3.). With respect to ethno-religious identity, Machalek (1979: 99) argues 

that "the second generation avoids identification with ethnoreligion precisely because of 

its heavy overtones of ethnicity;" they want to become "'Americans' rather than ethnic-

Americans." On the other hand, the third generation typically becomes attracted to "the 

ethnic component" of their ancestors' religion (Ibid.: 99).®' 

Machalek shows how the Brethren in Texas followed the path of assimilation 

analyzing articles published in the Brethren Journal from 1906 till 1969. In the first four 

decades (1906-1945), ethnicity was "the vital center of the Unity of the Brethren" (Ibid.: 

102). Czech nationalism and patriotism, as well as devotion to the church, were expressed 

in their emphasis on Czech language teaching. Later, the desire to expand relations with 

other denominations and grow went hand in hand with "the rise of assimilationism" in 

1945-1960 (importantly, by 1959 the church adopted a "non-ethnic Protestant name" as 

" But compare note 72 above. 
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The Unity of the Brethren), and the years 1960-1969 left "ethnicity and religion in 

tension," when some voices began to argue that some space in the Journal needed to be 

again given to the Czech language. Tentative compromise between assimilationist and 

preservationist voices is reflected in the bilingual character of the Brethren Journal 

during this period (Ibid.; 105-107). 

In sum, the "sweet mother tongue" turned into "the stumbling block" (Ibid.: 106), 

that is, an ethnically defined religious group began to feel the pressure to overcome the 

limitations 'imposed' on them by this explicit ethnic identification, which, therefore, had 

"to jdeld when the growth of the church was perceived to be sufficiently endangered 

[and] handicapped by their retention" (Hofinan 1966: 138). Texas Brethren abandoned 

Czech as the language of the church because the times changed and proficiency in Czech 

among Texans of Czech descent was no longer expected, and because they wanted to 

attract Anglo-Americans and other ethnic groups and build relations with other Protestant 

denominations. 

To be sure, the preceding discussion should not be viewed as an attempt to label 

one church as 'more ethnic' than the other because "an intense Czech ethnicity was 

characteristic for both groups" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 126). At the time when the 

Free Thought Movement was on the rise in other states populated by Czechs, Texas 

Czechs, both Catholics and Protestants, remained unique in their strong religious 

orientation. Texas of the first decades of the twentieth century, "had the largest number of 

Machalek's explanatioii draws on the Herberg's (1955) three-generation model of change in the 
inunigrants' attitudes toward their religion. 
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members of both groups, in spite of the fact that [it] ranked only sixth among the states in 

total population of Czechs and had only about one-third of the Czech population of 

Illinois" abid.). 

The patterns of language maintenance among Czech Catholics and Protestants did 

not differ from other immigrant ethnic groups. Hofrnan (1966: 127) draws a distinction 

between "ethnic" and "territorial" parishes (the later serving the area regardless of ethnic 

boundaries). Czech "ethnic" (rather than territorial) parishes were typical, although often 

other ethnic groups lived in the same area and attended the same church. The "habitual" 

use of the mother tongue among the first generation (Ibid.: 130), which delimited the 

choice of language in their church, was, with the second and subsequent generations, 

gradually replaced by English to fulfill the needs of an increasingly heterogeneous (in 

both ethnolinguistic composition and levels of mother tongue maintenance) parish. This 

rather familiar process of language replacement was happening alongside the parish 

schools' conscious decision-making and curriculum planning. 

The pressures to succumb to societal changes were both "internal and external" 

(Ibid.: 131). The primary factors altering the situation typically include intermarriage, 

cross-generational change in ethnolinguistic attitudes and language needs, and expansion 

of the parish through admission of members of other-ethnic groups (including Anglo-

Americans). Secondary factors that work indirectly to alter the language situation involve 

the size and heterogeneity of the [}opulation in the surrounding areas, and the rate of the 

parish growth (Ibid.: 173). Czech ethnic parishes did not diverge from this path of 

change. Those pastors who were sympathetic to language maintenance eventually had to 
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respond to the growing diversity of their parishes, religious needs naturally being the 

priority. 

At the beginning of this section I cited the statistic from C)apek (1920) indicating 

that over fifty percent of Czech Catholics left the church by 1920. While some joined 

other churches or claimed no affiliatioa, the majority of Northern and Mid-Westem 

Czech Americans were drawn to the ideals of Free Thinkers (Machaim and Mendl 1983: 

126-7). I devote the last part of this section to a brief discussion of the Czech Free 

Thought Movement - brief, as free thinkers did not have a significant following among 

the Czechs in Texas. 

The Free Thought Movement, having roots in the Czech lands, and 

sociohistorically in the European Enlightenment (Garver 1980: 149),^® began to blossom 

in a relatively free religious and political environment which its followers found in 

America. While Habenicht (1910) devotes most of the introduction to his history of 

Czechs in America to severe criticism of free thinkers," Machann and Mendl (1983; 

127) draw a connection between the distressing religious history of the Czech lands and 

the disillusionment that many Czech Catholics must have experienced, eventually leading 

Garver (1980) gives a good overview of the Czech Free Thought Movement on the Great Plains between 
1871 and 1914. 

Habenicht (1910; 5-7) emphasizes the fragmented nature of the American Czech religious culture which 
he sees to woiic against collaboration and advancement of Czechs as a nationality, warns Czechs not to give 
in to the individualistic political envirotunent in America, and is especially distraught by the influence of 
free thinkers who in his eyes caused Czechs in America to '̂ split into two mutually exclusive sides; 
believers on one, and agnostics or 'free-thinkers' on the other." In his words. The American 'free-thinking' 
Czechs understand the term, 'free-thinking,' as a fanatic form of atheism and ruthless struggle against the 
Czech Catholics, for which any we^x>n is suitable." Importantly, he strikes at the free thinkers' neglect of 
the Czech language (in contrast with well-maintained Czech Catholic schools), and claims that "at their 
homes, children are often taught to despise everything Czech as vulgar." This assessment, however, is not 
consistent with the fact that the numerous periodicals produced by free thinkers were published in Czech. 
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them to abandon the church and turn to the ideals of free thinkers. Free thinkers 

"generally believed in human progress and expected reason and scientific inquiry to 

supplant belief in a supreme being," and politically advocated "extension of civil liberties, 

absolute separation of church and state, introduction of universal suffrage, and gradual 

emancipation of women" (Garver 1980: 149). Most of the Czech American newspapers 

developed in the spirit of free thought. 

Czechs in Texas, however, do not fit into this overwhelmingly pro-free thinking 

atmosphere between the 1860s and the 1920s. While there were surely some free 

thinkers,'^ and the Czech press from the North and Midwest exercised some influence 

(for example a Free Thought newspaper Svomost had a respectable number of subscribers 

among Texas Czechs), Texas Czech Catholics were much stronger, and "Protestants were 

not only numerous,'^ but "unlike other Czech Protestants, they were successful in 

organizing a truly ethnic denomination which carried on the uniquely Czech reformist 

tradition" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 129). This cannot be explained by the rural 

character of Texas Czech commvmities alone; Nebraska Czechs also lived in rural areas, 

yet their support to the Free Thought Movement was much more pronounced. Texas 

Czechs, however, were fairly isolated from the North and from the Northern Czech 

culture, and most of them came from small, conservative, Moravian villages (Ibid.: 131). 

One svobodndf ('fiee thinker'), who died in 1935, is buried in the Velehrad Cemetery. The tombstone 
dedication, including this designation, is written in Czech (fieldnotes). 

According to Garver (1980:148), the numbers of Czech Protestants across America at that time were 
very low, about five percent of the Czech American population. One of the more densely Protestant areas 
was Texas. 
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Once again, the attitudes toward organized religion distinguished Czechs in Texas from 

other American Czechs. 

3.5.4. Fraternal and Other Czech Organizations in Texas 

Czech ethnicity in Texas was a synthetic product It was 
acquired slowly, over a p)eriod of several generations as 
the Czech inunigrant adjusted to Texas society. Yet it 
was not static; its only constant was change (Hewitt 
1978: xxvii). 

The needs of the first settlers began to be fulfilled once their community had a 

church, a school, and a sense of belonging. The latter was inextricably linked to the 

formation and development of Czech ethnic organizations which "permitted and 

encouraged everyone to remain within one group," speaking their own language, and 

through which they could recreate their social life from the 'old home country' while 

incorporating elements of the new culture in which they chose to live. As a result, this 

"substitute, the ethnic community - which of course included but was not restricted to the 

ethnic benevolent fraternal society - was a synthesis of certain aspects of village life and 

the peculiar social order of rural Texas" (Ibid.: 173). The turn of the century witaessed an 

emergence of "an entirely separate and distinctive Czech Texan subculture." Social and 

fraternal organizations of Texas Czechs fostered their confidence that it could be 

sustained (Ibid.: 175). Accordingly, Habenicht (1996: 7) takes pains to explain why his 

book gives so much attention to various organizations, arguing that '^s kind of activity 
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has been veiy broad and its results have probably been the only effective expression of 

Czech life in America."®^ 

The main organizations (i.e., KJT, KJ2T, KD, NAAC) that came to being as a 

result of uniting efforts of Czech Catholics were introduced in Section (3.5.3.)- The 

background information on other major social and fraternal organizations of Texas 

Czechs here is intended to preface the discussion of their role in the preservation of the 

Czech language and culture in Texas in Chapter 7 (7.2.). 

First, Slovanskd podporujicijednota statu Texas (The Slavonic Benevolent Order 

of the State of Texas; SPJST), has its roots in the first nation-wide fraternal organization 

called Cesko-slovansky podporujici spolek (The Czecho-Slavonic Benevolent Society; 

C.S.P.S.), established in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1854 (A History of the SPJST: 4).'^ 

Texas representatives to the C.S.P.S. convention in 1896 proposed a reform to adjust 

insurance payment rates according to age, occupation, and different mortality rates 

(industrial North vs. rural Texas), which most delegates opposed. After several 

unsuccessful appeals, Texas leaders decided to break away from C.S.P.S.; an 

independent SPJST began to function in 1897 (SPJST: 9-10). In over a hundred years of 

existence, SPJST grew to include 112 lodges across the state of Texas. The lodges 

typically built their own hall which, in many cases, have remained important centers of 

the commimity social life. In 1971, the SPJST office acquired a new office building in 

Temple, housing also the library, archives, and museum of Texas Czech culture. The 

^ A rather pessimistic predilection of the last part of his comment (''the only effective expression of Czech 
life") aside. 
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organization has grown into a large Fraternal Life Insurance Company that offers its 

services to all Americans regardless of their ethnic and religious backgrounds. Most 

lodges have been successful with their youth clubs whose tradition began in the 1950s 

(MikeSka 1997). The current SPJST weekly V^stnik ('Herald') began as a Czech 

newspaper in 1912. An English section was added in 1949 (SPJST: 108), and the Czech 

section was gradually reduced to two pages or less, including articles, announcements, 

reports, and Czech lessons Ucme se cesky ('Let us leara Czech'). Overall, SPJST has 

remained a vital part of the Texas Czech social and cultural life. 

The name of the organization brings us back to the discussion of Slavic (Slavonic) 

identity; the inclusion of "Slavonic" explicitly identifies the ethnic origins of its 

members. The first lodge was established in Fayetteville (Fayette County) in 1897, under 

the name Pokrok (Progress). Many other lodges that followed adopted the names 

reminding the members of their ethnic identity (whether Moravian or Slavic), of the 

Czech history and culture. Some of them also represent the nationalistic feelings of these 

first Czech settlers. Such names include Moravsti Bratfi (Moravian Brethren), Slovan 

(the Slav), Jan lizka, Komensky (Comenius; in Granger), Frantisek Palacky (later 

anglicized to Frank), Slovan Jihu (The Slav of the South), Pokrok Slovanu (the Progress 

of the Slavs), Slovanskd ruze (the Slavic Rose), SlovanSti Bratfi (Slavic Brethren), 

Bedfich Smetana (a famous Czech composer), Cechoslovan (The Czecho-Slav), 

Moravan (Moravian), Cecho-Moravan (Czech-Moravian), Vlastenec (the Patriot), Cesky 

Lev (the Czech Lion; the central symbol in the Czech coat of arms), Slovansky Svaz (The 

Henceforth 
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Slavic Union), Svaz Cechoslovanu (The Czecho-Slavic Union), Slavic, and Vzdjemnost / 

'Reciprocity' (Janak 1994: 158-161; cf. 3.2.)-

Another organization that seceded from the C.S.P.S. was Zdpadni ceskd bratrskd 

jednota (ZCBJ), which has become known as Western Fraternal Life Association 

(WFLA). This organization, formed in Omaha, Nebraska in 1897, has been much less 

influential in the state of Texas, having only nine lodges state-wide by 1939 (T.O.C.A.; 

Janak 1994: 169). 

The next organization, Rolnicky vzdjemny ochranny spolek statu Texas {RVOS), 

today the Farmers Mutual Protective Association of Texas, was established in 1901 by 

"nine citizens of Czech heritage in Bell County, Texas, for the purpose of mutual 

assistance to each other in the event of loss by fire, lightening and windstorm" (RVOS 

1996). RVOS became one of the "mutual protective associations ... also committed to 

the preservation of ethnic identity and values"'^ (Machann and Mendl 1983:103). The 

organization has its headquarters in Temple and publishes a quarterly Texas Farmer 

Further, the American SOKOL {Ndrodni jednota sokolskd) is an organization that 

traces its beginnings to the Czech lands. In 1862, Miroslav Tyr§ and Jindfich Feugner 

founded the Czech SOKOL ('Falcon') which then grew into a national organization. The 

American SOKOL was formed in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1865, and just like in its country 

of origin, it has emphasized physical and mental fitness of its members {American 

^ It VOS is one of the Texas organizations originated by Czechs that strongly supports the building of the 
Texas Czech Heritage and Cultural Center in La Grange, the project described in Chapter 7 (7.2.). RVOS 
also makes their facilities in Temple available for the meetings of Czech organizations. 
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SOKOL). The Czech motto Vzdravem tele zdravy duch ('a sound mind in a sound body') 

translates particularly into their gymnastic program and organization of the slet, i.e., a 

gathering in one location to which all members *fly' to compete (Machaim and Mendl 

1989: 93). The tradition of such gatherings was discontinued when the Communist 

regime in the former Czechoslovakia replaced it by spartakidda, a colorful display of 

physical fitness tributary to the socialist ideology but was revived after 1989.'* 

As for educational activities, the American Sokols sponsored singing clubs, 

dance clubs, and courses in Czech (Machann and Mendl 1983: 93). The American 

SOKOL did not start in Texas until 1908, when the first zupa (unit) was established in 

Ennis, Texas;'' more followed (including Granger) in 1909, which contradicts 

Habenicht's (1910: 93) observation that "the Czech Slavs in Texas do not have any 

Sokol, singers' and free-thinking women associations." Janak (1994: 153) lists twenty 

six units of American SOKOL in Texas by 1939. In 1929, the Catholic Soicol was 

organized in Granger. Reportedly, Jan Mandl, a recent arrival from Czechoslovakia, 

spread "the Sokol gospel" and encouraged the formation of the Catholic Sokols, although 

some units already existed in 1908 (Kallus 1998: 9). Recalling the name of Msgr. Alois 

Mofkovsky (cf. 3.5.3.), his enthusiasm about the Czech culture showed also in his 

Close in its design and puipose to RVOS has been the Slavonic Mutual Fire Insurance Association of 
Texas (Slovansky vzajemny pojiSt 'ujici spolek proti ohni a boufi; SVPS), established in Houston in 1926 in 
order to provide insurance to Texas Czechs living in urban areas (Machann and Mendl 1983:103). 

The 12* SOKOL Slet was held in Prague in 1994, with participation of American SOKOL members. 
Most recently, the American SOKOL organized the slet in KoSice (Slovakia) in June 1998 (Hospoddf 
CVUI{6): 23). 
^ Ennis belongs to the Southern District of American SOKOL in Texas. It hosted the Slet of this District in 
1996 (American Sokol Organization Southern District Slet '96). The 1998 Slet of the Southem District was 
held in Fort Worth, Texas. 
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involvement with Catholic Sokols. He writes: "I helped direct...singing, calisthenics, folk 

dancing and stage plays, even rewriting a play written in Europe entitled Nasi v Americe 

('Our people in America'; MoiScovsky 1979: 92). About sixteen units of the Catholic 

Sokol were established by 1934. Similar to the fraternal organizations, both American 

and Catholic Sokols "helped strengthen a sense of ethnic solidarity" as at that time, most 

of the members were Czechs (Machann and Mendl 1983: 93). 

In 1909, only a year after American Sokols spread to the state of Texas, another 

organization, this time with a purely educational purpose, came into being: the Czech Ex-

Students Association of Texas (CESAT). This organization developed from the Czech 

club at the University of Texas at Austin called Cechie, whose members' enthusiasm and 

persistence eventually led to the foundation of the Department of Slavonic (today Slavic) 

languages there in 1915. In 1939, two other organizations, the University Club and the 

Association of Czech Ex-Students of Texas, both formed in the 1920s, merged with 

Cechie in 1939, and the name they adopted was CESAT. The organization "flourished or 

at least held its own until 1954, when it became dormant largely due to the accelerated 

assimilation caused by the apathy towards ethnic matters" (CESAT: 4). In 1973, Czech 

courses were introduced at the University of Houston, and in the same year, Texas 

students of Czech began to participate in the annual summer programs at Charles 

University in Prague. These events brought CESAT back to life in 1974 (Ibid.). Since 

then CESAT has helped support students pursuing Czech studies in college, and projects 

on the histoiy and the present state of the Texas Czech community. 
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In 1935, Krouzek ceskych zen (Circle of Czech Women) was organized in Dallas. 

The charter members came from a group of women who usually met for goose feathers 

plucking sessions {drhdniperi) and making comforters (pefiny) and quilts. Both activities 

have had a long tradition in the Czech lands and found their way to Texas with the first 

settlers. The purpose of the Dallas Circle is to help the needy and the sick and work with 

charitable organizations Anniversary, Krouzek ceskych zen). 

The second major educational organization, ±e Czech Educational Foundation of 

Texas (CEFT), came to existence in 1954, being chartered by three men: Dr. Henry R. 

Maresh (the author of the Pioneers of the Southwest), Dr. John M. Skrivanek, a 

professor of Czech at Texas A&M University at College Station, and August Kacir of 

Temple. All of them (in Czech: Mares, Skrivanek, and Kacif) had personal investment in 

the future of the Czech language in Texas. The organization was founded to support 

any education undertaking by providing for or making contributions as gifts or 
donations in cash or property to persons or institutions engaged in the promotion 
of learning and understanding of the Czech language and culture, the study of the 
origin, structure and modification of the Czech language and its granunatical 
relationships as given and preserved in literary embodiments, [and] the 
dissemination of information to the public concerning the importance of a 
knowledge of Czech and other Slavonic languages in our citizenry to the 
effective leadership of the United States of America in international affairs... 
{The Texas Chair 1991: 1). 

Just as CESAT, CEFT also played an important role in the establishment of the 

Department of the Slavonic (then Slavic) Languages at the University of Texas at Austin 

in 1915. As the source explains, many of the Czechs who became involved in CEFT 

came from the University club Cechie. In the first two decades of its existence, CEFT 

was trying to extend its influence to the high school, college, and imiversity teaching of 
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Czech in Texas (Ibid.: 1). Dr. Skrivanek also intiated the first educational exchanges 

with Charles University in Prague. In 1985, the CEFT representatives decided to launch 

a fund raising project for the establisiiment of the Texas Chair in Czech Studies at the 

University of Texas at Austin (Ibid.: 1-2). Ehiring the five-year fund-raising campaign, 

the idea attracted other Czech-related organizations, individual lodges within SPJST and 

societies within KJT, as well as many individuals. All of them helped finance this 

institution (with particularly notable contributions made by CESAT, SPJST, and RVOS). 

In 1990, the endowment of one million dollars for "The Texas Chair in Czech Studies" 

was raised and the position established. From then on, the Chair was to 

assure: (a) The continued offering of first- and second-year Czech language 
courses and advanced language and related courses as long as there is a 
reasonable demand [for them]; (b) The development and offering of courses in 
the history and cultural heritage of the Czechoslovak people in Europe and in 
Texas; and (c) The development of interdisciplinary programs and outreach 
activities associated with Czech language, literature, and culture in Europe and 
in Texas. The Foimdation understands that the interest from the endowment will 
not be used for teaching any other than the Czechoslovak languages (Ibid.: 2). 

The group that designates itself as one "dedicated to the preservation of Czech 

culture," is The Czech Historical Association of Austin which evolved fi-om the meeting 

of various ethnic groups at the 1976 Bicentennial. The Czech Club, as the members refer 

to their Association, meets once a month in Austin. The most important event that they 

have taken up since 1995 is the Czech Night, an annual all-night celebration of the Czech 

heritage in Texas (P. Van Bibber, p. c., June 30, 1997). Unlike the Czech Heritage 

Society of Texas, this Association has among its members also first generation Czechs, 

the emigres who left Czechoslovakia after 1968. This addition of fluent speakers of 
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Czech, however, does not mean that Czech language has been reintroduced to their 

meetings. 

Another heritage group is the Czech Heritage Society of Texas (CHST), 

established in Taylor in 1982 under the leadership of the late Albert J. Blaha, whose 

great interest in genealogy is reflected in the Society's mission "to preserve and promote 

genealo^, history, heritage, culture, and language of the Czechs and Czech Moravians 

of Texas"'"® {The Czech Heritage Society of Texas. History). The CHST organizes 

genealogical workshops (a popular button worn by the Society's members at various 

ethnic events reads "CzecA Out Your Roots"). By 1997, the CHST, whose membership 

is "open to anyone who is interested and supportive of [their] goals," had its Chapters in 

fourteen counties (Ibid.). The Society's quarterly newsletter Cesky Hlas ('Czech Voice') 

is published in English. One of its projects involves contacts with the Wallachian 

museum in Ro2nov pod Radho§t6m in the Wallachian region of Moravia.'"' For 

example, educational classes were organized for the Society's members in the 

Wallachian Museum in 1994, and many visits have been exchanged. Recently, the 

Museum donated to the Society the Wallachian Bell and Belfiy, now displayed in Praha, 

Texas, for which the "Bell and Belfiy Fund" was established to help cover the project's 

cost. Last but not least the Society was instrumental in the passing legislation declaring 

the last week in October as Czech heritage Week in Texas, in 1995. 

'̂ Czechs" in Czechs and Czech Moravians" might be used in lieu of "Bohemians," which is not a well 
accepted tenn among Texas Czechs (cf. Chapter 6,6.1.5.). 

Caldwell organizers of the Kolache Festi^^ have also developed contacts with this Museum. Some 
form of this Festival was transplanted as Den Texasu (Texas Day) to the groimds of the Rx>2nov Museimi 
(naturally, also featuring Texas Czech ESQ and country & western) in June 1992 (Den Texasu, bulletin). 
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Finally, Texane ceskeho puvodu (Texans of Czech Ancestry; T.O.C.A.) was 

formed in 1985 to promote and coordinate "Czech related events and activities in Texas 

during the 1986 Sesquicenteimial Year" {The organizations of the Czech Texan). The 

mission of this corporation is unique in its coordinating role which should enable 

"member organizations to mutually assist one another in their pursuit... of the 

preservation and promotion of the Czech language, culture, and heritage in general, 

citizenship, fratemalism, mutual aid, and other activities..." (T.O.C.A.). Currently 

T.O.C A. has twelve member organizations. Its new directors elected at the T.O.C A.'s 

aimual meeting in March 1998 represent KJT, TCHCC (Texas Czech Heritage and 

Cultural Center, Inc.), RVOS, CHST, American SOKOL, SPJST, CEFT, CESAT, and 

Bexar County Czech Heritage Society (Nds cesky zivot ['Our Czech life'] 1998: 13).'°^ 

This chronological presentation of major Texas Czech organizations shows the 

shift in concerns that lead to their formation. The fraternal SPJST, WFLA, RVOS, and 

SVSP, were established to provide life security, followed by SOKOL ('a sound mind in 

sound body'), and by the educational organizations (CESAT and CEFT). In the late 

1970s and 1980s, the explicitly preservationist Czech Historical Association of Austin, 

CHS of Texas, and T.O.C. A. were formed to revitalize and promote the Texas Czech 

culture and the Czech language. This development reflects the evolution of 

ethnolinguistic attitudes across generations that has been referred to as the "generational 

turnover" (Fishman and Nahimy 1966). It is worthwhile noting that the first Catholic and 

other fraternal associations are well known under their Czech acronyms until the present 

The TCHCC project is discussed in Chapter 7 (72.). NdS iesky fivot is its bi-monthly newsletter. 
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day (e.g., KJT, KJZT, RVOS, and SPJST). In Chapter 7 (7.2.) I consider the most recent 

preservationist efforts of some of the presently active Czech organizations from the 

perspective of the membership-guaranteed "organizational ethnicity" (Ibid.: 179), and 

the understanding of'heritage' as promoted through their activities. 

3.5.5. Texas Czech Schools'"^ 

The availability of education was important to Texas Czechs from the very outset. 

The documented story of Czech schools in Texas begins with Josef MaSik and his school 

in Wesley, Washington Coimty, which he opened in 1859.'°^ In the 1870s, this school 

was also taught by FrantiSek B. Zrubek, later one of the Czech Free Thought Movement 

leaders (Machann and Mendl 1983: 86; Malik 1947: 17). About a decade after the 

opening of MaSik's school, the first Czech Catholic school was established in Bluff 

(today Hostyn) in Fayette County, "with Miss Kubala as teacher, the first Czech 

[Catholic] school and teacher in the USA" (Svrcek 1974: 109). These schools were 

typically organized soon after a new parish was built (Machann and Mendl 1983: 88). 

Both the first schools and their teachers were generally very poor. The teachers' 

pay, secured by commimity members, was rarely sufficient and thus many of them farmed 

as well. The shortage of textbooks was sometimes solved by the use of Czech newspapers 

as a substitute. For example, the teacher in the Czech school Osveta ('Enlightermient') in 

Ross Prairie (begun in the 1870s) used articles from the Czech newspaper Sldvie, 

published in Wisconsin (RoStinsky 1979: 77). A number of country schools were built 

On early education of Texas Czechs also see John Skrivanek (1946). Malik (1947) is an account of the 
"efforts to promote the study of the Czech language and culture in Texas'̂  beginning with the early schools. 
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throughout the Czech Texas; it was not uncommon for the children to walk several miles 

to school and back every day. Some of the countiy schools were later incorporated into 

the Texas public schools system, others were abandoned. 

The English language was brought to the Czech schools when the Texas 

Legislature of 1871 required an English proficiency exam of all teachers in Texas public 

schools and the use of the English language as the primary mode of instruction. The first 

to change fixim a Czech to a Czech-English school was the parochial school in Praha, 

Texas, in 1870. Here the Czech schoolmaster and his English-speaking assistant had to 

exchange their roles, because the schoobnaster happened to speak Czech and German, but 

not English (Machann and Mendl 1983: 88).'°^ This law did not affect the Czech Catholic 

elementary schools, although there as well Czech gradually descended from the major 

language of instruction to another language. 

The population of public schools reflected ethnic composition of the community. 

Czech children's attendance was inconsistent; sometimes the parents had to withdraw 

them for a while to help on the farm, other times their absence was a strategy to avoid the 

mocking remarks of their English speaking classmates or embarrassment if they happened 

to misunderstand their teacher. Not very many Czech children went through high school 

before the 1880s (Machann and Mendl 1983: 88). 

Rev. Bergman might have taught in both Czech and German in Cat Springs (Dongres 1924: 272). If he 
did, his tffnrhing would precede Josef MaSik's Czech school in Wesley. 

In Dongres' (1924) terms, Czech teachers who were usually not fluent in F.ngiish taught "only Czech or 
Moravian." This brings us back to Hannan's (1992a) point that Moravian was usually the 'language' that 
teachers spoke to their pupils, literary Czech being reserved for printed materials (cf. Chapter 1, 1.1.3.4.). 
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While the 1871 law was not strictly enforced in the Czech communities' schools 

during the 1870s, change came in 1883-1885 with Augustin Haidu^k, the Fayette County 

Judge (and the first Czech to become a member of Texas bar), who acted upon his 

convinction that English should indeed become the primary language of instruction; that 

is, Czechs chose to live in America, therefore they needed to learn the language of the 

country — Czech monolingualism was hindering the path of their children, American 

citizens, to success. Although the debate was hot at first, most of the Czech population in 

Fayette County tended to agree with the philosophy of this ethnic leader, evidently 

realizing the instnunental value of English (Hewitt 1978: 138-143). While I agree with 

Hewitt's claim that with implementation of this law "the retention of the Czech language, 

and by implication, Czech ethnicity, was not at stake, only its use as the primary code of 

instruction in public schools" (Ibid.; 144-45), I should add that an indirect negative effect 

of this (arguably inevitable) measure on the Czech language maintenance had to be 

expected. 

Through the 1920s and 1930s, the Czech language was still maintained in a 

nimiber of the Czech communities. Czech Catholic schools, being usually taught by 

Czech nuns, kept the Czech language alive for some time, just as did the summer schools 

involving the instruction of Czech organized by the Czech Protestants (cf 3.5.2. above). 

In the 1890s, Ucitelskd jednota Komenskeho ('Teachers' Society of Comenius') 

was established in Fayette County. Some steps were taken toward the establishment of a 

Czech high school at this time, but the need to improve poor conditions in already 

existing lower level schools overrode the initiative. Among the schools with a long 
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standing tradition, the Vysehrad '"^school in Lavaca Coiin^, established in 1887, is an 

interesting case. From 1893 till 1935 the school employed around thirty Czech and only 

two non-Czech teachers (Machann and Mendl 1983: 90). The school is still active today, 

providing elementary instruction (in English) to about 50 children a year. The school's 

small size is foregrounded in the message of the school's billboard, "Small schools for 

strong foundations." 

Texas Czechs established many local libraries and reading clubs, which also 

served as "the forenmner[s] of the early Czech schools of Texas" (Hudson and Maresh 

1934: 179). The first Ceskoslovansky ctendfsky spolek (the Czecho-Slavic Reading Club) 

was organized in Wesley in 1867, and another in Ross Prairie in 1871. The Spolek in 

Wesley then helped establish the school taught by Josef MaSik. 

As for higher education, the Czech club Cechie at the University of Texas at 

Austin was not the only club promoting the teaching of the Czech language; similar 

groups were formed at that time both in the Czech high schools (e.g., Austin, Granger, 

Hallettsville, Houston, Temple, West) and at the college level. In 1909, for example, 

Czech clubs appeared at the Southwestern University in Georgetown and in the La Porte 

Catholic seminars (Machann and Mendl 1983: 90; Nose dijiny 1939: 678). Rogers High 

school was one of the few offering Czech courses through the mid-1950s and 1970s. 

During that time Czech was taught at Texas A&M University as well {CESAT: 4). 

VySehrad is the site of the Prague Castle in Prague (Czech Republic), vdiich today houses the President's 
and governmental offices. 
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The first Czech professor and the chair of the School of Slavic languages at the 

University of Texas at Austin was Charles Kniiek (Hewitt 1978: 308). Czech was taught 

at the University firom 1915 till 1923, when the existence of the program was in danger 

because of the lack of students, but with substantial assistance from Cechie, Czech 

teaching was revived in the academic year 1926-1927. Dr. Eduard MKek of Frydek in 

Moravia, who came to the University in 1926, functioned as the Club's advisor through 

the 1930s. During one decade of his teaching, the nimiber of students increased from 14 

to 89. In 1929, the independent Department of Slavonic languages was reinstated.'"^ 

Since 1932, higher instutions have been required to credit the study of Czech as equal to 

any other modem language {Nase dejiny 1939: 675-679).'"' I retum to the present 

teaching of Czech at the University of Texas at Austin in Chapter 7 (7.3.). 

3.5.6. Texas Czech Journalism 

American Czech, and later mainly Texas Czech, newspapers served as the major 

source of information and entertainment particularly for the first settlers who acquired (if 

they needed to) only a small proficiency in English, and as another means through which 

Texas Czechs could develop the much needed sense of belonging while at the same time 

preserving their own ethnolinguistic identity. Ultimately, the American Czech press 

"served as a measure of the health of the Czech language and thus, indirectly, of the 

Czech-American community itself' (Machann and Mendl 1983: 178). 

Students of Czech were taught within the German department at the time Dr. Mftek arrived, in 1926. 
Dr. Svatava Jakobson taught Czech language and literature at the University of Texas for almost twenty 

years (1%8-1985), at the same time doing intensive ethnographic work in Texas Czech communities. She 
was actively involved in the Czech club and organized educational trips to Czechoslovakia. 
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"On January 1,1910, it was fifty years since the Czech letter in America was 

bom," Tom^ Capek's (1911) begins the preface to his resource-rich book. According 

to this author, up to 320 American Czech periodicals appeared, at various times, till 1910. 

Duben (1970: 45) notes that the highest number of periodicals, 85, published within one 

year appeared in 1920. The largest American Czech journals published in 1920 included 

the Chicago Hlasatel ('Herald'), the Omaha Hospoddf ('Husbandman'), and Chicago's 

first daily Svomost ('Unity'). This patriotic press was influential in Texas despite the 

differences in political, religious and social views that were dividing rather conservative 

Texas Czechs firom the general Free Thought atmosphere in the North and Midwest 

(Machann and Mendl 1983: 180). Particularly popular was the annual Amerikdn ndrodni 

kalenddf ('American National Calendar') published in Chicago. This collection of 

autobiographies and biographies of the Czech pioneers in America reached its thirty third 

year by the time of Capek's publication (1911: 69). The first Texas Czech periodicals did 

not appear until after 1879. About thirty Czech periodicals were published before World 

War Two (Machann and Mendl 1983: 180-181). 

The first Texas Czech newspaper was a weekly called Texan, put out in La 

Grange by Franti§ek J. Glueckmann, a Czech student with a German surname, in 1879. 

FrantiSek Lidiak, the next owner of the paper, changed its name to Slovan ('the Slav'). 

Josef Cada then purchased Slovan in 1885, and added a supplement Rolnik Texasky 

('Texas Farmer'). The story goes that Cada's typesetter FrantiSek Fabiw had an article in 

^Dne I. Ledna 1910 bylo tomu zrovna padesat let, co se v Americe narodilo deske ptsmenko" 
(translation mine). See (1911) for more information about Czech American newspapers, magazines. 
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this supplement highlighting the qualities of the Czech over American women, and after 

Haidu^k, who was C^'s political opponent, published its translation in one English 

newspaper, Cada was legally ordered to leave La Grange. However, "the Moravian and 

Czech people all over Texas and elsewhere" asked him to "disregard the order" 

(Habenicht 1910: 73). After he finally left, Cada. continued to publish Slovan in Bryan, 

Texas, till 1886 when he sold it to Ed. A. Krall. The newspaper survived till 1889 (Ibid.: 

72-73). 

This story is interesting in several respects. First, it suggests the vitality of the 

Czech Moravian ethnicity in Texas before the turn of the century; not only did the Czechs 

read their periodicals, but they also voiced their opinion in public. Second, this story 

reflects the larger picture, in which the division between 'us' and 'others' was still a 

salient one. Also my informants often remembered their grandparents or even parents 

talking about how "we" do things and how "our way" is better than "the American way" 

(cf. Chapter 6, 6.1.8.1.). Finally, the story shows that editors of the leading Czech 

newspapers were often perceived as ethnic leaders and that the Czech press in Texas was 

thus indeed actively involved in the shaping of the political and social views in their 

readers. 

The active partaking of the Czech readers in public life surrounds also another 

controversy, again involving the C^-Haidu§ek political enmity. HaiduSek's first article 

arguing for the use of English in Czech schools published in Cada's Slovan was attacked 

in Jidda's editorials (and articles of others) that soon followed. The support of Czech 

and literature produced until that time. 
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readers only slowly moved to HaidiiSek's side. Having spurred such controversy, during 

which he formulated his stand on the level of Americanization that Czechs have to be 

willing to undergo to become effective citizens, HaiduSek decided to begin his own 

weekly Svoboda ('Freedom'; 1889). A successful politician, layer, and journalist, 

Haidu§ek had become the embodiment of accomplishment for many Texas Czechs. 

Consequently, many Texas Czech leaders soon accepted his "assimilationist ethic" 

(Machann and Mendl 1983: 226). The success of his newspaper, which outlived its 

creator, reflected HaiduSek's influence among Texas Czechs. It was still published as a 

supplement to the weekly newsp^r El Campo in the 1960's (RoStinsky 1979: 79). 

Fabian's Obzor first appeared in 1891. Its mention is important because this 

Hallettsville-based paper served as an organ of SPJST, except for 1897, when Lidiak's 

Slovanskd Jednota ('The Slavic Unity') of La Grange played this role. The publisher of 

the Catholic weekly Novy Domov ('New Home')'Frank Jakubik bought Obzor in 1895, 

the year when he also published the first issue of Novy Domov (Malik 1947: 73-75). The 

latter newspaper survived till the 1960's as well. Obzor remained the organ of SPJST till 

1912 when it was replaced by Vestnik, the SPJST weekly until the present day. 

From 1932 till 1980, Vestnikv/as published by the Czechoslovak Publishing 

Company in West (Macharm and Mendl 1983: 184-5; SPJST History. 11 l).The Company 

began with August Morris' purchase of Cechoslovdk ('Czechoslovak') and its move to 

' A n  i n t e r e s t i n g  p o i n t  i s  m a d e  b y  R o S t i n s k y  ( 1 9 7 9 :  8 0 - 8 1 )  t h r o u g h  t h e  c o m p a r i s o n  o f  Novy Domov and 
Svoboda. While he describes the former as rather individualistic in nature, he finds the latter more inclined 
to value collectivity. He concludes that compatibility of the two periodicals, and thus their combined 
appeal, helped foster in the readers "a new harmonious social being," apparently referring to the gradual 
assimilation of Texas Czechs at that time, without fiilly altering their etlmic identity. 
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West in 1919-20. In 1924, Joe F. Hol^ek bought the controlling interest. He also edited 

the paper &oml931 till 1945, when August Morris sold him the remaining interest. Joe 

Hol^ek served as the Company's president till 1973. Linn and Sue Peskaia have owned 

the Company since then (SPJST History 1984: 108-111). 

The history of the Czechoslovak Publishing Company is relevant not only to 

Vestnik but also to other currently published periodicals, namely the local paper West 

News and the Czech monthly Hospoddf. The West News evolved from the West Times, 

first published in 1889. The West Weekly News appeared in 1910 and its Czech 

supplement Westske Noviny was published from 1906 till 1920, the year when Morris and 

"a group of Westites of Czech descent" organized the Czechoslovak Publishing Company 

(The West News. Centennial edition Nov. 1990: 1-2)."' With this move, Westske Noviny 

and Cechoslovdk were merged into one paper called Cechoslovdk, edited by August 

Morris and Joe Holasek. In the 1960s, the Czechoslovak Company bought (then bi

monthly) Hospoddf. Another merger took place: this time of Cechoslovdk with 

Hospoddf, and the paper continued to be published imder the latter's name. 

The first issue of the Omaha-based agricultural paper Hospoddf ('Husbandman') 

appeared in 1891, under the editorship of Jan Rosicky (Capek 1911: 141). Its purpose 

was to provide Czech farmers with advice about farming and gardening, although later 

also novels and poetry were included. Contributions from overseas, including 

Czechoslovakia, were welcome {Zlate v]^oci ['Golden Anniversary']: 8-20). 

' ' '  Henceforth The West News. 
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The important part of the history of this paper in the context of my study comes in 

1961, when the Czechoslovak Company in West bought the bi-monthly Hospoddf and 

combined it with their Cechoslovdk. The editor oi Hospoddf was Stephen ValCik, and 

since the late 1970s, Jerome Kopecky of West In 1975, the Company hired Jan Vaculik 

to help Jerome Kopecky with the paper, in the same year, changing owners to Linn and 

Sue Peskaia. During the 1980s, subscriptions for Hospoddf declined. The end and the 

new beginning of this paper may be compared to the case of Nasinec (below); instead of 

letting the paper die, Jan Vaculik purchased it from the Company in 1989 (The West 

News: 3) and made his home in West his publishing headquarters. Since then Hospoddf 

has become a life-long project of one family. 

The nature of the paper has changed through the years of its existence in West. 

Today Hospoddf brings a wide range of articles; letters from correspondents from the US, 

Canada, from the Czech Republic and Slovakia, reports on the CEFT meetings, 

announcements about Czech-related events, pieces about the Czecho-SIovak history and 

culture and about current political and economic issues in the Czech Republic. Jan 

Vaculik, the post-war emigre and the first-generation Czech, has continued the tradition 

of editors for Hospoddf coming from Moravia. Jan Vaculik's pride in his Moravian 

identity glows from his editorials, from the selection of materials which appear in the 

paper, from his editorial notes accompanying them, and from his writing style. 

Nasinec ('One of our own') was started in Hallettsville in 1914 and moved to 

Taylor in 1916. Since 1918 until recently this weekly served as the organ of the Catholic 

Union of Texas {KJT). In 1921, the Nasinec company began to publish also Texas^ 
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Rolnik ('Texan Farmer'), and from 1930 till 1937 it became an official organ of the Czech 

Catholic Women of Texas (KJZT) as well. Its Granger era begins in 1937, when a group 

of men led by Ivan C. Parma, Joseph V. Maresh, John BaCa, and Reverend Vam'dek 

bought Nasinec and moved it to its present location. With this purchase, Nasinec became 

The NaSinec Publishing Company Inc. owned by five shareholders, one of whom was 

Reverend Vam'Cek himself. Josef Maresh and Anton Stibofik served as editors. After 

1947, Josef Maresh became responsible for both Nasinec and the Texas Farmer, and in 

1959, the printing of the K.J. T. Fraternal News was added to the Company's duties. 

Maresh's son Ladislav took over the editorship in 1971, and after Ladislav Maresh died, 

his wife Otilie Maresh became the paper's editor and manager. Similar to Hospoddf, by 

1981 the lowering numbers of subscribers coupled with the high printing cost led to the 

shareholders' decision to close the Company and sell the assets. Joe Vrabel who had 

worked for Nasinec in previous years decided to buy them and try to keep this unique 

Texas Czech newspaper, now as a non-denominational weekly, alive. Mrs. Otilie Maresh 

and Mrs. Mary Maresh have been helping Mr. Vrabel to edit and translate letters that 

some correspondents send in English, as well as prepare the paper for mailing every 

week."^ The contents of this weekly has changed, catering mainly to older readers some 

of whom send in their weekly letters, forming the body of the paper today, together with 

obituaries and information about up-coming Czech-related events around the state. 

Subscriptions to Nasinec extend to other states as well. Occasionally, readers from the 

Czech Republic, for whom their Texas friends or relatives subscribe the paper, contribute 

' I thank J. Vrabel, M. Maresh and O. Maresh for this infonnation. 
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their letters. The language of Nasinec has evolved from Czech of the first generation 

editors and writers, closer to its literary form, to Texas Czech, reflecting the language of 

its current editors and contributing readers''̂  {Nose dejiny. History of Nasinec). 

Presently, the Czech periodicals"'* in Texas include Nasinec and Hospoddf. 

Vestnik maintains at least a small Czech section. In the 19S0s, Nasinec still had about 

4,000 subscribers. By February 1998, individual subscriptions had dropped to 435."^ 

Hospoddf began with 1,500 subscribers in 1989."® Today, Jan Vaculik prints about 850 

copies of his monthly, which includes some additional issues used to advertise the paper 

(J. Vaculik, p. c., September 25, 1997). Clearly, the decline in subscriptions has been 

significant for both Nasinec and Hospoddf. Some say that waning support for Czech 

language publications implies that the most influential Texas Czechs "are not as Czech" 

as before. In light of these facts it is difficult not to see that reversing this shift in interest 

in the Czech press among Texas Czechs today may be next to impossible. 

3.5.7. Cultural Life in Czech Texas 

The origins of most of the first Czech settlers to Texas in the Lachian and 

Wallachian regions of Moravia, closer to the Slovakian border, meant that when 

transplanted to Texas, their folk culture would have "more in common with Slovakia and 

' One project that awaits researchers interested in Texas Czech language and culture is a longitudinal 
study of language ciiange documented in the language of NaSinec. A complete collection of issues of 
NaSinec is kept in the archives of the main MTTofiBce in La Grange, Fayette County 

See Machann and Mendl (1983:272-273) for the list of Texas Czech periodicals and newspapers 
published before 1939. 
' An additional 112 subscriptions were covered by KJT and sent to the rest homes throughout the state (a 
major source of this newspaper's readership), but this financial aid was withdrawn after February 1998 (J. 
Vtabel, p. c., April 25, 1998). 
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other parts of the Carpathians than with Bohemia and western Moravia" (Hannan 1996a: 

10). Some elements of this folk culture proved more practical in Texas and more 

desirable than others. For example, the elaborate costume from the Beskydy mountainous 

area did not survive in the Texas environment, while cimbdl (dulcimer), a popular string 

instrument, was implemented by the early musical groups, the best known of which is the 

BaCa Family Band of Fayetteville. 

When Olga Pazdral (1942) was collecting the memories of various folklore 

expressions among high school students in West in the late 1930s, she was able to gather 

Czech folk songs, stories about the water spirits and land fairies, Czech proverbs, 

lullabies, poems, rhymes, tongue twisters, riddles and child games, Czech fairy tales and 

legends, as well as evidence for Czech beliefs, superstitions, and Czech traditional 

customs and foods. Having collected this material, Pazdral concludes that the "innate 

desire" to preserve the Czech culture "results in a manifestation in Texas today of a spirit 

of cultural independence among the Czechs and a promise of unusual longevity for their 

folklore" (Ibid.: 181). About forty years later, Machann and Mendl (1983: 154) comment 

that it is "imcommon for [their] infonnant to remember a single pohddka (fairy tale) but 

common to perfectly recall, and be willing to sing.. .dozens of songs." While I have found 

that not very many people remember all the lyrics and are willing to sing a Czech song 

when asked, Texas Czech folk music has maintained its prominent position in the Texas 

Czech culture (cf. Chapter 6,6.2.1.). 

According to Gallup (1995: 79), this paper had 1,400 subscribers at that time, out of whom only 60 were 
in Texas, about 600 in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The remaining number of subscriptions came 
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The legend among the Czech bands in Texas has been the Ba£a Family Band 

organized by Frank Baia of Fayetteville in 1892. Frank's father came to Texas from 

Bordovice, Moravia, in 1860 and settled nearby Fayetteville in the area that he named 

Bordovice. Frank BaCa's was a truly family band involving all of his thirteen children. 

The band continued its successful career under the leadership of Frank's son Joseph after 

1907, and Joseph's brother John R. Ba(3a after 1920. The Bada's established themselves 

as a brass band, playing in the tradition of the 19''* century Bohemian bands, although they 

added the dulcimer,"' which was typical for Moravian folk music groups. The band was 

gradually joined by other musicians, but it has remained known as a family band till the 

present day. In the late 1930s, BaCa's Band evolved into three bands, one of them being 

Ray Ba5a's New Deal Band. Ray's son, Gil Baca (today with anglicized spelling), has 

kept the tradition alive, first with his Houston-based band, and since he retired, with his 

Fayetteville Band. Their performances in the Fayetteville Confectionary, the first and 

third Saturday of each month, are famous throughout the state. Just like his father, Gil 

Baca plays also dulcimer. The commentary on his band's recent audiotape highlights his 

success as an "ethnic musician" who, among other accomplishments, played for 

"Presidential inaugural balls." 1 have learned from Mr. Baca that he indeed played at 

President Nbcon's Inauguration in Washington D.C. in 1972 {Baca's Musical History, G. 

Baca, p. c., December 1, 1997; Gil Baca, audiotape). 

fix>in all over the US and the world. 
' Ray Ba£a played a dulcimer built by the Kreneks, another femily of musicians and dulcimer builders. 
Ray Krenek of Sealy still plays one to^y (performance at Matidka Kultura in Austin, Texas, August, 17, 
1997). 
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Undoubtedly, music has been the most popular expression of the Czech Moravian 

identity in Texas. It is important to note, however, that contemporary Texas Czech folk 

music should be seen more as a creation of the descendants of the first immigrants than an 

unchanged preservation of the first immigrants' musical expression (Hannan 1996a: 11). 

The polkas and waltzes, both the transplanted tunes and those composed in Texas, have 

been influenced by the country and western music, which is particularly popular in Texas, 

giving birth to Texas Czech music. In addition to polkas and waltzes, a slow dance called 

Beseda is still j)erformed mainly by the Texas Czech Beseda Dancers of Dallas. In the 

1920s, live band performances in the dance halls were joined by polka shows aired on 

many local radio stations. This kind of "ethnic programming" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 

155) has retained its popularity mainly, but not exclusively, among Texas Czechs over the 

age of fifty. In the 1920s and 1930s, about one hundred Czech bands existed in Texas 

(Ibid.: 157). 1 argue for the role of Texas Czech folk music in the Czech language revival 

and maintenance in Chapters 6 and 7. 

The traditional folk culture that used to distinguish specific regions in both 

Bohemia and Moravia has been dying in the Czech Republic itself. One of the 

distinguishing features of each region used to be the kroj, a regional costume, one for 

weekdays, and another for holidays. Machann and Mendl (1983; 134) note that 500 

specific designs have existed, and additional personal creations have been often added to 

reveal the trade and the family background of the wearer."® The kroj that we find in 

Texas today can be one of the three kinds: first, imported from the Czech Republic, 
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representing a specific region, usiially related to the ancestral roots of the prospective 

wearer; second, made in Texas with special attention given to the regional characteristics 

that the customer wants to display when wearing it; and three, most commonly, a Texas 

Czech costume, which combines Moravian regional designs with practicality; it is light 

and thus wearable in Texas' hot and humid climate, and it is easy to maintain. This type 

of kroj is often adopted by folk dance groups, precisely for these practical reasons (M. 

Grmela, p. c., July 29,1997). Overall, while the popularity of costumes decreased with 

the progressing assimilation, the market for them and number of occasions to wear them 

appear to have grown since the resurgence of interest in the Czech culture in Texas in the 

1980s (cf. Chapter 6, 6.2.2.). 

The kroj and Texas Czech folk music belong mainly to the traditional dance halls 

(often SPyST halls), to Czech ethnic festivals, and to the weddings. The kroj itself can be 

also seen at a special "polka mass" in Czech Catholic churches, which are usually 

associated with ethnic festivals. Traditional Texas Czech food is another stronghold of 

these contemporary expressions of ethnic identity (cf. Chapter 6, 6.2.4.). 

The typical holidays with which most traditional customs have been associated 

include the Christmas season (St. Nicholas, Maticka / 'Dear Mother', Christmas and New 

Year) and Easter season."' Mikulas (St. Nicholas) comes on December 6, joined by the 

Cert (the Devil). They walk from house to house and meet children; well-behaved ones 

get stockings with candy, fruit and nuts, the naughty ones have to promise to be good if 

This infonnadon was taken from two 1974 issues of Vistnik (October 30, and November 27). 
See Pazdial (1942:169-172) for the description of some specific customs associated with these holidays. 
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they want to avoid being punished by the Devil. This is how I experienced the tradition in 

my childhood.'^" Through her interviews in West, Texas, Pazdral (1942: 173) discovered 

that while Mikulas would also come on December 6, his task was to fill the stockings that 

children had put up on the wall in expectation of his arrival. 

The Maticka was celebrated on December 8. She was the one joined by the Devil, 

going from house to house (leaving the Devil behind the door), and rewarding children 

for their good behavior throughout the year with candy and fruit. If they did not behave, 

however, the Devil would come in and punish them by a (light) whipping. 1 did not know 

about the Maticka, which is a Catholic holiday dedicated to Virgin Mary (Panenka 

MarieY^^ until my fieldwoik in Texas. The memories of my informants differed in the 

presence or absence of the Devil on either of these two holidays. Sometimes they also 

added the Angel to St. Nicholas and the Devil, but most of them remembered Maticka, 

which also meant having a day off from school and going to the celebratory mass that 

morning (F-37-G).'^ 

In the 'old country', Christmas has been traditionally celebrated on Stedry Vecer 

(Christmas Eve) on December 24, with a special meal and the gifts under the decorated 

tree, brought by Jezisek ('Baby Jesus'). It is believed that if the child fasts till that 

evening, he or she will see zlate prasdtko (a little golden pig). The Eve is then followed 

I grew up in the late 1960s and the 1970s in a small Moravian village in the Hand region of what was 
then Czechoslovakia. 

Interestingly, a colloquial version of the Standard Czech Parma Marie (Virgin Mary) is Panenka Marie 
(Virgin Mary). Perhaps there is a relationship between the use of this diminutive {Panenka) and the 
diminutive Matidka, an expression of endearment, instead of the neutral noun Matka (Mother). 

Gender (F) year of birth (1937). location (Granger). This system of coding informants is used 
henceforth. 
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by two days of holidays on December 25 and 26. Already Pazdral, however, was told: 

"When Santa Claus comes to see the American children on December 25, we get some 

gifts too. The little Jesus Christ comes to see us on that day" (in Pazdral 1942: 173), 

because the Czech tradition of Christmas Eve has been gradually adjusted to the 

American tradition of observing Christmas on Christmas Day. In my study, some older 

informants remembered celebrating Christmas on December 24 (including Jezisek as a 

gift-giver), others recalled moving through both traditions as they were growing up, and 

yet others only following the American celebration on December 25. 

Finally, January 6 is the day when T f i  K r d l o v e  (Three Kings), that is, three 

children dressed as holy kings go from house to house and sing their carols for which 

they are rewarded with sweets. The feast of Epiphany has been traditionally noted by 

marking in chalk the letters "K+M+B" (i.e., the initials of the Three Kings: Kaspar, 

Melchior and Baltazar) and the year above the front door. A rarity in the Czech Republic 

today, this custom has been on the decline in Texas as well, yet it seems to have survived 

owing to the heritage-conscious part of the Texas Czech community. 

The Easter season used to begin already two weeks before Easter Monday with 

Smrtelnd Nedele, when children would construct the "Goddess of Death" from poles, 

ribbon and a doll's head, and carry it from house to house while singing a special song. 

Pazdral (1942: 170) notes that this custom was observed only in the early days of Czech 

immigration to Texas. My informants did not recall this tradition. The Good Friday before 

Easter Sunday was associated with the belief that if the girls wake up before the simrise 

and wash their faces with cold water, they will receive God's blessing and turn beautiful 
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(Ibid.: 171). This is another tradition that I have never experienced, nor was told about by 

any of my informants.'^ The following Bild Sobota (White Saturday) was described to 

me as follows: "well,ye//sme do kostela na bilu sobotu obleceni ve bilym...apotom jag 

zme dojeli spdtky s kostela - oh boy, surprise - ve nasich hnizdeckdch byly Easter eggs 

..." ('well, we went to the church on White Saturday, dressed in white...and once we got 

back from church - oh boy, surprise - in our little nests there were Easter eggs'). The 

same informant then told me about the Easter hunt she would later play with her own 

children (F-37-G). This is also the most common way of celebrating Easter that my 

informants reported. Again according to Pazdral (1942: 171), on Velikonodm Nedile 

(Eastern Sunday) boys would wash girls' faces, and on Velikonocni Pondeli (Easter 

Monday), the roles would be reversed. Also on Easter Monday, the boys would make 

whips out of willow branches, decorate them with colorful ribbons, and use them to 

switch the girls' legs, getting kraslice (decorated eggs) in return. The girls could retaliate 

the following day. Some version of this last custom has been preserved throughout the 

Czech Republic. I have not collected any evidence that would suggest my informants' 

familiarity with these customs. 

Among other religious traditions introduced by "Catholic Moravians", Hannan 

(1996a: 12) mentions All Souls Day (Den VSech Svatych, or Dusicky) on November 1, 

A 98-year old woman from the Taylor area, however, remembers going to the creek with her sisters on 
the moming of Good Friday. They would wash themselves in the stream and sing a song (K. Hannan, p. c., 
July 13. 1998). 

It may be that my oldest informants did experience them as children but did not recall them. Since a 
folkloric study of the Texas Czech community was not my main objective, my conclusions are drawn from 
information t^ my informants volunteered on this subject during interviews. Therefore I do not claim that 
these inferences are based on systematic evidence of customs and beliefs associated with these holidays. 
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when Catholics visit the graves of their deceased, decorating them with flowers, and the 

summer feast of Corpus Christi with the processions led by Catholic priests, stopping at 

each comer of the square to hold services. All Souls Day is still celebrated in Texas. In 

West it is observed as All Saints' Day when also a Memorial Service for the dead is held. 

The family orientation of Texas Czechs led into another kind of beseda, which 

loosely translates as 'a leisurely talk.' This was a regular gathering of extended family -

one time at the mother's grandparents, another at the father's aunt, for example - with 

snacks or even full meals being served. While adults talked, children usually played 

outside. After one interviewee told me that for a child to come in with a question was 

considered improper, 1 continued to ask about the beseda 'etiquette' in subsequent 

interviews. I have found that this one informant's case must have been an exception, 

although I should note that a high level of politeness when talking to adults was expected 

and enforced. Those who have experienced besedas remember with nostalgia the family 

closeness that was dius achieved. 

A number of speciflc customs used to be performed as part of the Czech weddings 

as well.'^ The good-sized and elaborate weddings have been found more typical for the 

Czech Catholics (cf. 3.5.3.). Hannan (Ibid.) extends this observation to "folk traditions" 

in general (using the "so-called Bohemian wedding" as an example), suggesting that they 

"are better preserved in Texas among Moravians than Czechs, and among Catholics than 

Protestants." I included a question about the Czech weddings in my interviews as well, 

See Pazdral (1942:168-169). 
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not as much as to question this argument, but rather to find out what customs within such 

wedding have been preserved until the present day (cf. Chapter 6, 6.2.3.)-

Finally, the card game called taroky ('taroks') has been a vital part of Texas 

Czech culture. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica (1980: 828), "tarot" were "the 

first playing cards made in Europe, probably in Italy in the early 14* century," and "a 

game of cards". Further, the earliest form of this game was called tarocchi in Italian, and 

importantly, Tarok in German. It is more than likely that the term taroky now used among 

Texas Czechs is a borrowing from German.Taroky is a game of 54 cards with quite 

elaborate rules. The Tarok tournaments are very popular, being organized from the local 

to the state levels by SPJST, and during Czech ethnic festivals, such as Westfest. A tarok 

tournament was also featured at the SPJST Centennial celebration in Belton in June 1997. 

The game is a favorite pastime for many Texas Czechs, being played in the homes, in 

social clubs, and in the groups organized for this purpose, by men and women, young and 

old, alike. The other two most popular games are the non-Czech bingo and dominos, 

serving as good examples of blending of the cultures in contact because they have 

become just as typical for small Texas Czech communities as playing taroky and dancing 

the polka. Certain terms used in the taroky game are interesting from the linguistic 

viewpoint. Unfortunately however, they do not help to answer whether the game was 

brought to Texas with the first Czech immigrants or acquired from German settlers 

An article in Temple Daily News (July 13, 1997: 8-A) explains the origins of the game as follows: 
'*Tarok is based on the Italian game 'trappola,' which was adopted by the Czechs in the ISOOs during the 
reign of the old Austria-Hungarian Empire...The game was revived by the SPJST in 1986 at the request of 
members who remembered their fathers and grand&thers playing tarok on cold winter days around the 
wood stove..." 
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already in Texas.These terms include povenost ('lead-off person'), which most likely 

comes from the Czech wordpovirmost ('a duty'); h-a/e ('kings'), from krdl/krdlove ('the 

king/the kings'), and pane ('man / Mister / a member of nobility'). This vocative form 

could also be a mis-formation of the singular pan or plural pdni (tenns from SPJST Tarok 

Rules 1996). 

The ways of'doing culture' in Texas Czech communities today are brought into 

focus in Chapter 6. The highlights, briefly overviewed here, include Texas Czech folk 

music (and various social events with performances of Texas Czech polka bands), 

traditional food, wearing the kroj, celebrations of the most cherished Christian holidays 

(Christmas and Eastem season), the Czech weddings, and playing the card game taroky. 

3.5.8. Texas Czech Communities: Summary of Features and Some Extensions 

According to Hannan (1985a: 2, 37), the following major characteristics 

distinguish Texas Czech from other American Czech communities: (1) the concentration 

of the population in rural areas; (2) the political orientation; (3) "the perception of a dual 

Slavic-Moravian national identity;" (4) their supportive stand towards Pan-Slavism and 

Cyrilo-Methodianism; (^ their endorsement of organized religion; (^ the blend of 

Moravian dialects prevalent in the spoken language and thus defining Texas Czech; and 

(7) certain elements of the Moravian folklore transplanted to Texas. I hope to have 

explained in the foregoing sections how and why these distinctive characteristics have 

come to apply to the early Czech communities in Texas. 

Since all available &cts suggest the roots of this card game in Europe, it is likely that it was introduced 
to the Czech culture (perhaps via German) as well. 
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(1) In section (3.5.2.) I focus on the spread of immigration and formation of first 

settlements. Machann and Mendl (1983:67) suggest that in the late 1930s, most Texas 

Czechs lived in rural areas, and that "the 1940 US Census still classified 77% of the 

foreign-bom Czechs as 'rural'." An important aspect of rural Czech communities was 

their relative isolation and self-sustenance, i.e., "ethnic enclosure" (Hewitt 1979; 47) that 

helped defer the assimilation process. This situation has changed since the 1940s, as 

shown in the 1990 US Census. The total number of persons claiming Czech, 

Czechoslovakian and Slavic ancestry in the state of Texas was 193,874, with 129,571 

(66.80 %) persons residing in urban areas and 64,303 (33.20%) persons living in rural 

areas. Even though this comparison should be viewed with caution because identity 

classifications have not been fully consistent from one Census to another, it still suggests 

a significant decrease in rural population claiming one of these identities. This decline, 

however, cannot be interpreted only by the tendency to abandon rural areas and move to 

the cities because of better job opportunities. First, the opposite is often the case as 

urbanites seek a quiet and a safe place to live (e.g., the case of Granger). Instead, we 

should consider the post-war emigres coming directly to the cities, coupled with urban 

growth swallowing up historically rural communities in their vicinity and transforming 

them into suburbs. Second, the descendants of the first Czech immigrants to Texas whom 

I have interviewed chose to live in rural areas. Granger and West often being the places 

where their ancestors settled. That is, today's trend suggests that not all rural communities 

inhabited by Texans of Czech descent are in danger of extinction, at least not any time 

soon. 
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(2) While Czech immigration to Texas was temporarily suspended during the 

Civil War, being prevented by the Union Blockade of Texas ports from 1861 till 1866 

(Machann and Mendl 1983: 35), many Czechs had already lived in Texas for several 

years prior to the War. And while some of the Czech men left their homeland to avoid the 

military service in the Austrian army, they now foimd themselves in the midst of another 

war, in a country with which they had not yet developed any strong ties. In addition, most 

European and American Czechs were supportive of the Union, which meant that Czechs 

who chose to settle in Texas, a Confederate state, faced a dilemma of being loyal to Texas 

vs. acting on their strong antipathy towards slavery (which they shared with Germans; cf. 

3.5.2.). Some of them indeed decided to serve in the Confederate Army, while others 

"simply tried to ignore the war and the state's desire that they serve" (Ibid.: 36). In 

general, the Czechs in Texas were concemed with becoming loyal citizens. Perhaps as a 

result of the political, social, and economic developments in Texas after Civil War, they 

for the most part embraced the ideals of the Democratic party, while Republicans 

remained most popular among the Czechs in the North and Midwest of the US at least till 

the turn of century (Hannan 1985a: 35-36). With Czechs and Americans in the same 

alliance during World War One, Czech nationalism, which retained its force in Texas 

until World War Two, and devoted American citizenry blended in the slogans such as, 

"^Konejme svou ceskou a americkou povinnosf / 'Let's fulfill our Czech and American 

duty' (Machann and Mendl 1983: 67), with "Czech" still coming first. 

(3-4) Pan Slavism, Czechoslovakism and Moravian separatism (cf. 3.1.-3.4.) are 

essential to the understanding of Slavic, Moravian, or dual Slavic-Moravian identities 
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attested in immigration records, in historical sketches of the early communities, and in 

biographies of their distinguished members. These concepts explain why the immigrants, 

originating overwhelmingly in Moravia, would cling to these identities and why it was 

not until the first decades of the 20* century that the 'Czech' identity became more wide

spread. 

(5) The complex religious situation in the Czech lands is reflected in the early 

development of the Czech Catholic and the Protestant churches in Texas (cf. 3.5.3.). 

Importantly, unlike the Czechs in the Northern and Midwest United States, Texas Czechs 

were only meagerly influenced by the Czech Free Thought movement. 

Texas Czech linguistic variety is unique in the prevalence of Moravian 

dialectal features (cf. Chapter 1, 1.1.3.3. - 1.1.3.4.). This subject resurfaces in subsequent 

chapters where I focus on ethnolinguistic issues including the community members' 

perceptions of Texas Czech (cf. Chapter 5, 5.1.1.) and assess the level of Moravianness 

in my informants' idiolects (cf Chapter 6,6.1.6.). 

(7) Finally, in (3.5.7.) above I described the main outlets of Texas Czech cultural 

life, noting the specific elements of Moravian folklore transplanted to Texas such as the 

dulcimer, a folk instrument from the Lachian and Wallachian regions of Moravia, and 

regional kroje (costumes). 

The two extensions that I find important to make include (1) the emphasis on the 

family over the individual and relationship to the land, and (2) egalitarianism and 

cooperation in the commimity. 
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First, let us consider what L'udovit Stiir, whom the reader may remember fix>m 

the discussion of Pan Slavism and Czechoslovakism at the outset of this Chapter, has to 

say about the Slavs and the family: "Slav love... is contentment in the family circle, in that 

natural moral bond. Not one person's satisfaction in another person, but in the femily," 

and further, love "is not for individuals, but is inclined towards the family" (in Pynsent 

1994:189; emphasis in the original). While these comments are intended to 

demonstrate that Slavs do not desire erotic love, they are relevant in their other 

dimension: that love relationships transcend this 'unnecessary' romantic love to the 

partners' ultimate goal, the family. Further, Holy (1996: 38, 51) analyzes the 

contemporary understanding of the role that an individual is perceived to have in the 

Czech Republic today, suggesting that Czechs tend to refer to themselves as "we," i.e., 

using the polysemic "we" as "the Czech state" or "the Czech nation." He then explains 

how the meaning attributed to being a Czech results from the competing relationship 

between individuals and the nation and how within the ideology of Czech nationalism, 

"individuals exist only as parts of the nation." He concludes that 

[the] intolerance of individual differences and personal autonomy springs from 

an ideal of unity in homogeneity (or at least similarity) or consensus. The 

invocation of common Czech identity is an appeal to unity; 'Let us not quarrel, 

aren't we all Czechs?' Although this sentence is often used jokingly, it is more 

than a joke: it is an ironic comment on a deeply shared assumption (Ibid.: 64). 

Stuff, L. O poezii slavcmskej (On Slavic poetry). In P. Vongrq (ed.). 1987. 
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Both Pynsent and Holy's analyses highlight collectivity, whether in the family unit 

or in the nation. In addition. Holy explains the Czechs' desire to level the perception of 

individual differences by "an ideal of unity in homogeneity," in my view also alluding to 

egalitarianism, which appears to have a long-standing tradition in the Czech lands (e.g., 

the Hussites and their Tabor, or the first Brethren community in Kunwald, cf 3.1.). 

In their early communities, "individualism was generally less prized by the Czech 

than his Anglo counterpart," and "one's individual identity was closely related to his 

family identity"(Machann and Mendl 1983: 72-73). Most early immigrants were 

cottagers (chalupnici) who desired and greatly valued the land ownership denied to them 

in their homeland, and who, after their arrival to America, often had to work for at least a 

year until they accumulated enough money to buy their own land (Ibid.: 73-74). A 

reflection of the foregoing point about the Slavs and the family and the Czechs' attitude 

toward individuality is the Texas Czechs' emphasis on the family solidarity and 

conformity: 

each family member primarily functioned as a part of the group rather than as an 

unattached individual. Fanuly solidarity without conscious consideration of 

individual self-interest or demand for remimeration was the norm. Conformity, 

not only in farming praaices but in family values, attitudes, and behavioral 

characteristics of all kinds, was part of the overall pattern (Ibid.: 76). 

Compared to their Anglo-American counterparts, Czechs then displayed less 

individualistic attitudes, although as Hannan (1985a: 36) rightly points out, there is much 

truth in the saying "anytime a Czech meets another Czech he starts an argument," and the 
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ability to subordinate one's personal needs to the needs of the community does not 

automatically mean that such community is stripped of disputes. 

Patriarchy was typical for the Czech farming families, but it would be a mistake 

to associate the father's leading role in the family with the absolute rule over his wife and 

children. Rather, the father was the ultimate authority in the decision-making (usually 

upon some discussion of the matter with his wife), and, if well-respected in the 

community, a role model for his off-spring. Skrabanek (1988:4) describes his own father 

this way in his autobiographical story about growing up in the small Texas community of 

Snook, in the 1920s and 1930s: 

The statement 'We are Czechs; they're Americans' always caught my attention, 
but especially when it was made in the booming voice of my father, respectfully 
known by all of my family members, including his wife, as Papa. Never once in 
my entire life did I hear any of our family members refer to him as dad, Daddy, 
Father, or any other term other than Papa, and this included all of his own 
grandchildren. Within the community, he was known by everyone but his 
relatives and the closest fiiends as Mr. John ... Papa was the no-nonsense, 
business-like, uncontested head of our household. 

In the same breath, however, the author brings up the image of his mother, illustrating 

what Machann and Mendl (1983: 76) refer to as "the balance between masculine and 

feminine values" within the Czech families: 

On the other hand. Mama had a gentle disposition and did not need to use 

forceful language, because her children would have done anything she wanted 

without having to be reminded of our heritage. Unlike Papa, she was called 

Grandma by her grandchildren, Mrs. Frances by most of the commimity 

residents, and Frances by her closest friends (Skrabanek 1988:4). 
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The duties within the family were divided, with the farm and the community 

business as the domain of the father, and the household left mainly in care of the mother. 

As for the children, the girls would typically start working in the kitchen and around the 

house and the boys would be assigned more 'masculine' tasks, usually accompanying the 

father. The families tried to be self-sufBcient, milking their cows, making butter and 

cheese, and often their own soap. Both girls and boys in their teens, however, had to help 

in the fields (Machann and Mendl 1983: 76; fieldnotes). This nature of family cooperation 

while performing heavy duty farm work has been described as striking to Anglo-

American Texans who "thought it odd or even morally wrong that (white) women and 

children would work in the field along with the adult males" (Ibid.: 78). 

Perhaps it was not by accident that the publishers of the periodical targeting Czech 

farmers was Hospoddf ('Husbandman'). The Czech farmer was fioigal and planned 

carefully the effective use of available resources. He was working hard and maintained 

his fields in a clean and orderly way (Ibid.: 78). Again in Skrabanek's (1988: 6-7) story 

we find an example of this attitude when the father, having ordered the children to help to 

chop the weeds in their com field the next day, responds to one child's daring argument 

that "Tommy Davis' daddy" does not do it, with "Well, that's just like those Americans -

they always look for the ways to get out of work. We don't do things this way. We're 

Czechs; they're Americans." 

Such statements, however, were typically far from expressing hostility, nor were 

they intended to instill a negative attitude toward Anglo-Americans in the children. In the 

initial stages, Czech farmers often needed advice of Anglo or German farmers who had 
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more experience farming specific land and crops (mainly cotton and com) in the climate 

very different from that of the Czech's homeland (Machaim and Mendl 1983: 80-81). In a 

mixed community, a fairly peaceful and uneventful coexistence of farmers of different 

ethnic backgrounds seems to have been a rule rather than an exception. 

Nonetheless, the preference for 'our own ways' by the Czechs provides for an 

interesting research question. Skrabanek (1988: 3) recalls that '"We're Czechs; they're 

Americans' was not necessarily the complete phrase, because often it was accentuated 

with the additional admonition - 'and you don't forget it!'. Even if the additional words 

were not spoken, the tone in which they were said made it clear that they were intended to 

be there." In another passage the author remembers how hearing this father's phrase felt, 

apparently without a clear understandmg in "what way" this impression "was true": 

The expression 'We are Czechs; they're Americans' seemed somehow or other to 

give the impression to us kids that we were a cut above the other white people 

who spoke English only and lived on small farms near our community. But in 

what way this was true was never clearly spelled out (Skrabanek 1988: 4). 

Having read such accounts of the 'we' vs. 'others' distinction, I wanted to leam 

about my informants' experiences in this respect. Therefore, my interviews included this 

and other questions inquiring about the attachment to the land, as well as morals and 

values instilled by the parents in their children who are today the parents and 

grandparents themselves, and whom I interviewed. 

The second additional feature that should be noted is the egalitarianism and 

cooperation in the community. Just as a typical Czech farming family was a close-knit 
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networic including the parents and anywhere from four to twelve (or more) children, all 

woiidng as a team, the community could be perceived as "a network of extended families, 

characterized by a common way of life, a common ethnic identity, in many cases a 

common church, as well as various kinship ties" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 82). Self-

sufiHciency was desirable and thus the community members usually developed a variety 

of cooperative projects to help themselves and the community. One of them was the "beef 

club".'^' In principle, the club was to assure that each member's family would have fresh 

meat for the following week. With only ice-boxes available at that time, such 

collaboration was invaluable. The members would decide in which order they would 

provide animals to be butchered each Saturday morning. The butcher not only killed the 

animal, cut out and divided the meat, but also kept records of how much meat and in what 

quality each club member received. These records helped determine which member 

'overpaid', or 'underpaid' in the amount and quality of the meat, collect additional 

payments from the 'overpaid', or compensate the 'underpaid' members. These Saturday 

morning meetings also gave the men the space and time to socialize. Thus the "beef club" 

demonstrates "the typical combination of utility with social interaction" (Ibid.: 84-85) 

within such cooperative enterprises. 

One of my informants described the handling of the meat as follows: 

'yog zme byli na farmi, tag zme nemSli icebox, tfeba jagzme dycky kupovali I'ed, 
a negdy dal tata maso - we belonged to that -
jedrm za tyden zabili — taky spolek, negdy pet farmefu, 
a dycky ten zabil tel 'a velike toten tyden, a na druhy tyden zas ten druhy, 
and we got meat, a tata to dal - dycky v patek zme dostali maso, 

A detailed description of the social structure and the forms of cooperation in the Czech fanning 
communities can be found la Skcabanek (1949,1950,19S1,1979,1983,1988). 
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a on to dal do studni tak - that far from water you know, tcan je chladno dolu... 
a potem zme zadb - si kupili jakysi boxu a dycky I 'ed zme dostali sto fimtu 
toi to trvalo negdy aji Styry pit dni.. 

'when we lived on the farm, we didn't have an icebox, like when we bought ice, 
and sometimes my dad gave the meat - we belonged to that [meat club] -
once a week they slaughtered - kind of a club, sometimes five farmers, 
and one killed a big calf one week, and another one the following week, 
and we got meat, and my dad put it - we always got the meat on Friday, 
and he put it in the well - that far from water you know, it's cold down there... 
and then we began - we bought sort of like a box and got a hundred poimds of ice, 
so it lasted even four, five days sometimes' [M-19-W] 

The lack of "class consciousness" in the Czech communities in Texas can be 

explained by the social ranks as cottagers or day-laborers {nddenici) to which most Czech 

farmers belonged prior to immigration to Texas, both ranks having very little or no land 

on their own. The richer farmers {rolnici) who were considering emigration, tended to 

leave the homeland much later (Machann and Mendl 1983: 74, 85). The history of the 

Hapsburg oppression in the Czech lands was probably the negative image linking in the 

minds of the first immigrants the oppression by foreigners with the class privilege. In 

short, they came "himgry for land and economic security, not class superiority," and "to 

be 'common' was seen by the majority of the Texas Czechs to be a virtue" (Ibid.). 

Machann and Mendl (1983) believe that since most Czechs in a commimity assimied 

social equality with other Czechs, their egalitarianism "contributed to the remarkable 

stability of the Texas Czech society and culture." They also provide some evidence that 

Czech farming communities exceeded their Anglo-American counterparts in both 

Although in Chapters 3 - 7 of this study I am primarily interested in the content of interviews, in some 
excerpts I also underline typical features of Texas Czech that I wish to highlight. In the last two lines of 
this excerpt note an instance of morphological integration (English: box > Texas Czech: boxa-NOM > 
boxu-ACC), and a case of semantic scope underspecification by the influence of English {trvalo / 'it 
lasted') instead of the full Czech vydrielo / 'it lasted'). I focus on linguistic features in Chapter 8. 
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community stability and effective fanning practices (Ibid.). If only economically 

motivated, such egalitarianism appears more substantiated than die belief that individuals 

are equal in nature which Holy (1996: 72) finds typical for Czechs in the Czech Republic, 

and which he labels "the Czech egalitarian ethos." Yet I believe that his perception of 

Czechs in the Czech Republic today and the described tendency among the Czech 

immigrants of the 19"* and early 20'*' century to see their fellow Czechs as social equals 

are related; in my view they point to the very nature of Czechness.'^' 

In sum, the early Czech communities were cohesive in nature. Some of them were 

almost one hundred percent Czech (such as Skrabanek's Snook), and where they were a 

minority, they were usually able to create "a Czech enclave," also protected by the 

opposition to intermarriage at least till the late 1930s (Macharm and Mendl 1983: 219). 

Czech farmers valued and needed collaboration, whether in lending farming equipment to 

each other or helping with harvest when a neighbor fell ill.'^~ Their social and cultural life 

evolved around the church and the hall (usually SPJST). Local lodges of fraternal 

organizations were formed (cf. 3.5.4.), importantly "by Czechs for Czechs" (Gallup 1995: 

11), community members met to worship God in their local chiu-ch, and children started 

going to school as soon as the community had the means to build one (cf. 3.5.5.). The 

family life and the concept of family farm were one; arguably, "the accelerated trend 

Needless to say that the overall lack of individual drive and assertiveness was a welcome capital for the 
pursuits of the former Communist regime in Czechoslovakia. Egalitarianism was consistent with their 
ideology. After the political situation changed in the late 1980s, the adjustment to a more aggressive 
mari^et - in skills and goods alike — has been a painful experience for many. 

Some form of this mutual aid has been preserved to the present day, usually to help a community 
member to cover high medical expenses. Typically, the local newspaper publishes an announcement and an 
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away from that concept in the forties helps explain the rapid decline of Texas Czech 

culture" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 81). 

3.6. FOCAL COMMUNITIES: SOCIOfflSTORICAL BACKGROUND 

3.6.1. Granger (Williamson County, population 1,190) 

The ensuing version of the history of Granger is pieced together from the history 

of the Catholic parish, from the mentions of Granger's involvement in the beginnings of 

the Unity of the Brethren in Texas, from the story of Mrs. Ella Hill, the local historian 

who compiled the History of Granger 1882-1912, published as a series in the Granger 

News at the occasion of the town's centennial in 1982, from my fieldnotes, and excerpts 

from interviews.Ella Hill begins the history of Granger in 1882, when a group of 

carpenters came to this area to build a railroad and a depot. The surname of the chief 

engineer of one of the crews was Granger; hence the name of the town. Within the same 

year, the railroad to Taylor was built and Granger, which started as a station on the 

Missouri Pacific Railroad, was later integrated with the Missouri-Kansas and Texas 

Railway Company, and ftirther expanded (Hill 1982 part 1:1). Ella Hill's account shows 

that the first settlers were Anglo-Americans, and theirs were also the first businesses in 

town, even though Czechs began to settle in this area as early as 1881 {Nc^e dejiny 1939: 

195); apparently, only after Granger's Czech commimity grew stronger and more visible, 

it became to be known as "one of the most Czech towns in Texas," as well as one of the 

invitation to a potluck dinner. Sometimes local musicians contribute their services as well. The proceeds 
from meals sold are donated to the person in need (e.g.. Granger News /05(20): 1). 
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oldest Czech settlements in Williamson County (Ibid.: 194). With time, the railroad began 

to mark the ethnic division of the town with Anglo-Americans settling on the East, and 

Czech immigrants on the west side of the tracks. The local historian does not note this 

fact but states that the town grew along the main (Davilla) street on both sides of the 

tracks. 

By the 1890s, Granger had several churches: Methodist (1885), Baptist (1886), 

Presbyterian (1890), Christian (early 1890s), Catholic (1891), and Brethren (1892). 

Granger's population grew from 361 to 841 in the 1900s and to 1,708 inhabitants by 

1910. The town began to flourish with growing businesses, among which we find a 

respectable nimiber of merchandise stores run by Czechs. In 1906, a two-story mall called 

A.W. Storrs was built on the east side of town. Its second floor housed an important 

cultural center of the town, the Storrs Opera House. As for industry and farming. Granger 

had an oil mill by 1907, and intensive farming of both Anglo-American and Czech 

farmers made the town "one of the best cotton producing areas in the state" (Hill 1982 

part II and III: 1,6-7). 

The first Granger public school dates back to 1887. Country schools (among them 

Friendship, Moravia, Macedonia, and Palacky schools) serving the settlements 

surrounding Granger were consolidated within the Granger Independent School District 

between 1948 and 1958 (Mikulencak 1992: 4). All these schools were attended by many 

Czech children from the farms around Granger. The "little white schoolhouse" from 1887 

A valuable source is also Barbara McCandless' book Equal before the lens, a unique story of Granger 
from 1924 till 1955 as documented through the photographs of the local photographer Jno. P. Trlica. 
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was later replaced by a new building which has housed Granger High School since 1925. 

The continuous need for expansion of its premises has been motivated by the annual 

increase in the number of students from the District. For example, the school served 

about 300 students in 1995 but over 400 in 1997 (Mikulencak 1992; F-31-G). 

Granger did not have its own Catholic church until 1891, and Father Chromiik of 

Fayetteville visited the town until then (Habenicht 1910: 89). Attending worship services 

in Taylor, about twelve miles away from Granger, usually required an overnight stay in 

Taylor {Nose dejiny 1939: 195). The church was eventually built on the 'Czech side' of 

the town and dedicated to Saint Cyril and Methodius by Father ChromCik.'^^ The first 

Czech permanent priest was Father FrantiSek Pfidal who served Granger parish from 

1893 till 1895. After his transfer. Rev. FrantiSek Machafi was appointed and remained 

pastor through two brief periods till 1902. He was instrumental in the fomiation of the 

KJT lodge #28 Svaty Cyril a Metodej (St. Cyril and Methodius) in 1895. 

Also during his time, the first Czech Catholic school was built in 1899 and since 

1901 taught by the Sisters of the Divine Providence order of San Antonio, most of them 

Czech-speaking. Father Pfidal returned to serve the parish in 1902. The initial guidance of 

these two Czech priests (Father Pfidal came from the Olomouc area in Moravia) 

apparently nurtured the Czechness of its parishioners. As Loretta Mikulencak (1993: 6) of 

Granger writes, "the Czech influence of [the church's] beginning remains an integral part 

of the heart and soul of this parish." 

I base most of this historical overview of the Catholic church in Granger on Loretta Mikulencak's 
publication Texas Historical Marker Dedication, October 31, 1993, which draws on NaSe dSjiny (1939). 
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A new school was built in 1902. Its second floor was reserved for parish 

celebrations, including the children's performances of Czech plays. When the church 

damaged by a hurricane in 1915 had to be rebuilt, stained glass windows and some of the 

statues for the new church were imported from the Czech lands. In addition to the already 

existing M/T lodge #28, Al/ZT lodge #18 5v. Helena was formed in 1906 (Janak 1994: 

134), another Al/Tlodge #53 Sv. Cyril in 1909 (Ibid.: 130), and Katolicky Delnik 

(Catholic Workman) in 1911. Upon the tragic death of Father Pfidal in 1926, Reverend 

John Vam'Cek, who served the Fayetteville parish until then, was named pastor in 

Granger. As I gather from my fieldwork experience. Father Vani'Cek's thirty five years of 

service (1927-1962) had an immeasurable impact on ethnic consciousness of Czech 

Catholics in Granger. His era falls within the period during which many of Grangerites I 

have met and interviewed grew up and began their own families. What they especially 

vividly rememeber is Father Vam'Cek's enflaming love for the old country and for the 

Czech language. In the following, Mrs. Mikulen^ak (1993: 10; emphasis added) 

remembers Father Vam'dek's classes of catechism in the Catholic school: 

To those of us who passed through the portals of the S.S. Cyril and Methodius 
school during those years, he was pure enchantment and we the ultimate fertile 
ground for his message. Each week he came, daily, dividing his time among the 
four classrooms of the old frame building, and in his native Czech, instilled in us 
his especial love for the Virgin Mary, brought to vivid life each and every one of 
the saints and seemingly, effortlessly, revealed to us the message and content of 
the Bible in its entirety. Also, seemingly without effort, he made m forever 
Czech. From him we learned to sing his patriotic songs of the land of our 
forefathers... 

As for the status of Czech in the Catholic school in the late 1930s, Machann and Mendl 

(1983: 48) drawing on NaSe dijiny (1939: 204) note that "as late as 1938 there were over 
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200 children of Czech descent in the Catholic school and all reportedly were fluent in the 

Czech language." The Knights of Columbus organized their local council in 1957, and the 

Altar Society, just as important for today's life of parishioners, was reorganized in 1961. 

In the late 1930s, the Nasinec Publishing Company began to operate in Granger 

(cf. 3.5.6.), through the years of its operation in its permanent building on Davilla Street 

enriching the history of Czech ethnicity in the town. From 1943 till 1962, assistant pastors 

were appointed to relieve some of Msgr. VaniCek's duties. One of his assistants was 

Reverend George Tydlacka who later served as pastor from 1965 till 1981. Also Father 

Tydlacka came from the Czech descent and was able to use his native tongue in sermons. 

He, however, came at the time when the Czech language use in this context had been, for 

the most part, replaced by the use of English. As early as in 1947, "the Czech language 

was no longer in use in the new curriculum" of the Catholic school(Mikulencak 1993: 

11). Despite this change. Reverend Tydlacka has been always supportive of the Senior 

Czech choir whose performance at an early Sunday mass, held once a month, includes a 

few Czech songs. One of my informants who today serves as a Choir director told me that 

she was proud to have kept her promise to Father Tydlacka to never stop singing in Czech 

(nepfestanu spivat cesky) (F-32-G*). 

The parish experienced an important change also during the time of Reverend Ben 

Mazurkiewicz who became the assistant pastor in the late 1950s. Under his leadership, 

the parish built the Saint Cyril and Methodius parish hall in 1959, which is the site of 

Yet Czech was most likely used in Granger's Catholic church as long as a Czech-speaking priest was 
available, i.e., until the early 1960s (K. Hannan, p. c., July 13,1998). 
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most of the community's social, cultural, and recreational activities today. Msgr. John 

Vam'Cek died in 1962. Msgr. Edward Radbroker, who served the parish since 1988, was 

only recently succeeded by Rev. Robert Kind (Granger News 103(20): 1), another pastor 

of Czech descent. Every summer, the church holds the Vacation Bible School, naturally 

in English. In summary, while the shiit from Czech to English in church, commimity and 

family life in Granger began after World War Two, when Msgr. John VanfCek, the most 

influential advocate of his beloved language, died, so did his 'imposition' of Czech on the 

parishioners. Today, the language maintains a dwindling existence in the church through 

occasional performances of Czech songs by the Senior Czech Choir. 

Granger has been an important part of the history of the Unity of the Brethren in 

Texas (cf. 3.5.3.). Just like Czech Catholics, Czech Protestants began to settle in the area 

in the 1880s. The first Brethren services in Granger were held in the building of Moravia 

school, southeast of Granger (Unity: 44). Reverend Adolph Chlumsky of Brenham, who 

then traveled to Granger to serve his fellow church members, encouraged them to 

establish their own church. As a result, the congregation was founded in 1892 (the sixth 

oldest in the state of Texas). Father Chlumsky continued to commute from Brenham to 

lead their services till 1910. Meanwhile, the church building was erected (1901) nearby 

the Catholic church (i.e., on the 'Czech side'). In 1903, representatives of eleven 

congregations met in Granger to discuss the formation of an independent church, and the 

Unity of the Brethren was then officially organized. The first residential pastor was 
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Reverend Jozef Barton,whose service (1910-1945) spanned thirty five years {Unity: 

45; Mikulencak 1993). Other preachers' surnames are also distinctly Czech, including 

LukSa, Vavfina, Hejl, §im£ik, Skfivmek, Marek, and Beseda. Most preachers after Rev. 

Barton had more than one parish in their care and visited Granger Brethren church for 

services.'^^ Gordon Hejl and Frank §im2ik represent the few pastors who lived in the 

parsonage (G. Heisch, p. c., July 25, 1998). 

Granger Brethren church was engaged in the beginnings of the Unity's Sunday 

school (first held in Taylor in 1909), which has remained active in Granger until the 

present day {Unity. 93, 103). The first class of the Hus school (cf. 3.5.3.) was also taught 

in Granger (1914). Granger then maintained the school for the next five years, and again 

in 1921. In addition, the Unity^s convention in 1927 was held in Granger (Ibid.: 114-115), 

which again suggests that this congregation, albeit small, established itself as an active 

body within the church. The current pastor, Albert Michalik, was transferred to Granger 

after the years of service in Zabcikville, Crosby, Pasadena, Nelsonville, Wesley, 

Caldwell, New Tabor, Dimebox, and West. His many moves well illustrate the mobility 

of Brethren ministers in Texas. Bom in 1925, he entered the profession at the time when 

the Unity of the Brethren was officially no longer a "language" church. While he still 

preached in Czech during his time in West (1953-1960), he was one of the younger 

This pastors' first name is spelled with a /z/ (Jozef) on the historical marker outside the church in 
Granger. Standard Czech requires an /s/ (Josef). It is my speculation that the composers of the text on the 
marker spelled his name as they heard it pronounced in Moravian (s>z). This has been shown a typical 
feature of tombstone texts written by the descendants of Czech immigrants from Moravia in Texas 
communities (Eckert 1993,1998). 

Taylor, about twelve miles away from Granger, has its own Brethren church. The distance is no longer 
as inconvenient as in the days of first Czech pioneers. 
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preachers "instrumental in the language change" in the church, supporting what the 

church leaders saw as inevitable (A. Michalik, p. c., November 5,1997). Current church 

members remember the replacement of Czech in the church as a gradual process, but their 

memories confirm the 1940s as a breaking point.While one informant recalls being 

confirmed in Czech in the 1930s, another tells me that her confirmation in 1948 was 

conducted in English. Still in the 1950s, Czech services were held every fifth Sunday (G. 

Heisch, p. c., July 25, 1998). Granger's Brethren congregation today is very small, 

averaging 30 to 50 members, and all services are conducted in English. 

There is no set time throughout the year for the Brethren church choir to sing in 

Czech, although they occasionally perform a few hymns in Czech (e.g., at the occasion of 

the community-wide celebration of Czech Heritage Week, organized by the Travis-

Williamson Chapter of the CHST in 1996; F-34-G). In addition to all-year-round Sunday 

school, the church members organize the Bible school, a week of Bible study for children 

during the summer. Overall, while this small church remains active in the community, the 

Czech language has been fiilly replaced by English in both services and interaction among 

its members. Yet even today it is possible to find speakers of Czech among Protestants 

and Catholics alike. I return to my informants' retention of Czech in Chapter 8. 

The first two decades of operation of Granger National Bank, founded by Czech 

Catholics in 1919-1920, is recorded in the Czech Catholic history of Granger Nose dejiny 

(1939: 203). The bank, located on the former 'Czech side' of the town, always 

Similar to the Catholic church (cf. note 136), however, it seems that the Czech language was not fully 
replaced by English until the 1960s (according to F-I3-G, until 1964 or 1965). 
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"advertised itself as vase ceskd banka ('your Czech bank') in Czech language 

periodicals" (Machann and Mendl 1983:48). Today, the Granger National Bank is 

regularly advertised in the Czech weekly Nominee, but with a new slogan: "^Slotdime 

potfebe obce" ('We serve the needs of the community'). Also the First State Bank 

(started in 1938), located on the 'American side' of Granger, advertises in Nasinec\ its 

slogan reads: "Courteous - Convenient - Dependable." These two slogans show the 

"Czechness" vs. "Americanness" in their respective rtietorical appeal. The contrast is 

detectable in both the language choice and content, with the needs of the community 

highlighted in the former, and efficiency of service in the latter. Even today all members 

of the Granger National Bank's board of directors are of Czech descent. 

Granger of the first half of this century was a very different place to live not only 

with respect to the diversity of businesses and shopping choices. In addition to the 

performances in the Opera House, motion pictures shows (which some correspondents to 

Nasinec translate literally as pohyblive obrdzky instead offilm or kino used in full Czech), 

were a part of the town's cultural entertainment till the mid-1950s. Nor does the 

liveliness of evenings in Granger's streets compare to the present. One informant told 

me: 

(1) ""jag V sobotu g veceru, toz tady byly ty story, to bylo Secko otevfene feknime do devit hodin 
veder, nekefi aji dele, zme sedili na schodkach na saidvoku a mluvili, a fSil je to fSecko...fiecko 
to zahynuld" 

'on Saturday evening, well there were those stores, it was all open till, say, nine in the evening, 
some even longer, we would sit on the stairs on the sidewalk and talk and now it's all...it has all 
died' [M-IO-G]"' 

&t6ry / 'stoie-PL' and saidvok / 'sidewalk' are typical cases of moiphological intergrations of nouns (cf. 
Chapter 8, 8.1.4.). (s > §) in Stdry has been explained by Gennan influence (Kutera 1989; Smith 1991). 
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This excerpt does not suggest that today community members no longer meet and 

socialize; during my stay in Granger, there was hardly any day without some type of 

community activity, usually held in the parish hall. Rather, it shows that the social life in 

the days of the flourishing Czech-speaking community which coincide with the days of 

the town's economic prosperity, is a matter of the past. 

Czechs in Granger started their SOKOL unit in 1909 (Janak 1994: 153). It must 

have been dormant already in the late 1920s, as only my informants bom in the 1910s 

remember its activities, including gymnastics and theater performances. Most of my 

informants, however, remember another type of activity, the beseda dancing. Immediately 

after Msgr. Vanidek's death. Father George Doskocil was appointed as pastor and Father 

Frank Miller as his assistant. Apparently, Father Miller initiated interest in this Czech 

traditional dance among both children and adults. The group was most active from 1962 

to 1965, performing state-wide, but a later attempt to revive the group was short-lived. 

The church choir sang the long beseda song to the dance performed by three circles of 

children (from seven to fifteen year olds) dressed in kroje (modified costumes; cf. 3.5.7.). 

Similar to the regrets about the decline of the language, those who were involved in the 

beseda dancing wish they would have at least recorded the song accompanying what 

some of them call "pravd moravskd beseda^"" dance ('genuine Moravian beseda'). Granger 

also had several Czech bands, such as Ba£a band and Bohdf band. Danny IDrozd, a Czech 

musician who became popular throughout the state, had his roots in (what today is) the 

Granger Lake area. 
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Two local lodges of SPJSTbacvc existed throughout tfie town's history, also 

shaping its social life. The first lodge (#20) Komensky (Comenius) was organized as early 

as 1897. The 1980 report concludes that '^though the Lodge 20 has not grown, it has not 

declined" {SPJST History: 180). The second lodge (#109) Radecky was organized in 1912 

but disbanded in 1961 (Ibid.: 242). Lodge Komensky has remained active in Granger, 

although the members' involvement does not compare to that in the past. The SPJSThaSX 

was built in 1909 and later expanded (Ibid.: 179). Some informants remember weddings, 

dances, and other socials being held in this beautiful hall, which is only rarely used for 

such purposes today. Lodge #11 of RVOS was formed in 1904 (Ibid.: 149). 

As for the businesses of later origin, the Blackland Cooperative Gin (1937) 

deserves a mention as it represents the many gins in the area before the World War II. A 

restaurant especially popular among the Grangerites of Czech descent is Jeny's Place 

located on Highway 95, started by a Czech in 1982. In one of my informants' view, most 

Czechs usually go to Jerry's and '"Amerikdni a Mexikdnf ('Americans and Mexicans') to 

the Waterin' Hole, a pub located on Davilla Street (M-46-G). My observations do not 

contradict his opinion: I have met a number of Czechs in the Jerry's place but was not 

introduced to any in the Waterin' Hole. While all Grangerites naturally have access to 

either restaurant, this informant's view and my observation combined imply a still 

existing, albeit much subtler, 'we' vs. 'others' division in the town. 

Some other businesses, such as Ca-Ce-Len Manufacturing, Inc., a clothing factory 

started in 1976, or Vacek's Grocery and Meat Market which opened in 1987, illustrate the 

economic decline of the town since the 1970s. While still in operation two years prior to 
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my fieldwork {Granger News 100(6): 20), their buildings were empty and deteriorating, 

in 1997. In case of Vacek's grocery store, it was mainly Taylor-based Walmart and 

H*E*B that drove the owner to close down.'"*® Particularly my older informants would 

usually finish their bleak description of the state of businesses in Granger by, "and now 

we don't even have a full grocery store" (F-31-G). An eighty four year old woman 

followed up on my comment that the town seems to be dying, specifically mentioning 

Vacek's grocery store: 

(2) 'yo velice moc, protoj tody neni zddne zamistndni, ty obchody zaviraju, nemoiu na tern 
vydilata nemame tody erocemi Story, a musime jezdit' do Taylor...a mili zme tu dobreho 
obchodnika, ale nemohl na to vychoditmitsel pfestattak to mil pikne zafizene secko, a my 
zme u niho pofdd kupovali, ale nekefi lidi radSi jeli negde jinde toz to nemohl udrzat 

'yeah, a lot, because there're no jobs, those stores are dying, they can't profit, and we don't have 
a grocery store and have to go to Taylor... and we used to have a good businessman, but he could 
not make it, had to quit, he had it all arranged so nice, and we always shopped in his store, but 
some people preferred going somewhere else so he couldn't keep it going' [F-13-G] 

Overall economic decline has been obvious to everybody. Once piece of history 

that feeds into the current situation of declining prosperity is a controversial construction 

of the Granger Lake about seven miles from Granger, where Friendship, a small 

corrunimity with a slightly earlier settlement with its own school (1873), used to exist.'"*' 

One informant's explanation of the consequences that the construction of Granger Dam 

140 davno to byio nineteen twenty, taefy bylo v sobotu dycky lid'a ze nemohpa sajdvoku skorem 
choditale ty — co tody iecko skazilo Walmart jak tady je v Taylor a K Mart, ty vel 'ke — a HEB " ('Way 
back in the 1920 there were so many people here that one abnost couldn't walk on the sidewalk, but those -
what spoiled it all [were] Walmart here in Taylor and K Mart, those big - and HEB') [M-IO-G]. This 
informant continued to reason that not only the big stores have lower prices, but also when the cars became 
available, people could start shopping elsewhere, and thus many stores in Granger closed down. Similarly, 
McCandless (1992:41) links the town's economic decline with the explosion of the automobile industry. 

I claim no authority on the true benefits and drawbacks of this project for the town of Granger. My 
description only summarizes the insiders' views on the matter. 
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had for the town is worth reproducing as it summarizes all major points mentioned in this 

and other interviews: 

(3) "7b tody pro Granger to nebylo dobre, to tarn zebrali tisice akru zemS, a to uSkodilo Skole, 
uSkodilo mistu a Secko, lidi se museli vystdhovat pry6, a...feknime patnast dvacet roku od 
dneska to tarn nebitde enem secko blato. (Proc?) Jag pfijdu velke deSti, toz to hlirm to Secko here 
voda a to zostane v leiku. %d fcilej se to pozfia. Tody ftedova nekefi byli z Grenzu a oni byli moc 
pro to...skrz chranit' tarn ty farmefe tarn na Brazos River, co by mdostali tychpovodni, oni 
nekefi myslelize topomoze mistu, ze se lidi tuna budu stihovat a co by byli blisko leiku...a kde 
byli bokni co chodil sent na ryby co sent byl kluk, to je secko tarn zarostene busami a secko ze 
pfes to nepfeJdeS...'" 

'It was not good for Granger, they took away thousands of acres of land, and it harmed the 
school, harmed the city and all, people had to move out, and...say fifteen twenty years from now 
it all won't be but mud. (Why?) When big rains come, well the water will take the earth and all, 
and it will get stuck in the lake, you can already tell. There were some in Granger back then and 
they were for it a lot, to protect those farmers there on Brazos River so that they don't get those 
floods, some thought it would help the city, that people will be moving here (and) so that they are 
closer to the lake...and at places with streams where I would go to fish as a boy, it's all 
overgrown with bushes and all that you can't cross it...' 

[Houses can be only build behind the fence as the water levels are unstable...] 

'Wac budeS tarn stavit dyz se nedostanes g vodi?...oni zadli na tym asi reknime asi fifty six -
eight, of course they started to buy land earlier, nekefi nesceli to prodat', se sudili a prohrali, a 
nekery ten farmer mil uz feknime sedesat roku nebo tak, to ttz je pozdi v svojim zivote se 
stihovat' a zadat znovu. Toz. zaplatili za rem...well nekefi dostali dobru cenu a nekefi ne, jag 
kefi, a nekefi se sudili a eStiprohrali tagje to stale vjec." 

'Why would you build if you can't get to the water?... they started on it maybe say maybe fifty six 
- eight, some didn't want to sell and took it to the court and lost, and sometimes that farmer was 
already say sixty years old or so, that's too late in your life to move and start over. Well, they 
paid for the land...well, some got a good price and some not, depends, and some filed a suit and 
lost so it cost them more...' [M-10-G] 

In sum, while the government did provide some reimbursement to the former land 

owners, ultimately this project, completed in 1977, displaced the farming families from 

the area, severing the ties of life-long residents with their true home and leaving many in 

a difficult financial situation. I remember driving through the town with a woman who 

now lives in the city but often comes to visit her hometown. She told me her version of 
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what happened when the Dam was built and then remariced, ''their souls died when the 

lake was built" (F-37 bom in Granger*). 

Also in the 1970s, the Opera House was torn down. It appears that Ae two points 

in time that informants tend to compare are the 1940s when they ''had three grocery stores 

full stocked, doctors like three at a time, lawyers like five at a time," and "every building 

was a business" (F-31-G), and the 1970s, when the decline began to personally affect the 

lives of residents. They seem to agree that "since the 1939 till late 1970s the town looked 

pretty much the same" (F-43-G*). What became available during this time, however, was 

the Bluebonnet Nursing Center. Opened in 1971, the Nursing Center has been operated 

by pemianent staff and with help of volunteers {Granger News 100(6): 4). In the spring of 

1998, Granger finally got its grocery store back when the Bohuslav family from Bartlett 

opened their full-service grocery store on Davilla street (Granger News 103(6): 1). 

Presently, Granger has four churches with weekly services: St. Cyril and 

Methodius Catholic church. Granger Brethren church (both on the historically 'Czech' 

side). First Baptist church (with a small but some Czech membership), and First United 

Methodist church. In addition, the smaller St. Loweall Baptist church and Juda Baptist 

church meet for services twice a month. 

The town's cemeteries, interesting sites for ethnolinguistic research by 

themselves, allow one to trace the process of language change by studying the tombstone 

inscriptions, from the oldest ones still in Czech (or Czech Moravian) to the latest 

The sciapbook compiled in 1994 by two fonner residents of Friendship, Mrs. Hutchinson and Mrs. 
Heisch, preserves memories of the community and clipping from newspapers of that time. 
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inscriptions written fully in English including the anglicized surnames of the deceased. 

Friendship/Machu cemetery was originally located in the Friendship community and 

moved to Granger before the dam construction began. Alongside Avith this small burial 

site we find the Catholic Holy Cross cemetery with the graves of^^Dstp. Frantisek Pridal" 

(died 1926), and "Right Reverend Msgr. John Vanicek" (died 1962), the first inscription 

written in Czech with Father's surname anglicized {Dstp. stands for Reverend), and the 

latter one fully in accord with conventions of other English-inscribed tombstones. The 

dedication on the cross erected next to Rev. Pridal's grave reads: '^Hrbitov Sv. Kfize 

zalozen L. P. 1912. Kfiz darovali Valentin a Filomena Bartos" ('The Holy Cross 

Cemetery established in 1912. The cross donated by Valentin and Filomena Bartos'). 

The Brethren Cemetery is located in between the Machu and Holy Cross 

cemeteries. The boundaries between the Catholic and the Brethren cemeteries are blurred, 

with graves of Catholics entering the site of the Brethren cemetery and vice versa. Rev. 

Chlumsky's tombstone bears an elaborate Czech inscription including ""Zakladatel Ev. 

Jednoty CM Bratfi v 5.^4." ('the founder of the Evangelical Unity of the Czech Moravian 

Brethren in North America'), ^^Pravda zviteziV ('the truth will win'), and "5 Kristem k 

svobodel" ('with Christ to freedom').'"" Located across the road is the Granger City 

Cemetery for all but Catholics and Brethren. Even a glance at the tombstones shows many 

more English-sounding surnames than the other three. Finally, the second Catholic 

Eva Eckert (1993, 1997, 1998) argues that the language of tombstone inscriptions shows the 
perseverance of distinct ethnic identity in many historically Czech communities in Texas. 

Shortening of vowel length is a Moravian feature particularly distinct in Lachian dialects (here, Bratfi, in 
Standard Czech Bratfi). When the inscription is considered as a whole, variability in vowel length shows 
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cemetery called Calvary is found on the west side of the town. Again, the majority of the 

names are Czech. Interestingly, the gate to this small cemetery is decorated with the 

typical ""Odpocirae vpokojT ('rest in peace'), but with the faulty spelling; "the letter /j/ is 

reversed and /n/ is not accented. In addition, full Czech requires the imperfective 

odpodivejte instead of perfective odpocinte. Linguistic concerns aside, I see this 

inscription as an expression of the authors' desire to welcome visitors to the cemetery in 

Czech, hence as a display of ethnic pride. 

To close, the claim that Granger is "one of the most Czech towns" in Texas as 

described in Nose dejiny (1939:204) still holds, although its Czechness has been 

transformed throughout its history. Granger's business district does not seem to be 

growing, even though the return of a full-service grocery store is a sign of improvement. 

It appears unlikely that the town will ever need another Commercial Hotel, which had 

more than enough customers since 1880, when it was built, till the late 1920s. On the 

other hand, the town's growth appears to come from an increasing number of new 

residents who desire a quiet and safe small town life. The town's economic prosperity is a 

problem, however, as the residential growth by itself does not lead to the much needed 

growth in the town's economy; that is. Granger remains a nice place to live, but jobs are 

scarce and bringing in a new business takes courage. In excerpt (4) below, one of my 

informants identifies the World War II as the breakthrough time for the Czech "cultural" 

community in Granger: 

interaction of Standard Czech and Moravian dialectal features (i.e., zvitizi is spelled correctly with both 
vowels lengthened). 
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(4) '̂ m say - early forties there was a great change in this community because of the war. So 
many of our young men went to the service and fiom that time - many of them didn't return back 
to the area because they saw better things elsewhere. They didn't care to come back to their 
cultural community, and many of them went to school and bettered themselves through other 
channels besides their culture. And the automation and mechanization came into their cultural 
commmity, so they did not need to man power...any small rural community is shrinking, because 
people have had to escape fix>m this 'cause they [the communities] wouldn't have room for 
everybody in their culture." [M-26-G] 

3.6.2. West (McLennan County, population 2,515) 

My overview of the history of West draws mainly on Asperson (1969), Karlik 

(1972), on my fieidnotes, and excerpts from interviews. Asperson's history has been 

published and is available to West residents for purchase in their public library. One 

recurring theme in the accoimts of West's history is the effect of cultural differences and 

of imbalance in ethnic composition of the city on its ultimate growth; Asperson (1969), 

for example, underscores the crucial role of this aspect by adding the theme "the conflict 

of conservative cultures" to the title of his book. 

Bold Springs was one of the four settlements within the McLennan County when 

the county was established in 1850 (Asperson 1969: 5). Later known as Bold Springs, 

this is the settlement to which the city of West traces its history. Ah^ady the population 

of Bold Springs included the first European immigrants, mainly Czechs and Germans. 

Thomas M. West was a rancher in the area before the outbreak of Civil War. After his 

return from the Confederate Army, he had to resettle because the Army confiscated his 

cattle during the War. He fovmd a new location "within the northeastern limits of the 

present city of West" (Karlik 1972: 2,17-18). In addition to his ranching, Thomas West 

began a store on the Dallas Road leading to Waco and took over the duties of a 

postmaster for Bold Springs in 1873. The Czech immigration to Bold Springs continued; 
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they were "Moravians but were called 'Bohemians'" by their Anglo-American neighbors 

abid.: 19,22). 

The small town of Tours nearby the present city of West was first settled by 

several German families in 1872. They named their community St. Martinsville because 

they arrived on the day dedicated to St. Martin of Tours (France). Later, with the 

establishment of the post office, the name was changed to Tours. In the late 1870s and 

early 1880s, Czech settlers began arriving in the same area. Surnames of some of the 

early Czech settlers in the West area, such as Masek (later 'Mashek'), Stanislav, 

Urbanovsky or Bezdek (later 'Bezdek'), still resound among the names of West residents 

today. The settlements patterned Protestant or Catholic religious preference of the 

immigrants. Mostly Catholic Czechs, together with Catholic Germans, settled the land 

between Bold Springs and Tours (Ibid.: 25-26).'"*^ 

Similar to Granger, the railroad construction accelerated the establishment of the 

West community. This time, the Missouri Kansas and Texas Railroad (Katy), purchased 

the land to build the road through Hillsboro to Waco. Thomas West sold part of this land 

and when the railroad reached the site of his store, his name began to be used in reference 

to the former Bold Springs community. An official map of the town from 1882 sealed its 

permanent name as West (Ibid.: 27-28). The Katy Railroad depot began to function as 

the center aroimd which the city of West would continue to grow in later years. It was 

reconstructed and tumed into a community museum in the fall of 1997. 

According to Asperson (1969:45), however, Protestant and Catholic Germans in the city of West 
tended to settle together, apait fiom the Czechs and Anglo-Americans (emphasis added). 
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A number of Czech and German immigrants who were among later arrivals to the 

area often lacked the funds to buy the land and had to begin as sharecroppers for Anglo-

American settlers who have already established their farms; only later they could 

purchase the land on their own. The agricultural landscape began to change before the 

turn of the century as the interest in apparently more profitable cotton farming gradually 

overrode the traditional focus on ranching. Czechs and Germans were instrumental in this 

change; working as a family unit (cf. 3.5.8.) they managed to cultivate and harvest crops, 

as well as help their Anglo-American neighbors in exchange for additional earnings 

abid.:31). 

The first businesses that joined Thomas West's store were run by Anglo-

American Protestants. The Bold Springs Missionary Church that akeady served the Bold 

Spring residents since 1858 moved to West in 1882. The Presbyterian, Christian, and 

Methodist congregations organized in the 1870s and 1880s all met in this Baptist church, 

which remained the largest in the city of West until 1902. Catholics built their church at 

Tours m 1874. One of the preachers who commuted to Tours for services was Josef 

Chromdik. With the churches, small country schools in the area appeared as well. The 

city's first (private) school was established in 1890 (Ibid.: 34-36; Asperson 1969: 19, 30, 

35), and a new public school was built and expanded during the first decade of this 

century. Czech was not the language of instruction in the public schools; with the 

immersion in the English speaking environment, the amount of Czech spoken among the 
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Czech classmates varied depending on the ethnic composition of their classes.'^ The 

West Independent School District was organized in 1923 (Asperson 1969: 35), presently 

with four schools in the city: the Catholic St. Mary's elementary school, a public 

elementary school, a middle school, and West High School (built 1923), for which the 

construction of a new complex has been underway since the simmier of 1998 (West News 

108(22): 1). 

The city of West was incorporated in 1892. The city government, acting on "the 

traditional Anglo-Protestant Puritan morality," banned all athletic events on Sundays and 

restricted the sale of alcohol. No regulations at that time indicated "the existence of the 

nativist sentiment opposing the recently-settled minority group, the Czech-Catholics" 

(Asperson 1969: 32), but once the growth of the city's founding Anglo-Protestant 

population began to lag behind the continuous influx (and typically larger families) of 

Czech and German immigrants, the conflict of differing conservative cultures was 

imminent. 

The city growth was naturally associated with the establishment of new 

businesses. The local newspaper, the West Times, appeared in 1890 (cf. 3.5.6.), the first 

bank in West was founded by Thomas West in 1893, and two more followed during the 

first decade of this century. Also the first cotton gins were built in the area; West Cotton 

Mill was founded in 1900. John Stanislav, a Czech Catholic settler and a successful 

farmer, helped break the grounds for economic collaboration between the Anglo-

Karlik (1972:62) reports that ''schools where the majority of students were Anglo-American prohibited 
the use of any other language than English and fights between representatives of each ethnic group were 
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American and 'foreign' Czech Catholics through his purchase of a respectable stock in 

the Mill''*^ (Ibid.: 33-34,43; Karlik 1972: 41). At this time, the names of Czechs among 

business owners appeared very sparingly, although the honor of being "the oldest 

business establishment in West in continuous operation" (Ibid.; 45) does belong to one 

started by Czechs: The Nemecek Brothers Meat Market that John NSmeCek together with 

his sons opened in 1896 has remained in its original location for more than one hundred 

years. 

The boost for railroad business was stimulated by a quite unusual spectacle 

planned and organized by Katy, the head-on collision of two locomotives in 1896 

(Asperson 1969:45). Even today West residents tend to believe that this event made West 

famous and raised awareness of business opportunities in the city. The population grew 

from about 400 at the time of the city's incorporation to about 850 by 1900 and to more 

than 1,800 by 1930. A slight increase to ahnost 2,000 was recorded by 1940 (Karlik 

1972: 65-66, 86,95). 

In the mid-1870s, about seventy five percent of Czech immigrants were Catholics, 

twenty five p)ercent Brethren, and five percent belonged to the Czech Presbyterian group 

(Asperson 1969: 43). St. Mary's Catholic Church of the Assiraiption in West was built 

by the Catholic Czechs and Germans in 1892, and the Catholic school, with the nuns from 

the Sister of Divine Providence as teachers, was founded in 1899. The instruction was 

conducted mainly in the Czech language. Rev. Chromdfk served as pastor in 1893, 

common." 
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followed by Father Karel Preis, Gabriel F. §ebik, the first resident pastor (1895), and 

Josef Peln^ among the Czech priests. The church building was destroyed in 1903 but 

rebuilt within the same year. My older informants remember Msgr. Josef Pelnaif, who 

served the parish for forty years. The parish hall, finished in 1937, was built under his 

leadership {Nose dejiny 1939: 484-488; Karlik 1972: 54, 58; fieldnotes). In the mid-

1950s the number of families in the parish increased to over 1,000, forcing the 

congregation to build a larger church (1959). As one of the largest congregations in the 

state of Texas the West Catholic church was selected for the visit of Cardinal Beran, the 

exiled Archbishop of Prague in 1960 (Karlik 1972: 101-3). Another well remembered 

pastor in residence for almost thirty years (1965-1993) was Rev. George Doskocil. 

Today the Catholic church has the largest membership in the area. The current pastor is 

Reverend Edward Karasek, another priest of Czech descent. 

Services attended by the Anglo-Protestants and Czech Protestants were held in the 

Cumberland Presbyterian church, which was built in 1875. Here, Rev. Vaclav Pazdral 

delivered sermons in Czech (Asperson 1969: 36). The Brethren church in West was 

organized by Rev. Adoplh Chlumsky in 1892. Chlumsky commuted from Brenham to 

conduct services till 1908; meanwhile, members of this congregation built the church 

(1896) and a parsonage. In 1910, Reverend Josef Hegar began as the first resident 

minister. Vaclav Pazdral served as pastor, then also F. G. Kupec, Anton MotyCka, and 

Frank Kostohryz {Unity. 45; Karlik 1972: 53). The latter is still remembered by my older 

An article in the West Times from 1902 reporting on this event refers to Mr. Stanisiav as a "Bohemian-
American farmer." Negative connotations of this word are discussed in Qiapter 6 (6.1.5.). 
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Brethren informants who also recall that Czech services in the church were discontinued 

in the 1950s. Vaclav Pazdral's son Method came down to the Czech history of West as 

the first Czech city attomey from 1905 till 1915 (Asperson 1969:44). Rev. Albert 

Michalik, who now serves the Granger Brethren Church (cf. 3.6.1.), was pastor in the 

Czech-Moravian Brethren church in West from 1953 till 1960. A new church building 

was erected in 1956. Other ministers that followed the service of Albert Michalik 

included John J. Bravenec, Henry Beseda (1968-1978) and Gordon Hejl; Beseda and 

Hejl served also in Granger (cf. 3.6.1.). In 1955, which falls within the time of 

transformation of the Unity of the Brethren in Texas, the name of the church, "Czech-

Moravian Brethren," was also de-ethnicized to West Brethren Church (H. Beseda, p. c., 

September 15, 1997). Dr. Donald Ketcham serves the congregation today. Aware of the 

ethnic composition of his church, he has learned some basic Czech expressions and 

assures his fellow church members that he will continue to learn. When I visited the 

church, he began the services with a Czech greeting dobre rdno ('good morning').'^* 

Another church in West that has a few younger Czech members is First Baptist 

Church, originally the Bold Springs Baptist Church. The men I spoke with were raised 

Catholic and Joined the Baptist church after they married their wives who belong to this 

I have been also told of the so-called PldSek's cbuich, the private church named Angle Bible Church 
started by the Pl^k family of West Pli^k's and their followers ^parently left the Brethren church 
because of some unresolved differences and built the church of their own. The building that now serves the 
Arnold flmeral home for the city used to house this - today no longer functioning - church. Pli&k's family 
is buried at the Brethren cemetery in West This case is interesting not merely as part of the historical 
picture ofWest but also as an example ofa conflict internal to ethnic Czechs (cf. 3.S.8.). 
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church. Pastor of the church explains the low numbers in the Czech membership by the 

Southern Baptist tradition of the church which makes it 'Very American".'^' 

West has three cemeteries: the Catholic St. Mary's Cemetery, the Brethren 

cemetery {E.J.C.M. Hfbitov), and the Bold Springs Cemetery. Before the Catholic church 

in West was built, Czech Catholics belonged to St. Martin's church in Martinsville (then 

Tours) and buried the deceased in St. Martin's Cemetery. St. Mary's Cemetery, where 

both Czech-speaking priests Msgr. Peln^ and Msgr. Doskocil are buried, began with the 

purchase of the land in 1893 (Montgomery 1991: 1). Hfbitov Evangelicke Jednoty 

Ceskomoravskych Bratfi ('the Evangelical Unity of Czech-Moravian Brethren 

Cemetery'), established in 1907, is today known as West Brethren Cemetery, although the 

Czech acronym EJ.C.B. still decorates its arched gateway. Finally, the Bold Springs 

Cemetery is the place where Lutherans, Baptists, members of yet other churches, as well 

as agnostics and atheists, are buried. Most Czech names, on older tombstones followed by 

inscriptions in Czech, can be found in the Catholic and the Brethren cemeteries and 

occasionally in the Bold Springs Cemetery as well. Just like in Granger, tombstone 

inscriptions in West cemeteries provide fascinating evidence for the process of language 

change and language shift. 

By the turn of the century, the city of West was dominated by the Anglo-

Protestant culture of the majority of its residents. However, its cultural make-up was 

Other churches in West today include First United Methodist church of West, First United Church, First 
Assembly of God Church, Church of Christ of West, Bold Springs Baptist Church, West Apostolic 
Tabernacle, \^ch is the latest church organized only in 1998, and Powell Chapel/Church of God in Christ 
Abbott, Birome, Leroy, Tours, Gerald, Penelope and Tokio, the conununities immediately surrounding 
West are served by their local churches. 
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bound to change due to the continuing influx of Czech and German inunigrants to the city 

especially after 1892. The traits that the historical sources have found as most influential 

in the evolving conflict between the goals of Anglo-Protestant founders of the city and 

those of moving-in Czechs are the ideals of isolation and self-sufficiency (Asperson 

1969: 39; Karlik 1972; 60). Additionally, Czechs, who were expected to learn English, 

continued to use their mother tongue and adhered strongly to their ethnically defined 

churches. 

The Czechs in West soon began to organize their local units and lodges of the 

Czech organizations. The city had its local unit of both SOKOL and the Catholic Sokol 

already before 1910. To my knowledge. West SOKOL was once dissolved and then 

revived again in later years. Today West SOKOL belongs to the Southern District joined 

by the units in Corpus Christi, Ennis, Forth Worth and Houston. Weekly training sessions 

of children from the age of five are held in the new SOKOL gymnasium built in 1986. 

One of the SOKOL mies posted by the entrance asserts that "everyone in SOKOL 

participates in learning Czech songs, customs, and language." To my inquiry the present 

director replied that the local leadership tried to include such activities but failed because 

of the lack of interest among the children who come from various ethnic backgrounds. He 

believes that adult units, which West SOKOL does not have today, are more likely to 

adhere to this rule. One of my informants told me that the family of the city's physician 

also belongs to SOKOL although, she added smiling, "he is far from being Czech" 

(F-21-W»). 
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Also SPJST lodges were soon organized. Lodge #6 Moravsti Bratfi ('Moravian 

Brethren') in Cottonwood, formed in 1897, has an active youth club today. Lodge #54 

Jaromir (1904) and Lodge #36 (1928), organized in the city of West followed (SPJST 

History: 163, 196,208). With the lodges also local halls were built in Cottonwood and 

West. The SPJST state convention in 1909 was held in West. Lodge #77 Sv. Vaclav of 

Katolicky Delnik (Catholic Worianan) began to function in 1902, and Lodge #77 of 

RVOS in 1910 (Janak 1994: 127, 150). Finally, several local lodges ofKJTsndKJZT 

were formed; AL/T Lodge #11 Sv. Petr a Pavel ('St. Peter and Paul', 1891), Lodge #31 Sv. 

Josef and Lodge #86 Sv. Alois in 1924, and /C/ZTLodge #11 Sv. Ludmila (1904) 

and Lodge #52 Sv. Frantiska kimskd in 1914 ('St. Frances of Rome'; Ibid.: 133-134; 

Karlik 1972: 61). One of the private halls built around this time. Lone Star, has been still 

used for public events (e.g., the annual celebration with the press before the Westfest). As 

the number of both Czech-owned businesses and Czech ethnic societies increased,'^" their 

presence in the city's public life began to gain significance. Considering vitality of the 

Czech fraternal life in West during the first half of this century, it seems only natural that 

when during World War Two Ceske ndrodni sdmzeni (The Czech National Alliance; 

CNS) moved a regional office for Texas to West "due to a lack of enthusiastic support" in 

its previous Houston location, "the organization prospered" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 

60). 

Over one-third of West businesses were owned by Czechs and Germans by 1911, even though their 
number was still "estimated to be less than half of the population of the community (Karlik 1972; 62-3). 
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The first Czech settlers brought with diem their native customs and traditions. 

Olga Pazdral's study (1942) shows that many of them remained alive in West by the early 

1940s (cf. 3.5.7). Similar to Granger, West has a tradition of Czech bands, some of which 

included Vince Geric Band and OK Orchestra (1889-1950), Kohut Band (1908-1948), 

The West Melodians (1948-1965), and Panther City Polka Boys from the 1970s (fFesr 

Public Library display). 

At the beginning of this century the city of West had about seventy businesses and 

a number of saloons, some of them owned by the Czechs (Karlik 1972: 64; Asperson 

1969:46). The Charles Jares Opera House, the first motion picture Liberty Theater 

(1917), and the Queen's Theater (1921) added to the entertainment industry (Karlik 1972: 

64, 71, 74). West's Best Theater owned by Jim and Francis Tobola from 1923 till 1953 

showed American motion pictures, and their downtown store presented Czech films. The 

theater closed down in 1976, and although the building has a new owner since 1986 {West 

Public Library display), no action towards the building's reconstruction has been taken. 

None of these West theaters have survived to the present day when both job opportunities 

and entertainment choices no longer available in West can be found in the nearby city of 

Waco (population about 100,000). 

With the drop of cotton prices during the depression years (1913-1914), the 

economic improvement came in 1913 when another important construction, this time 

expanding an electric railway from Dallas to Waco through Hillsboro and West, began 

(Karlik 1972: 68). The Czechoslovak Publishing Company (cf 3.5.6.) was organized in 

1920. By this time the city went through dramatic declines and increases in the price of 
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cotton and was negatively affected by the state-wide prohibition law enacted in 1918.'^* 

To encourage the establishment of new businesses in the city. West Chamber of 

Commerce was organized in 1926, but its efforts to stimulate the city's industry were 

unsuccessful. This situation was only worsened by the stock market crash in 1929 and the 

ensuing depression period (Ibid.: 74, 87, 89). 

Ehiring World War I, the German minority found itself in a difficult position, 

being ostracized by Anglo-American and some Czech residents. The decrease in German 

language use in public went hand in hand with such anti-German sentiments, which 

ultimately caused a withdrawal of a generation of Germans from the community life. In 

contrast, the War alliance increased acceptance of Czechs who began to hold important 

leadership positions in the city: Rudolph Marak became mayor pro-term in 1919, and 

Paul Skrabanek was appointed president of the West Bank in 1920 (Ibid.; 81-3). The 

adverse atmosphere fed by anti-foreign and anti-Catholic feelings of Anglo-American 

Protestants (cf. 3.5.3.) thickened particularly when a local Ku Klux Klan group was 

formed and paraded the town in 1923. Although anti-Catholics and Klan alike did not 

gain a significant following in the community, increased friction between Czechs and 

Anglo-Americans worked against the alliance formed during the War, further promoting 

isolationism on the part of Czechs. By the 1930s, however, the feelings of antipathy 

seemed to have been overcome at least in the city where the need for economic exchange 

was more urgent than in the surrounding rural areas (Ibid.: 84-85). Before the outbreak of 

Later, the ^>peal to the IS"* Amendment in 1933 helped the city, the legal sale of beer was resumed, 
serving a large area between Dallas and Waco (Karlik 1972:94). 
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World War Two the city was barely recovering from the Depression years. Similar to 

Granger in its later years, some businesses were forced to close down by the mid-1940s 

when West residents began to shop in the larger cities surrounding West (Ibid.: 96). 

Some revitalization was apparent in the post-war years. Among the Czech-owned 

businesses that opened during this time was also Gerik's electrical appliance store which 

has remained in operation until today. Also prospects for farmers had improved. On the 

other hand. War veterans who did not wish to farm found very few job opportunities in 

the city and soon after their return left again to seek better jobs elsewhere. A similar 

situation applied to high school graduates. Consequently, in the 1950s the city's economy 

entered the period of stagnation (Ibid.: 97-99). Overall, the post-war period was marked 

by the decline of the Czech language use and the increased mobility of younger 

generations leaving the community. 

By 1960, Czechs comprised over sixty percent of the West population. The first 

Czech mayor served through 1931-1935, the second was elected in 1939 and remained 

the city mayor for twenty years, and the third was elected in 1959. The third Czech 

mayor, Joe Holasek, also owned the Czechoslovak Publishing Company since 1945 till 

1973 (cf. 3.5.6.). In addition, except for one year, all postmasters since 1939 were Czech, 

and by 1936 more than a half of businesses were Czech-owned (Ibid.: 103-4). "It was 

generally conceded by this time that West had become a predominantly Czech city, and 

remains so today" (Machann and Mendl 1983: 221). 

The major additions to services in West after the 1960s include the West Fraternal 

Auditorium (1977), today the largest hall in West where dances, weddings, and other 
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community celebrations are held, the West Conmiunity Hospital built in 1972, the West 

Community Center completed in 1983, serving as the West Senior Center and as the site 

for meetings of local organizations, and the West Public Library which opened in its new 

building in 1990. The famous Czech festival Westfest, a three-day ethnic festival attended 

by the average of40,000 visitors every year, was started in 1976 (Knapek 1993: 7-8). The 

Czech Folk Dancers of West whose popularity among American Czechs across the US 

has only increased over the years, places its beginning to the second year of the Westfest 

(M. Grmela, p. c., September 24, 1997). 

In sum, at first both Czech and German immigrants were largely isolated from the 

Protestant Anglo-American community due to the ethnoreligious and ethno linguistic 

factors coupled with a different hierarchy of values the first immigrant settlers brought 

with them as part of their cultural backgrounds, mainly the ideal of self-sufficiency, 

strong work ethics and frugality. The tendency to remain isolated and self-sufficient was 

gradually weakened through increasing acceptance in the predominantly Anglo-American 

community. While submitted to the forces of assimilation, Czechs managed to retain 

some of their isolation; the Czech fraternal organizations played an unportant role in the 

delay of full Americanization. Compared to their German counterparts, the Czechs in 

West were in an advantageous position during the World War One, and the antipathy 

toward the 'foreign' in the city was soon overridden by the need for economic exchange 

among the city's businesses. Importantly, as Karlik (1972: 107) points out, "the shift in 

balance of economic strength was not due to a decline in the population or business 

activity of the Anglo-Americans but to tiie increased Czech population." Ultimately, the 
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clash of cultures became an obstacle hindering the city's economic growth. Anglo-

Americans blamed the stagnation on the clannishness of Czechs, especially of Catholics 

whom they perceived as "most clannish and least progressive group" (Machann and 

Mendl 1983: 221). The predominantly Czech city of West became a self-contained 

community, never outgrowing its population size and its already achieved economic 

accomplishments. 

West today has a number of small thriving businesses, such as Czech bakeries and 

gift shops, some of which were spurred by the popularity of the Westfest. It appears that 

the descendants of Czechs came to realize and utilize the city's ethnic flavor, again, 

particularly with the first years of the festival (cf. Chapter 6, 6.2.6.). When 1 asked one of 

my informants about the commercial effect of the Westfest in the city, she replied that 

while West lost its commercial spirit till then, 

(5) "...it was after the success of the Westfest when it all started, before the town was going 
down hill. If you go to certain little Texas towns, they are...a lot of them are building back, but 
there was a time when they were just like ghost towns - all the businesses downtown were 
closed, and West was that way too. (What did people do?) They had jobs in Waco and there were 
a few little stores that had kept on but... and some people were opposed to the Westfest, well, the 
people were scared to start it because we were told immediately that 30,000 people would come 
to town - what would we do with 30,000 people? So people were frightened..." [F-21-W*] 

In Chapters 5, 6, and 7 I analyze Texas Czech ethnic markers as displayed through 

its businesses, signs, and its famous ethnic festival, which in my view index the 

'transformed heritage' of the descendants of Czechs in West. 
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Chapter 4; 

INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF CZECH 

4.0. INTRODUCTION 

In four subsequent chapters I analyze excerpts from interviews with my 39 focal 

informants, their questionnaire responses, and my fieldnotes in order to answer my six 

research questions (question 1 in Chapter 4; questions 2 - 4 in Chapter 5; question S in 

Chapter 6, and question 6 in Chapter 7). My objective is to present, analyze, and interpret 

the community members' views expressed in interviews and attitudinal questionnaires. In 

the ensuing discussion, these voices are heard through the excerpts from interviews and 

the summaries of their questionnaire responses. My inevitably subjective perspective, 

although grounded in what I heard and observed during my fieldwork, is also present, 

because I am the one (both the researcher and an outsider) who manipulates and interprets 

the evidence provided by the insiders. The goal that I find attainable is to remain truthful 

to this evidence. 

4.1. THE DISCONTINUED INTERGENERATIONAL TRANSMISSION 

OF CZECH IN TEXAS 

In Chapter 1 (cf. 1.2.1.3.) I suggested that Fishman's (1991a: 89-92) stage 7 on 

his Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale best reflects the state of Texas Czech as 

most Texans of Czech descent who are still capable of transmitting the language are well 

"beyond the child bearing age." However, unlike Fishman's description of this population 
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at stage 7, only some of these nearly fluent and fluent speakers are "ethnolinguistically 

active," and if they are to play a key role in reclaiming the language attributed to them at 

this stage, they would have to first 'remember' to use Czech in the home as well as in 

community-wide interactions. The paradox of revitalization efforts lies in that "the 

vernacular lives in spontaneity and intimacy, but reversing language shift requires 

planning. How can you plan intimacy and spontaneity?" (Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 

1998: 97). 

The intergenerational language transmission is a result of joined effort involving 

the family, "the very building block of such transmission," and the community (Fishman 

1991a: 409). That the causes of discontinued language transmission may not be 

recognized as such by the community members, and even work against their intentions is 

clearly shown in Kulick's (1992) study with the speakers of Taiap in Papua New Guinea 

(cf. Chapter 1, 1.2.1.3.). In this chapter I use the questionnaire data and my informants' 

perspectives collected through interviews to explore the reasons for the current state of 

Texas Czech. 

4.1.1. Using Languages as a Child (Both Groups) 

The questionnaire data for both age groups are summarized in Table 4.1 below. 
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Table 4.1 Using Languages as a Child (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG] responses) 

Pre-1945 Group (OG) Post-1945 Group (YG) 

1. First language used as a child: 
Czech: 92.3% 45.5% 

English: 7.7% 45.5% 
both: 0 9.1 % 

2. When you began using Czech.-
leaming to talk: 80.8% 54.5% 

age 2-3: 9.1% 
age 5: 9.1% 

child: 7.7% 18.2% 
8® grade: 9.1% 

no response: 11.5% 

3. When you began using English: 
age 6-7 (1" grade): 69.2% age 5-6: 27.3% 

age 2-3: 3.8% 18.2% 
age 3-4: 3.8% 

age 4-5: 27.3% 
age 5: 3.8% 

age 8 & 2'^-3"' grade: 7.7% 
child: 7.7% 27.3% 

no response: 3.8% 

4. What language(s) you spoke when you entered elementary school: 
Czech: 38.5% 18.2% 

Czech & English: 50.0% 27.3% 
English & some Czech: 0 9.1% 

English: 7.7% 45.5% 
No response: 3.8% 

First, whereas most older informants learned Czech as their first language (LI), 

the drop to about a half indicates a dramatic change in the group of younger informants 
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("First language used as a child").' Only one informant in the younger group (YG) reports 

he grew up learning both Czech and English (M-SO-G). However, when we look at item 

2 ("When you began using Czech"), it appears that the YG includes at least one more 

bilingually raised informant reporting the use of Czech already at the "age 2-3." This is 

not the only inconsistency in the self-reports responding to these questions, but instead of 

detailing individual language biographies it will suffice to note that whether my 

informants learned Czech or English first, both languages were present in their lives to 

some degree as they were growing up, and it is often hard for them to identify the point 

when and exactly how it happened. For example, 'to some degree' may mean that they 

were surrounded by Czech because adults in the family still used the language among 

themselves. Such is the case of the only informant in the YG who began using Czech in 

the 8* grade (M-49-W). He told me he began to leam "basic easy Czech words...just by 

listening" to his parents, that they spoke English at home, but his mother, grandmother, 

and other relatives "when they got together they mluvit cesky''' ('they speak-INF Czech'), 

and if these adults spoke to the children in Czech, they "would talk back in English, ne 

cesky" ('not in Czech'). 

Responses to item 3 ("When you began using English") again follow an expected 

pattern of differences between the groups: whereas 69.2% (18 cases) of the OG began 

using English when they started school, this applies to only 27.3% (3 cases) of the YG, 

one of which seems to contradict himself (speaking English as LI, begin using Czech in 

' As for [F-4S-G] in the OG vdiose questionnaire is missing, she spoke English before she started school 
while her three older siblings did not (interview). I also lack questionnaire data for [F-46-W] «^o, being the 
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the 8"* grade, and using English in the first grade). Two informants in the OG reportedly 

did not start using English until the grade, which can be explained by the presence 

of Czech speaking nuns in the Catholic school in Granger who still taught the first grade 

in Czech at that time (M-24-G, F-31-G). 

Further, the results for item 4 ("What lang;uage[s] you spoke when you entered 

elementaiy school") shows that Czech remained the only language spoken for two 

infonnants in the YG (18.2%), but was still the primary and only language for 10 older 

informants at that time (38.5%). On the other hand, English was the first and primary 

language for 45.5% of the YG (5 cases) and mere 7.7% of the CXJ (2 cases). 

Finally, three of the younger informants explicitly state that they were using Czech 

as LI till the age of 4-5, 5, and 5-6 respectively, and thus their limited competence in 

Czech should be viewed as a result of incomplete (or failed) language acquisition rather 

than of language loss (also claimed by Smith 1991).^ 

4.1.2. The Childhood Interlocutors 

Schmidt (1985: 34-36) explains the effect of primary relations (ties within 

families and peer groups) on transmission of Dyirbal, arguing that the horizontal 

oldest child, learned Czech first (interview). 
* Also see Schmidt (1985) for the discussion of causes of imperfect acquisition of Dyirbal as LI, and 
Dorian (1986) on imperfect learners among younger generations who have never fully acquired LI. 
The monolingually raised Czech child does not acquire the complexities of Czech morphology in full till 

the age of six (Patesovi 1968). 
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communication networks (age peers) are more likely to involve the use of Dyirbal.^ 

Dorian (1981; 152), on the other hand, highlights the importance of vertical ("with older 

kin and neighbors") communication networks for the East Sutherland Gaelic 

communities. This network perspective affords a useful framework within which I 

consider Tables 4.2 (YG vs. OG), 4.3 (OG), and 4.4 (YG) below. 

^ Schmidt (1985) liirther explains that the ''corrective mechanism" constantly employed by older speaker of 
Traditional Dyirfoal in communication with younger speakers of Young Dyirbal" (YG) hinders the 
development of vertical communication networks. Apparently, peer groups, in vdiich a distinct kind of 
Dyirbal has become the symbol of the groiq> identity, are able to maintain some form of indigenous 
language and employ the group norms to carefully observe its 'proper' use. While such practice helps 
maintain the foTOS of YG, it also widens the division between ^e TD and the YD (HOI 1993:85). 
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4.1.2.1. Comparison of the Pre-1945 and Post-1945 Groups 

Table 4.2 Childhood Interlocutors (Comparison of Groups) 
As a child, with whom did you speak Czech? (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interlocutors 
1. Parent(s): 
OG(26) 57.7 23.1 3.8 3.8 0 0 11.5 0 
YG(l l )  27.3 36.4 27.3 0 0 0 9.1 0 
2. Grandparent(s); 
OG(26) 38.5 23.1 3.8 0 0 11.5 7.7 15.4 
YG(l l )  54.5 18.2 18.2 0 0 0 9.1 0 
3. Other adults: 
OG(26) 15.4 50 19.2 3.8 3.8 0 7.7 0 
YG(l l )  9.1 18.2 36.4 27.3 0 0 9.1 0 
4. Older bro(s)/sis(s); 
OG (26) 30.8 26.9 7.7 3.8 3.8 11.5 7.7 7.7 
YG(l l )  9.1 9.1 18.2 45.5 0 9.1 9.1 0 
5. Younger bro(s)/sis(s) 
OG(26) 15.4 19.2 7.7 7.7 3.8 19.2 11.5 15.4 
YG(l l )  0 0 18.2 27.3 27.3 18.2 0 9.1 
6. Cz speaking classmates: 
OG(26) 19.2 15.4 34.6 3.8 7.7 7.7 3.8 7.7 
YG(l l )  0 0 36.4 27.3 9.1 18.2 9.1 0 
7. Other finends: 
OG (26) 11.5 26.9 26.9 15.4 0 3.8 7.7 7.7 
YG(II)  0 9.1 18.2 36.4 9.1 18.2 0 9.1 
8. Household pets: 
OG(26) 15.4 3.8 19.2 3.8 19.2 23.1 0 15.4 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 9.1 18-2 27.3 27.3 0 9.1 
Leeend: 
Cz = Czech 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(RareIy)/N(Nevei •)/N/AfNon-Applicable)/X(No response) 
Yes (Affirmative response but no further specification) 
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4.1.2.2. Pre-1945 Group (OG) 

Table 4.3 Childhood Interlocutors (Pre-1945 Group [OG]) 
As a child, with whom did you speak Czech? (N = 26) 

N=26 A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interlocutors 
1. Parent(s); 

57.7 23.1 3.8 3.8 0 0 11.5 0 
2. Grandparent(s): 

38.5 23.1 3.8 0 0 11.5 7.7 15.4 
3. Other adults: 

15.4 50 19.2 3.8 3.8 0 7.7 0 
4. Older bros(s)/sis(s): 

30.8 26.9 7.7 3.8 3.8 11.5 7.7 7.7 
5. Younger bro(s)/sis(s) 

15.4 19.2 7.7 7.7 3.8 19.2 11.5 15.4 
6. Cz speaking classmates: 

19.2 15.4 34.6 3.8 7.7 7.7 3.8 7.7 
7. Other fiiends: 

11.5 26.9 26.9 15.4 0 3.8 7.7 7.7 
8. Household pets: 

15.4 3.8 19.2 3.8 19.2 23.1 0 15.4 

Leeend: 
Cz = Czech 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sonietinies)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-Applicable)/X(No 
response) 
Yes (Affimiative response but no further specification) 

The data for the OG in Table 4.3 above indicate a gradual breakdown in the Czech 

language horizontal communication networks on the one hand, and the maintenance of 

quite strong vertical networks on the other. The first column ("always") has an 

appreciable representation under (1) and (2), i.e., speaking Czech with their parents 

(15/57.7%) and grandparents (10/38.5%). The highest number (13/50%) for item 3 

("other adults") is found in the second column ("often'O- Even for item 4 ("older brothers 

/sisters"), 8 (30.8%) informants report speaking to their older siblings in Czech "always". 
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and 7 (26.9%) speaking to them "often". Beginning with item 5 tiirough 7, however, one 

can observe a dramatic decline in the first two columns ("always" and "often"), which 

only confirms that the family's vertical communication networks were indeed "the very 

building block" of transmission (Fishman 1991a; 409) of Czech and of its maintenance in 

Texas Czech communities as long as they remained intact. 

Under 5 ("younger brothers/sisters") only 9 (34.6%) informants report speaking to 

their younger siblings in Czech "always" or "often." In interviews many of them noted a 

generally limited ability to speak Czech for the younger siblings as well. In item 6 

("Czech speaking classmates") the highest number (9/34.6%) is obtained for 

"sometimes". Most of my informants in the OG remember being forbidden to use Czech 

in school (although Catholic schools appear to have been more lenient for a longer period 

time), speaking it only now and then with their Czech classmates during recess and after 

school. Fishman (1991a: 410) is rather pessimistic about the role of schools in the 

maintenance of threatened languages unless the school "is an integral part of the family-

neighboriiood axis of child socialization and identity-conmiitment formation," i.e., under 

the community's control. That Catholic schools have been funded by the Catholic 

conmiunity (which for Granger and West in the past meant mostly Czech Catholics) may 

partially explain why teaching in Czech and later at least teaching o/Czech persevered for 

some time.'^ Overall however, the Czech langiiage gradually fell out of use in schools, 

with the parents accepting the shift as a necessary adjustment for the benefit of their 
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children. Finally, when responses to "always", "often", and "sometimes" in (7) are 

combined, 17 (65.4%) informants report speaking Czech to other friends, which is very 

similar to the addition of these first three columns for item 6 (18/69.2%), again indicating 

that the Czech speaking peer communication networics were already unstable for the 

group of informants bom before or in 1945. 

4.1.2.3. Post-1945 Group (YG) 

Table 4.4 below presents the results for the younger group (YG). As for the 

vertical communication networks within the immediate family, only 3 younger informants 

(27.3%) report using Czech with their parents (item 1) at all times. (One of them, 

however, contradicts his mother's assessment).^ Yet all 11 of them still spoke Czech with 

their parents at least to some degree and more so with their grandparents (item 2). For the 

latter, the ratio in the "always" column is 38.5% for the OG vs. 54.5% for the YG, which 

contrasts with item (1) where 57.7% in the OG, and only 27.3% in the YG, report 

"always" speaking Czech with their parents (cf Table 4.2 above). This is where the 

transmission of Czech in the Texas Czech families entered the dangerous stage of decline: 

whereas the grandparents still remained the major source of exposure to Czech for their 

grandchildren, many parents shifted to English in the family interactions to assure that 

their children would have an easier time in meeting the challenges of school. 

* The reader may recall the cnicial role of Msgr. Vam'5ek in the Granger parish, and thus Czech masses, 
Czech catechism classes, and overall reinforcement of Czech by this charismatic ethnic leader through the 
1940s (cf. Chapter 3,3.5.3.). 

^ The mother of [M-61-G] said to my question about the use of Czech with her children: "'oh, velice mdlo" 
[they spoke some with her husband but] "^dicka na nas cfycky promluvily englicfy a my zme byli hlupi dyi 
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Table 4.4 Childhood Interlocutors (Post-1945 Group [YG]) 
As a child, with whom did you speak Czech? (N = 11) 

N=ll A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interlocutors 
1. Parent(s): 

27.3 36.4 27.3 0 0 0 9.1 0 
2. Grandparents(s): 

54.5 18.2 18.2 0 0 0 9.1 0 
3. Other adults: 

9.1 18.2 36.4 27.3 0 0 9.1 0 
4. Older bro(s)/sis(s): 

9.1 9.1 18.2 45.5 0 9.1 9.1 0 
5. Younger bro(s)/sis(s): 

0 0 18.2 27.3 27.3 18.2 0 9.1 
6. Cz speaking classmates: 

0 0 36.4 27.3 9.1 18.2 9.1 0 
7. Other friends: 

0 9.1 18.2 36.4 9.1 18.2 0 9.1 
8. Household pets: 

0 9.1 9.1 18.2 27.3 27.3 0 9.1 

Legend: 
Cz = Czech 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-AppIicable)/X(No 
response) 
Yes (Affirmative response but no further specification) 

The younger informants still report using Czech with other adults, most of them 

(7/63.6%) "sometimes" or "rarely" but again much less than the CXJ group (cf Table 

4.2). The 'Is' and 'Os' in the first and the second column begin already with item 4 

("older siblings"). Yet, still 4 (36.4%) indicate they spoke with their older siblings 

"always," "often," or "sometimes," while only 2 (18.2%) used Czech witii their younger 

siblings (item 5) at the same rate (i.e., "always", "often", or "sometimes"). This well 

zme jim englicky odprnSdilVI 'oh, veiy little.. .the kids always spoke to us in English and we were foolish 
enough to answer them in English' [F-37-G] 
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illustrates the switch-over within families with sharp differences between the older and 

the younger siblings' ability to speak the threatened language, which Oorian (1986:75) 

terms "a sudden tip" (cf. Chapter I, 1.1.2.1). 

The same shift from die first two columns to "sometimes", "rarely", or "never" 

applies to the peer communication networics, i.e., item 6 ("Czech speaking classmates") 

and item 7 ("other friends"). The yoimger informants report speaking Czech "often" or 

"sometimes" with their classmates in 4 cases (36.4%), and with their other friends only in 

3 cases (27.3%). Clearly, the breakdown of both the vertical and horizontal 

communication networks for the post-1945 group was at an advanced stage already 

during their childhood, although the vertical ones held on the longest by virtue of the 

grandparents' preference for Czech. 

4.1.3. Childhood Experiences with Czech (Both Groups) 

As a preface to my informants' reflections on the causes of the discontinued 

transmission of Czech, I expand on their questionnaire responses (Tables 4.1- 4.4 above) 

using the interview data to at least suggest the range of individual differences both across 

and within the age groups. My informants recollections in subsections (4.1.3.1. - 4.1.3.2.) 

address the language use situation in their homes as they were growing up and the quality 

of their experiences with the Czech language; were these conducive to the transmission of 

Czech to their children or hindering it? 

4.1.3.1. Czech in the Home 

The language repertoire of my informants in both age groups was decidedly 

shaped by their parents' language choice and the presence of their grandparents, coupled 
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with the preferred language within the extended family. The amount of education and the 

traditional division of duties between the parents proved related to their ability to speak 

English. The pattern emerging from the conmients of my informants (more so in the OG) 

points to the mothers' preference for Czech (Moravian) because their responsibility for 

the household did not require fluency in English. The fathers, on the other hand, dealt 

with the outside world on day-to-day basis, and thus they sooner acquired some 

proficiency in English (excerpt 1).^ 

( 1 )  " " m o j a  m a m i n k a  u m S l a  v e l i c e  m a l o  a n g l i c k y ,  a  t a t i n e k  p f i S e l  z  C e c h o s l o v e n s k a  j a k  m i l  
Sesndst roku {a maminka'?) ta se narodila tu. Tatinek musel anglicky protoze byl v obchodi a byl 
mezi lidima dasto a tak - {a doma ieskyT) ja dycky, maminka malo mluvila angliclQ> tag dycky 
bylo Secko 6esk/' 

'my mother knew very little English, and my father came from Czechoslovakia when he was 
sixteen (and your mother?) she was bom here. My father had to [speak] English because he was 
in the business and was often among other people and so - (and at home - Czech?) yeah, always, 
my mother spoke little English so everything was always in Czech' [M-26-G] 

However, the amount of education was just as important a factor. In excerpt (2) 

the informant from the YG describes the opposite situation. 

(2)azzme sli do skoly zme sa trochu naudili englicky, a vetSina secko bylo doma morctfsky, a 
naSi tatinek on trosiSku moh mluvit' englicky ale velice mala, a enom jeho meno nic insi neumili 
psata naSa maminka ona §la mysim ostan roku do Skoly toi ona trochu umila 6rmt' a mluvit 

.only when we went to school we learned some English, and at home we spoke mostly 
Moravian, and our father he could speak English a little bit but veiy little, and he could only sign 
his name, he couldn't write anything else, and our mother she went to school for eight years I 
think, so she could read and speak some' [M-46-G] 

One informant from the OG explicitly noted his mother's motivation for using 

Czech at home, the type of comment that the members of either age group usually did not 

offer: "maminka fvart mluvila cesky ('mom spoke Czech all the time'), to make sure that 

' See Note on Transcription in Appendix C. 
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we'd never forget it" (M-38-W). The shift toward the display of receptive competence is 

mentioned by the younger members of the OG and particularly by the informants in the 

YG. For the CXJ, Czech continued to hold strong despite the influence of the school 

language only in some homes (F-13-G, M-19-W, M-34-W), while in others the children 

acquired the habit of answering Czech of their parents and/or their grandparents in 

English (F-34-G, F-34-W). The latter was particularly the case for the YG (excerpt 3). 

(3) "Even in high school, you know, because my grandparents would always - when they came 
over they always talked Czech. Even when my grandfather died and my grandmother would come 
over she would always speak Czech. So I knew how to answer her, most of the time it was 
in English...at least I understood, I don't know if I could have actually carried a conversation 
with her, but I knew enough to understand what she was saying" [F-58-G] 

In addition to the Czech-English interaction, excerpt (3) above highlights the crucial role 

of grandparents in maintenance of Czech among my informants; usually some Czech was 

spoken in the home while the grandparents were alive (M-IO-G for the OG; excerpt 4 for 

the YG), and if not in the home, then at least in the grandparents' house (M-51^W). 

(4) ""moja stafenka povidala ie jak s nema - ona umila anglicky, ale jag my zme s m tag ona 
chtila abyzme mluvili iesky s mi a tak- she encouraged us to speak Czech" 

'my grandmother said that when [we speak] with her - she knew English, but when we were 
((are)) with her she wanted for us to speak Czech with her and so [M-50-G] 

While some informants in the YG still acquired Czech from both their parents and 

their grandparents (M-51a-W), others learned it only from their grandparents (M-51b-W). 

In either case, the effect of the exposure to Czech did not persevere if the language fell 

into disuse (M-51^W: excerpt 5). 

(5) "but then when I grew out of staying with my grandparents and was on my own, I fell into the 
rut with the rest of the American kids and just sort of forgot the Cech language, and it really 
wasn't until I started doing the polka show with [...] that I started to really pick it back up..." 
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Also important for acquisition and maintenance of Czech proved the language 

preference within the extended family. As the informants in excerpts (6-8) suggest, such 

contacts were capable of swaying the child's language use either way. Further, the "few 

more words in Czech" in excerpt (8) is reflective of the extent of Czech language use in 

die lives of most of my informants today. 

(6) "well my zme — jag esde sent byl doma nez sent zacmd prvni tfidu do Skoly zme museli dycky 
mluvit doma, protoze muj tata byl enom posledni co tuhle byl narodiny ve Texasu, jeho vsecky 
bratry a sestfi ̂  byli narodeny - to bylo pod Austria Hungarian Empire [sic] - zme museli dycky 
mluvit morqfsfy lebo desky, jo, protoze leSi ne my zme dostair 

'we - when I was still at home before I started first grade in school, we had to always speak 
[Czech] at home because only my father was the first bom here in Texas, all his brothers and 
sisters were bom - it was under... - we always had to speak Moravian or Czech, yeah, because 
if not, we were punished.' [M-43-W/T] 

(7) 'ya nevim jak - toz jag sem se narodila toz my zme mluvili cesky doma furt...al 'e tam take 
moje stryc a *teti byli - esti chodili do high school a toz oni jenom mluvili englicky toz ja sem se 
naudila englicky mluvit protoze oni mluvili, a potem, ja nevim, jak sem byla starsi ja sem myslim 
fiat enom englicky mluvild''' 

'I don't know how - well after I was bom, well we spoke Czech at home all the time...but there 
were also my uncles and aunts - they still went to high school, and so they spoke only English, 
so I learned to speak English because they spoke it, and later, I don't know, when I was older I 
think 1 spoke only English all the time' [F-34-G] 

(8) '\MSli ste besedy v nediluH 'did you visit on Sundays?') oh jo ('oh yeah'), we would go to 
my uncles and aunts and vis ('you know'), when we went to my mom's side, we'd go and they 
would talk more Czech so we would talk Czech there, but my daddy's side, toz ('well') we all -
we were talking English already so - and even now when we go to my mom's side of the family 
we tend to talk a few more words Czech than we even do here in Granger" [F-58-G] 

As shown above, the breakdown of the Czech language horizontal communication 

networks applies to both age groups, even though to different degrees. The typical 

^ The nominative plural endings for bratfi -MASC a sest^ -FEM ('brothers and sisters') are switched 
{bratjy -FEM. sestfi -MASC*). This instance illustrates haphazard morphology typical for the speech of 
semi-speakers fix>m lower (more frequently) to hi^er (less frequently) levels of proficiency in Texas 
Czech. Also cf. str^-SG a teti [should be str^i/ovi-Vh a tet^ CTiard" y)] in excerpt 7. 
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scenario in which the younger siblings to uz nevi / 'don't know it anymore' (F-41-W for 

the OG; F-46-W, F-54-G for the YG), at best being able to understand Czech, however, 

again leaves enough room for exceptions. Sometimes all children learned and have 

maintained Czech as they continued to speak it at home even after they started school 

Czech (F-13-G, and at least her two younger sisters whom I also interviewed). As one 

informant (having three brothers) laughingly put it, ""furt, aji sa naddvalo ce5^"/'always, 

we even swore in Czech' (F-25-G). If they later married another Czech, they were likely 

to continue speaking Czech with their spouse (M-19-W). At other times, the youngest 

child functioned as the mother's interpreter (excerpt 9) or was the first to spend more time 

with the grandparents (M-38-G; excerpt 10 for the YG), which only demonstrates that the 

birth-order was generally the major, but not the only, factor dividing the siblings into 

fluent (or semi-fluent) and imperfect speakers. 

(9) "As we got older, the mother would speak Cech and we would answer her in English, but I 
did speak, most of the time I did speak Cech to her, and being the youngest one - when I took her 
grocery shopping I had been her interpreter 'cause she could not read English..."[F-34-W] 

(10) "Well, as far as the language I would probably have to say that I was the most fortunate of 
the there because - that's probably unusual because I'm the youngest but - the way it worked out, 
my brother and my sister I think grew up with my mother because my dad worked, and when I 
was growing up, my mother went out and started a career, so I spent a significant amount of time 
with mv grandparents...so probably I leamed more about the lanexiaee than thev did" 

[M-51b-W] 

4.1.3.2. Czech in the Conmiunity and the School 

Growing up in the predominantly Czech conmiunity before the War and through 

the early 1960s still meant frequent encounters with the Czech language. Those who 

moved to the cities after the War removed themselves also from the use of Czech, but if 

they acquired the language in full as children and kept it alive ^ough occasional 
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exchanges with their spouse (F-25-G and M-24-G), or through the letters to their mothers 

(M-36-G), they are still able to use it today - usually when asked. Public encounters 

conducted in Czech sometimes led to more language learning in the YG, as shown in 

excerpt (11). 

(11) ''I used to work at the groceiy store, and all those old ladies were coming in and they'd order 
their masa, Spek, a secko takove a C meats, bacon, and stuff like that and') that's where I teamed 
it." [M-53-G] 

My informants' school experiences for the most part follow the typical path. The 

recollections in the OG range from negative (excerpts 12-14 below) to positive ones 

(excerpt 15). The exclusion of the Czech language from the curriculum was not abrupt, 

and sometimes the teachers would "make all sorts of bilingual accommodations" because 

most of the children in the first grade were of Czech descent (M-36-G). 

( 1 2 )  " " n a s  t a r n  n e n e c h a l i  m l m i t  d e s k y ,  m t i s e l i  z m e  z o s t a t '  p a  S k o l e  l e b o  n e c o  { a  d e c k a  t a r n  b y l y  
cesky?) vetSina secko byli cesky, vetSina morqfcu  ̂

'they didn't let us speak Czech there, we had to stay after school for detention or something like 
that (and the kids were Czech?) most of them were Czech, mostly Moravians' [M-IO-G] 

( 1 3 )  " " { u n t i l  s t e  a n g l i c k y  j a k  s t e  s e l  d o  S k o l y ? )  n e ,  j a  s e n t  p r v n i  r o k  n e p f e s e l  S k o l u p r o t o f e  s e n t  
netanil englicky" 

'(did you speak English when you started school?) no, I failed the first grade because I didn't 
know any English' [M-42-G] 

(14 )  "" ty  N imc i  by l i  nedob f i ,  my  zme  neumel i  ang l i cky  an i  n imecky  j enom desky ,  v i s  j ak  t o  -
dilali z nas fim, blazny, skaredi byli, nezzme sa naucili anglicky, ale my zme to pochytli hned" 

'those Germans weren't nice, we didn't know English or German, only Czech, you know how it -
they made fim of us [translates 'fun' to Czech], until we learned English they were awfiil, 
but we picked it up right away" [F-02-W*] 
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(15) "{until ste anglicfy jak ste Sel do prmi tfidyl) nic. co my zme do kostela chodili a znami Seci 
byli CeSi a jak sem pfiSel do Skole toi tam byljeden AjriSdt̂  a - toz potom Secko pomaludky - a 
sestfidfy mluvily 6esky ve Skole {eStijol) pomaluiky zme sa ncatdili anglicky a — {byli na vds 
hodnil) no jisti ze jo, to byla takovd deskd - community - jag bych to fekrml, communiQ ,̂ asi 
devadesdt procent iesfych lidi, devadesdt procent ceskych studentu, toi to fiecko pracovalo 
dohromadf 

'(did you know English when you started first grade?) 'nothing, we went to church and 
everybody we knew was Czech, and when I came to school, well there was one Irish and -
so then it gradually - and the nuns spoke Czech in school (they did?), slowly we learned English 
and - (were they nice to you?) of course they were, it was such a Czech - commimity - how 
should I say, community, about 90% of Czech people, 90% of Czech students, so it all worked 
out" [M-26-G] 

The informant in (12) went to the same school with [F-13-G] who believes that the Czech 

language summer school programs organized by the local Brethren church were crucial to 

her maintenance of Czech ("to udelalo jakesi kofen '̂'/ 'it formed some roots'). The 

experience of [M-42-G] in (13) was not even limited to the OG as another forty eight 

year old male who would fit the YG told me that he failed for the same reason. Excerpt 

(14) comes from my conversation with a ninety five year old woman in the West rest 

home; she recalls her negative experiences when she began to attend the (predominantly 

German) school in Tours. Finally, in excerpt (15) the informant notes the importance of 

growing up in a mostly Czech community for both preservation of Czech and a smoother 

transition to English; in fact, this informant reasons that his wife spoke much less Czech 

as a child because she 'Mived in a community of mixed nationals." In addition, he attended 

the Catholic school in Granger which, as some informants in the CXJ report, again made 

the shift from Czech to English less abrupt. 

' AjriSak - Irish+d/t / the Irish' (morphological integration of the noun). 
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The "you go to school and you lose it" scenario [F-50-W] came true for many of 

my informants in the YG; fewer exceptions than for the OG apply. Their experiences are 

represented in excerpts (16-18). 

(16) "I came home [after the test] and told my mom "motyka is a hoe.' She got really upset 
because I guess she was scared that they made fun of me like they used to." [F-46-W] 

(17) "I was in the fourth grade and [the mother] came home and she told my daddy, 'she doesn't 
read with an accent, she reads like all the other kids, and so -1 guess she just didn't want them 
to make fun of me but I regret it now, I really do" [F-46-W] 

(18) "{Muvili ste cesky ve SkoleU 'did you speak Czech in school?') ne ('no'), as a matter of fact 
when I started school and I didn't understand everything, the teacher would make sure that mom 
would teach me in English not in Czech, so we would talk it and when I went to school toz 
('well') we had to put it to the side. My first year was real hard at school" [F-58-G] 

Excerpts (16-17) reproduce the key parts of [F-46-W]'s narrative about her first test in 

school. She did not know but was able to infer the meaning of the word 'hoe' when 

assigned a picture-word matching task. Her mother, however, was not happy about her 

daughter's clever approach. Instead, she became worried that her daughter might 

experience the same difficulties - and the same mockery ("making skleby"-, F-46-W) by 

the English speaking classmates - as she did That is why she was so proud to later see 

that her daughter "did not read with an accent." The excerpt in (18) compares to school 

experiences of immigrant children in the U.S. today (Fillmore 1991). Fillmore (1991: 

345-6) recommends that 

parents need to be wamed of the consequences of not insisting that their children 

speak to them in the language of the home ... teachers should be aware of the 

harm they can do when they tell parents that they should encourage their children 

to speak English at home. 
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This recommendation would have q)plied with the same force to this generation of Czech 

children in Texas. 

Czech was still taught in the Granger High School through the 1950s (M-26-G) 

and in West High School in the mid-1940s (F-21-W*). One Granger informant observed 

that high school was more "assimilated" and some children who went through the 

Catholic elementary felt a little "removed" from the mainstream, which was somewhat 

remedied by activities in their Czech club. Some informants from the OG took Czech 

courses later in their lives at community colleges in the area (e.g.. Hill Junior College in 

Hillsboro, Austin Community College), or in town (e.g., the community class organized 

in West). Two informants in the YG took Czech classes at Temple College. The Czech 

lessons printed in the SPJST weekly Vestnik are also followed by a few in both age 

groups who have tried "to keep abreast with [their] Cech language" (F-34-W), but most 

informants have not had any formal training in Czech.' 

Finally, the use of Czech as a secret code was and still is, although to a much 

lesser degree, a convenient strategy employed by the parents in front of their children 

(excerpts 19-22 below). If some cases, German used to serve the same function (M-23-

W*). 

(19) . .obdas japamatuju tag zme mluvili hodni desky, a japamatujupotom zme mluvili vie 
inglicky, a oni eSti mluvili desky pfed nami jak nesceli co aby my zme nevedSli co mlicvja, jag my 
zme to dilali tez z naSima, jo @@@" 

' Adult courses that are again offered at some colleges, through SPJST lodges, or in the communities tend 
to be less sensitive to the Moravian dialectal foundation of Texas Czech. Those who had taken such course 
(firom the OG) often told me they would have piefeired if the teachers built on what their students already 
knew (i.e., their Moravian) instead of teaching them a different kind of Czech (i.e.. Standard and Common 
Czech). 
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'.. .1 remember that sometimes we spoke Czech a lot, and I remember that later we spoke more 
English, and they [the parents] still spoke Czech in front of us when they didn't want ((what)) us 
to know what they were saying, just as we did with ours [children], yeah' [F-35-G] 

(20) "daddy would tell mama in Cech ''pojedeme na besedu do - teta [...] a stryc [...]' ('we'll go 
to visit to - the aunt and uncle'), and he would say that so they wouldn't know until they [her 
siblings] would finish eating because then they wouldn't eat, they'd just want to go. But 1 
understood it, I've always been able to understand almost everything" [F-46-W] 

(21) "'{doma 6esk/tl 'Czech at home?') uhm, and even now - mluvim iesky and englicky ('I speak 
Czech and English'), you know, mixed up 6esky ('in Czech') when we [she and her parents] 
don't want the kids to know" [F-58-G] 

(22) "a pfed nima nemozem mluvit protoze oni rozimja dobfe @@@" 
'and in front of them we can't speak [Czech] because they understand well' [F-22-Com Hill*] 

Excerpt (19) shows that the secret code 'tradition' was sometimes passed on from one 

generation to another. Excerpt (20) represents a frequent comment of informants who, 

unlike their younger siblings, were able to break the code owing to their receptive (as well 

as some level of productive) competence. In (21) we see that the "mixed up" Texas 

Czech is occasionally used for the same purpose even today, and in (22) the informant 

refers to her grown up children again in the present-day context.'" 

4.1.4. The Discontinued Intergenerational Language Transmission 

" t̂y seS trochu mladd mluvit cesky, ne?"'' 
'you're a bit too young to speak Czech, aren't you?' 

I begin with a question by which a seventy year old man expresses his surprise 

after I spoke to him in the language that older Czech Texans no longer expect to hear 

from their contemporaries, let alone their offspring. Inunigrant languages in the US share 

many causes of the discontinued intergenerational transmission I am about to identify for 

One forty year old man told me he loiew that his parents did not want to teach him Czech because they 
wanted to have a 'foreign' language to speak in front of him, but his is an isolated case in my data. 
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Texas Czech. I contribute to this well-studied subject from the communis members' 

perspective on what happened and why. 

To be aware of the odds for Czech to be transmitted by the informants in my 

sample, the data (transcribed interviews, language tasks, and questionnaire self-reports) 

suggest that IS informants from the CXJ should have been capable of passing it on to their 

children, 4 are likely to have been able to transmit the language had they been more 

accustomed to speaking Czech at that time, and 8 of them might have been capable of the 

task then but their current ability to speak it does not afford a similar assumption as in the 

case of the other four. As for the YG, only three of the 12 informants in the YG were or 

are potentially able to pass Texas Czech on to their children, but two of them are not 

married to Czechs (cf. i below), and one of them is single. 

GJ Intermarriage. My informants married to non-Czechs typically mentioned 

intermarriage as the foremost reason why they did not - and could not - transmit Czech to 

their children. While the non-Czech spouse might have feared negative consequences of 

any such attempt by her Czech spouse (excerpt 1), she could also be the one who instilled 

some awareness of the father's ethnic origin in their children by teaching them the 

original pronunciation of their family name (excerpt 2). Intermarriage was a frequently 

offered explanation in reference to the grown up children as well (e.g., zdden nemd 

mordjku! 'none of them has a Moravian' [F-24-W]). 

'' The infinitival clause mlvnit desky ('to speak Czech'), ungrammatical in full Czech, is a translation 
equivalent from English (cf. Chapter 8, 8.1.4.). 
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(1) "mom dve cHedi - ale moja ni - zakazala, ona see aby sa naudili mluvit anglicky napfed a 
zddny 6eS6inu protofe tuhle oni z nds dilali Spas jag zme mluvili ten morafsky jazyk - 6esky jazyk 
— a dycky sa na nas vysmili jag zme Sli do vySni Skoly.. 

'I have two children - but my wife - she's forbidden me, she wants them to learn English first 
and no Czech because they used to make fiin of us when we spoke that Moravian language — 
Czech language - and they always ridiculed us when we went to high school' [M-43-W/T] 

(2) "I give this credit to [...] in that she told them the proper way to pronounce their name as [...] 
and that's the way they say it" [M-38-G] 

(2) "It just happened" is the comment I heard very often from the informants in 

the OG and the YG alike (even though the lack of comparative data does not allow me 

but to hypothesize whether those who expressed this view were once indeed able to 

transmit the language). 

(3) "If you don't speak it you can't pass it on." One of my informants began 

responding to my questions in Czech, then offered this explicit self-assessment and 

prepared his interviewer for the subsequent switch to English which he than maintained 

for the most part of the interview (excerpt 3). 

(3) "(MC/// ste jel) ne protoze ja sem si stratit ten 6esky jazyk FSilej ja budu mluvit ve anglicky a 
ty budeS rozumit - prod - muj desky jazyk je tak Spatne a tak male co ja vim o to'"' 

'(did you teach them?) no because I lose-INF* that Czech language. Now I will speak in English 
and you will understand - why - my Czech language is so bad and so little what I know about 
it-NOM»' [M-24-W] 

(^ Leading busy lives. This explanation relates to (2) above. Both informants 

speaking in excerpts (4 - 5) are from the YG and both of them admit that speaking Czech 

for them requires some concentration. Therefore, the efficiency of communication in 

English can be added to their reasoning that being overwhelmed by their daily 

responsibilities prevents - or prevented - them from using Czech with their children. 
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(4) '^vith our hurried lives we just didn't teach them enough, they know a few words but - we 
just didn't concentrate on that" [F-50-W] 

(5) "'dyby ja pruboval troSku vjec. orta by sa naudila dosti prudko, enomie dlovek pfileze dom tak 
unaver ,̂ id sa nesce moc - ale ja sem ji feknul ie ja ji budu fikat po mor<rfsky Siilkaj a budeme 
sa udit'Ja sem si udilaljak se fekne - mm±,jo sem udglal decision ze jaji budu fikat'po 
morqfsky az to dostane"^  ̂

'if I tried a bit harder she [the daughter] would learn fairly fast, but one comes ((crawls back)) 
home so tired, you don't fell like it too much - but I told her that I would speak Moravian to her 
now and that we'll learn, I made up how you say - mind, yes, I made a decision that I would 
speak Moravian to her till she pets it' [M-46-G] 

(5) 'Teaching both langu^es at the same time may be harmful.' This folk belief 

is well known to the students of bilingualism. Researchers focusing on endangered 

languages have emphasized the need for education programs in the dying language 

commimities to counter it (e.g., Dorian 1995). Lippi-Green (1997) has recently identified 

the ideologies behind the conflicting ideas on the 'standard', 'non-standard', and 

'accented' Englishes. Some of my informants admitted they were afiaid that raising their 

children bilingually would have negative consequences for their success in school 

(excerpt 6 below), or they at least thought that teaching them one language at a time 

would be easier (7). One couple worried about the 'slang' the children could acquire 

instead of Czech and English and noted the lack of interlocutors in the city where they 

lived, hence the lack of incentives for both them and their children to use Czech in the 

home (excerpt 8). In some cases the parents feared that the child would speak accented 

English (M-20-Caldwell'*). 

A direct translation equivalent of the English verb 'to get' as dostane (in 'she will get') is a case of 
semantic underspecification of the verb (cf. Chapter 8. 8.1.4.). 
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(6) "{Mluvili ste deskyl) ne, a oni fiilej by si pfali dyby umili cesky, ale moja nescela, povidala 
ie ona nesce aby zme — a jag pujdu do Skoly, ze to hudu mtchatze to nebude dobre, to byla 
naSa chyba ze zme jich nenaiUSili, oni by sure radi umili desky mluvit 

'(did you speak Czech?) no, and they [the children] now wish they knew Czech, but my wife 
didn't want to, she said that she didn't want us - and when they go to school that they will mix it, 
that it won't be good, it was our fault that we didn't teach them, they would sure like to speak 
Czech' [M-30-W] 

(7) "we just didn't make an effort enough - ja sem scela ('I wanted'), but I found out that it's 
easier if you are taught like I was where you constantly talk Cech. {Myslite ze se mohli naucit 
obal! 'do you think that they could have learned both?') To nebylo takovy ('it wasn't such') 
problem pro mi ('for me'), and the kids are more advanced now that they could probably be 
taught in a way that's not confiising to them. That's one thing about European countries, 
somehow it [more languages] didn't confuse any Cech I've met @@@" [F-50-W] 

(8) "tof tam nebylo s kym mluvit' tag my zme nechceli aby mili slang or whatever toz - I don't 
know, we just didn't teach them" 
'there wasn't anybody to talk to so we didn't want them to have.. .well' [F-25-G] 

{&) "I tried to forget it." The informants who experienced their English speaking 

classmates teasing and felt rejected often developed a negative attitude toward Czech 

(although it rarely lasted throughout their life). One fifty six year old woman bom in 

Granger remembers telling her parents "ya uz to nebudu mluvit protoze kazdy sa mi smije" 

(' I won't speak it anymore because everybody laughs at me') but now is happy that she 

can speak some Czech as she finds use for it in her business relations with the Czech 

Republic. A seventy year old man from Granger observes, "jak sem vyrostoval hodne se 

lidi stydeli za cestinu" ('when I was growing up people were ashamed of Czech a lot'), 

and another informant told me that he and his brothers, all in high school then, rebelled 

and decided not to speak at all rather than observe the father's rule of speaking only 

Czech at the dinner table (M-26-W). The negative school experiences typically apply to 
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those bom before the War.'^ When I asked one of my younger informants (M-50-G) 

whether he had ever felt that speaking Czech was an undesirable stigma he said, "I don't 

ever remember doing that, now I'm so h^py that I do talk Czech,...sometimes it was an 

advantage to know Cech dyz nevedili tag okolo nich mohl mlitvit..." ('when they didn't 

know [it] so one could speak [it] around them'). In such situations the use of Czech 

served as an ingroup solidarity marker. 

(7) "One should speak the language of the adopted country" is another reasoning 

that some parents found appealing, unfortunately working in favor of English 

monolingualism. One of my informants in the YG whose parents emphasized English 

based on this argument explains: 

(9) "well we spoke some Cech but - it was, you know, we were in America and at that time 
English - they were trying to ieam English, so they were emphasizing the English language 
because it was the language of the country, and back in the SOs and the 60s, the push was for the 
American culture and then all of a sudden in the 70s and the SOs you saw this trend to start 
going back and developing roots where your culture came from... [M-5 l^W] 

Some informants in the OG report that they spoke Czech with their children at 

all times (M-19-W), yet the effects of child socialization in Czech did not survive into 

their adulthood, having been reduced to some level of receptive competence in Czech. In 

some cases, contemporaries of [M-19] were slightly more successful; the reasons vary. 

For example, they were simply more persistent, their children married ethnic Czechs 

brought up speaking the language as well and continued to use it with each other, or 

developed a personal interest in the heritage language. Unfortunately, such cases do not 

abound. 

Again, however, some individual experiences do not confirm this generalization (cf. ex. IS, 4.1.3.2.). 
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(9) "Hindsight is better than foresight" (M-38-W). With the revival of interest in 

one's ethnic roots in the 1970s and 1980s, some informants bom after the mid-1920s 

report they began to regret that they did not try to transmit the Czech language to their 

children. Their regret becomes more tangible than mere nostalgia when these grown up 

children explicitly express their interest today, sometimes blaming the decline of Czech in 

Texas on the parents' decisions or neglect. However, everybody I met during my 

fieldwork would most likely agree with the statement above: hindsight is indeed better 

than foresight. These views are well summarized in excerpts (10-11) below.''* 

(10) ""My zme luHlali chybu ze zme nose decka nencili des! ,̂ oni fikajifSil, you know, proc my 
zme jich neudili, ale my zme oba dilali, oni sli do Skoly, you know, to je moc - too late now - naSe 
granddaughter brala^  ̂6esky, rozumi co my fikdme a trosku mluvi ale moc ne"" 

'We made a mistake that we did not teach our kids, they now say, why we didn't teach them, but 
we both worked, they went to school, that's too much ... - our granddaughter took Czech, 
she can understand what we are saying and speaks some but not much' [F-70s, met in West*] 

(11) "I do regret that I didn't teach them more, but I did not realize what a precious gift my 
parents had given me of knowing a second language, you don't appreciate those things 
until you get older" [F-38-W] 

Naturally, not all regret and reflect; after all, Czech nutna kzivobytr ('it's 

not necessary for one to earn a living') so the children do not miss speaking it (F-32-G*). 

(10) "They never said, 'teach me, I want to leam'" (F-54-G). Some informants 

hold the view that if the children are not interested, "they aren't gonna pick it up" (F-34-

W). Just as [F-54] above, a sixty nine year old man in West told me, "if they [children] 

would have shown the interest I would have taken the time to teach them." This same 

Also cf. note 5 above. Some infonnants realize that they swung the door open to Fnglish once they 
compromised by responding to their children in English. In (11) the informant uses the temi ''second" 
language to most likely mean "another" language, in addition to Fnglish. 
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view is expressed by some informants in both the OG and Ae YG. Quite telling of the 

present-day attitudes of some teenagers are one parent's (a semi-speaker) observations 

reproduced in (12). Also other parents of teenagers noted that too many activities, and 

naturally, television, take their interest away from discovering their ethnic background, let 

alone the ancestral language. 

(12) "I try to make them [leam], but they don't have any desire and interest to try to learn 
\\....{zajima je neco! 'are they interested in anything' Czech heritage-wise?) There's too much 
other things out there I think, I have an interest in my cultural background and the Cech heritage 
and I guess that's because I was more exposed to it whereas my children are not If my dad and 
my mom speak Cech, they sort of ignore them, they don't even try, and I was trying to get them 
leam a few words - they just block you off, they don't want to pick it up..." [M-51a-W] 

As Nahimy and Fishman (1966: 347) succinctly put it, "[i]n case of fathers, ethnicity 

retained the basic mark of genuine tradition" (i.e., "I was more exposed to it"). "In the 

case of the sons, it ceased being a meaningful pattern of daily existence" (Ibid.: 347). 

Some young people past the teenage years who were still growing up surrounded 

by the sound of Czech say they have been affected by specific childhood experiences they 

still can recall, and they want to live according to the values their Czech parents and 

grandparents instilled in them (M-65 bora in Granger*). This young man represents a 

few others who decided to study Czech in college. Martin (1995: 13) explains: 

pre-existing cultural traits...are ftequently related to practices that gave the 
milieu where individuals grew up a particular flavor, and carry a strong affective 
load... What is relative to communication and the senses (food and drink, body 
languages and decorations; odorous and flavors; music; language), what is 
relative to belief systems are the main purveyors of raw material for making 
identity emblems. 

A direct translation equivalent of the English verb 'to take' / vzit (fiom 'to take a course') where full 
Czech requires a more specific verb (e.g., tiiila se / 'she learned', studovala / 'she studied'). 
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Nevertheless it is safe to say that the youngest of Texas Czechs have learned '"''jak 

se maS and that's s about it" (M-51 b-W), "^jak se mas, dobfe and little bit here and little 

bit there" (M-5 la-W), or ""dobru noc a daj mi hubicku.. .things that you always tell them 

when you are a mama"'® (F-58-G), and therefore it is highly imlikely that the Czech 

language in Texas will be transmitted as a home language ever again. 

During one interview, the children of my forty six year old informant came in and 

Joined our conversation. His nine year old boy said to me, "you see, you'd think that 

you'd leam Czech because a lot of people around are Czech." When I asked him if he 

would take Czech if it was offered in school he replied, "I would take Czech because 

dad's Czech." The father turned to him smiling, "and you are not?." His fifteen year old 

daughter offered a more pragmatic view when she said, "I would probably just leam it, 

but you need Spanish too." 

What seems to have increased the children's awareness of their ethnic 

backgrounds is the Czech Heritage Week in school (for example, one of the boys 

interviewed his grandmother for a school project). If not the language, other markers of 

ethnicity, such as wearing a kroj (costume) for Westfest, eating kolaches, making home

made noodles, or dancing the polka will remain in these and other children's memories. 

The fate of the Texas Czech ethnocultural conmiunity (cf. Chapter 5, 5.1.3.) depends on 

whether they decide to embrace their heritage or reject it. Today the comments such as 

"our children are 100% Cech'"' or 'Sve are pure breds" (F-50-W and F-46-W) are still 

expressed with pride. 

'How are you?....good/well...good night...give me a kiss' 
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(11) "We'll start with our grandchildren" (F-33-W) is the promise for the future 

expressed by several informants in the OG. One of them illustrates the challenge; 

(13) "well to ani neni das, dyby zme si spomnili, zrovna jag dva su s nami co dilaju tak okolo na 
farms, ale ja si nespomenu na to abv rim mltivil" 6esky jag s nima mluvim, dyby ja si spomenul, 
ja by s nimi mluvil desky a...ja se dycky zapomenu, ja anglicky mac...'" 

'there's not even time, if we would remember, like two of them [grandsons] work with us 
around the farm, but I won't remember to speak Czech to them, if I would remember, I would 
speak Czech with them and.. .1 always forget, I [speak] English too much' [M-30-W] 

Competent speakers have to make a point to remember to speak Czech with their 

offspring as it is no longer the language they would normally use even among themselves. 

Another challenge lies in the fact that the grandparents today ustially do not share a house 

with theu: children's families and only rarely remain the neighbors; the question is, how 

much occasional visits can do for a grandchild's acquisition of Czech. 

(12) "Oni sa boja ze to feknu spatne''' ('They are afraid they will say it wrong'), 

said a sixty eight year old woman from Temple about her grandchildren. Yet purism of 

more fluent speakers in the Texas Czech communities is a negligible factor in language 

loss when compared to the studies of East Sutherland Gaelic (Dorian 1981), Dyirbal 

(Schmidt 1985), or Mexicano (Hill and Hill 1986). I have already noted the lack of 

models, hence the lack of any "corrective mechanism" (so termed by Schmidt 1985). 

Thus the source of the comment above must not be initiated by a harsh judgment of 

elders, but it rather reflects subjective evaluations by the learners themselves. Against the 

embarrassment and discomfort that some semi-speakers confessed they feh when asked to 

" The English prepositional phrase 'speak ...to them' is reflected in the use of a translation equivalent (fim 
mluvil* / lit 'them I spoke' / 'I spoke to them'). Full Czech requires a preposition Isl ('with') or Inal 'on' 
(also cf. excerpt 15 below). 
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speak Czech, stands the case of a woman in her mid-thirties whom I met in Granger. She 

began learning Czech a few years ago. She presently lives with her grandparents to be 

able to take care of them. Both the grandparents and her father speak Czech and they all 

meet daily for their besedas ('leisurely talk'). She clearly wants to learn and, as I 

witnessed, frequently asks for corrections and explanations. She had not thought about 

feeling intimidated by her mistakes until I asked her about it. Overall, I observed that the 

young people who try to use any Czech at all (usually with their grandparents) meet with 

praise and encouragement rather than reproach.'* 

(13) Two cases that worked. The youngest fairly fluent informants in the YG 

include [M-50] and [M-61] from Granger. [M 1950] who lived with his parents until 

recently says "^mlicvime dome cesky este ted" ('we speak Czech at home even now'). He 

is the second oldest of five children. He does not recall when he and his siblings began 

using English in addition to Czech at home but remembers that his parents spoke both 

languages to them. Their case was not different from many others: "jag zme zacli do skoly 

tag mezi nami zme mluvili anglicky''' ('when we started school we spoke English among 

ourselves'), and his younger siblings "id tak cesky neumja, rozumja ale nemluvja" 

('don't speak Czech as well anymore, they understand but don't speak')." How and why 

" There are other cases that would at most qualify as friendly teasing of a younger Czech who does not 
speak the language Cchudadek on nerozumrra. poor little one, he doesn't understand', in reference to a 
young man having a beer with his elderly friend). In yet other cases the purism was directed to a peer, as I 
observed in interviewing the couples (in two cases a husband tended to correct his wife, e.g., "F: jak moje 
tetky se ozenilv M: vdalv...Y: vdidv tak...'"r?: when my aundes got married...M: married...F: married so 
...'). The verb ienit (sei/'xo marry' is commonly used in Texas Czech for both male and female as a result 
of the meaning extension by the analogy with English. In fiiU Czech, vddt (se) is used for a female and ienit 
(se) for a male. 
" Those bom after 194S rarely use Czech versions of their siblings' names; this informant did. 
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has he maintained his Czech? First, it seems diat his parents never considered speaking 

Czech as their first language a disadvantage. [M-50-G] says, 

(14) ""moja maminka neianila zddny anglickyJag ona Sla do tej prvni tfidy, ale jak pfiSla do 
osmej tak ona byla valedictorian, tak to ju, 2e nevmila anglicky to ju nezadrield" 

'my mom didn't know any English when she started first grade, but when she was in the 
eighth so she was a valedictorian, so (it her), that she didn't know English that didn't stop her' 

Second, they continued to speak both languages in the home after the children went to 

school, although the switch-over in the children's language preference based on their 

school experience took its toll. Third, the grandmother encouraged the children to speak 

Czech with her (cf. excerpt 4,4.1.3.1). Fourth, perhaps as a result of these positive 

incentives, he decided to take two semesters of an evening course in conversational 

Czech at Temple college. Finally, he finds this language useful in the workplace when 

interacting with his elderly customers. 

A different set of circumstances in the life of [M-61-G] resulted in his present 

ability to speak Czech. He is the third oldest of six children. His oldest brother did not 

speak much English when he started school, and today "on rozumr ('he understands'). 

The family did not speak much Czech at home when this informant was growing up, only 

raz za cas, ne dycky" and "ye to tak scilkaj tez " ('only a bit, once in a while, not 

always; it's the same today, too'). He still lives with his parents, and, being a middle 

child, he still spoke some Czech when he started school, but then stopped using it until 

his teens: 

(15) 'ivell ja sem to stradil ve Skolu a potem jak sem dilal s moji stryci after school - po Skole, 
potent oni me mluvili ienom moravdinu.. .(Jag dlouho uf hantuJeS?) to sem milJedendst Jag 
mysim sem zadnul {s tatinkemT) ne, on nehontuie ielenv. stryci, oni mni ttiili hodni moravdirm v 
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dirlisi?'̂  te£...(oni rddi mluvipo moravskyi) oh ja, oni to nemaju rddijakja mluvim englicky 
doopravdy''' 

'well I lost it in school and then when 1 worked with my uncles after school [he translates 'after 
school'], then they spoke only Moravian to me...(how long have you been hunting?) 1 was eleven 
I think when 1 started (with your father?) no, he doesn't hunt deer, my uncles, they taught me a 
lot of Moravian in the deer lease, too...(do they like to speak Moravian?) oh yeah, they don't like 
it when I speak English really' 

Today [M-61-G] speaks Czech with his uncles and sometimes with his parents and his 

grandmothers. His mother is a fluent speaker of Texas Czech. 1 am not certain about his 

father's proficiency, as he was not one of my focal informants, but when I interviewed his 

mother, I overheard a conversation in Czech between him and his son, who also says that 

both parents speak the language. In sum, this informant's uncles, who seem to prefer 

Czech over English, are the ones who once again introduced him to Czech, helped him 

improve and leam to enjoy speaking it. 

4.1.5. Research (Question (1): the Summary 

(1) What motivates the discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech? 

To answer my first research question I first compared the pre-1945 and the post-

1945 groups on their patterns of language acquisition (4.1.1). The questionnaire data 

show a dramatic increase in the number of informant in the YG who were taught English 

as their first language and their decisive shift toward the use of English in the pre-school 

years. Next, the second set of questioimaire data suggests a gradual dissolution of the 

Czech language vertical communication networks from the OG to the YG, a shift from 

the parents to grandparents as major participants in the child socialization in Czech for 

^ Morphological integrations in this excerpt: dirlisu-LOC / deer leas(e>+i< / 'deer lease'; hontovat / hunt+ 
ovat / 'to hunt'. I used the latter myself following my informant's use of the word earlier in the interview. 
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the YG, and a continuous erosion of the horizontal (peer) communication networks 

whose breakdown is again most apparent for the YG. Some informants in the YG report 

that they stopped using Czech by the age 4-S which points at incomplete acquisition 

rather than the actual loss of Czech (4.1.2.). I then analyzed excerpts from interviews to 

better illuminate my informants' childhood experiences in the home (4.1.3.1.) and in the 

community and the school (4.1.3.2.). This approach has yielded several recurring themes. 

Subsection (4.1.3.1.). First, some informants point to a relationship between the 

difference in the mothers' and fathers' proficiency in English, the division of parental 

duties, and the amount of acquired education. Second, in some cases the children took 

charge of the home language when they began to respond to their parents' Czech in 

English, which eventually led to the parents' full accommodation to the children's 

preferred language use. Third, the informants' testimonies highlight the role of 

grandparents in acquisition and maintenance of Czech. Fourth, the path of acquisition of 

Czech and English was importantly affected by the language use within the extended 

family. Finally, Dorian's (1986) language "tip" well applies to the division between the 

older and the younger siblings, with the latter often maintaining at least some level of 

receptive but almost non-existent productive competence. 

Subsection (4.1.3.2.). The themes include; first, the effect in some cases of public 

encounters involving the use of Czech (becoming more special for the YG) on acquisition 

of Czech, and second, positive or negative school experiences. The school theme also 

suggests that Catholic schools gave in to English at a slower pace than public schools, 

and that it mattered whether the school was in a predominantly Czech community or in 
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the community of "mixed nationals" (M-26-G)- Third, mainly yoimger informants seem 

to agree that their school years cost them whatever amount of Czech they acquired before 

the age of six. Lastly, many informants in both groups have experienced the use of Czech 

as a "secret code" by their parents, sometimes following in their parents' footsteps when 

it came to their own children; the older of the siblings, however, were usually able to 

break the code. 

Having identified the basic themes related to the patterns of language use and the 

availability of Czech interlocutors in my informants' childhood, 1 turned to the core of my 

research question, the causes of discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech in 

Texas (4.1.4.). In the analysis of transcribed interviews I identified twelve main topics 

that my informants considered relevant when asked about the subject: (1) intermarriage; 

(2) the claim of no conscious decision ("it just happened"); (3) one's insufficient 

proficiency in Czech hence one's inability to transmit the language ("if you don't speak it 

you can't pass it on"); (4) leading busy lives with no time to devote to the 'extra

curricular subject' of Czech; (5) the myth that teaching two languages simultaneously 

may cause the child to speak a 'slang' and/or accented English; (6) some parents' desire 

to spare the children their own negative school experiences, or the children's desire not to 

be seen as different ("I tried to forget it"); (7) the belief that 'one should speak the 

language of their adopted country,' leading to the English monolingualism rather than to 

just as possible bilingualism; (8) the actual attempts - more or less successful - of some 

parents from the OG to maintain Czech as the home language; (9) feelings of regret and 

experiencing guilt for not teaching their children, particularly for the OG ("Hindsight is 
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better than foresight"); (10) the interest, or the lack whereof, on the part of children ("they 

never said, 'teach me, I want to learn'"); (11) some promise for the future through the 

statements such as, "we'll start with our grandchildren;" and finally (12) a hint for the 

effect of purism, which however does not seem to result from others' (typically elders') 

intimidating remarks but rather from one's subjective self-assessment {"Onisa bojaze to 

feknu spatn£''l 'they are afraid they will say it wrong'). 

As Fishman (1991a: 355) observes, "intergenerational ethnocultural continuity so 

largely subsumes intergenerational mother tongue continuity, that we have come to expect 

the one when the other obtains." Transmission of Czech has long ceased in the Texas 

Czech communities, but some sense of intergenerational ethnocultural continuity has 

remained. Lacking a strong "group boundary consciousness, beliefs and practices that 

foster family-home-neighborhood-community islands of detachment" (Ibid.: 114) from 

the larger world dominated by English, the conmiimities' intracultural boundaries that 

need to be sufi^ciently maintained for the intergenerational language transmission to 

happen (Ibid.: 357) have become highly permeable. 

Only some informants suggest that the interruption of natural transmission of 

Czech 'just happened', as they had no intentions to discontinue its use; they simply gave 

in to the changing social reality. Those who still spoke Czech in front of their children 

because Czech was their first and primaiy language (not using it as a secret code), might 

have hoped that the children would just 'pick it up'. Those who adjusted to the children's 

English, suppressing the use of Czech at home, only later realized that they should not 

have given up so easily. Some seem to blame the situation on the lack of interest among 
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the children hence shifting the responsibility to their shoulders, similar to a more 

elaborate argument of the Gapun villagers that their children are too strong-willed that 

"they don't want to know [their] village language" (Kulick 1992: 14). Whether or not the 

individuals made a conscious decision in favor of English ultimately makes very little 

difference because both camps let it happen. Feelings of nostalgia cannot be an incentive 

strong enough to act against the decline of Czech, some prospect of practical use for it 

would be a more efficient tool for its maintenance and/or recovery. Czech in Texas has 

become one of the "heritage languages," the term that connotes "their past — rather than 

their present - currency as languages of everyday life" (Fishman 1991a: 363). I return to 

its prospects for the future in Chapter 7. 
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Chapters: 

THE SPEAKER AND THE COMMUNITY 

In this chapter, I focus on questions (2-4). Question (2) What does it mean to be a 

speaker of a language, i.e., a speaker of Texas Czech/Moravian?, and question (3) How is 

the Texas Czech speech community defined?, are treated in section (5.1.). Question (4) 

What are the contexts of use of Texas Czech, and what is the role of this language use in 

the speaker's identity?, is explored in section (5.2.). 

Where applicable, I compare tiie views of the older informants (pre-1945 group; 

OG) to those of the younger informants (post-1945 group; YG). To review, the OG 

includes 6 males and 8 females &om Granger, and 7 males and 6 females from West. The 

YG is composed of 4 males and 3 females from Granger, and 3 males and 2 females from 

West. 

5.1. THE INSIDERS' VIEW OF TEXAS CZECH AND THE TEXAS CZECH 

SPEECH COMMUNITY 

In addition to the two major problems stated in the heading of this section, I 

explore the question of Moravian as a language or a dialect (5.1.1.1. - 5.1.1.2.), related to 

the perspectives on Texas Czech (5.1.1., 5.1.1.3. - 5.1.1.6.), and the issues of self- and 

other-perceived proficiency (5.1.2.), pertinent to the definition of the Texas Czech speech 

community (5.1.3.). 
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5.1.1. Texas Czech 

I defined Texas Czech as a reduced, immigrant variety of Moravian Czech (cf. 

1.1.3.4.), having its roots mainly in the Lachian and Wallachian dialects of the Moravian 

region in the present-day Czech Republic (cf. 1.1.3.3.). In the following subsections I 

first I consider my informants' views of the Moravian as a language or a dialect,' and 

then their perspectives on what constitutes Texas Czech. 

5.1.1.1. "The Moravian Question" (Pre-1945 Group) 

The older informants generally perceive Czech and Moravian as somewhat 

different, but they rarely answered my question about this distinction using the terms 

"language" and "dialect", suggesting that this linguistic distinction bears little importance 

to the speakers themselves. There are exceptions, however, as shown in example (3). 

Some are oblivious to dialectal differences as in (4), while many others tend to refer to 

their speech interchangeably (and rather unconsciously) as cesky ('in Czech') or morqfsky 

('in Moravian') throughout an interview (excerpts 5 - 6). One informant replied to my 

inquiry about this inconsistency, "to je stejne, mysim" ('it's the same, 1 think;' M-43-

W/T). At times the question was turned back to me as in (7). One interviewee told me a 

story of how he realized the existence of some dialectal differences in Czech during his 

trip to the Czech Republic (excerpt 8). Such travelers have usually also encountered 

speakers of Slovak, and in their reply set Slovak apart from Czech and Moravian, which 

they view as essentially the same (excerpt 9). Finally, the informant in (10) implies a 

' Here the reader may recall the "Moravian question" debate between Kevin Hannan, Jiff Hdla and W. J. 
Malina published in Cesf^ Hlas (cf. Giainer 1,1.2.2.). 
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distinction between her Moravian and Czech that might interfere in her speech but 

does not explicitly define it as a language difference. 

(1) "the endings are just a little bit different" [M-36-G] 

(2) "some words are different" [M-IO-G] 

(3) "/of mysim ie dialects su different"/ 'well, I think that the dialects are different' [F-34-G] 

(4) "Czech is Czech and it's the same everywhere" [F-34-W] 

(5) "'spivali zme hodnipo morqfsky.. .(jak se modlite?) toz moze po desky ale my vitSinu 
englicfy... 
[in church] 'we sang a lot in Moravian.. .(how do you pray?) well you can in Czech but usually 
we [sing] in English...' [F-24-W] 

(6) "...because everybody just spoke - Cech ('Czech') Cech - spoke morqfsky'\''\R Moravian') 
[M-36-G] 

(7) . .CO je inadi od deStiny a morqfStiny?" [M-24-G] 
'what is different from Czech and Moravian?' (i.e., 'how is Czech and Moravian different?') 

(8) "it wasn't until we got to Bmo [in Moravia] that all of a sudden everybody started speaking 
correctly @@@ so that gave me a clue that probably - that our little - isolated brand of Cech was 
probably from that Moravia territory" [M-36-G] 

(9) "I don't see any difference in the two, but Slovak I could never understand" [M-26-G] 

(10) ""morqfsky asi - moind ze tarn mam aji neco deskeho, ja nevim" [F-37-G] 
[I speak] 'Moravian I guess - maybe I have some Czech in there too, I don't know' 

In sum, many older informants perceive Czech and Moravian as somewhat 

different, typically in the lexicon (easily segmentable and highly referential) and 

derivational morphology (relatively easily segmentable), i.e., the language variables of 

which speakers are usually highly aware (Silverstein 1981). Some point out differences 

between Bohemian dialects (especially the Prague speech they most frequently 

encountered if they traveled in the Czech Republic) as opposed to the 'correct', that is, 

more familiar, speech they heard in Moravia (cf. excerpt 8). Overall, however, the 
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distinctions are made on the level of'different' and 'somewhat different' rather than 

directly responding to my question, "m/uv/Ye cesky rtebo moravsky?" ('do you speak 

Czech or Moravian?'), or, "do you consider Moravian a language or a dialect?."^ 

5.1.1.2. "The Moravian Question" (Post-1945 Group) 

A similar collection of responses emerges for the younger informants, although 

explicit references to the "language" vs. "dialecf distinction are more frequent (also cf. 

5.1.1.5.). There is the notion of some general difference (excerpt 1 below), awareness of 

specific differences noted in lexicon (excerpt 2), of the "Moravian dialect" (excerpt 3), as 

well as the view that "everybody has their little version," but otherwise Czech and 

Moravian are "so similar" (F-50-W). 

(1) "I know there is a difference - Czech and Moravian..." [M-51b-W] 

(2) "...my grandma and grandpa being bom in Moravia and him in Praha - there were different 
words they used but they didn't have any trouble communicating" [F-46-W] 

(3) "nasa je vie morqfsky, ale ('our is more Moravian, but') we just consider it all Czech, but we 
speak more of a Moravian dialect" [M-50-G] 

There is also a clear assertion that "there are different dialects" (F-55-G) on the 

one hand, and uncertainty about what the nature of the difference might be on the other, 

as shown in (4). Perhaps depending on the perceived distance from their ancestors and a 

closer association in their mind with the Czech of the present day Czech Republic, some 

younger speakers opt for "Czech" without any alternations. To illustrate, I compare the 

son's attempt to encourage his mother to speak Czech with me and his mother's reply in 

which she follows up on his "Czech" with "Moravian" in excerpt (5) below. Finally, an 
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association of "that Moravian langiu^e" with a "slang" (excerpt 6) stems from the 

typical assessment of Texas Czech by its own speakers, bringing me closer to the 

presentation of views on Texas Czech in the following subsection. 

(4) "Mam byt Moravec, ale mluvim desky — ja nevim co je rozdil doopravdy" [M-61-G] 
'I'm supposed to be Moravian but I speak Czech -1 don't know what the difference is really' 

(5) son: ""mluvit s mi mom, mluvit cesky.. m o t h e r  sak ja pravim, ja nemoiu pisat' a ja 
neumim ditat' morqfsky ale...'" 
'speak-INF* with her mom, speak-INF* Czech..., well I am saying, I can't write and I can't read 
in Moravian but...' [M-49-W & F-24-W] 

(6) "that Moravian language, is that pretty close? (That's what you speak) - is that kind of more 
slang?" [M-46-G] 

5.1.1.3. The Insiders' View of Texas Czech 

Although I learned quite a bit of pure Czech, it did not 
do me a lot of good since I never used it in that form. 
Our Czech could be described as 'Tex-CzecA," 
comparable to conversational Tex-Mex of some South 
Texans (Skrabanek 1988: 189; emphasis added). 

The author of the quote above refers to the "pure Czech" he learned in school but 

never really used in practice. In this subsection I am concerned with the ways in which 

my informants talk about their secondary langu£^e, to which they generally refer to as 

"Texas Czech", the term which I have therefore adopted throughout my study. Machann 

and Mendl (1983: 171) point out that "there has always been a suspicion among many 

Czech speakers in Texas that they don't speak 'good' Czech." 

The insiders' view of Texas Czech in general considers those features that 

community members identify as clearly Moravian, that is, familiar lexical choices and 

^ When asking this question I usually had to switch into English (although dialekt is a well established 
bonowing in European Czech). 
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word forms they have been exposed to and/or may use themselves, and as 

conspicuously non-Czech, such as morphological integrations of nouns, adjectives, and 

verbs, borrowings (e.g., tomdtal 'tomatoes'), and code-switches.^ It is these features they 

refer when saying that their Czech is "broken," * "broken up," "broken half and half," 

"inconsistent,"/wwisa/ie or "mixed," a "slang," and less frequently, "our brogue." Much 

less often they are aware of morphosyntactic features specific to reduced immigrant 

languages (Polinsky 1994), such as simplification (e.g. rigidification of the word order), 

and redundancy (e.g., overuse of overt pronominal subjects) typical for this reduced 

variety of Czech. 

That Texas Czech is stigmatized by its own speakers is not unusual; as Milroy 

(1987:186) observes, "mixed codes are particularly stigmatized, probably as a 

consequence of underlying ideologies of linguistic 'purity'." This persp)ective on Texas 

Czech may also imply that the language is not worth transmitting, even though the point 

marking the end of transmission of Czech dates farther back to the history and thus this 

negative perception may be only reinforcing the discontinuation rather than even partially 

causing it, and even though the speakers may express their regret over the loss of their 

ancestral language. At the same time, Texas Czech is contrasted with "high class" and 

^ Morphological integrations involve a combination of the 'bare' English nouns, adjectives, and verbs, with 
the Czech inflectional sufBxes. This strategy is typical for the language contact situations in which the 
morphologically rich but receding language faces the influence of the morphologically impoverished but 
dominant language (see e.g., Saville-Troike et al. 1995 for attriting Czech and Russian in the children 
acquiring English; §abec 199S for American Slovene). Thus in Texas Czech (and American Czech in 
general) one hears kena / 'can+a'/ 'a can', and pikovat / 'pick+ova/'/ 'to pick', and pinkavd / 'pink+ovd'/ 
'pink' (cf Chapter 8,8.1.4.13 A). 
* Two meanings of the term "broken" can be inferred from my interviews. First, it refers to the "broken 
language", and second, it is also used to assess one's proficiency in Czech. Thus there is a difference in 
saying, "our Czech is broken," and '*mv Czech is broken," the former referring to Texas Czech in general. 
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"true" Czech, which suggests that this variety of Czech has not lost its prestige 

among the current generations; the "real" Czech, however, is not the language they 

consider their own. As for the two groups, the older and younger informants do not 

significantly differ in their views but they do in the actual use of Texas Czech when 

presenting their definitions and evaluations. Let us now discuss some of them in detail. 

5.1.1.4. Texas Czech (Pre-1945 Group) 

The first excerpt (below) illustrates common evaluations of Texas Czech also 

setting it against "the pure" and "the real" Czech of the Czech Republic. Contrasting what 

"we" call it with the Czech of "yours" clearly sets apart the 'ideal' speaker of the "high 

class" Czech so conceived and the speaker of a "different type" of Czech. Yet at tiie 

same time, referring to their Czech as a "different type" acknowledges its status as a 

distinct variety of Czech. 

(1) "it's broken, we call it broken Cech, not the pure the real the - like yours is, we call it low 
class. High class is what you have in Czechoslovakia, ours is mixed with English - it's a 
different type of CecH'' [M-30-W] 

Excerpt (2) demonstrates some informants' awareness of morphological integrations 

typical for Texas Czech (here, vashovat / wash+ovar / 'to wash'), to which the reference 

"slang words" appears to apply. Similar to the "half Czech" designation in this excerpt, 

half pa is the term used by Slovene Americans in reference to their speech (Sabec 

1995), and misa-misa ('half-an' half) by Australian Greeks (Papademetre 1994: 516). ̂  

^ Milroy (1987:186) gives examples of similar terms for other mixed codes. For example, the mixing of 
Canadian French and English is referred to as VouoT, of Yoruba and English as 'verbal salad'. 
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(2) "I would call it Tex Czech.. .we would speak half Czech and use English words.. .we use 
a lot of slang words - or we made -1 would just take for instance... 107^/ ('to wash') - we'd 
say vashovat, we have Americanized (it)...So it's more slang words and American words 
... You have to be able to speak English to understand some of these people in Texas" 

[F-38-W] 

Finally, that "you have to speak English" to understand Texas Czech speakers (excerpt 2) 

is shown in practice in excerpt (3) where the borrowings stize ('shoes') and pekic 

('package') obscure the meaning of utterances for the informant's Czech relative. The 

excerpt also represents an observation that older informants are often aware of the Czech 

equivalents for such "Americanized" expressions and offer them side by side during an 

interview. 

(3) 'ya sent pravil, dostali uz ste ty suze? A ... to uipatfi do anglidiny - stfevice lebo botky, a orta 
neumnela anglicky, potem sent se ji ptal esi dostala ten pekic. well, pekic to je balik, zas zme 
nevidili...proto tody je to zmiSane z anglidinu''' 

asked her, have you gotten those shoes? And...that already belongs to English [translates 
'shoes' to Czech], but she did not know English, then I asked her whether she's gotten that 
package, well, package that's [translates 'package' to Czech], so again we did not 
know...because it's mixed with English here' [M-IO-G] 

The "Americanized" in excerpt (2) can be equated with the "modernized" in excerpt (4), 

but any positive connotations that this reference might have are immediately devalued by 

the notion ±at Texas Czech speakers use "incorrect" Czech words. In (5) the informant 

suggests the same; their Czech is "perhaps not as correct" as they would like, similar to a 

seventy two year old woman from Granger who says, "I don't have that true Cech." 

(4) "/ny tuhle nekere ty slova jag mluvime - we modernize them to su jak anglicke lebo slang - to 
neni sprdvnd deske slova" 
'some words that we speak here - we modernize them, they are like English or slang - that's not 
correct Czech words' [M-43-W/T] 

(5) "tof ne tak spravni iesky jak tfebas byzme chtili mluvit"" 
'well not as correct Czech as we would perhaps like to speak' [F-27-G] 
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Further, Texas Czech is contrasted with "better" and "beautiful" rather than "correct" 

Czech (excerpt 6). The informant refers to the Czech speech of their friends, an emigre 

couple. [F-35] in (6) does not speak of a "different type" of Czech; rather, she insinuates 

that Texas Czech is simply not good enough. Excerpts (7) and (8) again illustrate the 

older informants' awareness of borrowings (the discourse marker olrqft, the integration 

kdra). Also in (8) the informant distinguishes between "we" and "they," i.e., Czechs in 

the Czech Republic (not "yours" inclusive of the interviewer as in excerpt 1), as she 

speaks in the context of her experience in the Czech Republic. 

(6) "she has a beautiful wav of tallfing,..my zme vie americky nez on...on mluvi moc lepsi ceskv 
nez my" / 'we are aiore American than he.. .he speaks much better Czech than we do' 

[F-35-G] 
(7) takepravime olrqjt and that's not right that's Texas Cech...'" 
'we also say olrajt [all right] and that's not right that's Texas Czech..." [F-34-G] 

(8) "0' nekere slova jak - ato - why thev call it ato - yvQ say kdra over here" 
'some of those words like - the car...' [F-25-G] 

In excerpt (9) Texas Czech is viewed as "a lingo" with words pronounced differently, an 

allusion to dialectical archaisms and borrowings, joining its other designations as "slang" 

and "brogue". 

(9) "1 don't know if you'd call it a lingo or what.. .a lot of words are different from what you all 
pronounce them and we talk what we call Tex Czech @@@" [F-41-W] 

As for the 'mixing' strategy, one man in his fifties told me, "we mix Czech with English 

so much that we don't realize it." That at least some speakers do not make a conscious 

effort to express themselves in their secondary language certainly applies to several older 

informants in my sample whom I consider fluent in Texas Czech. 
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The next set of excerpts has in common an explicit recognition of the 

dialectal foundation of Texas Czech. Other examples include referring to Texas Czech as 

"old fashioned Czech," and the old moravcina ('Moravian'). One informant highlighted 

the Moravian roots of his friend's idiolect defining it as 'Texas Cech Moravian." 

The speaker in (11) below refers to his idiolect as the Moravian or Wallachian 

"language". The context for this description is a conversation between him and his host in 

the Czech Republic who admires his guest's Moravian speech and finds it hard to believe 

that he was bom in America. In this case, speaking of one's idiolect is a matter of pride. 

Curiously, this is the same informant who responded to my inquiry about the existence of 

the Moravian language with "it is the same [as Czech], 1 think" (cf. 5.1.1.1.), yet here he 

defines Moravian and Wallachian as languages. 

(10) "We more than likely talk here as they talked there years ago" [F-34-W] 

(11) "Ja jim dycky feknu ja su od Texasu ale muj Jazyk by I morafskv iazvk lebo valasskv iazvk" 
'I always tell them that I am from Texas but my language was Moravian language or Wallachian 
language' [M-43-W/T] 

A unique comparison between (Queen's English and "the old Moravian dialect" is 

offered in excerpt (12) below. 

(12) "take for example the Queen's English and the American English. Would you say that the 
old Moravian dialect would be more like the Queen's old old English or the old old Cech in 
comparison with American English?" [F-38-W] 

The informant continues to tell me, however, that she feels intimidated whenever she is 

expected to use her "language [which] is not like it should be" with her Czech speaking 
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customers^ in the gift shop where she worics. Hence what is subjected to criticism is 

the "mixing" and "Americanization" the speakers are aware of in their own idiolects 

and/or in the speech of others, rather than the Moravian basis of Texas Czech. 

The question remains, however, why only some informants point out the dialectal 

basis of Texas Czech while others ignore it. For only some informants (such as the man 

speaking in excerpt 11) I am prepared to speculate that this recognition is related to their 

interest in genealogy, travel to (and contacts in) the Czech Republic, and fairly good 

understanding of the dialectal differences in their ancestors' homeland.^ Many others 

heard their parents saying that they spoke morqfsky and adopted the term without any 

further understanding of its meaning, which applies to both pre-1945 and post-1945 

group in the sample (also cf Chapter 6, 6.1.2.). 

A nutshell definition of Texas Czech I have encountered on several occasions is a 

phrase "sure ze jo.^^ 

(13) "'as they say, sure ie jo, ta ceskd cestina @@@" 
'sure this is the case.. .that's Czech Czech' [M-30-W] 

The laughingly said "Czech Czech" in excerpt (13) underscores the irony of this 

statement; rather than "Czech Czech," "sure ze jo" is a typical "Texas Moravian" 

expression, as another man in his mid-fifties noted at a different occasion. On another 

^ To be sure, this is not a daily event The informant refers to occasional travelers fiom the Czech Republic 
and even older Texas (and American) Czechs who get inspired to use their Czech as they browse through 
the gift items imported fiom the Czech Republic. 
^ That some people di£ferentiate between the "dialect" and slang" shows in the following exchange between 
two women, one in her fifties (Fl) and the other in her eighties (F2): 
F1: "umif morafsky. ie7" B: ""ale jo, troSku umim, ale F2: " t̂aky troSku slang...'" 
Fl: 'you can speak Moravian, right?' F2: 'Oh sure, I know some but -' Fl: 'also a bit of that slang'. 
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occasion, a man in the same age range told me in the same humorous manner that 

"ow/pravili sure fe jo, Texasky Cech" ('they said, sure that's true, a Texas Czech'), in 

reference to the Texas Czech speech in general. In (14) below I reproduce a longer piece 

of narrative from which we detect a clear recognition of the nature of morphological 

integrations, followed by "sure ze jo," here meant as a symbolic expression representing 

the "half Cech and half English" strategy that for so many informants defines Texas 

Czech: "sure" stands for "half English" and "ieyo" for "half Czech". 

(14) [The informant tells me a story from the 1930s, about a teacher who was trying to get more 
students for her Czech class. She asked one boy if he wanted to study Czech, but he claimed that 
he abready spoke it. The teacher asked him to translate "'they were fighting on the sidewalk" to 
Czech in order to prove his claim: The informant mocks the boy's translation and uses it to 
illustrate the Texas Czech speech:] "om fajtovali na sajdv6ku,^thsy were fighting on the 
sidewalk', so that was his Cech that he knew - a lot of our Cech was that way. When we have 
Cech people come over here they always get a kick out of this one, say, if I asked you, zitra 
mozeme jit do Dallas? ('can we go to Dallas tomorrow?'), oni ('they') would say - sure ze jo 
@@@ so - half Cech and half English." [M-24-W] 

The Texas Czech speech has been also described to me as "words twisted around 

to make it Cech" by a man in his early sbcties. A metaphorical statement in (15) below 

and a simile in (16) complement the symbolic definition of Texas Czech in "sure ze jo." 

(15) "Our words are watered down, esi nevime slovo ('if we don't know a word'), we make it up" 
[F-33-W] 

(16) "/w to mame potrhane - jag dyby vodu lei z boketa"^ 
'we have it all torn into pieces here - as if you were to pour water from the bucket' [M-24-G] 

I have also encoimtered a statement about the "family slang" (excerpt 17) and was 

told about an expression which is allegedly part of the Texas Czech "slang" even though 

' For some speakers, the English 'sure' is also bomjwed into Czech which is apparent from the Czech 
letroflex pronunciation of [r] (varieties of American English irrelevant in Texas context aside). The phrase 
literally means 'sure that yes'. 
' [boket] is another borrowing (&om the English 'bucket') phonologicaily adjusted to Czech. The full Czech 
equivalent in this context would be vidro. 
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its meaning is apparently unclear to this speaker and her peers (excerpt 18). 

However, another informant [M-26-G] said, "baze" in the interview, using the form that 

I know. 

(17) "they've got their own slang...! can't understand it...they have their own family words I 
would say just like we would have some of ours - like in English" [F-34-W] 

(18) ""ale bqjze ('but sure'), that's not when you get mad - that's just a slang, ale bqjie Chut 
sure/of course').. .1 don't know, some people ask - what does that mean?" [F-41-W] 

Based on the many conversations with the descendants of Czechs in Texas I suggest that 

the informant in (17) refers to dialectal varieties of lexical items (e.g., zemaky vs. kobzole 

vs. brambory, all words for 'potatoes' in Czech).'" Some of them are less widely 

understood, thus she might not know what sesle means but understand its more common 

variety zidle ('chair'). Sometimes within a family, "grandma and grandpa [were] bom in 

Moravian and him in Praha" [sic], and thus "there were different words they used" (F-46-

W). With different families in contact users of one word encountered its equivalent with 

which they were not familiar, hence the basis for the claim about the existence of a 

"family slang." 

I close with excerpt (19) in which Texas Czech is contrasted in several different 

ways, eventually taking us to the first immigrants' homeland. 

(19) "my grandma...she talked - you know - she didn't talk the Tex Cech. she talked the regular 
Cech. and my mother could understand her real good but I had trouble with some of the words 
she used. She talked a different Cech. she talked from her homeland, it was nice to hear it" 

[M-38-W] 

^my na desky jazykpovidame zemakv. ja nevim jak - which is really the correct word.' Ja vim, ja sent 
slySel bramborv. erteple. a nekefi povidtgi erteple, a kobzole sem taky slySel - skad' to JSecko pfiSloT! 'in 
Czech-ACC* we say [potatoes], I don't know how -... I know, I've heard [potatoes, potatoes], and some 
say [potatoes], and [potatoes] I've heard as well • where did it all come from?' [M-IO-G] 
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Here the "regular CecW is the "different Cech" and finally the Czech "from [her] 

homeland," which the informant enjoyed hearing as he was growing up. Metaphorically, 

this piece of discourse spans the continents - from the grandmother's homeland in Europe 

to America where her language evolved through the generations into what her 

descendants today call Texas Czech, Texas Cech, or Texas Cz&chJCech Moravian. 

5.1.1.5. Texas Czech (Post-1945 Group) 

While at least some of my older informants define their view on what constitutes 

Texas Czech in Texas Czech, this is not the case for their younger counterparts, although 

the occasional reference to Czech as Cech [x] gives the flavor of Czechness to their 

narratives." A description of one's language is not an easy task to tackle, which might 

explain why less proficient speakers opted for English. The notions they express, 

however, do not significantly differ from those I have presented for the older informants. 

In excerpts (1) and (2), the informants are explicit about the dialect change and 

language change respectively and reason that Texas Czech speakers could not be a part of 

this process due to the decades of isolation. In addition, the informant in (1) does not 

think that these changes are given attention in the handful of Czech classes that are 

available to Texas Czechs, and the informant in (2) speaks of "the anglicized version" of 

words, the practice that some older informants described as "Americanization" and 

"modernization." 

'' I defer an explanation of the use of the word Cech which I have already shown as quite typical through 
the excerpts above to Chapter 6 (6.1.7.2.). 
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(1) "we speak the old Cech like our grandparents did and there^s been a change in the dialect 
in the Czech Republic and we are not aware of it always since we don't have a school to tell 
us..." [F-50-W] 

(2) "I know that the language has evolved since then and I realize that during period of time there 
was ... - it was very difficult for the Czechs here to be a part of that evolution, I think that the 
languages are still very close but you can tell there's a significant difference, a lot of words - we 
learned them with the anglicized version to them" [M-5 Ib-W] 

The strategy of mixing' is offered in a number of definitions. I include examples 

in excerpts (3-5). The repertoire of elements that enter the "mixture" called Texas Czech 

is expanded in excerpt (3), namely by German and "Tex Mex". 

(3) "it's kinda like - half - most of it is - some of it is Cech and then it looks like it's mixed even 
with German and some Tex Mex and all kinds of stuff that's mixed in there" [F-58-G] 

Extensive borrowing from German to Czech has taken place throughout the Czech history 

and was particularly alive in the nineteenth century. I was often given examples of 

German words typical for Texas Czech such as spek ('bacon') or lufi ('air'). It is worth 

noting that the contact between Czech and German began much earlier and many of these 

words have been a part of Czech in the Czech lands as well, especially of Moravian 

dialects (cf. Chapter 8). "Tex Mex" is comparable to Texas Czech in the concept of 

'mixing' that my informants have expressed and of code-switching. 

In excerpt (4) below, the "true," i.e., 'ideal' speakers are contrasted with the 

younger speakers who have again given in to the 'mixing' strategy, and the informant in 

(5) refers to Texas Czech metaphorically as "bootleg," suggesting an 'imderground' 

status of the language which is composed of 'illegally transported' parts. He also 

mentions the speakers of American Polish. According to a Texan of Polish descent I met 
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in Granger, one learns Czech "being around them" all the time. Having lived in a 

predominantly Czech conmiunity, he even took a Czech class in school. 

(4) "like you come fix)m - you know, you're true, and there's others, some of the older ones are 
true, but now 1 think the younger ones are - four words of Czech and two words of English, you 
know, it's a mixing now" [M-53-G] 

(5) "like 1 said, everything we talk is kind of a bootleg, and what them Polish people talk is kind 
of a bootleg, it's a mixture of their language and Cech..." [sic] [M-46-G] 

Just as for the older speakers, "high level Cech" is contrasted with "the low level 

Cech^ (M-51a-W), and "correct" words with "different" words typical for Texas Czech, 

as is shown in (6). 

(6) "and a lot of them words are different, for instance we always learned the word for 
grandmother was stafenka, and I think it's babidka - is correct" [M-51 b-W] 

Two different words for 'grandfather' and 'grandmother' are among the high awareness 

items for most of my informants. While stafenka and staficek are used to refer to the 

grandmother and the grandfather in the Northeastern Moravian dialects and thus they are 

well established in Texas, babicka and dedecek mean the same in the Bohemian dialects, 

in Central Moravia, and in Common Czech. 

I have ahready mentioned the use of contrasting pronominal reference for some of 

my older informants' statements. Some ambiguity arises in excerpt (7) below, where "our 

own words" may refer to both a version of the ancestral language that the descendants of 

Czechs speak with their "own" English words woven in and to the 'mixed' expressions 

resulting from the contact of the two languages. The former case would be particularly 

interesting, because it would suggest that the ancestral language may be a part of one's 

ethnic background without being perceived as one's "own" language. 
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(7) "I think that everybody just picks up things different.. .a bit of the dialect - just like 
Texas Czech, we are working our own words into the language and things have changed a 
Uttle" 

[F-50-W] 

Also the younger infonnants were often aware of the 'mixing' and 'slang' words 

during the language tasks. A typical trigger for such comments was an integration for the 

color word 'brown' (excerpt 8).'~ 

(8) "(brown?) braunovd, in the slang, yeah" [F-50-W] 

Finally, even limited speakers in this category often reported that they could 

understand their visitors from the Czech Republic, although they realized that they were 

not using "the same words" (M-51a-W).'^ 

5.1.2. Self-Perceived and Other-Perceived Proficiency 

In order to define the membership of the Texas Czech speech community, it is 

necessary to know how Texas Czech speakers assess proficiency of their own (i.e., self-

perceived proficiency), and of others (i.e., other-perceived proficiency'"*) in this language. 

First, I focus on self-perceived proficiency as recorded in the questioimaires, and then 

consider some of the self-evaluations expressed during interviews. The view of my 

informants' self-assessment in this source of data is composed of their report on the 

languages they can speak, write, read, and understand'^ and their respotise on the self-

ranking scale. 

Also cf. Chapter 8 (8.1.1.). 
The contrast between comprehension and production abilities for semi-speakers is well shown in Dorian 

(1977,1981,1982). It is given more attention later in this study. 
Thus "other-perceived proficiency" is a technical term I use in this study instead of the equivalent phrase 

"perceived proficiency of others". 
' The infonnants' literacy in Fnglish, also reported in the questionnaires, can be assumed. My presentation 
focuses only on Czech and, where included, other languages. 
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5.1.2.1. Self-Perceived Proficiency 

5.1.2.1.1. Competencies in Czech 

From the 13 men in the pre-1945 group (CXi) group, 12 report speaking Czech, 

and 1 Czech and Spanish. As for writing ability, 5 males report they can write in Czech, 

1 in both Czech and Spanish, and 1 man says he can write "some Czech". Six males in 

this category do not write in Czech at all. As for reading skills, 7 males can and 2 cannot 

read Czech, while 4 can read it "some" or "little". Finally, 12 men say they can 

understand Czech (one of them also reports "some German"), and one man understands 

"some Czech". 

Among the 7 males in the post-1945 group (YG), 6 report speaking Czech (one of 

them adds Spanish, and 2 include "some Spanish"), and 1 lists only English as the 

language he speaks. As for writing, only 1 male says he can write in Czech, and 2 put in 

"some Czech" (one of them also being able to write "some Spanish"); 4 men do not 

report this ability for Czech. I obtained only slightly better results for the reading ability, 

with again I male including Czech, 3 reporting they can read "little", "some", or "most" 

Czech, and 3 men not being able to write in Czech at all. All of them, however, report 

they understand Czech (1 man "some", and 2 also "some Spanish"). The emerging 

picture foregroimds the overall ability to first comprehend and then to speak Czech, 

followed by some ability to read and write in the language. 
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Out of the 13 women in the OG,'^ 8 speak Czech, 3 report also "some 

Spanish", and 1 Czech, French and Spanish. One of them does not think that she can 

speak Czech. As for writing, 4 females say they possess this skill in Czech, while 6 do 

not. One person reports "limited" abili^ to write in Czech and writing skill in Spanish, 

one "some" ability to write in Czech, and one is writing-proficient in all languages she 

says she can speak. Four women can read Czech, four of them cannot, and 2 can read it 

"some". The three remaining women read "some Spanish", Spanish, and Spanish with 

French in addition to Czech. Finally, 11 women understand Czech (3 of them "some" or 

"limited" Spanish, and 1 of them again Czech, French and Spanish), while 2 women say 

they understand only "some Czech". 

From the four questionnaires available for females in the YG, all women report 

they speak Czech (one of them "some Czech", and one of them adds "some Spanish"). 

Only one of them says she can write in Czech (two can write "little Spanish"), while all 4 

state they can read it (one specifies "some words", and 1 again includes "some Spanish"). 

Finally, all of them report the ability to comprehend Czech (with again "some Spanish" in 

one case). Just as the younger males, these women seem most confident about 

comprehension. Speaking comes next, followed by some reading skills, and one woman's 

ability to write Czech. 

There are 14 women in the group, but one of them has not returned her questionnaire (my attempts to 
secure this data from her have been unsticcessfiil). In the interview, however, she said: **1 can understand it 
a little bit better than I can talk it" [F-45-G]. 
" Just as for the pre-1945 group, I am lacking one questionnaire (F-46-W). 
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5.1.2.1.2. The Self-Ranking Scale 

The self-ranking scale in the questionnaire was introduced as follows: "If you had 

to describe how well you speak Czech, what would you say?. Please circle which applies 

18 to you." There were 7 options and 1 additional suboption: 

Table 5.1 The Self-Ranking Scale 

1 = I am very fluent in Czech a) and 1 feel comfortable using and speaking it 
b) but I don't feel very comfortable using/speaking it. 

2 = I speak Czech well a) and I feel comfortable using and speaking it 
b) but I don't feel coinfortable using and speaking it. 

3 = I speak Czech moderately well a) and I feel quite comfortable using and speaking it 
b) but I don't feel very comfortable using / speaking it. 

4 = I don't speak Czech very well a) but I feel fairly comfortable using and speaking it 
b) and I don't feel comfortable using and speaking it. 

5 = I speak Czech very little a) but I feel quite comfortable using the expressions I know 
b) and I don't feel comfortable using the expressions I know. 

6 = I don't speak any Czech because a) I forgot what I had leamed before. 
b) I never leamed any Czech. 

7 = I don't speak any Czech but I understand it 
8 = I can sing along in Czech when listening to a Czech band YES NO 

The results are summarized in Table 5.2 below.'' Even though older (OG) and 

younger (YG) informants (both males and females) are not equally represented in the 

sample, their self-reports and self-rankings, despite some inconsistencies, reflect the 

intergenerational decline of Czech.^° Overall, the younger informants experience more 

Some infomiants filled out the version which lacked item 8 because I continued to revise the 
questionnaire in the course of my fieldwork. 
" Where the nimibers of responses for each group exceed the number of informants in a group, some of 
them circled more than one option. 
^ On one occasion I intended to interview a couple in their mid- and late 40s but ended up around a kitchen 
table with them and their father-in-Iaws in their mid-seventies and the eighties. Both elderly males were 
fluent Czech speakers, although one of them tended to switch to English (which could still be termed 
"^conversational code-switching"; cf. Gumperz 1982), and his daughter-in-law kept reminding him, "'mluvte 
6eslQ>\" ('speak Czech!'). As for the daughter-in-law, 1 observed what she later said about her proficiency 
(spiking sometimes and understanding well). Her husband seemed to understand at least some of the 
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linguistic insecurity than their older counterparts (4 / 15.4% [OG]: 7 / 63.6% [YG]). 

Importantly, all reported instances in the OG are from females, which relates to the 

observation that males tend to engage in brief exchanges in Czech more often than 

females (cf. excerpt 10, 5.1.2.3. below). The ratio of such cases is more balanced for the 

YG (i.e., 3 males and 4 females report feeling uncomfortable when using their Czech). 

Table 5.2 The Self-Ranking Scale (Pre-1945 [OG] & Post-1945 [YG]) 

Self-Rankine Scale 
Males Males Females Females 

Pre-1945 (OG) vs. Post-1945 (YG) OG YG OG YG 
Total N N= 13 '̂ N = 7 N= 13 N = 4 

Brethren (B) vs. Catholic (C) B | C  B | C  B | C  B | C  
N of Brethren vs. Catholics 13 4 8 7 1 6 13 4 9 4 0 4 

la very fluent /comfortable 8 1 7 3 0 3 3 1 2 0 
lb very fluent /uncomfortable 0 0 0 0 
2a well /comfortable 5 1 4 1 0 1 4 2 2 1 
2b well /uncomfortable 0 0 0 0 
3a moderately well / comfortable 6 1 5 3 0 3 5 3 2 1 
3b moderately well / uncomfortable 0 2 0 2 3 0 3 1 
4a not very well / comfortable 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 
4b not very well /uncomfortable 0 0 0 1 
^ very little / comfortable 2 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 
5b very little / uncomfortable 0 0 1 1 0 0 
^ do not speak / forgot 0 0 0 0 
6b do not speak / never learned 0 0 0 0 
7 do not speak but understand 0 1 0 1 0 2 
8 can sing along (optional) 2 YES 2 YES I YES 1 YES 

As for the church affiliation and a different pace of assimilation noted in 

literature, Table 5.2 shows that while more Catholic men than Brethren men in the OG 

assess their Czech as la ("fluent" 87.5% [C]: 25% [B]), 2a ("very good" 50% [C]; 25% 

conversation but did not join in using Czech at ail. This interview situation by itself well represents the 
cross-generational decline of Czech in Texas. 

One older male is agnostic. 
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[B]), or 3a ("moderately good" 62.5% [C]: 25% [B]), more Brethren women than 

Catholic women in the OG perceive their Czech as la ("fluent" 22.2% [C]: 25% [B]), 2a 

("very good" 22.2% [C]: 50% [B]), or 3a ("moderately good" 22.2% [C]: 75% [B]). The 

only choice of 5b ("I speak Czech very little and I don't feel comfortable using the 

expressions I know") comes from an older Brethren woman (F-33-W). However, this 

comparison involves 29 Catholics and only 9 Brethren (with one young Brethren male 

and no Brethren females in the YG). That is, both the bias (i.e., my informants' multiple 

choices) and the limited representation of Brethren informants must be bom in mind 

when one considers the numbers in Table 5.2.; they do not provide a solid basis for a 

claim that Catholic males are more confident about their Czech than their Brethren 

counterparts and that Brethren females display more linguistic security than Catholic 

females. 

5.1.2.1.3. Competencies and Self-Ranking: Discussion (OG) 

As for the male informants in the pre-1945 group (OG), most of them self-

evaluate their ability to speak Czech as very fluent (la), good (2a), or moderately good 

(3a), with no indication of linguistic insecurity. Compared to men, female informants in 

this group report an overall lower proficiency in Czech (only 3 females feel "fluent", 

whereas 8 males do), and unlike men some of the women do not feel comfortable using 

their Czech. 

Of all the men who say they can speak Czech, 12 chose (la) through (3a) on the 

proficiency scale (cf. Table 5.1 above) complementing their self-report on all languages 

they can speak. Only one male, bom 1924, reported oral and literacy skills in Czech 
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across the board but chose (4a) on the proficiency scale, i.e., "I don't speak Czech 

very well." In the interview he provided some biographical information in Czech and 

switched to English when we moved on to other themes, then switching back to Czech 

sparingly, usually for isolated lexical items or short phrases. Thus I consider his self-

perceived proficiency assessment (4a) on the scale as a better reflection of his actual 

ability to speak the language.^ The second inconsistency pertains to a sixty three year 

old male who reported the ability to speak Czech but only "some" ability to understand it. 

Most likely he meant to indicate "some" ability in both as he chose (3a) on the 

proficiency scale, i.e., 'T can speak Czech moderately well." This self-ranking is 

consistent with my impression from our interview. Worth noting is also the male bom 

1943 who says he is "very fluent in Czech" (la on the scale)^ and can read and write the 

language as well. He is relatively close to the 1945 cut-off point when we assume that in 

general, transmission of Czech began to decline, but he is indeed one of the fluent Texas 

Czech speakers. He learned both Czech and English at age 2-3, which is typical for his 

age group. I explain his oral competency in Texas Czech and literacy in Czech by his 

passion for Czech genealogy and thus an interest in maintaining contacts in the Czech 

Republic (phone, letters, and travel), as well as in collecting and reading Czech written 

materials. 

^ His score oa the Lexical Task (cf. 8.1.1.) was fairly high (95.5 out of the maximum of 1 OS points), but 
one's production of isolated words and one's ability to speak the language do not always correlate. In 
Dorian's (1981) study, some semi-speakers produced a lot of vocabulary but could not '̂ lse words 
productively in sentences." Dorian concludes that "a good deal of lexicon lingers on in a community after 
the language vsdiich provided the lexicon has effectively died out" (Ibid.: 14S-6). 
^ [M-43-T/W] is one of those who circled more than one number on the scale, reporting also (2a) and (3a) 
as reflecting his proficiency in Czech. He scored lOlpoints on the Lexical Task. 
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All women but one report they can speak Czech. Looking into the case of this 

sixty three year old female, while she says that she does not speak Czech in this part of 

the questionnaire, she evaluates her proficiency in Czech as (3), that is moderately good. 

She does not specify how comfortable she feels using the Czech she knows, but I can 

safely assume a negative answer as this is the same woman who told me that she felt 

intimidated using Czech with her occasional Czech-speaking customers,^^ that she felt 

"rusty" speaking it, and understood only "everyday ordinary, not advanced language.'^ 

In the questionnaire, she might have preferred an opportunity to specify the level of her 

proficiency on a scale to the general listing of languages that she spoke. Another, sixty 

four year old female self-assessed her proficiency as (5b), i.e., speaking Czech very little 

and not feeling comfortable about using the expressions she knows, while a woman bom 

1941 circled both (3a) and (5a), i.e., moderately good Czech and very little Czech but 

comfortable using it. Dorian (1981: 159) notes the informants' tendency to underestimate 

or overestimate their use of the declining language; in the case here, one informant 

deHnitely underestimates her ability to speak Czech judged by our interview experience, 

and the other either overestimates her proficiency if I consider her self-assessment at (3a), 

or changed her mind without deleting her first response, or could not decide which one 

applied to her.^® She was not the only respondent who chose more than one option. The 

problem might have been remedied by explicitly asking the informants to choose only one 

number on the scale. 

cf. 5.1.1.4. and the discussion of excerpt (12). 
^ Her score on the Lexical Task was again fairly high (94.5 points). 
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More women than men in this group reported some ability to speak languages 

other than English and Czech, which can be explained by their jobs in education and the 

public sector. The literacy level is again fairly high, although compared to men a lower 

number of women report some reading abili^ in Czech. Among other issues of interest, a 

female bom 1931 addresses the problem of a researcher whose native language is the one 

that the speakers under investigation are losing. She ranked herself at (3a) but she adds 

that she feels comfortable using the language: "imless Fm speaking with such as you!". 

Her remark after our interview, "it wasn't like pulling teeth, I think I can go to the Czech 

Republic," suggests the same although less openly. She was evidently relieved, but she 

was also pleased by her performance on the structured language tasks. Another woman 

[F-27-G] commented on her self-assessment (2a): "I feel that anyone of a certain 

nationality should be able to speak their language," which suggests that this informant 

views hers as ethno/mgw/jftc identity. Further, a female bom 1934 evaluated her 

proficiency as (3a), but only "once [she] get[s] back into the habit of speaking it again." 

This was a fi-equent type of comment that my informants used to mitigate what they 

perceived as their poor performance on the language tasks, or when they were telling me 

about their immersion language experience in the Czech Republic. 

5.1.2.1.4. Competencies and Self-Ranking: Discussion (YG) 

The overall evaluation of the male segment of the post-1945 group (YG) would 

be biased without explaining particularly two inconsistent responses. One of the males 

^ The female underestimatmg her ability to speak Czech achieved a high score of 94.5 on the Lexical Task, 
while the one that possibly overestimates her proficiency in Czech scored much lower (68 points). 
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[M-51a-W] reported both (3a) and (3b), adding also (4a), and another [M-53-G] 

circled (la) through (3a), (Sa), and underlined the following part of the printed response 

for (7): "If somebody speaks to me, I can understand and answer in Czech," which is 

perhaps the best reflection of his speaking ability that he eventually found reading 

through this section and circling all possible answers in the process. Thus overall, except 

for two males who also settled on (la), levels (3) to (5), including the one (7), appear as a 

fair assessment of the Czech speaking ability among the younger males. The two 

exceptions opting for (la) include a forty seven year old and a fifty one year old. One of 

them has had some formal training in Czech and finds use for it on the job, and the other, 

a Czech polka band leader, occasionally speaks Czech with his friends. 1 consider him a 

fluent speaker of Texas Czech.^^ Finally I should note that while all older males 

reportedly feel comfortable using their Czech, 2 younger males (from the total of 7), do 

not. 

Within a small group of younger female informants, two women seem indecisive 

about their self-evaluation. One of them [F-54-G] circled (3a), (5a), and (7), and the other 

[F-58-G] circled (3 b) and (7) in which she modified the typed statement to "I speak some 

Czech but I understand it better," and commented that "I talk some and 1 think that with 

more practice I can speak it well."^' The only woman (bom 1954) who said she could 

write in Czech studied it in college in the past. The informant who assessed her 

^ For the man who appears to have finally decided for level (7), the Lexical Task score of 73 corroborates 
the selected level &iriy well. Both fluent men in this group achieved the scores of 101 and 99.5 
respectively, but so did a male bom in 1961 (i.e., 99.5 points) who assessed his speaking ability in Czech as 
(3a), and w^o, judged by the interview, underestimates his productive competence in Texas Czech. 
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proficiency at level (2a) also received the highest score on the Lexical Task. Having 

an opportunity to interview all these women, however, I would again consider the levels 

(3-5) a fair evaluation of their oral proficiency in Czech. 

5.1.2.2. The Insiders' Comments and the "Tongue Metaphor" 

In the following, I consider some comments of my informants from both age 

groups on the issue of self-perceived proficiency and end with a set of views on the 

subject I term, "the tongue metaphor". 

One afternoon I interviewed a mother and her son. After the son gave up on the 

structural language tasks, he said, "well, this gives you some idea how much Czech 

people do know...mom would be a good example of how much she knows and how 

much her son knows" (M-49-W), capturing the typical intergenerational pattern of the 

decline of Texas Czech among its speakers. 

Some informants told me that their proficiency varied, depending on the social 

context, as I illustrate in (1) and (2). 

(1) "ro zalezi s kym mluvim a lesci pijeme flaSku lebo ne, to secko spadne dohromady, ale jak 
tudyk s tebu mluvim, ja myslim cesky, fsecko cesky jejenomze - toto je jak ide do Skoly... a jag 
dlovek hlupne okolo pikopa to je hromadu lechdi, to fiecko vypadne samo - uvidiS zutra ve6er to 
bude indd. to bude padat jag deSd." 

'it depends on who I talk to and if we drink a bottle together or not, it all falls together, but here 
when I speak with you, I think in Czech, it's all Czech, but - this is like when you go to 
school... and when one jokes around the pickup truck [piAo/7-GEN] it's much easier, it all falls 
out by itself - you'll see tomorrow night it will be different, it will fall like rain' [M-46-G] 

(2) "I can't be very fluent in this language in a hurry - toz lepSi se to sype" [in English] 
'... it falls out ((pours itself)) much more easily' [M-26-G] 

^ The five women in the post-1945 group scored from 69.5 to 84.3 points on the Lexical Task (the mean 
score being 76.7). 
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The informant in (1) refers to the Halloween party the following evening where his 

polka band was scheduled to provide entertainment. He compares our semi-formal 

interview situation with informal socializing with friends. It is interesting that he is 

capable of using a well-fitting simile ('it will fall like rain') in Czech, similar to the older 

male m excerpt (2). The informant in (2) suggests that one cannot be rushed when 

speaking his secondary language because it requires a certain amoimt of concentration. 

He alludes to efficiency of communication on which also other informants, here in (3) 

and (4), comment. 

(3) "to anglicina ja nevim to lepsi ide, sme sa naucili mlnvit englicky, proto ja mam negdy aji 
nejaky trubP  ̂s deske slova, viS" 
'ttot English, I don't know, it comes out easier, we leamed to speak English, that's why 
sometimes I have problems [trubl / 'trouble'] with Czech words, you know' [M-IO-G] 

(4) "that's why I envy - why can't my words come out that way? By the time I get it out it's just 
easier to say it in English" [F-46-W] 

The woman in (4) remembers their priest from the past whose fluency in Czech she 

admired. Another informant's meta-comment on her code-switching is reproduced in 

excerpt(5). 

(5) "I can't think of some of the things in Czech so I'm switching over.. .If I have to talk Czech, 
I can talk it, but if I don't talk it a long time - je to pomisovane" ('it's mixed') [F-34-W] 

Further, the informants do not seem to agree on whether one can lose the language 

once leamed in the childhood, although more of them believe that if not used, the loss is 

eventually inevitable. 

(6) '̂ jag dluho nemluviS desfy to pomaly zapomene" 
'if you don't speak Czech for long, you almost forget it' [M-IO-G] 

^ The flHnptntinn of'tToublc' Into American Czech as trubl is also noted in Ku£era (1989:128). 
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(7) "isn't that interesting that we don't use it and it's still there?" [F-34-G] 

(8) "a/e ja mysim jagjd ne - dyz to nemluvi kazdy den toi to zapomem, you know" 
'but I think when I don't - when one doesn't speak it every day, so one forgets it, you know' 

[M-38-G] 

(9) ""dyt 'jag sa to raz naudi to nezapomene tag I 'echko, je mi to troSku podivne jd( fikas tfebas 
ie..." 
'but once you leam it you won't forget it so easily, it seems a bit odd to me that, as you say 
perhaps that...' [what others say: one can lose it over time] [F-27-G] 

The informant speaking in (7) expressed her amazement after she completed the set of 

language tasks. Indeed, many informants were surprised by their ability to use the 

language. Excerpt in (9) echoes views of some older informants who have been able to 

maintain their language even though the circimistances of their lives did not call for its 

use for extensive periods of time. Yet, they acquired Czech in full, i.e., they continued to 

use it even after they started school (which they typically entered speaking only Czech; cf. 

S.2.1. below), and continued to speak it, though sporadically, to their grandparents and 

parents. 

Several times I heard the expression, "it's rusty" in reference to one's declining 

ability to speak Czech. The term "rusty speakers" used in the literature of language death 

(Menn cited in Sasse 1992b: 61) thus seems consistent with the folk definitions of a semi-

speaker. The speaking ability of semi-speakers has been shown to lag behind 

comprehension (e.g., Dorian 1981). A comment of a forty two year old woman on her 

Czech language skills in (10) also illustrates the role of parents who, by accommodating 

to their children's language preference (Fillmore 1991), have inadvertently contributed to 

the decay of Czech. 
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(10) "I would have to stop and think... it would just take me a long time to answer in Czech I 
think {ale mohla byste?! 'but could you?') ja myslim ze jo ('I think that I could') Since I 
don't speak it I don't think about it that much and when I hear my mom and dad talking it 1 
understand, and thev don't expect to be answered in Cech so..." [F-55-G] 

The first part of the comment came in response to my question (in Czech) whether she 

thought some words would come back to her if she tried to talk to me in Czech. The 

second part answers my question about whether the informant thought she would do as 

well on the language tasks as she did (considering that she used hardly any Czech with 

me during our interview). 

The younger informants often mention embarrassment, unease or apprehension in 

regards to their ability to speak Czech (e.g., "I can't talk Czech I would screw it up"), 

indicating some level of linguistic insecurity. Another example appears in (11). 

(11) "I'm just not really comfortable speaking Czech....and I explained to him that I was not 
really fluent and that I was apprehensive about speaking Czech" [M-5 l^W] 

The "him" in the excerpt refers to a Czech visitor with whom this informant was trying to 

converse in Czech in order to acconmiodate his guest's preference. Crucially for my 

argument in the next subsection, this informant is a Czech speaker by virtue of being 

perceived as one by others (i.e., an other-perceived Czech speaker). In contrast, one also 

finds such proud semi-speakers as a forty nine year old male who said, "sure I'm proud of 

my language," after I asked him whether I could speak Czech throughout the interview. 

The possessive pronoun in his statement reinforces his ethnolinguistic pride: he 

appropriates his ancestral language as his own language. 
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The young people I have met usually summarized their proficiency as this 

young man from West (excerpt 12): 

(12) "some...basic greetings and a few expressions. We know what to say when we are angry or 
when we meet someone. When I was little most of the time when I was in trouble they [the 
parents] spoke Czech" [M-65-W*] 

Just as common among younger people is the knowledge of "those bad words" (M-30s-

G*) in Czech. 

Further, I have encountered a few elderly speakers who claimed preference for 

Czech. A comment in (13) also shows the informant's sense of humor (and I was indeed 

surprised by the comic subtleties that some elderly speakers were able to express). 

( 1 3 )  " " { M l u v i t e  d e s k y ? )  J a  a n i J i n d d  n e t m i m  @ @ @ "  
'(Do you speak Czech?) In fact I don't speak anything else' [M-11-G*] 

The only speaker I interviewed with a very heavy Czech accent (bom 1908*) told me he 

thought that he spoke Czech better than English, and his sister (bom 1912*) expressed 

her preference for Czech as well. Even one sixty three year old woman confessed, "I 

think I know Czech better than English," yet she chose to tell me in English. Nonetheless 

there are still elderly speakers, particularly those bom in the first two decades of this 

century, who want to use their first language. Such people must have been on the mind of 

one of my informants (F-31-G), who wrote in her questiotmaire that her present 

interlocutors are the '"non English proficient Czechs,' mostly the aged of the 

community." 

Finally, my informants often used the "tongue metaphor" to complain about the 

problems associated with their self-expression in the Czech language: 
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(14) "fgn iazvk us flfil nemofu takzakrutit' iae by sem mil, clovek to stratijak to nemluvr 
^1 can't twist that tongue any more as well as 1 should, you lose it when you don't speak it' 

[M-46-G] 

(15) "'ale podnes den' ja mam prublen^  ̂s tyma nejake slova - jak ('such as') 'the' and 'though' 
and 'that',_/a to dobfe nemoiu feknut' - to dvckv ten iazvk sa mac to£i pro mfuT 
'but until this day I have a problem with some words-ACC* -... I can't say it well - that tongue 
always twists/turns too much for me' [M-43-W/T] 

(16) ""budem mluvit desky co ten iazvk by nebvl tak tvrdv 
'let's speak Czech so that tongue is not that hard' [F-38-W] 

(17) "I have a hard time rolling mv tongue I don't know why, people say that English is the 
hardest language..." [F-56-W*] 

(18) "we haven't lost it, ja ti feknu, ja sem byl namofnik tfi roky a jak sem pfiSel domu po valce 
maminka mluvila _ mni ja sem rozumnil co. ale nemoh se(m) odpoviditnechtil iazvk -
nechtil iet 

'we haven't lost it, I tell you, I was a marine for three years and when I got back home after the 
war my mom stxtke to me -1 could understand what [she was saying] - but I could not answer -
that tongue did not want to move ((go))' [M-24-G] 

(19) "om su jag nase deti. oni rozumijo^  ̂ale iazvk se iim mac neohvbuie''' [F-33-Abbott/W*] 
'they are like our children, they understand but their tongue doesn't bend enough' 

Other self-assessments, such as "few jazyk se nesce tocif ('that tongue does not want to 

roll'), ^jazyk se nz tak nehybe^'' and ""ten jazyk uz se tak neokyhS'' ('the tongue does not 

move/bend as well anymore'), I heard elsewhere from Texas Czechs.^^ Notable is the 

range of specific verbs of motion that speakers use to express the same concept (in these 

examples: zaknitit, todit, jetneohybuje, nehybe, neohybd). The "tongue metaphor" 

demonstrates that the speakers are still able to use their secondary language creatively. It 

The use of the word prublem is a creative blend. The full Czech word is very similar to its English 
equivalent (problem). However, it is more likely that this speaker blended the Texas Czech version of 
'trouble', which is trubl, and the English word 'problem'. 

cf. Ch^ter 4 (4.1.4.), excerpts (13) and (15), note 17. 
The plural ending -(i)j6 [o:] is typical for the Han^ dialect of Central Moravia, generally 

underrepresented among the dialects which were transplanted from the Moravian region to the US. 
These phrases were produced by the speakers in their sixties and seventies (not in the sample of 39 =*). 
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is only a small particle from a mosaic of human creativity and one of the many we 

lose when we lose a language.^ 

5.1.2.3. Other-Perceived Proficiency (Both Groups) 

When the opportunity to use a language is rather scarce, the decisions about who 

is and who is not a language speaker from the perspective of others are difQcult to make. 

When those who speak or used to speak this language no longer feel the need to speak it, 

or reject speaking it, for pragmatic or any other reasons, the evidence feeding informed 

judgments by others is again lacking. Such is the situation in the historically Czech 

communities in Texas. Excerpts (1-2) point to the lack of opportunity, the lack of 

interlocutors, and uncertainty about others' motivation for not speaking the language. In 

excerpt (3), the informant reasons that her brother refused to speak Czech perhaps 

because he did not want to be subjected to the mockery of those who opposed to the 

'foreign'. 

(1) "(a vaS muz?) on rozimi dobfe a moze mluvit - he just doesn't have an opportunity to use it 
as much as I do" 
'(and your husband?) he understands it well and he can speak it - ' [F-50-W] 

(2) "I haven't been talking it in long time, vif, idden nechce mluvit cesky...muj brater,̂  ̂ sestry, 
nigdd" / 'you know, nobody wants to speak Czech, my brother, sisters, nobody' [F-54-G] 

(3) ("a vdS bratr '̂"f 'and your brother?') "/le on nemluvi, on to nesce mluvit - jd nevim - on-
('no, he doesn't speak it, he doesn't want to speak it - I don't know - he - ) when we were little 
and we would talk it at the table at breakfast, he would say, 'I don't wanna hear it' - toz ('well') I 
don't know if it was because - ja nevim ('I don't know'). The only thing I can think of is when 
we were growing up when you talked different people kinda made fim of you..." [F-58-G] 

^ This aspect of language loss is considered in Mithun (1998). 
In full Czech bratr. This features has been found characteristic of American Czech (Kutera 1989, Henzl 

1981). As a result of the vowel insertion l-e-l, the syllabic consonant cluster l-trl is easier to pronounce. 
Also cf. Ch^ter 8 (8.1.4., 12). 
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Further, as I show in excerpt (4), sometimes the members of a s[)eaker's social 

network had openly or unconsciously caused this individual to think that Czech is 

prestigeless and thus not worth maintaining. 

(4) "my sister - I haven't heard her say a word Czech in twenty or thirty years (does she still 
speak it?) no, I don't think she can say a word, she's just completely forgotten it, and I think it's 
primarily because of her marriage. Her husband - he's sort of downplayed the Czechs" [M-38-G] 

The uncertainty about other's proficiency in Czech surfaces in small exchanges 

between speakers (excerpts 5-6), and in their expression of surprise when they discover 

that their neighbor actually speaks the language (7-8). 

(5) Speaker A: " on mluvi trochW B: "he don't know beans he don't understand 
'he speaks a little bit' nothing" [sic] [M-17-W & F-31-W*] 

(6) Speaker A: "[...] can sing real good Cech" B: "I wonder if he knows what he is saying" 
[M-51a-W & F-56-W*] 

(7) Speaker A to B: sent si nemyslel ze ty eSti desky mluviSr 
'I didn't think that you still spoke Czech!' [M-26-G] 

(8) Speaker A to B: 'ya sem nevidila ze ty tak dobfe cesky mluvif 
•I didn't know that you still can speak Czech so well' [F-31-W*] 

But how is the speaker of Texas Czech defined? It has been shown that the 

remaining fluent speakers in a dying language conmiimity usually provide the model 

against which the community members can measure others' ability to speak the language 

(Dorian 1981,^^ Schmidt 1985, Hill and Hill 1986). While such speakers can still be 

found in Texas Czech communities, they rarely use Czech in day-to-day encounters, 

hence the proficiency model is no longer available. 

^ Semi-speakers deviate fix)m "the fluent speaker norms within the community" (Dorian 1982:26). 
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In the following exchange (excerpt 9), Speaker B gradually modifies her 

assertion that her daughter-in-law speaks Czech. Again, shyness and embarrassment to 

speak (Texas) Czech is a part of this informant's argimient (cf 5.1.2.2. excerpt 11 above). 

(9) Speaker A: "a/e to netani cesky, umi?'"/ 'but she cannot speak Czech, can she?' 
Speaker B: ""oh jo ('oh yeah') - she's kind of like embarrassed - not embarrassed but -

shy, we always speak Cech, I mean I'll talk to her Czech - we would go back 
and forth" [F-24-W & F-30-W*] 

Speaker B first asserts that her relative speaks Czech and that they "always speak" Czech 

with each other. She softens her claim in the next clause, saying that she speaks Czech to 

her, and that they would code-switch ("go back and forth") in their conversations.^' 

Another type of false perception is expressed in the statement, "he doesn't speak Czech 

but he thinks he can," a judgment made about a semi-speaker from whom I later learned 

that he did not think much of his ability to speak it. 

"The yoimg people don't speak Czech" is the general assiunption made by 

informants over the age of 50 (sometimes complemented by a positive statement about 

their receptive competence), although they would occasionally highlight a case or two of 

the yoimger speakers in their commimity whose ability to speak Czech they had an 

opportunity to assess. As for the perceived gender difference in the ability to speak 

Czech, this issue surfaced in one interview after I asked my thirty nine year old informant 

about women and men of her age whom she thought could still speak the language 

(excerpt 10 below). 

It is important to remember that for Texas Czech speakers, code-switching (in the Czech-to-English 
direction) is a compensatory strategy. 
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(10) "ynohtd chlauv rmavbe guvs'') would understand more, {prodl! 'why') because they -
the women tend to kinda go to work and stuff and the men that are here meet in town, and I 
think they would sooner say a few more words than even the women would. You know, thev 
are farmers and they don't - they come to town and they have a few minutes so they stop and -1 
think they would sooner — the guys that I know would {ta^ vds vikH! 'also your age?') jo ('yeah') 
somewhere in that area. {Myslite ze to deld farmovdni?! 'do you think it's because of farming?') I 
think so. I mean, that's why I think is that, because thev don't have to hurrv along like we do and 
have to deal with the outside world so much, vis ('you know'), ... I know there is a couple of 
people at work that are Cech and we say just a few words and evervone just kinda looks at vou 
fiinnv like - so then vou quick switch to English so - {jd nemuzu najit mladSi zeny co by mluvily / 
'I can't find younger women who can speak it') because I think most of the women work in 
Austin and stuff and thev have to deal with the public more and the - chlapy tody, toS ('the guys 
here, well') if they're farmers toz ('well'), you know, thev come to town - mluviiu tarn v/i f'thev 
talk it there, vou know') and thev can pick up more" [F-58-G] 

According to this view, women woric in the "outside world," while at least the men who 

farm can more easily exchange a few words with each other as part of their errands in 

town or on a break in the local restaurant. It is likely that some of the exchange will take 

place in Czech and that the men will "pick up more" from each other as well. Working in 

the city prevents this informant and other Czech speaking women from using Czech with 

one £inother in their workplace because of what she describes as a negative reaction of 

their non-Czech colleagues. The 'inside world' in Granger is safer and more conducive to 

an exchange in the Czech language than the rush and suspicious faces in the outside 

world. This argument does not address the fact that many men from Granger also work in 

the outside world, nor does it mention an increasing number of part-time farmers.^' 

Nevertheless the isolation and close-knit networks of the farmers, the two factors that this 

informant has in mind, form a viable basis for the argument that the contrast of the two 

worlds also means the contrast of opportunities to practice the language and "pick up 

more." 
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As I noted above, the problem of a relatively accurate perception of others' 

proficiency in the Texas Czech communities lies in the lack of models embodied by fluent 

speakers. As a result, the evaluations of others' proficiency that would approximate the 

researcher's perception (if the researcher/outsider can be given this credibility), are hard 

to find. To say that the lower one's own proficiency, the higher one's assessment of 

others' ability to speak Czech, or that the higher one's own proficiency, the better one's 

approximation of other's ability to speak Czech, would oversimplify this complex matter. 

In reality, only sometimes non-speakers, near-passive bilinguals, or semi-speakers^' tend 

to overestimate proficiency of others (perhaps measuring it against their own), such as a 

woman who, a non-speaker herself, considers her husband (a semi-speaker) fluent, and 

only sometimes fairly fluent Texas Czech speakers are capable of seeing more objectively 

the same or different proficiency in others. The latter case is shown in excerpts (11) and 

(12), which illustrate a fair (in 11) and an inaccurate (in 12) perception, both expressed by 

fairly fluent speakers. The informant in (12) speaks of the same low proficient semi-

speaker who was viewed as fluent by his wife. 

(11) "apotom [name] ona dost hodni rozumi, al'e ona - ji to desky nende ('and then [...] she 
understands a lot, but she - she can't speak it well'), and there is [...], they talk Czech, they 
speak it pretty well, even when they talk to me on the telephone they will talk Czech so - there's 
just not too many, there's more that understand it than - they'll answer in English" [sic] 

[M-50-G] 

(12) "[...] ten mluvi dobfe morqfskf / '...he speaks Moravian well' [M-61-G] 

Further, excerpts (13) and (14) demonstrate a sharp contrast in the views of two 

low proficient semi-speakers on the number of speakers in the commimity, which is 

Although as Jane Hill (p. c.) suggest being a fanner is a state of mind, not necessarily a state of income. 
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reflective of the lack of consensus on the definition of a Czech speaker; while the 

informant in (13) may have in mind anybody who can exchange a few phrases in Czech, 

the criterion set by the informant in (14) is the conversational ability "in general," perhaps 

more on the level to which he is accustomed to when speaking English. 

(13) "(if you are to estimate the number of Czech speakers in West who can say more than ""jak 
se maS"! 'how are you?' in Czech -) I'd have to say more than 30% - when their age group gets 
together, it's more" [F-46-W] 

(14) "I don't know about anyone who would converse in general in Czech, I know a few that 
would be like me - occasionally would say something in Czech just because it just struck their 
fancy at that particular time" [M-51 b-W] 

Another recurring theme pertinent to the subject of other-perceived proficiency is a 

remark 'X speaks Czech better than I do' offered by both males and females in reference 

to their spouses. For example, the husbands (bom 1917 and 1930), both fluent Czech 

speakers, considered then- wives more fluent in Czech, even though the opposite was the 

case as both the wives, sitting next to them, and I realized. I heard the same conunent 

also in one-on-one interviews where a mere compliment to the other spouse could not be 

even relevant, and thus it is doubtful that paying a compliment is a possible explanation. 

In one such context, a male informant told me about his wife: "She talks real Cech, she is 

a hard-headed Czech," and continued, "I'm ashamed I didn't learn it any better." He was 

not downplaying his ability to speak Czech as some others had, although I cannot make 

any judgments about his wife's proficiency. As for the wives, one of them contributed 

her husband's higher skills in Czech to his "Czech orientation" (excerpt 15). 

(15) "On je vie Cech oriented nei ja sem, he was brought up more Cech than I was, his family 
is more into the Cech thing than mine"/ 'he is more Czech-oriented than I am...' [F-35-G] 

" The "near-passive bilingual" and "semi-speaker" are terms of Dorian (1977,1981,1982a). 
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This informant does not suggest that the better speaking skills in Czech equal being 

"Czech-oriented." Rather, she alludes to the Czech "thing" that was more important to 

her husband's family than to hers, i.e., to the way he was brought up, including the system 

of beliefs and morals, sense of humor, and the like. Nor does she underestimate her own 

proficiency in Czech when compared to her husband's. She shows the breadth of her 

view on Czechness when she describes a sixty-six year old female friend as "very Cech 

oriented," in this case not referring to her proficiency in Czech but recommending her as 

an authority on the history of the Czech community in Granger. (The friend later 

surprised me with her ability to speak Czech, effectively 'hidden' at other times). In sum, 

the statement 'X speaks Czech better than I do' has no straightforward explanation. 

Whether an expression of the speaker's modesty or a true reflection of reality as shown in 

the foregoing cases, it again shows a fluctuating range of views about who is and who is 

not the speaker of Texas Czech.^ 

The lack of consensus in these views is further probiematized by the tendency to 

perceive active members of the community or otherwise distinguished individuals of 

Czech descent as speakers of Czech. 1 have been also told of several non-Czechs who 

reportedly can speak some Czech and of the so-called "bom again Czechs". 1 identify 

these three categories that have emerged from my interviews and observations as eligible 

^ One expression that does not fit any of the themes thus &r but that deserves a mention is "'idden by t€ 
neprodoT (literally, 'nobody could sell you' because you can get by), a saying firom the 'old country' with 
wfaich a woman in her mid-sixties appealed to self-confidence of a man (her age peer) who just told me that 
he wisfaed his Czech was better. 
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for the membership in the Texas Czech (speech) community in the following section 

where I define this concept again drawing on the locally-based perspectives. 

5.1.3. The Texas Czech Speech Community 

Attempts to define the concept of a speech community date back to Bloomfield 

(1933:42), who proposed that a speech community is "a group of people who interact by 

means of speech."^' In the late 1960s and 1970s, the perspectives of socio linguists and 

linguistic anthropologists shifted the focus on language use (e.g., Fishman 1970; 

Gumperz 1972; Hymes 1972,1974; Labov 1966, 1972). Labov (1972: 121) defined a 

speech community around "a set of shared norms," just as Fishman (1970: 28) for whom 

this concept applies to any group of people "all of whose members share at least a single 

variety and the norms for its appropriate use" (also Gumperz 1971). Dorian (1982a: 27) 

points out that the notion of shared norms is not appropriate for the shifting and dying 

language communities because it excludes less proficient semi-speakers and near-passive 

bilinguals who "do not conform at all well to the prevailing fluent-speaker norms for 

use," tend to break them unconsciously, and are not sensitive to such breaches of others. 

Hymes (1972: 36) argues that any sociolinguistic analysis has to begin with a 

community or a group using a language or a dialect, rather than with a linguistic abstract 

which a language detached from its speakers inevitably becomes. He also contends that 

"if the community's own theory of linguistic repertoire and speech is considered (as it 

Bloomfield (1935; 45) recognizes some degree of linguistic variability in a speech community when 
commenting on its nature; "^no two persons - or rather, perhaps, on one person at different times - spoke 
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must be in any serious ethnographic account), matters become all the more complex 

and interesting" (Ibid.: 39). Dorian (1982a) shows the complexity of these "matters" in 

the East Sutherland Gaelic speech community and searches for a definition that would 

account for highly variable proficiency of its members, while also acknowledging the 

community members' own perceptions of who is and who is not a member of this 

commimity.'*^ 

In order to delimit the Texas Czech speech community, like Dorian (1982a) I 

needed a definition that would expand traditionally defined boundaries of a speech 

community to include its "working margins." I started with the views that "a speech 

commimity is made up of people who regard themselves as speaking the same language" 

with "no other defining attributes" (Corder 1973: 53; italics in the original), that a social 

group should be considered with "the entire organization of linguistic means within it" 

(Hymes 1974: 47), and that both the speech community and the concept of a language 

speaker are "locally constructed... through ongoing negotiations of among its members" 

(Hill and Hill 1986: 144). In addition to Dorian's (1982a) perspective outlined above, I 

have also found helpful Hymes' (1996: 32) assertion that the membership in a speech 

community is equally a question "of attributed and achieved memberships, of identity and 

identification," not only a question of language interaction "by means of speech" as 

exactly alike" (in Duranti 1997: 79). Chomsky (1965: 3) differs fix)m Bloomfield in the idealization of a 
speech community as a homogeneous entity, similar to his notion of the "ideal native speaker." 

Even the ethnopsychological framework of Giles et al. (1977: 318), concerned with 4e ingroup and 
outgroup vitality (involving "language status" as the only language variable) from an objective standpoint, 
admits that "vdiether group members perceive subjectively their situation along exactly the same lines is an 
empirical question worthy further exploration. Indeed, it could be argued that a group's subjective 
assessment of its vitality may be as important as objective vitality." 
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detennined in the early definition of Bloomfieid (1933). Finally, I woriced with 

Ehiranti's (1997) broad conceptualization of a speech community as " t̂he product of 

commimicative activities engaged in by a given group of people" (Ibid.: 82; emphasis in 

the original). 

My findings suggest that from the insiders' perspective, the Texas Czech speech 

community includes not only high-to-low proficiency semi-speakers and near-passive 

bilinguals (as in the case of Gaelic in East Sutherland), but also (1) passive bilinguals, (2) 

commimity members who are perceived by others as Czech speakers, often as a result of 

their active involvement in the 'Czech cause' and thus relative visibility in this context, 

and (3) so-called "bom-again Czechs," who may know a few words and phrases, but 

mainly enjoy doing Czech genealogy, traveling to the Czech Republic, promoting Czech 

heritage in schools during Czech Heritage Week,"*^ and serving as officers in Czech 

organizations (as one officer of German descent in a Czech organization told me, smiling, 

"I'm not a Czech but I'm a bom-again Czech"). Interestingly, it is often a Czech's spouse 

of German descent to whom this term applies. 

(1) Passive bilinguals are not included in the definition of the East Sutherland 

Gaelic speech community because the community members "do not refer to them as 

Gaelic speakers" (Dorian 1982a: 33). In this case, the lack of explicit reference to passive 

A 

bilinguals as speakers may indeed imply that they are not perceived a part of the Gaelic 

speech community. Despite the stigmatized ethnic identity derived from the stigmatized 

As resolved by the House of Representatives of the 74"' Texas Legislature in April 1995, the State of 
Texas observes the last full week of October as "Czech Heritage Week". 
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status of Gaelic fishermen, using the language has fulfilled an important in-group 

solidarity fimction. A definite link between the public use of language and identity has 

been shown for the Mexicano speech community by Hill and Hill (1986: 53): 

the practice of speaking Mexicano encodes relationships such as ritual kinship 

and the networks of economic support thus established: it encodes the identity 

which gives people the right to cultivate lands of their town... and walk in its 

streets unchallenged. 

In the Texas Czech conununity, however, only a very limited amount of language is used 

to reinforce one's Czech or Moravian identity, and thus it is difficult to distinguish a 

fluent speaker clearly from a semi-speaker, let alone a near-passive bilingual from a 

passive bilingual (cf. 5.1.2.3. above). In other words, it appears that the public display of 

one's knowledge of Czech, however limited, does not enhance one's chances of 

becoming an established member of the community. The present day Texas Czech 

community also contrasts with the Mexicano community's economic interdependency of 

its members, and rather than by means of language, its identity resources are controlled by 

the individual's self-identification and other-perceived Czechness which can but does not 

have to involve some level of proficiency in Czech. 

(2) As for the other-perceived speakers of Czech, it appears that being involved 

often implies one's ability to speak Czech (excerpts 1-3). 

(1) "It's kind of strange - a lot of people think that I can really speak Cech because of the 
program and I really can't speak it that well" [M-5 l^W] 

(2) "I know that [X] is pretty active in the Czech community, I would assume he is fairly fluent in 
Czech but - I never really talk to him that much" [M-5 l^W] 
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(3) "Did you talk to pC]? He is not even the - does he iiave a Cech background? On mluvi 
dobfe desky ('he speaks Czech weiP), he learned in last ten years, he could never speak it 
before then..." [M-51a-W] 

The informant in (1) not only reasons that others perceive him as a good speaker 

of Czech because he produces a Czech music radio show, but he also assumes the same 

about another activist (X) in excerpt (2). Mr. X's name and a positive comment on his 

proficiency in Czech comes up again in another interview when another informants asks 

me whether I have heard about this man's frequent trips to the Czech Republic. Further 

supporting the point that Mr. X is indeed a recognized authority on 'things Czech' is the 

advertisement for "A Czech Republic Heritage Tour led by Czech Authority", that is Mr. 

X himself, recently published in Vestnik**, and a frequent mention of his name when my 

interviewees tried to think of schools and teachers that have offered Czech in the area. 

When I interviewed Mr. X, he told me that his knowledge of Czech consisted of a few 

words and phrases he had leamed during his visits to the Czech Republic, and that 

contrary to the hearsay, he had never taught Czech in college. 

The tendency to perceive active members of the community and of the Czech 

organizations as speakers of Czech is a valid observation, despite the cases where my 

informants, again, do not agree. This type of contradicting perceptions usually involved a 

Czech priest (excerpts 5-7), i.e., a public figure, and thus should be mentioned along with 

the above examples of Czech activists and other-perceived speakers of Czech. 

^ F&mftStf(8): 19. 
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(5) "on - modli* po desfy - on moze - on maze spivovat* po cesky - I believe with other 
people he can do it, but I think he knows more than he lets known -1 bet on mluvi."" 
'he - pr^s in Czech - he can - he can sing in Czech.-1 bet he speaks" [F-46-W] 

(6) "aji [...] umil"! 'also [...] could speak it' [F-24-W] 

(7) "on netani mluvit desky, iene- ale hodni teho vi 
'he can't speak Czech, can he - but he knows a lot' [M-38-G] 

The view reproduced in (5) was contested by [M-30-W], who did not believe that this 

priest spoke any Czech. Excerpts (6) and (7) focus on another Czech priest who happened 

to serve in both parishes and thus both informants experienced his sermons. 

(3) I have already siunmarized the features distinguishing the so-called "bom-

again Czechs." To add a few concrete examples from my fieldwork, one forty-some year 

old woman married to a Czech jokingly calls herself a "Yankee Czech", another woman 

in her late fifties told me that she took a Czech class with her husband of Czech descent 

and I saw both of them wearing a Czech costume {kroj) at a Czech event. Yet another 

non-Czech husband of a very active woman of Czech descent reportedly wears at least a 

Czech vest for Czech festivals and Czech-related social gatherings. I read about a woman 

who claims being "Czech by marriage".'*^ Also, I was told of a German husband who 

used to sing (in Czech) with his Czech wife in the Czech chorus, and I met a non-Czech 

wife of a Czech polka band leader of Czech descent who had taken over the promotion of 

the band as well as of the first CD with two Czech folk songs recorded by her teenage 

daughter. All of them have some personal investment in the Czech community, and some 

The Czech part of the excerpt well illustrates the ability of weaker semi-speakers to express themselves 
in Czech (here the informant omits the reflexive pronoun in on mod//*/'he prays' and malforms the 
verb from spivat to jpfvovar*/'to sing'). She pauses frequently and switches to English in the second part of 
the utterance. 
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of them have learned a few Czech expressions and phrases (such as the greeting Jak 

se mdsl / 'How are you?'). One of my informants married to a German maintains that her 

husband "picked up a lot of words and sometimes understands" (F-34-W).'*^ 

Finally, it seems that the last group of limited Czech speakers, i.e. non-Czechs 

who have acquired some Czech as a result of participation in their social networks, is also 

viewed as part of the Texas Czech community. My observation does stand as an isolated 

case; also Ehibois and Melancon (1997: 64) studying the Cajun commimity in South 

Louisiana encoimtered such extreme views as "everyone living in South Louisiana is to 

some extent Cajun," which might be a claim based on the general outlook on life, on 

"culinary qualifications," and the like. Speaking with non-Czechs in both Granger and 

West 1 often heard comments on the 'outsider vs. insider' theme, which tends to agree 

with the traditional clannishness of Czechs suggested in literature (cf. Chapter 3, 3.5.8.). 

I heard statements such as "I was cultured to Czech people in West," "If you're smart 

you'll accept what they give you," "1 guess I'm a part of it [the Czech community] as 

much as I wanna make myself a part if it, but I've always felt accepted" or "I was taken 

in, if they don't like you you're in trouble." Therefore, there must be some truth to the 

 ̂Ndi iesky iivot [Our Czech Life] 2(3): 6. 
"" Hymes (1972: 55) mentions the coinage Sprechbund ('speech area') of the Czech linguist J. Neustupny 
'̂ or the phenomenon of speaking rules being shared among contiguous languages," such as the former 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Austria, and southern Germany, ail at one point in history coexisting in the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. I lack systematic evidence which would allow me to prove the extent to which 
the closeness of the two cultures plays a role in my observation that spouses of German descent tend to be 
drawn to the 'things Czech\ yet Neustupny's idea is worthy a mention in this context I believe that shared 
rules of speaking (e.g., greetings, acceptable topics and their sequence, the examples given in Hymes) are 
necessarily a &ctor vdien it comes to the relate^ess of cultures within the arbitrarily defined borders of 
modem European nations. 
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view that "West is considered Czech, whether the people are Czech or nof (F-46-

W). Unlike Dubois and Melancon (1997), I tend to think of two groups of ethnic non-

Czechs who have been 'taken in' and thus became insiders of some sort; (1) non-Czechs 

who are reported to have some, rather symbolic, knowledge of Czech, and (2) other non-

Czech who perceive themselves and are perceived by others as part of the community. 

Excerpts (8-9) represent the cases of other-perceived non-Czech speakers of Czech. 

(8) . .and he talks a whole lot of Czech, just learned with us talking, he can carry a conversation 
- he can talk lots of words in Czech" [F-34-W] 

(9) "a mame tody jeden Mexikan co dela se mm tarn on mluvi dobre deskv. toz ja s nim mlvvim. 
On byval z rodinu co mluvili cesky...a tudyk je druhy Mexikan co dela pro [...], desky tez rozumi 
morqfsky a mlwi..." 

'and we have one Mexican here who worics with me, he speaks good Czech, well I speak with 
him. He lived with a family that spoke Czech...and here is another Mexican who works for [...], 
he also understands Czech - Moravian - and speaks it...' [M-46-G] 

The informant in (8) talks about a non-Czech man who married into a Czech family. Her 

assessment (from "whole lot of Czech" to "lots of words in Czech") again illustrates the 

problem with other-perceived ability to speak the language. The cases described in (9) are 

rather typical.'*' I have also heard of African Americans who learned some Czech working 

in the fields with the Czech farmers and a black school teacher who referred to himself as 

"a Czech nigger" (in the 1960s). 

^ In Granger, on the other hand, I heard, "fikaju fe Grendia Je morqfske''''I 'they say that Granger is 
Moravian' [M-25-G]. 

In addition, this excerpt further illustrates the interchangeable reference to one's idiolect as Czech or 
Moravian (cf. 5.1.1.1. - S.I.1.2.). The membership in the predominantly Czech community may be signaled 
by the use of a single expression, such as "^honemV Chuiry iq)!') that I heard as part of the message in 
English asking a person to return to the headquarters of the festival during the Westfest When I asked, I 
learned that the caller was one of the non-Czech directors of the festival. 
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Having discussed all the possible categories of membership in the Texas 

Czech community, I suggest that the membership in the Texas Czech speech community 

is based on the other-perceived Czechness, rather than on any publicly displayed language 

use. Clearly, active use of Czech can no longer function as a criterion for the speech 

community membership when even highly proficient older speakers prefer speaking 

English with their equally proficient peers. In fact, they would often tell me that my 

presence reminded them that the language they take for granted as a part of their linguistic 

repertoire might soon disappear for good. 

Recalling Romaine's observation (1989: 371), when the language is dying, it may 

become increasingly difficult to determine who is a speaker of the language "or a member 

of the community which speaks a particular language" not only for outsiders, but also for 

the community members themselves. When the insiders' perspective has such minimal 

requirements for the membership in a speech community as the other-perceived ability to 

speak Czech, which is presumed based on the level of Czechness rather than usage 

actually observed, we are in danger of stretching this concept well beyond its "working 

margins", which, as Dorian (1982a) shows, need to be taken into account when we deal 

with such collectivity as a shifting or dying speech community. 

In their study of the Cajun community, Dubois and Melancon (1997: 65) began 

with a question similar to mine: 

Does there exist a Cajun French speech community which maintains, albeit 

tenuously, the French language; or is there solely the survival of the Cajun 
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culture in which community members neither speak the language nor 

consider it a crucial aspect of identity? 

They base their analysis on almost 930 sociolinguistic questionnaires returned from 

members of four Cajim commimities, defiiiing their respondents as Cajun French fluent 

speakers, semi-speakers, passive speakers,^" "individuals with Cajim French background 

but no Cajim French ability," and "individiials with no Cajim background and no Cajun 

French ability" (Ibid.: 76). Importantly, their analysis of questions, "What do you 

consider yourself?," and "In order to be considered a 'true' Cajun, it is necessary..." with 

several attributes to choose from, speaking the language being the first, and living in 

Louisiana the last, combined with the self-perceived proficiency data showed that: 

the Cajun identity rests fundamentally in the linguistic ability of the speakers, 

regardless of the age group one is in: the more one has access to the Cajun 

language, the more one self-identifies as Cajun. In general, respondents claim 

that the necessary criteria to be considered Cajun are just those criteria that they 

themselves satisfy (Ibid.: 63). 

The layered approach that this study takes in order to delimit the Cajun 

community's boundaries is helpful to my proposal for the definition of the Texas Czech 

speech (and broader) community. It begins with "a cultural community based on 

ancestry" at Level One. The speech community (fluent speakers and semi-speakers), 

along with "all the members who do not speak Cajun French fluently or near fluently, but 

^ "Passive speakers" reported some ability to speak Cajun (responding to the prompts in the questionnaire), 
but they apparently do not use the language (as Dorian's "passive bilinguals") because they are excluded 
from the French Cajun speech community (defined below). 
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have Cajun ancestry" occupy Level Two. Finally, Level Three includes fluent 

speakers and semi-speakers '^vho self-identify as Cajim," residual speakers of Cajun 

French who identify themselves as Cajun-Americans, and non-speakers of Cajun descent 

"who consider themselves Americans" (Ibid.: 90-91). 

The database I chose to work with for this project is not comparable with that of 

Dubois and Melancon (1997), in either the sample size or its diversity. My informants 

who rank the lowest among semi-speakers have at least the "residual ability" to speak 

Czech and there are no non-speakers among them.^' Thus I report the siunmary of related 

responses from my respondents' questionnaires not to compare them with the Cajun 

study, but rather to show that the self-perceived proficiency in Czech does not correlate 

with self-identifications across my sample, nor with the two questionnaire items: (17) 

"You can't be a true Czech without speaking the language," and (24) "Czech language is 

important to how 1 feel about my identity."^^ 

First, out of 37 available questionnaires, all but two respondents identified 

themselves as Czechs or Moravians regardless of their self-perceived level of proficiency 

in Czech. The two exceptions take "a compromise position on self-identity" (Dubois and 

Melancon 1997: 86) when identifying themselves as "Americans of Czech descent". 

Second, 18 informants disagreed with the statement in item (17), 13 agreed, 4 were 

undecided, and 2 did not respond. Thus most of them think that one can "be a true Czech 

without speaking the langiiage." If similar to Dubois and Melancon's findings, the 13 
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cases that agreed with the statement would include those who feel generally fluent in 

Czech, but that is not the case. The self-ranking proficiency scale (1-8) yielded 6 

responses for "I am very fluent in Czech," 4 responses for "I speak Czech very well," and 

6 for "I speak Czech moderately well," as well as 3 responses for "I speak Czech 

moderately well but I don't feel very comfortable using it," and 3 for "I don't speak 

Czech very well." According to these informants' scores on structured language tasks 

and my perception, the 13 cases include 8 fairly fluent speakers and 5 semi-speakers of 

Texas Czech. 

Third, although the majority of respondents disagreed with the statement in item 

(17), 32 of them feel that Czech language is important to how they feel about their 

identity, only 3 that it is not, and 2 are undecided (item 24). This contradiction might be 

explained by the sample composition; all 37 informants speak at least some Czech and 

apparently find it an important part of their identity regardless of how much or how little 

Czech they feel they know. At the same time, they may not want to exclude their fellow 

Czechs who do not speak any Czech (and thus, in many cases, in so doing deny this 

identity to their children), hence the 18 negative responses to the statement in item (17). 

The three informants who do not think that their ability to speak Czech affects how they 

feel about their identity include a nearly fluent speaker (who ranked himself as fluent, 

good and moderately good speaker), and two semi-speakers (a brother and sister who 

both evaluated themselves as moderately good speakers of Czech). Why is the language 

The analysis of all returned questionnaires (including those of non-speakers) should validate my 
hypothesis that in contrast with the Cajun study, there is no clear-ciit correlation between the respondents' 
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not important to the identity of the nearly fluent speaker and why does not he feel 

that a "true" Czech should speak the language? (item 17). This indicates that the language 

plays a very little role in how this informant feels about the Czech ethnic identity, whether 

it his own or of others. Perhaps it is no coincidence that he is one of the only two 

respondents who identified themselves as Americans of Czech descent (but then, why 

would the other of the two, his wife, agree with both statements?). The reasoning behind 

the "disagree" on both items is clearer for one of the semi-speakers: she remains "Czech 

in the heart" as she added, and this feeling might be shared by others, whether speakers, 

semi-speakers, or non-speakers. The final puzzling response is "agree" on item (17) 

combined with "strongly disagree" on item (24). Does this informant not consider 

himself a "true" Czech? The interview and his self-identification in the questionnaire 

suggest that he does. 

The range of responses to two questionnaire items along with the puzzles 

presented above illustrate that linking one's feelings about ethnic identity with one's 

feelings about the ancestral language is a rather complex task (cf. Chapter 6). The final 

step in this section is to define the boundaries of Texas Czech community. 

Inspired by the layered approach of Dubois and Melancon (1997) to the 

community members' perspectives and my observations of the presence of ancestral 

language and culture in their lives, I propose the following three levels (Figure 5.1 

self-perceived ability to speak Czech and their seif-identiiications. 
^ The items are numbered as in the questionnaire (Appendix K). 
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below): the cultural community (Level 1), the ethnocultural commimity^^ (Level 2), 

and the speech community (Level 3). First, the membership in the Texas Czech cultural 

community requires some level of Czechness apparent to other community members. It 

includes all community members of Czech ancestry regardless of whether or not they 

speak the language, as well as ethnic non-Czechs, including the so-called "bom-again 

Czechs". The non-Czech members have been accepted to the cultural community through 

"attributed or achieved memberships" (Hymes 1996: 32), i.e., they are also perceived as 

part of the cultural community by others. Second, the ethnocultural Texas Czech speech 

community subsumes all ethnic Czechs: fluent speakers, semi-speakers, passive 

bilinguals, and non-speakers alike, by virtue of their common ancestry. Some level of 

visible Czechness again applies. Finally, the speech community (Level 3) forms the core 

of the Texas Czech cultural community. Its members possess some level of productive or 

receptive competence and are able (not expected) to actively use it. Non-Czechs who 

speak some Czech have the language in common with the ethnic Czech members of the 

speech community, but they may or may not be eligible for full membership, depending 

on how integrated they are from the viewpoint of ethnic Czechs in this section of the 

community. 

Fishman (1991a: 17) uses this term when arguing that "ethnocultural label-maintenance, and self-concept 
maintenance may long outlast language-maintenance." Such is the case of the Texas Czech community. 
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Figure 5.1 The Texas Czech Community 
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5.1.4. Research Questions (2-3): the Summary 

(2) What does it mean to be a speaker of a language, i.e., a speaker of Texas Czech 
/ Moravian? 

(3) How is the Texas Czech community defined? 

Research questions (2) and (3) explore the concept of the speaker and of the 

community. The analyses of the "Moravian question" (5.1.1.1.- 5.1.1.2.), perspectives on 

Texas Czech (5.1.1.3.-5.1.1.6.), and of the self- and other-perceived proficiency in 

(Texas) Czech (5.1.2.), show their interrelatedness. The definition of the Texas Czech 
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community (S.1.3.) would not be possible without first considering the speakers' 

views on the language (dialect) they speak and demonstrating the apparent lack of 

consensus among them when it comes to their self-perceived and other-perceived 

proficiency in (Texas) Czech. The search for answers to questions (1) and (2) can be 

summarized as follows: 

(1) The speaker of Texas Czech/Moravian (depending on the individual 

preference) has at least residual productive or some receptive competence in Czech.^ The 

levels of awareness of the origins of Texas Czech differ, just as do the perceptions of 

Texas Czech as a "language" or a "dialect", or simply a somewhat different version of 

"true" Czech of the ancestral homeland. Overwhelmingly however, Texas Czech is 

described as a stigmatized variety of Czech. I have hypothesized that this negative image 

of Texas Czech may feed the ideology which implicitly justifies its discontinued 

intergenerational transmission because speaking a "broken" language seems undesirable, 

despite the general expression of regret over the loss of the ancestral language among the 

third and the fourth generation descendants of Czechs. The "half and half Texas Czech 

has evolved from the "true" Moravian-based Czech of the immigrants' homeland. This 

ancestral language was only gradually 'contaminated' by "Americanisms" and "slang 

words", and thus the expressed regret over the language decline may cut deeper, reaching 

for this language variety, rather than apply to the current Texas Czech speech. 

^ When the tenn ""Czech" is used in reference to the speech of Texas Czechs, it should be assumed that it 
means "Texas Czech", an immigrant variety of Moravian Czech. 
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(2) The complex situation within the Texas Czech community can be best 

captured at three levels. The major criterion for the membership in the cultural 

community is the other-perceived Czechness. An addition of common Czech ancestry 

secures one's membership in the ethnocultural community, and some knowledge of the 

language satisfies the requirement for the membership in the Texas Czech speech 

community. 

5.2. FUNCTIONAL CONTEXTS OF THE CZECH LANGUAGE USE 

In this section I analyze my informants' questionnaire reports on interlocutors 

with whom they are still likely to interact at least partially in Czech and identify social 

contexts conducive to such interactions today. I use the term "social contexts" to refer to 

social events where communications involving Czech take place and the term "functional 

contexts" to denote the actual types of interaction (mainly greetings, joking and teasing, 

and 'weather talk') that tend to occur within these social contexts. Using the 

questionnaire data and excerpts from interviews I show a continuous breakdown of 

communication networks and the reduction of fimctions of Czech in my informants' lives 

(5.2.1.). Next I offer my fieldwork observations of the Czech language use in subsection 

(5.2.2.), and consider another set of related data reporting on my informants' language 

attitudes (5.2.3.). 

A part of my inquiry in this section addresses the link between the language use 

and ethnic identity. Gumperz and Cook (1982; 7) assert that "social identity and ethnicity 

are in large part established and maintained through language." At the advanced stage of 
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language loss, however, the link between language and ethnic identity becomes too 

loose and if insisted on, it may exclude those who no longer speak the language yet 

identify themselves with a particular group (Dorian 1998: 20). While the use of Czech in 

Texas Czech communities still plays a limited role in the speaker's identity, specifically 

maiidng in-group solidarity and intimacy, it has become only one of many expressions of 

ethnicity; one does not have to speak the language to be considered - and to feel -

Czech.'̂  

S .2.1. Reported Czech Language Use 

First, I focus on questionnaire reports on the Czech language communication 

networks in the adulthood for the pre-1945 group (OG) in (5.2.1.1.), and for the post-

1945 group (YG) in (5.2.1.2.), followed by the discussion of my informants' 

questionnaire responses to the question about the contexts of use in (5.2.1.3). I then 

represent and analyze their voices from interviews in subsection (5.2.1.4.). 

5.2.1.1. Interlocutors in Adulthood (Pre-1945 Group) 

The question, "As an adult, with whom did you or do you now speak Czech?," 

involved two parts. Not all respondents, however, made the distinction between "used to" 

and "today" in addition to the frequency of Czech use with their respective interlocutors 

(from "always" to "never") which I hoped an example provided would prevent. When 

Based on the long-tenn preservationist worlc with Southeast Alaskan languages (specifically Tlingit), 
Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer (1998: 76) argue that it may be necessary to '̂ vork to accept language as one 
of the many 'badges of ethnicity' available" (also cf. Ch^)ter 6). 
^ I make no claims about the amount of Czech spoken as my informants could have interpreted the 
question, "As an adult, with whom did you or do you know speak Czech?," to refer to any level of mixing 
of Czech and English depending on the proficiency, the level of comfort, and specific circimistances of 
specific interlocutors. 
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examining Table 5.3 (part I and II) below, the reader should bear in mind that (I) 

"today" subsumes the past interactions lasting through the present day, and (2) while 

unspecified responses are categorized under the question mark, most of them report on 

my informants' contacts today as well. 

In the first row of Table 5.3 (part I) we observe a further dissolution of vertical 

communication networks. Whereas 15 informants (57.7%) in the OG indicated the use of 

Czech with their parents at all times as children (cf. Chapter 4, Table 4.3), only 11 of 

them (42.3%) reported the same for their past interactions with their parents as adults 

("used to"). A mere four (15.4%) can still report some level of interaction in Czech for 

item (1); the parents of others are now deceased.^^ As for the older siblings (item 2), 

there is a shift from 8 choices of "always" (30.8%) and 2 choices of "sometimes" (7.7%) 

in the childhood to 2 choices of "always" (7.7%) and 7 choices of "sometimes" (26.9%) 

in the adulthood. (Under "non-applicable" three of 6 informants reported some use of 

Czech with their older siblings as a child). The highest number of informants (5/19.2%) 

indicate speaking Czech with their younger siblings (item 3) "sometimes", none "always" 

(a decrease from four in Table 4.3), and 9 (34.6%) chose "never" or "non-applicable". 

Although very few specify speaking Czech with their older and younger siblings "today", 

the overall decline in both categories is again appreciable. 

" Cross-examination of data for item (1) in Tables (4.3) and (5.3) reveals the only inconsistency in case of 
[F-37-G] who reports speaking with her parents in Czech "rarely" as a child and "often" as an adult 
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Table 5.3 (part I)- Adulthood Interlocutors (Pre-1945 Group [OG]) 
As an adult, with whom did you or do you now speak Czech? 
(N = 26) 

N=26 A o s R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interlocutors 
used to/today 
Number 
1. Parent(s): 423 30.8 19.2 0 0 3.8 3.8 0 

ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
11/0/0 5/3/0 4/1/0 1/0/0 1/0/0 

2. Older 7.7 23.1 26.9 7.7 11.5 23.1 0 0 
bro(s)/sis(s): ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 

1/0/1 2/1/3 1/2/4 0/0/2 0/1/2 0/0/6 
3. Younger 0 15.4 19.2 7.7 7.7 26.9 11.5 11.5 

bro(s)/sis(s): ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
1/1/2 1/2/2 1/0/1 0/0/2 0/0/7 1/0/2 

4. Your spouse: 3.8 15.4 34.6 3.8 19.2 19.2 3.8 0 
ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
0/0/1 2/2/0 1/3/5 0/0/1 0/0/5 0/0/5 0/0/1 

5. Children: 0 7.7 15.4 19.2 30.8 15.4 0 11.5 
ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
I/l/O 0/1/3 1/0/4 0/1/7 0/0/4 

6. Other 3.8 23.1 38.5 11.5 7.7 3.8 11.5 0 
relatives: ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 

0/0/1 1/2/3 1/5/4 0/0/3 0/0/2 0/0/1 1/1/1 
7. Household 3.8 0 23.1 3.8 26.9 30.8 3.8 7.7 

pets: ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
0/0/1 0/2/4 0/0/1 0/2/5 0/0/8 0/0/1 

Legend: 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-AppIicabIe] 
response) 

|/X(No 

total = number of responses in the column ut = used to t = today ? = not specified 
Yes (Affinnative response but no fiirther specification) 

As for item (4), one response of "always" contradicts both the interview data and 

my observations; no informants in my sample use (or used until recently) Czech 

exclusively with their spouse. Only 5 (31.3%) informants specify using Czech with their 
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spouse "today" at ail, and 3 of them "used to" but speak it no longer. However, tiie 

interview data suggest that 5 of eight unspecified responses refer to the present day 

situation, hence the number of present day use can be increased to 10 (62.5%). The self-

reports of 3 couples interviewed do not reveal any substantial discrepancies, diverging at 

most by one point on the scale ("sometimes" vs. "rarely" in one couple, and "sometimes" 

vs. "often" in another). One informant, whose husband is of German descent, reports 

speaking Czech with him "sometimes/today". According to her description (interview), 

her husband may fall in the category of "bom-again Czechs" (cf. 5.1.3.). In addition, this 

respondent is one of those who perceive the use of words and short phrases as speaking 

Czech. It is then conceivable that she reports some exchanges between them involving 

the bits of Czech. 

As shown in the simmiary for item (5), 2 informants report still using some Czech 

with their grown up children.^' More reflective of the general pattern, however, are the 

responses of "rarely" and "never" for the present day parent-child interactions, the 

opposite of still vital networks one generation earlier (cf. Table 4.3, item 1), indicating the 

final breakdown of these vertical lines of communication. On the other hand, anywhere 

from 8 to 20 informants (including unspecified responses) speak some Czech with their 

relatives, as shown in item (6). This report is consistent with the interview data where 

Only 16 infonnants out of 26 are married to Czechs and the spouses of three informants are deceased. 
The husband of [F-34-W] is of German descent, yet she reports using Czech with her husband "sometimes" 
(having suggested the same in the interview). 

[M-I9-W] told me that he spoke Czech with his wife until her recent death, and with the children at least 
until they left home. Surprisingly however, his daughter reports '*never" speaking Czech with the parents 
(and ''sometimes" with the grandparents) as a child in her questionnaire (not in the subsample of 39). The 
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occasional exchanges in Czech with the members of extended family, particularly the 

aunts and uncles, and their cousins are often mentioned. In (7), the total of negative 

responses ("never" and "non-applicable") for using Czech with household pets increased 

from 11 as a child (cf Table 4.3) to 15 in adulthood. 

Table 5.3 (part 0). Adulthood Interlocutors (Pre-1945 Group [OG]) 
As an adult, with whom did you or do you now speak Czech? (N = 26) 

N=26 A O s R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interlocutors 
used to/today 
Number 
8. Former 3.8 3.8 50 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 11.5 

classmates: ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
0/0/1 0/0/1 3/5/5 0/1/1 0/0/2 0/0/2 2/0/0 

9. Male friends: 0 7.7 53.8 11.5 7.7 3.8 7.7 7.7 
ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
0/0/2 0/7/7 0/1/2 0/0/2 0/0/1 1/0/1 

10. Female 0 11.5 57.7 3.8 7.7 0 7.7 11.5 
friends: ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 

0/1/2 0/7/8 0/0/1 0/0/2 1/0/1 
11. Fellow 3.8 0 53.8 19.2 7.7 0 3.8 11.5 

church ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
members: 0/0/1 0/7/7 2/2/1 0/1/1 O/O/l 

12. Coworkers: 3.8 0 30.8 7.7 26.9 11.5 3.8 15.4 
ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? ut/t/? 
0/0/1 0/3/5 0/0/2 1/0/6 0/2/1 1/0/0 

13. Other (1) visitors from the Czech Republic 
(specify): (2) a person in care [only 2 '"Other" specifiedl 

Leeend: 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-Applicable)/X(No 
response) 
total = number of responses in the column ut = used to t = today ? = not specified 
Yes (Affirmative response but no further specification) 

In the realm of horizontal communication networks are items (8-10). When 

compared with "Czech speaking classmates" (cf. Table 4.3, item 6), there is a noticeable 

Czech-English interactions between parents and children cannot fidly explain this contradiction as they 
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redistribution of responses from "always" and "often" (9/34.6%) to "sometimes" 

(13/50%) for interactions with former classmates in Table 5.3 (part II). Unspecified 

responses included, still more than half of older informants (14/53.8%) report some level 

of communication in Czech with them today. 

In regard to male friends in (9) and female friends in (10), the addition of all 

positive responses for each comes to the high total of 20 (76.9%). The distribution for 

both genders is fairly even (including cross-gender friendships), with the highest number 

of 14 (53.8%) for "sometimes" with male friends, and 15 (57.7%) with female friends. 

My informants' comments in (5.2.1.4.) below illustrate the types of interaction that these 

results represent. 

For item (11) the interview data and observations allow me to safely assume that 6 

of 10 unspecified responses refer to the present day interactions, and thus more than half 

of my informants in the OG (15/57.7%) occasionally speak some Czech with their fellow 

church members.^ The same cross-checking with other types of data is helpful in (12), 

where 8 informants failed to specify whether their responses apply to their past or present 

lives. Six of them (5 reporting "sometimes" and 1 "rarely") are likely to use some Czech 

in their present-day interactions in the workplace, namely in farming (2), construction (2), 

during occasional baking of pastries for community events (1), and volimteering to 

organize bingo afternoons where other men in charge can be viewed as one's coworkers 

usually began after the child started school. 
" The one response for "always" comes again from [F-37-G]. I am aware of one specific elderly woman 
with whom she often speaks after church, and if so, in Texas Czech. 
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(1). As a result, 9 informants (34.6%) report some, albeit infrequent, use of Czech 

with their coworkers. 

5.2.1.2. Interlocutors in Adulthood (Post-1945 Group) 

Table 5.4 (part I). Adulthood Interlocutors (Post-1945 Group [YG]) 
As an adult, with whom did you or do you now speak Czech? (N = 11) 

N=ll A o s R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interiocutors 
used to/today 
Number 
1. Parent(s): 9.1 

ut/t/? 
1/0/0 

27J 
ut/t/? 
0/3/0 

45.5 
ut/t/? 
0/4/1 

0 0 0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

0 

2. Older 
bro(s)/sis(s): 

0 9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/1/0 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/2/0 

36.4 
ut/t/? 
1/2/1 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/0/2 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 9.1 

3. Younger 
bro(s)/sis(s): 

0 9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/1/0 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/2/0 

273 
ut/t/? 
1/1/1 

273 
ut/t/? 
1/0/2 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 9.1 

4. Your spouse®': 0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/2/0 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/1/0 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/1/0 

36.4 
ut/t/? 
0/1/3 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/0/2 

0 9.1 

5. Children: 0 0 27.3 
ut/t/? 
0/2/1 

273 
ut/t/? 
0/3/0 

273 
ut/t/? 
0/0/3 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 9.1 

6. Other 
relatives: 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/1/0 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/2/0 

273 
ut/t/? 
0/3/0 

273 
ut/t/? 
0/2/1 

0 0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

0 

7. Household 
pets: 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
1/0/0 

0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/2/0 

0 273 
ut/t/? 
0/1/2 

36.4 
ut/t/? 
0/0/4 

0 9.1 

Leeend: 
A( Always )/0(Often)yS(Sometinies)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-Applicablej 
response) 

»/X(No 

total = number of responses in the column ut = used to t = today ? = not specified 
Yes rAffirmative response but no further specification) 

While only five informants are married to Czechs, the numbers for "often" and "rarely" include responses 
&om [M-46^] and [M-SO-G] who are married to non-Czechs. I lack interview data that would support 
their questionnaire responses. 
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Table 5.4 (part I above) summarizes the results for my younger informants. 

First, 7 younger informants report speaking Czech with their parents (item 1) 

"often" and "sometimes" today. One unspecified response may be added to the 8 positive 

(including 1 "yes") responses (hence 9/81.8%), and 1 most likely refers to the past. The 

"used to/always" response was given by the respondent whose parents are no longer 

living. The two shifts from "always" to "often", and 3 from "sometimes" to "often" in 

otherwise similar picture to the one from their childhood (cf. Table 4.4, item 1) show 

further decline in the parent-child interaction involving the Czech language. As for the 

older siblings in (2), roughly half of the YG (5 745.5%) still find some use for their Czech 

with their older siblings; one vmspecified response of "rarely" can be assigned to the 

"used to" category based on the interview data. An appreciable drop can be seen 

particularly in the case of [M-61-G] who reportedly spoke Czech "always" with his older 

siblings as a child, then "used to7rarely" later in his life, and does "never" today. 

The reports from Table 4.4 for childhood interactions with younger siblings 

change only slightly for adulthood (item 3 above). [M-49-W], for example, no longer 

uses Czech with his older siblings (but did "sometimes" before), nor does he speak it 

with his younger siblings ("rarely" before). This pattern leading to the ultimate 

breakdown of the Czech language horizontal communication networks appears disrupted 

by two responses that suggest an improvement rather than a decline, namely for [M-46-G] 

from "sometimes" to "often" with his yoimger siblings, and for [F-50-W] from "rarely" to 

"sometimes" with both older and younger siblings. However, the interview data 

contradict such increase. 
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Further, 4 yoimger informants report using some Czech with their spouse 

(item 4), but this number includes only 2 out of 4 informants who are married to Czechs 

(as for the other two married to Czechs, one circled "never" and the other did not 

respond). My interview and observation data do not explain why 2 informants suggest 

that they speak Czech with their non-Czech spouses "often" and "rarely", and thus I can 

only suggest that they entered these responses by mistake. The size of the subset of 

informants married to Czechs in the YG does not afford a comparison with the OG. What 

we can observe, however, is the increase in intermarriages from 38.5% (10) in the OG to 

54.5% (6) in the YG, which does reflect the changing reality across generations. 

While item (5) shows that more than a half of younger informants use Czech in 

communication with their children, they themselves admit its limited extent (cf 5.2.1.4. 

below). None of the six cases appear promising with respect to the transmission of 

Czech. A substantial but not surprising contrast arises in comparison with item (1) in 

Table 4.4: when growing up, all of them spoke Czech (from "always" to "sometimes") 

with their own parents. In item (6), 10 (90.9%) informants report some Czech use with 

their relatives. (One response of "always" seems doubtful, and one imspecified "rarely" is 

most likely relevant to the past). The number and distribution of responses remain close 

to those for speaking with "other adults" in their childhood (8/72.7% in Table 4.4, item 

3). Compared to the OG (20/76.9%), the younger informants seem to have more contact 

within the extended family involving Czech; one obvious factor might be the age 

difference, hence the likelihood that many of the younger informants' relatives are still 
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alive. As for item (7), only 2 positive responses were given for the use of Czech with 

the household j)ets ("today"), in contrast with 4 for the childhood (cf Table 4.4, item 8).®^ 

Table 5.4 (part H). Adulthood Interlocutors (Post-1945 Group [YG]) 
As an adult, with whom did you or do you now speak Czech? (N = 11) 

N= 11 A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interlocutors 
used to/today 
Number 
8. Former 

classmates: 
0 0 27J 

ut/t/? 
0/2/1 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

36.4 
ut/t/? 
1/1/2 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 9.1 

9. Male friends: 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

0 45.5 
ut/t/? 
0/5/0 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

0 9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 9.1 

10. Female 
friends: 

0 0 36.4 
ut/t/? 
0/4/0 

36.4 
ut/t/? 
0/3/1 

0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/0/2 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 

11. Fellow 
church 
members: 

0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

45.5 
ut/t/? 
0/5/0 

273 
ut/t/? 
0/2/1 

0 0 0 9.1 

12. Coworkers: 0 18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/1/1 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/2/0 

27.3 
ut/t/? 
0/3/0 

18.2 
ut/t/? 
0/0/2 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

9.1 
ut/t/? 
0/0/1 

0 

13. Other 
(specify): 

(1) "to someone elder who speaks Czech to me first" 
fonly 1 "other" specified] 

Leeend: 
A(Always)/C)(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-Applicable)/X(No 
response) 
total = number of responses in the column ut = used to t = today ? = not specified 
Yes (AfFirmative response but no further specification) 

In the second part of Table 5.4 above, we see that only 5 informants (45.5%) in 

the YG are likely to use any Czech in interaction with their former classmates, whereas 

14 informants (53.8%) suggest the same in the OG (item 8). Compared to their childhood 

experiences, [F-58-G], for example, shifted her positive response from "sometimes" to 
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"never" today, and [M-49-W] from "rarely" to "never". For both [M-50-G] and [M-

61-G], on the other hand, the contacts involving Czech have remained stable over time 

("sometimes" and "rarely"). 

Further, focusing on the frequency of Czech use "today", seven (63.6%) younger 

informants report speaking some Czech with their male friends (item 9), although the 

"always" from [M-46-G] is highly unlikely. Similarly, 7 (63.6%) informants indicate 

some level of interaction in Czech with their female friends (item 10). The distribution of 

positive responses to either item does not suggest any difference between the male and 

female respondents: S males and 2 females (the same women in both 9 and 10) have male 

(in 9) and female (in 10) friends with whom they speak some Czech. (Interestingly, one 

male responded to item (10) with "non-applicable"). Unfortunately, these results do not 

shed more light on the gender-related difference in opportunities for communication with 

friends involving some Czech (cf. 5.1.2.3., excerpt 10). 

Next, a comparison between the OG and the YG yields a considerable difference 

for item (II), with 15 (57.7%) older informants vs. 9 (81.8%) younger informants 

suggesting some use of Czech with their fellow church members (only 1 unspecified 

response in the YG can be assumed to apply to today's interactions). This, coupled with 

still existing communication in Czech with relatives (9/81.8% informants) and with a 

common mention of speaking Czech to the elderly shows that vertical communication 

networks, albeit much weaker with the parents, still work to delay "the final point of 

" One response of "always/used to" contradicts the uses as a child in Table 4.4 where the frequency given 
by the same informant was "often". 
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language death," i.e. '^e cessation of regular communication in the language" (Sasse 

1992a: 18), or better yet, the end of any communication in Texas Czech. 

Finally, where 7 informants (63.6%) in this group (6 of which specified "today") 

report some level of exchange in Czech with their coworkers, only 9 (34.6%) do in the 

OG. The number of retirees and housewives in the OG, however, explains the difference. 

Those in the YG who use Czech with their coworkers are employed in the post office (1), 

the bank (1), the school (2), woric in construction (1), or are self-employed farmers (1) 

and business owners (1)." In addition, those who use Czech more frequently ("often" to 

"sometimes" as opposed to "rarely") work in Granger or West (4), while the three others 

commute. This difference indicates that the informants working locally are more likely to 

find Czech speaking interlocutors and at least partially supports the view of [F-58-G] that 

local jobs held by men bring about more opportunities to use Czech (cf 5.1.2.3., excerpt 

10). 

The results for both age groups are compared in Table 5.5 below. 

" This point is well summarized in the only response to item (13): someone eider who speaks Czech to 
me first" 
^ The additional unspecified response of *^6$" was given by a female >^o is a homemaker. 
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Table 5.5 Adulthood Interlocutors (Comparison of Groups) 
As an adult, with whom did you or do you now speak Czech? 
(N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Interiocntors 
1. Parents): 
OG(26) 42.3 30.8 19.2 0 0 3.8 3.8 0 
YG (11) 9.1 27.3 45.5 0 0 0 182 0 
2. Older bro(s)/sis(s): 
OG(26) 7.7 23.1 26.9 7.7 11.5 23.1 0 0 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 18.2 36.4 18.2 9.1 0 9.1 
3. Yoimger 

bro(s)/sis(s): 
OG (26) 0 15.4 19.2 7.7 7.7 26.9 11.5 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 18.2 27.3 27.3 9.1 0 9.1 
4. Your spouse: 
OG (26) 3.8 15.4 34.6 3.8 192 192 3.8 0 
YG(l l )  0 182 9.1 9.1 36.4 182 0 9.1 
S. Children: 
OG(26) 0 7.7 15.4 19.2 30.8 15.4 0 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 0 27.3 27.3 27.3 9.1 0 9.1 
6. Other relatives: 
OG (26) 3.8 23.1 38.5 11.5 7.7 3.8 11.5 0 
YG(l l )  9.1 18.2 27.3 27.3 0 0 182 
7. Household pets: 
OG(26) 3.8 0 23.1 3.8 26.9 30.8 3.8 7.7 
YG(l l )  9.1 0 18.2 0 27.3 36.4 0 9.1 
8. Former classmates: 
OG (26) 3.8 3.8 50 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 0 27.3 182 36.4 9.1 0 9.1 
9. Male friends; 
OG (26) 0 7.7 53.8 11.5 7.7 3.8 7.7 7.7 
YG(l l )  18.2 0 45.5 18.2 0 9.1 0 9.1 
10. Female friends: 
OG(26) 0 11.5 57.7 3.8 7.7 0 7.7 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 0 36.4 36.4 0 182 9.1 0 
11. Fellow church mbs: 
OG(26) 3.8 0 53.8 192 7.7 0 3.8 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 18.2 45.5 27.3 0 0 0 9.1 
12. Coworkers: 
OG(26) 3.8 0 30.8 7.7 26.9 11.5 3.8 15.4 
YG(l l )  0 18.2 18.2 27.3 182 9.1 9.1 0 
Leeend: 
A(AlwaYs)/0('Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-Applicable)/X(No response) 
total = number of responses in the column ut = usedto t = today ? = not specified 
Yes CAfBrmative response but no further specification) 



5.2.1.3. Using Czech Today (Both Groups) 

Table 5.6 provides the data for the discussion in this subsection. 

Table 5.6 (part I). Using Czech Today (Comparison of Groups) 

N=26 rOGl vs. IIFYGI A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Statement 
1 1 read Czech 
OG(26) 15.4 42.3 19.2 192 3.8 0 0 
YG(l l )  0 27.3 36.4 27.3 0 9.1 0 
2 .1  use  Czech to  wri te  le t ters  
OG(26) 3.8 19.2 7.7 57.7 7.7 0 3.8 
YG(l l )  0 0 0 81.8 18.2 0 0 
3 .1  pray in  Czech 
OG(26) 7.7 3.8 23.1 15.4 38.5 3.8 3.8 3.8 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 18.2 9.1 54.5 9.1 0 0 
4 .1  dream in  Czech 
OG (26) 0 3.8 7.7 11.5 53.8 11.5 0 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 0 9.1 0 90.9 0 0 0 
5 .1  swear  in  Czech 
CX}(26) 0 3.8 15.4 3.8 53.8 11.5 0 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 0 9.1 18.2 63.6 9.1 0 0 
6 .1  count  in  Czech 
OG (26) 7.7 46.2 192 19.2 3.8 3.8 0 
YG(l l )  18.2 45.5 9.1 18.2 0 9.1 0 
7 .1  use  Czech when I  go vis i t  in  t  le Czech Republic 
OG(26) 26.9 3.8 7.7 0 3.8 46.2 0 11.5 
YG(l l )  0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 
8 .1  make phone cal ls  in  Czech 
OG (26) 11.5 30.8 7.7 38.5 3.8 0 7.7 
YG(l l )  0 36.4 9.1 54.5 0 0 0 
9 .1  ta lk  about  local  events  in  Czech 
OG(26) 3.8 30.8 23.1 30.8 3.8 0 7.7 
YG(II)  0 36.4 36.4 27.3 0 0 0 
10.1 talk about politics in Czech 
OG (26) 0 15.4 23.1 50 3.8 0 7.7 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 9.1 72.7 9.1 0 0 
11.1  ta lk  about  re l ig ion in  Czech 
OG (26) 11.5 23.1 30.8 30.8 3.8 0 0 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 54.5 36.4 0 0 0 
12.1 talk about sports in Czech 
OG(26) 3.8 15.4 15.4 57.7 3.8 0 3.8 
YG(l l )  0 9.1 27.3 63.6 0 0 0 
Leeend; 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-Applicable)/X(No response) 
Yes (Affirmative response but no further specification) 
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Table 5.6 (part II). Using Czech Today (Comparison of Groups) 

N=26rOGlvs. llfYGl A O S R N N/A Yea X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 
Statement 
13.1 talk about health in Czech 
CX}(26) 3.8 30.8 30.8 26.9 3.8 0 3.8 
YG(ll) 0 36.4 18.2 45.5 0 0 0 
14.1 joke in Czech 
OG (26) 15.4 42.3 26.9 11.5 3.8 0 0 
YG(ll) 9.1 36.4 27.3 27.7 0 0 0 
15.1 tell stories in Czech 
OG(26) 11.5 30.8 38.5 11.5 3.8 0 3.8 
YG(ll) 9.1 27.3 182 45.5 0 0 0 
Leeend: 
A(AIways)/0(OftenVS(Sometimes)/R(RareiY)/NrNever)/N/AfNon-ApplicableVXfNo response) 
Yes fAffiimative response but no further specification) 

(1) "I read Czech" applies to 20 (76.9%) informants in the OG and to 8 (72.8%) 

informants in the YG. Expectedly, 11 (42.3%) from the OG, and only 3 in the YG 

(27.3%) read Czech "sometimes", and none in the YG read it "often". When asked to 

express their stand on a related item (16): "I'd like to be able to read Czech newspapers, 

books in Czech" in section (III) of the questionnaire, 6 older informants who can read 

Czech were excluded and the proportions within the group based on the remaining total 

of 20 informants. 14 of them (70%) responded positively, 3 disagreed, and 3 were 

undecided. For the YG, 9 (81.8%) informants said they would like to be able to read 

Czech, 1 disagreed and 1 was undecided. Overall, the response in favor of literacy was 

strong in both groups. 

(2) Only 8 (30.8%) older informants '^ise Czech to write letters," most of them 

"sometimes", and none of the younger informants do. This again proves that writing 

ability in Czech lags behind reading skills as already shown for both groups in (5.1.2.1.1) 

above. 
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(3) "I pray in Czech" yields two responses of "always" in the OG among the 

total of 14 (53.8%) of those who do, 10 of them "sometimes" or "rarely". While the 

interview data from [F-37-G] and [F-13-G] confirm that they both often pray in Czech, 

they hardly do so "always" as they report. In the YG, still 4 informants (36.4%) pray in 

Czech, one of them "often" (M-50-G). 

(4) "I dream in Czech" is arguably a difficult statement to confirm. Consequently, 

17 (65.4%) older informants responded with "never" or "non-applicable." The two 

"sometimes" come from fluent speakers bom in the 1920s and one "often" from [M-43-

W/T], an exceptionally active Czech activist and fluent speaker of Texas Czech. As for 

the YG, the majority of them (10/90.9%) never do. The only response of "sometimes" 

may be but a slight exaggeration on the part of this informant. 

(^ The same response from the OG obtains for the statement "I swear in Czech" 

(17/65.4% for "never"/"non-applicable"). The only "often" is again given by [M-43-

W/T]. The statement applies to only 3 younger informants (27.3%), with the response of 

"sometimes" from a nearly fluent [M-50-G]. Having at least a few Czech swear words in 

one's vocabulary is fairly common across age groups of Texas Czechs. The item asks for 

the actual use rather than passive knowledge, however, which may explain these results. 

(6) "I count in Czech" applies to 20 (76.9%) informants in the OG, and to 9 

(81.8%) in the YG. Those who responded negatively include both fluent speakers and 

semi-speakers in the OG, and two weaker semi-speakers in the YG. Their response might 

have been different if asked whether they can count Czech. It is possible that even such 

fluent speaker as [M-17-W] who responded with "never" indeed never thinks of counting 
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in Czech just he does not think of speaking it, which is the case of many older fluent 

speakers today. 

(7) "I use Czech when I go to visit my relatives in the Czech Republic." Most of 

those from the OG who have visited the Czech Republic find use for their Czech 

"always" (7/26.9%), and three others speak it there "often" and "sometimes" (the total of 

10/ 38.5%). Examining individual cases, however, I found inconsistencies among those 

who told me about speaking Czech while traveling in the Czech Republic (and how 

useful their knowledge was), yet in the questioimaire 2 did not respond, 2 chose "never" 

and 2 "non-applicable". Periiaps my formulation of the statement inadvertently limited 

possible encounters only to relatives. None of my younger informants have ever visited 

the Czech Republic, most of them because they work and cannot afford a longer vacation 

abroad. 

(8) 13 informants (50%) in the OG and also about a half of the OG (45.5%) 

"make phone calls in Czech." This is a rather high ratio but difficult to judge (naturally I 

was rarely present when my informants had to take - let alone to make - a call). 

(9) "I talk about local events in Czech" applies to 15 (57.7%) informants in the 

OG, and to 8 (72.7%) informants in the YG, whose responses are evenly divided between 

four "sometimes" and four "rarely". That more than a half of the OG and, surprisingly, 

nearly three quarters of the YG speak some Czech for this purpose suggests more 

likelihood for such exchanges in the community context. I should stress, however, that 

semi-speakers in both groups do not report the ability to lead full-fledged conversations in 

Czech but rather to use words and phrases in addition to English. 
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(10) "I talk about politics in Czech" yields much fewer positive responses 

from both groups: 10 (38.5%) for the OG (with 6 only "rarely"), and mere 2 (18.2%) for 

the YG. Both younger speakers [M-46] and [M-50] from (Granger speak the Texas Czech 

variety well enough to be able to discuss more complex topics. 

(11) Seventeen (65.4%) informants in the OG and more than a half of the YG 

(7/63.6%) report they "talk about religion in Czech." Nearly half of the OG and 6 out of 7 

from the YG chose "rarely". The only "sometimes" in the YG comes from [M-46-G], a 

fluent speaker of Texas Czech. Religion is deeply rooted in most of my informants' lives, 

which perhaps explains appreciably high numbers of positive responses in both groups. 

The religious affiliation (Catholics or Brethren) is, at least in this sample, irrelevant. 

(12) On the other hand, only 9 (34.6%) informants in the OG, and 4 (36.4%) in 

the YG responded positively to the statement "I talk about sports in Czech." The choice 

of "sometimes" in the YG is again given by [M-46-G]. This is understandable 

considering the specialized terminology and culturally defined sport events; even those 

who suggest they use Czech to discuss sports must mean veiy general issues, such as who 

won or lost rather than specifics of a particular game.®^ 

(13) Evidently closer to everybody's everyday life is also the statement "I talk 

about health in Czech," as 17 (65.4%) older informants, and more than half of younger 

" I have never observed such conversation, but once I received an e-mail message fix)m a Texan of Czech 
descent living in Houston congratulating me, in Czech, on the gold medal of the Czech hockey team in the 
1998 winter Olympics. Also, during one interview of a couple the wife turned to me and said, "but I would 
like to see him talking about sports in Czech" (i.e., doubting her husband's proficiency in Czech), alter I 
commented that her husband performed well on the language tasks. 
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informants (6/54.5%) circled "sometimes", or "rarely". The remaining 5 from the 

YG who "never" do can be also placed on the lower end of the semi-speaker continuum. 

(14) "I joke in Czech" was the statement accepted by 22 (84.6%) informants in 

the OG and 8 (72.8%) in the YG. Most of them (11/42.3% in the OG and 4/36.4% in the 

YG) chose "sometimes." These self-reports corroborate my observation that joking and 

teasing is indeed one of the few still salient functional contexts of Czech use by Texas 

Czechs and an important marker of ingroup solidarity (cf. 5.2.1.4. and 5.2.2. below). 

(15) The last statement, "I tell stories in Czech," received 21 (80.8%) positive 

responses in the OG and 6 (54.6%) in the YG. Most of them are for "rarely" in the OG 

(10/38.5%) and for "often" in the YG (3/27.3%). One respondent from the YG [M-46-G] 

decided for "often". 

The age groups compare on the most common topical fimctions defined in the 

statements that received positive responses of more than 70% as follows (Table 5.7): 

Table 5.7 Fimctional contexts Conducive to the Use of Texas Czech 

Statements with the ratio over 70% Pre-19< 5 Group Post-1945 Group 
Rank Ratio Rank Ratio 

(1)1 read in Czech 3 76.9 X X 
(6) I count in Czech 3 76.9 1 81.9 
(9) I talk about local events in 

Czech 
X X 2 72.8 

(14) I joke in Czech 1 84.6 2 72.8 
(15) I tell stories in Czech 2 80.8 X X 
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5.2.1.4. Experiences with the Czech Language Use (Both Groups) 

(1) "Actually I was kind of surprised when I moved back here. I thought that all the people with 
the Cech names would still be talking Cech and so I would try to do this with everybody and 
I realized very quickly that - people much younger than 1 just don't know any Cech no matter 
how Cech their last name is, I would say something to them and they would kind of smile back 
and say, 'I don't speak any of it"' [M-36-G] 

(2) "mc zddny nemluvi, zahyne to Seckd"! 'nobody speaks any, it will all die' [M-38-G] 

Despite the views expressed above, which reflect the intergenerational (in 1) and 

overall (in 2) decline of Czech use, there are certain social contexts that other informants 

mentioned when asked about their Czech interlocutors and uses of Czech. 

The leading social context involves performances of the Czech poika bands at 

dances, weddings, and ethnic festivals. 

(3) "a ttuiyk jag maju ty tance tak tfebas ta jedna orkestra z Ennis. tag jag oni pfijedu vStSinu 
dycky v nedilu odpoledna se tancuje, a jagje to tak polovicu v torn tak ka±dy mil trochu ptva, tag 
zacnu spivat desky ..." 

'and here when they have those dances so - like one band from Ennis, when they come, most of 
the time on Sunday afternoon there is a dance, and when it's about half way through so 
everybody had some beer, then they start singing in Czech' [M-17-W] 

As shown in Table 5.8 below, most informants in both groups enjoy listening to "polka 

music" aired from radio stations in Cameron, Hillsboro, Taylor, and Temple (e.g.. Polka 

Party Time, Cameron). Also, most of them say that they can sing along with a Czech 

band^ (although we could not see this in Table 5.2, 5.1.2.1.2 above). 

^ Such as [M-S3-G] who says, "'spivam desky troSiCku ('I sing Czech a little'), what I know and some of 
that Czech we sing in church..." 
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Table 5.8 Listening to the Czech Folk Music on Radio Stations 
(Cameron, Hillsboro, Taylor, and Temple, Texas) 

Statement: I listen to the Czech radio broadcast 
Group (N) A O S R N N/A Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % 

OG(26) 3.8 30.8 19.2 26.9 15.4 0 3.8* 0 
YG(ll) 9.1 27.3 18.2 27.3 18.2 0 0 0 

_L|^ 
Af Always VCXOftenVS(Sometimes )/RfRarelv)/NfNever'>/N/AfNon-ApDiicabieV 
X(No response) Yes (Affirmative response but no fiirther 
specification) 
* = ''no, there are not any"^^ ~ 

The majority of informants in both the OG (21/80.8%) and the YG (9/81.8%) 

listen to one or more radio polka shows, affording a generalization that Czech music 

remains popular among Texas Czechs bom through the 19S0s,^^ and thus becomes an 

important factor in the Czech language maintenance (also see 5.2.2. below). 

In addition, my informants often mentioned bingo afternoons in Granger's parish 

hall (invariably in connection with "joking around"), morning or afternoon sessions in the 

local bakeries and restaurants (Olde Czech Bakery, Kolacek's Kolache,®' Mynar's Bar) in 

West (excerpts 4-5), get-togethers in the Quick Pantry, a convenience store, and at Jerry's 

Place in Granger. They also use or hear some Czech spoken at daily socials taking place 

in the Senior Citizen's Center in West, and "Jolly Timers", a similar (monthly) social for 

senior citizens in Granger, as well as in both Granger and West's nursing homes. 

This statement is stirprising especially since it comes &om an older informant, suggesting that general 
awareness of the radio stations producing the polka time shows should not be taken for granted. 
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(4) "M: rano ja jidu na kqfe a tarn dost hodni mluvime iesky - F: Olde Czech Bakery, the 
men's gossip club™ @@@ kafcfy rano a negdy opoledne" 
'M: every morning I go for coffee and we speak quite a bit of Czech there - F: every 
morning and sometimes in the afternoon' [M-23-W* & F-24-W*] 

(5) ""jo mozu m chvilu do pekame, tarn si sednu pro*^' kolad a kqfe - Kolacek je zrovna vedle -
tarn se obycejni rano zejde tak hole deviti hodin, vitSirtu secko CeSi mluvi englicky a cesky 
...negdy tarn s noma sedne negdo co nexani cesky, toz my mluvime englicky" 

'yeah, I can go to the bakery for a bit [coffee break] I'll sit there and have ((for)) [a] kolach and 
coffee - Kolacek's is just next door [to his workplace] - [they] get together around nine o'clock 
there, mostly all Czechs [and] speak English and Czech...sometimes a person that doesn't know 
Czech will sit with us, so we speak English' [M-70s-W*] 

The fewer businesses and public places in Granger, the fewer opportunities for social 

interaction involving the Czech language. As one informant explains, 

(6) "ja chodim na pivo - tody Texaco a dysi zme chodili tady na mein striti bylo Rayda Machu 
me/beer joint a ram r/7ie chodili dycky hodne, potem zestdmul a zavfel beer joint toz...{mate si v 
Texaku gde sednout?) ne. my si to obydejne zeberem doirT 

'I go for a beer - here Texaco, and a long time ago we used to go - here on the main street there 
was - Ray Machu had a beer joint and we usually went there a lot, then he got older and closed 
the beer jouit so...(do you have a place to sit in Texaco?) no, we usually take it home' [M-42-G] 

Some informants mentioned also meetings of Czech-related organizations such as SPJST 

or KJZJĵ  where some commimication in Czech, after the business meeting, may occur, 

and kolache baking. Other social contexts conducive to at least limited use of Czech by 

the elderly customers are local beauty shops and barber shops. At times, exchange 

students from the Czech Republic come to live with a family for a semester or a year. 

This data set does not £dlow me to extend the generalization to the peers of [M-61-G1. He himself once 
expressed discontent with the representation of his age group at polka dances. Only occasionally did I see a 
few couples at such dances who seemed below the age of 40 during my fieldwork. 
^ Both are versions of the Czech word koldde {koldi-SG / *pastry') adjusted to the English spelling. 
™ "The men's gossip club" contrasts with the company engaging both elderly men and women who meet in 
Granger's Quick Pantry convenience store, usually three times a week after the morning church services. 

A translation equivalent fiom English (of a prepositional phrase with 'for'). It should be na koldd. 
^ Also the Czech Heritage Society of Texas. However, those who want to join the Society in order to 
improve their Czech are usually disappointed. 
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although most of the time they want to improve in English, leaving very little room 

for the hosts to practice their Czech (M-24-W, F-34-W). 

As for the functional contexts, Czech is most often used 'for the fim of it\ One 

informant sums it up: "enem jag negdo A/ap«e'V'only when one is being silly' (M-17-W). 

A Granger man [M-24] says laughing, '"'"hlupotu dycky mlicvime - chlapi, spdsujeme na 

bingo"r-wQ talk silly - the guys, joke around at bingo'. 

What [M-24] above and [M-36*] of Granger (excerpt 7 below) refer to is bingo 

afternoons that they help to organize. This is also where 1 observed most of joking among 

the males (cf. 5.2.2. below).^ 

(7) "a/e tych saSku, ty hlavy oni SaSkuju, a toz potom furt mlitvi cesky - neco desky a nekere slova 
se ptaju CO to je... " 
'but those clowns, those heads they joke around, and so then they speak Czech all the time -
some in Czech, and they ask about some words what they mean ((it is))' [M-36-G*] 

(8) "F: jo jo, takove ('yeah, yeah, like') - M: sceS pivol Jo ('do you want a beer? yeah') - F: but 
really jak sees mluvit' ('when you want to talk') it would convert to English...(with your 
classmates today?) we might just do it like - to kid around something, the word here and there 
might be thrown out but - very little (vprdci mluvite s nikym cesky'^.l 'do you speak Czech with 
anybody at work?) M: oh jo ('yeah') F; but mostly joking" [M-38-W & F-41-W] 

Czech is also used to express intimacy. For example, [F-27] from Granger 

occasionally switches to Czech when she writes to her Czech-speaking friend, thus 

conveying affection and care for her (e.g., diminutives for one's first name). Another 

informant said, 

(9) "...then the expression ie ('that') slipping in once in a while when you speak English, and toz 
('well/so') - little idioms like that. And it sort of brings back pleasant little feelings and 
memories of childhood when we'd always speak that way, so I notice that once in a while I'll 

^ An example for word creadons that sometimes take place during such exchanges was given to me by [M-
31-G*]: Srubovaci Cervy ('screw warms') is a flmny-sounding translation equivalent from English. 
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throw in a phrase when I'm with somebody that I've known all my life" [M-36-G] 

Such expressions then become ethnic speech markers, indicators of one's ethnic 

belonging not necessarily in conmiimication with the speakers of an "outgroup language" 

(Giles 1979:258-9), in this case, English monolinguals; rather, they surface in interaction 

within the group and fulfill the role of once vital "ingroup language" which no longer 

fimctions as a regular means of ingroup communication. 

Further, speakers choose to use Czech when they do not find an English 

equivalent that would express a certain meaning with the same force: 

(10) "Sometimes it's a bit clearer to communicate an intent if we grab a phrase that says it yet 
another way and if we know thai that person knows that phrase as well, like when you leave 
something on the stove and you say, 'ro donde.' I just never found another expression in English 
that conveys 'to donde' as well as that so I always say '/o donde' when I want to say that" 
'after the stove is tumed off, the X left there will finish cooking itself [M-36-G] 

Another informant commented, "few vyprav 6esky je taky smesny" ('the nature of Czech is 

so fimny') that one can use "obycejr  ̂slova" ('common words'), such as osel, take 

tela" / 'such a donkey, such a pig ((a calf))', which - when translated to English -

sound lame and inexpressive (M-20-G*). 

Various views obtain in regard to Czech speaking interlocutors. Some informants 

in the OG are of the opinion that even those who speak Czech do not use it ("md/o, 

nemluvime s nikynri''di little, we don't speak it with anybody' (M-24-G); excerpt 11). 

( 1 1 )  d y c k y  z m e  f i e c i  s p o l u ,  m y  v i t s i m i  m l u v i m e  e n g l i c ! ^ ,  o n i  u m j a  d e s k y  d o b f e  t e z "  
'we always [when] we are all together, we speak mostly English, they can speak Czech well, 
too' [M-IO-G] 

Others admit that they use it at least some Q'^negdy neco feknenCI 'we say something now 

and then' (F-33-W); excerpt 12 below). Yet others suggest that it takes a native to come 
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along for them to use their Czech (M-30-W). A woman in her eighties from West 

said, "my mluvime s tebu, inai moc ne, ale ja rdda spivdm cesky"! 'we speak with you, 

otherwise not much, but I like to sing in Czech'. 

(12) "(j kamarddkou ste ve skole mluvily desky?) jo {ted' kdyz se potkate"?) anglicky, but kolikrdt' 
si neco rekneme, co by nerozimili, budem to mltivit 6esky, but moc ne - just to speak it - a few 
words, 'how are you, what are you doing, jak se mate... 

'(did you speak Czech with your fiiend in school?) yeah (and now when you meet?) English, but 
often times we say something to each other, so that others don't understand, we'll say it in 
Czech, but not much - ... how are you doing...' [F-34-W] 

In contrast, a few assert they always speak Czech with those who understand it (excerpts 

13-14 below). 

( 1 3 )  " " g d o  u m i  m o r q f s k y  j a  d y c k y  p r u b u j u  m l u v i t "  
'I always try to speak [with] those who know Moravian' [M-42-G] 

( 1 4 )  " " j a  d y c k y ,  d y i  v i m  z e  j e  C e c h ,  t a g  j a  f e k n u :  ' d o b r e  r a n o ,  j a g  d n e s ?  M a m e  c h l a d n o , '  l e b o  
ledaco tak trosku... " 
'I always, when 1 know that [a person] is Czech, so I say; good morning, how is today? It's 
chilly, or something like that - a little...' [F-27-G] 

In (12) the informant also suggest the use of Czech as a "secret code" in front of non-

Czechs, the theme to which I return shortly. Both (12) and (14) give examples of 

conmionly used phrases, particularly of greeting formulas. The amount of Czech involved 

in such brief exchanges helps explain why over 75% of mformants in the OG indicated 

some Czech use with their male and female friends (cf. Table 5.3 part II, 9-10). 

Informants in the OG, particularly those from Granger,^'* also speak of yet older 

people, suggesting that some of them might still prefer Czech over English ('ye jich 

Two medical doctors in the nearby town of Taylor are Czech ^gr6s fix)m the 1970s. As Czech speaking 
doctors they have been much appreciated and trusted by older people in Granger. Apparently there are still 
isolated cases of elderly patients who are Czech-dominant today. 
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bonca. ty starsi zenske, vitsinou su ceske" /'there's a bunch of them, those older 

ladies, most often they're Czech' (F-37-G; and excerpt 15). 

(15) 'ya mgdy mlvvim s nekery starSi lidi* co neianja dobfe anglicky toi mluvime desky" 
'sometimes I talk with some older peopIe-NOM* who don't know English, so we speak Czech' 

[M-IO-G] 

As for the YG, while some say that their usual exchanges with their Czech 

speaking interlocutors are very limited (excerpt 16), others describe them as quite 

elaborate (excerpt 17). Most conversations however do not stretch beyond greetings and 

'weather talk', consisting of phrases such as ̂ dneska je pikny den" or "neni moc horko 

dneskaft 'it's a nice day today, it's not too hot today' (M-49-W), which again sheds more 

light on positive responses of over a half of younger informants to the items (9-10) 

inquiring about the Czech use with their male and female friends (cf. Table 5.4 part II 

above). That even minimal ability to speak Czech is much appreciated by their elderly 

interlocutors is shown in excerpts (18-19). 

(16) "as far as friends my age, I have a couple of cousins and we still will talk just a little bit, like 
when we greet each other - ''jak se mas a co dilds? Jakprdca ideT ('how are you and what are 
you doing? How is your woric?'), you know your basics mlicvit troku ('to speak a little bit'), and 
they go back to English but that's all. My cousins, my relatives my age or younger are the same 
way, they can only speak a little bit" [M-49-W] 

(17) "I even don't stop and think about it 'cause I do speak a lot. With - friends, some of the 
ladies that sew for me - when [one of them] comes in we often get off to talking in Czech and we 
even don't realize we are, it's part of our daily habit, each day (what kind of a conversation -
words, phrases?) no, just actually down to what I may be doing from greeting a person at the 
door, how their day is - dohry deft ('good day') - to what I'm doing or, just general discussion -1 
can pretty much get through describing something I'm sewing, someone, or something..." 

[F-50-W] 

(18) "M:.. .with the ambulance service, a lot of people - West is mainly retired people - there is 
a lot of Cech people out there, and when I pick them up, I speak Cech to them. 1 usually know 
who they are...it makes them feel better and they forget about all their medical problems - F: 
they like to see a young person speaking Czech, it's very rare..." [M-5la-W & F-56-W*] 
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(19) "I'll talk - like I'll - ja mluvim 6esky v - stafidky ('I speak Czech in* - grandparents') 
because jd vim ('I know') they like to hear it, you know, toAy ('also') like - even with [...]» 
toz jd se -jak se mdS (well I - how are you') - or something like that and I talk to him a few 
words in Czech because I know it makes him feel good, and I don't mind it, I like to talk it, it's 
fim, it's just - it doesn't come out so good always" [F-58-G] 

Finally, most informants in both groups, specifically 20 (76.9%) in the OG and 10 

(90.9%) in the YG, answered "yes" to the question, "Would you speak Czech in front of 

English speaking people?" (section III of the questionnaire, item 26). Comments of those 

who said "no" in the OG can be represented in words of [M-26-G]: "it's not in good taste 

to speak the language others don't understand." Some of those who answered "yes", 

however, were just as much concerned with being polite: "yes, but not to offend them" 

(M-24-W). Another theme in the comments is the pride of being able to speak Czech 

implied by emphasizing that no one should be ashamed of it: "I'm not ashamed of 

speaking Czech" (M-42-G), "I'm not ashamed of it" (M-34-W); "you shouldn't be afraid 

to speak Czech anywhere" (F-37-G), or - in one case — expressed explicitly: "I'm proud 

that I understand and speak" (F-34-W). That some m the OG perceived the question in 

such terms may be related to the past negative experiences of their own or of their parents 

that have abready been conquered. An open comment considering both altematives comes 

from [F-31-G] who says, "no, it's rude to do that, but if you mean would I be ashamed of 

it, the answer is 'no'." The only comment in the OG: "no, I don't know it well enough" 

(F-35-G) appears also in the YG (F-55-G). 

Younger informants seem to be much less concerned that speaking Czech in front 

of non Czechs might be viewed as inappropriate, and none of their comments repeat the 

theme of pride and shame. Rather, they interpret their "yes" to the question as an 
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opportunity to display their ability: "yes, sometimes just to let them know you can" 

(M-53-G); and to transmit the knowledge: "yes, to help them leam" (M-49-G); "yes, and I 

do, I've taught some to my teacher friends" (F-58-G). Still functioning remains of the 

Czech language vertical communication networks (where elders are expected to assume 

the active role) are revealed in the comment, "if I were spoken to in Czech I would 

answer in Czech" (M-50-G). More data on the topic appear in Table 5.9 below: 

Table 5.9 Speaking Czech in Front of Non-Speakers (N=26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Statement N/% N/% 
2. Czech is handy sometimes as a "secret code" Overall Yes CXj: 3/11.5 YG: 2/18.2 
2a. in public places Yes OG: 14/53.8 YG: 8/72.7 
2b. in front of children Yes OG: 15/57.7 YG: 6/54.5 

Here the respondents were asked to check off the items that apply to them (questionnaire, 

section II). More informants in the YG approve of speaking Czech in public places (2a), 

and over a half of informants in both groups still find Czech 'handy' in front of children 

(2b). In public, shopping is one social activity where my informants find their ability to 

use a 'foreign' language useful and enjoyable (excerpts 20-21). In the workplace, one 

informant reports using Czech with his elderly customers who sometimes enjoy speaking 

Czech in front of other non-Czech employees (another example is reproduced in 22 

below). One informant opts for speaking Czech abroad to escape the cliquish nature of 

typical American travelers (excerpt 23), and another couple remembers with amusement 

how their habit of speaking Czech when comments are intended only for another Czech 

ear betrayed them in the Czech Republic; they did not remember to switch to English 

instead (M-30-W & F-32-W*). 
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(20) "if we are shopping - sometimes it works out nicely" [F-50-W] 

( 2 1 )  ' y a  v i m  -  j a g  i d e m e  d o  story, a tarn su Mexikdni a zainu mexicfy tak mi jideme pfi nim* 
a zainem mlirvit' 
'I know [that] - when we go to the store and there are Mexicans and start speaking Mexican [sic] 
so we walk by him* [should be 'them'] and start speaking Czech' [a couple-mid 70s-G*] 

(22) "(5 kamaradem v prdcH) M: oh ja negefy ale oni enom mluvja cesky aby druzi 
nerozumili, na fun^* @@@" 
'(with your friend at work?) M: oh yeah, sometimes - F: but they only speak Czech so that others 
don't understand.. fun' [M-34-W & F-33-W] 

(23) [when in Mexico] "we keep ourselves separate from Americans but - mluvime iesky jag tarn 
zme a oni nam nerozumi ('we speak Czech wUle there and they don't understand us'), somebody 
came and asked [sic], I just said ja netunim mexicky,ja su Cech' @@@ ('I don't speak 
Mexican, I am Czech'), and actually it's fimny that the natives regard you differently than they do 
the other Americans, you know how they are, Americans abroad, they clutch to each other most 
of the time..." [F-31-G] 

5.2.2. Observed Czech Language Use 

5.2.2.1. Spoken Communication in Czech 

As the extent of Czech language use reported in the subsection above suggests, 

fiinctional contexts of Texas Czech have diminished to basic greetings, joking and teasing, 

and 'weather talk'. Rarely would I observe an exchange of speakers over sixty about their 

family or health matters or overhear someone telling a story. Never did I encounter a 

conversation between younger speakers about local events.^ 

The social contexts that my informants reported as typically favorable to Czech 

language use agree with my observations. The examples of observed Czech language use 

Some informants, paiticiilariy from the OG, find it nnfair that their ancestors did not enjoy the same 
freedom with which Spanish speaking immigrants use their native tongue in the US today, or think that just 
like their ancestors, also Spanish speakers should leain the language of their adopted country. Those who 
think it rude for Czech speakers use Czech in fitjnt of non-speakers often compare their personal rejection 
of such behavior to - what they perceive as uninhibited - use of Spanish by Spanish speakers. 

na fim is a "setni-calque" (Ku£era 1989), a partial translation equivalent from the English 'for frm'. 
^ Compare the sunmiaiy of frequently in^caied contexts of language use (S.2.1.3. above). 
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presented here exclude interactions that I elicited myself but not those in which I was 

a passive observant. Some of them were collected at dances, weddings and festivals, 

where Czech bands along with singing and dancing groups shoulder major responsibility 

for the events' success. Other interactions took place at bingo and domino afternoons in 

Granger, in the Mynar's Bar in West and at Jerry's Place in Granger, at kolache baking in 

both focal conununities, and the SPJST Lodge #54 meeting in West. The remaining 

examples come from miscellaneous observations elsewhere. I group the examples 

according to the flmctional contexts of use, always noting the corresponding social 

context. 

(i) Social contexts that are instrumental to identity maintenance of Texas Czechs 

include events with performances of Texas Czech polka bands,'* which create social space 

conducive to Czech use, also exposing younger people (attending primarily to enjoy 

delicious food and socialize) to the sound of Czech lyrics in folk songs, and thus forging 

the 'idea' of having a heritage language, of being a Texas Czech (Moravian). As one 

informant puts it: 

(1) "let's not forget the music, even though my children and the majority of people around here do 
not know what songs - what the words are that this band is playing, they're singing Czech, that's 
important to them, that's a C^ech custom, it's a Cech tradition, and they grew up with it..." 

[M-24-W] 

Some bands introduce their songs in both English and Czech, sometimes initiating 

a response from the audience (example 2). Czech is used also in an entirely different 

social context involving music, namely occasional performances of Czech songs by a 

^ See also Machann (1988), Hannan (1996a). 
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church choir at a designated mass, at a wedding or a funeral, and the so-called "polka 

mass", a traditional part of Czech ethnic festivals, where the church songs (some of them 

Czech) are being simg to the familiar polka or waltz tunes. I also observed some 

participants in the opening ceremony of Kolache Festival in Caldwell to join Burleson 

County Singers, a Texas Czech singing group, in their performance of the Czech national 

anthem. 

(2) Granger Polka Boys introducing a song "A Little Cowboy" during their performance at 
Kolache Festival in Caldwell: "A Little Cowboy...little kravsky ogar,^^^ says the band leader. A 
member of the audience replies laughingly, "He must be talking about me!." The audience laughs 
along. 

(2d A formal speech in Czech, given by one of the main organizers with no English 

translation, can be also heard as part of the opening ceremony of the Kolache Festival. 

(3) Greetings are indeed an essential and cost-effective form of expressing one's 

'Czechness'. While a traditional greeting exchange can be initialized by a fairly uniform 

Jak se mdP.I 'how are you?', or Jakje dnesl! 'how is it going today?', both parts remain 

open to creative variations bordering with joking, as shown in the examples in (3-6) 

below. It should be noted that the greeting Jak se maP.^ a translation equivalent of the 

English 'How are you?', has a different pragmatic function in fiill Czech.*" 

(3) A: Jak se mdS ?/ 'How are you?' (4) A: Janku, co viiSl 
B: Jak stary pes / 'Like an old dog' 'Johnny, what do you know?' 

[Ms-60s-CaldweIl*] B: ne moc / 'not much' [Ms-50s-G*] 

™ A literal translation of the word 'cowboy' (kravsf̂ ADS/ 'cow' + ogar-NOUN/ 'boy'). In fidl Czech: 
kovboj. 
^ It is never used as a greeting but rather as a genuine question eliciting from the addressee information 
about his or her state of being. Texas Czechs are familiar with the full Czech greetings such as dobry den 
('good day') as well. 
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(5) A: How are you doing man? (6) A: Jak (ti) to hudf? 
B: pomdly / 'slowly' [Ms-50s-Caldwell*] 'How is it going ((buzzing)) [for 

you]?' 
B: Pomdly a furt / 'Slowly and steadily' 

[Ms-40s & 60S-W*] 

The initial question takes many other forms, e.g., Jak ses ogarel ('How are you, boy?'). 

To si tyl Jak se dafP. ('Is that you? How are you doing?'), or simply, Tozya^('So how is 

it?'). I heard the latter answered with Tagze nekracu ('Good enough for me not to steal'), 

or Jag nahy v tmi ('Like a naked body in thorns'). The traditional exchange initiated by 

Jakse mdsl, which may be answered with just as common toz dobfe ('good/well') seems 

to be more typical among women, whereas the creations, often with a humorous touch, 

tend to be used by men. Vitame vos®' ('[we] welcome you'), on the other hand, appears to 

be used by both males and females, and it is one of the common greetings expressed in 

written form as well (cf. 5.2.2.4. below). 

When leaving, Texas Czechs (more so in Granger than in West) use a phrase 

s pdnem bohem ('may God be with you'), which has generally fallen out of use in the 

Czech Republic. They also use the more contemporary na shledanou ('see you'), usually 

as a result of some contact with the Czech natives. Decidedly translation equivalents 

include mijte dobry den ('have a good day') and sag vas uvidime zasejk ('we'll see you 

again'). 

(4) The reader may recall that over 80% of informants in the OG and over 70% of 

the YG reported joking in Czech (cf. 5.2.1.3., Table 5.7). My observation data suggest 

that this functional context is a preferred pastime of males (participation of females is 
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represented in excerpts 7 and 11 below), although when interviewing couples, 

females were quick to respond to the teasing of their spouse as well as to challenge them 

with the same. One explanation might lie in different subjects that males and females tend 

to talk about, since teasing and joking have been shown to be one of the male-preferred 

themes, although they become less prevalent in mixed-sex groups (Aries 1987: 164).'^ 

(7) SETTING: Jodie Mikula Band's anniversary party in the West Fraternal Auditorium. 
SITUATION: F teasing M about his excessive partying. 

M: '"'"Mafenko, ty si stracenal Ja su Jozef, ale ne svaty dneskd" 
'Mary, are you lost? I'm Joseph but not the saint one today. 

F: "OA dneska ne. dneska si svaty, fcera 's nebyl, ja sem to slysela" 
'Oh today you're not, today you're the saint one, yesterday you weren't, I've heard it' 

M: "Ja sempfijeldom opulnociVI 'I came home around midnight!' [M & F-60s*-Ennis] 

(8) SETTING: Mynar's Bar and Domino Hall, West. 
SITUATION: A money transaction when Ml comes in. 

Ml: "7b je bohaty MoravecV / 'that's a rich Moravian [here]' 
M2: "Ja sem CecH" / 'I'm Czech' [Ms-70s*-W] 

(9) SETTING: Jerry's Place, Granger. 
SITUATION: A party of men and one woman drinking beer and talking. 

Ml: "Co ty sa smijef?'" / 'What are you laughing about?' [a conversation in English follows] 

M2: "to je ale fiivakV / 'Isn't he a scamp!' [Ms-50s-to-70s*-G] 
M3: "o« je najlepsi dyz spi - on tak bun..." / 'He's best asleep - he's only kidding...' 

SITUATION: the owner announces that he is closing. 
M4: "rof pojedem dom sioSit husle"! 'well let's go home to rest our fiddle' [M-mid 40s*-G] 

(10) SETTING: Bingo in the Saint Cyril and Methodius Hall (SSCM), Granger. 
SITUATION: Ml introducing the researcher to his companions 

Rather imiquely also on one informant's answering machine: Vitame vds / the message in English / 
closing: Dikuju, s pdnem bohem ('Thank you, may God be with you'). 
^ Maltz and Borker (1982:208) ^ow that the interaction in the "the world of boys" typically involves 
"storytelling, joke telling, and other narrative performance events," and note that similarly, "storytelling, 
arguing and verbal posturing" characterizes interactions among male friends (Ibid.: 212). 
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Ml: "i4 toi to je Honza Peter- slabSi Peteî l̂ 'and so diis is Jack Peter - a weaker 
Peter' [metaphorically 'weaker' because't' in his last name is not doubled as in also 
common "Petter"] 

Ml: "ona je tody feditelkd'' F: "a to su moji fediteir [all men standing around laugh] 
"she's the director here' 'and they're my (co)directors' 

[Ml-70s & others over 60*-G] 

SITUATION: M2 and M3 speaking to the researcher. Other male Mends are present. 

M2: ""A CO budete delat s tema menamdV / 'And what will you do with those names?' 
M3: "Do historie se jinak nedostaneme nez skrz vds" [others laugh] 

'We won't make it down to the history unless through you' 
[Ml-70s & others over 60*-G] 

(11) SETTING: Granger. SITUATION: A disabled man is trying to get out of the pickup truck. 
His male friend (Ml) makes fun of his clumsiness which the man receives as a joke. A 
female is friend present. 

Ml: "'tysi stuck, fe? HoreV / 'You're stuck, aren't you? Move up!" 
Ml: "<y7 osel to vf / 'even a donkey would know [how]' 
F: "q/7 ja to vim'''' / 'even I know [how]' 
Ml: "to potvora jednaV! 'that bastard!' [they all laugh as M2 is getting out of the truck] 

[Ml-late 30s, F-40s*, M2-60s»-G] 

Also more typical for male speakers' joking and teasing exchanges is coarse language and 

name-calling (e.g., esi to nezeseres tag bndes ve knizce / 'if you don't fiick up, you'll be 

in a book';ya su maly srdd / 'I'm a little fiick-up', on je takoyy otrap, hotovy osell / 'he is 

sort of a bugger, a complete donkey [fool]'; or to su hfiupi / 'they are dupes'), again as 

part of joking and teasing. Finally, I was often taken aback by the wit expressed in Czech 

by people whom I addressed (e.g., to my question "Afd/e casTV 'Do you have time?', a 

female in her sixties replied, "f7c jakpenez"! 'More than money'; or to my "Fyste 

pan.."! 'You are Mr...', a male in his seventies said smiling, "Pa/j zostal doma" / 

'Mister stayed at home', implying that a formal address was unnecessary). 

" The last name has been changed so that the idea of the joke is preserved. 
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(5) A few conversations that I observed dealt with the family matters. Most of 

the time, if I posed a question to two people, they would begin talking 'half Czech half 

English' among themselves addressing the suggested topic. A part of the conversation 

reproduced below, however, was not initiated by my question (excerpt 12). 

(12) Ml: ̂ ""jak si story'!" / 'how old are you?' 
M2: "^budu mit devidaSedesaf / 'I'll be sixty nine' 
Ml: 'ya mem sedumaSedesdr / 'I am sixty seven' 
M2: "toi ty seS o dva roky mladSi " 

'so you are two years younger' 
Ml: "0' si ten staficek, ja su ten mlady @@@'' 

'you're the old man and I'm the young one' [joking] 
M2: "I wish I would have learned Spanish up here, it'd be useful now 
Ml: ""ja sent mluvil mexicky jag zme byii na farmS ve Grendii...1 almost lost my Cech, too" 

'I spoke Mexican [sic] when we lived ((were)) on a farm in Granger' 
M2: 'ya mam kamarada tody na kusek od nas na Penelopi a ona** taky pravi ze nemoie -

jag chodila do Skoly ona mluvila dobfe desky aji rodide, a povidala, 'fcilka sem 
desky zapomnila, jag neco feknu to je tak -1 don't remember'" 
'I have a friend here just a bit away from us in Penelope, and she also says that she 
can't - when she went to school she spoke Czech well and so did her parents, and she 
said, now I've forgotten, when I say something, it's like - I don't remember' 

M l :  ' * j a g  m y  m l u v i m e  d o m a ,  t a g  m y  t r o c h u  m o r q f s k y  a  t r o c h u  e n g l i c k y ,  j e  m i S a n e ,  t o z  
nemluvime secko desky" 
'when we talk at home, so we speak a little Moravian and a litde English, [it] is mixed, 
so we don't talk everything in Czech".... 

[Jodie Mikula Band's party. West Fraternal Auditorium*] 

The men then continued to talk about their childhood experiences with Czech and 

compare them to the present. 

{6) Only rarely do Texas Czechs engage in sharing stories in Czech today 

(narratives in interviews aside). A part of one such exchange, recorded at the Parent-

Teacher Committee fried chicken dinner in Granger, is reproduced in excerpt (13).'^ 

^ The noun and the refeiring pronoun do not agree in gender {jaxmardd! '&iend-MASC', ona! 'she-FEM'). 
" Worth a mention is the use of the TU/VU distinction in this conversation. Both women alternate referring 
to their father with the archaic respectful pronominal onH 'they' Gioes 1, S, 7,8) and neutral on! 'he' (lines 
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(13) F1: "'...muj tatinek gni o Evropi nechtili mluvif" 
'my father he didn't want to talk about Europe' 

F2: "'muj tatinek zase on by tarn ujel spatk^"" 
'my father he would have loved to run back there' ... 

F1: ""muj tatinek byl sedimndst roku jag dojel" / 'my daddy was seventeen when he 
came [here]' 

F2: "ma/ tatinek byljedenadvacef / 'my daddy was twenty one' 
F1: "o« nam dycky vykladal jag nez jel do te Ameriky toz maminka mu rano pavidala, 

'Lojzku, rdno se vyprav a jedeS do Amerify.' On povidal ze on bedel celu noc, plakali. 
nechtili ief 
'he always told us how before he went to ((that)) America, ((so)) his mom told him one 
morning, '[name-VOC], in the morning pack up and you're going to America.' He said 
that he cried all night, he cried, he didn't want to go' 

F2: ""obycejni jich pfijelo vjec nef jederT / 'Usually more of them than one came' 
F2: "a/e moja sestra vi na kerym sipie muj tatinekpnjelT 

'but my sister knows on which ship my father came' 
F1: ""ja to mam napsany, 1 got it down, ja sem dycky zlobilaja sem dycky povidala, ''ale 

tatinku, take dobre decka mate.' a dobru ienu m6li. a zdravi zme jseci byli, ale - jo, ja 
bysem se tak eStS rdd podival,' ale nebylo peniz " 
'I have it written down...I was always upset, I always said, but daddy, you have such 
good kids, and a good wife he had, and we all were healthy, but - [he would say] yeah, 
I would really like to go there, but money-GEN was scarce.' 

F2: t/c// su penize a nemozem jef / 'now we have the money ((the money is)) and we can't 
go' ... [Fs-late 70s*-SSCM Hail in Granger] 

On another occasion I participated in a visit that three women paid to their friend 

(all present were between sixty and eighty five years old*). Our host apparently preferred 

speaking Czech throughout the afternoon. At the dinner table she comfortably retold a 

parable from the Bible in Czech first and only then translated it to English for the benefit 

of another friend of Polish descent who was also present. One of the visiting women 

followed her example when she chose to tell her story about how she got bitten by a dog 

in Czech first, then in English. 

2,3,4, S). In the direct speech, F1 also uses the respectful vy! 'you' (line 8). Honorific pronouns and verbs 
with the honorific marker are underlined. Also note the borrowing used by F2: na Sioie / 'on the ship'. 
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Lastly, an important part of storytelling is the use of direct speech. During the 

interviews I observed a pattern of switching to Czech to recall a specific phrase that my 

informants once used or heard being used in the past (excerpt 14). 

(14) "...but she didn't know that I spoke - that I understood, she didn't know me, and she didn't 
like something that doctor told her and she said something to [...] in Cech, I understood and I 
said, ""ja rozimim' @@@ ('I understand'), and she came to me and said, 'ry '"ozum/i?'"('you 
understand?')..." [F-46-W] 

(7) There are also various context-specific exchanges where interlocutors tend to 

use Czech words or phrases. For example, Czech is often a preferred choice for 'culinary' 

expressions of identity used when baking and eating traditional koldce ('sweet pastry'/ 

also fully integrated into English as 'kolaches'),^^ or klobdsniky ('pastry with meat'). 

Also, Texas Czechs drinkpivo rather than 'beer'. At koldce baking sessions in both 

Granger and West, bakers, men and women alike, tend to use Czech expressions (e.g., 

muka! 'flour', mleko! 'milk', cukr / 'sugar', vanilka / 'vanilla powder', vajicka / 'eggs', 

tvaroh / 'cottage cheese'), and a borrowing {pekdny / 'pecans')*' when referring to 

ingredients and to the steps in the preparation process (e.g., podle oka / 'to measure by 

k&Wposypka / 'toppings for kolaches'). 

Another social context that yields at least limited use of Czech is playing the 

dominos (sometimes also referred to as kostH 'the bones' that the domino pieces used to 

be made of). In the course of the game that I observed a party of women exchanged 

isolated phrases such as, "mvzme pdslf ('we passed': morphological integration), "ne, 

Sak tys misald''' ('no, in fact you mixed before'), "ty siprvnH" ('are you the first?/do you 

^ This word has a special position among others because there is no exact equivalent for it in English. 
Unusually big pecans, which are rather rare, are known aspodsedniky [M-14-G'*]. 
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go first ?'), and "dame tarn tuplovku" ('we'll put down a double'). Also taroky, a 

card game popular among Texas Czechs, which I did not directly observe, involves 

specific terms of Czech origin. 

Czech is rarely used in business encounters (I recorded my only direct 

example, "here you go Joe, styricef! 'forty'" in Mynar's bar in West when a customer 

was paying his bill). Tellers in both West Bank and the Granger National Bank 

sometimes use Czech greetings (e.g., dobry den, dobre rand), but the business is 

invariably conducted in English. A phone call regarding a customer's order that I also 

observed was taken in English, followed by a short 'weather talk' in Czech (F-50-W). 

The only small conversation that I was able to observe and record - again after the 

business was settled - occurred in the Granger National Bank between an eighty three 

year old woman and the teller [M-50-G], confirming that this informant indeed finds 

some use for Czech in his workplace. 

(9) Other small exchanges that 1 observed center around food and socializing a 

part of which is consumption of food. They involved directions and comments on the jobs 

performed in the kitchen (examples in 15 and excerpt 16), and an invitation to eat 

(excerpt 17). 

(15) SETTING: The home of our host. SITUATION: Preparations in the kitchen. 

F1: ""daj si to do frize" / 'put it in the freezer' 
F2: "^dam si to do frizdka" / 'I'll put it in the freezer' 

" An absolute quiet and fiill concentration on the pait of the players are required when the game is in 
progress; therefore, I was not admitted to directly observe a taroky tournament that I planned to attend. 
However, one should be able to observe (or better yet, participate in) a game of tarofy played during an 
informal party. 
" [M-19-W] 
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F2: ""jd mosim tu SiSku zehfit"" / 'I have to warm up that dumpling' 
F3: "how about tot 'to, tody ten" /'... this, this one' [when serving themselves] 
F2: 'ya krdju* chleba, tody maS takoveho gychdka" 

'I'm slicing [should be krdjim ] the bread, here you have [a serving fork for meat]''" 
[Fs-60s-to-80s, Waco & Fort Worth*] 

(16) SETTING: Jolly Timers in SSCM hall. Granger. SITUATION: Cleaning up after the meal. 

F: 'Jd to odrtesu, ten kopek, joT / 'I'll take it, that cup, can I?' [F-70s*] 

(17) SETTING: Lodge #54 SPJST meeting. West. SITUATION: The formal meeting adjourned. 

F: "pod'te lididky, pitdemepapatV / 'come guys, let's eat!'" [F-28-W*] 

(10) Finally, among the families that say a prayer before each meal there still are 

some that do so in Czech. Having a limch with a mother and her daughter in their 

Caldwell home I was able to record the following prayer: 

( 1 8 )  " ' ' P a n e  B o z e .  O t 6 e  n e b e s k y ,  r a c i S  n a m  p o z e h n a t i  d o r y  k t e r e  m d m e  p o z i v a t i  s k r z e  p a n a  
Spasitele naSeho Jezise Krista. Amen. 
'God, our Father from heaven,You bless us with your gifts which we are to receive through our 
Savior, our Jesus Christ. Amen.' [F-12* & F-54*- Caldwell] 

The foregoing attempt to categorize conmion uses of Czech drew on the data from 

participant observation. When combined with the self-report data (cf. 5.2.1.3.), we obtain 

a fair representation of the extent of Czech language use in Texas today. The contexts that 

are most likely to involve production or comprehension of Czech include (1) language 

use associated with the Texas Czech folk music, (2) greetings, (3) joking and teasing, and 

(4) 'culinary' expressions of identity. Particularly these functional contexts also emerge as 

instnraiental in identity maintenance of Texas Czech speakers. 

gychak was not the only unusual expression that this eighty four woman used. She seemed to be able to 
come up with word creations based on Czech, not merely integrating Czech and English. 
" There are two diminutives in this utterance (lididfy for lide! 'people', and papal for jist! 'to eat'). The 
latter form, specific to the child vocabulary, has stayed with many younger infomiants till today. 
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5.2.2.2. 'Emotional' Code-Switching 

The 'emotional' code-switching occurs rather unconsciously, as an expression of 

one's excitement or discontent. I observed such occurrences in the speech of (mainly) 

older Texas Czechs. In interviews I learned that some of my older informants realize this 

type of switching in their speech, and sometimes notice it in the speech of others. One 

could hypothesize that its instances occur in the speech of older informants because they 

were usually fortunate to fully acquire the Czech language, and they used it habitually for 

a longer period of time. As a result, such switches with the 'emotional' segment in Czech 

come to them naturally. They are exemplified in excerpts (1-8) below. 

(1) "coming through -pozorV! attention!' 
(Kolache baking in West, [F-41-W] passing through with a hot tray) 

(2) ""podkaj, podkaj, take a plate!" / 'wait, wait, ..." 
(F-50s inviting a visitor to the Jolly Timers aftemoon in Granger to serve himself) 

(3) "I could have turned, Jezis marja - this way or that way - hnca"/ '...Jesus Maria...horrible!' 
([M-43-W/T] when driving) 

(4) "oh Arura, they can sing, they sing well!" /'awesome' [M-19-W*] 

(5) "MZ mi to padze!" / 'it's falling on me' 
([F -51 *-G] in the middle of shaping the dough for kolaches; kolache baking in Granger) 

(6) "Jei/i marjaV / 'Jesus Maria' 
(a woman in her mid 70s* having drop{)ed a pan; preparations for the annual turicey dinner, 
a fund raiser for the Granger's Brethren church) 

(7) "5oie, you should see..." / 'God,...' ([F-41*] bom in Granger telling a story to her sister) 

(8) ''"Jezis maria, I can't remember!" / 'Jesus Maria,...' [F-70s*-Taylor] 

Interestingly, the word hruza in (3) and (4) is used to express both negative (in 3) and 

positive (in 4) emotions, whereas in full Czech the word has solely negative connotations. 

Examples (5) and (6) are embedded in English-only interactions with coworkers. In the 
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same manner I observed two sisters in their sixties, both fairly fluent speakers of 

Czech, interact; woridng to repair a copy machine the only Czech word Aey used several 

times was ^pockajV^ ('wait'). 

My view that 'emotional' code-switching operates on an unconscious level is 

further supported by an incident when one of my newly acquired friends in Granger who 

claims a complete loss of Czech (although her comprehension skills are fairly good), 

almost left behind her handbag in my room. She realized that she did not have it when she 

was opening the door, and as she stepped back to reach for it she said, "'pockaf (F-43-

G*). In addition to such cases, 1 was also able to observe a few instances of Czech use 

that do not qualify as 'emotional' code-switching but appear to have come out rather 

unconsciously as well. The participants in the first situations are two female informants 

from Granger, [F-32*] giving a ride to [F-13*]. After [F-13*] got out of the car she had to 

cross the slippery road to reach her house. While watching her, [F-32*] said to herself, 

""""nespadnite"! 'don't fall', even though she rarely uses her Czech today. In another 

situation, [F-27j of Granger sighed with "toi toA"/ 'oh well', when she was preparing 

coffee in the kitchen, while I stayed in the living room. 

5.2.2.3. Expressing Intimacy and Distance in Texas Czech 

As pointed out in literature on Czech in the US (e.g., Henzl 1975a, KuCera, 1989), 

speakers of American Czech generally fail to use the Czech honorific pronominal vy 

{VU), addressing their interlocutors indiscriminately with the informal ty (71/) which 

implies some level of closeness, solidarity, and intimacy. The honorific verbal marker in 

full Czech is l-tel jakse mdte-3t^ PL/ 'how are you-FLT), and the informal verbal 
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marker is l-§l [-sh] (e.g., jak se mds-2'^ SG / 'how are you-71/'). In my encounters 

with Czechs in Texas I experienced being addressed with both. The distinction has been 

still maintained by many older speakers, including the use of oni ('they'), today obsolete 

in full Czech, in reference to an individual, with which many of those bom before 1945 

used to address their parents and grandparents (e.g., oni byli-S"^ PL / 'they were-Ft/'; cf. 

excerpt 13, 5.2.2.1.). One informant [F-46-W] in the YG comments on her younger 

brother's lack of awareness in this respect: 

(1)".. .that's kind of Czech - and he knew jak se mdi, and the grandma — we even knew the 
grandma's mother - babidka we called her, we didn't tell her jak se mas' but jak se mate' but 
don't tell babidka jak se mas. .you can tell that someone your age but to show her respect.. 

Even some younger speakers used the archaic respectful form oni ('they'). For 

example, [M-46-G] was in the interview referring to his father as "wo?/ tatd" ('our father, 

they'), while addressing me, a stranger albeit younger, with the informal ty. Some were 

using the formal vy, for example, "v/^' / 'you knaw-Vlf (M-50-G), and yet others were 

alternating between the two forms, e.g., vis and vite / 'you know-TU/VLT. In this 

subsection I am not concerned as much with the linguistic aspect of TU/VU use, but 

rather with the usefulness, or the lack whereof, that this distinction may still have for 

Texas Czechs today. 

It is safe to argue that merely an individual's ability to speak some Czech and his 

or her choice to use it with others establish some level of solidarity and intimacy, 

regardless of whether or not interlocutors know each other (intimacy vs. distance). As 1 

have shown, the social contexts conducive to the use of Czech, mainly informal 

socializing events, do not by themselves require that the TUIVU distinction be observed. 
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Although there still exists some level of awareness as to what type of pronominal 

address is appropriate for whom, the distinction has lost its importance for the speakers in 

general, and therefore, has ceased to practically function in their social encounters. In 

other words, the language Texas Czechs use most of the time is their native English, 

which (Mr., Mrs., Ms., aside) does not mark the TUIVU distinction. If they choose to 

speak some Czech (i.e., when the occasion is favorable to it), they display their 

Czechness, shared at the moment with other Czechs. Such encounters are invariably 

informal, hence the concept of social distance become irrelevant. In sum, the use of 

Czech in Texas today means mformality, it signifies intimacy, and expresses ethnic 

solidarity. 

Texas Czech is the product of the top-down functional shift In which a declining 

language undergoes reduction of functions, "with the surviving routines being 

accomplished in the vernacular of family intimacy" (Hill 1983:260), although even this 

'family' stage is a matter of its past. Similar to Nahuatl (Mexicano), Texas Czech still 

functions as a "marker of ethnicity" and a "solidarity code" (Ibid.: 265). According to 

Hill (1983), the erosion of honorific system is one of the first signs of such development. 

In contrast with Nahuatl, however, the complaint of some of its speakers that "today 

there's not respect" (Ibid.: 266) can no longer be heard in Texas Czech communities. As 

the informant in excerpt (1) above suggests, Texas Czech speakers might have once 

experienced a similar conflict of views on whether the use of honorific markers should be 

maintained. For the present situation, my data suggest various levels of awareness of the 

purpose of vy. Some speakers still use it consistently, others utilize both formal and 
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informal pronominal and verbal forms for the same purpose, and yet others 

consistently use the informal ty. Considering the amount of variation, it is not surprising 

that I do not detect any strong feelings about the need to observe the TU/VU distinction; 

the jak se mate is accepted just as well as jak se mas. ^ 

5.2.2.4. Written Czech Language Use 

A combination of data on reported and observed Czech language use serves as 

evidence that ethnographic work in Texas Czech communities is still possible.'^ What I 

have not yet examined is the use of Czech in print. The purpose of this subsection is to 

briefly consider the main types of observed Czech use in print. Most of the examples in 

this subsection were collected in West.'^ 

(i) Prints on shirts well represent the blend of the American (in the mode of 

display) and the Czech (in the text and its context) cultures: e.g., Morava, krdsnd zem 

('Moravia, a beautiful land'); Neboj se ('No fear'); Prsiprsi, zaba nema usi ('It rains, 

rains, a frog has no ears'). 

The first example comes from a popular Czech folk song. The slogan Neboj se has 

been used by the fans of the West high school football team. When I asked high school 

smdents about its purpose, one of them said, "because West is known for Czech people 

^ A focused analysis of the database in the fiiture should provide a detailed answer to this question. 
Smith's (1991: 86) view on this issue counters mine: "[a]ttempting an ethnographic study of language use 

for Texas Czech such as Gal's (1985) [1979] on language shift in Oberwart Hungarian...is therefore 
[lacking language use in the home and the commimity] not feasible (although such a study could have been 
done thirty or more years ago)." However, so do I believe that the present situation is rather fragile and 
more such work has to be done without fimher delay. 
^ The Czech greeting Vitame vas appeared once in the Saint Cyril and Methodius Hall in Granger as well. 
The occasion was Czech Heritage Week and the organizers the fiunilty of Granger's Catholic school. The 
school children were invited to dance polkas, country western, and popular group dances to celebrate the 
occasion. 
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and we wanted to be different, for outsiders to want to know what it means." A shirt 

with Prsi prSi, zaba nema usi was designed by members of the Czech Folk Dancers in 

West. 

(2) Coffee mugs; e.g, Vitame vas na West ('Welcome to West'). The form of the 

message reflects Texas Czech usage (should be Vitame vds do Westu). The preposition 

'to' can be translated into Czech ssdoorna (e.g., Vitame Vds do Prahy / 'to Prague', 

which is the case in question, vs. Vitame Vds na Velehrad / 'to Velehrad'). The Texas 

Czech rm West may have resulted from simplification (reduction of the available 

prepositional forms). The dialectal usage shows in the shortening of the vowels {Vitame 

vgs), and the honorific vas Cyou-VLT) is not capitalized as required in Standard (written) 

Czech. 

(3) Bumper stickers, buttons, baseball caps: e.g., Jak se mdsl ('how are you'), 

"You bet your Pfdel I'm Czech" ('you bet your ass I'm Czech'). The greeting appears in 

all forms. The latter button relates to the discussion on joking and the use of coarse 

language (prdel). The word also illustrates the haphazard spelling (prdel), i.e., misplaced 

and missing accents, that Perkowski (1979: 146) views as an integral part of written 

Texas Czech. 

(4) Shop windows and notices on stores: e.g., * Kolac, klobasa, syr, *kyse, *velmi 

dobrota (""kolaches, sausage, *sour-, *very goodies')'^ on the shop window of the Little 

Czech Bakery in West; Jak Se Mati, Vitame Vas ^ KV£,TYA OZDOBY ('how are you-

^As above, (*) indicates mistakes in spelling and word foimation using as a criterion observed Texas 
Czech speech. Thus kolac should be spelled as kolach or kolai-, lQ>se is most likely meant to denote kysele 
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VU, we welcome vou-P^for the flowers and decorations'), a notice on the Flowers 

'N Things in West; *Vi'-tame Vas ('we welcome yow-VLP) above the door to the Czech 

American Restanrant in West; *kolaces on a booth at the Westfest; another Vitame vas on 

the gate to the Westfest grounds; and for Caldwell's Kolache Festival painted shop 

window of a country store saying, Pasacka krav, Pasdk krav, Zapadne obchod ('cowgirl, 

cowboy. Western store'), with the goods also temporarily labeled in Czech (e.g., kalhoty! 

'pants'; boty 'shoes'). Unique is the mail slot labeledposta ('mail') in the door of 

Maggie's Fabric Patch in West. 

The influence of English can be seen in the text on the West flower shop's notice, 

as all initial letters are capitalized. Also, the construction with the preposition na ('for') 

qualifies as a case of syntactic transfer from English. The detachment of the first syllable 

and the doubly marked vowel in Vi'-tdme Vas, a welcome extended by the Czech 

American Restaurant, might have roots in hypercorrection: the accent (termed cdrka in 

Czech) does not replace the dot (letter ///) as it should in order to mark the vowel length 

(letter /U [i:]) but is added to the dot instead. The booth label kolaces merges the Czech 

and English plural markers (/-e/ and /-s/). While similar to the adopted borrowing 

'kolaches' or 'kolache' (with /ch/ corresponding to the original Czech Icl in koldce), 

spelling with a l-c-l (i.e., kolaces) does not reflect this word's pronunciation in Texas 

Czech. Finally, Zapadne obchod is an attempt at a direct translation equivalent from 

zele / 'sauerkraut', and velmi dobrota should be velmi dobre t 'very good', or velkd dobrota / 'delicious 
goodies'. 

Boty are commonly mistaken for 'boots' in Texas Czech (also evidence from interviews), which may be 
caused by the soimd similarity. The label in question was attached to a pair of boots. In fiill Czech, boty is 
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English (the adjective should be Zdpadni but the phrase still fails to express the 

intended meaning as Obchod Zdpadu-GENI 'Western store' or Zdpadnizbozi / 'Western 

goods'). 

The Praha settlement in Texas possesses a special marker with the warning for 

the approaching railroad tracks: pozor, vlak ('attention, a train'). 

{§) Cartoons: the only example that I have found comes from the West News. The 

paper began to publish the 'tom-cat' cartoon in the 1980s. Its author modeled the 

character on his tom-cat Sam that used to keep him company in his (today closed) grocery 

store. The cartoon appears mainly during the football season, with the purpose to support 

West high school's football team. The Czech translation of slogans accompanying a 

weekly cartoon has been provided by the editor of Hospoddf on the author's request (e.g., 

Hod'te orly dopytle for 'Sack the Eagles', or Chyt'te tygry for 'Bring in the Tigers'). 

Unfortunately, the diacritical marks are often misplaced, because the West News editors 

and printers are not familiar with the Czech orthography (e.g., *Ostrihejte Indiany for 

'Clip the Indians', which should be Ostrihejte Indiany, Texas Czech would require at 

least the hddek marker above the /-r-/, hence Ostrihe[j]te). 

(7) The print also supports my observation that the word pivo ('beer') is one of the 

overt markers of Czech ethnic identity in Texas. In an invitation for the Czech Spring Fest 

in Houston in Vestnik we read "New European Market, Cesky Pivo, and Polka in the 

a neutral term for 'shoes'. For 'boots' one would have to say vysoki boty ('tall shoes'), or kozadfy (or use 
one of the colloquial terms). Also see Chapter 8 (8.1.4., 13 
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Afternoon will also be a part of the event."'' The hddek above the l-C-l is missing 

and the adjective ces!^ is capitalized, once again illustrating haphazard spelling in Texas 

Czech. 

As pointed out earlier in this study, the only surviving newspapers in Texas are 

NaSinec, Hospoddf, and the Czech section of Vestnik. The closing formula in the letters 

of correspondents printed in the Czech section of Vestnik takes such forms as, se 

sesterskym pozdravem ('with a sisterly greeting'), s bratrskym pozdravem ('with a 

brotherly/brethren greeting'), reflecting the ingroup reference as bratfi a sestry ('brothers 

and sisters') by the members of SPJST. Interestingly however, also the greetingpomal^ a 

furt (should be pomaluM-ADW: 'slowly and steadily') and an unusual mejte se rddi 

(should be rddi /'love each other') can be used for this purpose, as they appeared in a 

lodge meeting reports in V^tnik. 

Finally, a few examples of closing formulas can be found in letters printed by 

Nasinec, although it is impossible to judge whether they reflect the use of Texas Czech 

correspondents themselves, since many letters are translated from English or otherwise 

adjusted by the editor and his aides. They include: Zatim s Bohem a s pozdraveml ('For 

now, may God be with you and with regards'), Upfimne ('Sincerely'), and 5 Pozdravem 

vsemjsem [signed] ('With regards to all, 1 am...'). 

"" Vismik86(\2): 13. 
vestnik 85{A«): 13. Vestnik SeiTT): 13. 
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5.2.3. Language Use and Language Attitudes; Both Groups 

The remaining questionnaire data relevant to my informants' Czech language use 

and their attitudes toward the maintenance of their own knowledge of Czech are 

discussed in subsection (5.2.3.1.). I close the analysis for my fourth research question 

with my informants' views on Czech, including their opinions on its prestige (5.2.3.2.). 

5.2.3.1. Using Czech and Attitudes Toward Its Maintenance 

Table 5.10 Personal Interest to Maintain Czech (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) A O S R N N/A Yes No X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % % 
Statemeot 
1.1 am interested in maintaining Czech 
OG(26) 
YG (11) 

88.5 
100 

3.8 
0 

7.7 
0 

2.1 have a Bible in Czech 
OG (26) 
YG( l l )  

30.8 
9.1 

61.5 
90.9 

7.7 
0 

3 .1  have  a  Czech  d ic t ionary  
OG (26) 
YG( l l )  

73.1 
54.5 

26.9 
45.5 

0 
0 

4. When I need a Czech expression, 
I use the Czech dictionary 

OG(26) 
YG( l l )  

7.7 
0 

15.4 
0 

26.9 
18.2 

15.4 
18.2 

15.4 
18.2 

3.8 
36.4 

0 
0 

0 
0 

15.4 
9.1 

5 .1  have  anended  a  Czec  1 course 
OG (26) 
YGdl )  

42.3 
18.2 

57.7 
81.8 

0 
0 

6 .1  have  some books  in  Czech  
OG(26) 
YG( l l )  

61.5 
63.7 

38.5 
36.4 

0 
0 

7 .1  read  books  in  Czech  
OG(26) 
YGdl )  

0 
0 

7.7 
0 

19.2 
0 

38.5 
27.3 

23.1 
36.4 

3.8 
27.3 

3.8 
0 

0 
9.1 

3.8 
0 

Lecend: 
A(AIways)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(NeverVN/AfNon-ADplicable)/X(No response) 

Table 5.10 above displays the results for the first set of questions relevant to my 

informants' interest in the Czech language maintenance. The ensuing discussion centers 
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around four items from Table 5.10. above; (1) I am interested in maintaining Czech; 

(3) I have a Czech dictionary; (4) When I need a Czech expression I use the Czech 

dictionary; and (5) I have attended a Czech course. The vast majority of informants in 

both groups appears interested in maintaining their Czech (item 1). The response of "yes" 

under which I report this finding subsumes its two categories: "strong yes" and "OK yes". 

Fifteen (65.2%) out of 23 positive responses in the OG, and only 4 (36.4%) out of i 1 in 

the YG are for the "strong yes," which indicates some difference in the older vs. younger 

informants' personal conviction on this issue; from my perspective the degree of interest 

expressed in the ratio (65.2% [OG]: 36.4% [YG]) reflects the actual state of Czech in 

Texas today, that is, younger people appreciate being able to speak at least some Czech 

but realize that in practical terms they could do as well without it. One informant in the 

OG responded with "no". His attitude can be explained by his comment that he no longer 

uses Czech today. Finally, another older informant expressed "no opinion". 

For item (3) most informants in the OG (19/73.1%) and more than a half of the 

YG (6/54.5%) report they have a Czech dictionary, and 17 (65.4%) older informants and 

four (36.4%) younger informants actually use it when they need a Czech expression (item 

4). While not directly related, the ratio (65.4% [OG] : 36.4% [YG]) is consistent with that 

comparing the older and the younger informants' personal interest in maintaining their 

Czech in item (1) above. 

Examining the results for item (5) we find that 11 (42.3%) older informants but 

only 2 (18.2%) younger informants have attended a Czech course. Five informants (the 

majority) in the OG took a Czech course in high school, 2 attended Czech summer 
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courses (e.g. those organized by Granger Brethren church), one studied Czech in an 

intensive program while in service, 2 attended the six-week conununity Czech language 

course organized in West, and one took a class offered through Hill College in Hillsboro. 

The two younger informants took Czech at Temple College, both as adults. In each group 

there is one female who added to her "no"- "but I would like to!". In this connection we 

should consider the same informants' responses to the statements "Czech is worth 

learning" and "If I have an opportunity, I would participate in a Czech class" (items 7 

and 22 in section QI of the questionnaire). 

Twenty four (92.3%) older informants "agree" (12 among them "strongly") that 

"Czech is worth learning (item 7). One is '^mdecided" and one apparently chose to 

abstain (the same two informants who stated "no opinion" and "no" respectively in item 1 

above). All younger informants agree with this statement (6 of them "strongly"). As for 

the statement in (22), fifteen (57.7%) informants in the OG "agree" (3 of them opted for 

"strongly agree"), 7 (26.9%) "disagree" (one of them "strongly"), and 4 (15.4%) are 

"undecided". Out of those who agree with the statement, one informant would consider 

taking a Czech class only if held in the Czech Republic. Four out of 7 informants who 

would not take a Czech class speak the language well, one has already taken a class, one 

seems to follow up on his comment that he no longer speaks Czech today, and one is a 

semi-speaker who chose "no opinion" in item (1) above and thus seems only mildly 

interested in maintaining her Czech. As for the YG, 9 (81.8%) informants "agree" with 

the statement (one of them "strongly"), and 2 (18.2%) are "undecided". That the majority 

of the group would consider taking a Czech class corroborates the finding that all young 
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informants have some interest in maintaining their Czech (item 1). The two 

*'imdecided" in the YG are not the same two informants who have taken a Czech class 

before. The interviews suggest that in order to appeal to those who are interested in 

studying Czech, the class would have to be offered locally." 

Table 5.11 below shows the numbers of subscriptions to Czech and Czech-related 

newspapers in each group. 

Table 5.11 (part I). Reading Czech Newspapers* (N = 26 [CXJ] VS. 11 [YG]) 

Newspapers in Czech Czech-related newspapers in 
English 

NaSinec Hospoddf Czech sections 
of Vestnik 

KJT News KJZT 
News 

None 

OG 30.8 OG 11.5 OG61.5 OG 19.2 OGO OG 11.5 
YG 27.3 YG 0 YG 36.4 YG 27.3 YG9.1  YG 36.4 
* = some informants take more than one newspaper 

Table 5.11 (part II). Reading Czech Newspapers (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) A o S R N N/A Yes No X 
Ratio % % % % % % % % % 
Reading Czech Newspapers 
OG(26)  0 7.7 42.3 0 0 15.4 0 0 34.6 
YG( l l )  0 9.1 9.1 27.3 0 36.4 0 0 18.2 
Legend: 
A(Always)/0(Oflen)/S(SometimesVR(Rarely)/NrNeverW/AfNon-Applicable)/X(No response) 

The most popular newspaper in both age groups is Vestnik. Many informants have 

access to Vestnik as SPJST members, which may explain why the Czech section of this 

paper was often the first mentioned when 1 asked about the subscriptions to Czech 

" One West informant told me about the get-togethers in his home when four couples, all friends, meet to 
practice Czech. He does not think, however, that these sessions will help them improve beyond the level of 
the most fluent speaker in the group: "I need to talk to people that speak different, those few couples that 
we speak with, we know the same words, we are saying the same thing over and over again, so after a while 
you can't - ffovt" (M-24-W). This brings to mind "learning a language from learners," the problem that 
Fillmore (1992) identified for the classrooms where non-native speakers outnumber native speakers. 
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newspapers in interviews. In addition to its short section in Czech, Vestnik publishes 

articles and announcements relevant to the Texas Czech culture. Nasinec places second, 

still having at least 3 occasional readers in the YG. This paper targets mainly older 

population of Czechs, being composed of readers' letters, obituaries, and Czech-related 

announcements. In contrast with Hospodaf, which ranks the third, the Czech of Nasinec 

is more familiar to Texas Czechs, making the task of reading it much less demanding. 

The content of Hospodaf is more diverse and thus likely to appeal to different ages. It 

receives and prints considerably more letters from the Czech Republic. The editor of 

Hospoddf is an emigre from the late 1960s and thus his native Czech Moravian defines 

the language of the paper. 

The last portion of data to discuss in this subsection is presented in Table 5.12 

below. 

While about the half of informants in both groups reported having regular Czech 

interlocutors (item 1), only a few of them specified with whom they are accustomed to 

speak Czech. From the handful of responses obtained, the least represented interlocutors 

are friends, likely the informants' peers. Also about the half of informants in the OG and 

the YG suggest that some of their interlocutors prefer Czech over English (item 2), most 

likely referring to the aged in the community (cf 5.2.1.4., excerpt 15). 
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Table 5.12 Motivation to Use Czech 
Why do you use Czech? (N = 26 [CXJ] VS. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) Yes No X 
Statement % % % 
1 .1  am accus tomed  to  speak ing  Czech  wi th . . .  
OG(26) 53.8 42.3 3.8 
... my brother (1), my sisters (1), relatives (1), 
friends (2), ''friends and relatives in the Czech 
Republic who don't speak English" (I), elderly 
people (2), "people I know they like it" (1) 
YG( l l )  54.5 45.5 0 
... my mother (1), relatives (2), friends (1), 
elderly people (1), "all that can" (1) 

2. Some people prefer if I speak Czech to them 
OG(26) 53.8 
YG( l l )  54.5 
3. It's important to me to speak Czech because ... 

... I don't want to forget what I have learned to 
in Czech 

express 

OG(26) 69.2 
YG( l l )  72.7 

When asked to consider a related statement "My Czech is difficult to maintain because I 

have very few Czech speaking friends" (item 5; section III of the questionnaire), 16 

(61.5%) informants in the OG chose "agree" (13 of them) or "strongly agree" (3 of them), 

while only 9 (34.6%) in this age group opted for "disagree" (8 of them), or "strongly 

disagree". Interestingly, out of the three couples interviewed, two of them contradicted 

each other's response; in both cases the husband disagreed, whereas the wife agreed, with 

the statement. While to my knowledge [M-34-W] has at least one Czech speaking male 

friend in the workplace, [M-24-G] can use Czech at least with his coworkers during bingo 

afternoons. The third male, [M-26-G] who agrees with the statement, however, has the 

same opportunity as [M-24-G]. It is possible that individual speakers interpreted the 

"very few" in the statement differently, hence the contradiction. 
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The younger group is divided on statement in (5): 5 informants (54.5%) agree 

(3 of them "strongly"), 4 (36.4%) disagree and one remains "undecided". When 

compared, the groups are fairly close, sharing the view that the lack of Czech speaking 

friends makes the maintenance of Czech difficult (61.5% [OG] : 54.5% [YG]). 

The majority of informants in both groups checked off statement in (3) "It's 

important to me to speak Czech because..." followed by "...1 don't want to forget what I 

have learned to express in Czech (Table 5.12. above). Since all those who did not check 

off the statements are excluded from the count,'"® it is conceivable that more than 69.2% 

from the OG and 72.7% from the YG would have responded positively if asked in person. 

The statement in (3) allowed additional space for individual elaborations. Most of the 

twenty informants in the OG who completed the prompt in (3) "It's important to me to 

speak Czech because..." use the word "heritage" (e.g., "to keep up my heritage," 

"because of my heritage," or "maintain the heritage") and express the desire to maintain 

Czech (e.g., "to keep in practice, "I wish to retain my language," or "I'd like to maintain 

my native tongue"). One comment links the language with ethnic identity ("I feel 

Czech"), three allude to the utilitarian value of Czech when saying, "to help other people 

do Czech genealogy and research," to speak it with "Czechs who don't speak English," 

and "some people (usually elderly interlocutors) understand Czech better." One suggests 

using Czech for pleasure ("just for the fun of it"). 

By this point the informants responded to most of the questionnaire. It is possible that the failure to 
respond might have been caused - at least for some — by the ''questionnaire fatigue" (Dorian 1981). 
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Further, among "other reasons to use Czech" I find comments on one's pride 

"to be able to speak Czech," one's interest in reading Nasinec and Ceskd lena (the latter 

is no longer published but the informant enjoys rereading her parents' issues), and again 

the advantage of speaking Czech to help "the elderly who don't speak English." The 

author of the last comment [F-27-G] is in daily contact with people over the age of 90, 

and it is probable that some of them prefer to communicate with her in Czech. 

Seven informants in the YG stated why speaking Czech was important to them. 

Two of them again speak of the need to keep their heritage (e.g., "As I got older I know 

it's good to hold on to the tradition we have in our lives"), one thinks about Czech 

langxiage maintenance ("I want to keep it going"), one wants to speak Czech because he 

is "able to," and one adds the relevance of emotional attachment to one's ancestral 

language ("I love the Czech language"). [M-61-G] wants to speak Czech so that he does 

not "forget how to again," and [M-50-G] states, "it's like knowing another pjerson." This 

last comment requires some analysis. 

[M-50-G] has no peers with whom he would normally converse in Czech, but can 

amply use it in bis job (banking), where his social network includes elderly customers 

who enjoy a switch to Czech in an informal exchange with a younger person. His 

"impression mans^ement" (Gal 1979) pleases customers, giving him a sense of 

satisfaction in retum. Gal explains, "social networks influence people's communication 

strategies when [self-identification] is expressed through speech" (hence one's 

"impression management" is at work), and "in turn, the power of social networks to 

constrain linguistic presentation of self depends on the fact that social contacts associate 
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certain linguistic choices with particular social categories" (Ibid.: 15-16). It is then 

plausible that as this informant adjusts his linguistic presentation of self to this social 

network, he enjoys what he metaphorically describes as knowing another person inside of 

him. 

Apart from an additional comment that expresses a semi-speaker's linguistic 

security, 'Tm fairly comfortable using it," the informants in the YG do not state any other 

reasons for using Czech. 

5.2.3.2. Views of Language 

I now consider my informants' view of Czech as they surface in the relevant 

questiotmaire statements (section III, "Your ideas about Czech"). Their responses are 

simmiarized in Table 5.13 below. 

The majority of informants in the OG (24/92.3%) "like to hear Czech spoken" 

(10/38.5% expressed a strong agreement with the statement). In the YG we find that all 

informants agree with the statement (7 of them "strongly"). During my fieldwork I heard 

a similar statement many times. A high positive response rate was expected, also because 

the issue is hardly controversial. A comment on the beauty of "articulate" Czech when 

spoken or sung is reproduced in excerpt (1). 

(1) "it will make you listen - really - and I like to hear somebody talking Cech that's clear and 
articulate, I love to listen to them, or even singing in Cech..." [M-38-W] 
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Table 5.13 Views on Czech (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) SA A D SD U Yes X 
Ratio % % % % % % % 
Statement 
(1 )1  l ike  to  hear  Czech  spoken  
(X}(26) 38.5 50 0 0 7.7 3.8 0 
YG( l l )  63.6 27.3 0 0 0 9.1 0 
(4) Czech is a di£5cult languaKe to leam 
OG(26)  7.7 38.5 15.4 7.7 23.1 0 7.7 
YG( l l )  0 36.4 36.4 9.1 9.1 0 9.1 
(23) Czech carries a lot of prestige 
OG(26) 19.2 57.7 7.7 3.8 11.5 0 0 
YG(I l )  36.4 36.4 0 0 18.2 9.1 0 
(25) Czech is a beautiful language 
OG(26) 23.1 73.1 0 0 3.8 0 0 
YG( l l )  27.3 63.6 0 0 0 9.1 0 
Legend: 
SA (Strongly Agree)/ A (Agree)/ D(Disagree)/ SD (Strongly Disagree)/ U (Undecided)/ 
X (No Response) 

For the statement in (4), nearly a half of older informants (12/46.2%) believe that 

"Czech is a difficult language to learn," 6 (23.1%) "disagree" (2 "strongly"), and again a 

high number of 6 (23.1%) are "imdecided". On the other hand, only 4 (36.4%) younger 

informants agree with the statement, 5 (45.5%) chose "disagree", and 1 (9.1%) is 

"undecided". A comment, "I don't know, since I learned it as a child, but knowing Czech 

has helped me in my study of Spanish" [F-31-G] provides some explanation for a number 

of informants who opted for "undecided"; the difficulty of natural acquisition of Czech as 

one's first language, in contrast with learning another language later in life, is hard to 

judge. Another informant pointed out, "after once learning it is easier to spell and 

pronoimce, although the endings on words are difficult" [F-34-G]. Particularly semi-

speakers are uncertain about correct declinations and conjugations and thus feel 

uncomfortable about speaking Czech the way they know it (excerpt 2 below for the 
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YG)."" A fairly common is an expression of difficulty of Czech through comparison 

with other languages (excerpt 3). Note that the speaker does not include speakers of 

Czech as their first language (even though it has ceased to function as their primary 

language), and that he uses the term ""Amerikanf for 'other' Americans, excluding 

Americans of Czech descent. 

(2) "I know a lot of times I use an incorrect gender and it bothers me because you want to do it\ 
as well as you can and you know that other people are looking at you and think, "God, this guy 
doesn't know what he is talking about'" [M-51^W] 

(3) 'ya myslim ze ta nimeckd red je lehdi se naudit' nez nekere ine tfeas ta ceska, to Amerikani se 
nemozu naucif 
'I think that the German language is easier to leam than some others, like \tfe_as for tfebas] 
Czech, Americans can't learn it' [M-17-W] 

Prestige of a language can be hardly detached from its utilitarian value. 

Historically, Czechs assimilated rather quickly to their American and Texas enviroimient. 

Their language has gradually lost its economic utility, which, combined with the views of 

speakers of English, i.e., the dominant language, worked to decrease its social prestige. 

For Oberwarters in Austria, Gal (1979: 23) shows how the town's social history explains 

"the motivating forces of change in language use." The shifts in "relative prestige of the 

languages" spoken in the area, related to changes in "the economic usefulness of each 

language," occur as a result of larger social, rather than merely linguistic, processes. It is 

surprising then that the majority of my older informants (20/76.9%) agree with the 

statement (23), "Czech carries a lot of prestige." (One speaker who chose "strongly 

Yet the same infonnant opted for '̂ disagree", suggesting that in his view Czech is just as difficult to 
leam as other languages; the hard part, however, concerns an imperfect speaker whose childhood learning 
experience was incomplete and not expanded on later in life. 
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disagree" is also the one not interested in maintaining his Czech.)'"' Those who 

disagreed include [F-31-G] who clarifies this rather general statement saying that Czech 

in the US has very little or no prestige, and the same informant whose response here is 

again consistent with her lack of interest in maintaining Czech as discussed above. Just 

as in the OG, the majority of informants (9/81.8%) in the YG find Czech to possess a lot 

of prestige. An explanation for this phenomenon is twofold; first, claims for language 

prestige may be emotionally rather than pragmatically motivated. While it is hardly the 

case that even elderly Czechs in Texas today would proudly declare "Our language is our 

history" as Kroskrity (1993; 44) so convincingly shows for the speakers of Arizona Tewa, 

some Czechs feel the bind with their ancestral history and a renewed pride in their ethnic 

background. In other words, whereas some may not be convinced of the prestige of their 

declining language, they may also want to avoid stating it openly as it would contradict 

their generally positive feelings about their ethnic background. Second, the statement (4) 

was not formulated to apply unambiguously only to Czech in the US, and thus some 

informants might have considered the prestige of the Czech language without thinking 

specifically of its use in Texas. 

Finally, statement (25), "Czech is a beautiful language," yielded 25 (96.2%) 

positive responses in the OG, and agreement from all informants in the YG. Only a 

slightly lower number of older informants (23 of them) and again all younger informants 

^eed with a related statement "I like to hear Czech spoken" in (1) above. 

Compare the discussion for item (I) in Table S.IO, and the results for statement 22 (above). 
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The recent changes in the political climate in the Czech Republic favorable to 

tourism and economic exchange have slightly increased the need for Czech and thus its 

economic utility for at least some Texans of Czech descent. For business communication 

being a descendant of Czechs who still speaks the language helps establish trust between 

the Czechs who sell and Texas Czechs who cater to their customers in Texas. Another 

factor is the present-day popularity of trips to the Czech Republic. My informants often 

recall that being able to speak Czech while traveling in the Czech Republic (the longer 

they stayed the more they improved) was more than an enjoyable experience (excerpt 4). 

Also on the note of language utility, some informants believe that their ability to speak 

Czech literally saved their life (e.g., excerpt 5 where my interviewee describes how he 

escaped being sent to Korea during the Korean war), and even that having a language in 

common, or rather the 'idea' of the heritage language and social activities associated with 

the heritage culture, was a factor in building their relationship (excerpt 6). 

(4) "she [the receptionist] didn't know English very well and it was obvious that we were having 
a hard time, and then it dawned at me, 'I know Cech, I can speak Cech, so I switched to Cech and 
she just gave me this big smile - it was one of the first times when I realized that - there's 
some cases when it comes handy" [M-36-G] 

(5) ''^maminka dycky fikala, miisite se naudit' desky, a my zme dycky, ah, to neni tfeba, a potom 
jaK sent byl u vojska, toz se ptali gdo umi nejaku red, insi nez anglicinu, toz sem sel do Skoly do 

a tarn nas eSti troSidku cvidili/secky...l guess I appreciate it [Czech] more also being that I 
had the exposure to the Czech community during my military days, so it's like a sudden grip on 
me that other people didn't experience, I was trained to be a demolition engineer [for Korea]. I 
escaped - through the language really [he went to guard the German border instead]. I had this 
good friend and I said, I'm writing mom a thank you note for making me study Cech when I was 
a kid..." [M-26-G] 

(6) "F: we always say that one thing that brought us together is our language, because we have so 
many more things in common - M: and dancing to Cech music - F: and going to church - Czech 
heritage - whatever" [M-38-G & F-41 -W] 
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5.2.4. Research Question (4); the Summary 

(4) What are the contexts of use of Texas Czech, and what is the role of this language use 

in the speaker's identity? 

Exploring this question, I considered the reported (5.2.1.) and the observed 

(5.2.2.) uses of Czech. In subsections (5.2.1.1. - 5.2.1.2; Tables 5.3 - 5.5) I noted an 

advanced decline of both horizontal and vertical communication networks. A comparison 

of the two, however, suggests more vitality for vertical lines of communication in Czech 

(with the elderly), hence their relative importance for the Czech language maintenance in 

the present-day Texas Czech communities. In subsection (5.2.1.3.; Tables 5.6 - 5.7) I 

used the questiotmaire data to survey functional contexts of Czech language use. Both 

age groups most frequently reported joking and counting in Czech. Ranking high were 

also storytelling and reading for the OG, and talking about local events for the YG. 

Further, in subsection (5.2.1.4. with Tables 5.8 - 5.9) I analyzed my informants' 

experiences with Czech language use as expressed in interviews. I began with the 

reported social and functional contexts, highlighting the informal character of social 

encounters that are conducive to the use of Czech (including the role of Czech folk music 

in such events), and the choices to use Czech when joking, expressing intimacy through 

the use of ethnic speech markers, or conveying the meaning that a speaker does not find 

as expressible in English. 

Then I demonstrated the types of interactions that both older and younger speakers 

tend to engage in when using Czech (adding greetings and 'weather talk'). While the 

informants' views on the extent of Czech they use varied, only a limited amount of Czech 
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is usually spoken which may explain relatively high numbers of informants in both 

groups who reported speaking Czech with their male and female friends (horizontal 

communication networks). The aged in the commimity are the most typical Czech 

speaking interlocutors for both age groups; particularly younger speakers noted that their 

elderly interlocutors appreciate any attempt of a younger person to speak Czech with 

them. Further, my informants generally find it impolite to speak Czech in front of non-

Czechs, yet they consider Czech useful as "secret code" in public encounters at home as 

well as abroad. When I considered the differences in the reasoning behind the positive 

and negative responses in each age group to the question, "Would you speak Czech in 

front of English speaking people?," the theme of pride and shame, for example, surfaced 

only in the OG. 

My informants' self-reports proved consistent with the observed uses of Czech 

(5.2.2.1.). I showed that Czech is still being used in (1) song performances; (2) formal 

speeches; (3) greetings; (4) joking and teasing; (5) small conversations about family 

matters; (6) occasional storytelling; (7) the contexts involving the preparation and 

consimiption of traditional food, and playing the games (domino); (8) the follow-up of 

business encounters more than in conducting the business itself; (9) other small 

exchanges, such as directions for the kitchen jobs, serving food, and invitations to eat; 

and (10) family prayers. Among the social contexts I highlighted dances, weddings, 

festivals, socializing in the bakeries and restaurants, meeting of senior citizens in both 

communities, overseeing bingo afternoons, kolache baking and occasionally local 

meetings of Czech organizations. In subsection (5.2.2.2.) I described and exemplified the 
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phenomenon of 'emotional' code-switching to Czech, and in (5.2.2.3.) I proposed 

that at such advanced stage of the top-down functional language shift as Texas Czech 

communities have entered, the use of Czech itself marks closeness and ethnic solidarity 

and thus the TU/VU distinction of full Czech becomes socially irrelevant. 

In subsection (5.2.2.4.) I briefly considered the typical written uses of Czech, 

including the prints on shirts, coffee mugs, bumper stickers, buttons, and baseball caps, 

on shop windows and in store notices, and in the Czech newspapers. I also took this 

opportimity to illustrate haphazard spelling, a characteristic feature of written Texas 

Czech. 

Finally, 1 devoted some attention to attitudes toward one's own maintenance of 

Czech (5.2.3.1.; Tables 5.10 - 5.12), and to my informants' views on their language, 

specifically its perceived beauty, difficulty, and prestige (5.2.3.2.; Table 5.13). I showed 

overall positive attitudes of my informants toward maintenance of their Czech as well as 

their largely positive feelings about the nature of the Czech language. I combined the 

discussion of prestige of Czech with the issue of language utility and proposed possible 

explanations for their perception of most informants in both age group that the Czech 

language carries a lot of prestige. 

Similar to Gal (1979) and Dorian (1981), I find that the speaker's identity and 

identity of his or her interlocutors are the most important factors affecting language 

choice. In contrast with Gal's Oberwart, however, there are specific social contexts in 

Texas Czech communities (referring to both physical settings and occasions) that are 

more conducive to the use of Czech than others (dances, weddings, festivals, and other 
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contexts identified in this study). Moreover, there are specific functional contexts 

tiiat encourage the use of Czech (e.g., joking and teasing, greetings, and 'weather talk'). I 

argue that while the patterns in which the social contexts are tied to the functional 

contexts of Czech use are rather predictable, merely "knowing who the participants are" 

(Gal 1979: 125) does not yet predict their language choice. Like actors on the stage, they 

have to be placed in a certain setting and participate in a certain kind of interaction; only 

then they are likely to volunteer their Czech - and enjoy it.'"^ 

Rather than specific marked linguistic choices, such as an unexpected use of the 

informal fy in a conversation with one's superior that might express "new intimacy under 

certain circumstances" (Gal 1979: 10), any use of Czech translates mto utilizing a marked 

'Sve code" (Gumperz 1982: 66), importantly not in opposition but in addition to English. 

English is no longer perceived as a power code, being the language of family intimacy 

and of both formal and informal interactions at all levels today. Czech is the "cherry on 

the cake". It may or may not be used within the family or among fiiends as it is no longer 

a common, expected, and preferred expression of the ingroup membership, and those who 

do not speak it are by no means excluded. At the same time, its occasional use is an 

enjoyable social activity for Texas Czech speakers (e.g, joking and teasing among males, 

or simple greetings). It almost appears as if the Czech "we code" existed within the 

broader English "we code". As Americans of Czech descent Texas Czechs today have the 

luxury of belonging to both groups. Their identity is enriched by having a specific ethnic 

This scenario qipiies to most cases of the Czech language use in Texas Czech communities. 
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background as well as by their ability to speak (and/or comprehend) some Czech. 

One can feel Czech (Moravian) without speaking the language, yet speaking the language 

plays at least a limited role in the speaker's identity: any use of Czech seems to mark 

ingroup ethnic solidarity and closeness, is emblematic of the group membership (Barth 

1969), and becomes one of the markers of ethnicity. 

In this chapter, I was mainly concerned with the concept of the 'speaker', of the 

'commimity', and the Czech language use in Texas then and now. In the next chapter I 

analyze my informants' ethnolinguistic self-definitions in relation to their idiolects 

(question 5), and expand on this theme in the discussion of other expressions of identity. 

Naturally there are exceptions (e.g., the aged in the community who may still prefer speaking Czech over 
Rnglish, or an Ellinger fiimily speaking Czech among themselves on a daily basis). 
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Chapter 6 

LANGUAGE IN ETHNICITY 

In this chapter I focus my data analysis on research question (5) If heightened 

consciousness of having Moravian ancestiy has persisted, is the speaker's ethnic identity 

still manifested by Moravian dialectical features in their idiolects? (section 6.1 .)• I then 

consider other expressions of ethnic identity in section (6.2.). 

6.1. THE ETHNOLINGUISTIC SELF-DEFINITIONS 

AND THE INFORMANTS' IDIOLECTS 

6.1.1. Approach to the Problem 

In the future in Czechoslovakia when the children study the 
divisions of the Czech people they will say: 'The Czechs live in 
Bohemia, Moravians in Moravia, Slovaks in Slovakia. In North 
America there once lived Czechs who became Czech-Americans. 
In Texas lived Texas Moravians who were the last to become 
extinct (Dongres 1924; 269-70).' 

With this prediction L. W. Dongres closes his travelogue from Texas of the 1920s, 

having listened to the speech of Moravians in Texas, and having observed their ethnicity 

as "continuity of being, doing, and of knowing" (Fishman 1985: 71). Dongres points out 

that 80 percent of "our" immigration came from Moravia and that the majority of them 

self-identify as Moravci (Moravians). He was fortunate to see in practice how Moravians 

' Amerikdn narodni kalenddf vol. XLVn, 1924. Translation of Macbann and Mendl (1983: 170). I have one 
similar experience to that of Dongres. When I asked an Ammansville man in his eighties about Flatonia, 
Texas, he told me: ""Cechu tarn ne je, tarn su Moravcr ('there're no Czechs there, there're Moravians'). 
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joining their settlements were quick to adopt Moravian dialectal expressions. 

The first Czech inmiigrants to Texas came equipped with the cultural and political 

knowledge of their region of origin that nurtured their Moravian pride. This concept of 

Moravian ethnic identity, defined regionally rather than nationally, since Czechoslovakia 

did not become reality until 1918,^ has been transformed through subsequent generations 

of Texas Czechs who were bom in the US. Valdik (1966) observes, "thirty years ago, if 

you asked a young man whether he knew Czech, he would answer; W/ ja mlicvim enem 

po moravsky."^ He didn't know where his parents and ancestors came from, nobody 

explained it to him. The second and the third generation are already one hundred percent 

Americans."^ Similarly, Machann (1976: 273) notes that his third and fourth generation 

interviewees in Burleson County described themselves as Americans, whereas their 

ancestors used this designation only for Americans of Anglo descent. Yet Hanak (1979: 

173) highlights the "identity with difference" that describes Czechs in Texas of the late 

1970s: "the Czechs would melt away enough of their ethnic ego to stay in the melting pot 

but generally, not so much as to become nondescript, anonymous sediment." To further 

complicate the issue of Czech, Moravian, Slavic, and other then declared identities, some 

Czechs in Texas self-identified as "Germans of Bohemia" because German was the 

~ It appears that the roots of the concept of regional Moravian identity are deep enough for Moravians 
(namely Wallachians and Silesians) in the Czech Republic to still identify themselves as such. However, 
no synunetry exists between the regional and the national identity, and thus if asked to declare the latter, 
also Moravians would identify themselves as Czechs (J. Kofensky, p- c., July 30,1998). Also cf. Hata in 
Table 3.1 (Chapter 3). 

' 'No, I speak only Moravian.' 
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language of a politically dominant culture in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and therefore, 

favoring the German image was - for Czechs, Poles, and Wends alike - "a step from their 

minority background" (Lich 1979: 167).^ 

My informants' self-definitions reflect the intergenerational process of "ethnic 

redefinition" (e.g., Fishman 1966, 1985, 1991a; Haarmann 1986; Hannan 1996a: 22-24 

for Texas Czechs). In the past, claiming Moravian identity also meant speaking moravsky 

('in Moravian').® Haarman (1986:261-2) argues that the term "language in ethnicity" 

accurately reflects the fact that "language itself is not a stable feature of," but rather a 

"varying factor in ethnicity," relevant to some and irrelevant to other ethnic group 

memberships. My informants belong to the second-to-fourth generations, and thus their 

ethnic self-definitions do not necessarily coincide with how they identify the language 

they think they speak. Perceiving language as "an elementary.. .but not necessarily a 

crucial criterion for shaping of ethnic identity" (Ibid.: 261) helps me approach their often 

inconsistent ethnic and language self-identifications. 

Before I turn to the actual analysis, a clarification of several concepts which I bear 

in mind when considering my ethnolinguistic data is in order. First, even though I will 

continue to refer to the population under investigation as Texas Czechs and their 

commimities as Texas Czech communities, just as Hannan (e.g., 1985a, 1996a) I believe 

that the term Czech Moravians better describes my informants' ethnic origin. In order to 

define Texas Czechs as an ethnic group, I am using the established concept of ethnic 

* Hospoddf LXXVI (9): 2. Translation of the quote is mine. 
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boundary (Barth 1969), conceptualizing it as "not fixed but deeply dependent on [its 

members'] attitudes and activities" (Haarmann 1986: 39), hence ever changing and 

permeable. Barth (1969: 13-14) argues that ethnic groups should be viewed as socially 

constructed units of such-and-such self-identified and other-identified individuals: "to the 

extent that actors use ethnic identities to categorize themselves and others for the 

purposes of interaction, they form ethnic groups" (emphasis added). Banks (1996: 12) 

adds that in Barth's definition, "it is not so much the group which endures as ±e idea of 

the group" (emphasis in the original). Barth's view and Tajfel's (1982:482) assertion that 

psychologically, ethnic groups are for its members "a complex sequence of appearances 

and disappearances," and include "all the intermediate stages in between the two 

extremes," pertain to the ensuing discussion of ethnic self-definitions varying fi-om 

'Moravian' to 'American'.^ Finally, highly relevant to my data is Fishman's (1985: 66) 

observation that "relinguification generally precedes re-ethnification,"and his claim that if 

ethnic identity continues to be maintained without the language, "that identity does not 

generally pertain to the same culture that was initially associated with that identity" 

(1991a: 26; emphasis added). Thus, my informants' culture is not simply the Czech 

culture transplanted to Texas but a distinct Texas Czech culture. 

6.1.2. Awareness of Geographic Origin 

' Even a recent issue of NaSinec published a letter of a subscriber from Kileen, Texas, signed "'Moravsky 
nimec" [should be Nimec / 'Moravian German'] {NaSinec 84{23): 4). 
^ Here being used as an umbrella term for the blend of regional dialects that sur&ce in Texas Czech speech. 
^ Barth (1969X however, assigns "an imperative status" to ethnic identity, thus stripping it of the necessary 
non-permanent and non-absolute quality. This contrasts with the idea of true choice, i.e., the concept of 
"situational ethnicity" (Okamura 1981, cited in Banks 1996: 13). Clearly, self-defined ethnolinguistic 
identities of Texans of Czech descent would not hold in light of this aspect of Barth's theory. 
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Valdik's anecdote from the late 1960s about a descendant of Czechs who did not 

know where "his parents and ancestors came fit>m" because nobody took the time to 

explain it to him, applies to some of my informants as well. Even for those interested in 

genealogy the task is often complicated by the lack of necessary documentation (cf. 

1.2.3.)- The present tendency to trace one's ancestral roots to the Czech Republic 

originates in the feeling that "we've got to have a country... identity...something to 

associate with," the view expressed by a woman in her sixties (bom in Granger). 

Therefore, the prevalent ideology endorsed by the Czech-related organizations is that 

"Czech Texans now recognize the Czech Republic as the coxmtry of their origin."' 

Interviewing my informants, I encountered various levels of historical and geographical 

awareness of their ancestral home land, from the most general "somewhere in Europe," 

through naming the "states of Moravia, Bohemia, and Slovakia" in the "country of 

Czechoslovakia" as learned in school, viewing "Moravia or Czechoslovakia" as two 

separate entities, "somewhere in Moravia," to a very specific assertion that "Wallachia," 

where one's predecessors came from is not a part of Moravia. Most of the time, the 

informants remember their parents talking about themselves as Moravians. The 

unawareness of those who cannot or do not intend to locate their family's origin for the 

lack of information, interest, or both, contrasts with the awareness of those (especially in 

the OG) who have found their relatives in the Czech Republic and sometimes have even 

visited their hometowns. Generally, the more interest in genealogy, the better the 

awareness of one's roots, and the more contact with friends and relatives abroad, the 

 ̂ SPJST rest home in Taylor, opening speech for the celebration of Czech Heritage Week in Texas. 
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clearer the understanding of national and regional boundaries defining the Czech 

Republic today. 

6.1.3. Ethnolinguistic Self-definitions in Questionnaires (Both Groups) 

Table 6.1 Self-defined Ethnic Identity (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11[YG]) 

Group (N) SA A D SD U N/A X 
Ratio % % % % % % % 
Statement 
(8) I am Czech 
OG(26) 42.3 46.2 0 3.8 0 0 7.7 
YG( l l )  72.7 27.3 0 0 0 0 0 
(9) I am Czech even though 

1 don't speak the language 
OG (26) 7.7 26.9 19.2 7.7 0 3.8 34.6 
YG( l l )  18.2 0 9.1 9.1 0 0 63.6 
(10) I am Moravian 
OG(26) 30.8 34.6 19.2 0 3.8 7.7 3.8 
YG( l l )  54.5 27.3 0 0 9.1' 0 9.1 
(11) I am Moravian even though 

I don't speak the language 
OG (26) 3.8 19.2 30.8 3.8 0 7.7 34.6 
YG(I l )  18.2 18.2 9.1 0 9.1 0 45.5 
(12) I am Bohemian 
OG(26) 15.4 7.7 38.5 3.8 0 7.7 26.9 
YG( l l )  9.1 9.1 36.4 9.1 0 0 36.4 
(13) I am Bohemian even though 

I don't speak the language 
OG(26) 3.8 7.7 38.5 11.5 0 7.7 30.8 
YG( l l )  0 9.1 18.2 27.3 0 0 45.5 
Leeend: 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-ApplicabIe)/ X (no response) 

To answer my fifth research question, I combine questionnaire data, self-reports 

firom interviews, and the 'Index of Moraviaimess' that quantifies the prevalence of 

Moravian dialectical features in each informant's idiolect. Table 6.1 above simmiarizes 

the set of questionnaire data which I turn to discuss first. 

' One informant circled both "agree" and '̂ decided'̂  (counted only as '̂ mdecided" for items 10 and 11). 
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Eye-balling the data in Table 6.1, one can notice that the number of responses for 

each statement in (8-13) does not correspond to the number of informants in each age 

group, and that the numbers of "no response" (X) are appreciably high for statements in 

(9), (11), (12-13). As for the first discrepancy, my ioformants viewed items (8-13) as 

mutually exclusive (as intended) or all-inclusive. If the latter applied, a respondent might 

agree to being both Czech and Moravian, and sometimes to being Czech, and Moravian, 

and Bohemian. An examination of patterning of responses in Table 6.1 should explain 

the second discrepancy. Apparently, some informants expressed their feelings only about 

the statements that applied to them (e.g., one's agreement with 8 should imply one's 

disagreement with 9 and might also mean one's disagreement with 12 and 13; therefore, 

no response to one or more of these items was furnished). 

The last note pertains to statements (10) and (11) involving the terms Moravec 

(MASC) and Moravka (FEM), i.e., Ja su Moravec/Moravka preceded the English 

translation 'I am Moravian'. I chose to use these terms because they are arguably the 

oldest of all varieties of "Moravian", which often connoted "a separate Moravian ethnic 

identity" (Hannan 1983: 3) and was transplanted to Texas as such in the 19"* century. 

Other varieties of the word include Moravan (the term of more recent origin referring to 

the population in the Moravian region of the Czech Republic), Moravdk (used mainly in 

Southeastern Silesia), Moravcan, and Moravdik, the latter coming from Northeastern 

Moravia (Ibid.: 3-4). The most commonly heard version of this designation in Texas 

today is expectedly Moravec and Moravka, followed by Moravdk. Very rarely would I 

hear anybody to use the term of later origin and identify himself as Moravan (cf. 6.1.4.) 
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For the statement in (8), most informants in the OG (23/88.5%) and all in the YG 

identify themselves as Czechs. Two older informants, a couple from Granger, wrote in 

their preference as "American of Czech descent," and "American of Czech and Polish 

descent," respectively. One infonnant in the OG entered "strongly disagree," as he 

considers himself a Czech Moravian. Slightly lower yet still significant numbers 

expressing agreement obtain for statement (10): 17 (65.4%) informants in the OG, and 9 

(81.8%) in the YG identify themselves as Moravci ('Moravians')- Six out of 9 younger 

informants "strongly agree" with the statement, suggesting quite a firm endorsement for 

this ethnic 'label' even in this ^e group. Only 7 (26.9%) informants in the OG openly 

"disagree" with such ethnic identification (2 of them, the same couple that self-identify as 

Americans of Czech descent, opting for "non-applicable"); none object to it in the YG. 

In contrast with (8) and (10), the statements in (9) and (11) did not assume one's 

ability to speak the language as part of the self-declared ethnic identity. From the OG, 9 

(34.6%) of informants feel themselves to be Czechs without speaking the language (item 

9), and about the same number (8/30.8%) indicate disagreement with the statement (one 

of them opting for "non-applicable"). Only 2 (18.2%) younger informants do and 2 

(18.2%) do not identify themselves as Czechs without speaking the languj^e. As for 

statement (11), six (23.1%) informants in the OG and 4 (36.4%) informants in the YG 

chose to agree with this statement (interestingly, 2 younger informants again opted for 

"strongly agree"). The response of "disagree" was given by 9 (34.6%) of informants in 

the OG (the same Granger couple chose "non-applicable"), and by 1 (9.1%) informant 

(M-46-G who speaks the language) in the YG. 
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Finally, only 6 (23.1%) informants in the OG and 2 (18.2%) in the YG agree with 

the statement "I am Bohemian" in (12). On the other hand, a half (13/50%) of the OG 

older informants (with 2 responses of "non-applicable"), and nearly a half (5/45.5%) from 

the YG oppose to being identified as Bohemians. As for the last statement (13 in Table 

6.1), while 3 (11.5%) informants in the OG and 1 (9.1%) in the YG would identify 

themselves Bohemians without speaking the language, 15 (57.7%; with 2 responses of 

"non-applicable") in the OG, and 5 (45.5%) in the YG would not. 

Two main conclusions can be drawn from the data set in Table 6.1. above. First, 

irrespective of double or triple self-identifications, the scale of preferences clearly begins 

with "Czech" (in 8) that yielded most positive responses in both groups (88.5% [OG] : 

100% [YG]). The next place is occupied by "Moravian" (in 10) with the agreement of 

65.4% in the OG and, surprisingly enough, 81.8% in the YG. Expectedly, the self-

identification as "Bohemian" (23.1% [OG]: 18.2% [YG]) ranks last, being rejected in 

both statement (12) and (13) by a half or more informants from both age groups. This 

shows that self-identifications as "Czech" and/or "Moravian" are still vital across the 

board, whereas "Bohemian" remains the least desirable of the three (cf 6.1.5. below). 

Second, from the fairly low response rate to the statements (9) and (11)1 infer that most 

of my informants in both age groups consider themselves speakers of their ancestral 

language (possessing some level of competence in Czech), although the fact that there is 

some agreement with statements (9), (11), and (13) also insinuates linguistic insecurity 

among some respondents within the surveyed population. 
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Section m in the questionnaire ("Your ideas about Czech'O, in which the 

statements above (as well 17 and 24 below) appear, was introduced as follows: 

"Please free to replace 'Czech' with 'Moravian' or any other name depending on how you 

like to call it." Only 27 informants fix)m both age groups chose to indicate their 

preference for the language they speak: 13 in the OG and 5 in the YG were satisfied with 

"Czech", 2 in the OG preferred "Czech-Moravian", and 5 in the OG and I in the YG 

wrote in "Moravian." One older informant indicated her contentment with "either." That 

is, the ratio for "Czech" and "Moravian" (including "Czech Moravian") is (18: 8) in favor 

of "Czech". 

The last set of data that I consider in this subsection appears in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Views on Language and Identity (N = 26 [OG] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) SA A 0 SD U N/A X 
Ratio % % % % % % % 
Statement 
(17) You can't be a true Czech 

without speaking the lanKuage 
OG(26) 7.7 34.6 34.6 7.7 11.5 0 3.8 
YG(ll) 0 18.2 36.4 27.3 9.1 0 9.1 
(24) Czech language is very important 

to how I feel about my identity 
OG(26) 26.9 57.7 7.7 3.8 3.8 0 0 
YG(ll) 36.4 54.5 0 0 9.1 0 0 
Lejiend: 
A(Always)/0(Often)/S(Sometimes)/R(Rarely)/N(Never)/N/A(Non-ADpIicable)/ X (no response) 

My informants' responses to the statements (17) and (24) proved helpful to the 

task of defining the Texas Czech speech community (cf. 5.1.3.). When tabulated 

separately for each group, the results for statement (17) show that 11 (42.3%) informants 

in the OG and only 2 (18.2%) informants in the YG believe that one can't be a true Czech 



without speaking the language, whereas again 11 (42.3%) older informants and 7 (63.6%) 

younger informants do not find language important to one's true Czechness. The 

situation changes in item (24) where 'feeling Czech and speaking Czech' acquires a 

personal meaning. Here, 22 (84.6%) informants in the OG and 10 (90.9%) informants in 

the YG feel that the Czech language is very important to how they feel about their 

identity, while only 3(11.5%) respondents in the OG do not agree with this statement (the 

remaining informant in the YG chose "undecided"). While the older informants are 

divided (42.3% : 42.3%) on the question of true Czechness associated with the language 

in (17)» younger informants voice a stronger disagreement with the statement (42.3% 

[OG] : 63.6% [YG]). For (24), however, only very few informants in the OG (11.5%) 

and no younger informants disagree when the question targets their feeling about the 

meaning of their own ability to speak Czech to their identity. 

In subsection (5.1.3.) I suggested that one may want to avoid defining identity 

through language so as not to exclude non-speakers (particularly having in mind their 

offspring) from the membership in the Texas Czech community. Refining this argument, 

the children of younger informants are the least likely to speak any Czech, yet their 

parents often proudly declare that also they are 100% Czech, which might explain the 

lead of the YG in the disagreement ratio (42.3% [OG]: 63.6% [YG]).'° At the same 

time, most of both older and younger informants who speak at least some Czech and find 

As Dorian (1998:20) asserts, "[ejven in settings where remaining fluent speakers of the ancestral 
language may sense that their culture is deeply bound up with their language..., it becomes impossible to 
insist on that linkage if a large part of the social group that identifies itself by the ancestral-language label 
no longer speaks the language. In such cases, defining identity in terms of Imguage would de&e out of 
membership most of the younger people whose retention is vital to continued existence as a group." 
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this abili^ important to their own identity can safely express their personal feeling 

without excluding non-speakers who might also feel Czech (other relevant self-

definitions included). 

The questionnaire data help us see the direction of preference for (1) "Czech," (2) 

"Moravian", and (3) "Bohemian" self-identifications. The analysis of interview data 

(6.1.4.) and a comparison of my informants' ethnolinguistic self-definitions with the 

'Index of Moravianness' (6.1.6.) underscore the complexity of any attempt to define 

one's ethnic identity and link it to the language that has been traditionally associated with 

this identity, in the dying language communiQr. 

6.1.4. Ethnolinguistic Self-definitions in Interviews (Both Groups) 

Ethnicity is not an inherent quality of dress, cuisine or language, 
but it is an inference about a member's group attachment that 
might be based on the presence of certain attributes like dress, 
cuisine, gesture or language. Such judgments are made, often 
simultaneously, by both the ethnic person and others present, and 
often the inferences are arrived at by a process of a social 
negotiation in virtual time and space. One's sense of one's own 
ethnicity waxes and wanes, emphasisdng some group features 
and then others, depending on the current social situation one is 
engaged in (Banks 1988: 17). 

Banks' definition of ethnicity foregrounds its contextual nature and corroborates 

Tajfel's (1982:485) view that "the psychological existence of a group for its members is 

a complex sequence of appearances and disappearances." Drawing on the notions of 

'waxing and waning' ethnicity as it 'appears and disappears' I analyze my informants' 

varied ethnic self-definitions as a matter of salience that pertains not so much to the actual 

living of one's ethnicity, but rather to one's ethnic awareness, present, dormant, or absent, 

foregroimded or backgrounded. An imaginary scale of salience "includes all the 
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intermediate stages between the two extremes" of ^pearances and disappearances (Ibid.: 

485), of salience as "Czechness and/or Moravianness" on the one end, and its silence 

when buried under the layer of "Americaimess" on the other. Some informants tend to 

foreground the former, others highlight its contextuaiity (8 below), and others stress their 

Americanness, although most of them as enriched by their specific ethnic background. 

The scale of salience serves as a tool to organize the multiple perspectives as they apply 

to both age groups. 

(i) Ja su Moravec. While a nimiber of informants remember their parents talking 

about themselves and their neighbors as Moravci ('Moravians'), and still a nimiber of 

them self-identify as Czech Moravians (compare 2 below), only a few in my sample 

declared solely Moravian ethnic identity. The informant in excerpt (1) suggests that 

"Moravian" which she still prefers, connotes the past: her ancestors identified themselves 

as Moravian, hence it alludes to history and tradition. 

f n "/g eSti budu pravit fe su Morafka..."'' / Til still sav I am Moravian..." [F-24-W] 

The informant in (2) works her way through "Czech or Moravian," in the end 

stating the same: also she would "still say that [she is] Moravian." " 

(2) "tor ja sent pravim Ceska, CeSka nebo Morafka - ja si eStipovidam ze su Moravanka" 
'well, I say I'm Czech, Czech or Moravian -1 still say that I am Moravian'^ [F-12-W] 

This elderly woman is one of the few who used the term of more recent origin Moravan 

(in alternation with Morafka). Similarly, [M-13*] of Com Hill also employed both terms 

interchangeably. Another informant from West who identified himself as Moravec asked 

me about the difference between the two terms, having heard Moravan from a Czech 
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band (of the Czech Republic) touring Texas (M-17-W). [F-12-W] is an avid reader and 

thus she might have encountered the term Moravan in the (original) Czech literature. The 

other two males are literate in Czech as well; [M-17] might have not come across the 

word until he heard it - and being a fluent Czech speaker and reader- registered it as 

different. 

Only one younger (also the youngest) informant identified himself as Moravian 

with no other attributes attached to it (excerpt 3). His self-definition is based on what he 

has learned from the elders ("I'm supposed to be Moravian"). However, the language he 

speaks, to which he commonly referred as moravsky ('in Moravian') when we talked, 

became "Czech" according to his questionnaire preference. Just as the two women 

speaking in excerpts (1) and (2), also he identified himself as both Czech and Moravian in 

the questionnaire. 

(3) ty si fikas7) Mam byt Moravec - {do you feel that nebo ti fikaji ze ses -)Ja suMoravec. 
jd" 
'(what do you call yourself?) I'm supposed to be Moravian...(...or do they tell you that you 
are...) I'm Moravian, yeah' [M-61-G] 

[M-26-G] once jokingly told me that those who "rozw/n/yw ale nemluviJiT'' 

('understand but don't speak [Czech]) are called "zeleni Moravcf ('green Moravians'). I 

followed up on his comment, even though I suspected that it was meant to merely 

entertain me, and learned that hearing zeleny Moravec people tend to think of a 

newcomer, a greenhorn, and associate this meaning more with ''"'zeleny Bohemian" ('green 

" Yet both [F-24-W] speaking in excerpt (1) and [F-12-W] in excerpt (2) identified themselves as both 
Czech and Moravian in the questionnaire. 
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Bohemian'),'" which automatically acquires derogatory comiotations (cf. 6.1.5. below), 

rather than with Moravian.. 

(2) "I'm Czech - Czech Moravian, or Czech." Still on the salient end of the 

imaginary scale is some informants' interchangeable use of terms "Czech" and 

"Moravian" and/or the combination of the two,'^ illustrated in excerpt (4). 

(4) "•{tatinetfH 'your father?') Moravec ('Moravian') ...I just say I'm Czech — Czech Moravian or 
Czech" [F-34-W] 

In her questionnaire this informant identified herself also as Bohemian. She explained 

this seeming contradiction in the interview: "one of my grandpas claimed he was a 

Bohemian, sometimes he would say we're Bohemian." Yet she prefers "Moravian" or 

"Czech Moravian" because her father "was Moravian and he had more influence on [the 

children] than mama did." Here "Bohemian" connotes no more than a regional identity 

(i.e., a Czech from Bohemia). 

(5) "iecAo CO ja vim ze sent Cech. a to je secko, a by myslel ze z morafskv* by to bylo...ngiinec, 
jo'' 
'all I know is that I'm Czech, and that's all, and I would think that it would be from Moravian* 
[should be z Moravy] .. .one of our own, yeah' [M-30-W] 

The informant in excerpt (5) apparently associates his ethnicity with the Czech lands (he 

has visited the Czech Republic), with Moravia (Morava) as his parents did, and provides 

another self-identification, nasinec ('one of our own'), still commonly used among 

elderly Texas Czechs. The name of the only surviving Texas Czech newspaper Nasinec 

One female infonnant, however, remembered a story about her father, who once saw a rabbit in the field 
and ran into a cactus while trying to catch it. Others trased him afterwards, calling him zeleny Moravec, 
meaning, 'greenhorn' [F-33-G*]. 

Relevant here is the discussion of the terms which the informants use to refer to the language they speak 
(cf. Chapter 5,5.1.1.1.). 
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reflects once wide-spread use of the term.'"* This informant's questionnaire responses 

corroborate his self-report in the interview. 

Another informant calls himself Moravian, then Czech Moravian, and finally, 

operating on the information he gathered from his parents, Czech (excerpt 6 below). His 

self-identification in the questionnaire is ambiguous: Czech, Moravian, and Bohemian. In 

contrast, the informant in excerpt (7) displays some awareness of the national vs. regional 

identities, and, reasoning that Moravians are from (then) Czechoslovakia, almost resolves 

the ambiguity. Yet she seems to be imclear on whether to call herself a Moravian, a 

Czech, or both. The latter is the ideal solution that she seems to have reached in her 

questionnaire, identifying herself as Czech and Moravian. 

(6) "(vaf/7) CeSi, co jd rozwnim, (a jak vy si rikdte?) toz Moravce (...gdyz se vds negdo zeptd?) 
toz deskv Moravec - toz ja nevim, nasi dycky mltivili o Cechoslovensku a sent dycky myslel ie zme 
CeSi. to CO nasi mne dycky pravili, ze zme Cesi... " 

'(your parents?) Czechs, as far as I understand, (and what do you call yourself?) well Moravians 
(...when somebody asks you?) well, Czech Moravian - well, I don't know, my fellows always 
talked about Czechoslovakia and 1 have always thought that we're Czechs, what my fellows 
always told me, that we are C2techs..." [M-42-G] 

(7) "(roi/idie?) Moravci...{a ly?) Morafka - toz Morqfci su z Cechoslovenska, toz - Cech" 
'(your parents?) Moravians...(and you?) Moravian- well, Moravians are from Czechoslovakia, 
so - Czech' [F-37-G] 

One of the younger informants considers himself Moravian first but does not mind 

being referred to as Czech (M-46-G). He is happy about his move to Granger, because 

"tiidyk su dobre Moravce. a hromadu Moravce. a co mala vim dobre litde. Toz ja bych tu 

radsi zostal" ('there're good Moravians around here, and lots of Moravians, and from the 

Jandifiek (19SS) writes of '*our country fellows" in his travelogue from Czech Texas U naSincH v Texasu 
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little I know, good people. So I'd prefer to stay here'). According to the questionnaire he 

identifies himself as Czech and Moravian. However, even though he prefers being called 

Moravec himself, he does not seem to find it fitting for his teenage daughter. In the 

following excerpt, the daughter asks him how to respond to the identity statements in the 

questionnaire; is she Moravian? 

(8) F(ather): "you ain't no Moravian" D(aughter): "so what will I do? What do I underline?" 
F; "(5ecA " D: "but it's strongly agree, agree, disagree..." 
F: "About what?" D: "If I'm Moravian!" 
F: "You ain't no Moravian, strongly disagree! @@@" [M-46-G] 

One possible explanation for this informant's attitude lies in having vs. lacking a social 

context for one's ethnicity (Frankenberg 1993: 215). The father derives his self-

identification from his past life experiences (including speaking moravsky with his 

parents whereas his own daughter does not speak the language), from his devotion to 

Texas Czech folk music throughout his life, and from friendships that he has built with 

the members of his and of the previous generations who also refer to themselves as 

Moravci (whereas none of his daughter's peers would conceivably feel the same). The 

daughter, on the other hand, hears the word Moravian only from her father. It seems that 

claiming Moravianness is too specific and asks for more foimdation, more social context, 

than "knowing" (Fishman 1985: 9) that one is Czech by heritage. 

Czechness through association with Czechoslovakia, and most recently with the 

Czech Republic, has been accepted as a new, other-defined identity by some,'^ endorsed 

('Visiting our own in Texas'). (For 'Moravian,' this author uses the term Morcncm, not Moravec). 
Papademetre (1994: 520) gives an example for a comparable situation: the setting is Australia and the 

actors are Australian Greeks (the mother and the daughter). However, vdiile the mother in Papademetre's 
situation provides her daughter with "multiple self- and odier-defined identity" as Australian and 
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by the ideology that guides the preservationist efforts of the Czech-related organizations, 

and by the media (mainly the popular Vistnik of SPJST). Most of the first, second and 

third-bom generations in the country call themselves (still) Moravians, Czech Moravians, 

or Czechs. Since the Czech self-identification was not common until after the formation 

of Czechoslovakia (1918), identifying with a nation rather than a region of origin has a 

relatively short history. This new perspective, not an allusion to the past and to the old-

fashioned Moravianness ("I still call myself Moravian" as we have seen in i above), 

connotes modem identity. 

Even people as young as thirty year olds sometimes identify themselves as Czech 

Moravians, but never those bom in the 1980s like the daughter of [M-46-G]. However, 

while using Czech and Moravian, whether alternately or together, is fairly common, not 

many make an explicit distinction, such as addressing their audience as "People of 

Moravian and Czech heritage" (M-37-W*), and would hardly feel offended if one calls 

them Czechs (only). However, one seventy year old woman from West said that some 

people there are "haklivf ('touchy') about this matter and would correct you if you call 

them Czechs. 

(3) One older informant's confession, ''Ja sem nevedel co Moravian was" ('I 

didn't know...') is an exception in my data, here reproduced as excerpt (9). He was not 

bom and raised in Granger which suggests that this is a regional issue - not all Czech 

populated counties were heavily Moravian. But even though his explanation suggests 

Australian-bora Greek, the word "American" did not even come up in the conversation of my informant 
with his daughter (although it is undoubtedly assimied). Periiaps the father would have also suggested the 
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that his Czechness should be then more salient than his Moravianness, he identified 

himself as Czech (also his language as Czech) and Moravian in the questionnaire (by 

"strongly agree" with both). 

(9) "(parents?) iesky, my zme deskv. ...-my zme - we didn't call ourselves Moravians ia sent 
nevidSl co Moravian was, nekefe lidi se menovali Moravec* - morqfsky lidi. Ifja sent vyzvido-
('asked'?) cfycfy fekli ze my zme desky deskove* lidr 

'...Czech, we're Czech.... - we did not - we didn't call ourselves Moravians, 1 didn't know what 
Moravian was...some people were called Moravians [should be A/oravc/-PL] - Moravian people. 
If I asked, they [the parents] always said that we're Czech, Czech people' [M-38-G] 

(^ The air of transition from the earlier Moravianness to the present-day 

Czechness can be felt in the self-definition expressed by an elderly informant in (10). 

(10) "(rfte/x vasi ie byli MoravcH) uhm...nekeri jak supovidali ze su Cesi, moja stafenkapnSli z 
Moravy (jak vy si nkdte ted'kal) well most of us call ourselves Czechs now" (did it use to be 
different?) jak muj stafidek tody pfiiel a ti prvni - nekefi mili trubl protoze Amerikani z nich 
delali posmiSky ale to bylo protoze neumili anglicky mluvit ja myslim" 

'(did your fellows say they were Moravians?) uhm...some said they're Czechs, my grandmother 
came from Moravia (how do you call yourself now?)...( ) when my grandfather came here and 
those first ones - some of them had problems [trubl / 'trouble'] because Americans made flm of 
them, but it was because they didn't know how to speak English I think' [M-IO-G] 

His statement about calling "ourselves Czechs now" is keyed to the reality of their world 

today, which may explain the switch to English. This reality has given rise to a new 

symbolic relationship between Czechness and English. Fishman (1991a: 34) emphasizes 

that when expressed through a different language, one's ethnicity is no longer identical 

with the original ethnic identity. Naturally, as members of an ethnic group adjust to the 

culture of their adopted country, they gradually redefine themselves, and ethnic identity of 

American-bom Czechs becomes inevitably altered. Using the inclusive 'we' (in "most of 

American Czech identity had the questionnaiTe included such item. 
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us'O this informant refers to all ethnic Czechs. Arguably, there is a uniting power in 

declaring one common ethnic background without detailing (once or still today) preferred 

Moravianness or Bohemianness of some Czechs within this ethnic group. 

His response to my second question ("did it use to be different?") does not 

illuminate the point about Moravianness vs. Czechness but rather brings up the memoiy 

of his ancestors' marginal status. The informant's speculation about why they were 

subjected to teasing by Americans implies a consequential link between one's marginality 

and one's failure to speak the dominant language. According to his questionnaire, [M-10-

G] identifies his language as Moravian, and himself as both Moravian and Czech. 

(5) Consistent with the overall finding from questionnaire data (cf. Table 6.1), 

most informants in both age categories speak of themselves as Czechs (although many 

again indicated both Czech and Moravian identity).'^ Also their self-definitions can be 

placed on the salient end of our imaginary scale, since none of them seem to prefer to 

self-identify as American first. An examination of short narratives below suggests a 

tendency toward the reduction of conspicuous inconsistencies in ways the self-definitions 

as Czechs and Moravians are employed in interviews and questionnaires, from excerpts 

(11- 13), representing voices of informants bom in the 1910s and 1920s, to excerpts (IS

IS), reproducing interview self-definitions of informants bom after the early 1930s. 

While a female informant speaking in excerpt (14) was bom before the 1930s, her self-

definition as Czech is consistent across all sources of data. Nevertheless, the overall 
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tendency among those who self-identify as Czechs in my sample holds: the younger the 

informant, the more consistent (and the less detailed) his or her self-definition with the 

response provided in the questionnaire. 

(11 )  " " ieskd. stafidek pnchazel - prastafidek pfichodil z Vsetin* na Moravi {co fikali ie bylH) 
oni byli Moravci co zme to menovair [F-13-G] 
'Czech, my grandfather came - my great grandfather came fix)m Vsetin-NOM [should be Vsetina-
GEN] in Moravia (what did they say that they were?) they were Moravians, as we called it" 

(12) "oni pravili Cech. iazMoreviie. oboje.ja" ('they said Czech, yeah, from Moravia, both, 
yeah') [but later he says:] "my zme dycky pravili ie my * Cech. I don't know esi Moravian (a 
vy"}) I guess I'll be d?gc/i...fhe once told to the military personnel that he was] ^ekoslovakT 

'.. .we always said that we * Czech [should be my zme 'we are'], I don't know if Moravian 
(and you?) I guess I' 11 be Cech... [] Czechoslovak' [M-19-W] 

The informant in (II) above identifies herself as Czech in the interview, but as 

Czech, Moravian and Bohemian in the questionnaire. The informant in (12) seems certain 

that his parents talked about "Czechs from Moravia," but later in the interview fails to 

connect the region of Moravia with the Moravian regional identity when he says, "I don't 

know if [they were] Moravian." He refers to himself as Czech, also remembering that he 

once self-identified a Czechoslovak.'^ Surprisingly however, in the questionnaire he 

strongly disagreed with the statement "I am Czech", and identifies himself only as 

Moravian, and in reference to the language he speaks he entered, "Czech Moravian". In 

excerpt (13) below, the informant refers to himself as Czech in the interview, and as 

Czech and Moravian in the questionnaire. While he called his language Czech during the 

interview, in the questionnaire he seemed to prefer to identify his idiolect as Moravian. 

Only one inforaiant [M-20-G*] self-identified as Czech with the Slavic background. Except for this case, 
I heaid the reference to Slavic identity only as part of the discussions about St. Cyril and Methodius in the 
name of Granger's Catholic church C^ve them the &thers of the Slavic language or Slavs" [M-SO-G]). 
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(13) "(the parents?) they would say I'm Cech. because they have Cech blood" [M-24-W] 

The female informant speaking in (14) expresses her "Czech nationality" quite 

firmly, and so she does in her questionnaire. 

(14) "'(jak si nkate?) toz ja sent - no ceska. ano! Dyby se mni negdo optal what is vour nationality 
tagja sent Cech - jake narodnosti si. ja sent deska - zme byly narozeni CeSi. maminka by la Cech, 
tatinek byl Cech..." 

'(what do you call yourself?) well I am - well Czech, yeah! If somebody asks me what my 
nationality is, then I am Czech [should be CeSka-YEM] - what nationality you are, I'm Czech -
we're bom Czechs, my mom was Czech, my father was Czech..." [F-27-G] 

This informant clearly defines her Czechness as a national identity. From one of her age 

peers I have learned that even when he was in Granger high school. Father Vam'^ek 

encouraged the students to indicate their nationality as Czech (M-31-G*). 

The couple in excerpt (15) also firmly identify themselves as Czech in both the 

interview and their questionnaires; both prefer to call their language Czech as well. 

(15) "M: Cech (parents?) CeSi,jo...¥: Cech. don't hesitate on that..." [M-34-W & F-33-W] 

Similarly, the last two informants from the OG refer to their identity and their idiolects as 

Czech (excerpts 16-17). 

(16) "M; I would say I'm Cech. . .F: yes, I would say I'm Cech" [F-41-W & M-38-W] 

f l?) "I tell people I'm Czech - from Czech descent" [F-45-G] 

In the YG, [M-49] of West says about his ancestors' origin, "as far as I know it 

was of Moravian," but thinks of his parents as "100% Czech," and identifies himself and 

his idiolect as Czech. [F-46-W] in excerpt (18) explicitly traces her heritage to the country 

The first Czechoslovak Republic ceased to exist after the German occupation in 1938. 
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of origin; she remembers her parents calling themselves Moravci and identifies herself as 

Czech. 

(18) "I just say Cech especially since it's the ^ech Republic now" [F-46-W] 

Before I turn to the lower end of the salience continuimi where additional self-

identifications as "Texan" and "American" are voiced, I analyze one more piece of 

narrative from a yomiger female interviewee from West who expressed the feeling that 

being Czech provides some substance to her average Americanness (excerpt 19). 

(19) 'if somebody asks me are you American or are you Czech - well I'm Czech I feel more 
Czech than I do American that's just - it's my - background and all that Maybe I can't speak it 
maybe I don't know everything that there is to know about it but that's just - that's just me. I 
work in the factory in [...] with a lot of Mexicans, and they're not American, they're Mexican, 
and that's their way of life, that's their culture. I feel as stronelv about being Czech as thev do 
about being Mexican. That's where you come from, that's your roots so to speak, that's what you 
are and who you are. At least I feel like I know I have a background, and that I'm lust not stuck 
here..." [F-64-W*] 

In her interviews with white American women in the US, Frankenberg (1993: 192) 

discovered that many of them felt as if they "did not have a culture." She insightfully 

explains that this view of one's own culturelessness stems from one's whiteness 

perceived as a norm "against everything else is measured, and as a residue, that which is 

left after everything else has been named" (Ibid.: 204). My informant compares herself 

with Mexicans precisely because they both have a culture. When she says, "I'm Czech," 

this young woman names her cultural belonging, setting it against the average whiteness 

and its "normative to the point of invisibility" essence (Ibid.: 204). She, unlike the 

teenage daughter of [M-46-G], is equipped with sufficient social context for her 

expression of Czechness. She was raised in the "ethnically marked" community (Ibid.: 

215) of West and continues to live there. Her husband is of Czech descent and has similar 
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feelings about his ethnic background. In their daily practice they draw on both useful and 

pleasant elements of their heritage, particularly on a strong work ethic ('the useful') and 

folk dancing ('the pleasant'), which provide enough "social salience" (Ibid.: 215) to 

enrich the normativity of their whiteness. Frankenberg argues that "from the standpoint of 

the normative-residual space...'boundage' at times appears fascinating or enticing, a 

desirable space in which to live" (Ibid.: 234). The young female speaking in excerpt (19) 

clearly feels that she has this cultural "boundage", she has a named (ethnic) background 

that secures her from just being "stuck" in the "normative space" delimited by her 

whiteness." 

From the ethnolinguistic perspective, not being able to speak Czech does prevent 

this young informant from feeling Czech, which again suggests that in the communities 

where the immigrant language is utilized rather symbolically, "criteria other than 

language play a more relevant role for group membership" (Papademetre 1993: 511). In 

addition to the value system and the love for Czech folk dancing, the 'things Czech' in 

her life include active participation in ethnic celebrations and festivals, ethnic food, and 

wearing the Texas Czech costume for such occasions. These aspects of her heritage come 

together to form her "ethnocultural ideal," which for some others may have to include the 

ancestral language (Fishman 1991a: 27). Therefore, the dying language has to be viewed 

as one of the many ethnicity markers; the language in ethnicity is a matter of one's choice 

(Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1998: 98). 

My analysis utilizes only one aspect in Fiankenberg's (1993) analysis of whiteness experienced by her 
w^te female interviewees. 
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(© The first "compromise position on self-identity" (Dubois and Melancon 1997: 

86), or perhaps, the first "convergent" ethnic self-definition, is "Texas Moravian" 

recorded in excerpt (20) below. The term "convergent" avoids any connotations of one's 

concession to another ethnic identity implied in the term "compromise". 

(20) "well ja bysem fekl ze jd su Texas Cech asi by to menoval, lebo sprdvni by to byl Moravskv 
Texan..." / 'well I would say that I am Texas Czech I might call it, or correctly it would be 
Moravian Texan...' [M-43-W/T] 

According to his questionnaire, this informant feels Czech and Moravian, and prefers to 

call his language Czech (even though in the interview he used Czech and Moravian 

interchangeably). The question of calling oneself a Texas Moravian or Texas Czech has 

become an ideological one. Some activists in the Czech organizations favor the latter and 

let it be known (e.g., in a meeting of the Czech Historical Association of Austin, a female 

in her fifties answered my inquiry about preferred ethnic self-definitions with a firm 

statement, "we don't make that distinction here"). 

(7) "I am American first." Barth (1969: 29) notes a complicating factor in the 

study of ethnic identity, i.e., the ambiguity that is created when individuals redefine their 

ethnic identity to better reflect the reality of their lives, hence "ethnic membership is at 

once a question of source of origin as well as of current identity." The convergence of 

"American" and "Czech Moravian" identities is shown in excerpt (21) below. While this 

informant's statement prioritizes Americanness ("I am American firsf'), it also 

emphasizes her pride in her Czech descent. 

(21) "(vdf tatinek?/ 'your father?') he would probably say I'm Cech but I speak Moravian...(a 
yy?/ 'and you?') ja su orvni Amerikdn ('I am American first'), but I am of Czech descent of 
which I'm very proud - and I say Moravian. Czech Moravian. I guess I could say" [F-38-W] 
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In her questionnaire this informant prefers to call her language Czech Moravian and 

identiiy herself as Czech and Moravian. Also another female informant begins her self-

identification with "I am American," but just as essential appears her feeling of 

Czechness in her heart (excerpt 22). When we consider identic in subjective terms, it 

remains merely a theoretical question whether the Mexicanness in this informant's soul 

can qualify as one of her added, current, identities. Such multiplicity of self-defined 

identities (some of them more in metaphorical sense, such as the Mexicanness in this 

case), speaks clearly against the view of ethnic identity as a permanent and absolute 

human quality. 

(23) "tof j a  s u - j a -  first of all - ja su narozena tody, ia su Amerikdnka. a id se citim ceska - v 
srdci a actually mexickd v didi - I love Mexico...I'd run back and forth whenever I can" 
•well I am - I - first of all - I'm bom here, I'm American, and I feel Czech - in my heart and ... 
Mexican in my soul' [F-31 -G] 

(^ Language choice in '^e current social situation one is engaged in" (Banks 

1988: 17) appears an important factor in how my informants identify their ethnic identity. 

Hannan (1996a: 22) applies the Whorfian perspective to explain that "those whose 

mother tongue is English have been forced to define their ethnicity according to the 

concepts and terminology of English." Some of my older as well as younger informants 

identify themselves as Moravians when speaking Czech (Moravian), and as Czechs when 

speaking English, knowing that their non-Czech interlocutors are largely unaware of the 

meaning of the word Moravian (excerpts 24-26). All of them, however, learned Czech as 

their first language. 

(24) "in English I sav I'm Cech and when I speak Czech I sav Morafkd"! 'Moravian' [F-34-G] 
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(25) "when I'm talking to - talking in Cech I just always automatically refer to myself as 
Moravec but when I'm talking in English, with other people and they ask about my accent or 
brogue or my nationality, I always say, I'm CecK my grandparents came over from 
Czechoslovakia..." [M-36-G] 

(26) "well I consider myself morafskv (a kdyz mlwite s Ameriianeml) to feknu ie su Czech" 
'...Moravian-AD J (and when you speak with an American?) then I say that I'm Czech' 

[M-50-G] 

The informant speaking in (24) identifies herself as Czech and Moravian, and 

refers to her language as Czech in the questionnaire, just as the informant in (25). When I 

asked him in the interview (in Czech), "can I ask my questions in Czech - or Moravian?," 

he replied emphatically, ""Morafsky! My zme MoravciV ('In Moravian! We are 

Moravians!'), but later he began using the terms Czech and Moravian interchangeably, 

the pattern that I observed with many others (cf. 5.1.1.1.-5.1.1.2.). The younger 

informant in (26) self-identifies as Czech and Moravian, and prefers to call his idiolect 

Moravian. 

These voices show that some Texas Czechs continue to make the distinction 

depending on the language they use, i.e., on their interlocutor's identity. (Even an 

English monolingual of Czech descent typically knows what one means by saying, "I'm 

Moravian"). The Whorfian explanation is quite appealing and, I believe, viable to extend 

to both speakers of English as their LI and speakers of Czech as their LI (with the latter 

still finding such distinction in use meaningful). Ultimately, English is the primary means 

of communication for both. Accommodation theory (Bell 1984; Giles and Smith 1979) 

and interactional sociolinguistics (Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz 1982; Gumperz 1982) 
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provide an additional clue: just as speakers tend to converge to each other's language 

choice and language styles, they also usually try to accommodate their interlocutors where 

the cultural concept unknown to them might cause the breakdown in communication." 

(9) One of my younger informants identified himself as Moravian first, then "a 

half American" and "a half Czech."^' His grandparents and parents called themselves 

Moravians, which may explain why he foregrounds his Moravianness, then adding on the 

other two identities (excerpt 27). His "I don't know" seems to reflect his xmcertainty 

about how to fit the term "Czech" into his self-definition as "Moravian." 

(27) "I still say I'm a Morarvec, veah ia su Moravec"...ja su mysim ja su oolovice Amerikdn a 
deskv tii you know,ya nevim co [M-53-G] 
•...I'm Moravian...! think I'm half American and Czech, too...I don't icnow what it...' 

According to Nahimy and Fishman (1966; 343), what immigrant grandparents and 

parents experienced as '''realities, meaningfully linking them to the ancestral past as well 

as to the conunimity of their immigrant contemporaries, for the sons ... stood at best for 

ideals to be appreciated and cherished" (italics in the original). I believe that some 

idealization of Moravianness nurtures its continuing existence among self-defined 

identities particularly of younger people," as at least some values and morals of their 

predecessors have become "a 'usable' past" (Ibid.: 348) in their own lives. 

Doing so he may wish to distinguish the idiolect he speaks, \^ch is Moravian-based, &om the Czech 
language that he once studied in a language class (Temple College). In other words, he is undoubtedly 
aware of the nature of the difference. 
^ Another young member of Granger community observes, "I mean they are Czech or Moravian, because 
Moravia...within the Czech community [they can identify as Czechs or Moravians] but outside the 
community it would not mean anything" [M-67-G^]. This young man is of Czech descent and identifies 
himself as Czech (just as "they" do), which contradicts his exclusive use of "they". His point, however, is 
clean such self-identification 'Vould not mean anything" to outsiders. 

Nor was he very selective in the questionnaire, self-identifying as Czech, Moravian, and Bohemian. 
^ Also cf. excerpt (3) under (1) above. 
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(10) 'I'm not a Czech-/i>p/ien-American'. Some of my informants dislike a 

'hyphenated identity', specifically "Czech-American". While the informant in excerpt 

(28) below claims that his generation is too old to subscribe to this "modem trend," I also 

met two young men in their mid and late thirties (one living in a city, another on a farm) 

who referred to themselves as "100% Czech," and who appeared entertained by my 

question about hyphenated ethnic definitions; "that's not who we are, we were bom in 

America but we are Czechs."^ The same problem with hyphenation pointed out by [M-

24-G] is reproduced in excerpt (29). The couple speaking in this excerpt is the one that 

added their own self-definition (Americans of Czech ancestry) to the choices in the 

questionnaire. Contrasting the two views in (28) and (29), [M-36-G] says, "I always refer 

to myself as being Cech" whereas particularly the female spouse in (29) backgrounds her 

ancestry: "it has never occurred to me, whenever we put what we are, we are American." 

I tend to place this perspective closer to the silent end of the proposed salience 

continuum. 

(28) "...we would never sav Moravian-American or Czech-American, we are too old for that 
@@@ we'd just, that we're Cech - I always refer to myself as being Cech (why did you say that 
you are too old for that?) what I think is that it is a modem trend for everybody to be a 
hyphenated American, blacks are now African-Americans, Mexicans are Mexican-Americans, 
Irish-Americans, I just think that when we were growing up that wasn't - you were black, or 
Mexican, or Cech ..." [M-36-G] 

(29) "M: I am an American citizen of Cech ancestry [smile] -1 am not a Czech-American, that's 
what I don't like - like people say - Afro-American, they are not Afro-American they are 
Americans of Afro descent.. .and I'm proud of my Cech heritage (a rodidel / 'and your parents?'^ 
oh jo, velice CeSi ('oh yeah, very much Czech')...F: I'm American -1 have two [descends] so I'd 

^ When I spoke with their father at a different occasion, he told me he was "definitely Moravian American" 
(M-31-G*). I did not ask him about the hyphen. 

The explanation of 'traditional' (without a hyphen) vs. 'modem' (with a hyphen) is not satisfactory. At 
this stage, the opposition to a hyphen in one's self-definition poses another question for future research. 
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have to say — M: Czech Polish - F: it has never occurred to me, whenever we put what we are, we 
are American..." [M-24-G & F-25-G] 

A similar perspective is voiced in excerpt (30) below. The husband in this couple 

does not offer his opinion on hyphenation in self-definitions but also identifies himself as 

Czech American.^ His wife specifies his response: she agrees to the extent that "Czech" 

denotes her heritage, which she loves.^® Her view appears to agree with that expressed by 

[F-25-G] in excerpt (29) above. 

(30) "M: Czech American - that would be our heritage really...F: though we don't say we are 
Czech, we sav we are American but if somebody says what descent, I guess we'd say Cech. We 
don't ever write down that we're Cech American...(what does being Czech mean for you?) "M: 
OK mni to znamena ze ja su trochu lepsi @@@ ('to me it means that I'm a little better'), I can 
appreciate the Mexican culture because I have experienced the Cech culture, an oppressed 
culture at one time - F: I love the Cech heritage, basically 1 am Cech heritage" [M-26-G & F-
35-G] 

Both women (in 29 and 30) may be thinking in more practical terms: no forms they have 

to fill out ask about their descent, and thus, officially, they are Americans. Another 

explanation can be drawn again &om the discourse on women and whiteness 

(Frankenberg 1993). First, these women's Czechness is no longer "the fact of life" but 

remains "a feature of self that ha[s] to be brought into play by naming it" (Ibid.: 211). 

Second, considering that Czech immigrants in the US were once viewed and treated as a 

subordinate ethnic group, their "memory of marginalization" might have outUved "the 

^ Even though both couples (in excerpts 29 and 30) expressed very similar views, specifically self-defining 
as Czech Americans, the couple in (30) refer to themselves in the questionnaire as Czech and Moravian. 
^ In her analysis of expressions of the cultural belonging by some of her female interviewees, Frankenberg 
(1993:207) observes that for some of them, "cultural belonging seemed like a heirloom, a genealogy, 
perii^s an celebration, rather than a way of life.. .cultural and ethnic belonging .. .occiq)ied a narrow 
sphere; remaining rather abstract as signifiers of identity." Similarly, my informant's emphatic statement, 
"basically I am Cech heritage," does not mean that being Czech affects her daily practices. 
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marginalization itself," leaving "a trace, a memory, of subordination in a name" (Ibid.: 

229; emphasis added). This seems to apply particularly to the woman speaking in (29). 

At another time during our interview, [M-26-G] jokingly says that being Czech 

means he is ''^trochu lepsC ('a little better'). One cannot help to compare his view with 

the point made by the young female informant (cf. excerpt 19 above): they both highlight 

having a culture by virtue of having an ethnic background ("I have experienced the Cech 

culture"), and they both parallel this advantage to Mexican Americans. But [M-26] also 

implies that what makes the two cultures comparable is their marginal status at some 

point in time. In Frankenberg's (1993; 234) terms, when the cultural belonging is viewed 

"from the standpoint of those it marginalizes"(here, Czechs in the past, Mexicans today), 

the "boundage" lacks the appeal of "a desirable space in which to live." 

( i n  'Czech American or American Czech?', The term "Czech American" 

corresponds to other common designations of immigrant groups in the US (e.g., Irish 

American, German American, Greek American). The term "American Czech", just as a 

more specific term "Texas Czech", defines both one's ethnic belonging and language in 

singular (Texas Czech), and only the ethnic group in plural (Texas Czechs). Informants 

who voiced their views in (10) above self-identified as Czech Americans, some opposing 

the unnecessary hyphen. The young informant in excerpt (31) below explains why she 

thinks that "American Czech" better describes her identity than (what she finds as 

typically preferred) "Czech American," apparently grounding her point in the perception 

of word order as the order of importance. 
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(31) ""ja nevim - muj maminkcP ('I don't know - my mom') just - that they were Moravian and 
tof moj tatidek ('well my dad') from Prague, I describe myself as a Crexih American, which I 
think is really dumb. I think I should say I'm an American Czech because I'm a - an American 
first and my heritage is from Czechoslovakia but I'm -1 think -1 don't know how they started the 
term, but - my heritage is from Czechoslovakia - ale ja su ('but I am') American. But - I 
understand - the way I think it is - I'm an American but I have Czech heritage, so I should be an 
American Czech, vif ('you know')" [F-58-G1 

[F-58-G] identified herself as Czech, Moravian and Bohemian in the questionnaire where, 

perhaps in the opposition to the general negative notion of Bohemian, she added to the 

self-identification as Bohemian, " - and proud of it!." In the excerpt above she says that 

her father traces his origins to Prague (or the area surrounding the Czech capital), located 

in the Bohemian region of the Czech lands (today the Czech Republic), which explains 

the inclusion of "Bohemian" among her identities. 

While there are some among both older and younger Texas Czechs who prefer to 

define themselves as Czech Americans, the self-identification as American Czech seems 

more prevalent. "Czech American" is a preferred self-definition of [F-19-0*'] as well as 

of [F-73-G*], who in fact emphasized that "Czech" should come first to express her 

ethnic pride (she defined herself as "Czech American with Moravian background"). In 

contrast, a young informant in excerpt (32), who defined herself as Czech and Moravian 

in her questioimaire, and several other voices recorder below, endorse the "American 

Czech" version. 

(32) "(yy si fikdtel) amerikdnsky, jo cesk^^ - American Cech 
'(what do you call yourself?) American, yeah Czech - ...' [F-54-G] 

^ Here mu/'-MASC mcminka-FEM should be moje-FEM. maminka-¥EbA. The lack of gender agreement is a 
common mistake of weaker semispeakers. 
^ Should be americk^anierikdnska:^cEbA and deskd^cEM. Simplification of morphology, specifically the 
tendency of semi-speakers to assign MASC or NEUT endings to FEM adjectives is discussed in Chapter 8. 
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On the side of the "American Czech" self-definition were also [M-26-W*] and p-33-W], 

and [M-31 •] of Granger ("American Czech and proud of it^. [M-40-G*] identified 

himself as American of Czech descent, and [F-38-G*] told me, "I am American from 

Czech descent and Tm proud to be both." 

Q2) "Texan first". A few informants foreground their Texas origin and then 

identify their ethnic backgroimd, leaving the interlocutors to asstmie (naturally enough) 

their Americanness through their Texanness. The informant speaking in excerpt (34) 

below makes this point explicit ("you're from Texas first and then.. .they'll know you are 

American"). Also one of my older informants began his self-definition with being a 

Texan: "I was bom Texan, I was bom Cech, I was bom Catholic" (M-36-G). 

(33) 'Xfikali vasi ze byli MoravcPJ 'did your parents say they were Moravians?') I guess, I think 
it's moravskv {a v/l! 'and you?') I usually tell them that I was bom and raised in Texas but I have 
a Cech background, that my granddad came from d^ecAoslovakia [F-55-G] 

(34) ^""stafenka morqfska ('grandma [was] Moravian')...I'm proud to be Texan and American and 
or Cech. either one and all, so that's how I was raised. When people ask, you always say you're 
from Texas first and then of course they'll know you are American, and then if it goes into any 
detail you'll go into telling that you are Cech. but probably more in that order. I don't think that it 
would work well, being that we're citizens of the US, if we were filling out forms to put down 
that we were Cech - would be confusing. If they had a descent that would help." [F-50-W] 

Both informants (in 33 and 34) opted for "Czech" and "Moravian" in the questionnaire, 

and [F-50-W] preferred to name her language Czech. The case of [F-50-W] affords 

another insight: the type of work she does as well as her favorite pastime emphasize the 

Czechness in her identity, yet she does not highlight it ("...if it goes into any detail you'll 

go into telling that you are Cech but probably in that order...While one can self-

identify as such-and-such one day and furnish yet another version the next one, one's 

ethnic self-definition, its expression in words aside, is a feeling that accentuates different 
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parts of one's self at different times.^ What a person does in their life to fulfill this 

feeling appears a more reliable reflection of how they truly feel about their identities. 

Although this informant's Czech identic may remain unvoiced, is it not a silent but an 

active part of her life. 

(13) Seeming opposites; "a full blooded Czech" vs. "an average American". 

Having discussed the various stages along the imaginary scale of salience, I consider the 

last two self-definitions that appear to stand in opposition to each other. They come from 

male informants of the same age, both from West. The emphasis on one's Czechness in 

(35) is contrasted with one's generic Americanness in excerpt (36). 

(35) •jull blooded Czech - that's the first thing I tell them - I'm proud of it too" [M-5 la-W] 

(36) "(as far as identity?) I consider mvself lust an average American (do you feel any need to 
identify your background?) I don't feel the need, I don't have any problem with it, I don't feel 
there is a need, I don't normally volunteer that information unless I'm asked but I'm certainly not 
ashamed of it and occasionally I ask someone their descent..." [M-51 ̂ W] 

In the questionnaire, the informant in (35) self-identified as Czech and was not certain 

about being Moravian ("imdecided"). In contrast with his self-definition in the interview, 

the last informant (in 36) chose to identify himself as Czech, Moravian, and Bohemian. 

His decision to agree with all identity statements was in all probability guided by his 

awareness of the regional divisions in the Czech Republic. Both informants prefer to 

identify their language as Czech. While the speaker in (36) does not "feel the need" to 

volimteer the information about his ethnicity, within the Czech communis of West he is 

sometimes mistaken for a proficient Czech speaker because of his involvement as one of 

^ See note 7 ("situational ethnicity," Okamura 1981). Wardhaugh (1986:121) attends to shifting ethnicities 
in his definition of the speech community: "the concept of speech community must be flexible because 
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the Westfest directors and a producer of a Czech polka radio show.^° Consequently, this 

informant's active participation in the West community speaks against his placement on 

the silent end of the continuimi that would seem appropriate if based only on his self-

identity statement in excerpt (36). If not the Westfest, then his interest in and 

understanding of Texas Czech folk music shows that some 'things Czech' have remained 

vital to his life. 

In words of Fishman (1985:11), postmodern ethnicity is "the stance 

simultaneously transcending ethnicity as a complete, self-contained system, but retaining 

it as a selectively preferred, evolving, participatory system" (emphasis added). Whether 

or not Texas Czechs today declare their Czech, Moravian, and other 'convergent' 

identities is indeed a matter of preference and participation - a matter of choice. The 

content and salience of ethnic "being, doing, and knowing" (Ibid.: 71) has been modified 

through the generations; ethnic "knowing" is still vital for most, and "participatory" 

ethnic "doing" as a part of life (not necessarily "living ethnically") has been important to 

a few others. In any case, their ethnic self-definitions are no longer associated with the 

Czech Moravian culture transplanted to Texas with the first immigrants but pertain to 

their transfomied Texas Czech Moravian culture. 

individuals find it advantageous to shift their ethnicities quite freely (emphasis added). 
" Cf. Chapter 5 (5.1.3.), excerpt (1). 
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Figure 6.1 Texas Czechs' Ethnic Self-definitions 

Moravian Czech Moravian Czech 

Moravian» «Czech 
(speaking Texas Czech) (speaking English) 

"In the past there were Moravians here now we call ourselves Czechs" 

"full-blooded Czech" 

"average American" 
-> 

Moravian Texan 
Texas Czech 

American Czech/Czech American 
not a Czech-hyphen-American 

American first 
Texan first 

« ancestral self-definitions •modem' self-definitions» 
«Moravian Czech» 

6.1.5. Bohemian 

Bohemian (...) n. 1. A native or inhabitant of Bohemia. 
2. A Gypsy. 3. The Czech dialects of Bohemia. 4. 
bohemian. A person with artistic or literary interests 
who disregards conventional standards of behavior. -
Bohemian a^f. {The American Heritage Dictionary. 
193). 

While some informants included the statement "I am Bohemian" (12) and "I am 

Bohemian even though I don't speak the language" (13) among their self-definitions in 

the questionnaire, 50% of CXJ and 45.5% of YG disagreed with (12), and 57.7% of OG 
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and again 45.5% of YG with (13). On the whole, the total of 32 (86.5%) informants do 

not favor this self-definition (cf Table 6.1, 6.1.3. above). 

6.1.5.1. Pre-1945 Group 

The word "Bohemian" has strong negative connotations, particularly for those 

bom before 1945, as they often remember being made fun of as Bohunks, Bohanks, 

Bohimini, or Bohemians by Americans, particularly Anglo- and German-Americans, in 

the past. From the dictionary meaning of the words "Bohemian/bohemian", most Texas 

Czechs are aware of the second meaning, "a Gypsy" (excerpts 1-2): 

(1) "we'd consider ourselves low class if we were called Bohemians, cigan is Gypsy, ne? 
[M-38-G] 

(2) "I hate Bohemian,ya nenisu cigan''' / "..rm not a Gypsy' [M-37-AbbottAV*] 

Many find the term Bohemian derogatory even today, because just like their parents, they 

stereotype the implied Gypsy as a person of loose morals, jobless and homeless, hence a 

complete opposite to a hard working Czech or Moravian. Some conversations on 

meanings of "Bohemian" alluded to the skin color. For example, a male in his seventies 

commented, "a ti Bohemians su tmavsi zase" ('and those Bohemians are darker'). When I 

asked, "do you mean Gypsies?," I received an affirming smile in return. Some informants 

talked about fights with their peers in school usually triggered by such name-calling. 

In addition to the term "Gypsy", the African American experience of 

subordination and persecution provided Czechs living in Texas with another, perhaps 

even more concrete, point of comparison. For example, ""Bohimin, to je jagdyby fekl 

cemoch"! 'Bohemian, that's as if you said a black' (M-24-G), "to bylo horSi nef co 
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menovali cemochy" / 'that was worse that what they called the blacks'(M-25-Taylor*), or 

"being called Bohank is like being called a nigger" (M-37-AbbottAV*). 

Yet one female informant includes "Bohemian" among her self-identifications 

precisely because of its "Gypsy" connotation (excerpt 3). She, however, bases her 

comparison on a folklorist image of the Gypsy life style bringing out their temperament in 

the positive light. She remembers singing, dancing and picnicking as a favorite pastime 

in her family. 

(3) "it was strange, different kinds of people would come from the same area and I always think 
that our part of it was like Gypsy blood, cigdni ('Gypsies') you know @@@, whereas there's 
another element of some people who came over, who just didn't play at all, and they saved their 
money, bought a lot of land - we didn't have this kind of ambitions in ours @@@" [F-31 -G] 

Some informants are amused thinking back to their fights over being called a 

Bohemian. The speaker in excerpt (4) alludes to the lack of common language and the 

resulting friction between classmates of two different ethnic backgrounds. Neither he nor 

the informant in (5), however, seem to have any harsh feelings when reflecting on their 

past experiences. 

(4) "oh ja, to byval Spds.Jiste ze jo ('yeah, that was a tease, of course'), we'd just exchange it: 
you dumb Bohemians, you dumb Irishmen, you just talk one language we don't..." [M-26-G] 

(5) "/o na(s) dycky napalilo a hned' to byla — rvani, zme se pobili a zase bylo secko dobre 
@@@" 
'that always made us mad and there was - a fight right away, we beat each other, and everything 
was fine again' [M-24-G] 

The 'Bohemian jokes' have outlived the actual causes of such name calling in the past. 

While some still do not take it lightly, others view it as "neco na fim" ('something for 

fim'), when joking around (M-33-W). In one case I witnessed in West, a non-Czech, 

apparently a well established member in the group of Czech friends, came to join their 
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beseda (visit) in the bakery one aitemoon, being welcomed by one of his Czech friends, 

"here comes a good Bohemian!." Later, when the same man offered a 'Bohemian joke' 

("A Bohemian can have only thirty minutes for lunch becaiise then they would have to 

retrain him"),^' he was rewarded by a unanimous laugh. This also suggests that while the 

word Bohemian has not been stripped of its negative connotations, it has been used more 

freely, among Czechs themselves, often causing a laugh rather than a fight.^^ 

However, the 'Bohemian jokes' are not always accepted. While a person may 

refer to himself as "an old Bohemian" and assert, "you can't fool an old Bohemian like 

me," or call herself a "hard-headed Bohemian from the Czech side and a hot tempered 

German from the German side," they may meet with disapproval among some elders in 

the community. 

Another word, Hafidk {Handk in Common Czech) deserves a mention in this 

context. Hannan (1983: 3) notes that the word "has a slightly derogatory connotations 

among the Czech-Moravian people of Texas," and explains the grudge by the contrast 

between the poorer areas of Lachia and Wallachia with the richer region of Hana in 

Central Moravia. However, rather than a reference to the richer and arrogant Handk 

farmers, which Hannan suggests that the word designates, I was told it might be used 

Contrary to the notion of a "Bohemian" conveyed in tliis joke, some informants remember that - as they 
were growing up - their neighbors would sometimes remark, "ren Bohemian, ten mapenize...si drii 
penize"! 'that Bohemian, he has the money. ..(he) does not spend the money' (M-34-W & F-33-W), and the 
like. This opposite notion of a "rich Bohemian" is related to thriftiness of Czechs (more in subsection 
6.1.8.1. below). 

Such ingroup redefinition of "Bohemian" bears some similarity with the history of the word "nigger", 
appropriated the blacks themselves and used for reference within the group. 
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when talking about someone who appears mentally and physically slower (M-20-G*). 

This image corresponds with a similar stereotype in the Czech Republic. 

Apparently, negative connotations of the word "Bohemian" are not only 

regionally bound (within the state of Texas), but also limited nation-wide. For example, 

an 1916 issue of Kalenddf Slavie ('The Calendar of Slavie'), a weekly magazine 

published in Chicago, printed an advertisement for a Czech language manual titled, 

"Bohemian made easy", and the Department of Inmiigration put out "the story in brief of 

the Bohemian Immigration to Texas" in 1953.^^ In Granger I met a seventy year old man 

who remarked that "Bohemians live in Weimer," which is a Texas Czech and German 

community, and another, Weimer man in his seventies, who confirmed that he indeed 

discovered the negative coimotations of the word only after he moved to Granger. For [F-

32*], her move from Oklahoma to West was a similar learning experience. One of the 

long-life residents of West reasons that the word Bohemian was once a standard reference 

to the Czechs there (excerpt 6). 

(6) "I think the term Cech came to be accepted here, when the Czech or mostly Moravian people 
moved in here they were called Bohemians, but then, they kinda felt that was putting them down 

[F-2I-W*] 

Most people have learned from their parents that they were Moravian or Czech, 

not Bohemian, and that they should therefore take an offense at being called that (without 

any further explanation),. The lack of imderstanding, but awareness of the present-day use 

(by 'outsiders'; excerpt 7) of what was once considered a "dirty word" (M-30-W), is a 

theme common to excerpts (7-11 below). 
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(7) "M:...we have been called Bohemians, you know, we're Cech, a lot of people would come 
down here and they call you Bohemian (even now?) oh yes, kind of outsiders... F: I don't think 
we so much resent it as our parents and grandparents did, it must have meant - and I really never 
asked why they were so resentfUr [M-38-W & F-41 -W] 

(8) "Bohemian is something I'm not, we are Moravians, it offends me - (what is Bohemian?) ja 
doopravdy nevim " ('I really don't know') [M-31 -G*] 

(9) "(a vofi?) Moravci, jo, nestili byt Bohemian  ̂
'(and your parents?) Moravians, ywii, they didn't want to be Bohemians' [F-34-G] 

(10) ""hodn^ l idi  nas menuje Bohimini ale tata pravil  at '  s i  to nenechame feknut,  ie  Bohimin je to 
CO byvalo no man's land itak fikal ze je Moravecl) jo''' [F-37-G] 
'many people call us Bohemians but [our] father said we should not let anybody call us that, that 
Bohemian is what used to be no man's land (so he would say that he was Moravian?) yeah' 

(11) "...(co to pro vds znamend'̂ )ja nevim, Sag Bohemian toz, my nejzme Bohemians, yo? (tofco 
to pro vds znamendl) ja nevim, to dycky mluvili tady, eSie jSil ruis menujii a ja jim dycky feknu -
my nejzme Bohemians, my zme CeSi, aspofi to co mni naSi dycky pravili.. 

'...(what does it mean to you?) I don't know, though Bohemian, well, we aren't Bohemians, are 
we? (so what does it mean to you?) 1 don't know, they would always say it here, even now they 
call us [that] and I always tell them - we aren't Bohemians, we're Czechs, at least [that's] what 
my parents always told me...' [M-42-G] 

Expectedly, there is again the other side of the coin. For example, while [M-31-G*] in (8) 

says that being called a Bohemian ofiTends him, his age peer from Granger (also bom 

1931) has no strong feelings about the subject. 

The data further suggest that not all older informants whose ancestors came from 

Bohemia were taught to identify themselves as Bohemians instead of condemning it. For 

example, one of my informants' father came from Bohemia yet he objected to being 

called a Bohemian (F-36-Dallas Co.*). In contrast, some respondents included 

"Bohemian" among their self-definitions in the questionnaire because at least one of their 

parents self-identified as Bohemian (F-34-W, F-38-W). 

The Bohemians of Texas. 19S3. The Department of Inunigration. Board of Home Missions of the 
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Finally, two informants fix}m the OG are well aware of the contradicting meanings 

of the word Bohemian. In excerpt (12) below the speaker offers his general observation 

about the feelings of Texas Czechs on the subject. In excerpt (13) the informant spells 

out the contradictions and admits that it is difGcult to disregard negative images 

associated with this expression. 

(12) "on/ negdy nekere ty lude dyi jim fekne ze on je od Cechy ,̂ lebo feknu im ze oni su 
Bohemians - ty Moravce to ruipdla, oni mysla £e to je jag - oni nejsu cigdni, ±e oni su od 
Moravia*, nejsu od Cechy*"" 

'they - sometimes some people when one tells them that he is from Bohemia-NOM [should be z 
(5ecA-GEN], or if they tell them that they are Bohemians - those Moravians get mad, they think 
that it's like- they're not Gypsies, ((that)) they're from Moravia-NOM [should be z Moravy-
GEN], they aren't from Bohemia-NOM' [M-43-W/T] 

(13) "...that's a lot of mixed messages, I remember as a little kid I would roll my wagon from* 
home to a place that made ice and I would go and buy a block of ice, and once I drove up to this 
place to get the ice, and the guy asked me if I was Bohemian, I said, 'No!', I was Cech. He got a 
big laugh out of that, but I kinda picked up a little tone that he thought Bohemian is kind of a 
derogatory term, maybe that's why I said, 'No, I'm not.' I didn't understand what it was, and then 
part of me wants to say, you know, those are just two different parts of t^ech Republic, it's just 
geography, but there's that connotation of Bohemian being kind of a Gypsy avant-garde kind of 
w a y  o f  l i f e . . [ M - 3 6 - G ]  

Towards the end of our conversation on this topic [M-36-G] posed the question, "are 

those people who were bom in Bohemia...do they act as responsible as in the Moravian 

part or are they a little bit more carefree?". The question might have been an attempt to 

reconcile the neutral geographic and the negative "Gypsy" meanings of the word - had I 

been able to give a positive answer (needless to say, I had not). 

Presbyterian Church in the USA. 
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6.1.5.2. Post-1945 Group 

Just as for many informants in the OG (especially those bom in and after the 

1930s), also for my younger informants the word "Bohemian" continues to carry the 

meaning assigned to it by their parents and grandparents. However, if they encounter its 

use today, most of them seem to merely register it as neutral. Any active response on their 

part would require the social context available to their ancestors and lacking in their 

present-day world. 

(1) "...grandma never made reference, but the Bohemia - it hurt grandma, she didn't like that 
because she considered them lower... When she came to this country she was six and she - wore a 
head scarf and they called her a Gypsy, she remembered that (did she connect that to Bohemian?) 
yeah, I think so, and of course when we were growing up she would say, 'I have a house full of 
Gypsies,' and it was funny then, but I think it must have hurt them when they were young" 

[F-46-W] 

The informant in excerpt (1) associates the Gypsy life style with the word in question 

because of her grandmother's experience. Many others are simply aware of its negative 

connotations but, similar to some of their older counterparts, do not understand the 

multiple meanings expressed in the word "Bohemian" (excerpt 2). 

(2) "co ja vim to bylo Spatne lidi tarn - ukradli* a byli jedovate*, ja nevim (kdo ti to vyklddal?) 
jenom co ja sent slysel - od stare lidi*'''' 

'from what I know it was bad people there - they stole-PERP [should be ;fera^///-IMPERP] and 
were ugly [should be jedovati-lAASC-?U\, I don't know (who told you that?) only what I hear -
from old people-NOM [should be starych //V/i-GEN]' [M-61-G] 

The views about the intended offensive use of the word today vary. While [M-50-

G] has no memory of being teased or ridiculed as a Bohemian, the couple speaking in 

excerpt (3) suggest that non-Czechs still refer to Czechs as Bohemians. At first, [M-51a] 

does not imply any purposeful attempt to offend the Czechs. However, when his wife [F-
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56*] uses the derogatory malformation of the word (Bohunks), she seems to allude to 

such intentions. 

(3) "M: a lot of people around here call us Bohemian (they still do?) oh yes (do you mean Anglo-
Americans?) yes, they consider us Bohemians - F: they say, Bohunks (still?), yes they say it a lot, 
I tell somebo^ I'm Cech, they say, oh, you're Bohemian" [M-51a-W & F56-W*] 

The "Bohemian", however, becomes an entertaining target for the informants 

who, just as some in the older group, like to joke about it. [M-46-G] draws on the 

parallel notion in the Anglo-American world to show that he is proud of who he is, no 

matter what he is called, "just like an Aggie is proud to be called an Aggie" (excerpt 4). 

(4) "•pro mna - vis co Aggie ye? ('to me, do you know what Aggie is?'), to me, Bohemian is like 
Aggie, to me it's not an offense, you can call me a Bohunk, you can call me a Bohemian, you can 
call me a Moravec, you can call me a Cech, to me it's all the same, it's -1 don't know exactly 
how to put it even in English, you're proud of it just like an Aggie is proud to be called an 
Aggie" [M-46-G] 

Traveling Texas with his polka band, he has learned which locations in Texas are still 

zones too sensitive for his 'Bohemian' and 'Aggie' jokes (e.g., "/eic/ nenisu moc blisko 

Huston ja feknu ""dva Bohimini Aggies'"/ 'if I'm not too close to Houston I say two 

Bohemian Aggies'). Those who tend to consider his joking a contempt for the Czech 

heritage, as it sometimes happens, are usually elderly people. 

The parents of one of my younger informants trace their roots to Bohemia. 

Similar to the couple in excerpt (3) above, she has learned that her non-Czech 

interlocutors are prone to equate "I'm Czech" with "I'm Bohemian". As a result of this 

observation and because of her father's pride in being Bohemian she concludes that 

"Bohemian" is "just another word for being Cech" (excerpt 5). 

(5) "what does it mean to me? I don't know, 1 guess that's what th^r always called Czech people 
here so that's what I've always assumed - just another word for being Cech. I never really 
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thought about what it meant, vis ('you know') you know, when you go to some place else and 
they always - ask you what you are, what nationality you are, and then you would just say, well, 
I'm Czech and they would say, oh, you're Bohemian, and you'd say, toi jo ('well yeah'), my 
daddy always used to say, 'I'm Bohemian and I'm proud of it,' so what?" [F-58-G] 

That people tend to perceive the words "Czech" and "Bohemian" as identical is 

also the view of [F-50] from West (excerpt 6 below). "Bohemian" to her is "a slang 

saying", but nothing to feel offended by. 

(6) "mq/fl stafenka to nemila rdda esi * fekla ji ze ona je Bohemian, ona fekla, ^ja sent 
morqfska, ja sent neni Bohemian,' a tadyg oniJenom mysliju esi si Cech, si Bohemicm ("my 
grandma didn't like if [you] told her that she was Bohemian, she said, I'm Moravian, I'm not 
Bohemian, and here they just think that if you're Czech, you're Bohemian'). Our West school has 
a nickname of Bohemian or Bohtmks oni Ukaju ('...they say'), but most people don't even realize 
the difference, they just think that means (^ech, it's not meant in any bad way, our older 
generation, like my grandma, didn't want to be recognized Bohemian - Bohemian is just the word 
that's easier and common knowledge, that people have come up with, and they associate it 
immediately with Cech, and so they apply that name to different things in school (like those 
Bohemian Head Hunters?), I guess it just rhymes or sounds to them better than saying Cech head 
himter, I don't know, it's created like a lot of other things, a slang saying @@@"[F-50-W] 

The name of the high school football team ("Bohemian Head Himters") has been largely 

accepted in the West community. This informant alludes to the soimd play and perhaps 

the play with the word meaning that students &id appealing. (When talking to three high 

school students in West, my question about the origins of the team's name was simply 

answered, "We like Bohemian").^^ There is a disagreement among older people as to 

whether or not this usage is appropriate. [M-24-W] objects only to being called Bohunks 

(perhaps because this malformation of "Bohemian" sotmds more offensive), while 

[M-23-W*] and [M-28-W*] feel that this and other official uses of the word, as in the 

name of the West fishing club, "Bohemian Bass Club," are inappropriate. 

^ One of high school students in Granger told me that her father disliked to be referred to as Bohemian. 
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Summing up, negative connotations associated with the word "Bohemian" have 

been softened since the times when its use was indeed meant as an offense. The attitudes 

of the youngest people who use it freely and for fun (the high school students in this 

study) suggest that the word will be used in the future and that any remaining negative 

feelings associated with it will eventually die out. One indication of such shift is the print 

on a shirt 1 photographed at Westfest: "A Bohemian...eats kolaches and drinks beer, 

laughs easily, remembers the Czech Republic, works hard and therefore is thrifty, is [a] 

devout church-goer, loves to dance." 

6.1.6. Ethnolinguistic Self-definitions and Dialectal Features: 

Index of Moraviarmess 

Using 19 decidedly Moravian features in 54 words taken from the 'Dialectal' and 

the 'Reduced' sentence translation tasks, I quantified each informant's performance in the 

Index of Moraviarmess.^^ Selecting the set of features I drew on the description of the 

Bohemian and Moravian dialects by B61iC (1972) and Lamprecht (1975), on the study of 

Mendl (1976) in which he uses the historical change in the vowel system of Old Czech 

(11-17'*' centuries) to discriminate the dialectal features in his informants' idiolects, and 

on the work of Hannan (1992a, 1996b), specifically his overview of features typical for 

Wallachian and Lachian dialects. Hannan (1985,1996a) emphasizes the transitional 

nature of Eastern (Northeastem) Moravian and Lachian dialects (e.g., similar to Polish, in 

both Lachian and Northern Wallachia we encounter penultimate stress, whereas Czech 

has the fixed stress on the first syllable). While Han^ of Central Moravia is clearly 
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distinguishable firom the other two (but much less prevalent in Texas), Wallachian and 

Lachian dialects represent a continuum: 

Of all the Czech dialects, the Lachian and East Moravian dialects are fiirthest 

removed, both spatially and in terms of linguistic features, from standard 

Czech...the Lachian dialects exhibit certain characteristics shared with Polish 

and some linguists classify the East Moravian dialects as Slovak, rather than 

Czech (Hannan 1996a: 13). 

Perkowski (1979: 142) finds the dialectal basis of Texas Czech mainly in the Lachian 

dialect. However, as some features of Lachian and Eastem Moravian dialects overlap, 1 

classify some features as transitional, i.e., Lachian/Eastem Moravian. The situation 

favorable to the contact between the dialects explains why both Lachian and Eastem 

Moravian features can be found in the speech of my informants &om both focal 

communities. For example, in Williamson Coimty, most settlers to Granger and Com Hill 

came from Lachia, and to the nearby Taylor, from Northeastern Moravian Wallachia 

(Hannan 1992a: 14). 

Rather than with precise classification of all specific dialectical features, I am 

concemed with the relevance of the Index to my informants' ethnolinguistic self-

definitions. Having consulted the literature on dialectal distinctions I decided to use the 

major vowel changes pfehldska^ a > e in nasa vs. nose / 'our'; see below) from the 

Old Czech period (Mendl 1976) and typical consonantal differences (B6IiC 1972; 

See Appendix F.2 for the list of 54 words and 19 features. 
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Lamprecht 1985), which set £^)ait Hanak, Lachian, and Eastern Moravian dialects from 

Common (Spoken) Czech and Bohemian dialects. This diagnostic allows me to 

diiTerentiate between (1) Czech and Moravian in general, and (2) Hanak, and 

Lachian/Eastem Moravian. Where the data afford a further distinction, the Lachian and 

Eastem Moravian features are also teased apart (cf Appendix F. 2). It is useful to again 

imagine a continuum, this time demonstrating the spatial and linguistic distance of 

Common Czech (and Bohemian dialects) and the three Moravian dialects in question: 

Figure 6.2 The Czech Moravian Dialectal Continuum 

West East 
Bohemia (Cechy) Moravia Slovakia 

Bohemia Moravian [Slovakia] 

1 
Common 

1 1 1 

Czech Hanak [Polish «] Lachian Eastem Moravian [»Slovak] 

1 have modified the original set of diagnostic features and test words through 

several trials in which I excluded those that failed to satisfactorily discriminate between 

the dialects. Any ambiguities for which the final adjustment could not control were 

eliminated from the count. Below I include the list of the final 19 features along with the 

examples of tested words (also see Appendix C: The Sound System of Czech). 

(1) vowel change^^ a > e 

^ The closest linguistic tenn to pfehJdska is umlaut or vowel shift I use the Czech linguistic tenn, or 
'*vowel shift" in order to differentiate the historical change in Old Czech &om the process of vowel 
mutation in Gennanic languages (i.e., umlaut). 
" I refer to the historical vowel change as noted above (e.g., pfehJdska [a > e], [u/u: > i/i:], and the like). 
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(e.g., C prset vs. EM prsat / 'to rain')^* 

(la) vowel change a > e [between palatalized consonants] 

(e.g., H/L prset'/ 'to rain') 

(2) vowel change a > 6 [ie]/e [in open final syllable] 

(e.g., C nose vs. H/L/M nasa / 'our') 

(3) vowel change u/u: > i/i: 

(e.g., C koHile vs. H kosula vs. L/EM kosnL(l)a / 'shirt') [also 'hard' L vs 'soft' 1] 

(4) vowel change u: > ou 

(e.g., C mouka vs. L/EM mu(u)ka / 'flour') 

(4a) vowel change u: > o: /wide <o> (15'*' -16* centuries) 

(e.g., H moka / 'flour'; some H bod<o> / <o> in 'will-l" ') 

(5) vowel variants u:/u/o 

(e.g. C pomuze vs. Hpomoze vs. L/EMpomu(u)ze / 'help-S"* SG-PRES'; also 

bod<o> in 4a) 

(6) vowel change Y/Y: > y/y: [i/i:]^' [Y/Y: hard back unrounded vowel] 

(e.g., C ryba vs. L rYba vs. EM ry(Y)ba / 'fish') 

(6a) vowel change y: ej (e.g., mladej / 'young' in Bohemian dialects from the 16'*' 

century) 

(6b) vowel change y wide <e> (e.g., H r<e>ba / <e> in 'fish' ) 

(7) vowel change e: -> i: 

(e.g., C ficttmleko vs. H fict/mliko vs. L/EM re(e)ctlmle(e)ko 'to say/milk') 

(7a) vowel change e: i: (e.g., in Bohemian dialects mliko / 'milk') 

(8) vowel change aj ej 

(e.g., C dej vs. L/EM daj / 'give-IMPER') 

(8a) vowel change ej -> e: (e.g., H d e  I  'give-IMPER') 

(9) vowel cluster variants (involving diphthongs) 

C= Czech, H = Hanik, L= Lachian, EM = Eastern Moravian. 
See Appendix C (Note on Dialectal Differences). 

^ In the Eastern subgroup of Lachian (the Ostrava area) also mliko (Lamprecht 1975:286). 
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C: iy-jej/-ijou H: L: -ja (North+South) EM: -i:ja/-ija: 

(West) EM: -iju/-iju: 

(North, Southeast) EM: -a/-ja 

(e.g., C mluvU Bohemian dialects mlityjej/mlicvijou vs. H mluvi/mlicvijo vs. L 

mluvja, and EM mluvija, mluvijd, mluviju, mluviju, mluva, mlicvja // 'speak-S"* 

PL-PRES') 

(10) vowel variants i:/i/6 [ie] 

(e.g., C pisefi/pisnicka vs. H pisnicka vs. L/EM p^nicka/pi(i)snicka H 'song') 

(11) palatalization of consonants [d, t, n] when followed by vowel [e] 

(e.g., C gde/kam vs. H gde vs. L/EM gde 'where'; also nechcela in 14 below) 

(12) palatalization of final consonant [t] (verb-INF) 

(e.g., C vidSt vs. H vidit-t'ws. L vidit'-c-c vs. EM videt' or 'vidif / 'to see') 

(13) prehldska in the syllables with old long vowels [j-/i-] 

(e.g., C jidlo vs. H jidlo vs. L jidlo vs. EM [Wallachian] idlo / 'food') 

(14) consonant cluster /-cht-/ [-xt-] and variants 

(e.g., C/H nechtela [-Jrt-] vs. L/EM nechcela, nestela, ne§cela, nechcela / 'want-

NEG-FEM-S"* SG-PAST) 

(15) consonant variants [n/1] 

(e.g., C/H nebo vs. L {a)lebo/bo vs. EM {a)l 'ebo/(a)lebo / 'or') 

(16) consonant variants [n/d] 

(e.g., C den vs. H/L/EM den / 'day') 

(17) 'hard' (velarized) L vs. 'soft' 1"*" 

(e.g., C/H chodil vs. L chodiL-l vs. EM chodil-L / 'go-MASC-S"* SG-PAST') 

(18) lexicon: preposition ^ / 'to' (C/H/EM k [g] vs. L do/k) 

kbratrovi [g bratrovi] = /k/ > [g] assimilation to the voiced consonant /b/ 

(19) morphological variation: cist / 'to read' 

Veiy few infoimants in my sample maintain such pronunciation typical for Wallachian and Lachian 
(Bilie 1972; Hannan 1992a). 

See Appendix C (Note on Dialectal EHfferences). 
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(C/H cte vs. L cne / cne vs. EM cne / cne /£i(i)td-a / cice // 'read-S"* SG-PRES') 

This list of features also illustrates the point about variation crossing the dialectal 

boundaries. At times only the vowel length helps distinguish a Moravian from a Czech 

form, and often one has to consider the cluster of features in a tested word to decide on its 

classification. For example, testing the feature (4) above, the phrase 'they are not' 

becomes nenisu only in the Lachian dialect. Also typical for Lachian are short vowels and 

penultimate stress. In both Lachian and Wallachian we should find palatalized alveo-

dental stops /d, t/ and alveo-dental nazal /n/ when followed by /e/ or /i/, and (as in feature 

8 above) the diphthong {-aj]. 

To demonstrate how 1 calculated the Index of Moravianness from the 19 features 

above distributed across 54 words (where one feature could appear more than once, and 

sometimes two or more tested words were identical), [M-24-G] pronounced 45 words as 

Moravian, and 6 words as Czech (total 51). Three words were ambiguous, thus excluded 

from the count. The resulting Index was obtained as follows [45/51 = 88.20%].'*^ 

My informants overwhelmingly display Lachian and Eastern Moravian features, 

and some Hanak features, with the exception of [F-45-G] for whom I identified Hanak in 

as many as 16 words. This finding is consistent with Janak's (1985) study which 

ascertained the geographic origins of about 80% of Czech immigration to Texas in Lachia 

and Norteastem Moravian Wallachia. The Index by itself, however, sheds only this much 

light on my informants' self-definitions. On the one hand, those who identify themselves 

as Czechs and their language as Czech include individuals with high Indices (e.g., M-34-
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W and his Index of96.20%), on the other hand, those who prefer to call their language 

Moravian sometimes obtained the lowest Index (e.g., M-50-G and his Index of 84.30%). 

The nature of individual variation reflected in the Index can be understood only 

upon cross-examination of fieldnotes, interview and questionnaire data for each 

informant. For example, where [F-27-G] identifies herself and her language as Czech and 

obtains a low Index of 84.30%, the interview and observation data show that her idiolect 

is distinctly Moravian. The typical sources of Czech 'intrusions' (which did not exceed 

the maximum of 8 words and that only in 3 cases), include formal training in Czech, 

literacy in Czech, and/or communication with the natives when traveling in the Czech 

Republic. At times the informant tried to use 'proper' Czech, apparently because of the 

semi-formal interview context, and in some cases, furnished a form that qualified as 

hypercorrection instead. 

To sum up, the Index varies only slightly (84.30% -100%). Thirteen informants 

scored 100%, 19 informants over 90%, and 7 informants over 80%. The mean for the 

sample indicates that 47.7 (88.30%) words were pronounced in some form of Moravian. 

Crucial to ray fifth research question (i.e.. If heightened consciousness of having a 

Moravian has persisted, is the speaker's ethnic identity still manifested in Moravian 

dialectal features in their idiolects?), all my informants' idiolects draw overwhelmingly 

on Moravian features (mainly Lachian and Wallachian, marginally Han^). As shown by 

the Index, Czech forms occur only sporadically. 

See Appendix F.3 for individual Index scores. 
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6.1.7. Related Issues: Accent and Names 

6.1.7.1. Accent and Ethnic Identity 

The nature of other- and self-perceptions of one's accent is a factor co-shaping 

one's feelings about identity. We form our personal ideologies about the 'right' and 

'wrong' sounding language, nurtured by the official standard language ideologies, and 

use our "language ideology filters" in daily interactions, making decisions about whether 

or not we are willing to accept "the communicative burden" imposed on us by another, 

unfamiliar, accent (Lippi-Green 1997: 72). These linguistic ideologies can be defined as 

"any sets of beliefs about language articulated by the users as a rationalization or 

Justification of perceived language structure and use" (Silverstein 1979: 193). The effect 

of standard language ideologies is such that even though speakers of "non-mainstream 

language" can communicate effectively with the members of their own speech 

community,'*^ they tend to absorb and act on the rhetoric behind these ideologies, often 

feeling they have no choice but to subscribe to them (Lippi-Green 1997: 66). 

My informants' awareness of their accents and accents of others, and 

consequently their views on the subject, vary. Both in the OG and the YGI find those 

who are certain that others can tell their accent, those who are not aware of it in their own 

speech but are in the speech of others, those who seem to feel challenged when 

confironted by the issue, because having an accent means speaking the 'wrong' sounding 

language, and those who appear not to mind what others find to be a "problem" (excerpts 

** As one infonnant said about bis and others' Czech accent, "everybody around here has it*^ (M-30-W). 
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6-7 below) at all. A few of them are explicit about the past incidents that have shaped 

their language ideologies. 

Naturally, one's accented English attracts questions about one's ethnic 

background. The informant in excerpt (1) is well aware of his "Cech brogue" that usually 

reveals that he has "some" ethnic background. He remembers taking a speech class as 

part of his college studies on the East coast and his teacher telling him that his goal was to 

make him "speak correctly." This speaking "correctly" or with "the right accent" is 

exactly what such accent reduction classes present as the primary obstacle standing 

"between marginalized social groups and a bright new world free of racism and 

prejudicial treatment" (Lippi-Green 1997: 50). 

(1) "Yeah, I think it's a Cech brogue because a lot of people tell me, you don't sound like Texan, 
and what I tell them is that part of not sounding Texan is that I grew up speaking Cech and so I 
still have kind of a Cech brogue..." [M-36-G] 

The idea that speaking Czech long enough has cost some people a "very distinct" 

and "heavy" accent appears in excerpt (2) below. 

(2) "F: nobody seems to think we do, some people have a - M; very distinct accent - F: did you 
notice how heaw some people's accents are? ...I don't feel like - people have never told us - but 
there's a lot of people who do, very much - M: they spoke Czech even later in their home - F: 
that's what I think, if you spoke it later..." [M-26-G & F-35-G] 

Taking us back to the causes of discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech is 

the experience of [F-41*] bom in Granger who stopped speaking Czech after she started 

school because she did not want to be ridiculed {"lidi se mi smili protoze sem mela 

accent"/ 'people laughed at me because I had an accent'). Also the informant speaking in 

excerpt (3) below remembers that speaking English with a "distinct accent" when he 
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started school was "embarrassing." His non-Czech wife, who parallels having a Czech 

accent to her having a regional accent that "stays with you" no matter what you do, recalls 

specific examples of phonological features in her husband's English. Her comments well 

summarize the main phonological characteristics that I find in my informants' English in 

general (mainly the alveo-dental pronunciation of [th] in 'this, that, those' and the like, 

and in 'both').^^ In contrast, I have noticed very little effect of English on their Czech 

(aspirated stops /p/, /t/). 

(3) ''oh yes, that was a little bit of an embarrasing situation in - starting out in school, there was a 
distinct accent in our - conversations, like ratdine /r/s...and I still have sometimes difficulty 
pronouncing some words...and sometimes /w/ and /v/ soimd the same [asks his wife what she has 
noticed in his speech] F: 'winegar' instead of vinegar...his has trouble with th's too, /th/ comes 
out as [d] sometimes, I guess those things stay with you..." [M-38-G & his non-Czech wife*] 

The informant in excerpt (4) below had a similar experience in college. 

Interestingly, the accent was the first thing that came to her mind when I asked her about 

the 'things Czech' in her life. While she does not explicitly name her experience as 

"embarrassing" (as in 3 above), it must have affected her perception of where she stood 

among her college peers. 

(4) "(did you feel any different than other kids in college - what do you think that from that 
heritage has remained with you?) the accent I think, I've had people ask me where Tm from - I 
never thought about it [she continues to think about my question] - the way we were raised..." 

[F-55-G] 

The comment of a couple reproduced in excerpt (5) below conveys the idea that 

speaking a "slang, brogue" and "broken" language, all referring to one's accented 

In the Czech of my younger informants I could sometimes detect pronunciation of the Czech affricate /d 
as the English fricative /s/, and the replacement of the velar fricative /ch/ [x], wdiich lacks an equivalent 
sound in English, with the laryngeal fficative /bJ. Overall however, the extent of English intrusions is 
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English, inadvertantly discloses one's ethnic identity and that such disclosure through 

accent is undesirable. 

(5) "F; it has never occurred to me...whenever we put what we are, we are American...! think 
we speak [well] enough, we have no slang, no brogue, or nothing that people don't know that we 
even speak Cech, they never ask us - M: we don't have anything broken here" 

[M-24-G & F-25-G] 

Their comment contrasts with the view of [F-24-W] who added to her self-identification 

"I will still say I'm Moravian" - 'ya su real deska" ('I'm real Czech') precisely because of 

her distinctive accent in English. It is possible that those who speak of their own accent 

(if tiiey admit it) and/or others' accents in negative terms, as the couple in (5) above, 

were once reminded that they spoke "devalued and stigmatized" languages, hence they 

have become "complicit in its [standard language ideology's] propagation against 

themselves, their own interests, and identities" (Lippi-Green 1997: 66). In the case of 

Texas Czechs, however, I suggest that just as their identities, also their "own interests" 

(Ibid.) have been subject to evolution and redefinition through several generations; 

therefore, they have no reason to battle the other-defined interest as their immigrant 

ancestors might have, but simply voice what they, Americans of Czech descent, have 

appropriated as an interest of their own. 

"When an individual cannot find any social acceptance for her language outside 

her own speech communities, she may come to denigrate her own language, even while 

she continues to use it" (Ibid.: 66). Appended by my observation that some informants 

tend to register the undesirable accent in the speech of others rather than in their "own 

insignificant, most likely because the vast majority of them spoke Czech as their first language (also cf. 
Chapters). 
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language" (Ibid.), this assertion seems to apply to both views reproduced in (6-8) below. 

These informants identify Czech accent in others' English as a "problem," contrasting it 

with the English they speak. In addition, the informant in (6) gives us a glimpse of the 

folk theory implying that those who "speak English all the time" cannot speak it with an 

accent. 

(6) "I've never had that problem - never been told, some other people, you can tell their Czech 
from the way they pronounce English words" [F-38-W] 

(7) "no, when you speak English all the time you don't have that problem, ale nekefi lidi - ti 
starsi lidi oni meli vjec te destiny...'" 
'...but some people - those older people they had more of ((that)) Czech...' [hence they speak 
with an accent] [M-10-W] 

(8) "some people maju ten ('have that') accent real bad" [M-34-W] 

One of my younger informants who said, "we have an accent" referring to the Granger 

Czech community, used the inclusive "we" even though his general remark was not 

meant self-inclusively; he did not remember anybody ever telling him that he personally 

spoke with a Czech accent (M-50-G). 

Excerpts (9-10) below evidence that, similar to those who do not find 'Bohemian 

jokes' offensive but fimny, some Czech speakers of English in both age groups do not let 

any teasing regarding their accented speech hurt their feelings. The reply in (9) appeals to 

the strong work ethics that Texas Czechs generally highlight among the values inherited 

from their ancestors (and that this informant's 'teasers' do not possess), and the view in 

(10) suggests that this man's pride in his ethnicity coupled with his sense of humor should 

effectively fight any challenging remaiks that might come his way. 

(9) "'rtegdy tuhle hide sa optaju joky generation jd su lebo what kind of accent I have - oni si se 
mnu dycî  dilaiu Spas, iakv jazyk mluvim, tv amerikdnske lude. smeju sa se mnu* protoze tak 
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podivni mluvim. ja jim dycky pavidam, cfyby sent tarn nebyl, bez na nic, zddna prdca by nebyla 
udilcma...'" 

'sometimes the people here ask what generation I am or what kind of accent I have - they always 
tease me, what language I speak, those American people, they laugh at me [should be smeju se 
mni-DAT instead of se /nm/-INSTR] because I speak so weird, I always tell them, if I'm not 
here, without me nothing, no work would ever get done...' [M-43-W/T] 

(10) "Jo - ja sent kolik razu by I zoptany na ten accent, ale ja nevim, mni to satmduie dobfe {co 
jim feknete kdyz se zeptajH) ze su Moravec, zeber to lebo to nechaj byt' @@@ (a gdyz je to 
Amerikdn - can't understand Moravecl) oni obycajni to nechaju byt' @@@  ̂

'yeah -1 was often asked about that accent, but I don't know, it [the accent] sounds [sound+w/e] 
fine to me (what do you tell them when they ask?) that I'm Moravian, take it or leave it (and 
when it's an American - can't understand Moravec"?) they usually leave it' [M-46-G] 

Some informants wonder how it is possible that people can still tell their Czech 

accent even though English has been their primary language for the best part of their 

lives. A couple in (11) mentions two other Czech conununities where they find English 

speakers with "a deep Czech accent," which they perceive to contrast with their own 

(non-accented) English, although they admit that others sometimes ask them about their 

backgrounds based on the accents detected in their speech. 

(11) "F: oh yes, they tell me - 'you've got an accent, what are you?, are you a Czech?'.. .1 don't 
know where thev pick me up. ..when I go to Ennis, and we have somebody to talk with I can tell 
right away by their speech when they're talking English that they are Cech, it's obvious, the same 
thing in Praha [Texas], they have a deep Czech accent in those two towns that I can remember 
but I don't feel like I have that deep of a Czech accent but I must - M: when your dad talks you 
can tell that he's (^ech, he's got Cech back there - F: but it seems like my generation already -1 
don't know where they get it, I don't feel like I have a Czech accent..." [M-38-W & F-41-W] 

One of my younger informants, on the other hand, has never been told that she has an 

accent but - as the couple in (11) above would expect - her mother has (excerpt 12 

below). 
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(12) "Jd ne, ale when muj maminka*  ̂('I don't, but when my mother') goes with me prdca 
('work-NOM'), everybody asks what country she is from, because they hear her accent, toz ('so') 
I don't notice it because I guess I hear it all the time" [F-58-G] 

Finally, it is only natural that some informants in both age groups bring in their 

Texas accent. Yet they assert that it is not this regional accent on which some people 

comment, but the accent that gets identified as "European", or Czech (if they can tell), or, 

more often, mistakenly perceived as German. 

(13) "they said I had this accent - Czech accent^ thev don't sav vour Texas accent thev sav vour 
Czech accent" [F-34-W] 

(14) "we sound like Texans and I've had other people tell me that we have the European accent 
Cech accent" [F-50-W] 

(15) "/am ve prdcu* jo,  mysli ju 2e ja su NSmec" 
'at work [should be vprdci-LOC\ yeah [they do], they think I'm German'"'' [M-6I-G] 

In sum, my informants' Czech accent in English is detectable but weak because 

Czech, their LI, was downgraded to the status of a secondary language soon after they 

entered school. Even though from my perspective, most of my informants' English is 

slightly accented (if nothing else, the alveo-dental pronunciation of [th], which is a sound 

non-existent in Czech, gives them away), only some admit that they have one. Invariably, 

however, they notice it in the speech of others. Those who do not think they speak 

English with this accent may be indeed unaware of it; they have not found themselves in 

situations where the issue would come up, say by a comment of their interlocutor, or they 

may deny it because of their negative personal experiences. All in all, standard language 

ideologies stand behind my informants' views on accents; they make them an issue to be 

^ Cf. note 27. Further, [F-58-G] inserts the Moravian form prdca of StCz prdce ('woric') in NOM where a 
preposition-goveraed noun is required {do prdce / 'to-PREP work-GEN'). 
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talked about. Accents are not overlooked. When noticed, they are perceived as "a 

brogue", "a slang", and "a problem", and classified as "distinctive", "heavy", and even 

"real bad". It is from this angle that self- and other-perceptions of accents affect one's 

ethnic self-definitions. Some informants have formed negative images about speaking 

with an accent, associating it with social marginalization in the past, hence they tend to 

background their Czech or Moravian ethnicity. Even today, some are reminded of their 

accent (translate; difference) on a daily basis which, considering our effective "language 

ideology filters" that make us all the more self-conscious of how we speak, work to upset 

speakers' pride in their ethnic backgroimds. 

6.1.7.2. "Cech" Names and Ethnic Identity 

In addition to detectable 'foreign' accent, Czech surnames by themselves disclose 

the 'foreignness' of American natives of Czech descent. These names are typically a 

challenge for any non-Czech who attempts to pronoimce them. Unintentionally, "they 

murder these Czech names," as one woman in her sixties remarked. The comment below 

expresses the same sentiment. 

(1) "In fact our name is so hard - weird and rare - they'll do everything...and ask, 'what kind of 
name is that? How do you pronounce your name and what descent is it?'..." [M-26-G & F-35-G] 

Hence it is not surprising that many Czech immigrants themselves, or later their 

descendants, chose to adjust the spelling of their last names to English. Those who have 

kept their original Czech names, yet are sensitive about frequent reminders of the 

'foreignness' that these names convey, may register them with dislike, but even then do 

Also [F-37-G], this informant's mother, reported others' misperception of her accent as German. 
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not seem as affected by this experience as by being perceived as speakers of accented 

English. After all, speaking with an accent can be sooner rationalized as one's own fault 

than somebody else's mispronunciation of an apical name. 

Younger Texans who do not speak the language tend to mispronounce the Czech 

names as well. Hypothetically, if Texas Czech speakers monitor correctness in this 

respect, such purism might contribute to the younger community members' perception 

that they do not belong. But as one of my older informants who was bom in Granger 

noted, in some contexts, such as when moderating events put on to promote the Czech 

culture, one "should pronoimce the names correctly." 

The older informants more so than the younger ones remember being addressed 

by their Czech first names when growing up. Some still refer to their siblings or their 

spouses by their Czech name (e.g., F-I6-G*), and even to their grown up children (a 

woman in her mid sixties from Granger area). A childhood relative is often remembered 

as tetka Francka and stryc Jozef rather than 'aunt Francis' and 'uncle Joseph'. In one 

case, I learned that a teenage Texan of Czech descent prefers to be called by the Czech 

version of his first name, perhaps because that is how his grandmother used to call him 

(F-46-W), and in another, that one's son "is so Czech 1 can't believe it" because he insists 

on the authentic Czech spelling of his last name (including a hdcek, the softening 

diacritical marker). In contrast, many teenagers do not express much interest in knowing 

what their last names mean; 

(2) "... I thought it's so interesting, but if you tell that to our children, right now they think that -
I don't want to be known like that - block it ofiF..." [M-5 la-W] 
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It appears that in the past, parents utilized having two versions of their child's 

name in another type of emotional code-switching (cf. 5.2.2.2.). In her analysis of 

interaction patterns of her Oberwart bilinguals. Gal (1979: 116-7) observed that they 

tended to switch from Hungarian to German, the language of power and social distance, 

to top their arguments (expressing emotion), or to validate a point by the use of this more 

prestigious language: 

...the German phrase ^parently had more force, sounded more distant and 

harsher, it ended the argument and served as a ^topper' - the last word that was 

not outdone. 

Similarly, some Czech parents used to address their children by their English first names 

in argumentative contexts and reserve the Czech diminutive of their name for peaceful 

moments (excerpt 3). 

(3) "my mother would call me Theresa when she was mad at me, but Terezka, to bylo ('that was') 
all right" iF-32-W^] 

Finally, Texas Czech speakers, such as [F-13] and [M-30], both fi-om the West 

area, more so than semi-speakers, tend to pronounce the Czech acronyms for the firatemal 

insurance organizations SPJST (Cesko-slovansky podporujici spolek), and KJT, or KJZT 

{Katolickd jednota Texaskd, and Cesko-nmskd katolickd podporujici jednota zen 

texaskych) in Czech (e.g., [es, pe:, ie:, es, te:] for SPJST). 

Related to the dicussion of Czech names is the question of why so many 

informants tend to use the word Cech in reference to one's ethnic (and national) identity 

as well as to one's language associated with this identity. Based on the observed usage, I 

suggest that the word Cech is a well-established borrowing to Texas Czech. In fact it is so 
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entrenched that even low proficient semi-speakers tend to use it. It has been adjusted to 

the English reduced morphology to the extent that - except for the plural Cechs (although 

some say also Cesi as in Common Czech, or Cesf), which, created by adding the English 

plural marker to the Czech stem qualifies as a case of reversed morphological integration 

- it preserves one form, Cech in reference to both an individual and his or her language. 

To be sure, other forms of this word in full, morphologically richer, Czech, such 

as C^ecA-MASC-SG, (^eifcz-FEM-SG, Cesi or Cechove-?h, cestina or cesky jazyk 

('Czech, Czech language'), and Cechy (the Bohemian region of the Czech Republic), can 

be heard in the speech of more fluent Texas Czech speakers as well. The point is that the 

word Cech is the 'frozen' item available to all, including low proficient semi-speakers. 

Further, when referring to the former Czechoslovakia {Ce^slovensko, derived 

from the adjective cesky rather than the noun Cech, in full Czech), Texas Czechs tend to 

use either the English version or a loan blend Cechoslow^dL, sometimes also utilizing the 

'universal' term Cech and naming it Cechoslovensko. 

While 1 argue the pennanent status of the word Cech in Texas Czech, I am 

hesitant to claim that it serves as an ethnic speech marker flavoring discourse produced in 

English. Yet that the youngest generations of Czechs in Texas no longer use it alludes to 

its special meaning; even though it may be used out of a habit, it is a word handed on 

from the first through (at least) the fourth generation descendants of Czech immigrants. It 

is a word that unlike their parents and grandparents, Texas Czech youth cannot associate 

with anything in their worlds. 
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6.1.8. Interethnic Relations: 'We' and 'Others' 

6.1.8.1. Czechs and Americans: my zme to menovali Amerikdni... 

"We used to call them Americans, says a fifty eight year old man fix}m Granger. 

Exploring the question of perceived differences between 'us' and 'them', 1 was interested 

in my informants' memories firom the childhood, and their present-day views on this 

subject. A review of the main cultural differences that have shaped attitudes of Czechs 

toward Americans and other ethnic groups (Hannan 1985a; Machann and Mendl 1983; 

Skrabanek 1988 for an insider's perspective) from Chapter 3 (3.5.8.) serves as a point of 

departure for the ensuing analysis of recollections and views of Texas Czechs in the late 

1990s. 

(1) I begin with the theme of mixed marriages and ethnic weddings. The 

opposition to intermarriage is a matter of the past in Texas Czech cooununities. In 

excerpt (1) the informant remembers her grandmother's attitude toward mixed marriages, 

also suggesting that the notion of "difference" in her saying, "ft" Amerikdnr ('those 

Americans') was felt rather than understood. Another female informant (excerpt 2 

below) remembers that the desire to stay 'with your own' was mutual: Czech yoimgsters 

rarely attended 'American' weddings and vice versa. The clannishness of Czechs that she 

alludes to is placed within a concrete social context, which is not as typical as a general 

ascription of this quality to Czechs. 

The consonant Dd is palatalized into /£/ in full Czech (Ameridani). The question to be explored is 
whether Amerikdn was the form typical for the Moravian dialects relevant to Texas Czech in the 19"* and 
early 20"* centuries. The sound similarity with the Fnglish equivalent 'American' however, suggests that 
the word is a phonetically ad^ited borrowing into Texas Czech. 
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(1) "I remember my grandmother talking about Amerikdni ('Americans'), so I knew that there 
was a cultural difference.. .1 think I heard her say it whenever a [mixed] couple was getting 
married and I remember that being a big deal for her, or if she was talking a^ut somebody who 
was not Cech, it was always, 'ft' Amerikdnf ('those Americans') and for some reason, it came 
across to me as being different I guess iyy jste to tak necitilcP.I 'you didn't feel that way?') right, 
not to me, like it was to grandma" [F-55-G] 

(2) "when there was an American wedding... my zme byli ('we were') - we were proud Czechs, 
and we would always say we were Czechs. I guess we did tend to keep more with the Czech 
people, our nationality more so than, what we call, the Amerikany - [it was] just very seldom that 
we were invited" [and if they were, they would rarely go] [F-34-W] 

(2) According to the informant in (3) below, the Czech ways - in his 

grandparents' eyes - "were always better." On the other hand, [M-30-W] recalls 

"different," not necessarily "better" ways of doing things in the field and in the household 

("na pol 'u I 'ebo aji v dome need'''), and notes that his wife has found the awareness of 

contrasts on his side of the family entertaining ("iag my zme jseci AmerikdniV / 'but 

we're all Americans'). 

(3) "oh, their ways were always better! @@@ - I can remember things being said, flip comments 
being made, sometimes 'Czechs can do it better than Americans,' but - nothing with any real 
substance" [M-51 ̂  W] 

Another contribution to the collection of general perceptions is the view that the 

Czechs are "simply a bit different" (F-34-W), and have "a different sense of family" (a 

female in her sixties from Austin). The latter statement relates to several remarks in my 

data about a stronger attachment to the Czech grandmother, or to the Czech side of the 

family in general, from the descendants of Czech-German couples. However, these 

infomiants found it difficult to spell out the reasons why this would be the case. The 

Czech grandmothers might have appeared to them more emotionally open and available 

than their German counterparts (cf. Machann and Mendl 1983: 72-73 on the importance 
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of the family unit vs. individual). However, more cases and more specific information 

from informants themselves are necessary to move this point beyond this speculation. 

(3) If any specific examples were given, the leading one was the approach to 

farming. The themes include farming enough to sustain the family (Czechs) vs. farming 

on a large scale in order to make profit (Americans), and being concerned with the 

tidiness of the fields (Czechs) vs. caring for the land inasmuch as the profit is secured 

(Americans). The informants remember, today with amusement, that "to byla trava 

jsiide" / 'there was grass everywhere' (M-23-W*), and that as children, they complained 

about having to do what their Anglo-American peers did not have to worry about ("my 

zme nafikali a tata - ""to je Amerikan, my to budeme cistit""/ 'we whined and the dad 

[said] - that's an American, we are going to clean' (M-34-W). 

(4) M: ever since we were really working in the field, like you'd hear that expression - she was 
talking about that Bohemian [means his wife's comment] - well my zme zasej slyseli 'ten 
Amerikan' ('in turn, we heard that American'), you know - 'how come we got to do this?' [the 
kids would ask], and he don't have to do it [sic] - well, to je Amerikan ('that's an American'), 
that explained that for you..." [M-34-W] 

The typical themes and a few interesting extensions are related in excerpt (5) below. 

(5) "M: when I look back at my grandparents, there was a lot of authority, and they used it too, 
my grandpa when he said something, boy you listened...all Czechs around here, my dad [among 
them] still wears the overalls... especially the farmers [did], but it would be just the Cech ones, 
not your American farmers, they dress just blue shirt and blue jeans [sic]...tfiere is a difference, 
the Cech farmers - believed in fanning on a lot smaller scale, they would farm enough to provide 
for their family, but when you're looking at the American farmers, they believed in farming a 
whole bunch, to make all this money and beyond of what they really need... We did everything 
the old fashioned way, we had older equipment, we didn't have practically nothing @@@ [sic], 
we depended so heavily on the farm, when I was five ten years old, the only thing we would buy 
was sugar, coffee, flour, and syrup, everything else was produced on the farm - and smetana 
('cream'), we liked that a lot, milking cows, one of the things I really cherish. I remember doing 
that and I'm trying to make the kids do it now, and they enjoy it - F: the kids love the farm..." 

[M-5la-W & F-56-W«] 
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This piece of narrative ties the past and the present. The informant contrasts the Czech 

and American farmers not only in the philosophy behind farming and the employed tools, 

but also in their clothing. Drawing on actual experiences he provides enough detail for us 

to feel his attachment to the land and to fsuming through his memories, and thus 

understand why he continues to farm at least on the side, and why he wants to pass his 

own appreciation of hard physical work on to his children. 

(4) Another set of recurring themes is condensed in excerpt (6). 

(6) "M [non-Czech husband]: I grew up here so I know how to get along with them [Czechs]...?: 
I think that Cech people in general as far as I've been around tend to be clannish - M: yeah - F: 
and I think it's because they were discriminated against when they first came here, therefore they 
stayed on their side of the track and them so called Americans stayed on the other side of the 
track [sic] (and today?) F: I think it's pretty much gone now - M: even when I was a kid it was 
gone because I grew up playing with everybody - F: you did, as far as the kids playing, but I 
think that the adults, the Americans still felt like they were better than Czechs, because they 
thought they were smarter because they spoke better,.. .later the Cech people proved that they 
were more hard working and - it still was talked about ty zdechle amerikanske zemky ('those lazy 
American women') @@@ (would your parents sometimes comment on how they and Americans 
did things?) F: yes, the fact that the American people in the past had looked down on them, but 
yeah, they felt like they were better and harder workers than Americans, especially women, 
because the American women, they had maids, they went to the beauty shop, and they had all this 
stuff, and these Czech women didn't get to do that, they all had to work in the fields and had to 
work hard, they knew how to do everything that American women didn't @@@" [F-34-G] 

Prompted by the comment of her non-Czech husband that he has learned to "get along" 

with the Czechs because he grew up in Granger, his wife remarks that behind the 

claimishness of Czechs was discrimination from their American neighbors'*' who 

"thought they were smarter because they spoke better" (cf. 6.1.7.1. above), and to whom 

the Czechs soon proved their qualities as farmers mainly because of their dedication to 

Two Granger informants who were growing up in the 1930s and 1940s remember being forced to walk 
on the road, because the sidewalk was 'reserved' for their American peers. This recollection substantiates 
the point about a clear delineation between the Czechs and Americans in Granger in the past (M-28* & F-
33*). 
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hard work involving all family members. She adds that Czech and American women in 

the Granger community of that time had very different life styles; hence one clue to the 

Czech farmers* success lies in just as hard work by their wives. The clannishness of 

Czechs, however, has not disappeared with the removal of the physical division of the 

town (as she says, ^"^Cech people in general...tend to be clannish"). 

In contrast, another female interviewee believes that the Czechs did not become 

clannish in response to discrimination in their adopted country, but that they already 

possessed this trait when they came to the US (excerpt 7). 

(7) "you Czech people, I don't know how they are in Europe, but those who came here were 
really clannish, and when one got mad at the other, then they held this grudge - Czech people are 
bad about that" [F-24-W*] 

"Well, taking pride in your work and you want it to look good.. .to have it to 

look good you have to work hard..(M-34-W). Just as their ancestors, many Texas 

Czechs today are concerned about high performance on the job. Whether it is a veteran 

who despite his advanced age continues to work twelve hours a day for six days a week in 

his hardware shop, or a thirty year old male speaking in the excerpt (8) below, they are 

allied by their strong work ethics, which the young man explicitly correlates with his 

ethnic background. 

(8) "I tie it - I tie my - ethnicity very heavily to my ethics, how I would want to treat others 
how people mi^t perceive me at work -1 want to do what is right, for the best and so forth 
and a lot of that I feel does not come so much from being American but from what at least my 
parents taught me - of being Czech so..." [M-65-W'''] 

Hard work is highlighted as the most apparent sign of Czechness in the home of 

another male informant who, just like his &ther, hopes that his children will stop 
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comparing their heavy load to their peers' light duties and leam to enjoy working in order 

"to produce something good" (excerpt 9). 

(9) "(what's still Czech about your home?) hard work - and I noticed that even when I was 
growing up and going to school, the children that came from the Cech families were a lot harder 
woridng people than the ones that came from American-bom families, they didn't put a sense of 
value in labor as we did, and then, another big thing is pride in your work, in doing the best you 
can, and I put a lot of value in that, and I've pressed that on my children too, I don't want them to 
work just for a paycheck, I want them to woric in - to produce something good..." [M-51a-W] 

Finally, quite a rarity is the view of an elderly male contrasting the ability of 

Moravians and Wallachians to work hard CValasi delali este tezsi nez Moravcf / 

'Wallachians woriced even harder then Moravians'), perhaps because Wallachians have 

traditionally lived in the mountainous areas, meaning harsh working and living 

conditions. 

(^ Holding high hopes for their offspring, some parents tried to instill in their 

children a belief that they are bound to exceed Anglo-Americans in their 

accomplishments (excerpt 10). The informant's excited response suggests that his 

parents' message was indeed powerful. Again, however, he does not recall any specific 

situations in which this "common terminology" would come up. 

(10) "(did your parents ever compare the ways they and Americans prefer doing things?) oh that 
was a common terminology, one of the things that were always drilled into us, you know, that we 
were better, the others were amerikdnsky ('American-ADJ'), they didn't meet our standards, they 
were inferior to us as far as what we were always brought up to believe (can you give me any 
examples?) other than that it was drilled into us pretty heavy, they always wanted you to excel in 
what you were doing,...they wanted you to be at a higher level from eveiybocfy else..." 

[M-28-W»] 

Similarly, an informant in (11) below believes that the Czechs "were doing it lepsC 

('better') and introduces another frequently mentioned theme: the employers' preference 

for hiring the Czechs from West because they had established themselves as hard working 
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and reliable employees. An additional hint that the Czechs even today seem to care more 

for what they do and how they do it is present in excerpt (12). 

(11) "I think they were more of a hard working, down to earth honest people, and I think they 
were doing it - lepsi ('better'), and even when I was growing up, the community was noted - the 
employers would hire the Cech people sooner than they would the American 'cause they were 
noted for the hard working honest people, of course that has changed a lot, discrimination is 
d i f f e r e n t  n o w . . [ F - 3 8 - W ]  

(12) "to by vypadalo ze desky lidi rddi dilaju dobfe - dobru prdcu, a Amerikani oni - F: nedbaii 
- M: oni nedbaii iak to vypada alebo jak - F: enom to udSlat' ledqjak {aji ted' je to tahf}) M: jo, a 
proto bylo nas tarn tag moc, oni se nautili ze my dobru pracu dilame a tag oni nas chtili...̂ '' 

'it would seem that Czech people like to do well - good work, and Americans they - F: they don't 
care - M: they didn't care what it looked like or how - F: just to do it somehow (is it still this 
way?) M: yeah, and that's why there were so many of us [in his factory], they [the employers] 
learned that we did good work and they wanted us..[M-34-W & F-33-W] 

When the boss of [M-34-W] told him that he should feel proud of his work, he replied, 

^''saksemV ('you bet I am!'). Working relationships between the Czechs and Anglo-

Americans are no longer at issue today, but he remembers that in the past they "'"'nebyli 

really kamaradC ('weren't really friends'). In his view, one reason why some Anglo-

Americans do not get along with Czech Americans (even today) is their jealousy of the 

Czechs' frugality that "buys them things" (excerpt 13). 

(13) Cesi radi secko aby vypadalo lepsi, apotem ja myslim ze Amerikani onizavid'jaze 
Cech - F: muj hauz neni disty ale ja su Cech,ja nesu Amerikdn ...oni - zavidi -
jealous, and I think that's a lot of that, oni zavid'a ie CeSi, you know, penize si dali - savings, a 
potem si neco kupili...'" 

'M: ...and Czechs like everything to look better, and then I think that Americans they envy that a 
Czech - F: my house is not clean but I'm Czech, I'm not American @@@ ...M:...they - envy-
jealous, and I think that's a lot of that, they envy ((that)) the Czechs, you know, they put the 
money - savings, and then bought something for themselves...' [M-34-W & F-33-)^ 

(7) The informant in excerpt (13) above identifies another trait of the Czechs: their 

thrifliness. Despite the tum of generations, one can still hear comments alluding to the 
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Czechs' frugality. For example, when helping prepare sandwiches in the booth of the 

local SPJSTlodge during the Westfest, I noticed that the bread ends were not used, to 

which an elderly male remarked that it was a waste and that the customers should not be 

piclty, "otherwise they can't be Czech." He then related his memory of having to eat 

anything that was prepared for them to be able to undertake another hard shift in their 

cotton field. A few more illustrative comments, from both the older and the younger 

informants, are reproduced below. 

(14) "We are hard woricers, we tiy to save money ...American people are not quite as 
industrious" [F-24-W*] 

(15) "...we did not do it [farming] on credit, and I feel like that's the way Czechs did it We don't 
buy a thing until we got the money for it, and that's the way I was brought up from my tatinek 
and stafiiek, oni -my- ('my daddy and granddad, they - we - ') we didn't have - a new car or 
anything until we got the money... [today] we don't try to buy a whole bunch of land, we do the 
mechanic work and everything ourselves, where we can [we] try to save the money and by having 
the garden for food - that's just the way I was brought up, I consider it a Czech way..." [F-34-W] 

(16) "a dicka dilaju, Secki moji decka delaju, oni sekaju trdvn, udelaju penize, a usetfu moc...ja 
to rod dSlam, oni miisi dilat"' 
'and the kids work, all my kids work, they mow the grass, make the money and save a lot...I like 
to do that, they have to work' [M-5 la-W] 

(^ Also a sense of obligation to help each other because "we are Czechs" can be 

still detected in the words and actions of Texas Czechs. One informant expressed it well 

when doing me a favor: "ro je to ze mdme tu cesko krvi, t&ko odfeknuf / 'that's because 

we have that Czech blood, it's hard to say no' (M-36-G*); that is, your fellow Czech's 

help at the time of need is expected because we both are Czechs. At another time I 

mentioned to a female in her thirties that an informant I interviewed the night before 

might not forgive me for keeping him that long. Also her reply - "if he's Czech, he will" 
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- alludes to the Czechs' ethnic solidarity. The informant in (17) below explains his 

concern for others by his upbringing. 

(17) "a potem jag lude potfebuju penize ja - vypomdham, za to nescu zadny plat protoze ja sent 
byl naudeny doma, mama a tata ni nentdili ze ilovik musi pomahat jeden druhemu jag zme iivi, 
jag zme mrtvi a nejzme tody uz je moc pozdS" 

'and then, when people need money -1 help out, I don't want them to pay back because I was 
taught at home, my mom and dad taught me that one must help {mother ((each other)) while we're 
still alive, when we're dead and not here, that's too late' [M-43-W/T] 

(9) The Czechs have been described to me also as "good and trustworthy people" 

(M-34-W and F-33-W). 

(10) A final piece of evidence supporting the view that subtle differences in life 

styles and values of Anglo-Americans and Czechs still apply is reproduced in excerpt 

(18). While highlighted here, neither the informant' tone of voice nor any change in her 

facial expression indicated that it should be taken to mean more than a common 

observation. Her remark concluded a short narrative about her female friend "who does 

what she wants to do," just as her husband, hence there is "no collaboration and 

negotiation between them." 

(18) "o/w je Amerikanka, zije jinak nez ty CeSr 
"she is American, she lives differently than ((those)) the Czechs' [F-24-G*] 

6.1.8.2. Czechs and Germans 

In Chapter 3 I discussed the seeming paradox in the tendency of the Czech 

inmiigrants to settle in the communities already inhabited by Germans or in their close 

vicinity, even though the eventful history of the Czech-German relations would lead one 

to expect the opposite. That does not mean however, that a new start in a new country 
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was to immediately eradicate stereotypes and remedy the past grievances. In the words of 

one couple, 

(19) [in one community nearby] "M: tarn byli Nimci al'e tody Cesi a Nimci se nigda nemili moc 
radi, ja fikam padesat roku spatky, ted'je to fiecko jinadi {proc to tak bylo?) toz NSmci dycky 
tlacili na Cechy - F: dycky, jo, dycky ze byli lepSi...a Nimci dycky byli taci more forceful than 
Czechs - the Czech people are mild people, they're more like peaceable, not spitting, fighting like 
the Germans, that's the one distinction I do notice when I meet somebody that is German, they're 
always very like - aggressive and outspoken, and I see Czech people are more like the peaceful, 
accepting..." 

'there were Germans, but here the Czechs and Germans never liked each other too much, I say 
fifty years ago, now it's all different (why was it this way?) well Germans always imposed on 
Czechs - F: always, yeah, always that they were better. ..and Germans always were sort of more 
forceful than Czechs - ...' [M-26-G & F-3 5-G] 

It is worth noting that the description of Germans as "forceful, aggressive and outspoken" 

fully agrees with the long standing stereotypical perception of Germans in the Czech 

Republic. That Texas Czechs and Germans "never liked each other much" is apparent in 

the Czechs' opposition to intermarriage (excerpts 20-21). 

(20) "my mother always told me that it was OK to date a Cech girl, German girl, and third place 
was Amerikdnky @@@" / 'American girls' [M-36-G] 

(21) "...and when we were at dances, our gradma would say..., 'we don't mix in with the 
German people that are here,' because they were supposed to be rough people, but we didn't 
think so, there were lots of marriages to German people" [F-34-W] 

The memories of some informants suggest that during the World War Two and in the 

1950s, the attitudes of Czechs toward Germans worsened, strengthening their opposition 

to intermarriage. However, the similarity of the Czech and German cultures has 

eventually taken the lead (cf the observation that the "bom-again Czechs" are often of 

German descent. Chapter 5,5.1.3.). One of the younger informants alluded to the 
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controversies in the past Czech-German relations when she jokingly remariced about her 

son dating a German girl, "but we love him anyway" (F-46-W). 

6.1.8.3. Czechs and Other Ethnic Groups 

It appears that the racial prejudices among Texas Czechs are related to the 

sociopolitical history of their adopted state and country, rather than to any particular 

cultural or historical development in their original homeland. For example, the voices 

against interracial marriages can be heard among the older as well as the younger 

generations. Compared to negative conmients about the Mexicans (also referred to as 

zlut 'dci, or zlut 'osi / 'the yellow ones') and African Americans that can be overheard 

today, one finds it hard to believe that 

(22) "zme sa zndSali dobfe z Amerikdnami, jag zme chodili do skolv. zme mili susedv Mexikdni*. 
oni nds udili mexickv. a my zme je udili desky, a zme sa dost' dobfe domluvili..." 

'we got along well with Americans, when we were going to school, we had Mexican-NOM-PL 
[should be ACC-PL] neighbors, thev taught us Mexican, and we taught them Czech, and we 
understood each other quite well' [sic] [F-13-G] 

Some people tend to distinguish between 'good' and 'bad' Mexicans, depending 

on how distant their life style from that of average Americans. Not all informants express 

the same anti-Mexican and anti-black views. In fact, one couple brought up the issue 

during the interview, rejecting their parents' racial prejudices: "I never could stand the 

prejudice of talking like that" (M-26-G), and noting that the present racist attitudes reflect 

"the mentality they [those who hold them] grew up with" (F-35-G). 

A comparison between the marginalization of Czechs in the past and of Mexicans 

today, offered by an informant from the same generation, seems to be fair (excerpt 23). 
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(23) "...but - we weren't persecuted or anything like - like some blacks maybe, for example -
right now the Mexicans here in Texas, they're considered as low class, we were sort of 
equivalent to that or considered to be" [M-38-G] 

I have also encountered individuals who realize that the Civil Rights Movement 

with the notion of the "black pride" was instrumental in the beginnings of ethnic revival 

in the US immigrant communities and that the resistance of many Mexicans toward 

complete assimilation today (pointing out what they find to be its most visible aspect, i.e., 

their indiscriminate use of Spanish in various social situations), functions as a reminder 

for the Czechs that they too have their ethnic culture and language (M-37- Abbott/W*). 

As for the other white ethnic groups, their members are subject to harmless 

comments letting them or others know that not being Czech by itself does not prevent one 

from being accepted into their community. Incidentally, both comments I have recorded 

concern musicians: in the first, a band leader tells me (without my asking) that one of his 

group members "neni Cech a neni katolilC' ('is neither Czech nor Catholic'),^" and in the 

second, one of the organizers of the annual Kolache Festival in Caldwell invites a Polish 

American fiddler to the stage saying that "he is Polish, but we let him in once in a while." 

His joke is not played as much on the Polish performer as on the Czechs themselves, 

specifically on their clannishness which, as some recognize, is still sometimes practiced 

today. 

^ That this informant found it important to indicate both the ethnic and religious background of his band 
member shows that a close relationship between the ethnic and religious identities has not completely lost 
itcf. Hannan 198Sa on self-identifications that some Slavic immigrants gave to the immigrant officers). 
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6.1.9. Other Attributes of Czechness 

6.1.9.1. Telling Who is a Czech 

The reader may recall some of the ideas put forth by the 19"' century Pan Slavists 

in the Czech lands, contrasting the physique and qualities of character to show the 

"natural" supremacy of the Slavic over the Germanic peoples (cf. Chapter 3, 3.2.). I did 

not expect to find even a remote reflection of these views among Texas Czechs, yet I 

wanted to know whether the physical appearance by itself was telling enough for them to 

recognize who is nasinec ('one of their own'). Even though some informants said they 

could, my efforts to elicit details were futile. Typically, my question was redirected to a 

recognizable accent and to a Czech sounding name: '''"nejlepsi jag slysi to meno, tag uz vf 

/ '[it's] best when you hear the name, then you know' (M-50-G). Also, some noted that it 

was easier to tell another Czech from the Czech Republic: "if they come from the old 

country, you can spot them" (M-51a-W), but then other factors, such as the differences in 

the style of clothing, are involved. Apart from being an addition to the collection of 

Texas Czechs' jokes, it is hardly the case that when "ma velike usi a veliky nos, tak to 

musi byt' MoravecV / 'he has big ears and a big nose, then it must be a Moravian' (M-

26-G). On the other hand, a comment about one Texas Czech musician who, dressed in 

an authentic Czech kroj (costume) "looked like he was transplanted from 

Czechoslovakia" (F-50-W), appears valid and shows that wearing a Czech costume 

serves as a marker of Czechness, even if only for display at special occasions. Finally, 

some people stress the "real Czechness" of their ancestors as they remember them being 

unique in some respect. For example, "she was a real Czech," implies that that she was 
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preparing foods in traditional ways (i.e., making home-made noodles, bread and cheese, 

and baking kolaches from scratch), "he was an old-fashioned Czech" alludes to this 

man's exceptional skill to season sausages, and a comment that ^""tatinek by I pravy 

Moravec" ('my &ther was a real Moravian') reflects his woric ethics and devotion to the 

family. Additionally, as Texas Czechs are known for their good appetite and beer 

drinking, some informants answered my question by referring to these behavioral traits. 

6.1.9.2. Czechness and 'Things Czech' in Your Life 

In his recent study of the national identity from the perspective of "the little 

Czech" within the "great Czech nation," Holy (1996: 64-65) reports the following on his 

survey on "the sense of Czechness": "...on the whole, people mentioned three criteria: 

having been bom in the Czech lands, speaking Czech as one's mother tongue, and having 

been bom of Czech parents." Yet for most "having been bom in the Czech lands and 

speaking Czech were not enough to make one a Czech." A flashback on the discussion of 

the meanings of the word Bohemian, the Czechs in the Czech Republic think that "a 

Czech-speaking gypsy is not a Czech," particularly because "national identity [is] 'in 

one's blood'" and "'gypsies cannot change their blood.'" In this theory, they would most 

likely agree with those Texas Czech who perceive a Bohemian as a Gypsy, and a Gypsy 

as a 'lower kind'. Holy concludes that all surveyed "agreed that to be a Czech one had to 

have Czech ancestors or at least be bom of Czech parents" (Ibid.: 65). Having common 

ancestry is also the basic expression of Czechness securing one's membership in the 

Texas Czech ethnocultural community (cf. Chapter 5, 5.1.3.). 
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This essential sense of Czechness becomes more tangible through various 

activities that my inforaiants named when asked about the 'things Czech' in their lives. 

Typical answers include; (1) attending polka dances and listening to polka music, and 

listening to Christmas carols ("at Christmas time we listen to Czech music, even now 

when I'm grown, I always find my Cech tape and put it in the tape player..." (F-58-G); 

(2) attending ethnic festivals and church picnics; (3) baking and/or eating kolaches, 

buchty (another kind of Czech pastry), and strudl (strudel); (4) cooking and/or eating 

other ethnic foods, such as soup, sauerkraut, itmice / 'pork sausage' of which [M-38-W 

& F-41-W] say, "they don't know what you mean some places," klobdsa / 'sausage', and 

"^domdci chleba co nds maminka naucila" / 'the home made bread that our mom taught us 

[to make]' (F-13-G); and (5) going to church. Less frequently mentioned activities are (6) 

doing genealogy, (7) playing taroky, and (8) having books "and other things co su cesky"! 

'...that are Czech' in one's possession (F-34-G). 

When talking about their non-Czech spouses, one informant stressed, "q/Y moja 

zena umela taroky hrdt - ona byla amerikdnka..'even my wife knew how to play 

taroky - she was American' (M-IO-G), and another noted with pride that his wife has 

learned how to make kolaches and hovedzi mdcka ('a beef sauce'), his and his daughters' 

favorite dish (M-38-G). 

6.1.10. Research Question (5): the Summary 

(5) If heightened consciousness of having Moravian ancestry has persisted, is the 

speaker's ethnic identity still manifested by Moravian dialectal features in their 
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idiolects? 

Working toward the answer to my fifth question, I first considered the levels of 

awareness of one's ancestors' geographic origin (6.1.2.). The officially promoted 

association of Texas Czechs' ethnic roots with the recently revised boundaries which 

came to delineate the Czech Republic, hence with the national, not the regional (i.e., 

Moravian) identity, will soon become the only basis for one's ethnic self-definition. 

Consistent with this trend, my informant's ethnolinguistic definitions constructed from 

their questionnaire responses (6.1.3. with Table 6.1) show the following order of 

preferences: Czech > Moravian > Bohemian. Importantly, the number of those who call 

themselves Czechs takes a fairly close lead over the number of those who identify 

themselves as Moravians in both age groups, and self-identifying as Czech and Moravian 

is a common phenomenon. With regard to the perceived strength of the relationship 

between one's ethnic identity and language (Table 6.2), only 11 (42.3%) older informants 

and 2 (18.2%) younger informants believe that one can't be a true Czech without 

speaking the language, whereas the majority of informants in both the OG (22/84.6%) 

and the YG (10/90.9%) consider having ±e Czech language in their repertoire important 

to how they feel about their own identity. I have reasoned that those who believe that 

speaking the language is not necessarily an essential part of true Czechness and yet find it 

important to their own ethnic feeling may think that in general, no Americans of Czech 

descent should be denied the rights to their Czechness based on their inability to speak the 

language. 
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In subsection (6.1.4.) I analyzed my informants' ethnic self-definitions from 

interviews, placing them along the imaginary scale of saliency to illustrate the process of 

intergenerational ethnic redefinition from calling oneself a Moravian, a Czech Moravian, 

and a Czech, through 'convergent' ethnic identities as Texas Moravian, American of 

Czech descent, and Czech American, to "Texan first", or "just an average American". 

Among related issues I have shown that the younger the informant, the more consistent 

his interview and questionnaire self-definitions (usually as Czechs), that the language 

mode plays a role in whether some informants define themselves as Moravians or Czechs, 

and that some older informants object to being referred to as a 'hyphenated' Americans. 

Further, Frankenberg's (1993) findings from her study of female discourse on whiteness 

helped me explain strongly positive feelings toward Czechness expressed by a young 

female interviewee. It is possible that just like this young female, some younger Czechs 

(males and females alike) feel that having an ethnic background enriches their 

"normative" whiteness by providing them with a desired cultural "boundage" (Ibid.: 234). 

1 concluded that the "participatory" nature of postmodern ethnicity (Fishman 1985: 11), 

and the prevalence of "ethnic knowing" over "ethnic doing" (Ibid.: 5), are the notions 

applicable to the varied and often inconsistent ethnolinguistic self-definitions of Texas 

Czechs today. 

Further, 1 used my informants' views expressed in interviews to explain the low 

response rate for self-identification as Bohemian in the questionnaire (6.1.5.), and 

demonstrated the trend toward an erasure of negative connotations of the word 

"Bohemian" by using it in lieu of the word "Czech" in neutral contexts, particularly 
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among the Texas Czech youth. I then proceeded to show the lack of a clear correlation 

between one's Index of Moravianness and one's ethnolinguistic self-definition (6.1.6.)-

While all informants in both age groups speak some form of Moravian (with the 

prevalence of Lachian and Eastern Moravian features in their idiolects), their 

ethnolinguistic self-definitions are far more complex. Therefore, explaining the nature of 

individual variation in the Index (84.30% - 100% across the sample) is possible only upon 

cross-examination of other sources of data. Although this numerical expression of 

Moravianness does confirm the geographic origins of most Czech immigrants to Texas, 

which in tum explains the dialectal basis of Texas Czech speech, it does not elucidate the 

question of the display of ethnic consciousness through one's use of Moravian; my 

informants speak Moravian regardless of (1) how much they know about their ancestors' 

geographic origin, and (2) how they defme themselves and the language they speak. 

Next, I have shown that from the viewpoint of internalized standard language 

ideologies, speaking English with a Czech accent is perceived as an undesirable 

"problem" (6.1.7.1.). I started with a general observation that speaking with an accent 

often implies being 'different', and that whether a person's environment positively 

reinforces her ethnic awareness or contributes to her negative self-perceptions ultimately 

depends on her language attitudes as well as personality. The 'distancing' of some older 

informants from their ethnic backgrounds (as they emphasize being "American first"), 

and defensive reactions of some that they do not (but others may) have an accent, 

demonstrate this link between one's self-perceived and/or other-perceived accent and 

one's ethnolinguistic self-definition because when a person's interlocutor is unable to tell 
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their accent, it means that people have a choice to define themselves as they prefer in a 

particular social context. Additionally, the Czech names (6.1.7.2.) play at least some role 

in identity self-definitions as they often 'complicate' their bearers' public life, hence 

functioning as negative, rather than positive, reminders of one's ethnic background. 

I then considered the interethnic relations, first between the Czechs and Amerikdni 

(6.1.8.1.). This analysis began my search for answers to what specifically is meant by the 

statement that Texas Czechs have been able to preserve an "identity with difference" 

(Hanak 1979: 173). Apart from the Czech ways that were seen as "better" in the past, 

Texas Czechs today still speak of their ancestors' as well as their own clannishness 

(phrased in such a way, however, that it does not imply the speaker's own clannishness), 

their strong work ethics (which some still contrast with carelessness of their American 

coworkers), their pride in high quality performance on the job, their frugality (hence envy 

they receive from their American neighbors who in their eyes usually buy on credit, and 

typically do not pay off the bills at once because they do have adequate savings), 

obligation to help each other because they are bound by the same ethnic background 

(ethnic solidarity), their general perception of Czechs as good and trustworthy people, and 

in general, their own philosophy about being different (as in the case of a Czech female 

who finds the lack of negotiation and collaboration of an Anglo-American couple to be an 

American and 'non-Czech' type of behavior). In sum, the inherited and Czech-perceived 

values and morals are the main characteristics that Texas Czechs use to distinguish 

themselves from this 'Other.' In the Czech-German relations today (6.1.8.2.), the 

differences seem to have been overridden by the similarities in these two ethnic cultures. 
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As for the relations between the Czechs and other ethnic groups (6.1.8.3.)« I h^^e 

attributed the racist attitudes, that appear to be common among both age groups of Texas 

Czechs with which this study is concerned, to the sociopolitical developments in Texas 

and in the US since the time of Civil War (which also happens to coincide with the major 

wave of Czech immigration to Texas). As the Mexican population in Texas continues to 

grow, so does the racial prejudice among Texans in general. Other than a consideration of 

Bohemians as 'lower kind' when taken to mean "Gypsies", and the self-acknowledged 

clannishness, I do not find any Texas Czech-specific trait that would illuminate the nature 

of opposition toward racial mixing exclusively for Texans of Czech descent. 

Finally, I commented on the informants' self-perceived ability to recognize fellow 

Czechs simply by their physical appearance (6.1.9.1.) and concluded that those who 

report that they can tell another Czech, usually name other attributes, not general 

physique and/or facial expression. In the last subsection, I completed my search for 

specific 'things Czech' that would fxirther explain the meaning of the Texas Czechs' 

"identity with difference" (6.1.9.2.). 

In light of my investigation into the many aspects of my informants' 

ethnolinguistic self-definitions, my fifth research question. If heightened consciousness of 

having Moravian ancestry has persisted, is the speaker's ethnic identity still manifested 

by Moravian dialectal features in their idiolects?, requires a revision. Having the benefit 

of better imderstanding of the role that the ancestral language still plays in its users' 

ethnicity I ask. If heightened consciousness of having Czech/Moravian/Bohemian 
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ancestiy has persisted, is the speaker's ethnic identity still manifested by the actual use of 

Texas Czechl. 

First, the analysis of my informants' ethnolinguistic self-definitions leads me to 

replace the exclusive Moravian ancestry with multiple (Czech/Moravian/Bohemian) 

identities because they define themselves as Czech and/or Moravian, (occasionally also as 

Bohemian). Their self-definitions depend on what they learned about their parents' and 

grandparents' identities and their language, and are based on their understanding of the 

social and political history in their ancestors' homeland, as well as on their individual 

preferences (e.g., redefining oneself as Czech because of the modem association with the 

Czech Republic, referring to oneself as Czech or Moravian merely to avoid unclear but 

negative connotations of the word Bohemian, or calling oneself an American of Czech 

descent because one wishes to foreground being an "American first"). Second, as shown 

by the Index of Moravianness, Moravian dialectal features in the speakers' idiolects can 

be safely assumed to prevail. Therefore, I return to the point argued in Chapter 5 (cf. 

5.3.), i.e., that any use of Texas Czech displays one's Czech/Moravian (Bohemian) ethnic 

awareness as long as a piece of discourse spoken in this linguistic variety is intended for 

another Czech speaking (comprehending) interlocutor.^' 

The presence of another Czech enables a speaker to use the language they have in common (the level of 
competence aside). It seems only natural that if also the setting and the topic are conducive to the use of 
Czech, this speaker is likely to choose (that is, consciously decide) to use it, and that such deliberate use 
should be viewed as an expression of his or her ethnic awareness. Exceptions to this generalization include 
words and phrases that slip now and then through one's lips when alone, or when what is said is not 
intended for anybody else to hear and/or to respond to (cf. Ch^ter S, 5222.). 
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6.2. OTHER EXPRESSIONS OF IDENTITY 

As I have shown, the ethnicity of Texas Czeciis today no longer compares to the 

spontaneous ethnic living of their ancestors and can be best viewed as "a selectively 

preferred, evolving, participatory system" (Fishman 1985: 11). The key manifestations of 

their ethnic belonging include Texas Czech folk music, played at ethnic festivals, church 

picnics, polka dances, and weddings (6.2.1.), and wearing authentic Czech or Texas 

Czech costumes {kroje) for such occasions (6.2.2.). Further, I will consider the 

characteristics that make a wedding "Czech" (6.2.3), and briefly discuss traditional Texas 

Czech cuisine, which is a part of all ethnic socials^" (6.2.4.). Next, 1 summarize my 

informants' responses indicative of their interest in visiting the Czech Republic (6.2.5.), 

and finally, attend to some other outward expressions of Czechness, viewing them as 

fashionable ways of displaying one's ethnic heritage, or utilizing it for commercial 

purposes (6.2.6.). 

6.2.1. Texas Czech Folk Music 

Next to the Czech language, music has always been the single most important 
cohesive force in Texas-Czech culture... [t]raditional Czech music is being 
perpetuated in Texas as a cultural expression and as an aesthetic link with a 
pastoral past. Although it fulfills immediate emotional needs, it is essentially 
archaic and ritualistic, unsuitable for adaptation to an industrial and urban age, 
new ways of life, changing values. And, most obviously, few young Czech-
Americans (past the second generation) today really understand the Czech lyrics. 
The surprising fact is not that the music of the Texas Czech dance band is 
changing, but that it is changing so slowly (Machaim 1988: 107, 109). 

^ The term "ethnic socials" is not to suggest that these events would be attended only by ethnic Czechs. 
The use of the words "commercial'^ and "fashionable" should be explained. While both imply a certain 

measure of superficiality, and superficiality has negative connotations, I do not intend to be critical of these 
expressions of Czechness in the Texas Czech culture. They do appear to commercialize it, but they are 
meaningfiil to Texas Czechs themselves. 1 wish to present them with this understanding in mind. 
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While the Czech language in Texas of the late 1980s might have still functioned 

as the "most important cohesive force" of Texas Czech culture (Ibid.: 107), this is no 

longer the case in the late 19908.^"^ Both the language and the music are "Texas Czech", 

rather than "Czech", and it is the Texas Czech folk music, not "traditional Czech music" 

(Ibid.: 109), that continues to express the redefined Czechness of Texas Czechs. The role 

of Texas Czechs' folk music is similar to the function of folk music of Slovene 

Americans in Cleveland, who "have an impressive number of singing societies, dance 

groups, polka bands," and whose "older generation especially regards foUc songs and 

music as an extremely important element of their ethnic identity" (§abec 1995:49). 

Important to the promotion of the Texas Czech folk music are the Texas Chapter 

of Polka Lovers Club of America (P. L. C. of A.), which, "having over 1,000 members in 

1995, is the biggest chapter in the US" (Gallup 1995: 60), and the Texas Polka Music 

Association with its Houston-based monthly, Texas Polka News.^^ Important to its future 

is the ability to adjust to the changing taste of their audiences. 

Machann (1988: 109) observes as "most striking" in the development of Texas 

Czech folk music "the adoption of elements from American 'country' ('country and 

western') music," and reasons that this might be happening because "country music is the 

^ Except for the 'idea' of language discussed elsewhere in this study. 
The involvement of Texas Czech activists in preserving their heritage is discussed in Chapter 7 (7.2). 

Julius Tupa, the editor and publisher of The Texas Polka News, represents one of them. Described as "a 
prime mover in the promotion and preservation of polka music in Texas," he also hosts a weekly two-hour 
polka radio show, plays with The Sound Connection, a poUca band &om Houston, and presides over the 
Texas Polka Music Association (TPMA). He has recently received the TPMA's Lifetime Achievement 
Award (Vistmk 55(21): 13). The word "Czech" does not appear in the name of the association, because its 
mission is to preserve polka music of other ethnic groups as well. It also assists the bands that do not 
"promote any particular ethnic background" (M-51b->\0-
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closest thing in America to a living tradition of Anglo, rural, folk music, and the Texas 

Czechs are a predominantly rural-oriented people, even today." Most Texas Czech bands 

not only incorporate elements of both styles, but also bring 'country' songs into their 

repertoire/® One of the questions that I discussed with my informants was the motivation 

behind what we referred to as 'compromise'. Most of them, but not all, are inclined to 

think that the Texas Czech polka bands are forced to compromise their repertoire to be 

able to draw enough audience, hence to secure their popularity and satisfactory earnings. 

Examples of promotional slogans of a few Texas Czech bands that pertain to this 

discussion^^ are presented in (1) below. 

(1) Kovanda's Czech Band. "Authentic Czech polka and waltz music" 
Lee Roy Matocha Orchestra. "Old time and modem music for all occasions" 
Vrazel's Polka Band. "Providing polka, waltz, and country music since 1953" 
The Dancehall Polka Boys. "Innovative Czech Folk Music. Polka. Waltz. Country. Modem" 
Granger Polka Boys. "Five-piece variety band featuring old-time country, polka and waltzes." 
El Campo Melody Boys. "The Most Versatile Band in Texas...Honoring everyone's heritage" 

It is possible that the last band's "[h]onoring everyone's heritage" is considered to 

be the ultimate resolution to the problem of popularity among all types of audiences. If 

such bands retain their Czech-sung polkas and waltzes in their repertoire, at least some of 

their music could still be perceived as an important marker of ethnicity. If they resort to 

English translations, as the informant in excerpt (2) below suggests, they will blend with 

^ Machann (1988: 109) cites data obtained in 1977: abready at that time, about 50% of the Texas Czech 
bands^ repertoire from live performances, and about 25% of the songs recorded on their albums, are said to 
fit the description as country and western. 
"Source: Vistnik 86(A): I. If I am to list a few more major bands, I would include Bobby Jones Czech Band 
(cf. Chapiter 7,7.42., excerpt 17), The City Polka Boys, The Dujka Brothers, Jodie Mikula Orchestra, and 
Leo Majek Orchestra. West-based bands include Kaluza band and Moravian Kats. In addition to Granger 
Polka Boys, some players of Clem Kubacak's Polka Stars (Mr. Kubacak is a regular correspondent to 
NaSinec) live in Granger. 
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other polka bands and most likely lose this function. This may soon become a pressing 

issue for those concerned with preservation of Texas Czech folk music. 

(2) "•mladi id zapominaji na desku muziku ('the young have been already forgetting Czech 
music'), if we don't do something about it - ja myslim ze mosime desku muziku spivat englicky, 
aby to mladi mohli byt' ('I think that we must sing Czech music in English so that ((it)) the young 
people can be') [a] part of it, a Polaci uz to dilaju - ja to nemam rod, a/e...('and the Polish have 
been already doing it -1 don't like it, but..." [Male musician-late 60s-Eimis*, in West] 

In addition to "honoring everyone's heritage," it appears that some bands are 

trying to show the music's adaptability to "an industrial and urban age, new ways of life, 

changing values" (Machaim 1998:109), depicting it as something 'cool' and 

empowering. For example, Vrazel's Polka Band has issued Tee-shirts with a slogan, 

"Vrazel's Polka and Power." 

When asked about the need for more variety in the polka bands' repertoire, one of 

the members of Vrazel's Polka Band says, "in Texas you have to play coimtry" (M-31-

G*).'* However, from the moderator of "The American Czech Hour," the radio program 

begun by Rudy Sefcik in 1971 (KHRB Hillsboro), I have learned that this change might 

be hurting the popularity of some bands that play high quality polkas and waltzes but 

whose country and westem does not live up to the same standards^' (excerpt 4 below). He 

also compares the authentic Czech and Texas Czech music and expresses regret that the 

Eiis view echoes the opinion of another musician who compares the low income of Texas Czech polka 
bands to higher earnings of both other-style bands in the state of Texas and Czech polka bands in northern 
states of the US. Considering the issue at another level, the Westfest organizers tend to present a popular 
country westem singer on the evening before the festival begins, apparently because they expect better 
turnout (attracting West youth), hence more profit from this event. 

It is also the opinion of two yoimger members (in their mid 30s and early 40s) of a Texas Czech polka 
band that some bands in Texas do not live up to the Czech saying Co Cech to muzikant ('eveiy Czech is a 
musician'). 
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Texas Czech audience prefers the Texas Czech bands so much that the selection of the 

bands from the Czech Republic must be limited to "maybe three songs a week."^ 

(3) "I don't really think they have to [compromise], they just do it to bring a little more variety to 
what they play, and I personally think that's a mistake. If you play Czech music, you should play 
Czech music and stay away from country westem music. I think that a lot of the bands that try to 
mix it up don't have near the following [as those that do not mix it]. One of the things that I'm 
not sure of is if there are really any Cech bands in Texas that play authentic music, I think that 
the music they play has been adapted to -1 think the correct term is 'Texas Czech music', I've 
never heard a band from Czechoslovakia that sounded anything like bands here... We play [in the 
program] a lot more Texas Czechs, a lot from Nebraska Czech lately, and we play maybe three 
songs a week from the Czech Republic, but mainly we play the Texas Czech [music] and we play 
a lot of Nebraska Czech - because that's what people like to listen to. We used to mix it up 
maybe half and half, and we did get some complaints from people [wanting] more local Cech 
bands, which I think is unfortimate because they can hear those Czech bands whenever they want 
to, but the ones from Czechoslovakia, they don't get to hear them very often..." [M-51^W] 

"The American Czech Hour" has another hard worker [F-28-W*] behind the 

scenes, who says that she wants the selection to include at least some Czech bands from 

the Czech Republic, "so that people don't forget how it sounds." In addition, she is 

concerned with the quality of pronimciation of Czech lyrics, and thus only the recordings 

"gzfe vyslovuju sprdvne desku nebo morafsku recT'Cwhere they pronounce Czech or 

Moravian correctly'), make it into the final selection for the program. 

Texas Czech bands compromise not only to appeal to different tastes of their 

audiences but also to different age groups. None of them, however, seem to have fulfilled 

the expectations of the youth and younger people (below the age of forty) who attend 

ethnic festivals as successfully as a Denton-based band. Brave Combo (excerpt 4 below). 

^ To be sure, this does not mean that there aie no Texans of Czech descent with personal preference for the 
bands &om the Czech Republic. Yet this informant notices a trend showing either that an appreciable 
segment of the Texas Czech community clings to the musical tradition molded in Texas, i.e., to their awn 
Texas Czech culture, which they recognize as veiy different from the Czech culture, or that these listeners 
like to associate their memories with the songs they hear the way they have heard them before (or both). On 
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(4) "M: now you've got private clubs, rodeo club, things in Waco - different atmosphere - F: 
aiwaTing is that when Westfest comes, the yotmger people love it - M: of course. Brave Combo is 
a cross between Cech dancing and American, they sort of mix the two together, they're hippie 
style, long hair, but they play fast-pace Cech music, polka and waltzes,^' and kids love it, I would 
say that fifteen to twenty percent of younger people come strictly because of Brave Combo - but 
at least they bring in the Cech music to die younger kids and they're accepting it..." 

[M-51a-W&F-56-W»] 

Machann (1988: 110) views "the process of musical change" within the Texas 

Czech bands "as one measure of cultural assimilation, and, on the other hand, the 

persistence of traditional forms as a measure of resistance to assimilation." While I agree 

with this assessment, it is important to emphasize that the traditional Czech music seems 

to be on its way out in the Czech Republic as well. Therefore, the process of "cultural 

assimilation," as a result of which the polka bands draw on country and western (i.e., the 

American culture) in their instrumentation of Texas Czech folk music, has a coimterpart 

in the adjustment to the modem age in general, because the bands experience difficulties 

in maintaining their following and hope that more variety in their repertoires will appeal 

to the older and younger audiences alike.^^ 

All in all, the Texas Czech polka bands still do touch the hearts of their fans. The 

informant in excerpt (5) below says that he finds comfort in listening to the music that 

reminds him of his roots. 

the other hand, the followers o f ,  say, the Veselanka band from the Czech Republic, which tours Texas 
almost eveiy year, are likely to appreciate hearing their songs on the radio. 

One clarification is in order Brave Combo draws on a great variety of styles from many ethnic groups in 
Texas (e.g., German, Mexican, Polish), in addition to Czech polkas and waltzes. It appears that honoring 
''everyone's heritage" is also their mission, but they add the energy and &st pace of what they describe as 
"nuclear polka," which appeals to the young audience. They do not sing in Czech. 
^ Some well-established bands (e.g., Vrazel's Polka Band, Jodie Mikula Orchestra) organize cruises (e.g., 
Alaska, Caribbean, Porto Rico). The idea of listening to their favorite polka tunes ^x^e cruising the 
Caribbean appeals to many of these bands' followers. Such western-style vacation is a product of both 
cultural assimilation and the adjustment to the modem age. A similar example is the annual America's 
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( 5 )  " " j o g  n e g d y  v e  p r d c e *  n e c o  n e j i d e  d o b f e ,  a  J a  s a  n e g d y  n a p d l i m ,  j d  i d u  a  j a  d a m  n a  t i s i  t e n  -
microphones.. .ja dycky poslucham, ja dycky rod poslucham 6esky muziky protoze to je - udila to 
dycky dobfe ve srce*, ja vim gde muj - moje pfimeno odkad pfiSlo.. 

'sometimes when something at work \prdce-NOM should be prdci-LOC] isn't going well and I 
get mad, I go and put on my ears that - microphones [Walkman].. .1 always listen, I always like to 
listen to the Czech music because it is - it makes you feel good in your heart [ve srce-NOM 
should be srci(u)-LOC], I know where my last name, where [it] came from...' [M-43-W/T] 

Where the Texas Czech polka bands try to find a middle course by adding 

diversity to their repertoires, Texas Czech dance groups make similar decisions that affect 

not only the choice of music to accompany their dance performances, but also their 

choreography. The leader of the Czech Folk Dancers of West comments on this issue as 

follows: 

(5) "I would say it's very much (^ech type style, we have watched the tapes of dancers from the 
Cech Republic, and we'd pick up steps from them, and I feel like the steps that we do in 
comparison with dances we've seen are very comparable, and so I haven't seen anything Texas-
wise, that square dancing maybe...! don't think that the music has any influence on steps, the 
music may sound Tex Cech, but the steps we are doing are still the European style with the lifts 
and polka steps..."[her comment on one of the dances:] "it gives us a chance to express how we 
feel being Czech and being Texan. We met with a square dance group in Waco to exchange 
i d e a s ,  w e  d o  i t  a s  a  t r i b u t e  t o  o u r  a n c e s t o r s  c o m i n g  t o  T e x a s . . [ F - 5 0 - W ]  

6.2.2. Texas Czech Costumes (Kroje) 

"Wear this costume with pride, my child" 

The words with which I begin this discussion were intended for a child who just 

put on a borrowed costume to participate in the aimual parade of authentic Czech 

costumes at the Westfest. Clearly, an elderly female who uttered these words proudly 

wears her costume and hopes to instill the same feeling in the youth. 

Grand Polka Festival, which attracted some West fans of Vrazel's Polka Band to Las Vegas last year (M-
38-W). 
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One of the items from the questionnaire that I have not yet considered pertains to 

this form of display of one's ethnic pride, namely the statement "Wearing a Czech 

regional costume at the ethnic festival has a lot of meaning to me" (19)." The results 

reflect the expected difference between Granger and West (see below). However, the 

numbers of those who agreed with the statement subsiune some West and very likely all 

Granger informants who told me in interviews that they did not possess a costume of any 

kind. Therefore, the results should be viewed with this contradiction in mind. 

As for the OG, 12 out of 14 (85.7%) West informants agree (3 of them "strongly 

agree") that wearing a Czech costume means a lot to them. Five of them (35.7%), 

however, do not have one. In contrast, only 5 out of 12 (41.7%) Granger informants agree 

(1 of them "strongly") with this statement, but none of them mentioned having any kind 

of a Czech or Texas Czech costume in their possession during interviews. Further, where 

only 1 West informant from the OG chose "non-applicable", and another "undecided", 3 

Granger informants opted for "non-applicable", 1 for "imdecided", and 3 for "disagree" 

(one of them "strongly"). Coupled with this latter finding, the numbers show that the 

results for the OG from West and Granger importantly differ, i.e.. West informants are 

more inclined to assert that wearing an ethnic costume is important to them. 

Similar finding obtains when we consider responses from the YG. In West group, 

all four (100%) younger informants agreed with the statement (one response is again 

questionable). In Granger group, 3 (74.9%) younger informants agreed (one of them 

If I am to prepare this question now, I would add a Texas Czech costume, as it is mostly a costume in the 
Texas Czech style that some Texans of Czech descent wear for such occasions. 
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"strongly"), but their responses are again contradictory. Importantly, only in the Granger 

group we find 1 respondent "undecided", and 2 respondents who disagree.^ Agaia, the 

results suggest that the yoimger informants from West are more likely to wear a Czech or 

a Texas Czech costiune at ethnic festivals as an expression of their ethnic group 

membership. 

The difference between the Granger and West groups of informants is caused 

chiefly by the fact that Granger does not have an ethnic event comparable to the Westfest 

in West, where wearing of traditional costumes is strongly encouraged (also see below). 

The aimual festival in Granger, called "Lake Fest", is not an ethnically motivated event. 

As one of my informants put it, 

(1) "(Lake Fest) je ("is') - different, it's more like a homecoming, a reunion, classes will get 
together, people that lived in Granger come back and visit, but otherwise I think it's a veiy 
American type of festivity" [F-55-G] 

West is also unique in the number of "Czech" stores and in having Maggie's 

Fabric Patch, the business owned by a talented seamstress from whom one can order a 

tailor-made costume (cf 6.2.6. below). As she explains, she tries to approximate a 

costume design from a specific region of the Czech Republic, when her customers can 

supply information about their ancestors' regional origin, or offers her Texas Czech 

version of a costume, be it a fiill attire, or only a vest (excerpt 2). 

(2) "if someone brings a picture and tells me what area their people are from, 1 try to make theirs 
as close as 1 can, otherwise we just try to do something that's comparable, stays in the heritage 
and keeps things going, the heritage going. So many people even don't know where their people 
[ancestors] are from,... so they just choose to wear something of the costume.. ."[F-50->^ 

^ One infonnant did not respond to this item. 
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This informant emphasizes that by wearing their costumes, Texas Czechs display 

pride in their ethnic belonging and "keep the heritage going." The same applies to the 

costumes worn by the Czech Folk Dancers of West, a group of nonprofessional dancers 

interested in fast-pace Czech folk dancing, which started in West more than twenty years 

ago. Their ^TtXrCech modified"^^ costumes are more practical to wear and care for, but 

as we leam in (3) below, "comparable" to the authentic Moravian costumes. The fast-

pace dancing, which distinguishes this group, is the main reason why their costumes have 

to be light and easy to maintain. In contrast, Beseda dancers (cf 3.5.7.) can wear 

"authentic costumes because they do slow moves" (F-50-W). 

(3) "...what I try to make is costumes that are comparable, wearable, and carry-able, because the 
authentic costumes are so difficuh to take care of, and the type of dancing we do would just 
destroy them, so I have several books of costumes, and I try to pick up bright colors, and I would 
say they are a little what we call Tex Cech modified, they like to match the girls and the guys, 
and the color, and we try to use Czech ribbons, and I would say a lot of our costumes I think 
favor the Moravian, maybe the Podluzan area, the Podluzans have the puffy sleeves and bright 
color skirts, lots of pastels and different colors and white aprons - anywhere in the Moravian 
area, mid-Moravian area..." [F-50-W] 

One informant from West observes the Westfest's positive effect on ethnic 

consciousness of West residents of Czech descent, including the West youth; for 

example, many of them now voluntarily participate in the Westfest's parade of costumes 

(excerpt 4 below). 

(4) [before] "you didn't see the young kids really participating - much, and now with the 
Westfest, they've got an opportunity to go and wear their costumes, and dance to polka music, 
that we just didn't see before" [M-5 l^W] 

" When moderatiiig the gToiq)'s performance at the Westfest, [F-50-W] described the dancers' outfit to the 
audience as "Tex-^^ecA costumes'* as well (Westfest, August 1997). 
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Following up on this informant's point, an article that appeared in the West News a few 

weeks before the Westfest 1998, explains to the readers that 

the wearing of colorful costumes to Westfest has been exhibited in order to keep 
alive and promote this tradition. If you lose part of tradition, you lose part of 
your Czechoslovakian inheritance and history. Therefore, you can't have a 
Czechoslovakian celebration without a colorful costume! 

The writer then extends her call for participation to the youth; 

...[name] will also have a youth group that can have a Texas-style Czech 
costume and can participate. It is hoped that this will generate an interest in the 
youth to keep alive and promote this tradition (West News /05(31); 9). 

The rhetoric of this article implies that the possession and wearing of "colorful 

costumes" is an indispensable form of manifestation of one's ethnicity. (I should note that 

I have never seen such a forceful appeal made on behalf of the langtiage, although one 

could formulate a similarly enthusiastic invitation to the Westfest encouraging the visitors 

to come and 'brush up on their Czech'). Watching the parade while imagining that one's 

ancestors probably used to wear similarly elaborate and beautiful costmnes is an effortless 

and enjoyable activity, and naturally, more of an attraction. Furthermore, the purpose of 

such festival is to promote heritage of ethnic Czechs in Texas^ in an entertaining manner, 

through such outward manifestations of ethnicity as the polka band and dance group 

performances, Texas Czech (and other) food, beer, and - "the colorful costumes." 

Also the vests worn by the members of some Chapters of the Czech Heritage 

Society of Texas are interestingly "Tex-Czech" modified. Its basic cut and the use of 

ribbons are the features that one would associate with a vest belonging to a traditional 

^ In addition, Westfest Multicultural Amphitheater presents both American Czech and other-etimic dancing 
groups. 
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costume. One such vest, decorated with the yellow rose of Texas, and four ribbons, each 

(as I was told) representing one region of the "old home country," diat is Czech 

(Bohemia), Moravia, Silesia, and Slovakia,^^ attracted my attention at the aimual 

festival in Praha, Texas {Prazskd Pout *). Complemented by the vest wearer's blue jeans, 

the metaphor for the blend of Texas and Czech cultures was nearly perfect. The back of 

another vest, which I saw some members of the CHST's McLennan-Hill County Chapter 

wearing at the Westfest 1997, displays, in addition to the Chapter's designation, the 

Czech flag and the coats of arms of the Czech Republic on the left side (with "Moravia" 

below it), the Czech Lion, a symbol of the Czechs, in the middle, and the Texas flag on 

the right side (with "Silesia" below it). The Czech Lion rests within the contours in the 

shape of the US geographical borders. The design of the vest expresses that the CHST's 

members are the Czechs bom in America. 

Texas Czech folk music and wearing Texas Czech, or imported Czech, costumes 

have persevered in the Texas Czech culture as convenient and enjoyable signifiers of 

ethnic belonging. They appear to have retained their appeal because they are utilized at 

the appropriate occasions but otherwise do not impinge on people's everyday practice.®* 

Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer (1998: 68-9) speak of the elected "badges of ethnicity" that 

one can easily put on and take off. The Texas Czech costumes seem to fit this description 

both metaphorically and literally. 

" The vest belongs to a member of the CHST's Bexar County Ch^ter. 
^ Musicians and dancers themselves, with their weekly practices, might disagree. 
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6.2.3. Texas Czech Weddings 

Another surviving tradition that has been transformed through the generations is 

the so-called "Czech wedding". I use my informants' views to first sketch its 

characteristics in the past, and then the features that make a present-day wedding Czech. I 

also consider its prospects for the future, and illustrate the trend among the Czech 

Brethren to hold more elaborate weddings receptions, the practice which used to set them 

apart from the Czech Catholics. 

In the first excerpt, [M-19-W] remembers a typical Czech weddings and 

compares it with his own. Although this informant belongs to the Brethren church, his 

wedding included a dance, which used to be a component more typical for weddings of 

the Czech Catholics (Machann and Mendl 1983; cf. 3.5.3.). 

(1) ""nekefi mili ('some had') [a] platform, you know, dancing na venku, meli ('outside, they 
had') - built platform, a nekere ("and some') long time ago, nekery ty ('some of those') weddings 
aji dva dni se selebreitovalv (' [were] celebrated [ceIeb^ate^-ova//] even two days'), when I got 
married,... well we just had supper a potem zme mili bal tudy na ('and then we had a ball here 
at') Ross SPJSThall, potem uz ('then already') next day to work [M-19-W] 

The Czech Catholic weddings used to be held on Mondays or Tuesdays, to assure 

that they would not conflict with a Sunday mass (M-28-G* and F-33-G*). One custom 

that the ancestors brought with them from the Czech lands was the so-called cepeni 

('imveiling'), which Hannan (1992a: 14-15) defines as "an ancient Slavic custom..., 

which signified the acceptance of the bride into the community of married women." As 

the traditional "unveiling song" was simg, the veU was removed and the bride's loose hair 

placed under a cap {cepec), worn by married women. The ceremony, usually taking place 
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at midnight, "signaled to the bride that the carefree days of the youth had drawn to a close 

and that more difficult life awaited her" (Ibid.).®' 

One of my West informants remembers the unveiling song, which he describes as 

"beautiful" and '^touching," but does not believe that this tradition is still a part of Texas 

Czech weddings in West today (M-38-W). Similarly, [M-19] of West says, 

(2) "(and the unveiling song?) that was in the forties, you see, a fiiilkaj vz to nedelajT 
'...and today they don't do it anymore' [M-19-W] 

The situation in Granger may be different. I did not witness this custom during 

my stay in Granger, but I learned shortly before one wedding (which I then attended) that 

the bride and the groom's families were considering it. One Granger informant from the 

YG describes "the Cech wedding" as she knows it today and mentions one that apparently 

featured the unveiling song, because "somebody took the time to translate the words into 

English" (excerpt 3). 

(3) "(co je deskd svadba?/ 'what is a Czech wedding ?) miniS ptvo a ('do you mean beer and') 
barbecue? Because this is what a lot of people think of the Cech wedding (co vy myslite ze je 
6eskd svadbal / 'what do you think that a Czech wedding is?') velke, ve kosteli, ptvo a barbecue, 
deske* muzika ('[it's] big, in church, beer and BBQ, Czech [should be tfe^Aa-FEM] music), and 
that tradition - the unveiling - we still do it a lot here...ten ('that') tradition — people my age and 
younger even know about it, there was a svajba ('wedding') six, seven moths ago, and they just 
graduated from college, and that was done at their wedding and they were familiar with it. But 
it's the aimts and - somebody took the time to translate the words into English" [F-55-G] 

One characteristic of a Czech wedding that most informant mention is its size. The 

informant in (4) below even suggests that big weddings, started by their ancestors, tend to 

be more common among the non-Czechs as well. 

^ Dr. Kevin Hannan was foitunate to observe this custom at a wedding in Granger. No weddings that took 
place during my fieldwork in Granger or West featured this old custom. 
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(4) "F: jo, to byly velky svad'by - Jag cesky* dilaji I mean if it was in the Czech traditions - M: 
oh to za6lo ceske, tadyk to hodnidilaju, emi tfebas nejsu CeSi, maju vel'ke svad'by, ale to zadlo, 
to CeSi dilali vel'ke svad'by..." 

'F: yeah, those were big weddings - like Czech-ADJ [should be (?ef/-NOUN-PL] do [it]... - M: 
oh it started Czech, they do it a lot here, they may not even be Czechs, they have big weddings, 
but it started, the Czecte did big weddings...' [M-30-W & F-33*-W] 

As we see in excerpts (5-7) below, the Czech weddings are not only bigger, but 

also distinct in the Texas Czech food^° (barbecue, and kolaches for dessert), drink (beer 

must be plentiful), and entertainment (an evening dance, featuring a polka or a coimtry 

and western band). In strai, a Texas Czech wedding is an "all-day affair" (excerpt 7). 

(5) "(ve/fa7 svadba je deskd svadbal! 'is a big wedding the Czech wedding?') oh jo ('oh yeah'), 
we started at two o'clock, we had a big party, barbecue, beer, plenty pivo ('beer'), you know, the 
dance at night..." [M-53-G] 

(6) "(what kind of a wedding did you have?) M: a full-blown Cech wedding - F: we call it a 
Cech wedding so - M: church, band country western but thev played a lot of polka music too - all 
day affair, big supper, hundreds of people..." fM-51a-W & F-56-W*] 

(7) "(me// ste ceskou svadbul) jo cesku svad'bu, cely den' - {ceskd svadba znamend velkd 
svadbal) not necessarily, just the way we do it, it's just too expensive today" 
'(did you have a Czech wedding?) yeah, Czech wedding, all day - (does a Czech wedding mean a 
big wedding?)...' [F-50-W] 

Not surprisingly, large-size weddings today impose a huge financial burden on the bride 

and groom's families (the problem mentioned in 7 above). However, [F-50-W] thinks that 

the duration of the wedding (with a dance in the evening), rather than the size, 

differentiates the Czech from 'other' weddings. Since big weddings are increasingly less 

affordable, they tend to start not in the morning as they used to, but in the early afternoon. 

™ While in the past all food was home-made, catering is becoming more common today. Also, the types of 
snacks before the main dish in the evening seem to have gained in variety. For example, at the wedding I 
attended in Granger, the light course included various dips, vegetables, and breads. 
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The wedding party and the guests meet in church where a wedding ceremony is held, and 

then they move to a hall for a reception and an evening dance. 

Only two of my interviewees (from West) mentioned one specific detail about the 

Texas Czech weddings, distinctive from such weddings in the past, namely a change in 

the quality of bows that the guests usually wear as indication of their status (excerpt 8). 

(8) "F: aji ty vonavky, my zme dycky pravili ('also those [bows pinned to a guest's dress or suit], 
we always called it') - to 6il enem je takave ('today it's only like') bow alebo ('or') net alebo cosi 
('or something'), and we - M: we used to have that rozmarynka ('rosemary-NOM'), it was a big 
deal, everybody always had it - F: then they started substituting cedar..." [M-38-W & F-41-W] 

As for the future of the Czech weddings in Texas, the informants in (9) below 

believe that an extensive guest list, the length of the reception, and a live band, which still 

distinguish such weddings today, will soon make it too difficult to continue them in their 

present form, and once these distinctive features die out, so will this recognizable Texas 

Czech tradition. 

(9) "even with the Cech weddings - they are dying, just like with the hall [West Fraternal], we 
have very few bookings, not the weddings now, it's very expensive... We bought everything, a lot 
of beer - F: that's the Cech wedding @@@ - M: you got to have plenty of beer, but now it's so 
expensive, they are dying - Grand march,^' that's always fun (is that Czech?) M; we only know it 
as Cech..[M-5la-W & F-56-W*] 

The Czech Brethren seem less strict about the simplicity and moderation that used 

to distinguish their weddings from those of the Czech Catholics. Rather, as the views of 

two Brethren informants in excerpts (10 - 11) demonstrate, their church has become more 

accepting of elaborate receptions in the style that characterizes Catholic weddings. The 

informant in (10) refers to his daughter's wedding to a Catholic. The way in which his 
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statement is phrased does not allude to any difference in the st}'le of a Czech wedding, 

which, in his view, is still "quite popular" among die Czechs, regardless of their church 

affiliation. 

(10) "One of the heritage [sic] that ^ still patronize in is the Czech wedding, that's quite 
popular" [M-38-G] 

(11) "v nasim kostele vitsinu to nemaju, jcilej to troSku zadinaju vjecej, moja mama ak oni byli 
married oni mili u hauza - obid ale ne dance, al'e obed mili, besedu - tady mill dva tydne 
spdtky, a ti mili dance..." 

'in our [Brethren] church (they) usually don't have it, now it's starting a little bit more, my mom, 
when they were married, they had it at the house [Aotts(e)+a-GEN] - a supper but not a dance, 
but a supper they had, a visit - there was [a Brethren wedding in town] two weeks ago, and they 
had a dmce' [F-33-W] 

Wrapping up this portion of the discussion, I return to the Texas Czech youth, 

again in relation to their willingness to engage in traditional dancing, which depends on 

the type of event that they attend. The informant in (12) below complains that the young 

people will participate only when a dance is a part of a wedding reception (I would add 

ethnic festivals; cf. 6.2.1. above). 

(12) "oni mladi pujdu na svadbu, ale dyz mas regular dance, neprijdou" 
•those young people will come to a wedding, but when you have a regular dance, they won't 
come' [M-late 60s-Ermis*, in West] 

6.2.4. Texas Czech Food 

"Czech out our kitchen" {KJTNews 57(3): 27) 

Texas Czech food is served at all ethnic events, mainly festivals, weddings, and 

fund raisers for 'things Czech' (e.g., the cultural centers of Texas Czechs discussed in 

Chapter 7, 7.2.), and often at other socials, including church picnics, bazaars, and 

To my knowledge, the Grand March is not a common feature of weddings in the Czech Republic (just as 
Texas Czech barbecue is not). The origins of the dance and the history of its becoming an expected part of a 
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communis fund raising socials. I chose to begin this subsection with the word play 

"Czech out our kitchen" from the KJTNews to stress the prominent place given to Texas 

Czech style food, one of the main attractions of such events. 

Just as with the music, costumes, and weddings, the diet of Czechs in Texas has 

changed since the time the first Czechs settled in the state. My intention here is to 

highlight the main dishes that still make the Texas Czech food unique, and briefly 

contrast the ways in which the events featuring Texas Czech food are advertised in Texas 

Czech (Nasinec), Czech-related (Vestnik), and local Texas {Granger News) newspapers. 

Some Texas Czechs still remember always havingpolevka ('soup') precede the 

main course, which is rarely the case today. Texas Czechs used to have this ordering of 

dishes in common with the Czechs in the Czech lands (where it has been maintained until 

the present day). However, a traditional chicken noodle soup, for which the home-made 

noodles are a crucial ingredient, is still considered a highlight in the soup 'family'^ in 

both Texas and the Czech Republic. 

Many essential food products of Texas Czechs used to be home-made, including 

bread, milk, butter and cottage cheese (excerpt 1). 

(1) ""kolace, aji nudle, home made noodles, ya mama ona secko, keikv. ona to nekupila ty boxy. 
ona si delala doma, tarn nahazala co tarn mela, she made her own cakes, chocolate cake alebo 
Jag to - potem strudl, a poppy seed tu buchtu, they were all good, a si dilali sami, jak mleko, a 
potem cottage cheese, oni si to sami dilali doma - a mdslo tez, Secko...''' 

'kolaches, noodles too...yeah, mama she [made it] all, cakes [cake+>^PL], she didn't buy those 
boxes [box+y-PL], she made it at home, she threw what she had in there, she made her own 
cakes, chocolate cake, or like that - then strudel, and poppy seed - that [Czech pastry], they were 

Texas Czech wedding deserve further research. 
^ For example, this soup was chosen for a Texas Czech food demonstration organized by the CHSTs 
Travis-Williamson Counties Ch^ter in one of Austin's siq>ermarkets in the fall of 1997. 
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all good, and she made it herself, like milk, and then cottage cheese, she made it herself at home -
and butter too, everything' [M-19-W] 

Moving to the present, the menus available at ethnic festivals, such as the one 

reproduced in (3) below, feature dishes tiiat have very little to do with the traditional 

Czech cuisine but have been become a stable part of the diet of generations of Czechs 

living in Texas; they reflect altering of the customs and tradition with the adjustment to 

the climate and culture of the adopted state. For example, the organizers of the National 

Polka Festival in Ennis advertised the menus featuring the "Czech food" as follows: 

(2) "Czech food is always a crowd favorite at meal time at the National Polka Festival. Czech-
style klobase and pastries like apple strudel and kolaches are the highlight of plate lunches 
served at most halls both Saturday and Sunday" {Vistnik 55(20): 11; italics in the original) 

Specifically, the meals consisted of 

(3) "barbecue beef and klobase, buttered parsley potatoes, sauerkraut, coleslaw, pickles, ranch 
style beans, light and dark bread, Czech pastry, tea or coffee." Their "Czech dinners" offered 
"pork roast, dumplings, sauerkraut, homemade pastries, tea or coffee" (Ibid.) 

Among the recognizably Czech items in (3) above are klobase (StCz klobdsy, / 'pork 

sausages'), familiar to the readers in its Czech version (just as pivo/ 'beer'), sauerkraut, 

pork roast, dumplings, and Czech pastry. 

As a result of other-culture influences, Texas Czech sauerkraut today 

approximates its German version. One correspondent to Nds cesky zivot (in 4 below) 

complains about the texture of sauerkraut in Texas Czech cuisine, comparing it to the old-

fashioned moravske zeli ('thickened - Moravian - sauerkraut'). 

(4) " moravske zeli has given way to saueiicraut (a pale, unsatisfactory substitution for the dish it 
replaces) as a st^le of the permanent menu with mashed potatoes, fried chicken, and sausage" 

{NdS desky iivot [Our Czech life] 2 (2): 10)" 

" An article by E. R. Kallus entitled Heritage rescued: the Catholic Sokols (part II). 
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The menus reproduced in (3) above name the most typical dishes and trimmings 

that have been a part of Texas Czech cuisine. Based on an invitation to another festival 

from an issue of Nasinec, I can add one less common dish, '"'"valassky gulds s 

knecHikamy*"^^* ('Wallachian goulash with dumplings').^' 

Comparing the terms used in reference to the "Czech food" in two announcements 

for the same event published in two different newspapers, one can notice an interesting 

contrast. The Texas Czech newspaper Nasinec presents the key ethnic attractions of the 

Czech Fest in Rosenberg, Texas, using the words "pravd ceskd muzika a jidlo"! 

^authentic Czech music and food' {Nasinec 84(27): 1). In contrast, while aimouncing the 

same event, the text in the Granger News speaks of "the Czech and country western 

bands" with "imique music styles," and "Czech-American food" (Granger News 103(S): 

9). The actual band and food selection aside, one might argue that the ways in which 

these items are modified as 'more Czech', in the case of Nasinec, or as 'more American 

Czech', in the case of Granger News, reflect the contrast between a more intimate 

(ethnic) understanding of the event at hand in the Texas Czech Nasinec, and a more 

distant presentation of the same in an American local newspaper {Granger News). 

The food that is not typically Czech is sometimes advertised as such, to fit the 

spirit of an event where it is served. Wandering through the Westfest groimds (August 

Should be s knecHtky ('with dumpling-MASC-INANIM-PL-INSTR') in Standard Czech (StCz), s 
knedlikama in Common Czech (CC), and s knedlikama or s knedle(a)ma in Moravian dialects. The fonn 
used in NaSinec appears to result from hypercorrection (i.e., ^ knedlik-am-y, wdiere the [-am-] reflects the 
CC and dialectal fbims, and the /-y/ comes fiom StCz). Source: NaSinec 840Q): 3. 

Many recipes for traditional Czech, Texas Czech and other popular meals have appeared in the Czech 
reflections, recipes, memories & history (1994) published by the McLennan-Hill Chapter of Czech Heritage 
Society, and the West heritage cookbook (1986). 
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1997), I found at least two examples of such appropriation, namely one booth selling "the 

Czech ka-bob" (being assured at the counter that "pickles are Czech too"), and another 

booth offering "Bohemian sandwiches" (another piece of evidence that the word 

"Bohemian" is being freed of its negative connotations; cf. 6.1.5.). 

While there seems to be some flexibility to what is and what is not considered 

Czech among the selection of main dishes, the ever-present koldce (kolaches), the "staple 

food item in any Czech's diet" (Vestnik 86{\A): 13), are firmly a part of the Texas Czech 

cuisine. They are made at home, sold in the bakeries (even in Taylor's HEB), and served 

at a variety of (not necessarily Texas Czech) socials. The bakers enter competitions in 

making kolaches, and kolaches eaters compete in their consiunption (e.g., at the 

Caldwell's Kolache Festival). One can even browse through the kolaches home page. 

Finally, kolaches are missed by Texas Czech travelers to the Czech Republic who say, "I 

haven't seen a kolac until I came back to Texas" (M-24-W).^^ 

Texas Czech kolaches are usually filled with apricot, prune, cottage cheese with 

raisins, pineapple, or peach. The poppy seed kolaches are also popular, just as their meat 

version called klobdsniky. In addition to kolaches, some informants remember their 

grandmother's pukace (round dumplings filled with fiiiit), kraple (a light fiaky kind of 

pastry covered with icing), and buchty (a kind of pastry filled with fruit, topped with 

icing), which are also round but bigger than kolaches (M-51b-W, F-34-G). Also fimnel 

While Czechs in the Czech Republic enjoy their kolaches too, this kind of pastry is not as popular as in 
Texas. Consequently, one has to look for a specialized bakery (if not satisfied with manufactured pastry that 
is considered a kolach but differs firom its Texas Czech version in both taste and shape). Czechs in the 
Czech Republic use the word koldd in reference to a great variety of pastries (e.g., makovy koldd / 'a poppy 
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cakes and the so-called rosettes (both deep-firied) are considered Czech, although I had 

never seen them made in the Czech Republic. 

Many bakeries in Texas profit from the kolaches' popularity. In order to serve 

more and more customers, however, they have to be produced fast and in large quantities 

at the expense of their quality. The informant speaking in (5) below represents many 

others who, having been raised on home-made kolaches, can immediately tell the 

difference between kolaches made from scratch and those sold in the bakeries. 

(5) "M: and the ingredients and the way the kolaches are made, it's changing. To me, the way 
mama makes kolaches..." [compared to West bakeries] "they make more American type recipes, 
it's not like kolaches I know..., it's not the old-fashioned kolach, I can tell the difference. I can 
look at them and I [can] tell if it's true kolaches that were made from the way we used to or the 
way they are now, and that's a big difference, and I got a feeling that - take for instance - mama 
makes kolaches from scratch, you can't do that - that's what's bad now in our society, my mom 
never worked, her job was being a mother and homemaker, now it takes both to make a living 
and that has a big impact on all this being lost, too - if she [his wife] had free time and she could 
pick it up from her moni, it could be continued on further, but because they can't do that, a lot is 
being lost that way..." [M-5 la-W] 

Further, [M-5 la] believes that the busy lives are to blame at least for some of the 

loss of Texas Czech cultural traditions. Another informant (in 6 below) is one of the 

those middle-age working mothers who are fortunate enough to have learned how to 

make kolaches but no longer bake them at home. 

(6) ''(pedete kolddell "do you bake kolaches?') not at home, but when we have big functions in 
the recreation center [Granger's SSCM Hall]" [F-55-G] 

Finally, my informants' memories of besedy (family visits), described in Chapter 

3, are associated with tastes and smells of food served on such occasions. Many 

remember them with a bit of nostalgia, noting that their hurried lifestyles today make it 

seed kolach' sold in the bakeries is very different in the shape and the dough quality fiom, say, tmkovy 
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impossible to maintain this family tradition. Excerpts (7 - 9) below illustrate how the 

snacks and meals served at besedas changed with the times. 

(7) "oh Jo to bylo skorem kcddu nedilu @@@ - jag sent byl maly, toz mamka Sla a zabila staru 
slepku ktera nenesla, icvafila polevku, potem Sla a to maso jag bylo uvafene ovdlala v miice a 
posmaSila, a boy to bylo dobre, a ty domaci kolace.. .(a chleba maminka pekla?) oh jo eSti pe6e, 
eSti dild koldde {a vaSa zendl) jo tez umi es6e, obdas pe6e chleba... (besedy uz nemivatel) ne, 
fill uz dopadd neni tolik 6asu fill jag dysi byvalo, Jcilje fiecko nahonem..." 

'oh yeah, that was almost every Sunday - when I was little, ((so)) mom would go and kill an old 
hen that didn't lay eggs, made a soup, and then she went and that meat, when it was cooked, [she] 
rolled [it] in flour and fried [it] a bit, and boy that was good, and those home-made 
koiaches...(and did your mom bake bread?), oh yeah, she still bakes [them], still makes kolaches 
(and your wife?) yeah, she still knows how [to make them], sometimes she bakes bread...(you 
don't have besedas anymore?) no, ((now)) it seems there's not as much time now as it used to be 
back then, everything happens too much in a hurry now.' [M-42-G] 

(8) "yeah we would have our little svacinkas ('snacks'), we would always go to visit another 
family (co ste mivain/ 'what did you have?') sausage wraps and homey pickles, and some kind of 
a sweet - or a bigger meal" [F-55-G] 

(9) "jag nebyl television, tak dycky na besedu, v nedelu odpoledni nebo tak, ale ted' se to trochu 
stratilo, vite, byla beseda, svadina {co ste mein) well, negdy byly kolade, nebo nejake cookies, 
nebo sandwiches, popcorn, takove vec/..." 

"when there was no television, then [we would] always [go]- for a visit, on Sunday aftemoon or 
so, but now it's being lost, you know, we had a visit, snacks (what did you have?) well, sometime 
there were kolaches, or some cookies, or sandwiches, popcorn, things like that..." [M-50-G] 

6.2.5. Visiting the Czech Republic 

After the "velvet revolution" in the Czech Republic (1989), more and more travel 

agencies in Texas began to offer the tours to the Czech Republic. Some of them try to 

make their itineraries more flexible so that their Texas Czech customers can visit a 

village, a town, or an area which their ancestors who settled m Texas left behind, spend 

some time with their distant relatives, or devote a day or two to their genealogical pursuits 

in regional archives. 

koldd / 'a prune kolach'). 
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Some informants have only recently resumed the contacts with their relatives 

oversees, which was discouraged in the past forty five years by the cold war propaganda 

and the close ties of the socialist Czechoslovakia to the Soviet Union. The lack of 

information exchange has taken its toll. Similar to older Slovenian immigrants who 

become disappointed by their visits to Slovenia as they "discover that Slovenes no longer 

fit the stereotypes they had of them" (Sabec 1995: 50), older Texans of Czech descent 

tend to begin their journey with the memories from their grandparents' or parents' stories, 

looking for "the fruit trees in bloom along unpaved roads," for a piece of reality that 

would match them. Much more information is available today, and with more awareness 

of the Czechs' culture, the travelers have been better prepared to visit and enjoy, in the 

words of one informant, "f/ie/r culture compared to ours" (M-5 la-W). The American 

media have become more interested in monitoring the situation in the former Eastern 

Block, which has made following the developments in the Czech Republic somewhat 

easier. One of young informants told me, "toz ('well') when things like that [here 

presidential elections after 1989] happen, we always sit at the TV and listen,...to know 

what's going on, so we still have that link in our heritage there..." (F-58-G). 

My goal in this subsection is to assess the interest of older and younger 

informants in visiting the Czech Republic. The ensuing discussion is based on the last 

two questioimaire items from section III, namely the questions, "Would you like to spend 
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a few months in the Czech Republic?" (item 27), and "Would you send your child(ren) to 

the Czech Republic for a while?"(item 28).^ 

In the OG, 19 (73.1%) informants said yes, and 5 (19.2%) said no, to the question 

in (27). In the YG, 9 (81.8%) informants would like to spend a few months in the Czech 

Republic and one would not.^' 

The results show that most informants in both groups are interested in establishing 

some personal ties with the Czech Republic or are at least curious about the life in the 

homeland of their ancestors. Some express interest in learning about their roots ("to sort 

of get back to what I consider my roots," "to check out my heritage," "to see where 

parents were bom," "historical interest and food," "search for/visit with relatives," [OG]; 

"visit and learn about my heritage/my background," "to visit relatives and friends" 

[YG]), some would like to go to "to see the beautiful country," or "just to enjoy" (OG), 

some to learn the language ("...perhaps take Czech classes" [OG]), or "do genealogical 

research" (OG). Others would like to be able to compare their Texas Czech culture with 

that of Czechs in the Czech Republic ("to see more and see differences between them and 

us," "to get to know more about them" [OG]). This interest in comparing the two cultures 

expressed by some informants in the YG is the only response type not furnished by the 

older informants. 

^ A note on the questionnaire design is in order here. Both questions would have better suited the purpose 
if the length of stay was not specified as "'a few moths". Many informants commented that they would like 
to visit, but spend a few weeks at most. As for (28), a hypothetical formulation would have improved the 
chances for responses other than '̂ children are grown*^ from my older informants. 

One informant in the OG, and 1 informant in the YG, wrote in '̂ on-applicable". One informant in the 
OG did not respond to the question. 
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The informants who have already been to the Czech Republic would go again 

They wrote, "I love it," and "[Tj was there last summer and liked it so much." The young 

informant who does not think about visiting the Czech Republic explains, "I have no 

interest in modem Czechs," although he is attracted to one piece of their culture, the 

music played by the polka bands currently active in the Czech Republic. 

As for the visit of their children (item 28), 11 (42.3%) older informants would 

like for them to have this experience, 3(11.5%) would not, and 9 (34.6%) entered "non-

applicable" (see note 78). Among the YG, 8 (72.7%) informants said "yes", and 1 (9.1%) 

said "no".^ The older informants who elaborated on why they would like for their 

children to see the ancestral country provide reasons that orient toward learning the 

customs and discovering of one's heritage ("to witoess the origin of their ancestors," "to 

see where their grandparents lived"). One of them sounds somewhat idealistic ("to learn 

Czech values"). The former type of response is typical for the few informants in the YG 

who included their reasons ("so she [the daughter] could know about her heritage," "to 

see where their grandfather came from"), but apparently none of them believe that this 

trip could teach them about the "Czech values". 

When I asked similar questions in interviews, most informants responded in the 

affirmative as well, and those who have already visited the Czech Republic, would like to 

repeat their experience. Yet, the strength of desire to coimect with the ancestral homeland 

^ This **00" meant "only with the parents" and thus could be included among the total of positive 
responses. In addition, 1 older informant wrote in '̂ decided", and another two did not respond to the 
question. Two informants in the YG do not have children, hence they found the question '̂ on-^licable". 
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does not compare to the depth of the meaning that more tangible expressions of Texas 

Czech identity, namely the music, the costumes, and the food, have for many of them. 

At the same time, it appears that for most Texas Czech travelers, the experience 

has been enriching, and that more of them will continue to visit the Czech Republic in the 

future. Such a travel plan is usually accompanied by motivation to practice their Czech 

prior to the visit. This, coupled with more student exchanges (The University of Texas at 

Austin, and Texas A & M University at College Station in the near future), should help 

maintain the language (if not Texas Czech, at least formally acquired Czech) for more 

than the next twenty five years (cf. Chapter 7, 7.4.1.). 

6.2.6. Other Expressions of Identity 

"Made in America from Czech parts" 

One possible beginning for the discussion of yet other expressions of identity 

could be a well-meant statement made by a Texas Czech activist, which highlights 

another dimension of Texas Czechs' ethnic consciousness, similar to the putting on and 

taking off the costumes and other outward manifestations of ethnicity, at the right time 

and place. "We want to make sure that our heritage is being enjoyed by the state and other 

Texas Czech visitors," she explained, when introducing the members of The Czech 

Historical Association of Texas to a fund-raising drive for the Texas Czech Heritage 

Cultural Center, to be built in La Grange. 

Texas Czechs are creative up-keepers of their ethnic culture. A few examples 

follow. 
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One of modem and perhaps also fashionable expressions of ethnic belonging 

combines an object from the American popular culture (a button, a Tee-shirt) with print 

which asserts one's Czech or Texas Czech identity. Wearing such buttons and Tee-shirts, 

mainly for ethnic festivals, both old and young descendants of Czechs express their ethnic 

solidarity, and manifest their pride of being Czech to others. Some prints on buttons are 

more conventional ("I'm proud to be American, I'm proud to be Czech", "Texas bom 

Czech"), others engage a word play ("Czech out your roots", "Made in America from the 

Czech parts"), or humor ("It's hard to be himible when you are Czech," "Old Czechs 

never die", or "You can always tell a Czech by the poppy seed in their teeth" - from 

eating poppy seed kolaches). The Czech Folk Dancers of West have designed a button 

with, "Kiss me, I'm Czech". The proceeds from its sale contribute to the group's budget. 

Even the word Bohemian makes it to the selection. One example is a positive image of a 

"Bohemian Body Builder" (on the front), and "Bohemian Body Building Schedule" (on 

the back), on a Tee-shirt worn by a teenage girl for the Westfest (also cf. Chapter 5, 

5.2.2.4.) 

A different example comes from an annual awards ceremony for the King and the 

Queen of the Festival at the Kolache Festival in Caldwell. This annual award is an 

expression of the community's gratitude, extended to one elderly couple of Texans of 

Czech descent "as a tribute to their pride in their ethnic identity, for instilling in their 

family appreciation for their cultural heritage, and for their devotion to preserving a sense 

of historical identity among the Czechs of Texas." Arguably, the recipients must have 

shown "their pride" and "their devotion" to the heritage preservation, and thus the plaque 
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(with the text quoted above) should carry a deeper meaning for both the elected Royalty 

and the community members; outsiders, on the other hand, may view it merely as a 

colorful show. 

Commercial expressions of Czechness abound. For example, beer connoisseurs 

should appreciate a promise, "Our beer passes through hundreds of quality Czechs daily," 

which appears on a billboard in Shiner, Texas. Similarly, it is hoped that some travelers 

on Interstate 35 passing West will find appealing the billboard featuring a girl in a Texas 

Czech costimie holding a plate of kolaches and visit one of the city's "Czech" bakeries. 

Unlike Granger, West has materialized its historical Czechness in the Westfest 

(interestingly, the festival was initiated from the outside),'" and in the many "Czech" 

stores and restaurants. The Westfest, held over the Labor day weekend, traditionally 

begins with a parade of floats, which serves as a good example of weaving the "Czech 

heritage" into an event that helps advertise local businesses ("commercial category") and 

promote "non-commercial" clubs and organizations. The floats are evaluated by a group 

of judges (among which the Westfest organizers like to see one Czech from the Czech 

Republic, and they are nearly always able to find one in West) on three criteria: 

"Originality, Workmanship, and Czech Heritage". Consequently, even the businesses 

such as American bank, or R & R Processing, and non-commercial Girls Scouts of 

America, or West Drug baseball team, all try to include at least the word "Czech" into the 

overall design of the float. To be sure, some contestants (both Czech and non-Czech) are 
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very creative in finding the ways to fulfill the "Czech Heritage" criterion. Yet, the parade 

of floats demonstrates the commercialization of ethnic heritage, with its inward 

a t  

appreciation transcending to an outward marker for public display. 

According to the West residents who compiled the book Czech reflections-. 

[p]rior to 1976 [the beginning of the Westfest] little mention of Czech influence 

was noted in West business names, and other than Cechoslovak Publishing 

Company, Inc.,...the word Czech was not seen. No billboards promoting West or 

the Czech Heritage" of the community existed along Interstate 35" (1994: 139). 

The situation is very different today. The word Czech, or a at least a Czech surname 

appear in the names of many businesses, including the bakeries (Kolacek's Kolache 

Kitchen & Bakery, Little Czech Bakery, Olde Czech Bakery and Smokehouse),®^ meat 

markets (Olde Czech ...Smokehouse, with Nemecek [Czech surname] Brothers whose 

Texas Czech sausage is well known throughout the state), antique stores {Czech Point 

Antiques and Collectibles, Olde Czech Comer), gift shops {Czech Shoppe, Maggie's 

Fabric Patch, featuring "Czech-nique: Fabrics, costumes, crystal, polka, tapes, Czech 

"The festival was organized in 1976 by Sue Peskaia, who as a newcomer to West in 1973, recognized the 
community's potential to use its Czech ethnic majority to promote the City of West as well as the Czech 
traditions and customs" {Czech Reflections 1994: 136; emphasis added). 
*' On the other hand, the Westfest offers "cultural demonstrations" by "local heritage volunteers" (another 
manipulation of the word "heritage"), showing "how...ancestors performed various jobs unique to the 
culture of Czechoslovakia and the early settlers of West," such as rope making or com grinding {Westfest 
1997, flyer). Just like interactive museum exhibitions, these demonstrations both educate and entertain. I 
am hesitant to call such presentation of "heritage", here of concrete old ways of doing things, 
commercialized. 
^ Also the first letter in the word "Heritage" is capitalized, which seems to accentuate the standing of the 
expression "Czech Heritage" as a vignette, a routine expression in the preservadonists' vocabulary. Such 
visual arrangement makes it seem arti6cial and detach^ from everyday life, finm the living ethnicity. 

Also the "Czech Heritage Bakery" deserves a mention here, even though it is located in Temple, Texas. 
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trims & more"), and restaurants (Picha's Czech American Restaurant, Czech Stop Deli, 

Koiacek's Kolache Kitchen & Bakery, and Sulak's Cafe). 

The word Czech in the names of businesses does not always mean that the owner, 

or employees, are of Czech descent, but it serves the purpose of promoting and utilizing 

the Czech heritage. Some stores specialize in the products imported from the Czech 

Republic (the Czech Gift Shoppe, also selling its "Czech Imports" at the Westfest). As for 

the restaurants' menus, the Czech American restaurant serves American food "but 

seasoned in a Czech way," which, as I learned from the owner, means using more garlic 

and onion. Kolacek's Kolache Kitchen does not offer Czech cuisine at all, except for 

sauerkraut (but see excerpt 4, 6.2.4. above). 

My last example is to further illustrate the blend of Czech and American cultures 

that shapes the expressions of Texas Czechs' ethnic identity. Attending a Halloween party 

in Granger, 1 witnessed a Texas Czech polka band playing their "variety music", 

including the pieces sung in Czech, and the Halloween creatures dancing to the rhythm of 

polkas and waltzes, some of them singing along with the band, expressing their American 

and Texas Czechness, as well as the Czech Texanness. 

When I asked one of my informants, "would you think that perhaps claiming your 

heritage now is for some people more fashionable than - coming from their heart?," she 

replied, "No, I think the people that are really into the heritage in any way, it is from the 

heart more than trying to be fashionable, they wouldn't care otherwise..." (F-50-W). 

The question that I am trying to answer, working through quite disparate 

examples, is whether the expressions of Texas Czech ethnic identity need be compared to 
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the "authentic" culture of their ancestral homeland, and whether rather creative 

expressions of ethnici^ that are no longer lived, but studied, performed, and displayed to 

be "enjoyed by the state and other Texas Czech visitors" and Texas Czechs themselves, 

can be dismissed as merely superficial. 

Analyzing the standing of langu^e among the core cultural values of Welsh 

Australians, Smolicz (1992:291) asserts that "[w]hen deprived of language as the core-

marker of identity, the Welsh resort enthusiastically to 'residual' or 'non-authentic' 

expressions of ethnicity (Fishman and Nahimy 1966, Smolicz 1980, 1981)." He then 

quotes "a Welsh television producer who accompanied a Welsh choir on their recent visit 

to Australia," to illustrate his point: 

I've never seen anything like it at home: flags, leeks, Welsh cakes and daflfodils 

everywhere. There are more Welsh costumes around here than at Saint Pagan's 

[a folk museum in Wales]. It seems so shallow and unreal that it makes me feel 

rather sorry for these people (Ibid.; emphasis added). 

When the Welsh cakes are exchanged for kolaches, and Welsh costumes for 

Texas Czech ones, the first part of this producer's statement can just as well apply to 

Texas Czechs. But are these expressions of their ethnic belonging indeed "shallow and 

unreal"? It seems that the author of these words, rather than the Welsh Australians, 

deserves sympathy - for his condescending attitude. 

I also saw more costumes in Texas than I ever had while growing up in the Czech 

Republic. In fact, it was not until my Texas experience that I had an opportunity to wear a 

Czech costume myself, for the Westfest parade of costumes. I would agree that using the 
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"Czech" label for the "Big Czech Oil and Fuel, Inc." just because West is considered a 

Czech community appears artificial. I would also agree that judging the floats in the 

parade using "Czech heritage" as a criterion is fairly "shallow". What matters, however, 

is not whether 1, an outsider to the Texas Czech culture, judge these and other expressions 

of identity as such because I tend to compare them with the Czechness of my own, but 

whether Texas Czechs themselves find them purposeful. 

I have used the words "fashionable" and "commercialized" in reference to some 

manifestations of Czechness in Texas. This, however, is only one side of the coin. Being 

Czech, I am influenced by my understanding of what constitutes the Czech culture. 

Acknowledging that my concept of Czechness is different from that of Texas Czechs 

allows me to appreciate what Fishman calls "residual" markers of ethnicity as unique 

manifestations of a culture negotiated through the pressures of assimilation. It is not 

important whether my understanding of the "Czech heritage" differs from the ways in 

which the phrase is manipulated as part of the ideology of preservationists in the Texas 

Czech organizations, and from its public manifestations. They are viable expressions of 

Texas Czech identity as long as the Texas Czechs themselves see them as meaningful. 
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Chapter?: 

REVIVAL OF CZECH AND LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

In this chapter I explore my last research question concerned with the attitudes 

toward the revival of Czech among Texas Czech speakers and English monolinguals of 

Czech descent. 

According to Fishman (1991a: 397-8), reversing language shift after the language 

entered stage 7, the stage which is dangerously close to its eventual demise (cf. 1.2.1.3.), 

is unlikely unless revitalization efforts target the youth (instead of trying to "enthuse the 

already enthusiastic" elders), and unless they transcend the symbolic level of addressing 

the youth (e.g., attracting them to attend special ethnic events). In order to succeed, these 

efforts must be "linked into the ongoing, normal, daily family socialization pattern...to 

the child socialization nexus on which RLS [reversing language shift] ultimately really 

depends" (Ibid.: 398). 

With this in mind, I consider my informants' attitudes toward the Czech language 

maintenance (7.1.), approaches to the preservation of Texas Czech culture and language 

in Texas Czech or Czech-related organizations, as well as general awareness of their 

efforts in the Texas Czech commvmity (7.2.), and the teaching of Czech in Texas today, 

along with my informants' views on what they would prefer to be taught if they take a 

Czech class (7.3.). These issues, coupled with the insiders' views on the prospects for the 

future of the Czech language in Texas (7.4.), are crucial to the ultimate question of 
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whether or not this advanced stage of language shift in Texas Czech communities can still 

be reversed-

7.1. ATTITUDES TOWARD LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE 

The analysis in this section is based on my informants' questionnaire responses to 

six attitudinal statements in the questionnaire (section in, "Your ideas about Czech"). 

The numbers and percentages for both age groups in Table 7.1 below bring about three 

major conclusions: first, the younger informants (YG), not the older informants (CXJ), 

show a higher response rate on the side of positive attitudes. Second, when the ratios for 

"strongly agree" (i.e., reinforcing language maintenance), or "strongly disagree" (i.e., 

rejecting no need for language maintenance), are compared, a higher percentage of 

informants in the YG chose this option for five out of six statements. Third, whereas at 

least some informants in the OG agreed with statements (3), (6), and (14) that suggest the 

lack of purpose to keep Czech alive, or disagreed with statements (2), (15), and (20) that 

call for its preservation, there is only one response of "agree" - and only with two out of 

sbc statements (3 and 6) - in the YG. To compare, 23 (88.5%) older, and all (11/100%) 

younger infomiants responded in the affirmative to the statement "I am interested in 

maintaining Czech" (cf. Chapter 5, 5.2.3.1., Table 5.10, item 1). 

Statement (2): "We need to continue our effort to maintain use of Czech." Twenty 

three (88.5%) older informants, and all 11 younger informants agree that such efforts 

should be continued. The ratio for "strongly agree" is (30.8% [OG]: 54.5% [YG]). In the 
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OG, one informant does not endorse language maintenance efforts, and two are 

undecided. 

Table 7.1 Attitudes Toward the Czech Language Maintenance 
(N = 26[CX}] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Group (N) SA A D SD U YES X 
Ratio % % % % % % % 
Statement 
(2) We need to continue our effort 

to maintain use of Czech 
OG(26) 30.8 53.8 3.8 0 7.7 3.8 0 
Y G ( I I )  54.5 36.4 0 0 0 9.1 0 
(3) You don't need Czech to get by 

so why should you keep it up? 
OG(26) 3.8 15.4 46.2 19.2 3.8 0 11.5 
Y G ( l l )  0 9.1 45.5 36.4 0 0 9.1 
(6) There are other more useful thing*; 

to spend your time on than attempts 
to save Czech 

OG (26) 11.5 7.7 15.4 46.2 11.5 0 7.7 
Y G ( l l )  0 9.1 54.5 27.3 0 0 9.1 
(14) There's no future to Czech so why 

to look back to keep it alive? 
OG (26) 3.8 3.8 57.7 30.8 0 0 3.8 
Y G ( l l )  0 0 45.5 45.5 0 0 9.1 
(15) We should preserve Czech for 

the sake of tradition 
OG(26) 50 42.3 3.8 3.8 0 0 0 
Y G ( l l )  54.5 36.4 0 0 0 9.1 0 
(20) We need to create more opportunities 

to hear and speak Czech 
OG (26) 15.4 61.5 7.7 3.8 3.8 0 7.7 
Y G ( l l )  27.3 63.6 0 0 0 9.1 0 
Leeend: 
SAfStrongly Agree) /A(Agree) /D{Disaffree^ / SD(Strongly Disagree) / U (Undecided )/X(No Response) 

Statement (3): "You don't need Czech to get by, so why should you keep it up?" 

This question was rejected as invalid by 17 (65.4%) informants in the OG, and 9 (81.8%) 

informants in the YG. The ratio for "strongly disagree" (19.2% [OG]; 36.4% [YG]) is 

again on the younger informants' side. Five responses in the affirmative (one of them for 
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"strongly agree") were given in the OG, but only one in the YG. One older informant 

answered the question, "so why should you keep it up?," saying, "because it's my native 

tongue." 

Statement (6): "There are other, more useful things to spend your time on than 

attempts to save Czech." Where 16 (61.5%) older informants, and even more (9/81.8%) 

younger informants, disagree with this statement - and this time a higher percentage of 

older informants express their strong disagreement (46.2% [OG]: 27.3% [YG]) - more 

affirmative responses (3 "strongly agree" and 2 "agree") are again found in the OG. 

Three older informants are undecided. In contrast, only one younger informant responded 

in the affirmative. 

Statement (14): "There's no future to Czech so why to look back to keep it 

alive?". Twenty three (88.5%) older and 10 (90.9%) younger informants reject this 

statement. The ratio on "strongly disagree" is slightly higher for the YG (30.8% [OG]: 

45.5% [YG]). Two older informants but no younger informants agree that the reality 

holds no future for the Czech language in Texas. (One older informant agrees "strongly"). 

Interestingly, no informants have ambiguous feelings ("imdecided") about the subject. 

Statement (15): "We should preserve Czech for the sake of tradition." The 

association of Czech with "tradition" appears to best reflect people's thoughts about the 

purpose of maintaining their ancestral language, since most informants (24/92.3%) in the 

OG, and all 11 informants in the YG agreed with such effort for the tradition's sake. The 

groups are also very close in the ratio for "strongly agree" (50% [OG]: 54.5% [YG]). 
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Again, however, in contrast with the OG, where two older informants (one of them 

"strongly") disagree, no yoiinger informants are against this statement. 

Statement "We need to create more opportimities to hear and speak Czech" (in 20) 

was answered in the affirmative by 20 (76.9%) older and all younger informants. The YG 

is also on the higher side of the ratio for "strongly agree" (15.4% [OG] : 27.3% [YG]). 

Only in the (Xi, 1 informant chose "imdecided", and 3 disagreed (1 of them "strongly") 

that creating more opportimities for the Czech language use would be valuable. 

These results suggest that even though the majority of informants in both age 

groups have positive attitudes toward preserving Czech, relatively more informants in the 

OG are skeptical about the need for it, and consequently, about the future of Czech in 

Texas. This attitudinal difference, albeit small, as the number of 'pessimists' did not 

exceed 5 at a time, might be simply a side-effect of working with an unbalanced sample, 

that is, it is possible that the size of the YG allowed for less diverse responses than the 

si2K of the OG. Further, the advanced age of some elderly informants has to be taken into 

account as well, especially since there are a few cases of inconsistent responses across all 

six statements (e.g., a strong agreement on both statement 2 and statement 3 even though 

they contradict each other). 

Tsitsipis (1989; 119), studying full and imperfect speakers' performance in 

Arvanitika, a dying variety of Albanian spoken in Greece, observed that 

[o]n many occasions and in natural speech contexts, older speakers frequently 

switch from praising Arvamtika as their mother tongue to suppressing its 

importance, shifting thus from a positive cultural stance to a pragmatic view that 
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considers things Greek indispensable to progress, prosperity, and upward 

mobility. 

This "shift" should apply at least to those older informants whose negative responses 

regarding the odds for retention and future of Czech were consistent. It is hardly a 

coincidence that those who also expressed only a mild interest or no interest in their own 

language maintenance (cf Chapter 5, 5.2.3.1.) are among them. But why are the language 

attitudes of both older and younger informants overwhelmingly positive? Do they indeed 

reflect their true feelings? When expressing a strong agreement with the statement about 

the need to continue our effort to maintain use of Czech, what are those forces that my 

informants imagine to drive such efforts? Do they see the we in "we need to continue ..." 

as inclusive when it comes to their own participation? 

I am convinced that most of my older informants have experienced the shift from 

"a positive cultural stance" to pragmatism as describe above, and that most of my younger 

informants have been raised surrounded by the latter. Dorian (1982b: 46), who identifies 

a "cultural stance" and "pragmatism" (used by Tsitsipis 1989) as two crucial factors 

affecting the state of attitudes toward a threatened language, notes that "language loyalty 

persists as long as the economic and social circumstances are conducive to it, but if some 

other language proves to have greater value, a shift to that other language begins" (Ibid.: 

47). The majority of Texas Czechs today realize that their ancestral language has very 

little utilitarian value (limited to those who occasionally visit the Czech Republic, are 

interested in genealogy, or have any other motivation for contact with the Czechs 

overseas). At the same time, the resurgence of interest in 'things Czech', even if it means 
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mainly the heritage culture appended to which is some interest in language revival, is 

likely a fector that transforms the forgotten into a revived awareness of one's ethnic roots 

and molds a positive cultural attitude. Therefore, my informants' responses may reflect 

this overall positive cultural attitude rather than their specific, focused, and realistic 

interest in preserving the Czech language for posterity (even though all of them have at 

least a residual knowledge of Czech). This is not to imply that the few 'pessimists' in my 

sample are oblivious to their cultural heritage, but rather to reiterate my earlier point 

dismissing the arbitrary link between ethnic identity and language (e.g., Haarmann 1986). 

Finally, the survey of my informants' language attitudes appears consistent with 

Dorian's (1982b: 55) observation of East Sutherland Gaelic speakers' general loyalty to 

Gaelic (judged by their attitudes toward the language) despite its stigmatization.' In 

Dorian's words, "a positive attitude toward Gaelic does not characterize only people who 

have succeeded in retaining it quite well, but rather it characterizes all imperfect speakers, 

even the very weak ones" (Ibid.: 55). Importantly, positive language attitudes displayed 

by most Texas Czechs in this sample also are "probably a minimum condition for some 

retention of a language in what are clearly the final decades of that language's existence, 

but [they are] not in any way predictive of the degree of success in maintaining control of 

the language" (Ibid.: 55; emphasis added).^ 

' The association of ESG with stigmatized identity compelled Dorian to ask '̂ ot why individuals 
abandoned Gaelic, but why some of them maintained it*^ (Dorian 1994b; 116). While I ask a similar 
question about Texas Czech speakers and semi-speakers, I realize that this ethnic group has never been as 
"severely stigmatized'' as members of the ESG community (Ibid.: 117). 
^ Another important difference between the situation of ESG speakers and that of Texas Czechs is that the 
former perceive those who do not use it as "social climbers" rejecting their origin, because "the ESG 
community members emphatically do not believe that the performance differences they have observed over 



7.2. ORGANIZED EFFORTS TO PRESERVE CZECH HERITAGE IN TEXAS 

Evaluating the state of immigrant ethnic organizations in the U.S of the 1960s, 

Fishman and Nahimy (1966: 156) observe that "[t]he ethnic organization has increasingly 

replaced the ethnic community in the United States, rather than being either its servant or 

its reflection" (emphasis in the original). Similar to many immigrant ethnic communities 

and their organizations in the United States, the process of ethnic redefinition in Texas 

Czech commimities has been reflected in the changing membership policies (i.e., opening 

to non-Czechs), content, and goals of originally Texas Czech ethnic organizations serving 

them. 

First, a clarification on my use of the term "Czech heritage" is in order. On the 

one hand, "Czech heritage" refers to one's ancestry that Texas Czechs today trace to the 

Czech Republic; hence the names of some cultural and educational organizations such as 

the Czech Heritage Society of Texas, or the Czech Educational Foundation of Texas. On 

the other hand, the key traditions (i.e., ethnic festivals with ethnic foods, and Texas Czech 

folk music) that Texas Czechs maintain as part of their heritage are no longer Czech, but 

Texas Czech, reflecting the blend of American, Texan, and Czech Moravian cultures. 

Consequently, when speaking of the "Czech heritage" in Texas, it is important to 

recognize that this heritage finds its expression in Texas Czech traditional ways. In short, 

the years are due to actual differences in retention. They attribute all of the performance differences to 
attitude differences, that is, to differential language loyalty" (Dorian 1982b: S3; emphasis in the original). 
While using Texas Czech for its speakers still signals ethnic group solidarity, their ethnolinguistic identity 
has never been as severely reproached by the dominant society (cf. note 1), and at least partially for this 
reason, they have never strongly protected "^e boimdaries &om within, maintained by the socialization 
process" (Isaiw 1974; 122); rather, they have conserved and altered some of their cultural heritage and 
gradually abandoned their - no longer economically useful - language. 
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social practices through which Texans of Czech descent manifest their Czech Moravian 

ethnic belonging today must to be viewed as a product of their unique Texas Czech 

culture.^ 

The first immigrants' "behavioral" and "traditional" ethnicity expressed through 

ethnic living in an ethnic community does not correspond to "transmuted", or ^'marginal" 

ethnicity of this community's members today, or to the "organizational", and 

"ideological" ethnicity that comes with the membership package in their ethnic 

organizations (Fishman and Nahimy 1966: 157-189). Currently there are no 

"linguistically retentive" organizations (Ibid.: 157) with Texas Czech membership. A call 

for preserving the heritage language (i.e., Texas Czech) may be a part of an 

organization's stated goals but that does not mean that its members actively study and use 

it as part of their activities. The "ethnic-instrumental self-maintenance" focus, motivated 

by "the continued will to survive as a segment of the American population with unique 

cultural-historical roots and behavioral expressions," that Fishman and Nahimy found 

most typical for ethnic organizations in the 1960s (Ibid.: 172-3), is comparable to the 

rationale of Texas Czech organizations today. I will focus my discussion on SPJST (a 

fraternal organization),'* CHST (a cultural organization), CEFT and CESAT (educational 

organizations), and on the latest projects jointly supported the Czech and Czech related 

^ Selective preservation of "ethno-specific" values and incorporation of new ones are natural processes that 
take place in ethnically plural societies (see Smolicz 1992). The original ethno-specific values become 
alter^ as a result of interaction among them (e.g. Texas Czech linguistic variety, Texas Czech folk music). 
^ To be sure, other fiatemal organizations, such as KJT or KJZT, play an important role as well. They have a 
long-standing tradition and an ^)preciable membership among the Czech as well as non-Czech Catholics. 
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organizations, namely the Texas Czech Heritage and Cultural Center (to be built in La 

Grange), and the Czech Cultural Center (to be built in Houston). 

Among the most active fraternal organizations involved in the 'things Czech' is 

Slovanskd podporujici jednota statu Texas (The Slavonic Benevolent Order of the State 

of Texas; SPJST), which began as a non-religious ethnic fraternal organization in 1897 

(cf. Chapter 3, 3.5.4.). Fishman and Nahimy (1966: 178) note that fraternal organizations 

have "only the most indirect bearing upon the maintenance of ethnic cultures." Yet, 

despite the many changes that have reduced its Czechness, SPJST today remains one of 

the most popular (originally) Texas Czech organizations precisely because it has managed 

to strategically balance its Czechness with other goals, making it visible just enough so as 

to attract both Texas Czech and non-Czech membership. A recent advertisement in 

Vestnik summarizes the agenda of SPJST as follows: 

To non-members, the SPJST is a concept that is sometimes misunderstood. To 
some, it's merely an insurance company; to others it's a social club; and finally, 
to others, it's a historical and heritage society. So who's right? At its best, 
SPJST embodies the characteristics of all these definitions, demonstrating that 
our strength lies in our diversity...It's a 'package deal' built upon the idea of 
addressing human needs - financial, social, and cultural... (Vestnik86(26): 20).^ 

Expectedly, the growth of SPJST has cost "compromises with ethnic affiliation" 

(Fishman and Nahimy 1966: 158). However, because of its long tradition and an 

appealing diversity of goals and services, it still attracts new members of Czech descent 

(often the parents sign up their children who then continue the family tradition of being 

insured through SPJST), and it still "pursue[s] activities of recognizably ethnic content" 
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(Ibid.: 169). In this strategy, the goals of ethnicity and language maintenance "do not 

conflict with organizational continui^ and growth" (Ibid.; 189); they remain a visible part 

of the agenda. This seems to be the key to SPJSTs strength and popularity. 

Much of the Czech orientation is apparent fix)m the SPJST weekly, Vestnik 

(Herald). In addition to its small Czech section Podpora - Lidskost - Bratrstvi 

('Benevolence - Humanity - Brotherhood') in which Czech lessons appear, Vestnik 

informs the membership about ethnic festivals across Texas, about the progress of two 

major projects to which SPJST has dedicated its support, namely the Texas Czech 

Heritage and Cultural Center (La Grange), and the Czech Cultural Center (Houston), 

prints reports from the meetings of Czech educational organizations (i.e., CESAT, 

CEFT), provides information about the radio stations that broadcast Texas Czech folk 

music programs, advertises Czech courses offered through Austin Community College, 

continues to encourage SPJST lodges to begin courses in Czech by offering a partial 

sponsorship (see 7.3. below), and the like. At least once a month it features a short 

biography of a "famous Czech" for children followed by a set of questions testing their 

retention of information In addition, the paper publishes letters from both Czech visitors 

to Texas and the Czech Republic's native correspondents, and occasionally a travelogue 

of a Czech Texan about his or her exciting trip overseas. The evidence of many members' 

ties to Czech heritage and a reflection of Texas Czech traditions have not disappeared. 

^ The 5!P./S7'celebrated its Centennial in 1997. A feature article 100 years ofTex-Czech was annotated with 
"that's how long the Slavonic Benevolent Order of the State of Texas has filled its lodges with a curious 
mixture of life insurance, polka, and Czech life (Pfe/nft 55(34): 1; emphasis added). 
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Examples of ethnic activities include taroky tournaments and polka dances 

organized by local lodges, beseda^ dancing groups in some SPJST youth clubs, or serving 

the community's interest in genealogy by offering resources and consultations in the 

SPJST library and museimi. Particularly involved in 'things Czech' is Lodge #88 in 

Houston whose Czech language class has recently organized "Houston's First Czech Film 

Festival" {Vistnik 55(44): 8) Importantly, these activities do not overshadow non-

ethnically oriented events (e.g., socials of local lodges, or the annual SPJST State Royalty 

Competition in arts and crafts), and all insurance-related matters. 

Despite its strong membership, however, many local lodges of SPJST are in need 

of their members' active participation. As Fishman and Nahimy (1966: 177) rightly point 

out, "[o]rganizational afSliation does not necessarily entail intense involvement in ethnic 

organization" (Ibid.: 177). Regular lodge meetings tend to be much less attended than 

socials such as Christmas parties, and recruiting active younger members has become 

increasingly difficult. The words of one of my younger informants from West echo this 

generally recognized problem: 

(1)".. .we are trying to keep it alive...we can't get these younger people - nescu to dilat' ('they 
don't want to do it'), we've tried and tried, especially ti mladi niscu dilat' nic, kedysi by to 
udelali ale musis zaplatitnebudu zadarmo dilat' ('the young ones don't want to do anything, in 
the past they would do it but [now] you have to pay, they won't work for free'). The older ones 
come to enjoy, they did their part, I'm the youngest one in our lodge and that's - SPJST is going 
down, the lodge system, the fetemalism is disappearing, a lot of it I blame on our society, when I 
was introduced to SPJST, our youth club, that was something. We got to come to town, we had 
SPyST" meeting [sic], and that was something, we were very active in it. But now there's so much 
for children to do, they could care less about that..." [M-5la-W] 

^ Regional varieties of 6eskd and moravskd beseda, which is a traditional group dance from the Czech lands 
(cf. Chapter 3,3.5.7.), are still performed in Texas. Beseda is considered '^e official dance performed 
during SPJST State Youth Achievement Day competition'' {Vistnik S5(31): 7). 
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This is not an isolated concern, even though this decline in active participation is 

not apparent from the documentary Czechs within the Texas checkerboard produced by 

SPJST 'm 1986, which glorifies the heroism of first Czech immigrants, their immense 

impact in the history of the state of Texas, and the morals and values of Texans of Czech 

descent that, coupled with the philosophy of fratemalism, continue to make SPJST 

unique. Despite some SPJST leaders' conviction that the fundamental principles of 

fratemalism on which this organization is built will never change no matter how its 

membership will, it is likely that at least the ethnic component in its social life will not 

outlive those interested in it, as even the Texas Czech portion of the membership will 

become fiuther de-ethnicized (Fishman and Nahimy 1966; Fishman 1985). It is also 

likely that in order to maintain its profitability, the changing membership will require 

even more compromises, possibly further removing the organization from its original 

principles. 

Next, The Czech Heritage Society of Texas (CHST) is a cultural organization that 

has played a vital role in the preservation of Czech heritage in Texas since 1982. One of 

its most widely recognized accomplishments has been the passing of the legislation 

(1995) designating the last full week in October as Czech Heritage Week in the state of 

Texas (for other specific activities of the CHST see Chapter 3,3.5.4.). 

The teacher manuals suggesting classroom activities for the Czech Heritage Week 

were created by the Travis-Williamson County Chapter of the CHST to "assist the 

children of Czech descent to maintain their Czech heritage and the children of other 

ethnicities to appreciate the Czech heritage." Some activities encourage the strengthening 
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of ties with the Czech Republic, which now provides Texas Czechs with another, 

(modified from "Czechoslovakian") national identity, such as "invite someone who has 

visited the Czech Republic to give a speech," "show slides or photographs of Czech 

Republic," or research some topic in the Czech history. Others reflect the Texas Czech 

culture, e.g., "invite Czech Texans in community to speak about customs and traditions," 

or "Czech food sampling" (note the reference to Texas Czech cuisine as "Czech"). 

Teachers are also encouraged to introduce some basic Czech phrases such as greetings, 

and words for colors or nimibers.' 

This initiative has found its way to some schools in Granger in West. Participating 

in West is the Catholic elementary school. As I learned from one of its teachers of Czech 

descent, her students learn simple Czech songs and dances (which they then perform for 

the community), make and display the American and Czech flags, draw their kolaches on 

paper plates, and are visited by the community's elders who often come wearing their 

Texas Czech or authentic Czech costumes. In Granger, Catholic school usually invites 

speakers, such as the editor of Granger-based Nasinec and representatives of the 

children's grandparents' generation. In addition, some visitors bring kolaches and have 

breakfast with children, others teach them how to play taroky. As this Week fell during 

the time of my fieldwork, they made use of the presence of a native and invited me to 

give talks to both elementary and high school students. One afternoon was devoted to a 

' "Suggested activities for school children during Czech Heritage Week, October 22-28,1995", and "Did 
you know..." Both in the packet Czech Heritage Week, Travis-Williamson Counties Chapter, CHST. 

One of the maniials cites as a fact that Texas has approximately 1 million citizens of Czech descent," and 
that "the Czech language is the fourth most spoken language in the state" (emphasis added). The last 
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dance in Granger's parish hall to which both children and their family members were 

invited.' It seems that in both communities it is mainly Catholic schools that participate, 

and that elementary schools are more likely to engage their students in Czech Heritage 

Week activities than high schools. 

The crucial question is what a week of introduction to 'things Czech' can 

accomplish in the long run. The initiative can help shape the "ideological ethnicity". 

While the children of Czech descent should become more aware and proud of their 

heritage and carry this positive attitude throughout their adult lives, their non-Czech peers 

should learn to appreciate the beauty of the state's cultural diversity. At issue is not 

language learning, let alone language maintenance, and thus it would seem that this 

program agrees with the idea that "the continuity of ethnic cultural and communal life in 

the United States may be secured without the preservation of ethnic mother tongues" 

(Fishman and Nahimy 1966: 186; also Fishman 1985,1991a). However, it is not that its 

originators, who have only limited resources to achieve their goals, are not concerned 

about the future of their ancestral language; rather, they want to assure that if the 

language cannot be saved, at least some elements of their cultural heritage will survive. 

The problems lie in both human and material resources; the implementation requires 

enthusiastic individuals, and teacher manuals are too costly to be reproduced for a state

wide distribution solely by the CHST. 

statement seems to reflect wishiul thinlring rather than today's reality (again however depending on one's 
perception of language tise; cf. Chapter S, S.I.2.). 

The banner above the stage read Vitame Vas ('We welcome you'). Children paired up for a few polkas and 
enjoyed a mix of styles including the bird dance. Participating teachers danced with their students, 
introducing basic steps to those who did not know how to dance the polka. 
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Similar to SPJST, the CHST seems to struggle with the low attendance rate at 

regular meetings and the lack of its members' involvement. Exceptions aside, young 

people are often registered as members but rarely come (M-24-W). One of the most active 

members of the McLennan-Hill Chapter of CHST told me, "Those of us who are 

interested are those that speak the language, and that's what keeps us interested." 

Translated into the ethnicity terms that I have employed in this discussion, those who 

speak the language should be more likely to preserve some of their "behavioral" ethnicity, 

and consequently, remain more actively involved in 'things Czech'. I have already shown, 

however, that the matters are more complex, i.e., that there is no simple correlation 

between one's language proficiency and one's activism; in fact, a person's involvement 

often means her other-perceived (not self-perceived) ability to speak Czech (compare 

Chapter 5, 5.1.2.). 

Many of my informants are members of SPJST, KJT (The Catholic Union of 

Texas) or KJZT (The Catholic Union of Women in Texas), all being fraternal insurance 

organizations, but relatively few of them belong also to CHST. Among the main reasons 

seem to be its relatively short existence and insufficient publicity (excerpt 2-3 below), 

different expectations of some people who have considered joining or even have become 

members (excerpt 4 - 5), and the lack of free time that the "doers" would be willing to 

invest had they not been already heavily mvolved in other organizations (excerpts 6 - 7). 

(2) "I've heard about it but I don't know much about it" [F-55-G] 

(3) "I've heard of that but I don't know anything about - what they do" [F-58-G] 
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(4) "M: we know of them - F: I went to one meeting once but never did really join" 
[M-38-W & F-41-W1 

(5) "•KJZT, SPJST, and Cech Heritage [Society], I'm not a very active member but I pay my dues 
you know, I just joined it mainly to get the Cech language, to preserve our heritage more or less, 
and they did have some Cech classes and I did go to couple of those, about six weeks {prod to 
skondilol! 'why did it end?') I don't know why they stopped it here" [F-38-W] 

(6) "M: if we get involved in - we'd have to do something, it's not that we don't want to but - F: 
you are a doer and they want to find the doers - M: but it's good they are doing it.. .F: once you 
get in, it's very hard to get out" [M-5 la-W & F-56-W*] 

(7) ""ja vim o ('I know of) Czech Heritage Society ale ja k temu nepatfim ('but 1 don't belong to 
it'), I didn't pay my membership. I thought about it but I thought maybe at a later day I would get 
involved — je teho dost ('it's enough' [as it is]) [M-50-G] 

One of the leaders in the CHST emphasized the primary motivation of many 

members, 

(8)''it's a social thing, they get to meet with some of their Cech fiiends and as long as you can 
keep it that way they'll keep coming" [M-24-W] 

Generally, if people decide to invest their time, they want to cut the cost to a minimum 

because the actual participation in such organization as CHST would add another task to 

their already busy lives. Consequently, potential members must be very enthusiastic about 

researching and preserving their ethnic roots regardless of whether or not they decide to 

join; only then they are likely to remain devoted to the cause once they do join, and once 

are asked to participate. Apparently, a group of people who began and shortly alter 

canceled a chapter of CHST in Taylor did not possess enough enthusiasm and dedication 

to be able to compromise their limited free time (excerpt 9). 

(9) zacali ve Taylor, SPJST Taylor zme zadali Cech Heritage Society to bylo Williamson 
County at 'e potom se - nic nestalo, ja nevim, nigdo nescel nic dilat toz...'" [F-34-G] 
'...they started in Taylor, S/VST"Taylor we started Czech Heritage Society that was Willamson 
County, but then - nothing happened, I don't know, nobody wanted to do anything so...' 



Further, The Czech Educational Foundation of Texas (CEFT), and The Czech Ex-

Students Association of Texas (CESAT) are the two main educational organizations that 

promote Czech language studies in Texas. The reader may recall that CEFT has initiated 

and raised the funds for the Texas Chair in Czech Studies at the University of Texas at 

Austin (established in 1990), and that CESAT developed from the student Czech club 

called Cechie whose members contributed to the establishment of the Department of 

Slavic Languages at the University of Texas at Austin (cf Chapter 3, 3.5.4.). In its earlier 

days, Cechie would qualify as a "linguistically retentive" (Fishman and Nahimy 1966) 

organization, as it began with the membership of students of Czech, most of them being 

of Czech descent. 

The Texas Chair in Czech Studies has thus far supported three distinguished 

professors, all holding the position for a semester at a time. One of them was eventually 

selected as a permanent holder of the position (1996), but his untimely death shortly after 

initiated another search.' At present, CEFT is involved in another fund-raising project 

which should lead to the establishment of the Czech Fellowship at Texas A&M 

University at College Station. This Fellowship will be offered to graduate students from 

two major Universities in Moravia, namely Masaryk University in Brno, and Palacky 

University in Olomouc. Apparently, the schools' selection was meant to be consistent 

with the Moravian origins of most Czech immigration to Texas.'" The project is 

' The first candidate for this distinguished position was expected to begin a semester at the University in 
FaU 1998 (R. Kolar, p. c., June 30, 1998). 

This is how I interpret a remark that the students "will be selected from Olomouc and Bmo, so that they 
are able to collaborate with us here in Texas and help us work for the benefit of our people," made in the 
CEFT report from the meeting on April 25,1998 {Vistnik 5(5(19): 22; empbasis added). 
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expected to begin in Fall 1999 (C. Machann, p. c., October 16, 1998). Working toward 

their M. A. or Ph.D. degrees, students will be expected to 

teach Czech language lessons - open to both A&M students and members of the 

general public - and perform other services to the Texas Czech community on a 

regular basis: translation of Czech letters and documents, consultation and 

participation in festivals and cultural programs such as genealogical and 

historical workshops, assistance in preparation of museum exhibitions." 

In words of the chairman of CEFT, " there is a good base of community support for the 

Czech classes (open to general public) and the translation services to be offered by the 

Czech fellow." However, more significant contributions in the Caldwell area (in the 

vicinity of Texas A&M University) are difficult to secure, even though "the annual 

Kolache festival [in Caldwell] has done much to raise 'ethnic consciousness' in recent 

years" (C. Machann, p. c., January 4, 1997). 

The second educational organization, CESAT, has since its comeback in 1974 

encouraged higher education among Texas youth, particularly through scholarships, 

grants, and loans: 

Cesat strives to arrange for Czech language courses wherever possible in the 
state and helps to coordinate financial support from Czech-American 
organizations for the teaching of Czech in Texas ... [and] together with its 
suborganization Texaskd Matice vysstho vzdildni (The Texas Council of Higher 
education), now as in the past is responsible for setting up loans of financial 
support to qualified students of Czech descent {CESATInformative Brochure: 4). 

As it is no longer common for students applying to CESAT for financial help to know the 

Czech language, the organization requires that their applicants "either be enrolled or 
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intend to enroll in a Czech course and show an interest in the Czech ethnic affairs" (Ibid). 

Micek and Maresh Scholarships are among those offered to the selected students {CESAT 

announces scholarships). The CESAT membership is open to any Americans of Czech 

descent who are interested in their heritage and efforts to preserve the Czech language in 

Texas (CESATInformative Brochure: 5). 

Both CESAT and CEFT publish minutes from their meetings in both the 

newspapers of Czech-related organizations (e.g., Vestnik, KJT News) and Texas Czech 

newspapers Hospodaf and Nasinec. Their sustained efforts to encourage the study of the 

Czech language are essential to its future as an "additional language" (Fishman 1991a), or 

another foreign language in Texas schools. 

The coordinating organization Texane ceskeho puvodu (Texans of Czech 

Ancestry; T.O.C.A.; cf. 3.5.4.) is presently composed on twelve member organizations, 

among them American SOKOL (Southern District), CESAT, CEFT, CHST, KJT, RVOS, 

SPJST, and KJZT. T.O.C.A. played an important role in the beginning of the first from 

the two major projects that currently preoccupy the minds of many Texas Czech activists, 

the Texas Czech Heritage and Cultural Center {Centrum ceskeho kultumiho dedictvi v 

Texasw, TCHCC). Once an independent board of directors for this Center was formed, 

TCHCC became another T.O.C.A. member. One of T.O.C.A.'s recent projects has been 

the registry of early Czech settlers in Texas, intended as a flmd raiser for the TCHCC. 

T.O.C.A.'s representatives also formed the first Texas group that participated in the 

" The Czech Fellowship: 3 (an infonnative brochure). 
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International Folklore Festival in Strainice, Czech Republic, in the summer of 1997 

(VistnikSSiAQ): 10). 

The TCHCC in La Grange and the Czech Cultural Center (Kultumi centrum 

ceske; CCC) in Houston are envisioned to serve the needs of all Texans of Czech descent, 

while being open to any individual interested in "things Czech related" (CCC, Our 

Mission: 2). Both Centers are on the 1998 list of four "SP/Sr Statewide Charities"'^ 

{Vestnik 86(14): 1).''* TCHCC directors envision a Center that would 

educate the public about the past and present contributions and status of persons 
of Czech descent,... encourage the study and preservation of the Czech language, 
fine arts, and dance, ...provide the preservation and exhibition of artifacts that 
are historically significant to the Czech people of Texas,... a library and archives 
for... all printed data of historical significance to the Czech people of Texas, 
...encourage and promote a cultural exchange program between the Czech 
people of Texas and the citizens of the Czech Republic, [and] provide... updated 
information regarding [all] Czech related activities (iVof cesiy zivot /(I): 1). 

The mission of TCHCC, "preservation and promotion of the history, language and 

heritage of Texans of Czech ethnicity" {TCHCC, Inc.: 1), is very similar to the mission of 

the Czech Cultural Center, formulated as "celebrating the culture, language, scholarship 

and the arts of Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia, and Silesia" (CCC, Our mission: 4). The 

purpose of CCC is "to unify the Czech/Slovak American community around issues of 

importance and provide a central focus for all things Czech related." In addition to 

similarities in the basic outline of planned services and activities, the goals of CCC 

Participating descendants of early Czech immigrants can register by purchasing a certificate "in 
categories of gold star (1861 and before); Silver (1862-1886); ...Bronze (1887-1920)" {KJT News 37(3): 4). 

The other two include CEFT and the Peaceable Kingdom Retreat for Children. 
TCHCC representative organizations include American SOKOL, CEFT, CESAT, CHST, CHST - Bexar 

County Chapter, CHST - Travis-Williamson Counties Chapter, KJT, RVOS, and SPJST). Some of them are 
among the TCHCC's founders (Ndi desky iivot [Our Czech life] /(I): 6-9). The founders of the CCC 
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specify sponsorship of "lectures, concerts, exhibits," and "works of charity and mutual 

aid," such as "granting scholarships to promote the continuation of our cultural heritage" 

abid.: 2). 

The questions that I asked my informants were initiated by some sense of rivalry 

between the two groups of activists, each trying to gain support in the Texas Czech 

community for their vision (see below). The highlight of the TCHCC should be "a living 

history center with a Texas Czech farmstead and an early 20'*' centuiy village" (TCHCC, 

Inc.: 2). It should also provide space for family reunions, picnics, and other outdoor 

events, utilizing a beautiful piece of land offered by the city of La Grange. In contrast, as 

the CCC complex will blend into the architecture of a large city, so will their activities, 

catering mainly to the interest of urbanites. 

I attended at least one of the main fund raising events, the "Czech Gala", 

organized by the TCHCC board of directors in November 1997. This dance social with 

the Czech Republic's Veselanka band, popular in Texas, featured also a silent auction, 

Texas Czech dinner, and ever-present kolaches for dessert. As for the CCC, I have only 

read and heard about the concerts of Czech classical music, lectures (featuring, for 

example, educators from the Czech Republic), dinners, and dances, and about selling 

"fine Czech-made products from crystal chandeliers and art glass through porcelain," and 

other such products in the CCC Market Place in Northwest Mall {The News of the Czech 

Center i(l): 6,14). While it is difficult to compare the two projects adequately without 

include largely individuals. Among the listed organizations are CHST - Harris County, and SPJST Lodge # 
172 {The News of the Czech Center i(l): 3). 
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having been exposed to eqiially detailed perspectives of activists from both sides, I can 

safely conclude that the La Grange and Houston Centers, the latter apparently envisioned 

with the "preference for ethnicity's more dignified 'representative' components" 

(Fishman and Nahimy 1966: 186), will undoubtedly differ in the kind of population they 

will serve and consequently in the type of specific activities they will employ to fulfill 

their essentially identical preservationist goals. 

Both groups are extraordinarily dedicated to the realization of their vision. The 

TCHCC group sprang from the T.O.C.A. and received initial monetary support mainly 

from organizations, whereas the CCC, which followed, was founded and supported 

primarily by individuals, but the picture continues to change as both Centers are gaining 

more publicity. Their appeal to the Texans of Czech descent is yet to reach more of them, 

as I found out surveying my informants' awareness of the Centers' missions and fund 

raising campaigns, even though they both advertise in media (and their web sites), at the 

Czech-related events, and work through the leadership of Czech organizations in order to 

involve their membership. 

While many informants at least heard of the plan for the Center in La Grange, 

fewer of them were also aware of its Houston counterpart. In the latter case, some 

wondered about the difference between the two initiatives (excerpt 10 below). A few 

informants had no or very little knowledge on the subject (excerpt 11 - 12). 

(10) "a toi CO dilqju ve Hustonil ('and so what are they doing in Houston?') I just wondered 
what's the difference..." [F-25-G] 

(11) "I've never heard that - and why in La Grange because - I've always thought that La Grange 
is a German community..." [F-55-G] 
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(12) "I've heard of that, but I've never been there (...) it's not built?" [F-58-G] 

The question that some pondered was why to invest into two demanding projects 

instead of one, and what were the chances for a timely completion so that those who 

would support one of the two or both would also be able to enjoy their services (e.g., "the 

time will tell but we want it now" [M-38 and F-41, Granger/Austin*]). Generally, most 

Texas Czechs who are aware of these projects, seem to be more optimistic about the plan 

for La Grange, mainly because of its central location and lighter traffic, hence an easier 

access for older people who represent most of the population of Texas Czech speakers 

and who tend to be more interested in 'things Czech' today. A few informants note that 

such a location is appropriate because La Grange is the county seat of Fayette County, 

"the cradle of Czech immigration to Texas," and that the area is heavily populated by 

Texans of Czech descent whereas Houston - in their perception - is not (excerpt 13). 

( 1 3 )  " " j o .  c o s i k z m e  s l y s e l i ,  a l e  b u d i  t o  v  L a  G r a n g e  -  j e  t a r n  h o d n e  ( ^ e c h u  v  H u s t o n i ?  J a  o  t e r n  
moc nevim...tady na okolo je nejvjec Cechu v Texasu, ja nevim prod by to sceli tahnut' do 
Hustonu, tarn je moc velky mesto, tarn lidi nebudu jezdit 

•yeah, we've heard something, but will it be in La Grange - are there many Czechs in Houston? I 
don't know much about it... most Czechs in Texas live ((are)) around here, I don't know why 
they would want to drag it to Houston, that's too big of a city, people won't go there'[M-30-W] 

A few informants, however, think that "La Grange is sitting there by itself and 

thus might not attract enough people (M-40, Granger/Austin*), or that a cultural center in 

Houston is a more realistic project having more favorable flmd raising prospects, because 

people "other than Czechs" will pay for it (F-41, Granger/Austin*). The idea that mainly 

non-Czechs will help fund the Houston complex relates to the view of another informant 

who supports the location in La Grange because she is concerned about the cohesiveness 
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of Czechs in Houston area ("they are spread too much, nejsu spojeni jak tody"! 'they are 

not as united as here'). She also thinks that once built, the Center in Houston will cater to 

""jine narodnostr ('other nationalities') rather than to the Czechs themselves (F-28-W*). 

Interestingly, even though these two views are motivated by different reasons, they both 

point to a commercial aspect of promoting the cultural heritage of Texas Czechs. It 

remains to be seen whether the Centers will be able to entice their target population of 

Texas Czechs, serving in addition as a source of information for other visitors, or vice 

versa. 

Although the calls for cooperation have been issued, some activists supporting the 

La Grange idea tend to think that the Houston group "stole" this idea from its originators, 

and that ultimately, the TCHCC in La Grange will win the competition (excerpt 14). 

(14) "I'm waiting for that and I am willing to contribute...(why not Houston?) they've got a lot 
of money and they were pushing - they didn't want La Grange there, they [CCC] were splitting 
from the one for La Grange, they wanted it over there,... [they are] heading anyway on their own 
[now], it's not the same group, it's not oz/r group, just a small group trying to make a jump... in 
front of La Grange, and they're trying to get the ideas from what they're doing in La Grange -
(should there be just one center?) I don't know, I think that eventually they will all come in into 
La Grange when they see what it's going to be, I think that La Grange is a better place, a more 
central place" [F-34-W] 

The La Grange location for the TCHCC was chosen from several potential 

construction sites, one of them being the city of West. Informants in excerpts (15 -16) 

below explain why some people in West objected to the idea. First, some believed that 

when proposing a Texas Czech farmstead as part of the Center, the TCHCC board of 

directors intended to build another open air museum similar to that in Ro^nov pod 

Radho§tSm in the Czech Republic. Its popularity among Texas Czech travelers aside, 

such a museimi would not demonstrate how early Czech immigrants lived and fanned in 
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Texas and thus fail to reflect their Texas Czech heritage. Second, both informants 

suggest that people in West were not prepared to undertake such a demanding project. 

The infomaant in (15) points out the lack of dedication among people in West, and the 

informant in (16) explains the lack of enthusiasm among West residents by the difSculty 

to "keep things going in town in the volunteer system." As I was told on many occasions, 

the annual ethnic festival Westfest already involves the better part of active Czech and 

non-Czech population of the town, and unless the numbers of dedicated volunteers 

increase, the implementation of the plan for the TCHCC would be indeed next to 

impossible. 

(15) "some people here they have a little problem because they think that they are going to build 
the museum like the one in Roinov, well they are not, what they want to do is to preserve the 
heritage of Texas people who were of Cechs origin, and they want these buildings there represent 
what Cechs in Texas built not what Cech{s) in Ro2nov...(is that how some CHST members feel?) 
yes, and they are afraid of that they [TCHCC] are not going to tell the true story, that they're 
going to make it glorified. There are people who are working ...on the committees...in charge of 
it that are really dedicated...some people thought that we should have asked for it in West and I 
don't agree because West people are not that dedicated I don't think, I mean they are not that 
close to their roots as they are in that [La Grange] area" [F-21-W*] 

(16) "I have not heard lately what their plans are...Jo ja myslim ze oni se optali esi my to tadyk by 
meli rady mil ('yeah, I think that they've asked whether we would like to have it here') but it 
takes a lot of time and money... it's difficult as it is to try to keep things going in town in the 
volimteer system" [F-50-W] 

Finally, motivated by the search for the surviving manifestations of Moravian 

pride among Texas Czechs today, I wanted to know whether my informants felt that the 

name for the centers should acknowledge the Moravian origin of their ancestors. The 

reader may have noticed that where the goals of the TCHCC are formulated using only 

the word "Czech", the mission of the CCC spells out the regions of the Czech Republic 

(and adds today independent Slovakia). Yet, regardless of this detail, probably meant to 
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show respect for the regions and regional identities subsumed in the term "Czech", the 

names of both Centers include the "Czech" (the TCHCC, "Texas Czech") designation. 

Most informants voted for "Czech" (excerpts 17-18 below), and some were 

wavering between "Czech" and "Czech Moravian" (excerpts 19-21), for which only a 

few of them argued firmly (excerpt 22). As for the latter, one of my interviewees reasoned 

that "Czech Moravian" would be appropriate only if also "Czech Bohemian" is included 

(F-37, Ennis*). 

(17) "I think to cover all basis, even though the majority of Texans are Moravian, it would be 
better to call it the Cech Center. ..you don't want to offend anyone by saying it's just for the 
Moravian Cechs" [F-50-W] 

(18) "Czech Heritage Center would be fine because Czech is sort of all-inclusive of - you know, I 
know if you're Slovak, you might not agree @@@, but I think Czech includes the Bohemian, 
Moravian and Slovakian [sic]. I think that's what Czech to me means - together, I don't think it 
should be a Slavic museum..." [M-SO-G] 

(19) "1 would have argued for Cech Moravian because - let me ask you, are all the Texans, all 
the Cechs in Texas overwhelmingly Moravian, or were there other Cechs represented? I think the 
fact that now you have Cech Republic and Slovakia, that probably calling it a Cech Cultural 
Center is more accurate, there's no country called Moravia..." [M-36-G] 

(20) ""Cech and Moravian I guess" [M-30-W] 

(21) "Czech Moravian heritage mohia ('periiaps')..." [M-53-G] 

(22) "Czech Moravian... that's the language and culture of Czech Texans"[M-37-Abbott/W*] 

One older informant quite fittingly compared the situation to the Czech Moravian 

Brethren church that abandoned the "Czech Moravian" designation to outgrow thus 

implied ethnic exclusiveness ("on/ pravili ze to zmenili protoie lidi by si mysleli ze je to 

enom pro Cech people"/ 'they said that they changed it because people would think that it 

[the church] was only for the Czech people' [F-34-G]). In simi, most Texas Czechs do 
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not object to the organizers' preference for the ail-inclusive "Czech" in the name of a 

cultural center that should represent their ethnic group in Texas in the future. 

Finally, worth mentioning among the organized efforts to preserve and promote 

the culture is collaboration between Texas Czech organizations and the state institutions 

such as the Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio and Texas Folklife Resources in 

Austin. For example, the Institute holds a Czech exhibit, which is to be renovated with 

the help of a donation from CESAT'^ {Vestnik 86(22): 21). The Texas Folklife Resources 

has recently organized a successful aftemoon devoted to Texas Czech folk music called 

Maticka Kultura ('the Mother Culture'), with a panel of musicians, an Austin band of 

"innovative Czech folk music" called Dancehall Boys, and impressive attendance of 

Czechs and non-Czechs of all age groups. There is also evidence of collaboration 

between the American-wide Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences {Spolecnost pro 

vedy a umenv, SVU) and Texas Czech organizations. For example, a Texas group of SVU 

was established in the summer of 1998, and the SVLPs request to CHST to link their web 

sites is likely to increase publicity of the Czech Heritage Society of Texas {Zprdvy SVU 

[the News] 40{\y. 7; 40{5): 13). 

Focusing on ethnic leaders, Fishman and Nahimy (1966: 177-8) assert that the 

"shift from personal involvement in ethnic cultures to involvement in ethnically-

peripheral organizations" also means that their leading activists can no longer fimction as 

"ethnic cultural leaders" but rather "ethnic organizational leaders" who express their 

"interest in and attachment to some version and level of ethnicity" via their "active 
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participation in organized ethnic life" (emphasis in the original). I have met a few heavily 

involved leaders of this kind, and I admire their enthusiasm, tremendous dedication and 

personal sacrifice on practically daily basis; the source of their dedication to the Czech 

cause is an interesting question by itself. One of them told me, "I am sure that motivation 

of the 'activists' and the less committed ones alike is often only partly understood at a 

conscious level" (M-47, College Station*). Yet all of them draw a lot of (conscious) 

satisfaction from "doing their part." The informant speaking in (23) below proudly names 

his duties and adds, "I don't mind, I like to help people." His counterpart in (24) 

describes his work for the CHST as "a labor of love." 

(23) "SPJST, CHS, esce Knights of Columbus, a su ve Texansky desky* puvoda, and ja su take 
dlen lebo zbiram penize od Texas Czech Heritage and Culture Center, negdy nevim - jak maju 
skuzu, nevim ^ kery skiizi^^ mam jet lebo - negdy s tym je prublem, ja dycky patfim asi tfi lebo 
styri*...^ 

'^SPJST, CHS, also Knights of Columbus, and I'm in Texans of Czech should be 
ceskeho-GEM] Ancestry, and I am also a member, or [rather] I collect the money for the Texas 
Czech Heritage and Culture Center, sometimes I don't know - when they have a meeting, I don't 
know which meeting I should attend or - sometimes it's difficult ((there's a problem with that)), 
I always belong to three or four [tfi lebo styn-NOM should be do tfi lebo do styf 'to three or 
four-GEN')...' [M-43-W/T] 

(24) "(why do you do it?) I guess you could call it a labor of love, I don't mind doing it, I enjoy 
doing it, it's the job that needs to be done. If it wasn't for that, I wouldn't have met the Cech 
students that came down here, it was a highlight in our family to have them in our home..." 

[M-24-W] 

Having observed such people in action, I conclude that those who think that this 

"job...needs to be done," are individuals who see a special purpose in their ethnically 

oriented work. They work for their communities at difTerent levels, being involved also in 

As well as the Czech Heritage Society of Texas {Renovation of the Czech Texan Exhibit, flyer). 
Translation equivalent from English (a prepositional phrase 'to the meeting'). Should be ^ / 'on'. 
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other non-Czech organizations or with their local churches. However, they realize the 

urgency of the task to preserve at least some of their cultural heritage for their offspring, 

and it is this urgency that makes their role unique. They have ideals about language 

maintenance (cf. 7.3. below) and strongly believe that Americans should be proud of their 

ethnic roots and keep them alive. 

To conclude, it appears that in addition to more such leaders and more 

participating members in the Texas Czech organizations, there is also the need for a joint 

agenda, more effective communication and sincere collaboration among organizations 

themselves, between organizations and non-affiliated community members, and between 

organizations and educational institutions in Texas. One Texas Czech male in his fifties 

commented, "We Moravians don't like centralized structures,... two Czechs - three 

organizations." Another activist observes that just as within the Texas Czech community, 

reluctance of individual organizations to cooperate is evident in their communication with 

other ethnic groups. Based on this observation he believes that a recently changed design 

of the Dallas State Fair's Ethnic day, which requires negotiation among all participating 

ethnic groups, will be a challenge for Texas Czechs. He finds an explanation in 

traditional clannishness of ethnic Czech on the one hand and jealousy of each other's 

accomplishments on the other (M-37-Abbott/W*). To be sure, less individualistic and 

more egalitarian nature of ethnic Czechs (Hannan 1985a; Holy 1996; Machann and 

Mendl 1983) does not mean absence of disputes; hence the sayings, "anytime a Czech 

meets another Czech he starts an argument" (Hannan 1985a: 36), or, "three Czechs, two 

organizations'^ as we have seen above. Indeed the nimiber of Czech related organizations 
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in Texas has not been matched by ethnic Czechs in any other US state. The existing 

friction also reduces chances for the benefits that lie in constructive work wi± 

educational resources especially at the University of Texas at Austin (Texas Chair in 

Czech Studies), and, in the near future, at Texas A&M University at College Station (the 

Czech Fellowship). In sum, it appears that in order to increase the odds for the state-wide 

success, Texas Czech organizations and their leaders should strive to unite their equally 

commendable preservationist goals, not only on the platform of T.O.C.A., but in their 

minds and hearts. 

7.3. PRESERVATION OF TEXAS CZECH AND TEACHING OF CZECH 

IN SCHOOLS 

In one of the issues of their newsletter, the SVU (Czechoslovak Society of Arts ad 

Sciences) registers "the gradual disappearance of the once distinct life and traditions of 

Czech and Slovak communities in the US with dismay," and makes a point that some of 

their organizations "have lost a meaningful purpose for existence other than socializing" 

iZprdvy SVU40{\): 7). This phenomenon, noted in literature on maintenance of 

immigrant languages in the US,'' surfaces in this study as well (cf. excerpt 8, 7.2.). In 

light of the situation, the SVU and SPJST intend to establish "the Cultural heritage 

Conunission to aid already existing organizations in gathering and disseminating 

information, coordinating and publicizing their efforts to preserve the Czech language 

and suggesting new strategies for joint action" (Ibid.: 8; emphasis added). This initiative 
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is said to have received support of all major Czech-American organizations at a national 

conference invited by the Czech Ambassador to the US, in the fall of 1997 (Ibid.). The 

impact of this commission as well as of both cultural centers (TCHCC and CCC) on the 

Czech language teaching in Texas and other US states remain to be seen. 

Presently, the SPJST provides small grants to universities, colleges, high schools, 

and to local lodges that plan to offer Czech classes. However, only a few educational 

institutions and SPJST lodges have materialized this opportunity (I have mentioned the 

Czech classes being offered through Lodge #88 in Houston).'^ It appears that the main 

obstacle, relevant state-wide, is not as much the shortage of students (as such classes 

target particularly older Texas Czechs), but the lack of Czech language instructors.^" 

When I asked one of the activists in CEFT about the importance that the Czech 

language may still have for its speakers, he offered a Whorfian-like perspective: 

"knowing our ancestors' language" is believed to "somehow impart to us their values as 

well" (excerpt 1 below). He thinks that such motivation for the study of Czech will end 

with his generation. Their children are even further removed from the "behavioral 

" Fishman and Nahimy (1966: 178) observe that "the organizational participation does not necessarily lead 
to personal and creative involvement in the ancestral culture." 

In a letter to the editor, published in a July 1998 issue of Vistnik, one reader remembers a Czech class 
taught through their local lodge in the past and wonders whether a similar class might be taught in the area 
(Academy, Texas) again. She writes on behalf of the many lodge members who are interested in taking a 
Czech class. The SPJiST weekly periodically reminds the lodges that the funding for such projects is 
available (e.g., Vistnik 55(38): 3). 
" One example is the Czech class that was recently organized through the CHST (McLennan-Hill Counties 
Chapter) in West The Czech lessons Uime se desfy published in Vistnik have been used in this and other 
commimity-based classes. 
^ Finding a teacher may still not be the last hurdle, however. The grants are relatively small, intended to 
supplement other sources. I spoke with a woman who taught Czech classes in Ftinis (1993-1994). She said 
that they stopped because the facilities they were using were too costly, but they have not found an 
affordable place where the classes could be held. 
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ethnicity" (Fishman and Nahimy 1966: 172) that he still experienced, or at least was 

surrounded by, when growing up. 

(1) "I think that the interesting question is, 'whv do thev do it?'. I'm not sure that I know the 
answer, but I think that it has to do with a feeling that knowing our ancestors' language will 
somehow impart to us their values as well. Unfortunately, I think that my generation is the last 
that can associate those values with the language, so this motivation will pass as well. After my 
generation, I believe that any interest in studying Czech will be purely academic" 

[M-44-W/Austin*] 

"Why do they do it?", is indeed an interesting question to explore. Promoting the 

teaching of Czech in Texas seems to have "an essential symbolic meaning" for activists in 

academia and conmiunities alike, and their genuine support for this cause becomes a way 

to "rationalize [their] deep-seated Czech ethnicity" (C. Machann, p. c., January 4, 1997). 

Their chief motivation comes from their ethno-religious values; they seem to be less 

concerned with practicality of proposed projects. Many of them speak very little or no 

Czech, and although some may be interested in learning it themselves, more often they 

focus on assisting the youth: trying to justify the need for Czech courses in public schools 

in the areas with considerable populations of Czech descent, petitioning school boards, 

and locating potential teachers (the reasons are likely to include the claim that knowing 

another foreign language - Czech being one of them - is good, or that business with the 

Czech Republic has as potential for the future). Some remain involved in the long-term 

projects such as the Texas Chair in Czech studies, striving to maintain it (CEFT), others 

work together to be able to offer financial assistance specifically to students who display 

interest in 'things Czech' or plan to include Czech in their college studies (CESAT), and 

yet others are concerned about the preservation of cultural heritage and supportive of 
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Czech language teaching (e.g. CHST, SPJST). However, it appears that the meetings to 

discuss the need^^ for Czech classes and possible steps toward their implementation often 

serve the purpose in itself. In other words, those involved already express their Czechness 

by promoting the Czech language; whether or not their goals are successfully 

implemented is another question. Fishman and Nahimy (1966: 160) define the product of 

assimilation ("de-ethnicization") process as "marginal ethnicity," ̂  and suggest that the 

third-to-fourth generation leaders are likely to experience "greater security with marginal 

ethnicity [that] may lead to cultural reassertions." From the perspective of what we might 

call 'safe ethnicity', their "ethnic mother tongue may delight their fancy as a sentimental 

and a cultural desideratum," although this emotional tie to the past is far from a true 

"return to ethnicity" (Ibid.: 160). 

At present, the only major educational institution in Texas that offers Czech on a 

regular basis is the University of Texas at Austin. The endowment for Texas Chair in 

Czech studies guarantees that their existence cannot be threatened by under-enrollment. 

The University continues to offer such attractive opportunities as study programs at 

Charles University in Prague. In addition, adult evening classes in Czech held at Austin 

Community College have gained publicity through Texas Czech newspapers (Nasinec) 

and other Czech-related papers (Vestnik). An exception at the high school level is a Czech 

class in Flatonia High School, offered to up to a dozen of students by one of the Texas 

As Dr. Fishman noted in one of his recent lectures at the University of Arizona (June 1998), when it 
comes to the preservation of dying indigenous and immigrant languages, much depends on how the 
revivalists - and those watching from afar - define the '^eed" for these languages to survive. 
^ On the reduction of ethnicity to ''ftagments" and "residues" also see Smolicz (1981,1992) 
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Czech activists (who also leads annual summer trips to Prague whose participants take 

Czech classes at Charles University).^ 

Czech classes at the University of Texas at Austin have recently begun to enjoy 

higher enrollment rates than in the recent past.^^ The Czech club at the University 

(originally Cechie-, cf. 3.5.4.) was apparently dormant in the past few years. A student 

who led the club in the academic year 1999-1997 tried to attract more students by setting 

up a dancing group, and by presentations of Czech films. As for practicing Czech she 

said, "the language element is very weak."^ Among the members, who are usually 

recruited in Czech classes, have been also exchange students from the Czech Republic.^® 

Among the Texas Czech organizations, the University of Texas at Austin 

collaborates mainly with CEFT, the founder of Texas Chair in Czech Studies. Again, the 

program wants to reach wider Texas Czech community, and a more effective information 

^ Other place that have - some until recently - offered Czech, include Hill Junior College in Hillsboro, and 
McLennan County Community College (MCC) in Waco. In addition to Lodge #88 in Houston (mentioned 
above), Czech has been also taught at Alvin Community College near Houston (R. Kolar, p. c., January 6, 
1997). Further, Ennis High School students were able to take Czech classes until 1996 when their teacher 
retired (F-47, Ennis*). Similarly, the class schedule of Temple College for fall 1997 still listed a Czech 
class which could not be offered because the replacement had not been found (I thank for this information 
to a student from Granger interested in taking Czech at Temple College). The Texas A&M University at 
College Station, where the Czech Fellowship is plaimed to begin in the Ml of 1999, should become another 
major institution with Czech courses available to the community. 

Twenty one (mostly undergraduate) students began to study Czech I (the first semester Czech) in fall 
1997, with about half of students of Czech ethnic background. Dr. Hana Pichov^ who has taught Czech at 
the University of Texas for several years, finds such high enrollment encouraging. As for the ethnic 
composition, at least a third of students in her classes are typically of "Texas Czech or Moravian descent" 
(H. Pfchovd, p. c., September 14, 1997). 
^ This yoimg woman in her early twenties is an ethnic Czech herself. Interestingly, she commented on the 
fact that a student leading the club before her was not a Czech, hence "he didn't have a reason like I do." 
This "reason" seems to be the only steady element of ethnicity: one's ancestry. 

As this young informant also told me, these students found her efforts to revitalize the club's activities 
"funny." She offered no details, but I suspect that what a young European Czech might not understand is an 
attempt to organize a group of Czech folk dancers (which is similar to some teenage Texas Czechs who 
have a rather condescending attitude toward their parents' passion for Texas Czech polka music). 
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exchange between the school and Czech-related organizations appears to be the first 

necessary step. An attempt to inform Texas high schools about Czech classes and Czech 

studies (including literature, history, and film) at the University, and offer assistance 

should a high school want to offer a Czech class, did not meet with any response (H. 

Pi'chov^ p. c., September 14, 1997). Doing fieldwork in Texas Czech commimities, I 

learned that many people are at least aware of Czech classes at the University of Texas, 

and that some are still hopeful about the future of Czech in Texas because of their 

existence. 

High school and college students study Czech as one of foreign languages, or at 

best, as an additional language for specific purposes (Fishman 1991a: 363). Those who 

persevere may accomplish some functional knowledge of the Czech language, i.e., of its 

spoken variety (Common Czech) and written variety (Standard Czech), provided they 

have a text and a teacher capable of introducing them to both. In contrast, the older and 

elderly student population, that is semi-speakers of Texas Czech who have been exposed 

to this variety through or even pass their teenage years, wish to improve their 

conversational skills in this variety (excerpt 2 below), and therefore, have different 

expectations when they enroll in a Czech class (excerpts 3 - 4). 

(2) "...when people don't talk too fast, and if they speak this loirCech language that we speak 
here, I can understand and I can make myself understood" [M-24-W] 

(3) [we need someone who would speak Czech fluently and could] "teach it to these people the 
way they want to leam it to be able to use it.. .they would want to leam as quickly as they can - to 
make some kind of conversation, and even if it wasn't real accurate - you have to understand that 
the primary purpose of the language is to be understood.. .when you start putting the accuracy of 
grammar in it, that's a different story...these people...just want to be able to converse a little bit, 
maybe go to the Czech Republic.. .they don't need to clutter their minds up with all the grammar 
.. .when you start trying to teach them the correcmess of their grammar, then your attendance is 
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going to drop off quickly...people that will attend, I can assure you, they don't want to get into it 
deep, it has to be a fim thing for them..." [M-2^W] 

(4) ''...conversational Cech course is the easiest for people, my sister had taken [a class] and she 
found it was harder to take it where they teach the very proper Cech that's taught there now, 
because it's so different from what we speak, since we're speaking the older version Cech - she 
was taught words that we even don't know or say so she couldn't really apply it, just 
conversational (^ecA.-.worits better, and it's easier to get started with anyway" [F-50-W] 

The informant in (3) brings up the issue around which those older informants who 

have taken a Czech class usually center the summary of their language learning 

experience. The question is, whether teachers can afTord not being concerned with 

correct morphosyntax and lexicon of the language they teach. If they accept 

Moravianisms as "correct" Czech, then the teaching of Texas Czechs should be a 

mutually beneficial experience."' As the informant in (4) points out, being taught 

something "so different from what [they] speak" is discouraging, and the acquired 

knowledge is ultimately inapplicable. The teacher's concern should not be eradication of 

(still existing or archaic) Moravianisms from these speakers idiolects,'* but building of a 

vocabulary particularly to replace the Texas Czech "slang", i.e., numerous morphological 

integrations that we have already encountered (e.g., sitze / 'shoes', kdra / 'car', ve hauzu / 

'in the house', braunove / 'brown', and the like). Importantly, it is not the Moravian 

dialectal basis of Texas Czech, but such 'Czechified' English expressions that cause 

^ This applies to conversational classes that such learners usually seek. If they wish to acquire or improve 
their literacy skills, then they need to become aware of corresponding word forms and lexical items from 
Common and Standard Czech. The advertisements for Czech classes at Austin Community College (ACC) 
describe them as "conversational". I have no personal exp>erience with any of these classes but my 
impression from discussions with those «^o have taken Czech classes at ACC is that the "conversational" 
nature of the class changes with the teachers ^o o£fer them, sometimes to the students' satisfaction. 
^ Even a man as yoimg as [M-62-G/Austin*] who took a class at the University of Texas at Austin 
experienced the 'intrusion" of Moravianisms when being taught "correct" Czech, because he was 
accustomed to hearing his grandparents' Texas Czech speech when growing up. 
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communication breakdown when Texas Czech speakers try to use their Czech in the 

Czech Republic (and travel to the 'old country' is a typical motivation of older semi-

speakers for improving their fluency in Czech). 

Fishman (1991a: 368-373) discusses the common assumption that "schools can do 

it," i.e., they can teach the language from scratch just like mathematics or geography. 

However, advocates of this solution often forget that "language maintenance needs at 

least as much out-of-school societal reinforcement as algebra does" (Fishman 1992: 400). 

While Texas Czechs do not expect that Czech would ever again attain the role of a mother 

tongue, many of them also tend to shift the responsibility for the survival of Czech in 

Texas to schools. One of my West informants, aware that language can be best acquired 

early in the childhood, suggests that children should be exposed to Czech in the 

kindergarten and continue teaming it throughout their public school experience (excerpt 5 

below). She believes that the "schools [should] do it" because West is a Czech 

community; she concurs with another West female who told me that offering Spanish as 

the only foreign language in West High School is "not fair" because the school serves a 

predominantly Czech town (F-41-W*). 

(5) . .you would have a choice of learning different languages, especially in such an ethnic 
community like a Cech conununity...It would benefit not only the Cech children, but also the 
other American children living in the Cech community would be interested in learning Czech - it 
would have to begin at an early age" [F-38-W] 

The teacher of Czech at the University of Texas at Austin simimarizes her 

students' reasons to study Czech as follows: first, they want to be able to commimicate 

with their grandparents (which concerns only the students of Czech descent), and second. 
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they are looking into opportunities to study, work, or travel in the Czech Republic (which 

applies to both Czech and non-Czech students, from Texas and other states of the US). A 

survey that I conducted during the first meeting of Dr. Pichova's first-semester Czech in 

August 1997 confirms her experience.^ Twenty one students filled out the survey. Ten of 

them are of Czech descent, and one is married to a Czech.^° Excerpt (6) below represents 

"learning about heritage via language view" that many students of Czech descent 

expressed. 

(6) "My mother's side of the family is fiill Czech and I feel learning it is a good way to strengthen 
my heritage. Tm learning about a culture I was a part of as a child not understanding it then. And 
I dream of going to Prague." [F-78-Dallas*] 

In the commimity of West, I searched for some evidence for the claim that West 

High School has recently attempted to introduce a Czech class but failed for the lack of 

interest among the students (F-24-W*). From the Principal of West High School I 

learned that a few years ago they indeed surveyed their students' interest in taking a 

Czech class, but because they received only six positive responses, they did not pursue 

the issue any further. The three high school students with whom I met for a short group 

interview did not remember this survey but thought that a new one was in order. Even 

though they realize that learning Spanish (the only foreign language currently offered at 

Prague seems to be a major point of attraction. Some students have already visited this city and want to 
return speaking the language, some want to smdy in Prague, look for business opportunities diere, teach 
English in Prague, or woric at the US Embassy in Prague. One student wants to conduct research in the 
Czech Republic. Students who are of Czech descent wish to ieam more about their roots, or "recover'' 
some of their heritage through the language. Some intend to visit their distant relatives in the Czech 
Republic, and one student hopes to "follow vocal/piano to Dvoftk's operas" and "understand "the 'oom-
poh-poh' [polka] music on the Sunday morning Czech program." One student [F-78-Temple*] was able to 
take a Czech class in the eighth grade and wanted to continue at the college level. 
^ I thank Dr. Hana Pichovi for letting her students fill out my surveys during the class time (which also 
explains the 100% return rate), and the students who took the time to respond to it 
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West High School) is a more practical route to take, they also think that some of their 

peers would consider studying Czech instead. 

To my knowledge, no community-based classes have been organized in Granger, 

although those Granger informants who express interest in bettering their Czech in the 

questionnaire specify that such class would have to be offered locally. As for the youngest 

segment of Granger's Czech population, the data from 53 Granger public school^' 

students suggest that (1) they generally think that the Czech language is worth learning 

(37/69.8%), and (2) more than a half of them (33/62.3%) would take a Czech class if 

offered in their school (Table 7.2 below). 

Table 7.2 Granger Public School Students' Attitudes Toward Learning Czech 
(N = 53; 11 students b. 1984-1985,42 students b. 1979-1983) 

Statement SA A D SD U X 
Ratio % % % % % % 
(1) Czech is worth learning 
N = 53 24.5 45.3 7.5 0 18.9 3.8 
(2) If I had an opportunity I would 

take a Czech class 
N = 53 28.3 34.0 5.7 5.7 22.6 3.8 
Leeend; 
SA (Strongly Agree)/A(Agree)/D (Disagree)/ SD(Strongly Disagree)/ U (Undecided)/ 
X (No Response) 

Table 7.2 also shows that relatively high numbers of students (in both cases about 

one fifth of the surveyed population) were "undecided" about both statements. As for 

statement in (2), it is possible that the students who opted for "undecided" might consider 

taking a Czech class, perhaps along with their friends who responded in the af^irmative. 

One of the students in the latter group added. 
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(7) **1 think it would really be neat to take a Czech class. If it was offered in school I would take 
it, and I am sure many others would take it too" [F-81-G*] 

A comparison with my focal informants' responses to the same statements^^ 

reveals that where 92.3% of the OG and 100% of the YG find "Czech worth learning," a 

smaller percentage of the teenage respondents (69.8%) agree with the same statement. As 

for taking a Czech class, should an opportunity arise (here in 2), however, the students 

have a higher affirmative response rate (62.3%)^^ than the 00 (57.7%),^ but lower than 

the YG (81.8%). Perhaps we can see an intergenerational trend discussed by Fishman 

(e.g., 1966,1985, 1991a), that is, the OG displays less interest in studying Czech as they 

generally possess some level of proficiency (and feel no need to improve it), or are fluent 

in the language. The younger informants (YG) tend to appreciate having a heritage 

language, of which most of them speak very little, and some feel motivated to better their 

skills in it. The generation after them (here most of my teenage respondents) feel positive 

or are impartial about learning their ancestral language, but having very little or no 

exposure to it in their childhood (unlike their parents), they do not feel compelled to study 

it for neither emotional,^® nor practical reasons, because they realize that Czech possesses 

very little utilitarian value for their future professional lives. The 22.6% of those who are 

"imdecided" (Table 7.2, item 2 above) may still follow in their parents' footsteps and 

I thank the school Principal James Bartosh for coordinating the distribution of surveys, as well as all 
participating teachers and their students. 

Namely, items 7 and 22 in section III of the questionnaire (cf. Chapter S, 5.2.3.1.). 
When I visited with 4"* - 6* graders in Granger Catholic School and asked who would be interested in 

learning the Czech language, 20 of them raised their hands. About 75% of those who attended were 
children of Czech descent In Granger High School, I received the same response to this question &om 15 
out of about 35 students who joined our discussion. Both events happened during Czech Heritage Week. 
^ It is important to remember that 7 informants in the OG speak Texas Czech well and therefore see no 
reason for taking a formal Czech language class. 
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develop more appreciation for their heritage culture and the language as they grow older. 

The chances are already small and they will continue to diminish with each subsequent 

generation of Texans of Czech descent, but presentiy they still exist. 

I also asked those students at Granger public school who agreed with statement 

(2) to tell me why they would consider studying Czech. Most of them want to be able to 

commimicate in Czech with their grandparents (some mentioned even their parents), 

others say they are simply interested, and yet others imagine themselves using it when 

they travel to the Czech Republic one day. Flatonia High School students of Czech whose 

class I visited during my fieldwork seem motivated mainly by the first factor that Granger 

students mention: the ability to use Czech within their family. 

Finally, let us consider my focal informants' (OG and YG) reaction to the 

statements concerning the opportunities for their children and grandchildren to leam 

Czech (questionnaire section III, statements 18 and 20), summarized in Table 7.3 below. 

As for the enhancement of children's awareness of their heritage through the 

language (statement 18), about three quarters of informants in both age groups respond in 

the affirmative. As for the children having opportunity to leam Czech in school 

(statement 21), however, all informants in the YG, but only 65.4% of older informants, 

believe that such opportunities need to be available. 

Except for those wbo want to leam Czech to be able to communicate with their grandparents. 
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Table 7.3 Adult Attitudes Toward the Study of Czech by Their Offspring 
(N = 26[C)G] vs. 11 [YG]) 

Statement SA A D SD U X 
Ratio % % % % % % 
(18) Our children should leam Czech 

to be more aAvare of their heritage 
OG (N = 26) 19.2 57.7 7.7 3.8 11.5 0 
YG(N=11) 27.3 45.5 18.2 0 9.1 0 
(21) Children should have an opportunity 

to leam Czech in American schools 
OG (N = 26) 19.2 46.2 7.7 0 19.2 7.7 
YG(N= 11) 36.4 63.6 0 0 0 0 
Lecend: 
SA (Strongly Agree) /A(Agree) /D (Disagree)/ SEXStronglv Disagree)/ U (Undecided)/ X 
(No Response) 

Fishman (1991a: 397-8) suggests that the attempts at language revival at stage 7 

of language shift do not need to focus as much on "the already enthusiastic" elders as on 

the young. My results show that positive and optimistic attitudes of the elders cannot be 

taken for granted, since those who unanimously believe that the Czech language should 

appear among foreign language offerings in schools are the informants in the YG, not 

those in the OG. 

Several older informants offered additional comments. [F-38-W] is "undecided" 

on statement (21) because her agreement would depend "on the area." She is the one who 

would endorse introduction of Czech to schools in the predominantly Czech commimity 

of West (cf excerpt 5 above). Further, [F-31-G] thinks that having the children leam 

about their heritage through the language is generally a good idea, but she is not very 

hopeful: "I failed with mine though I tried." Yet, since she herself had the opportunity to 

study Czech, she believes that her children should have it as well (statement 21). Finally, 

[F-27-G] chose "undecided", apparently because she is aware of Czech classes offered at 
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the University of Texas in Austin ("it's optional as a foreign language," i.e., it has been 

already offered). 

It is true that "[as] the burden of language maintenance is shifted to society in 

general and its benefit becomes viewed as educational and cultural enrichment of a 

general kind, the ethnic embeddedness of language maintenance fades" (Fishman and 

Nahimy 1966: 172), but even then, learning Czech as a foreign language in school might 

enrich the lives of children of Czech descent in a special way. To be sure, this is not to 

say that they do not need Spanish, German, or French. Yet, they still have grandmothers 

and grandfathers who speak Czech, and they still feel curiosity about having something 

that their non-Czech peers do not, even though they have a difficult time phrasing it. 

Although it is unlikely that Czech will ever be taught in schools state-wide, some people 

feel that their heritage language should be offered in schools at least in the communities 

like theirs, that is in the areas heavily populated by descendants of Czechs. 1 am certain 

that had I phrased statement (21) in the surveys as "our children should learn Czech in 

American schools," many would disagree. They prefer to see this as a matter of personal 

choice, but many would like for their offspring to have it. 

The schools are reluctant "to give wholehearted and well-funded support to the 

undertaking," and they would in all probability struggle with "a lack of techniques, 

materials, and personnel for the teaching" (Dorian 1978: 654) of Czech. At the same 

time, the commimity members themselves do not appear conunitted to making any 

concrete steps that would motivate the schools to invest the effort, and money, into such 

projects. Dorian (1978: 654-5) suggests that it is often "only a vocal intellectual or 
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political minority within the native speaker community [that] seeks school support for the 

threatened language." It seems that in my focal communities even this force is lacking. 

The underlying problem is "the idea that preserving language is a good idea, 'but 

not for me'" (Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1998: 68). Such "avoidance strategy" means 

that well-meaning but passive individuals (in this matter) expect that "other people [will] 

save the language and culture for yet someone else with no personal effort or 

involvement" (Ibid.: 68-9). A compelling ethical question that linguists face is whether to 

persevere in trying to reverse the situation that only they, not an indigenous or ethnic 

immigrant community members themselves, perceive as alarming.^^ 

7.4. THE FUTURE OF CZECH IN TEXAS 

The goal of this section is threefold. First, I compare responses of Granger public 

school students to two survey statements tapping their views on the future of Czech in 

Texas with the results obtained for the same statements from the older and the younger 

group in my informant sample (7.4.1.). Second, 1 present and analyze my focal 

informants' comments on the same issue (7.4.2.), and third, 1 briefly discuss student 

survey responses to the statement, "I am interested in maintaining my heritage," and 

present some excerpts from a student essay contest relevant to the question of young 

generation's heritage maintenance (7.4.3.). 

^ See Hale et al. (1992), particularly the discussion note of Ladefoged (1992), and Dorian's (1993) 
response to Ladefoged. While in the case of ethnic immigrant languages it is an immigrant variety and not 
the full language spoken in the first immigrants' home country that is dying, it is my view that the loss of 
any language and any language variety impoverishes the humankind. 
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7.4.1. The Future of Czech in Texas: Views of Three Generations 

Eyeballing the results in Table 7.4 below, student responses to statements (3) and 

(4) pattern those of adults to two identical statement in (14) and (15), Table 7.1. (section 

7.1. above). Specifically, most teens disagree that "there is no future to Czech in Texas, 

so why to look back to keep it alive" (statement 3), and most of them agree that "we 

should preserve Czech for the sake of tradition" (statement 4).^^ 

Table 7.4 Granger Public School Students' Views on the Future of Czech in Texas 
(N = 53; 11 students b. 1984-1985, 42 students b. 1979-1983) 

Statement SA A D SD U X 
Ratio % % % % % % 
(3) There is no future to Czech in Texas, 

so why to look back to keep it alive? 
N = 53 3.8 3.8 41.5 30.2 17.0 3.8 
(4) We should preserve Czech 

for the sake of tradition 
N = 53 26.4 58.5 1.9 1.9 9.4 1.9 
(7) I am interested in learning 

about my heritage 
N = 53 28.3 50.9 1.9 1.9 13.2 3.8 
Legend: 
SA (Strongly Agree) /A(Agree) /D (Disagree) /SEXStrongly Disagree) /U (Undecided)/ 
X (No Response) 

A comparison of relevant data for the three generations appears in Table 7.5 

below. 

" It is important to keep in mind that teachers (without my presence) distributed the surveys during class 
time. It is conceivable that students took the survey as another quiz or test and tried to supply what they 
believed to be the 'correct' answers, not necessarily the answers reflecting their own views. Given the 
circumstances, stich action should be considered as a potential factor skewing the results. 
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Table 7.5 Comparison of Views on the Future of Czech in Texas: Three Generations 
(N = 53 [students] vs. N = 11 [YG] and N = 26 [OG]) 

Statement SA/A SD/D 
Group (N) N % N % 

There is no future to Czech in Texas 
so why to look back to keep it alive? 

Statement (3) students (N = 53) X X 38 71.7 
Statement (14) YG (N = 11) X X 10 90.9 
Statement (14) OG (N = 26) X X 23 88.5 

We should preserve Czech for the sake of tradition 

Statement (4) students (N = 53) 45 84.9 X X 
Statement(15) YG(N= 11) 11 100 X X 
Statement (15) OG (N = 26) 24 92J X X 
Leeend; 
SA (Strongly Agree) / A(Agree) / D (Disagree) / SD(Strongly Disagree) 

Most of Texas Czech participants in the surveys (bom 1979-1985, before 1945, 

and after 1945), believe in the future of the Czech language in Texas and think that it 

should be preserved for posterity. However, these results do not yet mean that either the 

students or my focal informants intend to leam the language themselves and try to pass it 

on to their children, or that they believe that these steps will cure their obsolescing 

language. 

The youngest respondents aside, I now examine some comments from my focal 

informants in the OG and the YG, to shed more light on the nature of their overwhehning 

agreement or disagreement to the statements about the future prospects of Texas Czech. 

7.4.2. Views on the Future of Czech in Texas (Both Groups) 

The themes identified in my informants' views on the future of the Czech 

language in Texas include (1) the isolation of Texas Czechs from their ancestral 
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homeland and the negligible amount of immigration of European Czechs aiter World War 

Two, which is usually compared to a more favorable situation of Spanish speaking 

population in the United States, (2) intermarriage speeding up the decline of Czech, and 

(3) shifting of the responsibility for the survival of Czech to schools, or government, 

which reflects the current position of Czech in the community and realization that the 

parents raising another generation of Czech ethnic background today do not speak the 

language well enough, hence its transmission is no longer possible. Further, they tend to 

compare the dying language to a better state of "heritage" (particularly of Texas Czech 

folk music), which, as most of my informants believe, should survive for much longer (^. 

Next, some informants seem encouraged by the current preservationist efforts (targeting 

the history, traditions, and customs of Texas Czechs rather than the language, however), 

which should work against the demise of Czech in Texas (^, whereas others hold the 

view that the revival of interest in the language is temporary, and its death inevitable (Q. 

Finally, a few optimists reject the language death scenario all together, thinking that 

formal teaching of the language, limited today but (as it is hoped) wide-spread in the 

future, will prevent it from hapjjening (7). In what follows I consider these perspectives in 

some detail. 

(1) The theme of drastically reduced immigration, hence no chance for recovery of 

Czech, is brought up in the views of two younger informants reproduced in excerpts (1) 

and (2) below. The informant in (1) talks also about the dissolution of once close-knit 

ethnic Czech commimity, comparing it to the cohesiveness of Mexican-American 

commimi^ in the US today, and to their insistence that Spanish be taught in schools. This 
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point brings him to another comparison, this time between Czech and foreign languages 

that are conmioniy taught in schools. He believes that Czech should also have a place 

among the options that meet a foreign language requirement. 

(1) "I think that one generation older than I am, once they die out, I think pretty much the Czech 
language will die out also, unless we get a bigger influx of Czechs here. I think that's what kept 
the Czech language long here because we would have a wave of immigrants come, then we'd 
have a new wave...They settled in the communities where they were very close-knit...but now 
with the modem and people traveling [sic]... they're not as close-knit as they once were, I guess I 
compare [it] to the Spanish speaking people, they - oni sa drzija dohromady a oni dycky ('they 
keep together and they always') - they push for their Spanish language to be taught, or to be 
taught in the Spanish language, and being so close to Mexico, 1 think that, you know, one day 
their language will be more prevalent thaui anything [pomohlo by to kdyby zadali ucit cesky ve 
SkoldchU 'would it help if they'd start teaching Czech in schools?') Ja bych fekie Jo, well dyby 
museli tagja bych fek ze by si to zebrali protoze nekery musja mnit either Francuz nebo 
nimecky..., Spanelsky, takprod ne dej^?"('rd say that it would, well, if they would have to, 
then, I would say that they would take it, because some have to take either French, or 
German....Spanish, so whv not Czech?' [M-50-G] 

(2) "a hard question, I don't know, it just depends on - really, if we get any immigration but I 
couldn't tell you, I think if it stayed the way it is now, [the language will last] probably twenty 
years because most people who are fluent won't be here in twenty years..." [M-51^W] 

(2) Being perceived as an important factor behind the discontinued language 

transmission (cf. Chapter 4, 4.1.4.), intermarriage is mentioned again, here as one of the 

main causes leading to the eventual death of Czech in Texas (M-IO-G, M-38-G, F-34-G; 

all married to non-Czechs). Just like many others, these informants believe that no Czech 

will be heard in Texas within the next twenty or twenty five years (also excerpt 3 below). 

(3) 'ya nevim ('I don't know'), it's a scary thought really, 'cause those little ones now, they don't 
teach any of it to them (kolik roku myslitel / 'how many years do you think?') - asi ('maybe') like 
maybe twenty, twenty five maybe, it seems it's dying out (what could be done?) to get parents to 
try to talk to their children but it's so many [marriages] that are mixed, thev don't know it 
themselves and that makes it hard, here and there we have someone like you to come and that's 
good, but then - a lot of them are mixed marriages, both parties don't know Cech, you're gonna 
lose it too -1 didn't talk to my children 'cause my husband didn't know it..." 1P-34-W] 
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In addition, as the informant in (4) says, regardless of the same-ethnic or mixed 

marriages, people do not seem to have time to worry about teaching Czech to their 

children. 

(4) ""ja nevim, lidi nemaju dost' casa, jag deset roku spdtky {jinak by udili deckaT) jo. Uz to bude 
bvt stracerte I guess" 
'I don't know, people don't have enough time, not like ten years ago (if they would, they would 
teach their kids?) yeah. It'll be lost, I guess' [M-61-G] 

(3) Many informants do not seem to hold much hope for the survival of their 

ancestral language in Texas. They tend to see the only realistic approach to the problem 

via the educational system (excerpts 5-8 below). 

(5) "mofna ze je to lepSi, ja nevim, zalezi na Uniyereit^^' esi udiju cesky...mozna az ti stafi lidi 
vymfu, vis dokad' ty stafi lidi tody budu, anebo nds age, a tozja su tez stara, tajak to co maji asi 
sedesat padesat roku, toz mozna tag dluho to bude eSti trvaf 

'maybe it's better [now], I don't know, it depends on the University, if they teach Czech...maybe 
once those old people die, you know, as long as those old people ((will be)) are here, or our age, 
((and)) well I'm old too, like those who are about sixty, fifty ((years)), so maybe that long it'll 
still last' [F-37-G] 

(6) "M: ne, mladi uz ne, to* se o to nezajimd '̂no, not the young people any more, they [to-
NEUT should be r/-MASC-PL] aren't interested [nezajimd-SG should be nezajimaji-?L] in it') -
F: if they taught it in school, the kids would take it but to just go to the meetings, no. There'd be 
quite a few of them who would pick it up in school and keep it up" [M-30-W & F-32-W*] 

(7) ''jag dneshaj, to by muselo byt'-ve - jag uz chodi do Skoly se nauditdoma to by - to se mosi 
naudit 'jak - zacne do Skoly..." 
'when [if] today, it would have to be - in - to learn when they ((already)) go to school, at home it 
would - it has to be learned when - [a child] starts [going to] school...' [F-33-W] 

(8) "I don't know, I noticed since I got married in 1940, well, a lot of Cech people quit talking it, 
u£ tag nemluviju jag dysi ddvno roky spdtky ("they don't speak it as [they used to] years back'), 
well jagfieci umfu, tfeba jagjd a nekefi - enom keri sa budu udit' ('when all die, like me and 

This speaker's to bude byt'("it will be'), instead of the fiill Czech to bude + ADJ ('it will+ADJ') is an 
interesting case of doubling. I have encountered this type of translation equivalent only in the speech of [M* 
61-G] and [M-53-G]. The latter informant says on the same topic, "mozna ie na druhy century uf to nebude 
bvt' Ja mysim" ('perfa^s in the next century it won't be [exist] any more, I think'). They both treat the 
English auxiliary /be/ as another fiill verb. 
" 'University is a blend, pronounced as the English 'University' and declined as in Czech {-i [-ieJ-LOC). 
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some others - only those who'll study [it]'), that's about only ones that'd be able to talk it..." 
[sic] [M-19-W] 

One of the younger informants suggests that the ability to speak Czech might 

strengthen children's interest in maintaining their cultural heritage (excerpt 9). 

(9) "as far as locally - probably just enforce that Cech language be taught more, our heritage I 
feel is kept up pretty well, as well as it could be, but if it could at least be taught in West, much 
less other towns in the state, would help, because it encourages young people, they get excited 
about just doing things in the heritage line what we do in town, if thev could speak ^ech. that 
would give them a little bit more encouragement to keep up with their heritage...it's just so 
difilcult to find a teacher and of course now applying to the school system, 'cause they have so 
many demanding subjects that must be allowed by the state (nof// by diti v high school co by 
chteli -? / 'would they find kids in high school who would want - ?') ja myslim ('I think so'), if 
thev had a choice, they have to take Spanish now, if they had a choice I'm sure that many would 
take Cech as they would Spanish, especially those who are from the area...We have a group in 
high school that dance and there's a large number of them, so I don't see why thev wouldn't have 
an interest in taking Cech. (What about the future?)...through the next generation, but, well, it's 
scary to think about it - I'm third generation, our fourth generation doesn't know a lot, unless 
something does come with schooling...Language is going to be the most difficult, there's going 
to be history here but just as I failed to teach my children enough Cech, that's going to be the 
downfall, they're going to be proud of our heritage, they're gonna have interest and resources but 
there's not going to be enough language spoken - by the fifth generation anyway..." [sic] 

[F-50-W] 

[F-50] first seems to endorse the view already expressed by some others (cf. 7.3.), namely 

that Czech should be taught in the areas with significant populations of ethnic Czechs, 

and that West is one of them. Then she considers the obstacles, mainly the lack of 

teachers and potential complications that schools would have to be prepared to tackle 

when trying to justify this offering within the state educational system. Yet she believes 

that some children in West would choose to study Czech, even over a more practical 

language such as Spanish, and that they should have this opportunity. 

The premise that this informant seems to advance is interesting by itself She says, 

"we have a group in high school that dance..so I don't see why they wouldn't have an 

interest in taking Cech" The issue may not be that simple, however. I agree with 
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Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer (1998; 68) who view language as an inward "manifestation 

of'the culture'" that requires more dedication on the learner's part. The task of learning 

is not as easy and as much fim as one's engagement in less intimidating, performance of 

heritage in singing and dancing; 

Singing and dancing is easier, more fiin, more tangible, and less threatening than 
language learning. For learners, traditional regalia and perfomiance are very 
appealing and are obvious outward manifestations of 'the culture' that transcends 
language skills other than learning the songs. The songs are more easily acquired 
as 'alienable objects' than the language at large, they provide a more convenient 
'^badge of ethnicity,' and there are abundant perfomiance opportunities. 

It is likely that this informant draws on her extensive experience working with 

yoimger people (in their 20s and 30s), which allows her to see their commitment and 

enjoyment they take out of performing Czech folk dances. Perhaps she also considers 

their occasional expressions of regret that they do not speak the language. However, first, 

only rarely does this regret lead to the study of the ancestral language, and second, 

elementary and high school children are yet another generation of potential language 

learners, the generation that can hardly regret what they never experienced, because 

growing up in the 1980s and the 1990s, their opportunities to hear the language spoken 

have been scarce. True, they are often curious to know more about the language, about 

their ancestors, and about themselves. But if schools are to succeed in transforming their 

students' curiosity into the actual language learning experience, also meaning, if they are 

to offer a language whose practical value does not compare to that of Spanish, German, or 

French, they must be a part of the family-community-school support system (Fishman 

1991a). 
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The issue of location which is conducive to learning Czech, touched on above, 

surfaces in the argument of another informant, who used to believe that those living in a 

historically Czech community, such as Granger, should have taught Czech to their 

children, whereas those who moved to cities were less responsible for its transmission 

and maintenance (excerpt 10 below). 

(10) "F: ja nevim, jag my zemfeme ('I don't know, when we die') that's the end of it, protoze ti 
mladi ('because those young people') - you know, I'm disappointed ze ti lidi co byvaji ve 
Grendzi neudili svoje diti ('that those people who live in Granger did not teach their children'), 
you know,...of course I make that excuse that I lived in [the city], but that's not excuse either, 
now when I see it..." [sic] [F-25-G] 

Further, the question of who is responsible for the current state of Texas Czech is 

approached from different angles in excerpt (11) below. 

(11) "my parents still speak it, but it is a shame, because it is not being preserved, and it's going 
to be gone, just like when my parents die... I don't know that much, and I can tell myself that 
little by little I'm losing it by actually not speaking enough, but it's really sad when I think about 
it, that it's slowly dying away, when I was a little kid, about fifteen, you have to speak Cech to 
them (grandparents) they wouldn't speak English to you, and even when you would try, they 
would ignore you ... (is Westfest helping any?) That's really good in preserving our culture - but 
again, it's a core group of people, and there's nobody that's got the interest that wants to take 
over, or leam from it, to continue that, and that's what's really sad, I believe right now there's 
just a few of us left like me, but after I'm gone. I don't think there's gonna be anvbodv to 
preserve Cech language and to keep it going...I'd have to say [in] another twenty, twenty five 
years it's going to be extinct (will music be here longer?) F: God I hope so - M: I would hope too 
but it's dying too - F: I think that too...(if you have the power to do something about the Czech 
language what would you do?) I don't know, if something ain't done it's gonna die, somebodv 
with - like government for one, they're sort of losing it all as far as different cultures (but what 
about Spanish speakers?) F: I think that Spanish [speaking] parents keep teaching it to them...M; 
we get more and more people coming cross the border, and they bring Spanish with them and 
that's what keeps it alive - in school they teach it - F: why don't thev teach Cech in school? M: 
maybe we aren't just as bold as our parents, we had to leam it because that was all they spoke - it 
was more or less forced on us, whereas now - that's another reason why it's being lost..."[sic] 

[M-51a & F-56-W»] 

First, the informant states that "it is not being preserved." His choice of 

impersonal "it" allows him to avoid naming the agent, i.e., someone or something that 
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should be taking steps against the decline of Czech. Later, however, he speaks of a "core 

group of people," the bearers of the cultural heritage in his community who lack 

sufBcient following among their offspring. This specification comes in response to my 

question about the Westfest, but the topic of the question itself moves us closer to other 

components of cultural heritage and father from the language issue. When he says, "after 

I'm gone, I don't think there's gonna be anybody to preserve Cech language," he does not 

refer to any specific activities in which he participates to preserve and promote Czech, 

nor does he allude to his own use of Czech which is rather rare, and as he admits in the 

interview, limited. He then wants to mention a powerful entity that can change the order 

of things and ends up blaming the government for "losing it all as far as different 

cultures." He and his wife sincerely wish that the language would outlive their generation, 

but just like many others, they focus on 'the idea' of the language, which is one of the 

many components of their rich cultural heritage. The language has akeady acquired a 

merely symbolic value to which they both feel attached even it they do not speak it too 

well, and they realize that they cannot expect the same kind of attachment from their 

children. Lastly, when the informant says, "we had to leam it because that was all they 

spoke...it was more or less forced on us," he appears to acknowledge the sociohistorical 

changes that, similar to other immigrant languages in the US, have played a crucial role 

in the decline of Czech. In the words of Dorian (1994b: 122), "the language 

choices...may be less than ideally free and conscious" and 
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can only be understood in terms of large-scale forces that typically have long 

gestation periods and far-reaching effects. The individual may have only the 

dimmest awareness of them and still be moved by them. 

(4) Traditional foods and music are the 'things Czech' in the cultural heritage that 

are more often than not believed to have a potential to outlive the Czech language 

(excerpts 12-17 below). Yet I have also encountered the view that ethnic festivals, and 

Texas Czech folk music, an indispensable part of such events, will help the language to 

persevere. One informant said, "mq/e deti co se naucili, naucili se z muziky"! 'my 

children, what they've learned, they've learned from music' (F-38-W*). This view agrees 

with my argument advanced in Chapter 5 (5.2.2.1.), namely that the performances of 

Texas Czech polka bands particularly at ethnic festivals, which also young people are 

likely to attend, provide the much needed exposure to Czech in the song lyrics, 

reinforcing the 'idea' of having a heritage language and the Czech Moravian ethnic 

background. 

(12) "my daughters, they don't know nothing. All they know is 'daj mi hubicku' ('give me a 
kiss') and that's it...My family is Cech but like I said, the Cech language is going to be lost, the 
heritage is still going to be there (for your daughters too?) oh yeas, and we are trying to teach 
them how to make kolaches, and how to make things that Cechs used to do. I make jitmice ('pork 
sausage') you know, and I bake sausages, and I do a lot of things that my grandparents used to 
do...and I'm gonna try to keep it going, they'll know the heritage, they may not know the 
language, but they will still keep the heritage going - the old customs going, but the language is 
going to be lost" [sic] [M-32-W*] 

(13) ""pokad' nekeri ti mladi se budu ucit' a budu hrat, budem mnit cesku muziku dost' dluho 
{hodne se zminiloT) - vef^, Jcil ty,ja nevim, dicka mni se zdd oni su nauiene na tu English 
americku muziku, oni, ja nevim, jich to nezajima ta morqfska muzika, ale nekeri dicka eSti rddi 
posluchaju, netmija morqfsky ale eM to rddiposluchaj'u...'" 

The phonologicaUy adapted discourse marker 'well' as vel is a part of some older Texas Czech speakers' 
idiolects. 
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'as long as some young people leam [to play] and play [it], we'll have Czech music for a long 
time (has much changed?) - well, now those, I don't know, kids, it seems to me, they are used to 
that English, American music, they, I don't know, they're not interested in Moravian music, but 
some kids still like to listen to it, they don't know [how to speak] Moravian, but they still like to 
listen...' [M-42-G] 

(14) "ja mysim ze ta deska muzika - to bude trvat asi delSi nez ten cesky jazyk, protoze lude dycky 
idu na bdl, idu tancovat, a na svad'bu - (ale mladH) well, negefyyo..." 

'I think that the Czech music - it'll to last longer than that Czech language, because people 
always go to a dance, they go dancing, and to a wedding...(but young people?) well, sometimes 
they do [go]...' [M-43-W/T] 

(15) ''(and music and kolaches?) I think that the kolaches will be around for a long time, and I 
think the music will as well." [M-51 b-W] 

(16) "F: ̂  are trying to keep it alive...M: oh that's having that - the CHST being formed and 
trying to keep everything going, and we're seeing more polka waltz dances now than we ever did 
before, it's picking up...F: if we can keep ty mlade ('those young people') interested {chodi taky 
mladi tancovafl! 'do also young people go dancing?') F: moc ne ('not much') - M: we're seeing 
more and more than we used to - F: a good sign, and maybe our children sooner or later - M: as 
they get older - F: get interested in it, that they would like to have it - continue..." 

[M-38-W & F-41-W] 

In excerpt (16) we observe a similar phenomenon as in excerpt (11) above. The 

question asked about lang;uage preservation and in this context, the '^ve" lacks a specific 

referent behind it. When [M-38] takes the floor, he switches to the Czech Heritage 

Society of Texas (CHST), the specific entity that is "trying to keep everything going," but 

again the substance of "everything" remains vague throughout the exchange. The music is 

by all means the most salient part of the couple's cultural heritage. Both [M-38] and [F-

41] realize that young people only rarely attend polka dances, hoping however that "as 

they get older," they will grow to enjoy this type of entertainment as well. 

The informant in (17) below adds another dimension to the role of Texas Czech 

folk music in language maintenance. 
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(17) "(a deska mvzikePJ 'and the Czech music?') that's going to be around for a long time, 
because you've got polkas and waltzes and - people dance, it's gonna be (ale spivany ceskylt 'but 
sung in Czech?') toz ve naSem kostele bude dokad' ty zensky, ale su fiiilkaj qji mladSi co se uca 
nekere ty slova, a ty mladi se mozu ruxucit' a nemusa oni mlwit' ('well in our church it will be as 
long as those women [sing in Czech], but there are also younger ones who leam some of those 
words, and the young people can leam, and they don't have to speak [it]'). They say that Bobby 
Jones, 1 don't remember where he comes from -1 like his music a m sptva 6esky a on nerozumi 
nic a neiani mluvit tez, on jenom naudil* ty ceske pisnidky a on to spiva ('and he sings Czech and 
he doesn't understand any and can't speak either, he's only learned [should be naucil se / learned 
-REFLEX] ±ose Czech songs and he can sing it'""), you can always tell when they don't know 
how to speak Cech, nemaju ty hadky na tym a toz ('they don't have those haceks above it and 
so'), but - they do well, ty lidi co radi tandit' tak to efycky bude ty ('those people who like to 
dance [should be tancujvJi-V^ PL-PRES], so it always be those') waltzes..." [F-25-G] 

Indeed, not all the singers in the bands that perform Czech folk music are of 

Czech descent (here, Bobby Jones). It is also true that even the singers who have the 

Czech ethnic background are sometimes imaware of the meaning of the lyrics they 

perform. An interesting question in both cases is, why they prefer to sing the lyrics in 

Czech instead of having them translated to English. That they do not choose the latter 

suggests that the soimd of Czech lyrics sung to a Texas Czech tune retains a special 

meaning for those who attend polka dances and almost daily turn on the radio to listen to 

their favorite polka show. 

At the same time, the task of singing without comprehension is not too difficult, if 

"they don't have those hacky above it," that is, if the singers are not too particular about 

the placement of diacritical marks and pronimciation of longer vowels or softened 

consonants of full Czech."*' While more fluent Texas Czech speakers can easily tell when 

the singers "don't know how to speak Cech" the young non-speakers, who cannot, are 

This clause is a good example of overuse of overt pronominal subjects (here on / 'he'). This redimdancy, 
caused by the influence of English, is typical for Texas Czech. 
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exposed to the sound of (somewhat distorted) Czech, and the reminder of their ethnic 

belonging still pertains. Overall, incorrect pronunciation never raises a serious concern 

among the audience. 

That neither language nor the music will survive the current and perhaps the next 

generation of Texas Czechs is the view of [M-26] and [F-35] of Granger (excerpt 18). 

(18) "M: ne moc dliiho - nose deti, a jejich kamaradi co sou CeSi. a nebo co bvli rozeni Cesi. td 
zddny nemluvi desky, a nekery co eS6e mltcvi tof je Jich velice mdlo, a tody neni potfebi aby 
mluvili cesky, tody je potfebi mlwit' mexicky nez iesky. toz esi ido do skoly toz sa radSi udiju 
mexicky protoze je toli Mexikanu tudy a mdlo Cechu, a neminiju it' do Cechoslovenska, moznd 
enom na nejaku dobu - ale ja pochybuju ze za padesat roku bych tu slysel hodni iesky (a 
muzika?) muzika tez — Y\ ja nevim, vyhyne, protoie aji v Elgin jak chodime, oni povidaju less and 
less polka dances.. 

'Not [for] very long - our kids, and their fiiends who are Czech, or who were bom Czech, nobody 
speaks Czech anymore, and those who still speak [it], so there're very few of them, and here 
there's no need to speak Czech, they need to speak Mexican [more] tiian Czech here, so if they 
go to school, then they rather leam Mexican because there're so many Mexicans here and few 
Czechs, and they don't intend to go to Czechoslovakia, maybe only for a short time - but I doubt 
that in fifty years I would hear much Czech (and music?) music as well - F: I don't know, it'll die 
because even in Elgin where we go [Elgin's dance hall], they say less and less polka dances...' 

"... - M: the younger generation does not care for it - F: our two kids [living] right here, they 
still love to polka and waltz, but there's not that many young couples that will dance at polka 
dances and of course when we were in Praha [Czech Republic], we noticed how Americanized 
they are over there, we even couldn't find the Cech tapes!" [M-26-G F-35-G] 

Their argiunent is clear: young people do not seek polka dances, and therefore, these 

informants' generation is most likely the last one to encourage the bands to perform 

traditional polka and waltz {valcik) tunes."*^ Moreover, the couple's experience from the 

I must add that I have seen a band leader trying to translate a song, word for word, using a Czech-English 
dictionary. In his view (with which I agree) it is helpful if those in the audience who do not speak the 
language are presented with the core of idea of the song in F.ngiish 

This speaker uses Common Czech forms (e.g., sou / 'beO"* PL-PRES' instead of the expected or in 
Moravian dialects). In addition, his idiolect shows a blend of regional dialects (in one case he uses a Han^ 
form id6 / 'go-S"* PL-PRES' instead of idu/idu typical for Northeastern Moravian dialects). 
** At the beginning of this excerpt we find an assertion that " ĵejich kamaradi co sou CeSi, a nebo co byli 
rozeni CeSi, td iddry nemluvi iesl^r ('their friends who m Czechs, or who are ((were)) bom Czechs, 
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Czech Republic, where, just like in Texas, this type of music has a clearly defined 

audience of people over the age of fifty, reinforces their view that the chances for its 

long-lasting life are rather small/^ 

Many informants acknowledge, and sometimes enthusiastically endorse, the 

attempts of Texas Czech organizations to revive and promote the Czech language and 

culture in Texas, which gained vigor in the Texas Czech community in the 1980s. This 

change in attitudes reflects the wave of the societal changes as a result of the "new 

ethnicity movement" in the early 1970s (Novak 1972, 1974). Excerpts (19 - 22) below 

represent a positive outlook driven by the observation that younger people today are 

getting more interested in their heritage language. 

(19)"... and the ladies in church are leaving, when those people go, to nebude desky ('it won't be 
in Czech'/ 'Czech won't be') and that's sad (is it dying?) it seemed for a while [that] it did, and 
now with Westfest it looks like more and more people are trying to leam..." [F-46-W] 

(20) "mne se zdd ze se to popravuje, ze vjecej sa aji zajima mladez o desku fee nez se zajimala 
par roku spdtky, prubuju to udrzat'..." 
'it seems to me that it's getting better, that more young people are interested in Czech too than 
they were a few years ago, they're trying to keep it up...' [F-13-G] 

(21) "ve/ eSce dluho protoze to znova Jcil se k temu jaksi, no stavja ty - maju ty clubs, tfeas tudy 
na West tez maju, a dycky maju ty schuze - {ale mladi se uci ceskyl) jZil uz sa uca desky..." 

'well, still for a long time, because now they somehow, well, they build those - have those clubs, 
like here in West they also have [one], and they ((always)) have those meetings - (but do the 
young people leam Czech?) now they do ((leam Czech))..." [M-17-W] 

nobody speaks Czech any more'). This is a puzzling distinction, given that neither the fonner nor the latter 
are said to speak/use the language. It is likely that the informant only phrased the same ethnic designation 
in a different form (i.e., 'are' and 'are bom'), although one could also speculate that he was referring to 
some outward expression of Czechness in those who are Czechs as opposed to those who are bom Czechs. 

When I participated in a panel focused on the Texas Czech music at Matidka Kultura ('Mother Culture'), 
an event organized by the Folklife Resources in Austin in August 1997, a woman in the audience asked me, 
"where does one find Czech music in the Czech Republic?". It is likely that she drew on her experience in 
the Czech Republic, similar to the couple in (18) above (cf. "we even couldn't find the Cech t̂ )es!'0-
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(22) '*1 think there's a kind of resurgence right now, and I think it'll probably - with everything 
being such global village now -1 think that people will be more and more aware because - in 
Europe it's nothing for a person to know six, seven languages, but it just wasn't this way here, 
and for a long time I've heard people say that thev didn't even want to acknowledge that thev 
were Czech, they deliberately pretended not to know any Czech, and so, those of them I'm sure 
just didn't pass any of that language to their children, and it's now those kids, their kids that are 
wanting to know about their heritage, and why didn't you teach me, or why didn't you tell me and 
stuff like that - {kdo to bude u6it?/ 'who is going to teach that?') I guess - vy fieci @@@ fiecko 
z Ceskoslovenska, I don't know..." / 'you all [will], everything from Czechoslovakia...' 

[F-31-G] 

The informant in (22) above compares the situation prior to the civil rights 

movement of the 1960s and the emergence of "new ethnicity", when some "didn't even 

want to acknowledge that they were Czech," with the positive attitudes of their children 

who wish the parents had taught the language to them. The Czech folk music apparently 

experienced the same period of public aversion. One Czech band member remembers 

about the mid-1950s: "yagzme zacali hrat muziku ('when we started playing music'), they 

made fim of us," and says that only later "people quit being ashamed of being Czech" (M-

31-G»). 

(^ Among those who notice some resurgence of interest in the language as the 

informant in (22) above are also 'practical pessimists'. The informant in excerpt (23), a 

brother of the woman speaking in (22), thinks that this is a temporary phenomenon 

because Czech offers "no economic advantage," except for careers in international 

business. 

(23) "I think it's on it way out, if you asked me about ten years ago I would say it's already gone, 
but there seems to be a little bit of effort at reviving the roots, so it might make a little blip back 
up, but I don't think it's going to survive because there's just no economic advantage I don't 
think, and English is now spreading so much to all other countries -1 think if I'd encourage any 
language into my kids it was Spanish, because I figured given where we are geogn^hically, with 
more and more Mexicans coming in every day, that - the advantage here would be if you could 
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speak Spanish. The only exception I would make to that is that - with so much international 
global companies, there's a possibility" [M-36-G] 

Further, the informant in (24) explains why he would recommend a yoimg Texan 

of Czech descent to take Spanish instead of Czech, had the latter been offered in high 

school, and complains about imcertainty that accompanies one's choice to study Czech at 

the University of Texas at Austin. 

(24) "...so unless something changes in the next five, eight, 10-12 years, there won't be anybody 
who will speak it...and I look at it realistically again, if I were in school and they offered me, 
which they don't, the choice of two languages, Cech and Spanish, I would take Spanish, because 
Mexico is right on the border, we have Mexicans here, and I would have somebody to converse 
with. I'd have to have a really good reason, I might take Cech language just for the fim part, but 
you couldn't transfer the credit - Spanish you would, German you would, but as far as being an 
aid toward something, it would not help you any, my youngest son went to UT in Austin and they 
did offer Cech for half a year, and he took that half a year, and then he wanted to take the 
remainder, and they had only seven students so they wouldn't teach it. That's the problem we 
have with the Cech language.. .there is sadness in my heart because it seems - this Cech heritage 
is staying but the language is rapidly decreasing..."^ [M-24-W] 

As for the enduring elements of the Czech heritage, [M-24] names pride in the 

Czech ancestry (although this pride may not be an incentive strong enough for the young 

people to leam the language), customs (e.g., the popularity of Czech weddings, or using 

authentic Czech Christmas tree decorations as his family does), and the music. He is very 

interested in improving his Czech, and is actively involved in preservation of the "Cech 

heritage [that] is staying," which shows that practical concerns may win with ardent 

supporters of 'things Czech' just as they do with the observers (as in 23) who assess the 

situation without getting involved. 

^ Yet, as I have learned from Dr. Pi'chovi (p. c., September 14,1997) ^^o teaches Czech at the University 
of Texas at Austin, the endowment for the Texas Chair in Czech Studies should guarantee that the language 
will be offered as long as at least one student registers to take it. 
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We have seen that schools are on the top of the list of remedies that might help 

save the Czech language in Texas. Excerpt (25) below shows that it is difficult to propose 

alternatives when the declining language has for most people ceased to play any role in 

interaction within the family and the community. 

(25) "toi Spanish je vjec important fiSilkaj, to zaleii asi gde byva, ten morqfsky language, kazdy 
den 'je menij a menej, a musime to pfeinadit' (Jak^) ty mlady dostat' vjec do teho, leSdi neddme 
pozor to bude stracene za dvacet roku (co myslite ze by se dalo udilat?) ja nevim, mozna ty mne 
neco feknes co by clovek udelal ( ) ne, doma ne. Sag aji ty moje sestry uplni nic nevja.. 

'well Spanish is more important now, I guess it depends on where one lives, that Moravian 
language is less and less [spoken] every day, and we must change it (how?) to get those young 
people more into it, if we aren't careful, it' ll be lost in twenty years (what do you think that could 
be done?) I don't know, maybe you can tell me what a person would do [I suggest school/home] 
no, not at home, even my sisters know nothing [of the language]' [M-46-G] 

The informant in (25) thinks that things must change but that no change will 

happen if they rely on teaching the language at home. In contrast, the informant in (26) 

below does not see any other alternative - the parents have to resimie teaching the 

children at a young age - although I believe that even when saying it, [M-43] realizes that 

this option would be viable only in exceptional cases. He then alludes to another issue, 

the prohibited use of one's mother tongue on the job because "this is America" and 

"English has to be the first language," drawing a connection between the causes of 

discontinued language transmission and the current state of Texas Czech. 

(26) "...o/m" musa - ty rodice musa ucit ty dzedf̂  doma jag esti su mensi...to je takova vie take, 
jag ide 6lov€k na prdcu, a je dzelnik, oni to take negdy zakdzaju protoze oni nam dycky txMe 
povidaji ze toto je Amerika, a my zme - my musime sa naudit mluvit anglidtinu na* prvni jazyk, a 
potem nedbaju lesdi mluvime druhy jazyk ale angliitina je prvni jazyk...̂  

This informant softens the /d/ into /dzh/, and /t/ into / i f ,  in the words ^edi / 'children') and £elnik 
{^Inik / 'worker'), which are the features found in the Lachian dialect (B£li£ 1972). Its rare occurrence in 
my data documents leveling of the dialects in contact (Trudgill 1984). 
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'they have to - the parents have to teach the kids at home when they're still little ((smaller))... 
there's another thing too, when a person takes up a job and is a woricer, they sometimes forbid it 
[another language] as well, because they always tell us that this is America, and we are - we have 
to learn English as [na / 'on' should be Jako / 'as'] the first language, and then they don't care 
whether we speak a second language, but English has to be the first language...' [M-43-W/T] 

(7) I have foimd a few optimists who are certain that the language will remain, 

mainly because it has been taught at the University of Texas at Austin (excerpt 27). 

(27) "oh to nezahynel (prod?) no protoze v Austine, University, maju Cech courses, ty kurze maju 
t a r n  c e s k i ,  a  j e  t a r n  d o s t i  d e s k y c h  j a k o  l i d i  c o  -  b e r u  c e s k y . . [ F - 2 7 - G ]  
'oh it won't die! (why?) well because in Austin, University, they have Czech courses, the Czech 
courses they have there, and there're enough Czech ((like)) people who - take Czech...' 

This brings us back to the overriding idea that offering Czech in schools will 

improve the language's chances for survival. As one CHST activists in her sixties stated, 

"I don't want to hear that there is the demise of Czech because we can overcome it.. .how 

can you learn something if it's not offered to you?". The yoimg informant in (28) believes 

that the solution lies in organizing community-based or college-based courses. The key is 

convenience, meaning short distance and time efficiency (for Granger she suggests the 

division of Temple College in the nearby town of Taylor"*'). 

(28) "(vycfrf/?/ 'will it last?') I think so, I think ted ('now') - the older I'm getting -1 find that 
more and more people wanna talk, but we don't know how, so I think that slowly we'll somehow 
or another bring it back {ale co pro to uddlafi! 'but what can one do for it?') I don't know, one 
time I thought [of] signing up for a Czech course, but then, it was in Austin, toz ('so'), driving up 
to Austin - if there maybe would be one closer to home, maybe then people would sign up, vtl 
('you know'), and that way, if we hear it more,... if we talk more, every place, and everyijody, 
then it would kinda come back" [sic] [F-58-G] 

The foregoing discussion suggests that the practical concerns about the 

preservation of the Czech language are not as real as the sadness that it may soon 

disappear for good. The only remedy is seen in schools, which reflects a decisive shift of 
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the role that Czech used to play (as one's mother tongue) to the role that it plays today (as 

one's foreign language). Even if the schools begin offering Czech on a larger scale, its 

Texas Czech variety will not outlive its last natural speakers, unless its features become at 

least a part of Czech studies, and, crucially, unless the family and the community assume 

responsibility for its maintenance. 

7.4.3. Meaning of Heritage to the Young 

Item (7) in Table (7.4) above (cf. 7.4.1) shows that 42 (79.2%) students of 

Granger public school are interested in learning about their heritage. The number of those 

who are "imdecided" (7/13.2%) is again higher than the number of negative responses 

(mere 2). The last question in the survey asked, "What does the Czech heritage mean to 

you? What do you think is Czech about your life today?". The following represents the 

types of responses. 

CL) s important to me because it's important to my family" (F-85-G*). For most 

students their heritage is a family issue (excerpts 1-6). In addition, many of them mention 

Czech ancestry, distinct foods (especially baking and eating kolaches), and polka dances. 

A few of them allude to the Czech language use in family interaction (excerpts 2-3), and 

mention the membership in SPJST among the things that they consider "Czech" in their 

lives (excerpt 3). It should be encouraging for the promoters of Texas Czech folk music 

to see that at least a few students include polka dances. Overall however, the young 

respondents tend to defme themselves through their family, which indicates that many 

** A Czech course in this location has become a reality. The classes started in Fall 1998 (G. Heisch, p. c., 
October 25, 1998). 
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teens of Czech descent still see their individual identity through the lens of their family's 

ethnic identity (Machann and Mendl 1983: 72-73; cf Chapter 3,3.5.8.). 

(1) '^That is where my ancestors came fix)m, that is my life, my family, kolaches, and all the food, 
working at a church kolache[s] bake." [F-80a-G*] 

(2) "The Czech heritage means a lot to me because that is where I am from and where my family 
is from. Food, dances and conversations are Czech about my life." [F-80b-G*] 

(3) "Well my family speaks Czech, I belong to a Czech young and adult organizations (SPJST), 
and learn Czech if I can." [sic] [F-82-G*] 

(4) "Czech heritage is my family's past. This town is majority 'Czech.' The people and the food -
KOLACHES - yum!" [F-80c-G*] 

(5) "Czech traditions, just the fact that I'm Czech. Polka dances, grandparents and great 
grandparents." [M-83-G*] 

(6) "It means my background, where my ancestors came from. My grandparents talk Czech 
around me and I make kolaches with my grandma." [F-81a-G*] 

(2) "Afy lifestyle and the foods I eat, the wc^ I relate to my grandparents" (M-79-

G*). In addition to the family theme, several smdents' statements orient to the (albeit 

unspecified) lifestyle that distinguishes Texans of Czech descent from their neighbors 

(excerpt 7). 

(7) "It means that you do what Czechs do in Czech places" [M-82a-G*] 

(3) "/it's just my heritage so I would like to know more about if (F-83-G*). The 

third theme demonstrates the shift from ethnic living to ethnic knowing (Fishman 1985: 

9). Some students wish to "know more" about their heritage (excerpts 8-9 below), and 

others echo the general view that people leam to appreciate their past with age that 
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somehow betters their understanding of who they are"*' (excerpt 10). Even the "knowing" 

part, however, has been absent from some youngsters' lives (excerpt 11). 

(8) "My ancestors are of Czech descent and I would like to know more about it besides how to 
make kolaches" [F-81^G*] 

(9) There are a few things that I know but I wish I knew more. 1 want to leam my past." 
[F-8Ic-G»] 

(10) "It doesn't mean much to me but maybe when I grow and leam I will be more interested." 
[M-85-G^] 

(11) "I don't really know because 1 don't know much about it." [M-82b-G*] 

The two basic components of ethnic heritage that seem most tangible to the 

student who speaks in (12) below are one's ancestry, "the basic desideratum, ethnic 

being, [which] is necessary but not sufBcient" (Fishman 1985: 9), and the language that 

he knows o/but, as he says, does not "know anything...a6oi/f." 

(12) "My ancestors are from the Czech Republic and that's it. I don't know anything else about 
the language." [M-81a-G*] 

(4) "Nothingr. Finally, while only two students disagree with the siuvey 

statement asking them whether they want to leam more about their heritage, many more 

assert that this heritage has no meaning to them (excerpts 13-14 below). Some find at 

least one exception to the overall meaninglessness in Texas Czech food (excerpts 15 -

16), although one of them (in 16) accentuates her indifference by pointing to "'"'their food." 

Interestingly, most of these statements come from the males. 

(13) "Nothing!" [M-80a.G»; M-82^G*] (14) "Nothing." [M-81b-G*; M-79-G*] 

(15) "Nothing. Food." [M-80b-G»] (16) "Nothing. Their food." [F-81d-G»] 

In the words of one female in her forties from Snook, Texas, '^ve aie so Americanized, when you get 
older you see it dififerently." 
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Further, the statement in (17) shows that despite the lack of conscious attachment to 

her ethnic roots, a young person may still admit that this apparently meaningless 

"nothing" has shaped her self. Lastly, a student in (18) seems aware of what may 

constitute 'things Czech' when saying that these (again imspecifled) things are not a part 

of his own life. 

(17) "It really means nothing to me. It's what I am and who I am." [F-80d-G*] 

(18) "Not much is really 'Czech.'" [M-81c-G*] 

The statements above provide at least some insight into how the teen population 

of Texas Czechs feel about their ethnicity. Overall, their attitudes are more positive than 

negative, and they could be, at least for some of them, directed toward the study of Czech 

if offered in their school.^" 

The words, "pride, history, family" (M-81d-G*), in which one Granger student 

summarized the meaning of his heritage, relate to the theme that young contestants 

addressed in an essay competition recently organized by the Fort Bend County Czech 

Alliance (the organization sponsoring the County's annual Czech Fest). One of the 

wiiming high school students wrote, "I am proud to be of Czech origin because it has 

shaped my character and ethics, as well as my religious convictions," and another wrote 

that being Czech "does not simply mean that your ancestors originated in 

Czechoslovakia," but "it is a sense of pride and fulfillment that flows through all of us" 

(V^stnik 86(22): 21). 

^ It would be interesting to compare the views of Granger teens to those of their peers from both rural and 
urban areas where ethnic Czechs form only a small segment of local population. 
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Arguably, the young people's views that I have considered in this section give us 

only a glimpse of their attitudes, and even this glimpse should be taken with a grain of 

salt considering the social context (classroom setting for the survey), and the purpose (a 

contest with an opportunity for monetary award), in which and for which they were 

formulated. But if we accept that at least some of them do reflect the authors' feelings, 

then we can conclude that many young Texans of Czech descent find at least something 

positive in their ethnic heritage, and that some are open to studying the Czech language 

when given an opportunity. Much of interest seems to be directly associated with the role 

of grandparents in the young people's lives, namely the desire to communicate with them 

in "their" language. If the schools in Granger of West decide to include a course in 

Czech, these young learners should still find out-of-school support in their grandparents. 

Those elders who seem more enthusiastic and open to take active part in preservation of 

Czech might even work with their yoxmg apprentices on a daily basis (Hinton 1994, 

1995). Czech language use outside the school would always be a necessary supplement 

not only to assure the learners' maintenance of Czech, but crucially, to improve the 

chances for survival of its Texas variety. For even if the schools step in, Texas Czech will 

die unless the interest in saving it comes fix>m the community members themselves. 

7.4.4. Question (6): the Summary 

(6) What are the attitudes toward the revival of Czech among Texas Czech speakers and 

English monolinguals of Czech descent? 

I have shown that most informants in both age groups value their cultural heritage 

and voice support for any efforts to preserve their ancestral language. Their emotional 
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attachment to the language, however, competes with a pragmatic stand (Dorian 1982b) on 

veiy limited utility of Czech, and thus it seems unlikely that the loyalty to their ancestral 

language that they express (cf. 7.1.) would transcend from one's support in principle 

(Romaine 1994) to personal initiation and participation in the attempts to save it. 

Much efifort to preserve and promote Texas Czech ethnolinguistic heritage, as 

well as to strengthen the ties with the Czech Republic, must be credited to Texas Czech 

and Czech-related organizations (cf. 7.2.). Having considered the major organizations one 

by one, I hope to have shown that all of them play an important role in this process. At the 

same time, my data led me to suggest the need for a joint agenda and more effective 

communication among the many Czech organizations, including information exchange 

with the state's educational institutions. It should be worthwhile for individual 

organizations to try to overcome differences in order to present themselves as a united 

force, especially when proposing state-wide initiatives, such as teaching Czech in schools 

with a heavy student population of Czech descent, in addition to Spanish, French, or 

German, or raising funds and seeking human resources for such demanding projects as 

both cultural centers to be built in Houston and La Grange. Further, it seems that many 

non-affiliated members of Texas Czech communities are unaware of the organized 

revivalist attempts, and only some of those who enjoy attending ethnic festivals and 

listening to Texas Czech polka tunes, and would like to continue to do so in the future, 

are also convinced that their active participation would make a valuable contribution to 
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this cause. All in all, the concerned community members (that is, those who also act on 

their concern) include mainly the leaders and active members of Texas Czech 

organizations. 

The interest in learning and maintenance of Czech lags behind the interest in other 

elements of Texas Czech cultiu^ heritage. Nevertheless, it exists, and could be utilized to 

keep the language alive (cf. 7.3.). Even the youngest respondents from Granger public 

school seem to express enough interest in the study of Czech that the school officials 

could consider its implementation.^' I have emphasized however that while the schools 

can play their part in the family-community-school link (Fishman 1991a, 1992; 

Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1998), they can hardly make a difference by themselves. An 

additional problem is the dialectal basis of Texas Czech Moravian immigrant variety, 

which the schools are the least likely to offer, here the preservationists could not do 

without elderly speakers working with the young outside the school. 

At the same time, teaching Czech in schools is generally seen as the only remedy 

for the dying language (cf. 7.4.). It is interesting that those informants who have taken a 

course in Czech usually allude to the lack of sensitivity to the dialectal basis of their 

idiolects when they describe what they would like to be taught, yet many of them believe 

A new radio program called The Voice of Czech Texas has been aired on station iCHBR Hillsboro since 
the fall of 1997. Narrated by a Texas Czech Moravian activist (I am sure that he would insist on being 
called a Czech Moravian), the program is unique in that it brings '^ews of the international, national and 
local Czech-Moravian commimity to the residents of Central Texas" {KJT News 37(2): 4). This is another 
admirable project of an individual, which could provide, in addition to the news &om the commimity, a 
forum for the representatives of Texas Czech organizations and the means to disseminate information on 
their activities. 
^ My brief discussion with several high school students in West leads me to believe that also West High 
School might obtain more votes in favor of Czech should another survey of students' interest be conducted. 
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that the life of their language would be prolonged if schools offer it. Thus it seems that 

when they refer to teaching Czech to the young, they do not consider their "old-

fashioned" and "low" Czech, but the "real Czech" (cf. Chapter 5, 5.1.1.3) as the subject 

matter. Concerning the dying dialects Dorian (1987: 60-61) explores the question of 

... whether large-scale changes in the political climate (with attendant changes in 
attitude toward indigenous^^ minority languages), especially if accompanied by 
favorable economic developments, could woric enough magic to bring a 
struggling minority language back fix>m he brink. For a language as a whole, the 
answer is surely yes, since there are well-documented cases to prove the point. 
For local forms of a given language, the answer may still be no, if decline has 
progressed beyond a certain point. 

Most informants believe that unless schools begin to teach the language on a large 

scale (see above), Texas Czech will die with the generation that still speaks the language 

today. They project the end of Czech in Texas to the next twenty or twenty five years and 

are saddened by its decline, but they appear comforted by a common belief that their folk 

music and other components of cultural heritage will survive much longer. Transmission 

of these elements is much less demanding than passing on the language. Indeed, one can 

easily imagine young people trying their skills in the koldce baking contests during ethnic 

festivals, teenagers putting on their kroje (inherited or bought during their family's last 

vacation in the Czech Republic) for the parades of costimies, and groups of adults and 

youngsters playing taroky, and see these activities happening beyond the first decades of 

the 21*^ century. 

Teleconferencing would be a viable option for schools with a small number of students interested in 
studying Czech. One teacher could reach any number of students in any location throughout Texas. 

In my view, Dorian's comment ^)pUes to the situation of dying immigrant languages as well. 
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I have argued that Czech lyrics in Texas Czech folk songs importantly contribute 

to the ethnolinguistic maintenance, as they remind the young Texans of Czech descent of 

their etimic identity and expose them to the 'idea' of having a heritage language. When 

Texas Czech speakers and semi-speakers hear a familiar song, they recall at least some of 

the lyrics and freely sing along. When the young people in their teens and twenties attend 

ethnic festivals, as they do in West mainly to enjoy "a cross between Cech dancing and 

American" (M-51a-W) in the "nuclear polka" of the band called "Brave Combo", they 

inevitably hear the songs sung in Czech as they walk around to see what else the Westfest 

has to offer. Some stay a while and listen to Vrazel's, Kaluza's, or Mikula's polka bands, 

others even join the couples on the floor. It is unlikely that they would ever consider 

going to a polka dance on a Friday or a Saturday night; trying out this "old-fashioned" 

dancing, however, appears more legitimate, and joining the crowds somewhat safer, than 

purposefully attending an event where a Texas Czech band entertains the over-the-age-of-

fifty audience that these bands typically attract. It is encouraging for some older and 

middle-aged community members to see that young people attend ethnic celebrations. 

Consequently, at least some of them believe that also their offspring will become drawn 

to these outward manifestations of ethnicity as they grow older, and that, perhaps even 

^ The future of Texas Czech music was the subject of a panel discussion at the third CESAT symposium 
entitled Czech music in Texas in Bryan, Texas, in 1986. The panel consisted of moderators of polka shows 
on Texas radio stations, and its purpose was to address the declining popularity of Texas Czech music and 
suggest ways how to attract young people to this type of music. Some proposed for example, that polka 
dancing could be taught through schools, and that it would be worth to try and "introduce the Czech music 
as part of the language course" in colleges and universities (Ibid.: 10). 
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earlier in their lives, they will try to leam their ancestral language, should an opportunity 

To bring my assessment of the current state of Texas Czech to the end, I consider 

the following factors that affect the perseverance of languages: "the utility and prestige of 

a language, cultural values which do or do not support identification and maintenance of 

the group through its language (including ethnocentric and nationalistic feeling), and a 

demographic base" (Dorian 1982b: 49). I have demonstrated that Texas Czech today is a 

language of very limited utility, even though its low economic value might at least 

slightly improve as a result of the renewed contacts with the Czech Republic (e.g., 

recreational travel, business, genealogy research). As for its prestige, although most of 

my focal informants agreed with the questionnaire statement "Czech carries a lot of 

prestige" (cf. Chapter 5, 5.2.3.2, Table 5.13), these responses may reflect their overall 

positive cultural attitudes, and/or their perception of the position of European Czech, 

rather than their assessment of the current state of Texas Czech. Nevertheless, Texas 

Czech has maintained its symbolic value.^^ As I have argued earlier, spontaneous uses of 

Czech can be viewed as an expression of ethnic solidarity and intimacy (cf. Chapter 5, 

5.2.2.). 

" I have met a young member of a Czech polka band whose son apparently follows in his father's footsteps. 
Also, it remains to be seen where the future will take a thirteen-year old girl &om Granger who sings with 
her Other's polka band, has recorded a CD with two Texas Czech folk songs, and seems to have gained 
support from the community that might help her accomplish her dream of becoming a singer. Will it be 
country western or Texas Czech style, or both? A promotional letter in Vistnik tells the readers that the 
young talent "has been asked to promote her Czech heritage and that '*her family are Czech and proud of it" 
{Vistnik 86{(S): 3). 
* Similar to the Irish, who "iise Gaelic as a symbol of their Celtic identity... but speaking Gaelic is not 
essential to group membership'̂  (De Vos 1975: 15 cited in Dorian 1987:65), speaking Texas Czech is no 
longer important to one's membership in the Texas Czech ethnocultural community (cf. Chapter 5,5.1.3.). 
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As for the "cultural-historical dispositions" (Dorian 1982b: 48) of the Texas 

Czech group, they stand somewhere between the localism of Italian immigrants to the US, 

who usually "gave up Italian after the first generation in favor of the language of the new 

locality," and ethnocentrism of American Greeks for whom the language remained the 

core value of culture (Smolicz 1992) through the third generation (Hamp 1978: 160-2 

cited in Dorian 1982b: 48). I tend to see them as more "Italian-like" than "Greek-like" in 

this respect, because already the second generation Texas Czechs ceased to "resist - or 

more accurately, ignore - the superior prestige of English" (Dorian 1994b: 122). 

Finally, Dorian (1982b: 49) notes that "a comeback on the part of a threatened 

language rarely occurs without a substantial demographic base." Some informants (cf. 

7.4.2. above) suggest that a major influx of immigrants from the Czech Republic would 

provide the much needed base of speakers, which might help reverse the ultimate shift to 

English. Neither they nor I, however, believe that this proposal is likely to ever 

materialize. 

With Dorian (1994b: 115) I believe that "because of the cultural carrying power of 

language, more is lost of a group's identity when a distinctive language is lost than when 

" While living in West, I was able to observe in practice how a dying language community may benefit 
from the presence of competent speakers, in this case, of an outgoing speaker of a Moravian dialect of 
Czech. Many times I saw Mrs. Vaculik (1919*), the mother of the editor of Hospodaf, who arrived to 
Texas in the late 1970s, to initiate an exchange in which she would speak only Czech and her interlocutor 
would respond switching between English and Czech. Those who know Mrs. Vaculik have also learned that 
she prefers her mother tongue over English. She also helps her Texas Czech neighbors with translations of 
letters from English to Czech or from Czech to English. All in all, she is a catalyst of at least some Czech 
use, using it with people who have maintained some level of competence (oral and/or receptive) in Czech, 
regardless of whether or not they are eager to practice it 
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distinctive dress, say, or distinctive dance is lost." At the same time, Texas Czech ethnic 

group well illustrates that 

the essence of group identity is individual identity,^ and the essence of 

individual identity, ultimately, is survival, personal security and well-being. To 

the extent to which a language hinders these things, it will be deemed a 

negotiable commodity (Edwards 1985: 98). 

The ultimate consequence of this conflict is often the loss of one's mother tongue to the 

dominant language. Texas Czechs today face the question: What is it from their ethnic 

heritage that they want to preserve because they feel it enriches their lives? Knowing that 

the chances for the survival of Texas Czech are minimal, do they want to continue the 

attempts at language revival, or to abandon them? Dorian (1987: 66) believes that efforts 

to preserve a language are always valuable, regardless of the odds for success (also see 

Dorian 1994b). For example, being involved in this process, members of an ethnic group 

acquire more information about their ethnic roots and their culture, which may positively 

affect their self-confidence and attitudes (Ibid.: 64). In addition, some of them might 

become motivated to seek an opportunity to leam the language. Elsewhere in this study I 

have emphasizes that the expressions of identity, including the language, are a matter of 

choice (Dauenhauer and DauenhauerI998). Thus I can only endorse Dorian's (1987: 66) 

assertion about the Irish case that "it is not that members of the Irish public must engage 

with their ethnic past, but that there is ample opportunity to do that if they are so inclined" 

(italics in the original). It appears that with the construction of two cultural centers added 
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to the facilities that are already available (e.g., the SPJST library and museum), and with 

continuing organized efforts to preserve the cultural heritage, Texas Czechs will have this 

opportunity. As for the language, it is doubtful that Texas Czech will survive, and only 

the future will show whether the teaching of Standard Czech in Texas schools will 

become more wide-spread. The variety will die. The language - maybe. 

This does not refiite my previous argument that even the teenagers of Czech descent tend to define their 
ethnic identity as Czech through the identity of their &mily as a unit 
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Chapter 8; 

STRUCTURED LANGUAGE TASKS: LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS 

In this chapter I analyze the data provided by five structured language tasks that I 

used to test my informants' retention of Texas Czech. In section (8.1.) I consider this 

database from the linguistic perspective. In section (8.2.) I present preliminary results of 

statistical analysis (work in progress) aimed to test four hypotheses: 

(1) Older speakers (OG) maintain their Texas Czech better than younger speakers (YG). 

(2) Men maintain their Texas Czech better than women. 

(3) Granger speakers maintain their Texas Czech better than West speakers. 

(4) Speakers married to Czechs maintain their Texas Czech better than speakers married 

to non-Czechs. 

8.1. STRUCTURED LANGUAGE TASKS 

One advantage of using elicitation techniques is direct comparability of elicited 

speech data across the sample of informants (Dorian 1981: 20), "without the complication 

triggered by sociolinguistic variables" (Schmidt 1985:45). At the same time, elicited data 

are indicative of an informant's ''"'ability to form [certain] structures," not of his or her use 

of such structures in everyday speech (Ibid.: 7; emphasis added). Yet, Dorian (1981) and 

Schmidt (1985) find sentence translation tasks useful. In contrast, Polinsky (1995), 
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working with terminal speakers' of six languages (including Reduced Polish and Reduced 

Russian), comments 

elicitation and acceptability judgments sometimes proved ineffective; terminal 

speakers had great diflficulty in translating syntactic structures and often accepted 

constructions which were ungrammatical in the full language. 

Furthermore, Polinsky (forthcoming: 4-5) concludes that accepiability judgments and 

"elicitation of translation equivalents" are "virtually impossible in working with a 

reduced language," because "speakers of a reduced language cannot be accurately tested 

for use of ungrammatical forms or for acceptability judgments." In her sentence 

translation task, Polinsky (Ibid.: 9) found that lacking vocabulary hindered such 

elicitation from American Russian speakers. The most effective technique for testing 

speakers of Reduced Russian proved to be a story or a movie retelling, and for older 

speakers, their life story narratives." In my research it was the elicitation of acceptability 

judgments, less so than translation of sentences from English to Czech, that proved 

difficult for my informants and problematic with respect to the assessment and scoring 

acciu^cy. 

' "Terminal speakers use reduced language only if prompted to do so and only as a second choice" 
(Polinsky 1995: 90). Using this term, Polinsky (Ibid.: 88) refers to both forgetters and incomplete learners 
(Sharwood Smith 1989; Van Buren and Sharwood Smith 1985; Sasse 1992b). Texas Czech speakers fit the 
description of Polinsky's terminal speakers who use the language ''only if prompted to do so," although I 
term them semi-speakers of Texas Czech (i.e., described as incomplete learners in language death literature) 
in this study. 
^ Some questions posed in my sociolinguistic interviews (of. Appendix B) prompted such short narratives 
(e.g., my informants' childhood and school experiences). In this study I focus the analysis of interviews on 
their content, while consulting them as an additional source of linguistic data (a systematic analysis of 
which is a task for the future) when assessing my informants' ability to speak and/or comprehend Texas 
Czech. 
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My data elicitation always followed an interview. By then most informants had 

become more comfortable with their role as interviewees, and having "practiced" some 

Czech with me in the interview exchange, they usually appeared more relaxed and 

confident about using it. We always began with the 105-word lexicostatistic list 

(henceforth. Lexical Task), which tested acquisition and retention of basic lexical items.^ 

Following Polinsky (1994, 1995, Forthcoming), I used this task as a measure of 

proficiency, i.e., of "the level of knowledge as represented in the command of the 

vocabulary" (forthcoming: 32). The term "competence"^ is broader, defined by Polinsky 

as "describing the overall set of internal rules, phonological, lexical, and structural, that 

enables a person to speak and understand a language," and inclusive of an individual's 

proficiency (Ibid.). 

The second, 'Color' [Number + Color + Object] Task, tested retention of basic 

declination patterns (gender, number, and case agreement), as well as acquisition and 

retention of numerals and color words. The third in order was the Dialectal Sentence 

Translation Task (henceforth, 'Dialectal' Task), designed to test persistence of Moravian 

dialectal features in my informants' idiolects. In addition to the Index of Moraviaimess 

calculated fi"om the 'Dialectal' Task A (cf. Chapter 6, 6.1.6.), the task was used to further 

test retention of vocabulary, here translation of 54 words in focus ('Dialectal' Task B), 

and a set of selected sentences was examined also for reduced structural features, thus 

^ Although a vocabulary test organized according to semantic fields is more sensitive to language change 
and loss, Swadesh's basic vocabulary list appears sensitive enough for the study of lexical retention in a far-
gone speech community, such as that of Texas Czechs. 
* I return to the competence vs performance distinction in section (8.1.5) below. 
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crossing over to the domain of the Reduced Features Sentence Translation Task 

(henceforth, 'Reduced' Task). 

The 'Reduced' Task targeted specific structural language features that have been 

shown indicative of attrition across a sample of reduced languages (Polinsky 1994, 1995), 

characteristic of American Russian (forthcoming), and specifically of American and 

Texas Czech (Eckert 1987, 1988; Henzl 1981; KuCera 1989; Smith 1991). Unlike 

Polinsl^, 1 found this translation task useful in assessing my informants' "ability to form 

[certain] structures" (Schmidt 1985: 7). It also allowed me to observe their compensatory 

strategies (e.g., using a code-switch for an unavailable lexical item), as well as their 

creativity (using English word stems morphologically integrated into Czech). Despite 

vocabulary loss, ways in which they utilized both language systems often showed whether 

or not they retained cert£iin grammatical structures (e.g., in using a granfmiatically correct 

gender, number, and case declination with an integrated English noun). Just as some 

sentences from the 'Dialectal' Task were included in this test of attrition of structural 

linguistic features, the 'Reduced' Task became an additional source of test words for the 

'Dialectal' Task. 

The last. Acceptability Judgments Task (henceforth. Judgment Task), was 

designed to test my informants' attrition of competence in Texas Czech. Similar to 

Polinsky's experience with elicitation of acceptability judgments from speakers of 

American Russian, the Judgment Task proved most problematic of all (cf. 8.1.5. below). 

In the ensuing subsections I discuss each task in more detail. 
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8.1.1. The Lexical Task 

Where Dorian (1981: 121) observes that lexicon appears to "survive long after all 

productive use of language has disappeared," both Schmidt (1985) and Polinsky (1994, 

1995) find a stable correlation between lexical and grammatical loss. As a result, 

Polinsky (forthcoming: 75) proposes the Swadesh vocabulary list as 

a compact method for assessing language attrition [which,] based on a simple 

lexico-statistical procedure, proves adequate as a more general linguistic tool of 

evaluating language competence. 

Although 1 have not used identical procedure in assessing my informants' structural 

language attrition (specifically, Polinsl^'s correlation of percentages of correct 

constructions for each tested feature with lexical proficiency), I designed the test 

sentences in the 'Reduced' Task and Judgment task incorporating the types of linguistic 

features that in Polmsky's work so convincingly correlate with lexical proficiency in 

American Russian,^ and found them highly relevant to Texas Czech as well. 

Consequently, I chose to use the Lexical Task as "the basis for the characterization and 

ranking of semi-speaker in terms of a continuimi model" (Ibid.: 67). 

The Lexical Task consisted of 100 basic vocabulary words from the Swadesh list 

(cf. Chapter 2, 2.3.3.) and an additional five color words (blue, brown, orange, pink, and 

purple). This addition was made based on both literature and my observations, namely 

^ The features described as tentatively diagnostic of language attrition include loss of case distinction, loss 
of verbal agreement, elimination of subjunctive, loss or simplification of relativization rules, development 
of resumptive pronouns, loss of null copying under clause linkage, and increased redundancy of discourse 
(Ibid.: 7S-6). In addition to American Russian, these features well correlate with lexical loss studied in five 
more languages, including another Slavic language (Polish), in Polinsky (1995). 
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Kudera's (1989) and SmMi's (1991) linguistic descriptions of American and Texas 

Czech. The list of words, including dialectal lexical variants that 1 also considered as 

correct word translations appears in Appendix D. The scores range 63.8 points (a 

West male in the YG) to 103 points (the oldest Granger male in the CXJ). 

The advantage of this elicitation technique lies in its simplicity and "its good 

potential for comparability across speakers;" as for the latter, however, the choice of 

some words appears to be biased toward the speakers from rural areas ^ (Polinsky 1995: 

116). My method of calculation of a numerical estimate of linguistic proficiency (cf. 

Appendix D) differs from Polinsky's approach mainly in two aspects. First, where she 

used standard citation forms as the basis for comparison,^ deducting points for incorrect 

forms, I acknowledge dialectal forms and lexical variants of the words as well as declined 

nouns (e.g., vodu / 'water-ACC') and conjugated verbs (e.g., spim / 'sleep-l^SG-PRES); 

that is, all words supplied in some form (agreeable with my native speaker's intuition 

including awareness of the dialectal differences) were given a full point. The second 

difference concerns the remnants of baby talk, or in Kuiera's words, "preschool age 

Czech" (1989: 49); a diminutive or a child version of a word (e.g., vyspinkat se instead of 

spat / 'to sleep') was ageiin assigned a fiill (not 0.5) point. 

^ Polinsky found that her urban American Russian speakers experienced great difficulty translating such 
words as 'louse', 'ashes', or 'bark' (Ibid.). Interestingly, 'louse' and 'bark' are on the list of difficult items 
in my study as well, although Granger and West can hardly be described as urban areas. The Swadesh list 
was designed to include items that are unlikely to be replaced by borrowings (A. Lehrer, p. c., October 16, 
1998). The strength of the list lies in this characteristic. 
The very absence of a standard citation form indicates some dissociation from the dominant linguistic 

environment [fiill Russian], and this can lead to attrition" (Polinsky 199S: 116). 
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Using this task, I faced the dilemma of whether I should provide any clues to help 

the informant complete the task: too extensive help in this respect would bias the results; 

no help might discourage a weaker semi-speaker from continuing the task all together. I 

decided to offer a limited help, sometimes prompting my interviewees with the first 

syllable (only in longer words, and only if the first syllable did not help, with the first two 

syllables). If an informant completed the word, he or she received 0.5 point (e.g., for 

I6I0-I clovek! 'person'), or 0.3 point (e.g., Iku-la-l kulaty or kulovaty / 'roimd'). In 

any case, such prompts were attempted after a long pause, and especially where an 

informant seemed to want to remember, in the latter case, this flexibility, putting my 

informants at more ease, was worth a minor complication in the final scoring.* 

A half point was given also for approximations (e.g., okolo / 'round-ADV for an 

intended adjective kulaty / 'round-ADJ') and in cases where only one of the two possible 

forms was supplied. For example, 1 wanted to see whether both singular and plural forms 

of words 'eye' and 'ear' (ote-SG / o<f/-PL and uchoSG / usi-?lSf have been preserved, 

and I was also interested in the maintenance of the honorific TU/VU pronoun distinction. 

As for the latter, if an informant did not offer both forms (i.e., ty-TU and vy-VU), I asked 

them, "How would you ask your mother, 'Mother, did you go to town?'." (Some 

informants who translated this question using the formal vy-VUwqk not be able to 

explain the difference). To confirm that the honorific vy was unavailable in cases where 

' I had to keep a record of all questionable cases and make eveiy effort to code and assess the same way all 
words supplied by all informants across the board. 
' In full (European) Czech, the forms and ucha without a consonant alternation /k>i/ and /ch [x] >i/ are 
used only for inanimate objects (e.g., oka napundoSe / 'holes in a stocking', or ucha na hmci / 'handles on 
a pot'). 
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my question did not elicit the desired response, I contrasted it, asking ttie informant to 

address it to a sibling or a peer.'° 

Using the task with a number of informants I was able to observe their own 

strategies to stimulate lexical recall and began to apply them in further testing. For 

example, I interrupted a long pause by saying, "/wiiswi vynest..." ('must take out-l®^G-

PRES'), often getting an instant response in form of the word that I was trying to elicit 

(here,/7ope/ / 'ashes'). Such contextualization was very successful particularly for the 

word 'horn'; when I said, "/fcrtTva md..." ('a cow has...'), most informants who could not 

remember the word before quickly completed the sentence with rohy ('hom-PL'). Finally, 

I should note that going through the list, particularly my younger informants tended to 

point out the words which they have never acquired. 

In order to illustrate formal and lexical variants, I reproduce a transcript of 

vocabulary translations by [M-17] from West who achieved a nearly perfect score of 102 

points in Table 8.1 below. His dialectal rendering of individual items can be compared 

with the list given in Standard Czech in Appendix D. 

Interestingly, an idiosyncratic rule of [M-3 l-G*] allowed the use of ty only for chJapa / 'man-SG' (cf. 
the discussion in B below). In all other cases he would use the formal address fonn vy. Further, the 
availability of this distinction caimot be assumed to decline with an infonnant's age; for example, [F-SS-G] 
in the YG supplied both fomis. 
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Table 8.1 (part I). 105-Word Vocabulary List [M-17-W]'' 

Vocabulary Item Translation and Comments 
1. I ia 
2. you depending who you speak xo,ty a vy (you-7T/ and you-fTT) 
3. we my 
4. this tento 

5. that to 
6. who gdo 
7. what CO 

8. not ne 

9. all fSecko. iak se to fekne. fsechno lebo fsecko, depending where vou are from 
...negdo pravi "isechno^Chow do you say that,...or...some say...') 

10. many mnoho 

11. one jeden 

12. two dva 
13. big velke 

14. long dluhe 
IS. small male 
16. woman zena 
17. man chLap 
18. person dlovek 
19. fish ryba 
20. bird ptdk 
21. dog pes 
22.louse m fPLi 
23. tree Strom 
24.seed semeno 
25.leaf list, listek (DIMINUTIVEl 
26. root kofen' 
27. bark(tree)A 

bark (dog)B 
A. konma -.koruna moze bvt' penize. kura to sem tez sLYSel - a kura bvla 

chicken ('... can be money,... I heard that as well - and ... was 
chicken) 

B. pes Sceka Cdog is barking') 
28. skin koza 
29. body tilo 
Leeend: 
@@@ = laughter 
Y/L = Lachian hard [Y] and [L] 
[ ] = researcher's note 
() = researcher's question; translation of Czech 

= pause 
underlined = translation of the word in question within the informant's comment 

'' Also see Appendix C (The Sound System of Czecli, with Note on Dialectal DifTeiences). 
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Table 8.1 (part II) 

Vocabulary Item Translation and Comments 
30. blood kref 
31. bone 1 know that real well but {ko -) host' fO.5 point] 
32. grease sadlo, masnota 
33.egg vajidko 
34. horn (cow)A 

horn (car) B 
A . {krdva md — / 'a cow has - ') roh 
B. truba 

35. tail ocas 
36. feather peri 
37. hair vLasY 
38. head hLava 
39. ear SG/PL ucho / uf/ 
40. eye SG/PL My Goodness I know it so well, I can't say it - oko\ (and both?) o^i 

41. nose nos 
42. mouth huba 
43. tooth zub 
44. tongue jazYk 
45. claw {koika md — / 'a cat has -') skrabaky @@@ (to ste laky fikalH/ 'did 

you say that too?') nevim esi jo nebo ne ('1 don't know if we did or didn't'), 
you'll have to tell me (drd -) drdpyl (0.5 point) 

46. foot noha 
47. knee koleno 
48. hand SG/PL ruka/rtiky 
49. belly bfiich 
50. neck krk 
51. breasts prse 
52. heart srce 
53. liver jatra 
54. drink-Verb (a drink? to drink?) you'll have to tell me that one {yody / 'water-

GEN')p/r! 
55. eat jest' 
56. bite ukusit' 
57. see vidit' 
58. hear sLYSet' 
59. know (st) 

know (sb) 
vidit' 
znat' 

60. sleep spat' 
61. die umfit' 
62. kill zabit' 
63. swim pLavat' 
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Table 8.1 (part HI) 

Vocabulary Item Translation and Comments 
64. fly letit' (have you heard the word frkafl how would you use that?) ten ptacek 

frkal hole hataa ('the bird was flying around the house'), ten ptdk letil 
silno ('the bird was flying hard, that \s,frhat should imply intensity) 

65. walk chodit' 
66. come pocem ('come here') 
67. lie (down) 

lie (tell a...) 
lehnut' 
1 don't know, I can't say it {vy ste doma nedostali dyz ste - lied? / "you did 
not get spanked at home when you - lied?') lhali! fl^PL-PAST] 

68. sit sednut' 
69. stand stdt' 
70. give ddvaf flMPERFl 
71. say feknut' lebo pravit' - that's orobablv some kind of a slane. ain't it? ale 

Xforavanipravfa ('...or... - ... but Moravians say fuse this wordl') 
72. Sim slunce 
73. moon misic 
74. Star obloha - - hvezda ('sky - - star') 
75. water-Noun voda 

water-Verb zavodnit' 
76. rain -Noun deSt' 

rain -Verb prset' 
77. stone kamen' 
78. sand pisek 
79. earth sfjet 
80. cloud mracno 
81. smoke kouf 
82. fire oheri 
83. ash popel 
84. bum spdlit' (zndte ^'zhoferi' do you know 'it burnt'? ) it burnt 
85. path chodnik 
86. mountain hora 
87. red dervene 
88. green zelene 
89. yellow flute 
90. white bile 
91. black deme 
92. night noc 
93. hot horke 
94. cold zimne 
95. full pLne 
96. new nove 
97. good dobre 
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Table 8.1 (part IV) 

Vocabulary Item Translation and Comments 
98. roimd kulovate 
99. dry suche 
100. name meno 
101. brown snide? {hnide - braunovel) @@@ I probably heard the word but most of 

the time we say braunove 
102. purple fljalkove - is that right? 
103. orange {orardove) I thought that maybe wouldn't be right, I thought that 

would be English fO point] 
104. blue modre 
105. pink we would say pinko've [penultimate stress] (have you heard ridarve ?) 

Maybe I heard but I don't remember [0 point] 
Leeend: 
@@@ = laughter 
Y/L = Lachian hard [Y] and [L] 
[ ] = researcher's note 
( ) = researcher's question; translation of Czech 

= pause 
underlined = translation of the word in question within the informant's comment 

In addition to [M-17] of West, four Granger males and three Granger females 

from the OG achieved scores over 100 points. Only two other West males and no West 

females from the OG scored as high. Furthermore, one younger male in the Granger 

group, [M-50] (no younger informants in West) received a high score of 101 points. The 

score of [M-17-W] has been calculated as follows (cf. Appendix D): 

[105 (100%) - N incorrect and other]: 105 = N 
numerical estimate for linguistic proficiency 

105 - [2 absent + 2 (help with 1 syllable) x 0.5] = 102 (raw score): 105 = 97.1% 

As we can see in the transcript (Table 8.1 above), vocabulary retention of [M-17] 

is admirable even though he spent most of his life in the military and did not have much 

opportunity to use his Czech until after he returned to West to retire. His ancestors came 
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from Moravka near Frydek Mistek, the area belonging to the Ostrava subgroup of the 

Silesian (Lachian) dialects. Lachian dialectal features in the speech of [M-17] remain for 

the most part consistent with his ancestral roots. 

First, we notice shortening of vowels (e.g., [36] perl, [60] spat[61] 

umfit") yet we find the cases, albeit fewer, where he maintains vowel length (e.g., [20] 

ptak, [33] vqjicko, [84] spalit"). The "hard" (velarized) [L] and the "hard" positional 

variant [Y] of [i/i:] are still distinct (e.g., [17] chLap, [37] hLava, [38] vLasY). Pfehldska 

[u: > ou] that further changed into [o:] in the Han^ dialect does not appear in his speech 

at all. All cases with the old [u] are long although long vowels are more typical for the 

Northeastern Moravian dialects (e.g., [14] dluhe, [56] ukusif, [68] sednut', [71] feknut'). 

This interaction, however, is not surprising (cf. Chapter 6,6.1.6. and Appendix F. 2). 

Another example of preserving the old [u/u:] after most consonants is the word in [49] 

bfuch (in Standard Czech [StCz] bficho). 

From vowel variants [u:/u/o] we find a short [u] in [28] koza (StCz kiize) which 

demonstrates the absence of pfehldska fi-om the old [o:] to [u/u:]; this [o:] is only 

shortened (noted among the features for the Southem/FrenStat subgroup with less distinct 

Silesian features in Lamprecht 1975: 287). Infinitival endings are softened (e.g., [76] 

prset \ [68] sedrmt[70] davat"), just as the [-n] noun endings ([26] kofefL, [77] kamen). 

As for the penultimate stress, I detected only one clear case (interestingly, not in a 

Lachian form) in pronunciation of an integrated word, pinkojve ('pink' for the Czech 

word ruzove). 
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Two lexical items are worthwhile noting: [42] hubcP"! 'mouth' (StCz usta\ 

Common Czech [CC] pusa\ and [94] a dialectal lexical variant zimne / 'cold-ADJ' (StCz 

chladne / studene^^). While the first word is considered a neutral expression by the 

majority of my Texas Czech informants, its meaning has shifted in modem Czech (e.g., a 

rude command zavfi hubu / 'shut up'). 

The informant's idiolect shows progressing voicing assimilation [v > f] found in 

Moravian dialects ([79] s^et, in Czech sv& [sviet]). On the other hand, he does not 

assimilate [p > f] in [20], translating the word 'bird' as ptdk instead of the expected 

ftd(a)k. Literary forms of some words (e.g., [10] mnoho (instead of the Moravian hodne / 

moc / hromadu-ACC / 'many'), [72] slunce (instead of the Moravian slunko / 'sun'), and 

[81] hour (instead of the expected Moravian form ku(u)f / 'smoke') most likely reflect 

this informant's literacy skills. In addition, where contextualizing aids his recall of the 

word hvezda ('star'), he uses a Standard Czech word obloha (instead of the expected 

variant nebe / 'sky'). 

As noted in Chapter 5 (cf. 5.1.1.1), older informants often displayed their 

metalinguistic awareness, pointing out lexical variants and differences in derivational 

morphology. [M-17-W] demonstrates such awareness discussing the forms of vsechno 

('all') in [9], lexical variants of kura ('bark'), also remembering a dialectal homonym 

kura / 'hen' (slepice in CC) in [27], and contrasting the lexical variants feknut' and 

pravif! 'to say' in [71]. Interestingly, he seems to believe that the latter expression is 

Compare hubiika / 'kiss', today an archaic expression in European Czech. 
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merely "a slang." Nevertheless, he adds laughing, ""Moravanipravja" ('Moravians say'), 

i.e., they use this variant for the verb 'say'. 

One typical reaction that can be well illustrated on the case of [M-17-W] concerns 

words that sound similar in English and thus are often rejected as 'non-Czech', namely 

[41] nos for 'nose', and [103] oranzovy / 'orange'. The informant is suspicious about the 

latter word saying, "I thought that maybe wouldn't be right, I thought that would be 

English." 

[M-17-W] uses diminutives very sparingly; the only case in the vocabulary list 

occurs in [25] listek ('leaf), and even then he offers both forms.Also of interest is the 

expression pocem (StCzpojd' sem / 'come here') in [66]. Even weak semi-speakers, 

heaving heard this directive many times in their childhood, recalled the word 'come' as 

used in this phrase and translated the item in this form. Finally, [M-17] translated the 

singular 'louse' in [22] as plural (ysi instead of vei-SG). While I did not deduct the point 

for plural forms of words, it is interesting to note that also Polinsky' (forthcoming: 33) 

notes plural translation of this word for an American Russian speaker, and that all but one 

of my Texas Czech informants'^ who (first of all) acquired this word and were able to 

recall it, translated 'louse' into Czech by its plural equivalent {vsf). 

Here in accord with the informant's tendency to translate adjectives with the NEUT ending [-e:]. The 
dictionary citation has the MASC ending /-y/ [i:]. Polinsky's (forthcoming: 33) finding that American 
Russian speakers tended to use the netiter form for adjectives corresponds with this informant's preference. 

One folk song popular among Texas Czechs is UsteSku dubovy nepadej do vody Can oak leaf [DIMIN-
SG-vocative], don't fall in the water'), also known as The Falling L»ve Waltz, which some informants 
recalled when trying to remember the word 'leaf in Czech. 

Except for [F-27-G] who did translate the word in singular as veS. 
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Overall, words that many informants foimd particularly difficult to translate 

included [22] louse, [27] bark, [45] claw, [78] sand, [83] ash, [85] path, and [86] 

mountain. In the following I discuss (1) the range of lexical variants for words [16] 

'woman' and [17] 'man'; (2) most frequently supplied diminutives; and (3) typical 

morphological integrations for color words in [101] 'brown' [101] and [105] 'pink'. 

Further, I illustrate the difference between competent speakers and weak semi-speakers 

considering (4) translations for [59] 'to know something/ somebody', prone to the 

meaning conflation; (5) translations of singular and plural forms for such pair in [39] 

('ear'); (6) weak semi-speakers' use of frozen word forms for item in [75] 'water'; and 

(7) the main reductions in phonology (i.e., voicing of /ch/ [x] < /h/, and difficulty with the 

Czech fncative trill Ptf). 

(i) Lexical variants 

(A) 'woman' [16] 

Most informants agree on the term zenskd as the best translation equivalent of 

woman (in 1 below). In contrast, only three of them translated the word as zena (in 6). 

The word zenskd is both a dialectal variant found in western Moravia and a colloquial 

version of the StCz zena, which can be used with either positive or negative connotations. 

Other expressions offered by my informants include pani ('Mrs'), manzelka ('wife'), both 

in (1) below, the Lachian dialectal variant baba in (2), another variant roba ('woman'), 

found mainly in the Wallachian dialect, in most Lachian dialects and in parts of the Hand 
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region'^ (in 3), and expressions meaning 'a giri/young woman', namely cerka in (4), and 

holka in (5). The word baba, as [F-46-W] observes, is also a colloquialism often used 

with negative connotations by European Czechs, and, judged by the laugh of [M-30-W] 

who offered the same translation, and the same reaction of [M-26-G] in excerpt 7 below, 

by Texas Czechs as well. Similar to zenskd^ and baba, also the connotations of the word 

holka (in 5) can be manipulated by the context. 

1. ienskd [F-12, M-19, F-24, F-34, F-38, F-41, M-51b = 7 West] 
[M-10, F-25, M-38, F-45, M-53, F-54, F-55, F-58 = 8 Granger] 

"'zenskd nebo ('or') zena, ienskd would be better" [M-26-G] 
"zenskd lebo ('or') zena" [M-43-W/T; M-24-G] 
""ienskd lebo ('or') panr [F-27-G] 
"wife is manielka - (f-) zenskdV [M-51^W] 

2. "fe«a - no to je ('that's) wife, baba - that's siang - ienskdl" [F-46-W] 
""baba @@@" [M-30-W] 

3. '"'"zena, no, zena is wife, roba" [M-34-W] 
"ro6a - no {zenal) that's a wife" [F-33->^ 

roba [M-49-W, M-51a-W; M-42-G] 
"roAa @@@" [M-36-G] 

4. "ro6a lebo ('or') cerka" [M-46-G] 

5. "femz is mairied, holka" [F-50-W] 

6. Una [M-30-W, M-24-W; F-31-G] 

(7) "F: sledna ('Miss') or - (married?) single, cerka - M: ne ('no'), F: baba - M: @@@ F: 
zenskdr [F-35-G & M-26-G] 

The main distinction that most informants draw between the word zena and 

ienskd lies in the marital status. In general, where zena is reserved for a married woman, 

zenskd refers to a single female. Again, exceptions apply, as we can see in excerpt (8) 

Cesky jazykovy atlas [The Atlas of the Czech language], vol. 1, 1992: 71. 
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below where informant explains the use of the word sledna (commonly used by European 

Czech speakers for a Miss; also excerpt 7 above), and considers the word zenskd a proper 

reference to a married woman. The same holds true about the explanation in (9) below; 

additionally, [F-34] observes that the basis for the distinction of terms is a matter of the 

past. 

(8) "^zenska (married? single?) well I would sav married woman would be zenska ale ('...but') 
younger would be sledna ('Miss') (do you know this word fix»m your Czech course?) well trochu 
s teho, ale trochu s teho vz sent vidSl ('some, but some I already knew') [M-50-G] 

(9) "roAa, zenskd (ydandl! 'married') ienska I guess (does it make a difference whether she is 
single or married?) not to me but it probably made a difference to mv parents and grandparents" 

[F-34-G] 

Supporting the marital status distinction for the use of words zenskd (single) and 

zena (married) is a piece of evidence independent of my speech data: the designations 

painted on the public restroom behind the church in High Hill, Texas, read as "Ladies/ 

Damen / iensky" and "Men / Menner / Mitzske."^^ 

Finally, of interest is the question of [F-37] in excerpt (10). While she is aware of 

the dialectal variant roba for the word zenskd that she apparently prefers, she does not 

consider it to be a part of the same "language." Surprisingly enough however, one of 

those who say roba is her own son (excerpt 11). 

(10) "^fenskd - jaktoze nekefi praviju robal (' - how come some say robal) Which language does 
it go to?... (and married?) zena" [F-37-G] 

The choice of ending /-y/ in zensky vs. /-e/ in midske is interesting by itself. If the author intended plural 
forms of the nouns iemka/d, the paintings would read as iemke/e and mtdSti/L If the author meant an 
adjective (as in 'Women's bathroom'') the ending l-yl would be possible because the word 'restroom/toilet' 
in Czech is of MASC grammatical gender. Then, however, iensky would be 'woman-ADJ-NOM-SG' 
whereas mtdske would be 'men-ADJ-NOM-PL' (i.e., iensky zachod vs. mtdske zachody / 'woman's toilet-
SG vs. men's toilets-PL). What appears to be the most plausible explanation is one's haphazard ^plication 
of grammadcal rules of Czech (here not obstructing the clarity of the meaning). 
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(11) "Toba,ja nevim ('I don't know')...(wife?) zend" [M-61-G] 

(B) 'man' [17] 

The most commoaiy used equivalent for the English word 'man' is the Moravian 

lexical variant chlap (in 1 below), by some pronounced with the "hard" (velarized) [L], 

the feature specific to the Lachian dialects. The word is sometimes used in its open 

syllable version as cA/apa-NOM (in la below). This usage {ten chlap / 'that man-NOM') 

is formally identical with chlapa-GENIACC inflected from chlap-'blOM., and cannot be 

explained by a specifical dialectal region. More testing would have to be done to 

determine whether the form chlapa is indeed the Texas Czech nominative form of chlap 

or whether it has become - for some speakers - lexicalized with this case inflection via 

the regular genitive case (c/i/ap-NOM, cA/apa-GEN). 

In addition to the 'default' term chlap, the word 'man' has been translated as 

martzel for a married man (in l\pdr^^ and muz, dictionary equivalents of the English 

word 'man' in (3 - 4), and muzsky/y, a colloquial version of mid in (5) below. 

1. chlap/chLap [M-19, M-30, F-33, M-34, F-34, M-38, F-41. F-46, F-50, M-51b = 10 West] 

[M-10, M-24, F-25, M-26, F-31, F-34, F.35, M-36, F-37, M-38, F-45, M-46, 
M-50, M-61 = 14 Granger] 

la. chlapa [F-24, M-49, M-51a, West; M-53, F-54, F-55, F-58, Granger] 

2. "'chlap lebo mantel dyi je ienaty" [M-43-W/T] 
3. ""pdn or chlap" [F-38-W] 
4. "'mut chlap" [M-42-G] 

mtd [M-24-W] 
5. "'mi^ky alebo chLap - je to spravni chLap fikat *? [F-27-G] muzsky [F-12-W] 

•or...is it correct to say chLap?' 

" The word pan, with the short vowel, is used as the English 'Mr.' (e.g. pan Novak! 'Mr. Novak') in 
European Czech. 
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(2) Diminutive forms. It appears reasonable to propose that the use of diminutives 

for words which have most likely been a part of my informants' "preschool age Czech" 

(KuCera 1989: 49) will be recalled as such particularly by younger semi-speakers (i.e., 

pre-1945 group) who are the least likely to have acquired the language in full. However, 

the examples below demonstrate that the age variable does not always explain this type of 

variation (derivational morphemes for each diminutive are highlighted). 

[20] 'bird': ptd(a)dek [F-12, M-38, F-41, F-50, M-51a = West] 
stddek* [sic] [M-49-W] 
ptddek [F-58-G] ftddek [p > f] [F-35-G] 
"^ptdceknebo{'OT^) ptdiT \M.-26-G\ ptdk, ptdcek [F-31-G] 

[60]'sleep': ""abyzme m v^^pwAa//""/'so that [we] would sleep' [F-27-G] 

[75] 'water': vodidka [F-12-W] 

[72] 'sun'": sluneiko [F-41-W, M-49-W; F-27-G, M-53-G] 

[73] 'moon'̂ ": misiiek [F-24, F-33, M-38, F-46 = West; F-27, F-35, F-37, M-42, M-50, 
M-53, M-61 = Granger] 

misiika* [sic] [F-58-G] 
piknypiny mesidefif' / 'such beautiful full moon' [M-36-G] 

[74] 'star'̂ ': (h)vizdiika-SQ (->')-PL [M-I9, F-24, F-33, M-34, M-38, F-41 = West] 
[F-27; F-25, M-26, M-38, F-45, M-61 = Granger] 

" [72] 5/MnAo-NEUT [M-19, F-24, M-24, F-33, M-34, F-34, M-38, F-46, F-50, M-51a, M-51b = West] and 
[M-24, F-25, M-26, F-31, F-34, F-35, M-36, F-37, M-38, M^2, F-45, M-50, F-54, M-61 = Granger]; 
slunce [F-12, M-30, M-43, West; M-10, F-25, Granger]; slunec*-MASC [sic] [M-46-G]. 

The StCz word for 'sun' is slunce, in CC and colloquial use slunko. As shown on the count above, the 
latter term is best known among Texas Czech participants in this study. 
^ [73] misic [F-12, M-19, M-24, M-30, F-34, M-34, F-41, M-43, F-50, M-51a = West] and [M-10, M-24, 
M-25, F-31, F-34, M-46, F-58 = Granger], 

The StCz word for 'moon' is misic, the vowel [i] is shortened in Moravian dialects, hence misic. 
[74] _vizda-SG/_vizdy-?L [M-30-W; M-10, F-37, M-46, M-50 = Granger]; hvizda-SG [M-24, F-25, F-

27, F-31, M-42 = Granger]; hvizdy-?L [F-12, M^3 = West]. 
The StCz word for 'star' is hvizda-SG. As apparent from the distribution above, some informants tend to 

omit the first consonant, pronoimcing the word as [_viezda]. Simplification of consonant clusters in the 
speech of American Czechs has been noted by Henzl (1981) and Kutera (1989). 
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Another important variable in all items but [60] and [72] appears to be the lyrics 

of popular Texas Czech folk songs. Where most informants translate the word 'sim' in 

[72] with the Moravian variant slunko (cf. note 19), and only four of them in its 

diminutive (slunecko), considerably more diminutive translations obtain for the words 

'bird' in [20], 'moon' in [73], and 'star' in [74]. Diminutives for these words (more so 

than for the 'sim' in 72) are frequently heard in the Czech folk songs. Arguably, they have 

reinforced their use and ultimately their recall in the same form. To be sure, I do not 

suggest that all those who supplied a diminutive form of the word have not acquired, or 

have lost, its neutral form. Yet this group definitely includes my younger informants 

(YG). 

As for the word 'sleep' in [60], the informant uttered the phrase playfully, 

suggesting more rather than less ability to utilize the richness of Czech morphology (I can 

safely assume that [F-27] knows the citation equivalent of'sleep' / spat, which should be 

most likely pronounce in her Moravian as spaf! vyjpar'-PERF). Finally, the word 'water' 

in [75] is one ±e very basic vocabulary items which, while it does appear in the lyrics of 

Czech folk songs (e.g., Vstuddnky sedila! She Was Sitting By the Fountain^), it seems 

just as well remembered from the phrase dej/daj mi vodu-KCdvody-GEti / 'give me 

[some] water' (also cf. 6 below), where vodu/vody comes from the dictionary form of the 

word voda. This should explain rarity of this diminutive. 

(3) Both Ku^era (1989) for American Czech and Smith (1991) for Texas Czech 

note the commonplace of morphological integrations for color words, namely 'brown' 
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(braunovy-MASC for the StCz hnect^ and 'pink' {pinkovy-MA'̂ C for the StCz ruzovy). 

Further, discussing the influence of German on European Czech, Smith (1991: 256; 

italics added) suggests that the word for 'brown': 

may have...been integrated into Czechs' speech patterns before immigration to 

Texas, ... from German braun since this is the only color term for which the 

Texas Czechs cannot readily supply a traditional Czech term...[however] why 

this color would have been borrowed in the first place remains unclear. 

Most Texas Czech informants in my sample treated the word 'pink' in [105] the 

same way as the word 'brown' in [101], even though the former integration could not 

have been a part of the Czechs' vocabulary prior to their immigration. One might 

speculate that integration of color adjectives was paralleled on the already established 

word braunovy, hence pinkovy formed in a similar maimer.^ Moreover, if Smith's 

hypothesis is indeed viable, Texas Czechs' braunovy (from German) has ijeen only 

reinforced by the similarity of its variant in another Germanic language, English. 

(A) 'brown' [101] 

(1) ^bratmove/e" [M-19-W; M-IO-G, F-34-G, M-42-G, M-46-G, F-58-G] 
""bratmove @@@" [F-31-G] 
''''braunovy @@@^ [M-50-G] 
"•braunovy I guess, I don't know" [F-45-G] 
"'braunove I don't know @@@" [F-55-G] 

(2) ''hnidive"'̂ * [M-30-W] ^hnedyT [F-12-W] 

^ Translation in Machann (1988: 109). 
" However, this hypothesis may not hold in light of another &ct In my child case study with two Czech 
children living in Tucson, Arizona (Dutkova 1994,1995,1996), I noted a number of morphological 
integrations of nouns, verbs, and adjectives in their speech after less than twelve months of stay in the US -
among them the word pwrplavand / purple+[-ovana:] 'purple' for the Czech word fialovd. 
^ This form is also acceptable ('a shade of brown'). 
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(3) "I learned brown: hnidS^ [F-46-W] "-hnide" [M-26-G] 

(4) "we said bratmavy, but it's hnedy" [F-38-W] "^hnedy''' [M-24-W] 

(5) bratmove, always" [F-41-W] 

(6) ""braunove, ja ('yeah'), that's what we used but [M-34-W] 

(7) "to nema meno meno @@@, braunove / 'it doesn't have a name...' [F-33-W3 

(8) "I'm afraid I would say braunove" [M-36-G] 

(9) " braunove [laugh] - is it really?" [F-37-G] 

(10) "o boze toz my temu fikame braunove (ft«dFdia-FEM?) oh An^cfe-NEUT, I've heard that word 
'oh God, well we call it ... (brown?)...' [F-27-G] 

(11) "co Je ('what is') brown, I forgot that one, we say braunove but there's a name for brown 
(hnide'}) jo ('yeah')" [has seen the Czech word in NaSinec\ [M-24-G] 

(12) ^^braunove @@@, isn't that funny? It's so colloquial" [F-35-G] 

Clearly, nearly all translations and comments in (1 -12 above) confirm that the 

most common,^ and more often than not the only available, translation of the word 

'brown' is braunovy/y-MASC or braunove/e-NEUT. Some informants laugh about it, 

others express uncertainty about its Czechness, and importantly, all of them (except for 

[F-46-W] in 3 above: "I learned brown: hnedd'^) opt for either neuter or masculine 

endings, where a Czech native would most likely use feminine ending [a:] because the 

grammatical gender of the word barva / 'color' in Czech is feminine. 

Two informants in (4) pronounce the word with an [-e-] instead of the softened 

vowel l-e-l [-ie-], i.e., as hnedy, doing so with noticeable difficulty, similar to that 

experienced by English learners of Czech as a foreign language (both informants often 
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consult a Czech-English dictionary). This only underscores the foreignness of this word 

in the Texas Czech vocabulary, even when a handful of elderly informants remember the 

word (F-12-W, M-30-W, and M-26-G), and some others (also in the OG), who translated 

the word as braunovy, recalled its Czech equivalent when reminded of it. 

A very similar scenario obtains for the word 'pink': 

(B) 'pink' [105] 

(1) yinkove" [M-19-W, F-33-W; F-35-G, M-46-G] 
"'pinkxtve @@@" [F-37-G] 

(2) ""pinkovy @@@" [M-50-G] "-pinkovy" [F-45-G] 

(3) "^{pinkovel) ale to neni spravni, zeT! 'but that's not correct, is it?' [M-30-W] 

(4) "(pi/iAove?) yes, that'd be slang" [F-50-W] 

(5) ""ja to memiju pinkove, ja nevim lesci je to sprdvne lebo ne" 
'I call it pinkove, I don't know if it's correct or not' [M-43-W/T] 

(6) "I'd say pinkove" [M-36-G] 

(7) "•pinkove, ja nevim" / 'I don't know' [F-55-G] 

(8) pinkove nebo coTV *... or what?' [M-42-G] 

(9) "my fikame pinkove" / 'we say pinkove' [F-27-G] 

(10) "•pinkove we said, I don't know" [F-25-G] 

(11) "pinkove (have you heard ruzovel) there you go, right" [M-24-G] 

(12) "nizove" [M-IO-G] 
(13) ''ruzov^ [F-12-W] 

(14) "pink ja nevim (ru-) ruzoveT [F-34-W] 

(15) ""pinkove @@@ ntzove or ..but pinkove we used" [F-31-G] 

" My conclusions are consistent with the findings of Smith (1991: 172). One of his infonnants, placed "to 
the upper end of the [semi-speaker] scale," was "completely familiar with the Czech color terms" and aware 
of the "debate" surrounding the word 'brown' in Texas Czech, yet he used braunovy instead of hnicfy. 
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(16) "roz - toz ('well') ridove" [F-34-G] 

(17) ""ndave, to ja sent vidir / '... I knew that one' [M-61-G] 

(18) "("i^ovd?) to bYLo more like - troSku jak pink and red [i.e., darker] 
'.. .that was more like.. .a bit like...' [F-27-G] 

Judged by a quick recall of [M-10] of Granger and [F-12] of West, and a slightly 

higher number of those who are also able to supply this word in Czech, it is indeed 

possible that the histories of 'brown' and 'pink' in the Texas Czech vocabulary differ. 

Furthermore, since the comment in (18) was not an isolated incident, it may be that the 

word pinkovy has been reserved to lighter shade of'pink' than ruzovy, which was 

described to me as darker than 'pink' (closer to rosy).^^ Finally, [F-12-W] in (13) 

translates the word with a feminine ending ruzova (which is a striking exception in my 

vocabulary data), perhaps because she is not only a competent Texas Czech speaker but 

also an avid reader of Czech magazines (e.g., her collection of old issues of Ceskd tena / 

'Czech Woman," and the many Czech books). 

(4) The verb 'to know' [59] 

Translation of both meanings (y^det / 'to know somebody' vs. zndt / 'to know 

something') for the English verb 'to know' proved challenging especially for younger 

(and generally weaker) semi-speakers. The first set of examples below represents semi-

speakers who can be placed on a higher end of the semi-speaker continuum (M-42-G, F-

31-G) and to its middle (M-34-W, M-33-W). 

^ Kufera (1989: 131) includes the word 'rosy' among often integrated adjectives, translating American 
Czech rouzi into Czech as ruiovy, dervenavy (' pink, of red shade/reddish'). If ruiovy is indeed perceived as 
qtt»cir<HarrphifawnioalcMro'>rittmjnt^ti^og<wterthcb^>iw.i<Uii>'t;oTOl^g'lBrtegytrftf^tiTOTtHot«vthd%y''«lcl3y i 
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Score 'to know something' 'to know somebody' 

[M-42-G] 101 abyzme ('so that [we] knew') ya zndni ('I know') 
[F-31 -G] 100.5 ja to vim ('I know it') ja ho znam ('1 know him') 

[M-34-W] 93.8 vim ('[I] know') mame ('[we] know') 
[F-33-W] 91.5 vim ('[I] know') ya zndm ('I know ') 

A more uniform set of translations (verb meaning conflation toward the verb videt 

/ 'to know something') obtains when we consider the group of younger semi-speakers 

(including the youngest informant from the OG): 

Score 'to know something' 'to know somebody' 

[F-50-W] 84.3 vim v/m*gcfo5/^ ('I know someone-NOM') 
[F-45-G] 79.7 ja vim ('I know') jd ju vim* OK ('I know her') 
[F-54-G] 79.4 ja vim cosik ('I know something-NOM') 

ja vim*gdosik ('I know someone-NOM') 
[F-58-G] 73.4 "I don't know...it's always 'ya v/m* o«a*"/'I know she-NOM' 

[F-46-W] 69.5 jd vim ('I know') [no translation] 

Translations of weaker semi-speakers also illustrate a slightly higher tendency 

toward the use of overt personal pronouns in the subject position. Further, of interest is 

the uninflected object ona in "ja vim ona" 'I know she-NOM' (F-58-G), contrasting 

with a well-formed phrase "ya ju vim" (the wrong choice of verb aside), which preserves 

both accusative form of the personal pronoun 'she' in the direct object position and the 

Czech word order 'I her-ACC know' (F-45-G; OG). One factor is imdoubtedly the 

difference in age between these two informants. 

Smith (1991:220) found this type of reduced construction in his data from a low proficient semi-speaker. 
on dava onapapir ('he gives she-NOM paper [a sheet of paper]'). [Should be^ dava / 'to her-DAT']. 
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At first sight puzzling is the case of two young Granger males, [M-61] and [M-

53], who produced the following translations: 

Score 'to know something' 'to know somebody' 

[M-61-G] 99.5 vim (I know him?) /o Ao v/m* ('I know him') 

[M-53-G] 75 " zndm lebo (I know it?) ja to vim (I know him?) znam" 
'[I] know or... I know it.... [I] know ' 

[M-61] has a high score of 99.5 on the Lexical Task, yet he does not difTerentiate between 

the two Czech verbs. In contrast, [M-53] appears much weaker (given his score of 75), 

yet he makes the desirable vedit vs. zndt distinction. These two cases well illustrate 

numerous inconsistencies I have encountered in my informants' performance across the 

five language tasks. While the samples of everyday speech for [M-61] show a respectable 

competence in Texas Czech, and while his vocabulary range is equally impressive, 

(which should place him to a higher end of the semi-speaker continuum), his score on the 

'Reduced' Task does not compare (20.5 points where the highest score accomplished was 

48.5), and his lapses in the Czech morphology are detectable in his speech. But the score 

of [M-53] on the 'Reduced' Task is even lower (mere 12 points), just as is his productive 

competence in Czech (all placing him at a lower end of the semi-speaker continuum). I 

view such contradictions as true reflections of often untidy reality. That is, the language 

tasks seem effective in showing an overall tendency in the informant sample; however, 

the intraspeaker variation and a host of social variables must be taken into account as 

well. 
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(5^ The deteriorating morphology of weaker semi-speakers surfaces also in their 

translation of singular/plural pairs for the words 'ear' [39] and 'eye' [40]. 

1. "uSe, uka!. oka is eye, (jednol) idi {jedno uSil) idi je dva, ukaje jederT [M-53-G] 

'uJf-PL*, u/fca-SG*. oAg-SG*...(one?) as/-PL (one ears*?) is two-MASC, uka-SG* is 

one-MASC [should be acAo-NEUT / 'ear', uSi / 'ears'; oAo-NEUT / "eye', o6i / 'eyes'] 

2. ''"'ucho (both?) uchv" [F-54-G] 

'ear-SG ... ear-PL*' [should be i4?// 'ears'] 

3. "ttf/, uS_, o6i. o<5_" / 'ear-PL, ear-SG*, eye-PL, eye-SG*' [F-58-G] 

The informant in (2) above does not comply with the rule for consonant alternation (ch 

[x] > §), which causes her to err in the plural form of the word 'ear'. The informant in (3) 

has apparently developed her own rules for singularization of such cases; she begins with 

the plural mi and forms the singular by simply removing the final vowel (hence, us* 

instead of the Czech singular ucho / 'ear'). The assumption at work in this case seems to 

be the length of the word (i.e., plural should be longer).^^ 

{Q Four weaker semi-speakers in the YG supplied an accusative form {vodu) for 

the word 'water' [75] instead of the nominative form voda (F-46-W; F-45-G, M-53-G, F-

54-G). I analyze this case as a 'frozen' form from the phrase, dej/daj mi vodu-ACC / 

'give me [some] water', which these informants most likely heard and used fairly often at 

least during their childhood. Another piece of evidence in favor of this explanation is the 

^ Indeed, some plural morpheme in full Czech 'lengthen' the nouns ending with consonants (typically 
MASC grammatical gender), such as j/rom-MASC-SG vs. 5/ro/ny-MASC-PL ('tree'), 5fti/-MASC-SG vs. 
sro/y-MASC-PL ('table'). 
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fact that some informants used the phrase dej/daj mi... / 'give me' to stimulate their 

lexical recall of the word 'water' in Czech. 

(7) Often detected in the translations of younger informants (pre-1945 group; YG) 

are phonological changes, namely for the Czech unvoiced consonant /ch/ [x], which 

becomes /h/, a voiced counterpart of [x] (e.g.. Map > Map* / 'man'), and the fricative 

trill /?/, which sometimes undergoes decomposition into rzh. Both features have been 

found typical for American Czech (Henzl 1975a, 1981; Ku£era 1989). As shown in (2) 

under (A) below, these changes may not be consistent, perhaps affecting only some 

words, i.e., the same informant may or may not always pronounce [x] as /h/ or /f/ as rzh. 

(A)/ch[x]>h/ (pre-1945 group) 

(1) [17] man: Map iox chlap-, [39] ear/ears: itho for uchp and uhy* [-1] (should be ai/); [49] belly: 
bfuh for bnich: [65] walk: hodit for chodif, [94] cold: hladne for chladne [99] dry: suhe for 
suche [M-61-G] 

(2) [17] man: Map for cMap-, [65] walk: hpdit for chodit but [99] dry: SUCIK [X] [F-50-W] 

(3) [99] dry: suhy for suchv: [65] walk: hodit for chodit [M-49-W] 

(4) [17] man: Mapa for chlapa [M-51a-W] 

/ch [x] > h/ (post-1945 group) 

(5) [ I T ]  m a n :  M a p  f o r  c h l a p  [F-34-W] 

(B) / f>!^  

(6) [61] die: zemfel > zemrzhel / 'die-MASC-S"* SG-PAST'; [71] say: feknu > rzheknu / 'say-
FUT-1'* SO'; [81] smoke: kuf > kurzh / 'smoke-NOUN'; [86] "horzhe nebo cosi 
tak" / 'mountain-DAT/LCXT-SG [should be hofe / for /lora-NOM-SG] [M-61-G1 

(7) [71]: fekl > rahekl / 'say-MASC- 3"* SG-PAST' [F-50-W] 
(8) [61] die: umfel > umrzhel / 'die-MASC-S"* SG-PAST'; kufet* > kurzhet» / 'smoke-VERB' 

[should be kufit] [M-49-W] 
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Finally, my informants typically supplied the verb form that they once heard 

and/or used with some frequency; only a few translated them as infinitives. For example, 

(1) "5/vii/n" / 'PI hear', "yd vimT / 'I know' [F-46-W] 

(2) ""slySiS and vtf / '[you] hear, know-SG' [F-34-W] 

(3) ^sednr / 'sit-IMPER-2"' SG', ^daj mn 'give-IMPER-a*^ SG me' [M-51a-W] 

(4) "'sedni sC / 'sit-IMPER-Z^'-SG', "^dal mn '[he] gave me', ""ja sem dala voeh^V 'I gave water-
GEN', 'ya to fehtu" / 'I will say [it]' [F-34-W] 

(5) ""ja scu budu lefif / 'I want will lie [down]' [sic], "ya tobi ddtri"! 'I will give you', "^ja scu jit 
kupat" / 'I want [to] go ((swim)) swimming' [should be ya se jca-REFLE^ 
'ya scu-pod tuify" / 'I want — come here' [M-49-W] 

(6) "yez"/ 'eat-IMPER-2'^ SG', ''stUpnr / 'stand-IMPER-2'^ SG' [M-36-G] 

(7) "pote"! 'come-IMPER (J^lZ-formal) or -IMPER-2"' PL', "''sedini'' / '[I] ((sit)) am sitting' 
[M-53-G] 

(8) "/e/inw sn '[I] will lie [down]' [F-31-G] 

(9) ^povidafV •talk-IMPER-2'^ SG' [F-45-G] 

(10) ""budem pit?'"! 'will we drink?' [M-61-G] 

(11) ''budeme jest"!' [we] will eat' [F-34-G] 

(12) ""umrel, jo"! '[he] died, yeah', ""pfite" ! 'come-lMPER-2'^ SG' [M-42-G] 

(13) '̂ abyzme neco videli. abyzme nektereho poznali lebo znali. abyzme sa wspinkair ! 'so that 
we'd know something, so that we'd get to know someone or knew [somebody], so that we'd 
sleeo-PERF' [F-27-G] 

Most informants chose one form (e.g., 2"''SG-PRES) for a verb (e.g., slysis), in 

which they then continued to translate a subsequent verb or several verbs in a row 

(particularly clear examples of this strategy appear in 5 and 13 above). The informant in 

(5) realized that [I want+infinitive] could not be applied to the imperative form of'come' 
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that he best remembered, and abandoned the pattern with ja scu ('I want') in favor of pod 

tudy ('come-IMPER-2~' SG'). 

The case of interest is the verb 'rain' [76], which all but three informants 

translated in the form other than infinitive. Importantly, those who chose another form 

used overwhelmingly its 3"* singular present form prsi^\ only one informant made use of 

my English prompt "I want the rain" and supplied the phrase aby prselo / 'so that it 

rains.' Arguably, the prevalence of the 3"* singular present form in this data shows 

particularly revealingly how frequency of use of a certain word form (by oneself and/or 

exposure to such use by others) enhances chances that this word form will be retained in a 

semi-speaker's vocabulary and that the word will likely resurface in this form when 

prompted. 

Additionally, we find two examples of different phonological reductions in (5) 

and (12) above. First, [M-42-G] translates the verb 'die' in the past tense as umrel 'he 

died' (where Ixl is not only decomposed into rzh. but further reduced into the (still Czech) 

trill /r/ (should be umrel). Second, [M-49-W] fails to palatalize the alveo-dental stop /d/ 

into /d'/ in pod tndy / 'come here' (should be pod'). 

Finally, the Czech feminine adjectival endings tend to yield to neuter and 

masculine forms in Texas Czech. This finding is strikingly similar with Polinsky's 

(forthcoming: 32-3) description of American Russian. Importantly, both American 

Russian and Texas Czech speakers clearly prefer the neuter form to both masculine and 

^ [F-46-W] translated the verb in the shiit slogan PrSi, prSi, iaba nema uSi (cf. Chapter 5,5.2.2.4.). 
^ A possible influence of a Slovak dialect cannot be ruled out (K. Hannan, p. c., October IS, 1998). 
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feminine (the latter occurs only sparingly).^* One telling instance comes fix)m [F-27-G]. 

When I asked her whether she had ever heard the Czech word for 'brown' (hneda? 

[FEM]), she replied, "oA hnede, I've heard that word." That is, she did not repeat my 

FEM form of 'brown', but replaced my [-a] with the neuter ending [-e]. 

8.1.2. The 'Color' [Number + Color + Object] Task 

For this task I used fifteen picture cards from the set of Basic Picture Words Flash 

Cards (1987). I presented an informant with one card at a time, simultaneously uttering 

the phrase I wanted him or her to translate (e.g., 'five brown horses'). Some informants 

preferred this combination of visual and auditory stimuli, others only listened without 

even looking at the cards. 

The list of fifteen phrases tested in the 'Color' Task is reproduced in Appendix E, 

along with the table showing the calculation of the scores. To accommodate expected 

cases of morphological integrations, 1 gave 2 points for an acceptable translation of each 

'color' and 'object' word into Czech (including dialectal variants), and 1 point for an 

integrated adjective (e.g., pet braiinovv{v)ch koni(i) / 'five brown horses-MASC-PL-

GEN'). Similarly, an integrated noun (e.g.. iedena(d)ct zlutv(v)ch haitzu / 'eleven yellow 

houses-MASC-PL-GEN') earned the speaker at least 1 point, even when the affix 

(evaluated separately) did not agree in gender, number, and/or case (e.g., pet braunove 

kone! brown horses-MASC-PL-NOM' where the numeral 'five' requires GEN). 

The manner of score calculation is ftirther illustrated on examples below. 

This overwhelming preference across the infoimant sample is evident just by eye-balling the rows of 
adjectives in the transcripts for the Lexical Task. 
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In the following I analyze a sample of translations given by three informants. 

First, [M-26-G] is a fully competent speaker who achieved a nearly perfect score of 179 

out of 180 ('Color' A), and within this score, the highest possible number of points (30) 

on case inflections ('Color' B). Second, [F-35-G], scored 141.5 ('Color' A), and received 

11 points on case inflections ('Color' B); her Texas Czech belongs to the higher end of 

the semi-speaker continuum. The first and the second informant are a couple. The third 

informant, [M-49-W], earned 78.5 points on this task ('Color' A), including 7 points on 

case inflections ('Color' B), which places him on the lower end of the semi-speaker 

continuum. 

Phrase (1): One gray rabbit: Jeden sedv CStCz)^^ / siw/e^  ̂(M) zafic-MASC SG NQM 

"Jeden - gray jejdanedkyl - sivy zajic" / 'one - . ..gosh! — gray rabbit' [M-26-G] = 12 points 

'jeden cosi zegic - how do you say gray? (M^; sivy) sivy zajic" [F-35-G] = 7 points 
'one something rabbit -... 'gray" 'gray rabbit' 

'jeden zajic" / 'one rabbit' [M-49-W] = 7 points 

The first semi-speakers, [F-35] stumbles over the color 'gray', losing five points 

(i.e., 2 points for the color word, 1 for its gender, 1 for its number, and 1 for case). Her 

husband suggests a dialectal variant of the StCz word secfy, which she repeats (sivy). [M-

49-W] translates both the numeral and the noim, but omits the color (thus also losing 5 

points). The features in focus, i.e., gender (MASC), niraiber (SG) and case (NOM) in 

translated segments are manipulated successfully by all three informants. 

" StCz = Standard Czech; CC = Common Czech; M = a Moravian lexical variant. 
" Alternations in vowel length are possible for all variants in translations presented here (cf. Chapter 6, 
6.1.6. & 8.1.1. above) 
^ The husband of [F-3S-G] was present during the task, from time to time offering his help. 
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Phrase (2): Three blue ducks: Tri modre kachnv (StCz) / kacenv (CO -FEM PL NQM 

"/n modre kacenf / 'three blue ducks' [M-26-G] =12 points 

"rff modre kade- kacen/T! 'three blue du- ducks?' [F-35-G] = 12 points 

"'ja mam stri - kaderty • kacena is one (green?) zeleny - what is blue again?" 
'I have three-ducks-duck ... green[M-49-W] =10 points 

In (2), [F-35], uncertain at first, succeeds in her attempt to recall the noun. [M-49] 

contextualizes the phrase within a sentence ('I have ...') and supplies the correct form 

(PL-NOM) of the noun. I suggest an English color word ('green'), which he translates 

with masculine ending {zelen^ but fails to incorporate into his sentence. He loses 2 

points, 1 for gender (FEM) and 1 for number (PL). The nominative case ending /-y/ in 

[FEM-PL] is acceptable in non-standard varieties of Czech. He mispronoimces the 

nimieral t f i  ('three') as shtri. perhaps confusing it with another numeral c t y f i  (StCz) / styfi 

OTstyri (CC and M) / 'four'. This phonological approximation, however, is not reflected 

in his score. 

Phrase (3): Five brown horses: Pet hnedvch koni/konu-MASC PL GEN 

"^pit hnedych konr / 'five brown horses' [M-26-G] = 12 points 

""pit braunovy horse - cow is a krava (kun) jo - pit braunovy kuni - braunovych ktmi*'''' 
'five brown-MASC-SG-NOM ....... cow (horse-NOM-SG) yeah - five brown-MASC-PL-
NOM horses-MASC-PL-GEN - brown-MASC-PL-GEN horses-MASC-PL-GEN [should be 
koni] 

[F-35-G] =10 points 

'ya mam jeden dva Stri Styri Stit, ja mam Stet koni (brown? hneda?) pit hneda koni'"' 
'I have one two three four five [should be t f i ,  pe t  / 'three, four'], I have five horses-GEN ( ) five 
brown-FEM-NOM horse-NOM-SG' [M-49-W] = 6 points 

While the translation of [M-26] is again flawless, his wife loses one point on the 

color word (using the integrated equivalent of 'brown', on the second try correctly 
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inflected for GEN PL l-ychf), and another point for the word form hmi, where she adds 

piuial ending to the singular form kun (which I offered) without the required vowel 

alternation [u > o] {koni / 'horses-GEN-PL'). Worth noting is her pronunciation of the 

word krava, in which the IT/ loses its trilU acquiring the quality of the English retroflex 

liquid /r/. Finally, (M-49] experiences difBculties trying to recall the numeral 'five' 

(counting from one to five, which he mispronounces as sht€t instead of pet. Unlike [F-27-

G] above who incorporated my suggestion for the color word hn^da with the FEM ending 

into her own system as hnede-NEUT, this informant does not seem to have such backing 

in his grammatical system, because he only repeats my (FEM) version of the word (his 

[-e], however, gives it a foreign pronunciation; cf. 8.1.1. above). He loses 5 points for the 

color word and 1 point for one incorrect case inflection; that he once learned the GEN 

form is shown in the first word form tewz-GEN-PL, which he eventually changes into 

(here incorrect) Aowe-NOM-PL. 

Phrase (4): 
Six grav goats: Sest sedvch (StCz) / siwch (M) koz (StCz) / kozi (M)-FEM PL GEN 

"'sest - what did I say gray was? {sivy) sivy — koze {takze sest siyy koze"?) Sest sivych kozi" 
'six - ...(gray) gray - goats-FEM-PL-NOM (so six gray goats-NOM?) six gray goats-FEM-PL-
GEN' [M-26-G] =12 points 

sivy - - {ko-) - - F: why is that so hard for me (one is koza) - Sest sivy kozf 
'six gray-FEM-PL-NOM ... (go-) ... six gray-FEM-PL-NOM goats-FEM-PL-GEN' 

[F-35-G] =10 points 

'"jeden dva - I've never leamed the numbers - tri Styri pet - osum? (that's eight) jeden dva stfi 
Styripit deset (that's ten) {sest sedwn oston devit deset) ja mam Sest koze (gray?) never did learn 
the gray" 
'one two - I've never leamed the numbers - three four five - eight? (that's eight) one two three 
[should be rn / 'three'] four five ten (that's ten) (six seven eight nine ten) I have six goats-FEM-
PL-NOM (gray?) never did leam the gray' [M-49-W] = 6 points 
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[M-26] corrects himself, hence he still earns 12 points. [F-35] loses 1 point on the 

noun (because I helped her by the NOM-SG form koza, which she then correctly 

incorporated in GEN PL). Another point was deducted for NOM case inflection on the 

color word. The word form sedy has MASC ending l-yl in StCz (just as in the Moravian 

variant siv^, but it can be also used to designate feminine plural in non-standard varieties 

of Czech (as [i/i:]). In such cases I give my informants the benefit of the doubt and count 

the form as acceptable. As for [M-49], his difficulty with translation of numerals is most 

likely caused by incomplete acquisition of Czech: having received all education in 

English, he is left with rudimentary knowledge of numerals from his preschool age (also 

see KuCera 1989: 124). After I helped him identify the niimeral sest ('six'), he again 

frames the phrase within a sentence: ""ja mam sest koze" / 'I have six goats-FEM-PL-

NOM.' Unfortimately, he does not translate the color word (losing 5 points) and leaves 

the word 'goats' in nominative case (losing 1 point). 

Phrase (5): Two white cats: E>ve bile kockv-¥EM. PL NOM 

"ifve bile kocky [M-26-G] = 12 points 

""dve bile kodkf [F-35-G] = 12 points 

""ja mam dva - bile kodky" [M-49-W] 
'I have two-MASC-PL-NOM - white cats' = 11 points 

In addition to the progressive loss of case distinctions, particularly weaker semi-speakers 

tend to use the masculine form of the numeral 'two' {dva)\ it costs [M-49] one point. 

The five sets of translations above suffice to illustrate the types of problems that 

my informants encountered while trying to complete the task. [M-35] represents more 
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proficient semi-speakers who are sometimes uncertain about the lexical item and often 

fail to correctly inflect the word for case. Their case system is eroded and unstable, and 

they err in gender assignment as well (but less so than in case distinctions). In contrast, 

[M-49] demonstrates only a limited ability to translate the [number + color + object] 

combination. He uses a strategy of counting from one in order to recall the number in 

focus and he approximates pronimciation of numerals that he does not remember too well. 

He rarely translates color words, and both his gender and case systems are even more 

unstable. Such is the case of weaker semi-speakers of Texas Czech. 

The remaining phrases produced by [F-35] and [M-49] show consistently reduced 

case distinctions. Specifically (phrases 7-15), both informants show a strong tendency to 

replace genitive case (governed by the numeral) by the 'default' nominative. 

Phrase (6): Four pink pigs: Ctvfi ruzovd fStCzV pra.yato-NEUT-PL-NOM 

""styri pinkove prasata" 
'four pink-NEUT-PL-NOM pigs-NEUT-PL-NOM' [F-35-G] 

"iiyr/ prasat̂  - never did learn it" [it = pink] 
'four pigs-FEM-PL-NOM' [M-49-W] 

The numeral 'four' in phrase (6) requires nominative case. This translation 

appears a simpler task for both informants (although [M-49] erroneously forms the noun 

as prasat)tFE^ instead of the nominative plural prasato-NEUT). The color, if provided 

at all, is in the form of morphologically integrated English adjective 'pink' (cf 8.1.1.). 

Phrase (7): Ten red apples: Deset cervenvch /flZ>/ey^-NEUT-PL-GEN 

"'deset cervenyjabka - jabky* - jabky* (which one then?) - - (jable!  ̂ ) jablekjo - I don't know 
plurals on those things" 

The ending [-e:] is acceptable in non-standard varieties of Czech. 
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'ten red-MASC-SG-NOM apples-NEUT-PL-NOM -yaAAy-FEM-PL-NOM^ ( ) - -
('apples-NEUT-PL-GEN'?) apples-NEUT-PL-GEN, yeah - ...' [F-35-G] 

""styri pit deset - (you just said it) - ja mam deset dervenych jabky*'" 
'four [should be Styri / 'four'] five ten - () - I have ten red-PL-GEN appies-FEM-PL-NOM*' 

[M-49-W] 

American Czech speakers tend to simplify consonant clusters. Here the StCz 

jablka loses the lateral liquid /I/, hccoxorngjabka. Such omissions of syllabic liquids can 

be also found in regional varieties of European Czech, but they seem more frequent in 

American Czech (Kuiera 1989: 99). [F-35] assigns incorrect gender to the adjective 

modifying the noun (MASC instead of NEUT), judged by lengthening of the ending 

vowel /-y/, which I would expect in non-standard speech of Bohemian, rather than 

Moravian, speakers. She also fails to inflect the noun for GEN; it remains in NOM PL. 

Interestingly, [M-49] translates the adjective in GEN PL, but - similar to [F-35] -

does not comply with case agreement rules and leaves the noun in nominative (also in the 

wrong form as jabky_ instead of jabka. However, such intra-speaker (as well as inter-

speaker) variation is not unusual. Confirming Dorian's (1981) observation, Polinsky 

(1995: 110) notes that it is "typical of a moribund language to show fluctuations within a 

single category and to exhibit gradual and variable diffusion." 

Phrase (8): Seven black cows: Sedum cemvch /fcrav-FEM-PL-GEN 

""jeden dva tfi Styri pjet sesi - osum - {Sest sedum osum) Sest sedum osum - ja mam sedum zluty 
kravy 
'one two three four five six [should be Sest / 'six'] - eight - (six seven eight) six seven eight - I 
have seven yellow-FEM-PL-NOM cows-FEM-PL-NOM' [M-49-W] 

Phrase (9): Eight red buses: Osum cervenvch auto^uyM-MASC-PL-GEN 

""osum ierveny - yuck - buses - osum iervenych bosu" [F-35-G] 
'eight red-MASC-PL(SG)-NOM ... - eight red-MASC-PL-GEN buses-MASC-PL-GEN' 
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""jeden dva tri styripet sest deset (that's ten) osian? Ja mam osum cerveny - bus (fikali ste basl) 
I thought there was a different word - more of a Czech word - maybe it was just bos" 
'one two three four five six ten ( ) eight? I have eight red-MASC-PL(SG)-NOM - bus (did you 
use to say Aos?)...' [M-49-W] 

While [F-35] in phrase (9) maintains the numeral-governed genitive, [M-49] translates 

both phrases (8) and (9) w^ith nominative forms. The word 'bus' has been adopted into 

Texas Czech as bos or has. The European Czech equivalent autobus [autobus] is a 

relatively modem term in the Czech vocabulary which most Texas Czechs do not know, 

unless they have participated in a bus tour in the Czech Republic. Yet, competent 

speakers integrate the English word as a Czech masculine noun, most likely because of its 

(in Czech typically masculine) ending in a consonant.^^ 

Phrase (10): Nine orange cars: Devet oranzovvch az/f-MASC-PL-GEN 

"'devit orandzovy automobilu  ̂- automobil - automobils - kdty 
'nine orange-MAC-SG-NOM» - car-MASC-SG-NOM - ... - cars-FEM-PL-NOM' [F-35-G] 

" {to je devet) devit kdry" 
•(that's nine) nine cars-FEM-PL-NOM' [M-49-W] 

The word for 'car' in modem Czech is auto or automobil. Despite its similarity 

with the English noun (automobile), the majority of my informants, whom [F-35] and [M-

49] represent, use the Texas Czech word ^am-NOM. Two converging explanations have 

been offered in literature. First, Ku^era (1989: 141) classifies this word as the type of a 

semantic caique which results primarily from formal similarity with an English word 

(here the Czech kdra for a handcart with the English 'car'), while some semantic 

similarity between the two words (here its vehicle quality) may be maintained. Smith 
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(1991:43) applies Weinreich's (1950) definition of one type of lexical interference, 

namely '^e extension of the use of an indigenons word to cover a larger semantic area 

based on the influencing language," maintaining that Texas Czechs have extended the 

meaning of the Czech "indigenous word" kdra for a handcart to the 'car' in English. I 

should add that Texas Czech speakers today seem well aware of the formal association of 

the Texas Czech word kdra with English but not of any connection with such Czech word 

being used for a handcart. 

Most informants perceive the word kdra as part of their "slang". Another 

translation in my data is the word "auto" pronounced as [ato], which avoids the difficult 

diphtong [au] (StCz auto) but still sounds more Czech than English because it maintains 

phonetic pronunciation of the vowel [a]. Not as common is an attempt of [F-35] in (9) 

above to accommodate the modem Czech word automobil. She begias with a case of 

reverse morphological integration in automobilu+s, where the English plural morpheme [-

s] is added to the already formed Czech plural automobilu/ti [u:], then returns to its NOM 

SG automobil, and then again to its PL form, this time pronounced as atomobil with the 

English PL [-s] added to it (as we have witaessed in other cases of morphological 

integration of English stems), and eventually settles on the Texas Czech NOM PL kdry. 

Since [F-35] has been to the Czech Republic, 1 assimie that she was trying to approximate 

the word that she most likely encountered during her visit. 

^ This is also the only form on which [M-26-G], whose five phrases are reproduced above to represent a 
competent speaker's performance on this task, lost one point, because his translation autobgs was a 
compromise between the English 'bus' [-a-] and the Czech autobus [-u-]. 
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Phrase (11): Eleven yellow houses: Jedendct zlutvch ̂ om^-MASC-PL-GEN 

"F: jedenast flute domy [domY]? Dom for a house - M: dunT 
'eleven yellow-MASC-PL-NOM houses-MASC-PL-NOM? Z)om-MASC-SG-NOM - M: dum-
MASC-SG-NOM' [F-35-G & M-26-G] 

Phrase (12): Thirteen purple books: Tfindct fialovvch fa//i-FEM-PL-GEN 

"F: tfinast -fijcdkove - (knifka je jedna) knizkyl M: knilky nebo knihy" 
'thirteen - purple-FEM-PL-NOM - (book is one) books-FEM-PL-NOM? M: books-DIMIN or 
books [neutral StCz form]' [F-35-G & M-26-G] 

"(do you know higher numbers - over ten?) no - book would be - ted-* {knizka / 'book') kniiky 
('books-FEM-PL-NOM') if you got more than one" [M-49-W] 

Phrase (13): Twelve green chairs: Dvandct zelenvch zidli fStCz)-FEM-PL-GEN / 
stolku (M) - MASC-PL-GEN 

"'dvanast - zeleny stolek - stolky - stolek is one - stolkyT |F-35-G] 
'twelve - green-MASC-SG-NOM chair - chairs - chair is one - chairs-MASC-PL-NOM' 

Phrase (14): Fourteen brown tables: Ctmdct hnedvch .yro/M-MASC-PL-GEN 

"'Stmdst braunovy stul - stoly" [F-35-G] 
'fourteen brown-MASC-SG-NOM table-MASC-SG-NOM - tables-MASC-PL-NOM' 

Phrase (15): Fifteen vellow keys: Patnact zlutvch ̂ /<^-MASC-PL-GEN 

"''patnast ilute klidky" 
' fifteen yellow-MASC-PL-NOM keys-DIMIN-MASC-PL-NOM' [F-3 5-G] 

Phrases (11) through (15) convincingly demonstrate the loss of genitive case when 

governed by a numeral. This finding contrasts with the data from American Russian 

informants in Polinsky's study who tended to preserve numeral-governed genitive form 

(while replacing lexically governed genitive and genitive of negation by accusative and 

nominative). She observed that "even the poorest speakers ...maintained the genitive 

when asked to count using numeral and a noun" (forthcoming: 42). 
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Another English word that has a firm position within the Texas Czech vocabulary 

is hauz, an integrated equivalent of the word 'house' in English. I expected that this 

integration would surface as part of translation of the phrase in (11). Indeed, 14 

informants used some form of the word havz (if in GEN, then hauzu). Further, [F-35-G] 

was is one of 16 informants who used the Czech noun dom/^ ('houses-MASC-PL-

NOM'), while seven others were familiar with the word domov (in full Czech meaning a 

place to which we trace our roots rather than a building for which the term diim is used). 

Only one informant used an obsolete lexical variant chalupa, whose 19'*' century meaning 

equivalent to the English word 'house' has shifted to describe a summer house (cottage) 

in modem Czech, and the diminutive form chalupku-ACC was given by [F-27-G] in the 

'Reduced' Task. 

As for the word's origin. Smith (1991: 255) suggests that hauz might well be 

another German borrowing into Czech transplanted to Texas from the Czech lands with 

the first Czech Moravian immigrants, judged by a story of one contemporary Moravian 

visitor to Texas who remembered "that the word hauz was used in the rural areas of 

Moravia" and that she heard both her parents and grandparents using it as well. 

In phrase (12) we observe another interjection of [M-26], this time showing his 

knowledge of both diminutive (Aniz^-NOM-PL) and StCz (A?7//^-NOM-PL / 'books') 

[M-26-G] corrected his wife's NOM SG form dom into dum. She appears to use the same strategy as for 
creating the plural from singular kun without the necessary vowel alternation [u > o] in phrase (3) 
above, only in the opposite direction (i.e., from the PL dqnty to the SG dom instead of dimi). This is not a 
fiilly comparable case, however, because this word happens to retain the vowel [-o-] in nominative singular 
in Slovak (the transition between North Eastern Moravian »> Slovak is noted elsewhere in this study; e.g., 
cf. Chapter 6,6.1.6.). 

Dr. iC Hannan confirms this observation (K. Hannan, p. c., October IS, 1998). 
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forms of the noun. [M-49-W] is able to change the suggested NOM SG knizka into the 

NOM PL knizky, but just as [F-35] also he leaves the [color + object] combination in 

nominative case.^' 

To conclude, reduction of the case system emerges from the results for the 

'Color' Task as the clearest indicator of language decline. The distribution of scores 

(ranging from as low as 5 to as high as 30 points) between the older informants (pre-1945 

group) and the younger informants (post-1945 group) demonstrates this tendency: 

Table 8.2 Distribution of Scores ('Color' B - Case Inflections) 

Pre-1945 Group Post-1945 Group 
Score Informant Informant 
30 F-12-W, F-13-G, M-17-W, M-26-G, 

F-31-G 
X 

29 F-25-G X 
28.5 F-27-G X 
28 F-37-G, M-42-G X 
27 M-30-W X 
25 X M-50-G 
23 M-24-G X 
22 M-19-W X 
21 F-24-W X 
18.5 F-33-W X 
14 M-36-G X 
11 F-35-G, F-45-G X 
10 M-34-W, F-38-W M-46-G 
9 M-24-W, F-34-W, M-38-W M-53-G, F-58-G, M-61-G 
8 M-38-G, F-41-W, F-46-W X 
7 F-34-G, M-43-W/T M-49-W, F-50-W, M-51a-W, F-54-G 
6 X F-55-G 
5 X M-51b-W 

Similar to other dying languages, Texas Czech shows progressing case system 

reduction. Dorian (1981) describes shrinkage in the complex gender maiking of East 

Phrase (12) was his last attempted translation for the 'Color' Task. 
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Sutherland Gaelic, and even more so in the case system [NOM / ACC / DAT > VOC > 

GEN], with genitive case being lost. She explains this case system reduction by the 

availability of analytic structures (prepositional phrases), replacing formerly synthetic 

structures (a situation similar to pidgins). Further, Schmidt (1985: 138) concludes that 

case inflections^ are more prone to loss than derivational affixes in the yoimg speakers' 

Dyirbal, and Polinsky (forthcoming: 44) maintains that "American Russian evolves as a 

system with two major cases, nominative and accusative" with some prepositional forms 

and lexicalized numeral-governed genitive still present.'*' 

8.1.3. The Dialectal Sentence Translation Task 

As I have already explained (cf. 8.1. above), the purpose of the 'Dialectal' Task 

was twofold: first, it served as the basis for the calculation of the Index of Moravianness 

(cf Chapter 6, 6.1.6.), and second, the sentences diagnostic of structural features of 

Texas Czech were included in the coding and analysis for the 'Reduced' Task (8.1.4. 

below). The 19 Moravian dialectal features considered for the Index of Moravianness 

across the 54 words from both sentence tasks have been identified in Chapter 6 (6.1.6.). 

The set of test sentences can be found in Appendix F.l, and the list of 54 words (given in 

Czech, and Han^, Lachian and Eastern Moravian dialectal forms) coded for the Index of 

Important is the loss of ergative case of Traditional Dyirbal, leading to the rigidificadon of word order in 
young speakers' Dyirfoal. 
•*' Also see HufBnes (1989) for Pennsylvania German; Tsitsipis (1981) for Arvanitika (the variety of 
Albanian in Greece). Also in Arvanitika (referred to as the Albanian dialect of Greece), Basse's (1992b) 
identifies regularization of nominal plural forms among other characteristics of this dialect's disintegrated 
morphological system. Morphological reduction is one of the changes that have been attested for enough 
language death situations to be "reasonably well established" Campbell and Muntzel (1989: 191); a good 
example included in this survey of structural changes in dying languages comes from American Finish that 
"shows a tendency for case endings on adjectives to be lost" (Ibid.: 192). 
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Moravianness in Appendix F.2. Finally, Appendix F.3 lists the results for all informants, 

i.e., the number of words translated in a dialect ('Dialectal' A / Index of Moravianness). 

The count and analysis of features for the Index of Moravianness has shown that 

Moravian, and specifically, Lachian and Eastern Moravian dialectal features dominate my 

informants' idiolects (cf. Chapter 6, 6.1.6.). My goal here is to illustrate the type of 

dialectal features found in their translations and my coding method, using the transcript of 

the task for [M-30-W]. It will also serve as the basis for general discussion. 

Test Sentence 'Dialectal' A 'Dialectal' B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (54) 

1. Our (#2) oldest (#30) daughter lives (#22) in the city. 
NaSa neistarsi cerka br^a v mesti. 
M L//EM 3 3 

2. This last shirt (#6) needs to be washed. 
Tota posledni kosula by mila byt' oprand. 1 1 

M 
'This last shirt should be washed' 

The numbering system corresponds to that in Appendices F.l. and F.2. For example, if compared to 
Appendix F.2., the word #2 ('our') is coded as #2, found in sentence #1 (i.e.. Dialectal Task = DT #1), and 
the word #30 ('oldest') is coded as #30, found in sentence #1 (DT #I). Next, the word #6 ('shirt') is coded 
as #6, found in sentence #2 (DT #2), and the like. The same symbols for transcription apply (Appendix C). 

C = Czech. M = Moravian; H = Hanik; EM = Eastern Moravian; L = Lachian. The EM and L dialects are 
distinguished where possible. Ambiguous cases are coded as L//EM. The double slash (//) reflects the fact 
that the Lachian dialects (Lachian »> Polish) in general are not identical with Northeastern Moravian 
dialects (EM »> Slovak), even though some of their features are difBcult to tease apart (whether in the 
historical dialects, as the feature in question here, or as preserved in Texas Czech). For example, the word 
'oldest' in sentence (1), should preserve the old l-ajl [ai] in both L and EM dialects, i.e., the form nqistarSi 
(with the lengthened vowel [i:] in EM) would be expected. However, only 9 out of 39 informants used this 
form (among those who did not, however, 10 translated the word in comparative starSi instead of 
superlative, maUng classification of this feature as more specific than Moravian impossible), and the 
majority of them used l-ejl [ei] ingti»aH {nejsiarSi). I cannot classify the l-ejl as inclusive of Han^ (where 
the word would be pronounced as nestarSi [e:]), and consequently, I camiot identify translations with l-ejl 
as M (i.e., generally Moravian). The coding L//EM as we see in sentence (1) has been used to solve this 
and similar cases. Also see note 44 below. 
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Test Sentence ^Dialectal' A 'Dialectar B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (54) 

3. Give^ (#31) her a rose (#4), that will help (#17). 
Daj ji ndu aby jipomohlo...is that what you are asking? 
Give her a rose ((so that it would help her)) to help her' 
Daj ji cervenu ruzidku a ona sa nibude zlobit' 
•Give her a red rose-DIMEN and she won't be upset' 
Dai a cervenu ndu a ji to pomoze 
L//EM L H 3 3 
'Give her a red rose and it will help her' 

4. He is a nice young (#20) man. 
Un*^je hezky mladv clovek -ne - chlap, there's got 
to be a different word for a man though 

C/EM^ 
'He is a nice young person - no - man...' 

5. They lived (#50) on the east side of the town. 
Oni byvaju na vychodne strane mesta (lived?) 
Oni dysi ddvno bwali na vychodne strani mesta 

EM 1 1 
'They live on the east side of the town ( ) 
they once lived on the east side of the town" 

6. Will you eat fish (#21) for dirmer? 
BudeS mnit rvbv na obecP. 

C/EM 1 1 
'Will you-777 have fish-PL for dinner?' 

** In some Eastern Moravian dialects also /-ej7 [-ei], depending on the distance &om the Slovakian border 
(Bfilid 1972: 267). Also according to BSliC, while the old /-of/ [ai] is preserved in most Lachian dialects, 
farther eastward the l-qjl and l-ejl tend to fluctuate, particularly in superlatives (thus in "oldest' in the first 
sentence we could find both l-aj-l and l-ej-l depending on a specific region within the area), and in 
imperatives of the verb class ending with [-a:] in 3"* SG PRES (thus in give-IMPER in the second sentence 
we could also find [-ei], dej) (Ibid.: 2S7). While this level of detail in identification of dialectal features 
(tracing isoglosses of each linguistic feature) was not intended in my woik, awareness of such cases is 
helpful. 

[M-30] was one of the very few Texas Czech informants (beyond the selected sample of 39) who 
pronounced 'he' in MASC-SG-NOM in the form un, found in Silesian dialects, instead of on (also cf. 
Chapter 7, 7.4.2., excerpt 17). Ku£era (1989: 193) describes un, reflecting the old length of this NOM 
pronominal form, as a distinct Texas Czech feature. 
^ The [L] or [Y] is not present, and the vowel /y/ [i:] is lengthened; hence the form [mladi:] is impossible 
to distinguish finm Czech. Such overl^s are not counted twice (i.e., once for Czech and once for 
Moravian). Since I focus on Moravianisms, I included such (not only but also Moravian) features within the 
coimt for the Index of Moravianness. 

StCz mit [i:] / 'to have' becomes mnit [ie] or mnit' in Moravian. 
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Test Sentence 'Dialectal' A 'Dialectal' B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (^54'> 

7. Can I have a little piece (#7) of bread please? 
Moiu mnit' kusek chleba prosiml 

L 1 1 

8. They play (#5) in the same band. 
Oni hraiu f - fieci f kapeli - oni JSeci hraju v jedny kapeli 

EM 1 1 
'They play in - all in the band - they all play in one band' 

9. Mix together (#32) four spoons of flour (#8), a glass of milk (#28), 
and two eggs (#33). 
Dai dohromadv Styri ziiky mukv. a sklenku mlika a dve vaiica 
L//EM EM C/EM L//EM 4 4 

10. I had to (#18) bi^ (#9) a new (#24) house and a new car. 
Ja sent musel kupit' now hauz, novy domov a novu kdru 
- novy dom -1 can't say novy haia that's English - dom, bardk 

C/M L L 3 3 
'I had to buy a new hauz. a new house, and a new kdru-ACC [car] 
- new house - ... - [two lexical variants of StCz dtan\ 

11. It seems to me that it will rain (#1 + 42) tomorrow'*^ (#26). 
Vypadd ze bitdi prSet' zitra - mysim fe budi prset' zitra. 

L L L/EM 3 3 
It seems that [it] will rain tomorrow - [I] think that [it] will 
rain tomorrow' 

12. She didn't want (#46) to tell (#29) me where she was (#51). 
Ona ne niscela feet gde bylas fieraj (was?) nescela 

L »"' EM «EM 
mi feet gde bvla C/M 3 3 
'She didn't want to tell me, where were [you] yesterday 
(was?) [she] didn't want to tell me where [she] was.' 

** Only one case of zutra [M-46-G], and 4 cases of zYtra (positional variant of [i] in focus) have been found 
in this data set The [u] or [Y] following consonant [z] should be particularly chfuacteristic of the Southem 
(Fren^t) subgroup of the Lachian dialects (BiliC 1972:297). 

This is a good example of intra-speaker variation. The first case is decidedly Lachian particularly because 
of the softened prefix ni- [ie-] in niscela. His repetition however is not softeiKd (nescela), losing the 
distinguishing feature on A^ch my first decision relied. Consequendy, I coded the feature as L//EM. 
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Test Sentence ^Dialectal' A 'Dialectar B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (54') 

13. Sine (#34) one more sone (#39) for me please. 
Zaspivai mi jeSti jednu pisnidku orosim. 
L//EM M 2 
'Sing-71/one more song-DIMIN for me please' 

14. Sell (#35) me two bags of potatoes. 
Prodai mi - prodaj mi dva pytle bramboru. 
L//EM 1 
'Sell-71/ me two bags of potatoes.' 

15.1 like good food (#45). 
Ja mam rod dobre iidio - secko jdJim @@@. 

L 1 
'I like good food - [I] eat everything' 

16. Grandma, do you know where (#40) he went (#52) to school (#25)? 
Babicko, vite zde^° chodil do Skolv? 

C/H/EMC/H/EM C/EM 3 
'Grandma, (do you) know-FT/ where (he) went to school?' 

17. They prefer speaking (#37) English. 
Oni lepsi mluvia anglicky. 

L//EM 1 
'They speak English better' 

18. It's healthy to laueh (#3) more. 
To ie zdravSi dvz se smeie (more?) ^ec.^' 

N/A 
'It is healthier when [one] laughs - ( ) more' 

0 I 
(INF required for the feature classification) 

19. Look (#36) at me! 
Podivai sa na nu (at me?) podivaj 5e na mni 
L» 52 » L(EM) 
'Look-7T/at her (at me?) look at me' 

^ The softened vowel IH [ie] appears in the word vit£ (a rare case in this data), but the immediately 
following translation of 'where', i.e. of the test item, maintains the indistinguishable [e] {gd£^. Only the 
fom gdi I would identify as definitely Lachian and likely Eastern Moravian. Only one out of 39 
informants, [F-41-W], translated the word as gd€. 

A Lachian variant of StCz vie. 
The first translation podivcg sa with the distinctly reflexive Eastern Moravian sa is repeated with se, 

which can be identified as both (EM//L).The l-<gl in podivgi is distinct fiom l-ejl in StCz podivej, and fix)m 
Handk podive [e:]. 
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Test Sentence 'Dialectal' A 'Dialectal' B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (54) 

20. Children don't leam (#38) Czech in school any more. 
Dicka se nenauda desky ve skole - oh neuid desky ve Skole, 
decka se nenaudi - neu6d dicka deska* ve Skole Jcilsi dni 

EM//L 1 
'Children don't leam Czech in school - oh [they] don't teach 
Czech in school, children don't leam - [they] don't teach" children 
Czech [should be desky-fiiDV\ in school these days' 

21. They are not "(#10) at home. 
Neisu doma. / '[they] are not at home' 
EM 1 

22. We are going to (#53) my brother's. 
My jed€me g bratrovi. 

M 1 

23. They didn't have the money 
Oni rtemeli penize-ACC (see Appendix F.l and the discussion below) 

24. My grandfather worked in the field every daj^ (#48) 
Muj dSdidek dSlal v polu kazdy den' 

M I 

25. It's very hot in Texas from June till August. (see Appendix F. 1) 
Je velice horko v Texasu od ('It's very hot in Texas from') 
- you got to tell me the months [his wife comments: "he has to start from 
January - dervene* cervenec ('July') - and August is - "] - - (srpen / 'August') 
(from till?) od cervew-NOM do srona ie velice horko v Texasu ('from June till 
till August [it] is very hot in Texas') 
* = similarly sounding word dervene / 'red'; should be derven / 'June'. 

The reflexive verb udit se translates as 'to leam', whereas the verb udit means 'to teach' (i.e., udit nikoho 
/ 'teach somebody'). This explains the informant's modification of the phiase in the last version of his 
translation. Also worth noting is verbal aspect accompanied by (unusual for this form) vowel length 
alternation in /le/ioudia-PERF and the immediately following neutfd-IMPERF [neu&u]. 
^ Interestingly, the old Lachian form nini su for the StCz nejsou ('they are not') still appears in my data. 
(The consonant /n/ in [-ni-] is palatalized). There are 6 cases, out of which 3 were given by the informants 
in the YG (M-46-G: neni su; F-50-W: neni su; F-54-G: nini su). One informant reverses the order into su 
neni / '[I] am not' [F-12-W]. The two remaining cases include neni su from [F-38-W] and [M-38-W]. Also 
cf Chapter 6, note 1 (3"* SG-PRES ne ie / '[they] are not'), and excerpt (6), subsection 6.1.5.2. ija sem neni 
/ 'I am not'). For the examination of analogical change in present indicative and its negative forms see 
Hannan (1993). 
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[Sentences from the 'Reduced' Task ] 

Test Sentence 'Dialectal' A 'Dialectal' B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (54) 

2. My friends bought (#11) a house in Dallas. 
NaSe pfiteli hmili dim v Dallas 

EM 1 

5. My sister went to the Czech Republic for a month 
and my brother for two weeks (#41) 
Moja sestra Jela do Ceskej Republic na mesic 
a bratr na dva tvdni 

EM 1 

6. He must have (#19) seen (#43) her, otherwise (#47) 
he wouldn't say that. 
On Ji mysim vidil protofe by - tut Ji asi vidil protoze by 
nebjeal* [sic] nic povjedal protoze by ni- nic nepoviedal 1 
(#19)and(#43)N/A (#47) IVEM" 

7 .1  know a  woman who  reads (#54) NaSinec every week (#49) 
Ja zndm tu babu @@@ co dne Nominee kazdy tvden - tu zensku 

L//EM EM 2 
'1 know that woman {babu / L] who reads Nasinec 
every week - that woman [zensku / variant] (cf. 8.1.1., i) 

8 .1  bought (#12) nice shoes for myself. 
Ja sent si Jamil p^kne stfevice pro sebe. 

L(EM) 1 

11. Bemice bought (#13) dozen kolaches to take home. 
Bemice kupila tucet kolaiu a pfivezlajich dom. 

L(EM) 1  
'Bemice bought dozen kolaches and brought ((drove)) 
them home' 

1 
(out of 3) 

This sentence was generally difScult for most informants to translate. If they siuxeeded in translation 
using circumlocution (simply, if they found another way to say it), and if Moravian features sqjpeared in that 
phrase (e.g., this informant uses the verb form nepoyjedaH 'not say-S"* SG PAST'), they received 1 point 
each for both 'EHaiectal' A and 'Dialectal' B. If this roundabout way did not include a Moravian feature, 
they received 1 point only for successfiil translation ('i.e., under 'Dialectal' B). 
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Test Sentence 'Dialectar A ^Dialectal' B 
# of Moravian Features # of All Successful 

Translations (S4) 

13. Grandparents will fly back tomorrow (#27) 
Grandparents - stafenka a stafidek pfijedu dom (fly?) hudu 
frkat' dom zitra @@@ - pfijedu na letadlo-MlC zitra 
{letit je fly: will fly back) letat spatky zitra - stafenka a 
staficek budu iitat' spatky zitra 

EM//L 1 I 
'grandma and grandpa will come-PERP home () will fly 
-IMPERF D^-torVvariant] home tomorrow - [they] will 
come-PERF on the plane tomorrow (fere/-PERF is fly...) 
fly-IMPERF back tomorrow - grandma and grandpa will 
fly-IMPERF^^ back tomorrow.' 

15. My uncle and aunt promised that they would (#14) write (# 44) 
Moja tetka a stryc povidali ze budu mi pisat zitra 
[another translation after reading the English sentence himself;] 
Moja tit 'ka a stryc slibili mi ze budu pisat 

EM L(EM) 2 2 

17. My grandpa lived (#23) here for a long time. 
Muj stafiiek tady bwal dluho. 

L//EM 1 1 

18. How long (# 15) will it take? 
Jag dluho to zeberel 

L(EM) 1 I 

20. My daughter bought (#16) a dress for herself with her own money. 
Moja cerka kupila si saty za svoje penize 1 1 

[should be si kupila] 
L(EM) 

Points Index of Moravianness: 51 Total: 52 
[51 :52] = 98.7% 

The fact that the coding and analysis center around 54 words does not mean that 

the test sentences did not contain other dialectal features. In fact, an exhaustive analysis 

^ This informant's translation oscillates between the PERF and IMPERF verb forms (a feature relevant to 
the 'Reduced' Task). The loss of aspectual pairs and retention of only one of the forms (depending on their 
frequency of use) in American Russian has been observed by Poiinsky (forthcoming: 50). 
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would have to take into account every other word. My goal, however, was to quantify 

Moravianness in my informants' idiolects for which this pool of 19 most distinct features 

across 54 words was sufRcient. As for weaker semi-speakers, most features in the test 

words that they were able to translate have been identified as Moravian (e.g., [M-53-G] 

translated 41 out of 54 words, all of which I could include in the count for his Index of 

Moravianness). 

[M-30-W] is not aware of his ancestors' region of origin, but a combination of his 

sentence translations with the features observed in the interview reveals a number of 

Lachian features in his speech: shortened vowels (even though in altemation with long 

vowels more characteristic of Eastem Moravian dialects), distinct softening of the vowel 

[e] > /6/ [ie] after labidentals /d, t, n/, the frequency of which is unprecedented in the 

remainder of the informant sample (e.g., dedecek / 'grandpa'; negde / 'somewhere'; 

odsekne / 'cut-S"* SG-PRES; nedilalo / 'not do-NEUT-S"* SG-PAST,' in addition to the 

words recorded m the task sentences), velarized [L] and the positional variant of [i] > [Y] 

(e.g., napYLnili / 'filled-3"' PL-PAST'), also after the fricative trill fx! (e.g., pfYchazis / 

'come-2°'' SG -PRES'), and occasional penultimate stress. Other features, found in both 

Lachian and Eastem Moravian dialects, include softened infinitive endings [t > t'] (cf. test 

words above), and the use of ^ as an independent phoneme instead of alveolar fricative 

[z] (e.g.,pficha^ali/ 'came-3"* SG-PAST for StCz pnchdzeli; naro^eni / '[were] bom

s'  ̂PL-PAST' for StCz narozeni). 

Importantly, the key aspect to the performance of [M-30], generalizable to the 

whole sample, is a high amount of variation. Hence I find both neutral liquid /I/ in v polu 
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('in the field-LOC'; sentence 24 above) as well as vepol'u with an extended nonsyllabic 

preposition v into ve (Kudera 1989: 100) and with softened /IV, in the transcript of our 

interview. In some cases, formal variants appear side by side (e.g., the pronominal on and 

un / 'he' in sentence 6 from the 'Reduced' Task; tetka followed by t&ka / 'aunt' in 

sentence 15 from the 'Reduced' Task). Lexical variants appear as well (e.g., grandfather 

and grandmother are translated as dedecek, babicka in sentences 16 and 24, but as 

staficek, stafenka in sentences 13 and 17 from the 'Reduced' Task; or the dialectal 

variant baba is supplied first and followed by zenska in sentence 7 from the 'Reduced' 

Task). Being a Silesian (Lachian) dialectal variant, the word baba adds to the Lachian 

features in his speech. 

Toward the end of the task, [M-30] appears to have relaxed monitoring of his 

word choice, judged by his use of the variants for 'grandfather' and 'grandmother' which 

are more consistent with other dialectal feature in his speech (i.e., the EM/L staficek and 

stafenka) than the StC (and Hanak) variants dedecek / 'grandfather' and babicka / 

'grandmother' that he used at first. Another example of such variation can be found in 

sentence 6 from the 'Reduced' Task. Here [M-30] starts with the StCz pronominal form ji 

(her-DAT) following the StCz pronominal on ('he'). He then repeats the same 

pronominal form after he reverts back to the Lachian un in his second attempt to translate 

the sentence. Where on + ji (his first attempt) might well be accepted, un + ji (his second 

attempt) sounds rather unnatural because this combination involves a distinct dialectal 

form of 'he' and a distinct StCz form of 'her' (that is, un ju instead of un ji would be 

expected in Moravian). [M-30] has taken a Czech course organized in West, visited the 
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Czech Republic, and is one of the friends of [M-24-W] who told me about the meeting of 

couples to practice Czech ([M-30] and his wife are one of the couples involved), which in 

part explains these 'inconsistencies' in his otherwise pure Texas Czech Moravian.^' 

Overall, very few informants translated the words for grandparents with the StCz 

(and Han^) babicka and dedeceh. 3 give babicka in sentence (16), 4 dedecek in sentence 

(24), and again 4 use one or both in their translation of the word 'grandparents' in 

sentence (13) from the 'Reduced' Task (also such combinations as babicka a 'and' 

staficek can be found). Their familiarity with the L/EM stafenka and stafi(i)cek, or for 

both, stafi(i)cci ('grandparents') is consistent with their ancestors' regional origin. 

At least two more lexical items should be noted here because they clearly 

demonstrate the Moravian dialectal basis of Texas Czech, namely the word for 'potatoes' 

(in sentence 14), and the feminine 3"* SG-PRES form of the verb 'to read' (in sentence 7 

from the 'Reduced' Task). The translation types and their frequency in this data set are 

simunarized in Table 8.3 below. 

The StCz word for 'potatoes' is brambory. One of the five informants who 

translated the word as brambory in this task used the dialectal variant kobzole in the 

interview, and another offered this as well as the dialectal variant zemdky. 

" The course in West focused on conversational skills. [M-30] is not literate in Czech and thus the effect of 
exposure to StCz in newspapers and books can be ruled out The use of Common Czech forms during 
practice sessions organized by friends, on the other hand, is quite likely. 
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Table 8.3 Lexical Variants: Noun 'Potatoes'^* and Verb 'Read' 

potatoes zemaky kobzole zemjaky patety/patdky brcmbory 
N 20 10 1 3 5 

'reads' 6ne dice £ni dte 
N 12 4 4 2 8 

The word patety is used more frequently for sweet potatoes, for which the first Czech 

Moravian immigrants did not have an equivalent translation in their native language. 

They seem to have borrowed the word 'potatoes' into Czech, phonologically adapting it 

as [pate:t-SG] and [pate:ti-PL]. 

Thirty informants translated the 3"* SG-PRES form of the verb 'to read' with the 

grammatical l" verb class ending l-el (hence 6te or cne!^. [F-55-G] remembered the 

Icn-I cluster in the verb but declined it in a haphazard manner as cnuje*, with the ending 

l-jel assigned in full Czech to the 3"* SG-PRES of the 3"^ verb class. The softening of [-e] 

into lei [-ie] is rare in this data (only 2 cases of cn^. The remaining 10 informants did not 

succeed in the translation of this verb, ending with such malformations as cete*, cite*, or 

cisi*). One informant in the YG did not complete the task (including this sentence). 

Some informants who have been exposed to Czech in print or have taken a Czech 

class tried to translate at least some sentences using StCz or Common Czech (CC) forms 

(this strategy then lowered, albeit insignificantly, their Index of Moravianness). Such 

attempts sometimes resulted in hypercorrections (e.g., dLouhol 'long-ADV or koupiLa / 

'bought-FEM-3"' SG-PAST',with the Czech diphthong [-ou-] instead of the Lachian [-U-] 

All forms are given in PL-NOM. On the regional origins and possible etymologies of this word's 
dialectal lexical variants see Hannan 1988. 
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or Eastern Moravian [-u:J, but a clear "hard," velarized [L] of the Lachian (F-27-G); a 

collocation radeji mluyja involving radiji / 'like more/prefer-ADV in StCz, and the verb 

mluyja / 'speak-3"' PL-PRES' in L and EM dialects (F-12-W); or diphthongization of 

Lachian [-u-] into [-ou-] in moucha / 'flour,' in the dialect having the forms muka or 

mucha [-X-] (M-24-W). 

The genitive of negation has been replaced by accusative in European Czech.^ As 

Kudera (1989: 188) suggests, however, it should be preserved in Texas Czech speech. I 

chose to test this observation on the sentence "They didn't have the money" (23 above). 

The likely cause of my inconclusive results is the test sentence itself, because it involved 

one of the few lexicalized phrases (here, 'have + money') in which the genitive of 

negation has survived in European Czech as well (K. Hannan, p. c., September 22, 1998). 

Only 7 informants used this form in their translations (i.e., nemelipenez / '[they] didn't 

have the money-GEN'); others used the more common accusative peni(i)ze. 

Further, sentence (11), "It seems to me that it will rain tomorrow," was included 

to also test Hannan's (1992a: 12) observation that in "Granger weekly Nasinec writers 

often begin a sentence with an enclitic, which is characteristic of the dialect from the 

FrenStat area" (specifically around the town of Stramberk).®' Thus for example, zdd se mi 

(StCz) becomes se mi zdd ('it seems to me'). Most frequent translation of this syntactic 

feature in my data set (13 cases) is vypadd ze ('[it] appears that'). Eight informants 

translated it as mi /mi ̂ zddze ('to me-DAT [it] seems that'). The data further include 

This form appears to be influenced by Slovak {dUa / 'read-S"* SG PRES'). 
^ This change has been well under way in full Russian (e.g., Timberlake 1986; Polinsky forthcoming: 41). 
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one case of zdd ^ nam ('[it] seems to us-DAT'), and 8 cases ofja mysim / mysim ze" 

(I think/ [I] think that'). The placement of an enclitic at the beginning of a clause, 

however, did surface in another context, namely in sentence (4) "He looked at the picture 

and thought of his wife," from the 'Reduced' Task. Here 13 informants translated the 

second verb ('thought') as (...a) sispomnel/ '(and) [he] remembered-PERF', (...a) si 

spominal / '(and) [he] remembered-IMPERF', or (...a) ̂  myslel / '(and) [he] thought', 

with the enclitic si in the initial position of the second clause (vs. StCz vzpomnil sf).^^ 

Returning to sentence (11), worth noting is the overall Moravian preference for 

the sentence-initial placement of the I'" SG pronoun." The word order in me se zdd (and 

similarly, in the few cases of mi dovadd ze and tm vypadd ze / 'to me-DAT [it] appears 

that') does not correspond with StCz or CC, because the l" SG pronoun mi/me ('to me-

DAT') fairly consistently occupies the first (instead of the third) position. The Lachian 

(L) and Eastern Moravian (EM) basis surfaces in the form of this pronominal (i.e., me 

mainly for Hanak vs. mi also in L and EM dialects). 

Finally, sentence (22) "We are going to my brother's" tested for the Lachian 

preposition do instead of the Czech and (other) Moravian k [g] / 'to'. Interestingly, out of 

the total of 5 translations as do, 4 were given by the speakers in the YG (M-53-G, F-54-

Kelner (1939). 
^ The transcripts of interviews reveal more cases of such enclitic placement For example, [F-25-G] said: 
sem byia doma / '[I] was at home' (StCz bylajsem domd)-, ona byla Polka a sempfiiela... / 'she was Polish 
and came here...' (StCz ...apfijela sem): zme milifSecko deske / '[we] had everything Czech' (StCz miii 

isme...y.zme se modlili '[we] prayed in Czech' (StCz modlili isme se deskv). a zme sa nau6ili psat' I 
'and we learned [how ] to write' (StCz a nauiili isme se psdt). 

It is important to emphasize that this conclusion concerns solely 1' SG pronoun mi/mi. For example, the 
2*^ SG pronoun ti in zdd se ti ('[it] seems to vou-DAT") as in the question zdd se ti ie bude prSefl ('does it 
seem to you that it will rain?), remains fixed in the third position in the Moravian dialects as well. 
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G; M-49-W, M-51a-W), and one by an elderly semi-speaker. This finding poses another 

question, namely whether the preposition do is indeed the Lachian feature still preserved 

in Texas Czech, or merely a translation equivalent of the English preposition 'to'. This 

preposition translates into Czech as either k or do, the latter in different contexts (e.g., sel 

do skoly / '[he] went to school'). The speculation in favor of a translation equivalent is 

further supported by such phrases as do ma* bratfVs ('to my brother's) of [M-49-W] and 

do bratr's of [M-51a-W], both expressing possessive by adding the English possessive 

marker [-s] to the Czech nouns (6ra/r/-NOM-PL and 6ra/r-N0M-SG), instead of 

inflecting the noun for dative (k bratrovCs. demonstrating another case of morphological 

reduction. 

8.1.4. The Reduced Features Sentence Translation Task 

Most studies on dying languages that have described their linguistic obsolescence 

converge on several consistent changes: loss of irregular forms, reduction in 

allomorphology, replacement of synthetic by analytic structures (McMahon 1994: 308; 

also see Maher 1991), and "stylistic shrinkage" (e.g., Dorian 1977, 1981; Dressier 1972; 

Hill 1973, 1989). Campbell and Muntzel (1989: 186-195) caution that while some 

structural changes in obsolescing languages are predictable, their exact nature is not. 

These include overgeneralization of unmarked features, variability or the lack of 

"obedience to rules" (the term used by Polinsky 1995), and "acts of reception" of 

additional structures from the dominant language by the threatened language (Hill 1980). 

Polinsky's work on American Russian and other reduced immigrant languages 

(e.g., 1994,1995,1998, forthcoming) represents the line of research concerned with 
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identifying those structural language features that display some level of consistency in the 

obsolescing process and thus are potential candidates for universal characteristics of 

language death situations. She maintains that the study of reduced immigrant languages 

allows us to "determine precisely which linguistic features arise under limited 

communication and are, therefore, characteristic of language disappearance" (Polinsky 

1995: 89). In her study of six reduced languages,^ she found the following set of 

structural features '^o undergo serious change; decline in inflectional morphology, loss of 

null subjects, loss of various types of agreement, emergence of resumptive pronouns, 

decline in null copying under coreference, decline in relativization, attrition of embedded 

clauses, loss of verbal gapping, increasingly rigid word order, and the decline in the 

consistency of head-dependent ordering" (Ibid.: 119). I included all but the last feature 

among those tested in the 'Reduced' Task. In addition, I focused the test sentences on the 

main features of American Czech. Here 1 found particularly helpful descriptive studies of 

Kueera (1989), Eckert (1987), and Henzl (1981). 

Table 8.4 below compares performance of the older (pre-1945) and the younger 

(post-1945 group) informants on the 'Reduced' Task, specifically on 32 different 

structural and lexical featiires. Some features have been tested across several sentences, 

hence the total of 79. None of my informants achieved the maximum score of 80 (one 

feature was assigned 2 points). The scores range from 57 (M-26-G) to 17 (F-41-W) points 

^ Including Eastern Annenian, Lithuanian, Polish, Russian (Indo-European), Kabardian (Abichazo-
Adyghean), and Tamil (Dravidian) languages. 
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for the OG, and from 48 (M-50-G) to 7.5 (M-49-W) points for the YG. A useful aid in 

the examination of Table 8.4 should be Appendix G including all test sentences translated 

into StCz, and the description of the 80 features as they are distributed across the 

sentences. (The numbering system in Appendix G is consistent with the Table). 

Table 8.4 (part I). Success Rate on Individual Structural Features 

Reduced Feature # ... Pre-1945 G. (OG) 
N = 27 

Post-1945 G. (YG)^ 
N= 12 

Range of Scores 

Pro-drop (OPS) 
#1,2, 7,12a(0.5pt), 14,17, 
21, 34, 39, 45,46,47,49,57, 
60a (0.5 pt), 63, 66.67,72, 
73, 75 (total pts. = 20) 

Total: 124.5 (of 540) 
Mean: 4.61 pts. 
Success Rate: 

23.1 % 

Total: 20.5 (of 240) 
Mean: 1.71 pts. 
Success Rate: 

8.5 % 

OG: 1 - 13 pts. 

YG: 0-4 pts. 

Reduced Feature 
# ... 

Pre-1945 Group (OG) 
N = 27 

Post-1945 G. (YG) 
N= 12 

Total Success Total Success Comment: 
S-V Agreement 
#3 

48(of54) 88.9% 12.5 (of 24) 52.1% 2 points available 
'friends boueht' 

morphoiogical 
integration: # 4, 
18, 36, 58 

38(of 108) 35.2% 15.5 (of 48) 32.3% 'house' (2); 'shoes'; 
'bus' 

resumptive 
pronoun #5 

27(of27) 100% 11 (of 12) 91.7% 

circumlocution 
#6, 26,28,51 

63(of 108) 54.3% 18(of48) 37.5% 'cook'; 
'grandparents'; 
'to fly'; 'mix' 

absence of zero 
copy 
#8, 12b, 31, 60b 

50.5 (of 81) 62.3% 14 (of 42) 33.3% (0.5 available for 12b 
and 60b) 

absence of 
reflexive anaphor 
svuj #9,43 

18.5 (of 54) 34.3% 2.5 (of 24) 10.4% (= 'her own' vs. 
'her') 

" [M-49-W] did not continue beyond sentence (6). 
^ I do not separate 0 point for no translation from 0 point for a mistake in the focus feature in this table. 
Occasional inability to translate the sentence, and an attempt to express the meaning in another way (\Kdiich 
may cause the omission of the focus feature) ^lies mainly to the YG (namely to 2 informants, [F-46-W] 
and[M-49-W]). The second lowest score in the YG is 11.5 points earned by [F-46-W]. This infoimant 
attempted to translate all sentence in both the 'Dialectal' and the 'Reduced' tasks. 
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Table 8.4 (part 11) 

Reduced Feature 
# ... 

Pre-1945 Group (OG) 
N = 27 

Post-1945 G. (YG) 
N=12 

Total Success Total Success Comment: 
absence of 
enclitic DAT 
pron. j/ #19,41 

44 (of 54) 81.5% 3.5 (of 24) 14.6% (= 'for myself) 

redundant 
possesive phrase 
#20, 42 

24 (of 54) 44.4% 7 (of 24) 29.2% pro sebe / 'for 
myself 

semantic under-
specification #10 

16 (of 27) 59.3% 5.5 (of 12) 45.8% 'to go' 

meaning 
extension #40 

15 (of 27) 55.6% 3.5 (of 12) 29.2% 'I like it' 

absence of verbal 
gapping #11 

11 (of 27) 40.7% 4 (of 12) 33.3% 

loss of 
conditional #13 

27 (of 27) 100% 6 (of 12) 50% 

verb meaning 
conflation# 15, 
32, 65 

52.5 (of 81) 
#15/32/65: 
[17/8.5/271 

64.8% 12 (of 36) 
#15/32/65: 
[1/1/101 

33.3% 'to know st/sb' (2); 
'to know how vs. be 
able to / can' 

relative clause > 
coordination #16 

24 (of 27) 88.9% 9 (of 12) 75% 

word order 
(English vs. Czech) 
#22, 29, 69, 71 

25 (of 108) 23.1% 3.5 (of 48) 7.3% 

translation 
equivalent 
# 23, 35, 37 

37 (of81) 45.7% 13 (of 24) 36.1% 'to call'; "on the 
bus'; 'for a long 
time' 

adverbial > 
infinitival clause 
#24 

6(of27)  22.2% 2.5 (of 12) 20.8% 

loss of reflexive 
passive #25 

1 (of 27) 3.7% 1 (of 12) 8.3% 

loss of future 
perfective #27 

14 (of 27) 51.9% 2 (of 12) 16.7% 

tense sequencing 
from English 
#30, 33 

45 (of 54) 83.3% 19 (of 24) 79.2% 

semantic caique 
A #50, 59 

11 (of 54) 20.4% 6 (of 12) 50% 'band'; 'car' 

semantic caique 
B#38 

2 (of27) 7.4% 0 0 'it will take' 
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Table 8.4. (part HI) 

Reduced Feature 
# ... 

Pre-1945 Group (OG) 
N = 27 

Post-1945 G. (YG) 
N=12 

Total Success Total Success Comment; 
superlative> 
comparative # 44 

20 (of 27) 74.1% 4 (of 12) 33.3% 

politeness marker 
#48,61 

24 (of 54) 44.4% 9 (of 24) 37.5% prosim / 'please' 

loss of case 
distinctions #52, 
53, 54, 55, 56, 62 

127.5 
(of 162) 

78.7% 19 (of 72) 26.4% 

honorific marker 
#64 

15 (of 27) 55.6% 2 (of 12) 16.7% vite-VUIviS-TU / 'you 
know' 

omission of 
deictic 'it' #68 

4.5 (of 27) 16.7% 1 (of 12) 8.3% [to\je / 'it is' 

time adverb #70 20.5 (of 27) 75.9% 5(of  12)  41.7% uf / 'anymore' 
vowel insertion 
#74 

27 (of 27) 100% 10 (of 12) 83.3% brat{€\r! 'brother' 

vowel extension 
#76 

16 (of 27) 59.3% 4 (of 12) 33.3% V > v£ / 'in' 

prepositions #77 19.5 (of 27) 72.2% 4 (of 12) 33.3 % oddo / 'from till' 
words for moths 
#78, 79 

25.5 (of 54) 47.2% 2 (of 24) 8.3% derma / 'June-GEN'; 
srpna / August-GEN' 

(i) Decline in inflectional and derivational morphology. 

The case system reduction (cf. 8.2.1.) is apparent from the results for the cluster of 

words tested for case inflections (#52, 53,54, 56, and 62). The success rate shows a 

dramatic decline from the OG (78.7%) to the YG (26.4%). For example, NOM (4 

instances in the OG and 5 in the YG) and ACC (2 instances in the OG and 1 in the YG) 

replaces GEN in #52. A more radical picture emerges for #55 where GEN > NOM 

reduction obtains for 6 (of 27) informants in the OG, and 9 (of 12) informants in the YG. 

Further, where #56 requires feminine ACC, 7 older informants and all younger 

informants supplied masculine ACC (which for inanimate MASC corresponds to NOM in 
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full Czech), and where #62 requires GEN ending, 10 older informants and again all 

younger informants used NOM. These findings suggest that similar to American Russian 

(Polinsky forthcoming: 44), the Texas variety of American Czech "evolves as a system 

with two cases, nominative and accusative." Moreover, the 'default' grammatical gender 

of Czech, masculine (here on the numeral 'two' in #56) appears more resistant to attrition 

than feminine grammatical gender. 

As for derivational morphology, one structural feature that shows an appreciable 

decline from the (XJ to the YG is the superlative (tested as #44), which tends to be 

replaced by the comparative (success rate: 74.1% [OG]: 33.3% [YG]). 

(2) Loss of null subject. Redundancy of overt pronominal subjects (OPS). 

Czech is a pro-drop language, allowing the verbs to carry all vital grammatical 

information once the subject has been identified. The largest number of sentences (21) 

were examined for redundant overt pronominal subjects. As we see in Table 8.4 above, 

the pro-drop characteristic of Czech has been largely abandoned in its reduced Texas 

variety: both the means (4.61 for the OG and 1.71 for the YG) and the success rate 

(23.1% for the OG and especially mere 8.5% for the YG) are very low. It would be 

interesting to see what kind of changes in this respect would obtain if the situation is 

reversed, that is, if relatively morphologically poor (and non-pro-drop) English undergoes 

attrition under the influence of dominant, morphologically rich (and pro-drop) Czech. 

(3) Loss of agreement. 

The subject-verb agreement was tested in sentence (1), feature #3. The decline is 

particularly apparent in the YG: compared to the success rate of 88.9% for the OG, 
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younger informants slip down to 52.1%. This finding is relevant to Polinsky's 

(forthcoming: 53) observation of "the loss of agreement... only in [American Russian] 

speakers with the highest level of attrition." 

(4) Emergence of resumptive pronouns. 

A resumptive pronoun is not a linguistic phenomenon characteristic of the Czech 

language, although it may appear in Spoken Czech, particularly to maiic the change of 

topic. I included one sentence (3, feature #5) testing the emergence of resumptive 

pronouns in Texas Czech in light of Polinsky's (1994,1995, forthcoming) finding that 

they frequently occur in reduced Polish, Russian, and other surveyed reduced languages, 

whose healthy varieties do not require them. My results show that this redxmdant feature 

is absent in the limited set of data obtained in the test,®^ but I should note that the 

informants' nearly perfect scores show the lack of resumptive pronoun regardless of 

whether or not their translation was complete. Only one too fragmentary translation by 

[M-49-W] received 0 point; nor does this case, however, suggest the informant's 

tendency to insert a resumptive pronoun following 'my mother' and 'my mama': 

"my mother je dobre (Ms good') - my mama - je dobre ('is good') {kuchafkal / 'cook-
FEM') uhm" 

(5) Decline of null copying under coreference. 

The sentences which I used to test the maintenance or loss of this syntactic feature 

are repeated below (underlining signals the placement of null copy in full Czech): 

Feature #8 in sentence (4): He looked at the picture and thought of his wife. 

A closer look at the transcripts of interviews might be more revealing. The conclusion here is left as 
tentative. Some excerpts included here contain resumptive pronouns: for example, see excerpts (2) in 
4.13.1. and (15) in 4.1.4. (Chapter 4); excerpts (7) in 52.1.4. and (13) in 5.2.2.1. (Chi^ner 5). 
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Feature #12b in sentence(6); 
Feature #31 in sentence (14): 
Feature #60b in sentence (120**): 

He must have seen her otherwise he wouldn't say that. 
Peter showed me that he could do it 
She didn't want to tell me where she was. 

The results, again converted into percentages, show 62.3 % rate of success for the 

OG, and appreciably lower, 33.3% rate of success in the YG. Interestingly enough, 

sentence (4), unlike sentences (6), (14), and (12D), yielded almost perfect results for both 

the OG (the only 0 point was given for no translation at all) and the YG (only one 

younger informant failed to drop the second pronoim in this sentence). The remainder of 

sentences shows a notable increase in redundancy particularly for the YG: 2 younger 

informants (and 18 older informants) dropped the second pronoim in sentence (6), 1 

informant in the YG (and 15 in the OG) did so in sentence (14), and 2 informants in the 

YG (and 19 in the OG) in sentence (12D). One explanation may be that the null copy in 

Texas Czech tends to be better preserved imder coordination (where it is also preferred in 

English) than in subordinate clauses, but this question warrants more research. 

{§) Decline of relativization 

Sentence (7) tested my informants' ability to form the relative clauses (feature 

#16). Polinsky (1995: 103) shows for her reduced speakers that relative clause tends to be 

replaced by juxtaposition of two clauses (where the second one describes a noim of the 

first).^' In contrast, my data suggest fairly high rates of success in relativization strategy 

for both informant groups (88.9% [OG]: 75% [YG]). 

D = a sentence from the 'Dialectal' Task serving to test reduced structural features in the 'Reduced' Task. 
^ On the topic also see Hill (1989) for the decline of relativization and attrition of embedded clauses in 
Ct^'no and Mexicano. 
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Relative clauses in Czech are typically formed with relative pronouns ze ('that'), 

kdo ('who') and co ('what'). The test sentence "I know a woman who reads NaSinec 

every week" asked for kdo ('who'), but most informants used co ('what'). This parallels 

Polinsky's finding for American Russian that "of the pronominal relativizers, the 

relativizer dto" (co in Czech) "is relatively stable" (forthcoming: 60). 

(7) Attrition of embedded clauses. 

This type of syntactic change does not seem to have progressed as far in Texas 

Czech as it has in reduced Russian. PolinslQ^ (1994; 269) presents data for the 

replacement of such control structures as subjunctive, conditional clauses, and relative 

clauses by clause coordination. While my scores for sentence (6) that tested maintenance 

of conditional (feature #13) show a significant drop in the use of conditional for the YG 

(100% [OG]: 50% [YG]), those who do not score on this features tend to replace it by 

the past or future tense. An illustrative example from a weak semi-speaker [F-58-G] is 

given below; 

"On mtisil to vidi, on musil ona vidit, on musil vidit ona, otherwise on to nebitde. on to nesc-
(by to nefekH) to nergz- {nefekl? nepovidaH) nepovidar [sic] 

He had it see-S"* SG-PRES*, he had she-1" SG-NOM* see-INF, he had see-INF she-l" SG-
NOM*, otherwise he it will not he it wan-Ft?! (would not say that?) it understfand?1-NEG 
(didn't say? didn't tell?) didn't say-MASC 

'He had to see, he had to ((she*)) see her, he had to see ((she*)) her, otherwise he will not, he 
doesn't wan- (wouldn't say that?)... not unders- (didn't say [it]?) [he] didn't say [it]' 

Clearly, this informant finds a translation of this sentence very difficult (note especially 

her inability to inflect the personal pronoun 'she' for accusative case). This aside, we see 

one start for a future tense (on to nebiide... [say] / 'he will not...'), and two more for the 
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present or past tense verbs {nesc- [most likely nescel / 'he didn't want'], and neroz-

[probably neroz«m/-PRES or nerozumel-^AST] / '[he] does not understand / did not 

understand'). 

Further, feature #24 in sentence (11) tested the tendency of American Czech 

speakers to replace an adverbial clause by an infinitival clause which is non-existent in 

full Czech (KuCera 1989: 118). I closely paralleled the example of a sentence given by the 

author (his is Dcery si kazdd koupily tucet koldcu vziti domu / 'Daughters bought for 

themselves a dozen kolaches each to take home'), who translates this sentence into StCz 

using the adverbial clause with aby ('so that').^® The results are fairly even: 22.2% for the 

OG, and 20.8% for the YG. Two older speaker and 1 speaker in the YG translated the 

sentence with aby. Translations include the total of 10 cases with infinitive 'to take' (7 in 

the OG and 3 in the YG). Other strategies include coordination (which is a helpful finding 

considering the discussion of the loss of control structures above), juxtaposition, and the 

phrase home' which 2 older and 1 younger informants translate as pro doma (a 

translation equivalent from English) instead of na doma (the meaning does not change).^' 

(8) Loss of verbal gapping. 

Sentence (5) was designed to test the absence of verbal gapping (feature #11), that 

is "deletion of the predicate under co-predication or clause linkage... motivated by 

economy of expression" (Polinsky forthcoming: 58). Similar to full Russian, verbal 

^ My native speaker's intuition only partially accepts the sentence Bemice koupila tucet kold£u, aby si je 
vzala domu (*Bemice bought dozen kolaches so that she could take them home'), particularly for Spoken 
Czech. Nevertheless, I wanted to test the loss of adverbial clause using a sentence modeled on Ku£era's 
example. 
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gapping commonly appears in Spoken Czech. My results do not suggest that this 

strategy is as rare in Texas Czech as in American Russian, yet only 11 (40.7%) 

informants in the OG, and 4 (33.3%) informants in the YG deleted the second verb. 

(The redundant translation of the test sentence "My sister went to the Czech Republic for 

a month and my brother for two weeks" repeats the verb). 

(9) Rigidification of the word order. 

This syntactic change was tested on the following sentences: 

Feature #22 in sentence (9): 

Typical translation: 

Feature #29 in sentence (13): 

Typical translation: 

Feature #69 in sentence (18D): 

Typical translation: 

Feature #71 in sentence (20D): 

Typical translation: 

I worked in the garden yesterday. 

Jd sem d6lal(a) na zahrddce fSera 
worked in the garden yesterday' 

The grandparents will fly back tomorrow. 

Stafenka a staficek budu letet/frkaf^ spdtky zitra" 
'Grandma and grandpa will fly-IMPERF back 
tomorrow' 

It's healthy to laugh more. 

Je to zdravsi se smW smit se* (more?) - viec. 
'It is healthier to laugh-REFLEX ... - more' 

Children don't learn Czech in school anymore. 

Decka se neudija 6esky ve Skole (anymore?) - fSil/uz 
'Children don't leam-REFLEX Czech in school... - anymore 

The reduction of flexibility of the basic S-V-O word order of Czech is one of the 

signs of stylistic shrinkage (compare the list if typical characteristics of dying languages 

above). My results show a strong tendency toward the rigidification of word order in 

0 point was assigned only for infinitive and the translation equivalent from English pro doma, whereas 
0.5 point was given to other types of translation listed here which I find acceptable in full Czech. 
 ̂Frkat in Texas Czech (of. the explanation of [M-17-W] in 8.1.1. above). 
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accord with the rules of English,^ apparent mainly in the placement of time adverbials 

(here 'yesterday', 'tomorrow', 'anymore') and of intensifiers (here 'more') at the end of 

the sentence. The rates of success are low for both age groups (23.1% [OG]: 7.3% 

[YG]). As for the YG, no informants scored on this feature in instances #22 and 29 in 

sentences (9) and (13), only 1.5 points total were assigned for #69 in sentence (18D), and 

2 points for #71 in sentence (20^. Interestingly, most informants tended to ignore both 

the intensifier (sentence 18^ and the time adverbial in sentence (20D). If they 

successfully translated them with an additional prompt, in both cases I asked for a 

repetition of the full sentence translation to see whether they would adjust the word order. 

Typically however, they left the adverb or intensifier in the sentence-final position. 

Two more features were tested in sentences (18D) and (20D): the absence of 

deletion of the deictic 'it' in 'iLis healthy' (in full Czech je zdrave\ feature #68), and 

the retention of the time adverb uz (here 'anymore') in Moravian dialects rendered as foil 

or fiilej (feature #70). Findings for feature #68 again demonstrate the influence of 

English: most informants preserve the 'it is' sequence as they would in their primary 

language (16.7% [OG]: 8.3% [YG]). The success rates are relatively higher for the 

maintenance of the time adverb (75.9% [OG]: 41.7% [YG]). 

In addition to the nine characteristics above, for which I drew mainly on Polinsky 

(1994, 1995), my task explored the tendency to replace synthetic by analytic forms (10), 

and maintenance of possessive markers (11). 

^ Also see Schmidt (198S) for her description of rigidification of the word order in this direction in the 
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(10) Synthetic > analytic fonns 

Dorian (1977: 29) suggests that while the loss of grammatical categories and 

reduction of stylistic options might qualify as universals for dying languages, replacement 

of synthetic by analytic structures should be typologically restricted to the languages with 

"polymorphemic word structure." Polinslq'^ (forthcoming: 47-48) identifies an overall 

increase in the use of analytic forms in American Russian, apparent particularly in the 

decrease of full Russian prepositional verbs (replaced, for example, by a combination of a 

phase verb and infinitive), and of synthetic nouns (where the collocation adjective + 

noun, e.g. ogromnyj dom / 'huge house', replaces domisce / 'huge+house').'"* 

For this type of structural change, sentence (13) "The grandparents will flv back 

tomorrow" tested my informants' retention of perfective verbs (feature #27), which in 

Czech already contain the future marker. Here, the analytic [auxiliary-FUT-3"' SG + 

infinitive] btide letet / 'will fly' should be translated as poleti / 'will-fly-3"' PL-PERF' 

[prefix po + stem let + ending /: 3"* SG/PL] instead of budou letet / 'will fly' [auxiliary-

FUT-S"* PL + fly-IMPERF-INF]. My informants' success rate (51.9% [OG]: 16.7% 

[YG]) confirms KuCera's (1989: 103) observation that American Czech speakers tend to 

opt for the combination of auxiliary+infinitive of an imperfective verb (for a typical 

translation of this sentence see (9) above). 

Further, passivization in full Czech is accomplished by two strategies: first, using 

a reflexive particle + a past tensed verb (reflexive passive), and second, combining the 

young speakers' Dyirbal. 
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auxiliary byt [to be] + participle (analytic passive). The latter type seems to have been 

better preserved in American Czech (Ku£era 1989: 102). Sentence (12) "All songs were 

sung in Czech" was intended to test this phenomenon (feature #25). Those who have 

retained the reflexive passive would translate it as Vsechny pisnicky se zpivalv cesky with 

the particle se and the verb zpivaly in a non-agent 3"* PL form of zpivat ('to sing').^^ 

Such was the case of [F-12-W], and surprisingly enough, of [F-54-G]. Except for these 

two informants, all others used the analytic passive (...bvlvzptvane /zpivany / 'were 

simg'), naturally, with pronounciation adjusted to the Moravian basis of Texas Czech 

(success rate: 3.7% [OG]: 8.3% [YG], each representing only one informant). This 

finding indicates that, a few exceptions aside, reflexive passive has indeed vanished from 

Texas Czech.^^ 

(j_l) Possessive markers 

A. Possessive reflexive svuj 

The loss of possessive reflexive svuj (here in the MASC citation form) has been 

shown for both American Czech (KuCera 1989: 116) and specifically Texas Czech (Smith 

1991), as well as for American Russian (Polinsky forthcoming: 45). Speakers of these 

Similarly in Czech, ve//(y dum ('a huge house') in place of the colloquial term domisko ('a huge+house'). 
In contrast, she finds higher levels of retention for other "synthetic derivatives," specifically for the 
diminutive forms. 

Another such translation could be zprvalo se desfy (literally, '[it] was sung in Czech'). 
The analytic passive has a direct equivalent in English. This explanation may or may not withstand the 

test in other language contact situations, particularly where a deteriorating language does not have a parallel 
structure in a dominant language. The influence of English on American speakers' overuse of the participial 
constructions is argued in Eckert (1990). Henzl (197Sa: 201) notes that American Czech speakers tend to 
use the analytic passive more fi%quently than European Czechs. 
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reduced varieties tend to use a regular possessive pronoun jeho / 'his') instead. I 

tested this phenomenon on two sentences: 

Feature #9 in sentence (4): He looked at the picture and thought of ius wife. 

Typical Translation; On se podival na (ten) obrazek a spomnel si / si spomniP na 
ieho zeniL [should be svou zemi\ 
'he looked at (the/that) picture and remembered-REFLEX his 
wife' 

Feature #43 in sentence (20): My daughter bought a dress for herself with her own money. 

Typical Translation: Moja cera (si) ku(u)pila saty zajeji penize. [should be svoje] 

My findings are consistent with Ku^era's observation for American Czech, as 

well as with Polinsky's analysis of this phenomenon in American Russian. Success rates 

are low for both age groups (34.3% [OG] : 10.4% [YG]).^® What is puzzling, however, is 

a dramatic difference in the older informants' total scores for each sentence (4 points for 

feature #9 vs. 14.5 points for feature #43), especially considering that both instances of 

reflexive possessive occur in the same linguistic environment (i.e., following a 

preposition). I can only speculate that the expression 'for one's own money' (here za 

svoje penize) is another lexicalized, hence better retained, phrase.^' A well-designed set of 

sentences covering various linguistic environments should help resolve this question. 

Two translations of a weak semi-speaker [F-58-G] well illustrate the 

disintegration of morphological system in an advanced stage of language attrition. In the 

first case, she translated the phrase in sentence (4) as "of art's zena" ('of he-NOM+ [-'s] 

wife-NOM), attaching the English possessive marker to the pronoun 'he' left in NOM 

^ Compare the discussion on enclitics in 8.1.3. above. 
^ The remaining 89.6% for the YG includes 3 incomplete translations. 
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form, and failing to inflect the noun 'wife' for accusative case. In the second case, she 

translated the focus phrase in sentence (20) by "with orta penize" ('with she-NOM 

money'), using the personal pronoun 'she', this time however abandoning the strategy of 

marking possession through the English [-'s]. 

B. The decline of enclitic dative si 

The decrease in the use of enclitic dative si ('for one's selT) is clearly evident from the 

results for sentences (8) and again (20). In each I tested the absence of enclitic dative 

(features #19 and 41), and its substitution by a possessive phrase (features #20 and 42). 

Features #19 & 20 in sentence (8): I bought nice shoes for myself. 

Typical translations; Ja sent 5/ ku(u)pil/a pikne size pro sebe 
'I boueht-REFLEX nice shoes for mvselF 

Ja sent ku(u)pil/a pikne Suze pro sebe 
'I bought nice shoes for mvselF 

Features #41/42 in sentence (20): My daughter bought a dress for herself with her own money. 
Typical translations: (see A above) 

Overall, the decline of this structural feature is much less evident for the OG 

(success rate: 81.5%) but remains very low for the YG (success rate: 14.6%).®° 

Particularly the older informants used either only si (as in full Czech), or si together with 

the redundant possessive phrase 'for one self (one explanation by transfer from English 

offers itself), or they deleted si specific to Czech and used only the translation equivalent 

pro sebe / 'for myself, sometimes modified (in case of sentence 8) into pro me / 'for me' 

where accusative of the regular possessive pronoun jd I replaces the required reflexive 

^ Compare the maintenance of old genitive ('They didn't have the money') in 8.1.3. above. 
Three translations in the YG were again incomplete. 
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possessive sebe (this tendency coincides with the situation for svuj described in A above). 

For the redimdant 'for one self (features #20 and 42), the percentage of cases in which 

the phrase was not used shrinks to 44.4% for the OG. As for the YG, 29.2% of 

translations for both sentences do not include it. 

Poiinsky (forthcoming; 46) asks important questions about the loss of reflexivity 

in American Russian, which apply with the same force to the present data: 

Can this loss of reflexives be explained entirely by the influence of English, 

where morphological reflexivity is less prominent than in Russian, or is this a 

more general tendency of human language, or both?. 

Her work on American Russian and the data from American Czech confirmed by the 

present study seem to point in the direction of English influence. It can also be, however, 

that the loss of morphological reflexivity represents a gradual return to the uimiarked 

situation, in which overt reflexives are absent, as is the case of Austronesian or Australian 

Aboriginal languages (Poiinsky forthcoming: 47). Some evidence in favor of the 

argument that the simation in American Czech is in fact the result of an accelerated 

morphological reduction that has been under way in European Czech can be found in 

Townsend (1990) who recorded at least rare instances of general personal possessive 

pronouns Jeho / 'his', jeji / 'hers', and jejich / 'theirs' being used in place of the required 

forms of possessive reflexive svuj in colloquial Czech (cited in Smith 1991: 268). 

The last set of features, which I tum to discuss next, includes specific changes in 

morphology (12), lexicon (13). and syntax (14) that have been observed in American 

Czech (e.g., Henzl 1975a, 1981; Kudera 1989). 
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(12) Vowel extension and vowel insertion 

Kudera (1989; 100) gives examples of fixed vowel extension of the Czech 

preposition v / 'in' as [v > ve]. In full Czech, such extensions are obligatory only in some 

cases (e.g., ve stfedu / 'on Wednesday'), particularly when the word governed by the 

preposition begins with a consonant cluster, but optional or unacceptable in others. In 

American Czech, however, vowel extensions of nonsyllabic prepositions seem to have 

become a wide-spread, uimiarked, feature. 

My data from the 'Reduced' Task (feature #76, v_ Texasu / 'in Texas') show the 

success rate of 59.3% for the OG and 33.3% for the YG. In other words, 16 older and 4 

younger informants used the preposition without the vowel extension (v). 

As for the vowel insertion, Henzl (1981: 313) observes that American Czech 

speakers tend to insert a vowel in a cluster of consonants "to match a sequence familiar in 

English," which also eases its pronounciation. 1 tested vowel insertion in sentence (22D) 

"We are going to my brother's," focusing on the word 'brother' (feature #74). Only one 

case of this phenomenon can be found in my data (brater instead of bratr), given by [F-

54-G].'' 

" Also cf. Chapter 5 (5.1.2.3.), excerpt 2 (interview with the same infonnant). 
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(13) Lexicon 

A. Morphological integration 

Morphological integration can be broadly defined as an incorporating strategy, 

through which L2 stems (here English) are integrated with LI inflections (Czech).^^ 

Drawing on Haugen (1969), Eckert (1987: 31) defines this type of borrowing in 

American Czech as a loanblend: "borrowing in which the native word receives a new 

morphological suffix." 

The strategy of morphological integration of nouns was tested on words 'house' 

(features #4 in sentence 2 and #58 in sentence lOD; also 8.1.3. above), 'shoes' (#18 in 

sentence 8), and 'bus' (#36 in sentence 16). Well-integrated English words do not 

necessarily make Texas Czech 'incorrect' although it is often viewed as such by its own 

speakers (cf. Chapter 5, 5.1.1.). In Texas Czech, 'house' becomes hauz (e.g., v hauzu-

LOC / 'in the house'; StCz dum), 'shoes' are called suze (instead of boty or stfevice), and 

Kutac (1967) represents the first attempt to classify English stems (mainly of noims) integrated into 
Texas Czech (her analysis relied on the newsp^)er Novy Domov fiom 1963-1965). Typical American Czech 
integrations of nouns, verbs, and adjectives appear in Ku£era (1989), and a comparative review of studies 
analyzing this type of lexical borrowing in other languages can be found in Smith (1991). In general 
literature, see for example, Haugen (1%9), a pioneering study on American Norweigan; Bavin (1989) on 
lexical borrowings in Walpiri; Gal (1989) on Hungarian lexicon ("lexical innovations") of younger 
Hungarian-German '^narrow users"; Kaartunnen (1977) on American Finish, Kouzmin (1973) on Australian 
Russian, and Sabec 1995 for American Slovene. I agree with the view of Kaartunnen (1977) that this type 
of well-incorporated innovations shows creativity of users of the language whose fimctions have been 
severely limited (as in Texas Czech). 

In my own research (the case study with Czech children living in the US mentioned above) I have found 
nimierous cases of morphological integrations of verbs, nouns, and less so, of adjectives, identical in the 
formation strategy with those of adult American Czech speakers. The use of this strategy by child speakers 
of Chinese, Czech, and Navajo in the English speaking environment is also discussed in Saville-Troke, Pan 
& Dutkova (1995). Throughout this study (beginning Chapter 3), I have pointed out examples of 
morphological integrations recorded in interviews and during participant observation, in excerpts 
reproducing my informants' views. 
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'bus' is integrated as bos or bas (here,ye/ na ba(o)su-LOC for StCz jet autobusem-

INSTR / 'go by bus'). The results indicate a clear preference for this strategy, with only 

35.2% of instances in the OG, and 32.3% instances LQ the YG, in which the Czech word 

is used instead. 

Of interest is the word svze, which has been apparently borrowed as a mass noun 

(KuCera 1989: 139). As for the actual Czech word boty ('shoes'), its formal similarity 

with the English word 'boots' caused its original meaning to shift. Consequently, the 

word hoty in American Czech can be classified as a semantic caique, i.e. the word that 

remains Czech but acquires the meaning of an English word based on the similarity in 

form (Ibid.; 141). Unlike KuCera (1989), Smith (1991: 148-9) found an example of usage 

suz that he identifies as a SG form of suze. Similar to KuCera, I recorded only plural usage 

of this word by Texas Czech speakers.®^ In any case, I find KuCera's explanation highly 

plausible; American Czechs borrowed the word as a mass noun and manipulated its plural 

form with the system of Czech so that sia came to refer to a 'shoe' and suze to 'shoes'. 

Considering wide-spread usage of the word, the success rate of 29.6% (8 points) for the 

OG, and 12.5% (1.5 points) for the YG, is hardly surprising. Successful translations 

included stfevice and botky, the latter suggesting that a diminutive form of the word boty 

might have been used for shoes, while its neutral form boty for 'boots'. 

Although the 'Reduced' Task did not test morphological integration of verbs, at 

least a note on this very common strategy in Texas Czech is in order. The most productive 
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ending [-ovat] of 3"* class verbs in full Czech is also the most productive one in 

morphological integration of verbs in Texas Czech (e.g., trajb-ovat < drajvovat / 'to 

drive'; pik-ovat / 'to pick' usually in the collocationpikovat bavlnu / 'to pick cotton'; 

hont-ovat /' to iamV^jtiz-ovat [iu:zovat] / 'to use'; rent-ovatrxo rent'). This suffix is not 

as ftequent in Emigre Russian, where affix [ -at'/ -jat'] takes the lead, e.g. drajv-at' / 'to 

drive,' or 'mis-at'/ 'to miss' (Polinsky forthcoming: 27). Similarly, §abec (1995: 160) 

concludes that typical infinitives of integrated verbs "are formed by the addition of verbal 

affixes -a + -ti," e.g., hajr-ati / 'to hire' or ran-ati / 'to run'. 

B. Semantic underspecification 

Simply put, semantic underspecification causes the loss of fine-tuning in the 

declining language as speakers come to rely on a broader equivalent for a certain lexical 

item available in the dominant language. Sentence (5) in the 'Reduced' Task tested 

semantic underspecification of the verb Jet / 'to go' (i.e., motion by vehicle; feature #10 in 

sentence 5). 

In contrast with English, Czech distinguishes between the types of motion actions 

(see Eckert 1990 for a detailed discussion). As a result, the verb Jet carmot be substimted 

for the verb Jit / 'to go' (i.e., motion on foot) and vice versa. Eckert (1990: 111) observes 

that "motion by a conveyance and motion on foot are not usually distinguished in 

A[merican] Cz[ech]." My results show the success rate of 59.3% for the CXJ, and 45.8% 

" [F-27-G] pronounced the word as Souze vtduch is a unique instance of hypercorrection. Apparendy, the 
Moravian [u:] is 'corrected' into the Czech diphthong [-ou-], on the analogy with such cases as StCz 
cOouho [-OU-] vs. L/EM dlu(u)ho [-u-/-u:-]. 
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for the YG, i.e., more than half of the OG and slightly less than a half of the YG still 

make this distinction. 

It has been claimed that changes leading to language death occur in healthy 

languages as well, ** the difference being the rapidity and amount of change (Dorian 

1981; Romaine 1989; Schmidt 1985). Eckert notes that the decline in sensitivity to the 

semantic content of the motion action in American Czech is a result of a host of factors, 

including "inherent tendencies in the Czech language, the enclave situation of American 

Czech, and ... interlingual contact of English and Czech." She asserts that in addition to 

the simplification typical for dying languages, this usage represents "culmination of 

Common Czech tendencies" (Ibid.: 114). A similar argument has been made about the 

reflexive possessive svuj (compare U. above). 

C. Meaning extension 

This strategy (termed "semantic collapse" by Schmidt 1985) is used when "the 

meaning of a word in LI [Czech] is generalized to include the meaning of another word 

in LI, on analogy to the range of meaning of the equivalent word in L2 [English]" 

(Seliger and Vago 1991: 8). I adopt this definition in principle, although I am concerned 

with the meaning of a whole phrase, which I consider to be extended "to the range of 

meaning of the equivalent" phrase in English. 

^ One example comes &om Middle English (ME). Some contact-unrelated changes in ME parallel those in 
dying languages. For example, most nouns acquired the same plural ending as a result of leveling of 
unstressed vowels, and case distinctions (except for genitive) were lost English then came to depend on 
analytic means to express grammatical relations. As E)ressler (1988: 188) points out, such simplifications 
in healthy languages "are compensated for by complications and enrichment m other parts." 
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The phrase 'I like it' (feature #40 in sentence 19) was originally included to assess 

the rate of deletion of reflexive se (Ku^era 1989: 102) in one possible translation as to se 

mi libi / 'I like-REFLEX it', which in full Czech can be used in a variety of 'liking' 

contexts except for liking the food. However, only 3 out of 39 informants used this 

phrase, opting instead for the narrower translation mam to rad{a) / 'I like it' (literally, '[I] 

have it like+gender/number suffix'), which leads me to believe that the more specific 

phrase mam to rdd, which has more relevance to the English equivalent 'I like it', is the 

only one available to the majority of informants in this sample. This hypothesis is fiirther 

supported by the fact that my additional question, "Is there another way to say it?," did 

not elicit the second, broader translation. 

Only one younger informant offered a word-for-word translation ja rad to ('I like 

it') preserving the English word order. In this case, we should speak of a syntactic 

transfer, i.e., the use of "syntactic constructions based on the syntax of another language" 

(Turianand Altenberg 1991: 213). 

A typical translation for which an informant earned 0.5 point, was ja to mam 

ra(a)f/-MASC/ra(d)i/a-FEM. The results should be viewed with this slightly modified 

scoring system in mind. The success rate is 55.6% for the OG, and 29.2% for the YG 

(which, however, represents 7 translations that earned 0.5 point each). 
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D. Verb meaning conflation 

One specific result of the influence of L2 (English) on LI (Czech) semantic scope 

is verb meaning conflation. The verb 'to know' translates to Czech as ved& ('to know 

something') and znat ('to know somebody'). I tested retention of both specific verbs on 

the following sentences: 

Feature # 15 in sentence (7); I know a woman who reads NaSinec every day 

Typical translation: Ja vim iensku co dte NaSinec kazdy den 
[should be zndm] 

Feature #65 in sentence (16D): Grandma, do you know where he went to school? 

Typical translation: Stafenko, vite gde on ie/-PERF* [should be chodil-
IMPERF] do skoly? 

The second verb which is also prone to the meaning conflation is 'can/to be able 

to', translates to Czech as um& or mod. The verb umet is the more specific of the two 

because it reflects the ability to do something based on the acquired knowledge, whereas 

the verb mod implies willingness or readiness to do something or to help somebody. 

Thus the English "Can I have a piece of bread please?" ('Dialectal' Task, sentence 7) 

translates with the verb mod as Muzu si vzit kousek chlebal, but the English sentence 

"Peter showed me that he could do it" ('Reduced' Task, sentence 14), tested here, 

translates with the verb umet as Petr mi ukazal, ze to umi udila^^ (feature #32). A typical 

translation in my data, however, was Petr me ukazal, ze to moze udelat, i.e. with the verb 

mod. 

^ Perhaps a better illustration can be given using the English question, 'HTan you come?", which translates 
onlv as MuieS pfijtfi with the verb moci. 
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The overall rates of success for all three instances of 64.8% for the OG drops to 

about a half (33.3%) for the YG. For sentence 7 (feature #15), 10 (37%) older 

informants, and 10 (83.3%) younger informants used the wrong verb vim / 'know-l" SG-

PRES' (only 1 younger informant used the verb zndm). In contrast, all older informants 

and 10 younger informants*® used the correct verb vis / 'know-2°*' SG-PRES' in sentence 

16D (feature #65). This suggests that Texas Czech speakers (the age variable playing an 

important role) largely prefer the verb vedit over the verb zndt. As for the second verb 

pair, mod - umet / 'to be able to' (feature #32), the success rate for the OG has shrunk to 

31.5%. Furthermore, only 1 informant in the YG chose the correct verb umit (8 used 

mod and 3 did not translate the verb). Thus in this case, the verb mod is used to cover the 

meanings for which full Czech requires the verb umit. 

E. Translation equivalent 

L2 translation equivalents, or "loan translations" (Haugen 1969; Eckert 1987), 

occur at the level of lexicon (i.e., lexical transfer), or syntax (i.e. syntactic transfer). 

Lexical transfer is a semantically motivated strategy by which "an L2 [English] phrase or 

expression, especially if idomatic, is translated literally into LI [Czech], where it is 

ungrammatical" (Seliger and Vago 1991: 8-9). Syntactic transfer (an instance of which I 

noted above), involves the use of "syntactic constructions based on the syntax of another 

language" (Turian and Altenberg 1991: 213). The tested features included: 

The remaining two did not translate the verb at all. 
" Compare the same tendency in the Czech child data in Saville-Troike et al. (199S: 135). The fact that one 
year in the US causes an 8-year old child to &vor the verb vidit in the contexts where the verbs zndt and 
even umit are required, demonstrates the rapidity of this change. Moreover, it suggests that the verb v€dit 
also invades the territory of the pair vmit vs. zndt. 
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Feature #23 in sentence (10): My sister called me. 

Typical translation: Moja sestra mi volala / (nd\ mi zvonila. '[should be volala] 
'My sister called me / rang (on) me' 

Feature #36 in sentence (16): He went to Temple by bus. 

Typical translation: On jel do Temple na bosi/DO bosiu 'Fshould be autobusem-
INSTR] 

'He went to Temple on the bus-LOC' 

Feature #37 in sentence (17): My grandfather lived here for a long time. 

Typical translation: Muj staricek tudyk / tudy / tu bvCvival dluho. 
'My grandfather here lived long' 

The overall success rate for the OG is 45.7%, and for the YG 36.1%. A closer look at 

each individual sentence is more revealing. 

As for feature #23, 14 informants in the OG, but only 3 informants in ±e YG 

translated 'called' correctly as volala / 'call-FEM-3"' SG-PAST'. [F-27-G] even used the 

borrowing coimnon in modem European Czech telefonovala / 'phone-FEM-3"' SG-

PAST'. At the same time, however, 12 older informants (which is nearly a half of the 

OG) opted for the verb zvonila, a loan translation of the English verb 'to ring'. 

All informants in both age groups translated the prepositional phrase 'on the bus' 

in sentence 16 (feature #35) with the Czech preposition na or pa, although the full Czech 

translation is autobusem, where the instrumental ending [-em] carries the information 

expressed analytically in a prepositional (LOG) phrase. Similar translations are recorded 

inKueera(1989; 119). 

Finally, in fiill Czech, preposition na / 'for', but not preposition pro / 'for', is 

used in reference to time (e.g., ^ dvi hodiny / 'for two hours'). The grammatical 
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translation of feature #37 in sentence (17) does not involve any preposition (i.e., dlouho / 

'for long' or dlouhou dobu / 'for a long time'). Examining the success rates for this 

feature, most informants in both age groups (23 [OG]: 10 [YG]) performed well. Only 

one informant in the OG used the prepositional phrases typical for American Czech pro 

dloiihy COS (a similar case given in Kudera 1989: 119), a syntactic transfer from 'fw a 

long time', while 17 (63%) older and 7 (58.3%) younger informants used the time adverb 

dlu(u)ho / 'long-ADV.' Other translations include dlu(u)hy cas ('long time'), by 5 

informants in the OG and 1 in the YG; na dluhy cas ('for a long time'), by 1 informant in 

the OG and 1 in the YG; and dosti cas* ('enough time') by one informant in the OG. (The 

latter two received only 0.5 point). Had I excluded the prepositional phrase na dluhy das 

(where, unlike preposition pro, its counterpart na is at least marginally acceptable), the 

results would change only slightly. More cases of a clear syntactic transfer were recorded 

for sentence (5), where again 1 older informant but 3 yoimger informants translated the 

prepositional phrases 'for two weeks' as pro dva ty(y)dne, using the preposition pro 

instead of na. 

F. Semantic caiques 

A semantic caique (KuCera 1989), or a semantic loan (Eckert 1987) is the type of 

borrowing where "the native word acquires a new meaning because of its semantic or 

phonetic similarity with some English word" (Ibid.: 27). Ku^era (1989: 141) draws a 

distinction between semantic caiques that are influenced by the formal and/or semantic 

similarity with an English word (here type A), and semantic caiques in which a formally 

different Czech word gains another meaning derived from the meaning of its basic 
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English equivalent (here type B). In my data from the 'Reduced' Task, type A is 

represented by the words 'band' banda for the full Czech kapela / orchestr / hudebni 

skupina (sentence 8D and feature #50), and 'car' kdra for the full Czech cmto 

(sentence lOD and feature #59). For type B, I examined the verb 'to take' (feature #38) in 

sentence (18). Arguably, type A overlaps with what 1 defined as morphological 

integrations (in subsection 13 A above), and type B could as well be classified as a 

translation equivalent, or a loan translation (Eckert 1987) as discussed in H E above. 

As for type A, younger informants appear to outdo older informants (the success 

rate: 20.4% [OG]: 50% [YG]). The Texas Czech banda for a 'band', and kdra for a 'car' 

are indeed the most widely used terms. The raw numbers are fairly even for both items (6 

points for the OG vs. 2.5 points for the YG on 'band', and 5 points for the OG vs. 3.5 

points for the YG on 'car'). 

The results for type B show an overwhehning preference for the semantic caique, 

which is in Moravian rendered as zebrat / 'to take' (for Conmion Czech vzit / 'to take'), 

instead of the only verb that this context allows, i.e., trvat / 'take' or 'last.' All but two 

older informants (7.4%) and all younger informants (of those who completed the task) 

translated the sentence "How long will it take?" by Jak dlu(u)ho to zeberel. and in a few 

cases as Jak dlu(u)ho to budel ('How long will it be?').*' The latter case demonstrates 

even fiuther meaning extension - to the most general verb available. Of interest might be 

" Two young infonnants translated the verb marking it for the future as bude byt' [will+be-INF] / a word-
for-word translation of the English 'will be'. They both double the auxiliary instead of using a specific verb 
(here trvat / 'take'-INF). Compare note 38 in Ch^ter 7. 
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that the verb pair 'last vs. take' is difficult for Czech learners of English to master, which 

brings closer the processes of second/foreign language acquisition and attrition. 

G. Words for months 

Similar to higher numerals, Czech words for months are often unavailable 

especially to younger informants who have never acquired them, or (including some older 

informants) have not used them much and thus cannot recall them. The words for 'June' 

and 'August' were tested in sentence 25D (features #78-79). In addition, I was interested 

in the retention of case inflections. The prepositional phrase od dervna do srpna / 'from 

June till August' requires GEN on both nouns. Therefore, those who translated the word 

but only in its citation form (NOM) cerven and srpen, received only 0.5 point. 

The overall success rates for both groups are fairly low (47.7% [OG] : 8.3% 

[YG]). Only 4 older informants translated 'June' in the required GEN form (cervna). 

Three older informants and 1 younger informant supplied GEN form but maintained the 

fleeting [-e], saying cerverta (likely avoiding the consonant cluster, cf 12 above). Eleven 

older informants translated the word with NOM or LOC case inflection. As for the 

second month, 5 older informants and I younger informant translated 'August' in the 

GEN form {srpna), 6 older informants gave a form inflected for NOM case, and 3 for 

LOC case. Out of those in the OG who were able to translate one or both months, only 7 

used the dialectal form srp^ (August-GEN) and 1 used the dialectal form cerv^ (June-

GEN), even though the softening of the alveo-dental nazal [n] has been described as 

characteristic of Texas Czech (KuCera 1989: 194). 



(14) Syntax 

A. Tense sequencing 

The Czech language does not have the rule of tense sequencing and thus such 

sentences as (14) "Peter showed me that he could do it" (feature #30), and (15) "My uncle 

and aunt promised that they would write" (#33), translate into StCz as Petr mi ukdzal, ze 

to umi udelat ('Peter show-PAST me that he can-PRES do it'), and Muj stryc a teta 

slibili, ze budou psdt ('My uncle and aunt promise-PAST that they will write'). Ku^era 

(1989: 112) noticed the tendency of American Czechs to accommodate the English rule in 

their Czech. Hence sentences such as fikala. ze ^ vecer pfisla* / '[she] said that [she] 

would come in the evening' (Ibid.: 112) would qualify as cases of syntactic transfer (cf 

13 E above). 

Most informants in both age groups successfully avoided this English construction 

(83.3% [OG]: 79.2% [YG]). Sentence (14) with feature #30 was more challenging 

(83.3% [OG]: 75% [YG]) than sentence (15) with feature #33 (100% [OG] : 83.3% 

80 [YG]), but overall, my informants' Czech has not experienced a significant structural 

change affected by the tense sequencing rule in their primary language. 

B. Prepositions 'from - till' 

The prepositional phrase "from June till August" in sentence (25D; feature #77) 

should be translated as gd cervna do srpna (cf. 13 G above). I noticed that some 

informants found this sequence of prepositions difficult to translate, hence I included it 

For feature #30,1 found one case of sequencing in the YG, namely in the malformed past form of the 
verb moci / 'can', given as moiel* instead of mohl / 'can- MASC 3"* SG-PAST. Moiet* was most likely 
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among the focus features for the task. Older informants were usually at least in part 

successful, that is, they translated at least one of the prepositions (such cases earned 0.5 

point). Compared to 17 older informants, only 2 younger informants translated both, and 

4 at least one of the prepositions (72.7% [OG]: 33.3% [YG]). 

An explanation for this decline may lie in the reduction of the case system, more 

so than in the attrition of words for months governed by them (my follow-up questions 

such as, "Could you say 'from Monday till Wednesday?'" did not aid this elicitation). 

The last two features to be assessed here are more related to the "speech etiquette" 

(discussed for American Russian by Polinsky forthcoming: 63-64), than to the structural 

changes in dying Texas Czech. Since sentence (16D) "Grandma, do vou know where he 

went to school?" (feature #64) offered an opportunity to evaluate the use of the honorific 

TU/VU distinction, I counted the number of instances where the verb contained the 

honorific marker [-te]. The results indicate a dramatic decrease in the use of this marker 

(in vite / '[you] know-P^) from the OG to the YG (55.6% [OG]: 16.7% [YG]). The 

latter percentage represents mere two instances. A typical translation for the sentence 

was, Stafenko, vis gde on sel* / chodil do skole(y)l / 'Grandma, do you know-71/ where 

he went-PERF* / went-IMPERF to school?'. This finding confirms a gradual leveling of 

the distinction, with the younger generations generally using the informal pronominal ty 

(717) or the corresponding verb marker l-sl, although some of them are still aware that 

such distinction exists. 

formed by the analogy with muiu / 'can-1" SG-PRES' (consonant alternation [i > h] is required for PRES 
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The second feature is the politeness marker prosim / 'please' in sentence (7D) 

"Can I have a little piece of bread, please?" (feature #48), and sentence (13D) "Sing one 

more song for me, please" (feature #61). As Table 8.4 above shows, the older informants 

scored slightly better than the YG (44.4% [OG] : 37.5% [YG]). 

My final comment in this subsection concerns the discourse maricer 'you know'. 

While I have not yet counted the frequencies of occurrence of its translation equivalent 

vis in my data, I have noticed that particularly younger informants tend to use the 

informal vis even in their mostly English utterances. Another candidate is toz ('well / so / 

then'), which, however, is a stable feature in Moravian speech, not resulting from a 

transfer. Both discourse markers appear in two excerpts from the interview with [F-58-G] 

below. In one case this informant even doubles the maricer, using her vis, immediately 

followed by 'you know'. 

"v/i {kde by to bylo dobryl! "where would it [a Czech course] be good?') well - vis  ̂they're 
putting a new college in Taylor, toz mozna ('so maybe') if they would have class tarn ('there'), 
maybe people would sign up. If they put a class in there toz mozna ('then maybe')" [sic] 

"v/i. and that way if we hear it more then - if we said something and it was sounding funny toz 
that would be OK. vw, you know -1 think if we talk more - every place - and everybody - than it 
[Czech] would - kinda come back" [F-58-G] 

Such usage deserves a closer look in my future work. It should be of interest that 

Polinsky (forthcoming: 37) observes the same phenomenon for American Russian, where 

"the following discourse markers and fillers occur : ty znaes 'you know'; xoroso/ ladno 

'well'; tak 'so,'" all corresponding to my observation for Texas Czech speech. 

> PAST forms of this verb in Czech). 2 infonnants in the YG did not translate the focal verbs (#30 & #33). 
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8.1.4.1. Summary 

Similar to Polinsky (1994, 1995), whose study importantly influenced the focus of 

my 'Reduced' Task, I have found a high rate of attrition of the following structural 

features (Polinsky 1995: 119): 

(i) decline of inflectional morphology 
loss of case distinctions OG 78.7% YG 26.4% 

(2) loss of null subjects 
overt pronominal subjects (OPS) OG 23.1% YG 8.5% 

(^ loss of various types of agreement 
Subject-Verb agreement OG 88.9% YG 52.1% 

(^ decline in null copying under coreference 
absence of zero copy OG 62.3% YG 33 J% 

(7) attrition of embedded clauses: 
loss of conditional 
adverbial>infmitival clause 

OG 100% 
OG 22.2% 

YG 50% 
YG 20.8% 

(8) absence of verbal gapping OG 40.7% YG 33 J% 

(9) increasingly rigid word order OG 23.1% YG 7.5% 

The loss of null subjects (2), the replacement of adverbial by infinitival clauses in (7), 

absence of verbal gapping (8), and rigidification of the word order (9) show a sharp 

decline already for the OG. In contrast, my findings suggest that the changes (4) and (^ 

have not entered as advanced stage in Texas Czech: 

(^ emergence of resumptive pronouns OG 100% YG 91.7% 
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(© decline in relativization'® OG 88.9% YG 75 % 

Arguably, one test sentence is not sufBcient to make a case about either of the two 

cases, nor does it allow an observation of patterns resulting in informed conclusions. As 

for relativization, relative clauses are not a marked feature in Spoken Czech (particularly 

with the relativizer co also resistant in Texas Czech). Therefore it appears likely that the 

frequency of use and of exposure to such use in Texas Czech have fostered their better 

maintenance. Nevertheless, both structural features should be further tested while a good 

number of Texas Czech speakers are still alive. 

The remaining features examined by the 'Reduced' Task do not significantly 

diverge from the descriptive analyses of Texas Czech, nor do the reductions and 

redundancies contradict the general tendencies found for other dying languages. Only two 

features, specifically tested for Texas Czech, did not show an appreciable decline, namely 

the vowel extension (in 12 above), and the transfer of tense sequencing from English in 

(14 A). The tendency toward the use of analytic instead of synthetic structures, and the 

decay of possessive markers, specifically of reflexive possessive svuj and of the dative 

enclitic si (where the difference between the OG and the YG is especially revealing), are 

comparable to such changes in American Russian. 

Reporting on the coireiation among individual structural variables, Polinsky (1995: 114) concludes a 
weaker relationship for relativization, which she explains by *^6 less obligatory nature of relative clauses" 
because tbey are "often optional and ... a ritetorical device rather than a structural necessity." An avoidance 
strategy that she suggests for the speakers who cannot form a relative clause, phrasing their thought 
differently, cannot explain a relatively strong maintenance of relative clauses, albeit with the only 
remaining relativizer co / '\v4iat', in this data set 
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8.1.5. The Acceptability Judgments Task 

Many unresolved theoretical, both sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic, issues 

surround the ways of testing language competence vs. performance (see for example, 

Seliger 1989; Sharwood Smith 1983a, 1983b, 1989; Sharwood Smith and Van Buren 

1991). Receptive tests, such as acceptability judgments, bring us closer to uncovering the 

changes in language competence (Sharwood Smith 1983b). Competence can be viewed in 

purely linguistic sense as grammatical competence, or as "knowledge" of first language 

(LI) inclusive of pragmatic competence (Sharwood Smith and Van Buren 1991: 18). The 

question that we hope to answer using receptive tests is then, "whether there has been a 

change in the subject's LI 'knowledge' [competence] or whether there has been a change 

in the subject's 'control' [performance] of that knowledge" (Ibid.: 18). Seliger (1989: 

174) asserts that "language performance of the attrited speaker is clearly deviant from that 

of both fiilly developed native speaker of that language and the developing monolingual 

child." This, however, does not mean that intra-speaker language system is in chaos. As 

Schmidt (1985; 381; emphasis added) observed about the young speakers' Dyirbal, 

I gradually became aware that the apparent 'mistakes' of the YD [Young 

Dyirbal] speakers were not random errors: rather, each individual had his own 

grammatical system for Dyirbal communication, involving simplification of the 

traditional grammatical norm to a greater or lesser degree. 

Viewing language attrition "as a type of development," Sharwood Smith Smith (1989: 

199-200; 1983b) argues that language loss is "a divergent change" whose final stage is 

"the emergence of new competence." 
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Polinsky (1995: 94) draws a distinction between the "loss of rules" (if competence 

has been affected) and the "loss of obedience of rules," when performance is lost and 

"competence has remained intact" (Ibid.). Both terms seem to parallel the notions of 

"knowledge" and "control" (Sharwood Smith 1991: 18), and both perspectives are useful 

to the task at hand. At the same time, 1 should emphasize that 1 do not understand the 

"loss of rules" as in contradiction with Schmidt's (1985) argument about individual 

grammatical systems that speakers of declining languages develop and use to maintain, 

albeit limited, communication. By "rules" I refer to the rules of full Czech (i.e.. Standard 

and/or Common Czech), and by the "loss of rules" to the different levels of their retention 

and loss in Texas Czech. 

This framework should allow me to distinguish between informants whose 

judgments approximate those of speakers of full Czech, suggesting only the lack of 

obedience to rules, and those who no longer identify errors in the sentences they judge, 

implying the loss of rules of full Czech, at least for the structural features with which they 

were presented in the test sentences. As I will shortly illustrate, however, the 'either - or' 

scenario does not always apply. 

The set of 15 test sentences and the set of focus features appear in Appendbc H. 10 

sentences were incorrect, 4 correct (sentences 1,4, 5, and 9), and one item (sentence 15) 

involved a pair of correct and incorrect versions of one sentence. Similar to the 'Reduced' 

Task, the sentences were designed to target absence of zero copy (features #1 and #18); 

redundancy of overt pronominal subjects (feature #2), the loss of conditional and its 

replacement by an infinitival clause (#3), or by simple past tense (#11); gender agreement 
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(features #4 and #5); absence of verbal gapping (feature #6); rigidification of word order 

(#7); redundant resumptive pronoun in subject referencing (#8); replacement of control 

structures, specifically (a) of a relative clause by coordination (#9), (b) of an object clause 

by an infinitival clause (#10), and (c) of a relative clause by an infinitival clause (#14); 

replacement of the embedded non-finite clause by coordination (#17); possessive 

reflexive svuj (#12); omission of enclitic dative si (#13); emergence of redundant 

possessive pronouns (#15); and semantic underspecification (#16). 

The elicitation of acceptability judgments was always the last task on the agenda 

for each interview. I read the sentences in Czech, after each asking my interviewee 

whether or not she considered it correct. The maximum number of points was 18, but the 

actual scores range from 5 (2 speakers in the YG) to 16.3 points (M-26-G). 

It is indeed difRcult to elicit grammatical judgments from speakers of a reduced 

language. I commonly encountered two major problems, which can be summarized as 

follows: an informant is not able to correct my ungrammatical sentence, but (I) if asked 

to translate an English version in his own words, he succeeds to correct the feature in 

focus; and (2) if asked to repeat the Czech version that she just heard, her repetition does 

not include the ungrammatical feature. Importantly, the informant is not aware of the 

changes he or she made to supply a grammatical version. Corrections from translation or 

repetition received 0.5 point. 

Such cases may mean that the speaker's competence (again, judged only by the 

features included in the task), has been intact. At the same time, the informants' inability 

to make a conscious correction, and moreover, to hear the change they make in their 
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translation or repetition in which they improve the sentence, suggests that the rules of 

Czech are buried under the layers of modified rules of Texas Czech.'' It is possible that 

such speakers first activate their own system of grammatical mies for Texas Czech, 

finding an ungrammatical sentence acceptable because they understand what the 

investigator says (this comment I heard very often). Next, when prompted to repeat the 

Czech sentence or translate it from the English version (I typically asked, "How would 

you say it in your Czech?"), they somehow activate the 'redundant' set of rules, i.e., the 

set of the rules that they do not need to make themselves understood in their speech 

community. Two additional factors might play a role: first, Texas Czech has fallen out of 

use, hence both sets of rules are more or less dormant; and second, neither the corrective 

mechanism (Schmidt 1985) nor puristic attitudes (Hill and Hill 1986) that have been 

shown to influence language maintenance in younger speakers seem to be at work in 

Texas Czech communities. 

Naturally, some semi-speakers lack the vocabulary to fully understand the whole 

sentence, which prevents them from making judgments about its correctness (Polinsky 

forthcoming; 9). My solution to this problem was to simply repeat the sentence with a 

synonym or a closely related lexical item while preserving the ungrammaticality of a 

given sentence. Almost invariably I was asked about the following words ([->] leads to 

an alternative word that my informants just as often preferred): 

sentence 1: plakal ('he cried') -> dialectal variant becel 
sentence 4: studovala ('she studied') ucila se ('she leamed /studied') 

This does not apply with the same force to incomplete learners of Czech among my younger informants 
who have never acquired the Czech grammatical system in full. 
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sentence 5: uklidila ('she cleaned up') dialectal variant ocistila ('she cleaned [st]') 
sentence 6: navyklddal ('he kept telling. -.dialectal variant napovidal 
sentence 11: dopis ('letter') variantpsani 
sentence 12: ruce ('hands'in StCz) dialectal variant ru  ̂
sentence 12: mldel ('[he] was quiet') -> dialectal variant bylpotichu or circumlocution 

nic nefikal ('[he] didn't say anything') 
sentence 15: v kresle ('in an armchair') -> stolicka / 'chair' or kolibac / 'a rocking 

chair' (here both NOM), once I became more aware of more 
commonly used words for the Czech word zidle / 'chair' in Texas 
Czech. 

sentence 15: cetla ('she read/was reading') dialectal variant cnula or (rarely) citala 

The two problematic adverbs urcite ('certainly/surely') in sentence (8), and casta / 

'often' in sentence (9) had to be translated into English. Importantly, however, none of 

these changes affected the structures under examination. 

This being said, I now turn to illustrate my points on the set of judgments given 

by [M-46-G] and a few additional examples. (The transcript of responses should be read 

along with Appendix H).'^ 

(1) [M-46-G] Score: 8 points 

1. Feature # 1: absence of zero copy (1 point). 

Chlaoec sedil sdm a plakal / 'The boy was sitting alone and [he] was crying' 

"that sounds good to me - what is plakaf} (becet / 'to cry'). Because we sing it in many 
songs.That's a good one." = 1 point 

2. Feature # 2: redundancy of OPS. Feature # 3: INF > conditional (2 points). 

*Oni se me ptali iestli id rdda pfiiet do Prahv / 'They asked me if I like to come to Prague' 

""leSti jd rdda pfiiedu do Prahy''' / 'if I like come-1" SG-PERF to Prague' = 1 point 

= imgrammatical sentence. () = my question. ('...') = translation. [ ] = explanation or note on a 
specific feature. (R) = my repetition. [R] = the informant's repetition. [T] = the informant's translation. 
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3. Features # 4 - S: gender agreement (2 points) 

*Mame dva dcerv a ieden svn / 'We have two-MASC daughters and one-NOM son-NOM' 

""dobre"! 'that's good' = 0 point 

4. Feature # 6: verbal gapping (1 point). 

Jane studovala v Austinu a Georeie v Houstomi / 'Jane studied in Austin and Georgie in 
Houston' 

^Musis to zasef? (R) studovala, sa u6ila [(R) with sa ucila] uhm 
'You have to go again (R) studied, leam^-FEM-3"' PAST (R) uhm' = I point 

5. Feature # 7: word order (1 point). 

Vdera isem uklidila celv dum / 'I cleaned the whole house yesterday' 

^Tys na chytla zasej ja nevim akordt co uklidila mini (pdistila - what do you do when you clean 
up the house?) odistic' [Lachian INF ending -c']. OK." 
'You caught me again, I don't know just what uklidila ('cleaned up') means [cleaned - ... ] to 
clean [ ]. OK' = 1 point 

6. Feature # 8: redundant resumptive pronoun in subject referencing (1 point). 

*Mui staficek on nam toho nawDrdvel / 'My grandpa he kept telling us stories' 

^Zasej - (R) ona on (am na vyprdvil (vite co znamena to slovo poslednff) ne {navyklddal) 
vyklMal- o/ra/Y...(R) OK,yo {muzete neco vynechaf!) ne, ty to mdS dobfe fciV 

'Again - (R) she he there na vyprdvil (do you know what that last word means?) no 
{navyklddal / '[he] kept telling...) [he] kept telling - allright ...(R) OK, yeah (can you leave 
anything out?) no, now you have it right' = 0 
point 

7. Feature # 9: coordination > relative clause. Feature #10: INF clause > object clause (2 points). 

*Pamatuiu si uditelku a ona chtila vSechnv diti mluvit ienom anelickv / 
'I remember a teacher and she wanted all children to speak only English' 

'"'"Pamatuju ie moja uditelka - zasej Ha Svihni s tym @@@ {yy mate negdy takovy dobry slova, 
ale to je vSecko po moravsky, to neni slang). To je co mna mesuie up, ze to neni slang @@@ (R) 
Secky - that's the only thing I can catch.. .(R) - (If you try to translate this: I remember a teacher 
and she wanted all cUldren to speak only English). Ja pamatuju uditelku co scela Secky dicka 
enom mluvit' englicky." 
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'[I] remember that my teacher - throw it at me again (You sometimes use cool words, but it's 
all in Moravian, it's not slang). That's what messes me up [morphological integration mess + 
uje], that it's not slang (R) all = that's the only thing I can catch...(R) - (...). I remember a 
teacher that Fcol wanted all kids to only speak English [T]' = 0.5 point [T] 

8. Feature #11: PAST > conditional (1 point). 

* Uriiti se rodidu zeptala. iinak tarn soma neiela / 
'She must have asked her parents or else she would not have gone' 

"^Zasej na svihni (R) ( urditi means definitely) - ne naSi jagziv nefekli definitely co delaS @@@. 
'Throw it at me again (R) (...) - no, my folks never said, definitely what are you doing @@@ 

(R) jo, urditi rodice sa zeptali aby tarn soma nejela (no no no, [my translation to English]) 
'yeah, surely parents-NOM-PL asked so that-COND [she] did not go there alone' 

I misimderstand you, 'definitely' is first in the sentence, definitely she must have asked her 
parents - (that girl left some place and somebody else is saying: (R)). OK, that definitely is what 
tricked me, that's - otherwise she wouldn't have went [sic] 

ona ona pojisde* fekla jeji rodide, ze ona tarn jagziv nebyla, ona byla ista, definitely is the one 
that tricked me, that's the first time I've ever heard that ('ya v/m' you can say too) - lebo ja su 
isty. (In that second part of the sentence there's something wrong with it). Read it again (R) -
otherwise she wouldn't go by herself - indd ona by tarn nejela samd  ̂

'she she (?) told her parents-NOM that she has never been there, she wasn't sure, definitely is... 
('I know' you can say that too) - or I am sure (...)... (R) - ... otherwise she would not go there 
alone' = 0.5 point [T] 

9. Feature #12: possessive reflexive pronoun svou (1 point). 

Casto mvslela na svou matku / 'She often thought of her mother' 

"here's nothing wrong with that" = 1 point 

10. Feature #13: omission of reflexive DAT pronoun si (1 point). 

*Jsem si iistv. ze ona dnes nepfiide. / 'I am sure that she will not come today' 

""jo ('yeah'), nothing wrong with that" [sic] = 0 point 

11. Feature #14: INF clause > relative clause (1 point). 

*Bv/f isem rddi dostat doois / 'We were glad to get a letter' 

""dostat CO? (psani) jo, dopis, nothing wrong with that (how would you say it in Czech?) Ja sem 
by I rod fe sem dostal psani" 
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'get what? (letter [lexical variant]) yeah, letter,I was glad that [I] got a letter' [sic] 
= 0.5 point [T] 

12. Feature #15: redundant possessive pronouns (1 point). 

*MSlJeho ruce v kapsdch a ml6el / 'He had his hands in [his] pockets and was quiet' 

"on mil jeho rttky ve kapcdch a mrucel [I explain mlcel vs. mrndel]. On mil jeho ruky ve kapcach 
a nenafikal -1 can't figure out how to put that quiet part in there. {Mi spis zajimd 'miljeho ruky 
V kapcdch' - je tarn vsechno jak md byt7) Esti raz na svihni (R) (how do you say 'he had his 
hands in his pockets'?) On mil ruke ve kapcach [I tell the informant what he has just 
changed]. To tam nemttsi bvt to zdlezi eSli je to on lebo ona" 

'he had his hands in pockets and was grumbling [ ]. He had his hands in pockets and didn't 
complain - ... (I'm more interested in 'had-MASC-S"* SG-PAST his hands in pockets' - is 
eve^thing there the way it should be?) Throw it at me one more time (R) (...) He had 
hands in pockets [...] That doesn't have to be there, it depends on whether it's he or she' 

= 0.5 point [T] 
13. Feature #16: semantic underspecification ozenili se > vzali se (1 point). 

*Ozenili se hodne mladi / 'They got married too young' 

•'j£f ozenili hodne mladi (is that good?)70" / 'REFLEX-married too young (...) yeah' 
= 0 point 

14. Feature #17: clause embedding > clause juxtaposition (1 point). 

A. * Maminka nechtila a nemluvila o tam / "Mother didn't want to and didn't talk about it' 
B. Maminka 0 tom nechtila mluvit / 'Mother didn't want to talk about it' 

''''maminka nechtila co? (R)" 
'mother didn't want what?' [the informant chose B] =1 point 

15. Feature #18: absence of zero copy (1 point). 

*Mar^e sedila v kresle a ona detla / 'Margie sat (was sitting) in the chair and she read (was 
reading)' 

"What does kfeslo mean? (kolibad?) - a ona inula - Mafenka sedila v lebo ve kolebaii a ona 
inula. (How would you say it in your Czech?) Po moravskyl {Jo). Mafenka inula ve kolebaci -
Mafenka sedila ve kolebaii a ona inula."""" 

'.... (rocking chair? [Texas Czech]) - and she read [dialectal variant] - Margie sat in or in [ve = 
vowel extension] the rocking chair and she read. (...) In Moravian? (Yeah). Margie read [was 
reading] in the rocking chair - Margie sat [was sitting] in the rocking chair and she read [was 
reading].' = 0 point 
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In sentence (2), [M-46-G] eliminated the infinitive pfijet by conjugating it as 

pfijedu / '[I] will come-PERF', hence he received 1 point even though he did not use the 

expected conditional {bychpfijela / '[I] would come-FEM-3 SG'). However, he did not 

score on feature #2 in the same sentence, because he left the redundant pronominal 

subject jd (T) intact. He then received 0.5 point for sentences (7), (8), (11), and (12), 

having corrected features # 9, #11, #14, and #15 in his translations. In sentence (7), he 

earned only 0.5 point (for feature # 9), because he repeated the infinitival clause (feature 

#10), ungrammatical in Czech, in his translation. Further, the informant first accepted 

sentence (11), and only after I asked him, "How would you say it in Czech?," he 

corrected feature #14 - again in his translation. This approach was typical for many 

informants (more so in the OG). The verb mlcel ('[he] was quiet') in sentence (12) was 

commonly mistaken for mrucel ('[he] was grumbling') by many, adding a humorous 

touch to the task. (The informants' smile or laugh was always a good sign that they were 

at least moderately enjoying themselves). Next, while [M-46] eventually succeeded to 

eliminate the redundant possessive pronoun jeho / 'his' (again in his own translation), his 

last metalinguistic statement is incompatible with the type of the feature he has just 

corrected: he explains the absence of the redundant pronoun (feature #15) as relevant to 

its grammatical gender (to zdlezi eslije to on lebo ona / 'it depends on whether it's he or 

she'). What is worth noting in sentence (13) is the sentence-initial placement of the 

enclitic se, here in its Lachian form ossaisa ozenili / '[they] got married' for StCz/CC 

•vzali je; feature #16).'^ Finally, [M-46] failed to correct feature #18 (absence of zero 

Compare the discussion on this dialectal feature in 8.1.3. above. 
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copy) but agreed with me after I told him that the pronoun ona / 'she' in the sentence was 

redundant. 

(2) Additional examples. 

[F-37-G] Score: 10 points 

Sentence 6 (feature #8): 

(R) Muj standek nam teho navypravil (on doesn't have to be there?- yy ste to nefekla) uhm 
'My grandpa kept telling us stories (he ... ? - you didn't say that) uhm' = 0.5 point [R] 

[F-37] repeated the test sentence in her Czech, eliminating the resumptive 

pronoun on / 'he'. It was evident, however, that her correction through the sentence 

repetition was rather unconscious, hence she received 0.5 point. 

Sentence 9 (feature #12): 

"na jeji matkuT / 'of her mother' = 0 point 

Sentence (9) was one of the few grammatical test items in the task. Interestingly, [F-37] 

corrected the reflexive pronoun svou, replacing it by the regular possessive pronoun jeji / 

'her' as it should be in English. This suggests that even fairly proficient speakers of Texas 

Czech may have restructured this grammatical rule of Czech by analogy with their 

primary language. After [F-37] completed the task, I asked her, "Do you realize that you 

have made some changes?"; her "no" only supports my conclusion that she was unaware 

of her corrections throughout the task. 

[M-42-G] Score; 10.5 points 

Sentence 7 (features # 9-10): 

""ja ('yeah') sounds - repeat it again (R) dobre ('good'). (Try to say it yourself) — Ja sem seel 
uditelku abYdicka enom mluvily englic^ = 0.5 point [T] 
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'I wanted the teacher-ACC* so that the children would speak only English' [sic] 

Similar to [F-37], also [M-42] corrects feature #10 in sentence (7) above 

unconsciously, in his own translation of the English version I had offered. In addition, he 

represents those informants who understood the judgment task as the test of 

comprehension and sentence translation from Czech to English (sentences 11 and 12 

below). 

Sentence 11 (feature #14): 

"... [M-42 translates the sentence to English] (Ja/fe to vy feknetel! 'How do you say it?') Byli zme 
radi ze zme dostali psani. (Do you know what you've just changed?) I think you said it a little 
different." = 0.5 point [T] 

Sentence 12 (feature #15): 

'ya ('yeah') - he groan (he was quiet) byl tichy [(R) with tichy / 'silent'] [M-42 translates the 
sentence to English] (A ceskyl / 'and in Czech?') Un mnil ruky v kapcach a bYl tichy / 'He 
had hands in pockets and was silent' (Do you know what you've left out?) No." 

= 0.5 point [T] 

The last sentence from [M-42] illustrates metalinguistic discussions initiated by some, 

more proficient, informants (this time focused on the appropriate use of prepositions ve / 

'in' vs. na / 'on'). 

Sentence 15 (feature #18): 

""...{kfeslo - ve stolku - na stolku"? / 'armchair - in [the] chair - on [the] chair?') ve stolku lebo na 
stolku ('in [the] chair or on [the] chair') - really in English would be na stolku ('on [the] chair') -
on the chair, ve stolku ('in [the] chair') - more like in a recliner to me. Na stolku ('on [the] chair') 
- on the regular chair [i.e., vs. recliner]. (Cnulal / '[she] read-PAST [dialectal variant]') ditala 
[another dialectal variant] [(R) with the changes he suggested] - sounds - - mama was sitting in 
the chair and she was reading (po vaseml / 'in your Moravian?') Maminka sedila na stolku a 
ditala ('Mom was sitting on [the] chair and was reading'). 

[not aware of his correct omission of ona / 'she'] = 0.5 point [T] 
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[M-51a-W] Score: 5 points 

Sentence 6 (feature #8V 

.. My grandpa told me about it - sounds right. (Could you leave out anything?) starzhi6ek frzh 
for /f/] on nam to - ('grandpa he to us') there is something fimnv about it but it sounds right to 

Sentence 7 (features # 9 - 10'>: 

"...too much words at one time - [M-Sla translates the sentence:] I remembered my teacher and 
she wanted all the kids just to speak English - sounds right (As long as you can make it out?) 
Yeah, vou're trying to put complete sentences together - to me. if I can lust make sense out of it 

Sentence 15 (feature #18): 

"...is that two separate sentences? Does not make sense to me - Marie? - and she was standing? 
{ietla - cnula - or iitald^. [I am trying variants of 'read-FEM-S"* SG-PAST']) That's reading. 
(That's what she was doing). [(R) with citala]. When you got to the armchair - and then the last 
part of the sentence seems like a totally different meaning to me [(R) without ona / 'she']. I guess 
it throws me 'cause I don't understand that last word, if you say it with ci'tala [penultimate 
stress] I would think it's right, I would see it as one sentence...! thought you were referring to 
two different people" [sic] = 0 point 

As the last three judgments of [M-51a-W] show, also he was focusing mainly on 

comprehension of the test sentences. First, his translation of sentence (6) proves that he 

understood at least a part of it; consequently, it "sound[ed] right" to him. It is not clear 

from his judgment whether or not he indeed sensed the mistake after my leading question 

("Could you leave anything out?"). He explicitly describes this strategy when he says, 

"...if I can just make sense out of it, it's OK to me" (sentence 7). Finally, the discussion 

surrounding test sentence (15) represents the cases of meaning negotiation that some test 

me.'' [sic] = 0 point 

it's OK to me" [sic] = 0 point 

items had triggered. 
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One of the goals of the foregoing analysis was to demonstrate that every 

structured task was a diagnostic measure in its own right (see Appendix I for individual 

scores across the informant sample). In the second section of this Chapter I present 

preliminary results (continuing work in progress) obtained from the set of statistical 

analyses performed in order to test my four hypotheses. 

8.2. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

8.2.1. Variables, Hypotheses, and Types of Statistical Analysis 

A set of statistical analyses was performed for the scores from each language task 

(dependent variables) and four independent variables (TV): Age (bom before 1945 versus 

after 1945), Gender, Location (LOC; Granger vs. West), and Marriage (married to a 

Czech vs. married to a non-Czech). The following hypotheses were tested (alpha level = 

0.05): 

(1) Older speakers (OG) maintain their Texas Czech better than younger speakers (YG). 

(2) Men maintain their Texas Czech better than women. 

(3) Granger speakers maintain their Texas Czech better than West speakers. 

(4) Speakers married to Czechs maintain their Texas Czech better than speakers married 

to non-Czechs. 

The dependent variables (DV) are coded as follows: 

(1) Lexical Task = LEX (cf. 8.1.1. above) 

(2) 'Color' Task (cf 8.1.2. above) 

(2a) 'Color' Task A (i.e., total scores) = COL A 
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(2b) 'Color' Task B (i.e., scores solely on case inflections) = COL B 

(3) 'Dialectal' Task (cf. 8.1.3. above) 

(3a) 'Dialectal' Task A (i.e.. Index of Moravianness)'^ 
(3b) 'Dialectal' Task B = DIAL B 

(i.e., the total number of focal words translated from English to 
Czech/Moravian) 

(4) 'Reduced' Task = REDUC (cf. 8.1.4. above) 

(5) Judgment Task = JUDG (cf. 8.1.5. above) 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for UNIX version 6.1. They 

included correlation (of Year and all DVs),'^ multiple regression (of Lexical Task on 

Year and Age), t-test (of Lexical Task by the pre-1945 and post-1945 group), stepwise 

regression (for each task and all IVs), analysis of variance ANOVA (for each task and all 

rVs), and calculation of mean scores with the sample divided according to IVs (e.g.. 

Granger vs. West for Location). 

8.2.2. The Summary of Main Statistical Results 

(1) Older speakers (OG) maintain their Texas Czech better than younger speakers (YG). 

The first hypothesis was confmned for all five structured language tasks. 

(2) Men maintain their Texas Czech better than women 

The second hypothesis was confirmed for Lexical Task, 'Dialectal' Task B, and 

'Reduced' Task. As for the 'Color' Task and Judgment Task, Gender proved statistically 

The 'Dialectal' Task A (the count of words given in Moravian) was not intended for a statistical analysis. 
^ There are significant correlations between all the bivariate DV combinations at alpha = 0.05. Correlation 
coefficients are not reported here. 
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significant only with Location. Specifically, Granger males outdid both Granger and West 

females, but West males did not perform consistently better than West females. 

(3) Granger speakers maintain their Texas Czech better than West speakers. 

Also this third hypothesis was confirmed for all five language tasks. 

(4) Speakers married to Czechs maintain their Texas Czech better than speakers married 

to non-Czechs. 

The last hypothesis was not confirmed. 

In sum, the statistical findings afford the conclusion that the IVs of Age 

(Hypothesis 1) and Location (Hypothesis 3) are statistically significant for the informants' 

scores on all language tasks (DVs). Specifically, older speaker performed better than 

younger speakers, and Granger speakers exceeded West speakers. As for Gender (IV), 

only Granger males performed overall better than both females from Granger and West, 

and West males. 

8.2.2.1. The Lexical Task 

Maximum score: 105 The actual range of scores: 63.8 - 103 

The first analysis, multiple regression of Lexical Task (LEX) on Year of Birth,'^ 

shows that Year of Birth is a statistical predictor of Lexical Task [LEX: F (1, 37) = 

15.52, p = .0003]. The regression equation is LEX = 1066.65 - .505 (Year of Birth). 

Second, t-test on Lexical Task for the OG (N = 27) and the YG (N = 12) indicates a 

significant difference in the scores of the OG and the YG: t (37) = 3.51, p = .001. The 

OG has a mean score of93.29 points, and the mean of the YG is 80.08 points. Third, the 
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analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the Lexical Task and the set of TVs (Age, Gender, 

Location, Marriage) shows main effects for Age, Gender and Location (Table 8.5. 

below). That is, the levels of Age [F (1,23) = 22.23, p < .001], Gender [F (1, 23) = 4.76, 

p < .040], and Location [F (1, 23) = 8.81, p < .007], all differ significantly on the Lexical 

Task.'' 

Table 8.5 ANOVA for the Set of TVs (LEX by Age, Gender, LOG, and Marriage) 

N = 38'* 

Main Effects Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Sign of F 
Age 1955.537 1 1955.537 22.234 .000* 
Gender 418.435 1 418.435 4.758 .040* 
Location 774.382 1 774.382 8.805 .007* 
Marriage 63.208 1 63.208 .719 .405 

The means in Table 8.6 specify this statistical significance for each of the three IVs: 

Table 8.6 Means of Scores for Lexical Task by Age, Gender, and LOG 

IV Mean Std. Dev. N of Cases Range of Scores 
Age OG 93.29 9.67 27 68 - 103 

YG 78.32 12.27 11 63.8- 101 
Gender M 90.91 13.11 19 63.8 - 103 

F 87.01 11.66 19 68 -102 
Location G 92.04 10.53 20 73.4 - 103 

W 85.53 13.67 18 63.8 - 102 

Further, the means of scores for LEX by Gender and Location indicate that 

Granger males (N = 9; mean = 96.03) exceeded Granger females (N = 11; mean = 88.77), 

as well as West males (N = 10; mean = 86.3), and West females (N = 8; mean = 84.58). 

" The categorical IV Age was entered as Year of Birth because multiple regression allows continuous data. 
There was also a three-way interaction for Age, Gender, and Marriage (p > .049); and for Age, Marriage, 

and Location (p > .030). 
The only single male [M-61-G] was excluded from this analysis because of the Marriage variable. The 

same applies to all analyses that include this variable (such the stepwise regression below). 
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West males (86.3) performed better than West females (84.58), but Granger females 

(88.77) achieved a higher mean of scores than West males (86.3). 

Next, stepwise regression for LEX on the set of IVs (with Age being again 

replaced by Year of Birth; cf. note 97), shows that the only significant predictor for the 

scores on the Lexical Task are Year of Birth and Location. The regression equation is: 

LEX = 1293.44 - 7.57 (LOG) -.616 (Year of Birth). 

Finally, three plots, each representing a semispeaker continuum on Lexical Task 

by Year of Birth, appear in Appendix J. The first plot shows the distribution of scores for 

all informants (N=39). The second plot affords a comparison of Granger males and West 

males (N=20), and the third plot displays a distribution of scores for Granger females and 

West females (N=19). 

8.2.2.2. The 'Color' Task 

Maximum score: 180 The actual range of scores: 78.5 - 178 ('Color' A) 

30 5 - 30 ('Color'B) 

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) shows that the only significant IV for both 

'Color' A (total scores) and 'Color' B (scores for case inflections) is Age: COL A [F (1, 

23) = 19.657, p < .001], and COL B [F (1, 23) = 4.603, p = .043]. As for COL A, the OG 

(N = 27) achieved the mean of scores 160.17 (ranging fi-om 141.5 to 179 points). The 

mean for the YG (N = 11) is 130.55 (ranging fi-om 78.5 to 164 points). As for COL B, the 

means are 19.11 points (range: 7 - 30) for the OG and as low as 9.09 points (range: 5 -

25) for the YG. 
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Further, stepwise regression for 'Color' A on the set of IVs (Age, Gender, 

Location, and Marriage) indicates that both Year of Birth and LOG statistically contribute 

to the equation: COL A = 2510 - 11.71 (LOG) - 1.21 (Year of Birth). Year and Location 

also contribute to 'Color' B: COL B = 1060.6 - 5.92 (LOC) - .53 (Year of Birth). 

Next, multiple regression for 'Color B' shows that just as for the Lexical Task, 

Year of Birth is a statistical predictor for the informants' scores on the 'Color' Task B: 

COL B = F (1, 37) = 35.55, p < .0001. The regression equation is COL B = 981.92 - .499 

(Year). 

Finally, the means of scores on 'Color' A (total scores) and 'Color' B (case 

inflections) compare the levels of Gender and Location as follows: (1) Granger males (N 

= 9) achieved the mean of 159.66. This mean score is higher than that of Granger females 

(N = 11; mean = 153.27), and of both West males (N = 10; mean = 143.65) and West 

females (N = 8; mean = 150.13). West males (143.65), however, did not perform better 

than West females (150.13). Moreover, similar to the Lexical Task, Granger females 

(153.27) scored overall higher than West males (143.65). As for 'Color' B, Granger 

males (N = 9; the mean score of 19.44) performed (overall) better than Granger females 

(N = 11; mean = 17.86). Furthermore, Granger males again outdid both West males (N = 

10; 13.3) and West females (N = 8; 13.94). Just as for 'Color' A, West males (13.3) 

supplied a slightly lower number of correct case inflections than West females (13.94). 

However, when only Gender is taken into consideration, the difference between the 

means is very small ('Color' A) or none ('Color' B). Specifically, for 'Color' A, females 
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(N= 19) had a mean score of 151.947 and males (N = 19) had a mean score of 151.237; 

and for 'Color' B, males and females finished with the same mean score of 16.21 points. 

8.2.2.3. The 'Dialectal' Task B 

Maximum score (number of words) = 54 The actual range of scores = 35-54 

The first statistical analysis, ANOVA for the Set of IVs (Age, Gender, Location, 

and Marriage), shows the main effect for Age, Gender, and Location. There is also one 

statistically significant two-way interaction, namely for Marriage and Location (Table 

8.7). 

Table 8.7 ANOVA for the Set of IVs (DIAL B by Age, Gender, LOC, and Marriage) 

N = 38 

Main Effects Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Sign of F 
Age 245.760 1 245.760 17.814 .000* 
Gender 65.399 1 65.399 4.741 .040* 
Location 87.242 1 87.242 6.324 .019* 
Marriage 26.256 1 26.256 1.903 .181 
2-Way Interaction for Marriage (M) and Location (LOC) 
M / L O C  103.391 1 103.391 7.494 .012* 

That is, there is a significant difference in the levels of Age [F (1, 23) = 17.81, p < .001], 

Gender [F (1, 23) = 4.74, p = .040], and Location [F (1,23) = 6.32, p = .019]. The means 

for each significant IV are displayed in Table 8.8 below. Interestingly, the two-way 

interaction of Marriage and Location shows that Granger speakers, regardless of the type 

of marriage, again outperformed West speakers. 
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Table 8.8 Means of Scores for DIAL B by Age, Gender, and LOC 

IV Mean Std. N of Cases Range of Scores 
Dev. 

Age OG 51^6 2.03 27 4 5 - 5 4  

YG 46.09 6.67 11 3 5 - 5 4  

Gender M 50^6 4.68 19 3 5 - 5 4  

F 49.26 4.46 19 3 5 - 5 4  

Location G 50.65 3.62 20 4 1 - 5 4  

W 48.78 5.31 18 3 5 - 5 2  

Married G 50.37 4.06 11 
to Czech W 49.55 5.13 11 

Married G 51.00 3.20 9 
to non-Czech W 47.57 5.77 7 

Further, the description for sub-populations on DIAL B by Gender and Location 

yields the means of scores showing that Granger males (N = 9; mean = 51.22) did better 

than Granger females (N = 11; mean = 50.18), and better than both West males (N = 10; 

mean = 49.4) and West females (N = 8; mean 48). This time, however. West males (49.4) 

outperformed West females (48). Considering only Gender, Granger and West males (N 

= 19) achieved the mean score of 50.26, which is only I point higher than the mean score 

attained by the 19 females (49.26) in the informant sample. 

Lastly, Year of Birth was the only significant predictor of the scores for the 

'Dialectal' Task B (total scores) in the stepwise regression analysis on the set of IVs 

(Age, Gender, Location, and Marriage): DIAL B = 340.74 - .15 (Year of Birth). 

8.2.2.4. The 'Reduced' Task 

Maximum score: 80 The actual range of scores: 7.5 - 57 

The analysis of variance for the set of IVs shows two main effects: one for Age [F 

(1, 23) = 20.768, p < .001], and another for Location [F (1, 23) = 4.62, p = .042]. Broken 
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down to the means of scores, the OG (N = 27) achieved the mean of 37.78 points (the 

score range: 17 - 57), and the YG (N = 11) attained the mean of 21.41 points (the score 

range: 7.5 - 48). As for LOG, Granger speakers (N = 20) reached the mean of 36.25 

(range: 12 - 57), and West speakers (N = 18) the mean of29.47 points (range: 7.5 - 48). 

The following means obtain in the description of sub-populations on this task by 

Gender and Location: first, the mean score of Granger males (N = 9) is 38.83, and the 

mean score of Granger females (N = 11) is again lower, 34.14 points. As for my West 

informants, males (N = 10; mean = 29.85) did slightly better than females (N = 8; mean = 

29 points). Overall however. Granger males (38.83) outperformed both Granger females 

and all West speakers regardless of gender, and Granger females achieved a higher mean 

score than both West males and West females. The Location aside, the mean of 34.11 

calculated from the scores of all males (N = 19) is higher than the mean of 31.97 points 

achieved by the 19 females. 

The second analysis for this task, stepwise regression on the set of FVs (Age, 

Gender, Marriage, and Location), shows that Year of Birth and Location are significant 

IVs for this task. The regression equation is REDUC = 1210.82 - 7.82 (LOG) - .602 (Year 

of Birth). 

8.2.2.5. The Judgment Task 

Maximum score: 18 The actual range of scores: 5 - 16.3 

ANOVA for the last linguistic task and the set of IVs shows the same pattern of 

results: the two main effects obtain for Age [F (1,23) = 10.633, p = .033] and Location [F 

(1,23) = 4.8, p = .039]. The OG (N = 27) achieved the mean score of 9.8 points (the 
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highest score was 16.3), and the YG (N = 11) attained the mean score of 6.59 (the highest 

score was 10 points). As for LOC, Granger informants (N = 20; mean = 9.79) outdid 

West informants (N = 18; mean = 7.85). The best score achieved by a Granger speaker 

was 16.3 points; the highest score in West was 12.5 points. 

The description of sub-populations by levels of Gender and Location is consistent 

with what we have seen above: Granger males (N = 9) with the mean score of 10.59 are 

followed by Granger females (N = 11) with the mean of 9.14. West males (N = 10) 

finished with the mean of 7.82 points, and West females (N = 8) attained a slightly higher 

mean of 7.89 points. The mean score of 9.13 for all males (N = 19) and the mean of 8.61 

for all females (N = 19), regardless of LOC, differ only by half a point (0.52). 

The last stepwise regression on the set of IVs showed the Year of Birth and 

Location as significant predictors of the scores on the Judgment Task: JUDG = 269.88 -

2.17 (LOC)-.133 (Year). 

8.2.3. Discussion 

The set of statistical analyses performed for each task and the independent 

variables of Age, Gender, Location, and Marriage, identified Age and Location as 

statistically significant IVs across all language tasks, thus confirming my first hypothesis 

(OG > YG) and my third hypothesis (Granger speakers > West speakers). That Age was 

foimd significant is hardly surprising in light of the intergenerational decline in 

acquisition and maintenance of Czech in Texas (cf. Chapters 4, 5 and 7). That Granger 

speakers performed overall better than West speakers can be explained by the relative 

isolation of the Granger community, hence a slower pace of the dissolution of its ethnic 
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enclosure (Hewitt 1978, 1979). The third independent variable. Gender, deserves more 

study. The pattern across the tasks clearly shows the superiority of mean scores achieved 

by Granger males. These speakers are invariably followed by Granger females. However, 

the same cannot be said about West male and female informants. Only in one case (the 

'Color' Task A - total scores) West females achieved an appreciably higher mean score 

(150.13) than West males (143.65). In all other cases the means of scores for West males 

and West females differ only slightly. Table 8.9 below displays the means for both 

Granger and West speakers according to Gender. 

Table 8.9 Means of Scores for Granger and West Speakers by Gender 

Language Task West Males 
( N = I O )  

West Females 
(N = 8) 

Granger Males 
(N = 9) 

Granger 
Females 
( N = l l )  

Lexical 86J 84.57 96.03 88.77 
'Color A 143.65 150.13 159.66 153.27 
'Color' B 13.3 13.94 19.44 17.86 
'Dialectal' B 49.4 48.00 51.22 50.18 
'Reduced' 29.85 29.00 38.83 34.14 
Judgment 7.82 7.89 10.59 9.14 

A number of monolingual studies of linguistic change (e.g. Eckert 1989; Labov 

1991; Milroy and Milroy 1985; Trudgill 1974) have focused on the effect of gender, 

showing that it is often the females that lead the change. For example, Trudgill (1974: 

179) concludes that "women use linguistic forms associated with the prestige standard 

more frequently than men," and Eckert (1989; 265) argues that "women, deprived of 

access to real power, must claim status through the use of symbols of social 

membership." That is, language tends to become their social capital. Hence it is possible 

that also in our context, when a minority language is being replaced by the majority 
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langiiage, women assume the role of 'Vanguards of change," leading the complete shift 

to English, the language of prestige and social power. 

Naturally, the job orientation of both males and females in Granger and West has 

changed. In addition, women tend to be more educated than they were in the past.^ 

There are fewer fiill-time farmers nowadays, (some men farm on the side), and many 

people must seek employment outside the community. Yet it may be that the farmer 

identity (J. Hill, p. c., October 21, 1998) and relatively more local job opportunities (e.g. 

sales and repairs of farming equipment, the city maintenance, car shops, or cotton gins) 

may play a role in the overall better retention of Czech shown for (namely Granger) males 

by the results of statistical analysis above. 

I am not prepared to offer a full explanation for inconsistencies that I have found 

in the West segment of the informant sample. Rather, the statistical results above suggest 

that the role of gender in maintenance of Texas Czech warrants more research. At the 

same time, however, there are at least three leads that my study has identified. First, 

females tend to indicate more linguistic insecurity in their self-perceived proficiency 

ranking (cf. Chapter 5, 5.1.2.1.2., Table 5.2). Second, females, more so than males, 

appear worried about speaking with the Czech accent and are critical about accented 

English of others (cf Chapter 6, 6.1.7.1.). Third, one of the best surviving fimctional 

contexts of Czech language use is joking and teasing, which I observed to take place 

" A difTerent yet relevant case can be found in Rouchdy (1989: 97-98) who identifies an easier access to 
education that Nubian women have today as one of the causes of shift &om Egyptian Nubian (the shifting 
language) to Arabic (the dominant language). Here, however, females are catching up with educated males 
who already tend to prefer speaking Arabic in the home. 
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mostly among the males. These leads should be subject to further research; therefore, I 

presented the second section of Chapter 8 as a report on continuing woric in progress. 

In this connection, the reader may recall the view of [F-58-G] suggesting that Granger males have more 
opportunities to use Czech within the community than females (cf. Chapter S, S.I.2.3., excerpt 10). 
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Chapter 9: 

CONCLUSIONS 

9.1. THE SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Guided by the central question. What role does an obsolescent language continue 

to play in the immigrant community and in the shifting definitions of its members' ethnic 

identity?, my study examined self-defined ethnolinguistic identities, culture, and language 

of second-to-fourth generation Texas Czechs. The following research questions branched 

off from this main inquiry: 

1) What motivates the discontinued intergenerational transmission of Czech? 

(cf. Chapter 4) 

2) What does it mean to be a speaker of a language, i.e., a speaker of Texas Czech / 

Moravian? (cf Chapter 5) 

3) How is the Texas Czech speech community defined? (cf. Chapter 5) 

4) What are the contexts of use of Texas Czech, and what is the role of this language 

use in the speaker's identity? (cf. Chapter 5) 

5) If heightened consciousness of having Moravian ancestry has persisted, is the 

speaker's identity still manifested by Moravian dialectal features in their idiolects? 

(Chapter 6) 

6) What are the attitudes toward the revival of Czech among the Texans of Czech 

descent? (Chapter 7) 
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I then examined the linguistic data elicited by five structured language tasks in 

Chapter 8. My objective in this chapter is to summarize the main conclusions. 

The Discontinued Language Transmission (Question 1) 

My older informants (pre-1945 group; OG) grew up speaking primarily Czech. 

Their Czech language vertical and horizontal communication networks only began to 

dissolve in their childhood and yoimg adulthood. My younger informants (post-1945 

group; YG), on the other hand, started to use English already in their pre-school years and 

have experienced a deeper and deeper breakdown of both vertical and horizontal Czech 

language communication networks. Most Texans of Czech descent stopped transmitting 

Czech to their children soon after World War Two, and thus most of my younger 

informants have never acquired the language in full (cf. 4.1.1. - 4.1.2.). 

A host of factors was involved in the shift from Czech to English as one's primary 

language (cf. 4.1.3.). The parents' level of proficiency in English, the amount of 

education, and their attitudes toward Czech form the first cluster of influences. The 

parents' willingness to accommodate their language use to the children's preference for 

English (usually after they started school) generally meant the end of speaking Czech 

within the family, except for "secret" communication between the parents in front of their 

children. The presence of grandparents typically slowed down, albeit temporarily, the 

shift away from Czech. The language preference within ±e extended family, especially 

during routine family visits (besedy) in the past, played a role in the overall retention of 

Czech as well. 
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My informants identified the following causes of discontinued transmission of 

Czech: (1) intermarriage, (2) "letting it happen" (i.e., without making a conscious 

decision not to pass the language on to their children), (3) the parents' low proficiency in 

Czech, hence their inability to transmit the language, (4) the lack of time that teaching 

Czech to their children outside the school would require, (5) the fear of causing them to 

speak English with a Czech accent, (6) the parents' deliberate effort to spare the children 

their own negative school experiences and/or the children's desire to "be like everybody 

else", (7) the belief that a Czech must speak English in order to be a good American 

citizen, leading to English monolingualism, (9) the lack of interest among the children 

themselves, because they "have never said, 'teach me, I want to learn," and (10) the fear, 

experienced by some children and young adults, that if they try to use the expressions 

they know, they will make mistakes. Interestingly, this feeling appears to stem from one's 

own self-assessment rather than from the elders' intimidating remarks. Therefore, purism 

of proficient speakers affecting the conraiunity's youth's attitudes toward Czech should 

not be seen as one of the causes of the language's progressing obsolescence (cf. 4.1.4.). 

The older and elderly speakers often express regret over the fate of Czech in 

Texas. Some of them wish they could change their past actions in order for the language 

to survive. Many of my informants seemed motivated by the interview experience, telling 

me that they would "start with [their] grandchildren," or take the first opportunity to 

enroll in a Czech class if taught in the area. The couples appeared determined to 

"practice" Czech in their daily interactions. However, it would take much more to 
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maintain the level of enthusiasm that - at least for some - my true interest in Texas Czech 

has inspired. 

The Speaker and the Community 

Question (2). While most informants in the OG perceive Czech and Moravian as 

somewhat different, they tend to use the terms interchangeably. The linguistic distinction 

between a 'language' and a 'dialect' is typically irrelevant to the speakers themselves. 

Aside &om a few exceptions, the younger informants tend to refer to their ancestral 

language as Czech. The levels of metalinguistic awareness are generally high among the 

OG and still relatively high in the YG. Informants in both age groups engage with interest 

in discussions about the differences in lexical (dialectal) variants and derivational 

morphology (cf. 5.1.1.1.- 5.1.1.2.). 

When speaking about their language, Texas Czechs focus on the features that they 

identify as clearly Moravian, such as lexical variants and word forms that they have used 

and/or have heard in the family and community-wide interactions (cf 5.1.1.3. - 5.1.1.5.). 

They tend to highlight "incorrect", that is obviously non-Czech, features, such as English 

nouns, verbs, and adjectives integrated into Czech (e.g., braunova kdra pdrknutd u hauza 

comes from 'a brown car parked by the house'), borrowings, and code-switches. As a 

result, they refer to their Czech as "broken", "slang", "mixed", "Tex-Czech" (by the 

analogy with Tex-Mex), and the like. Despite the general expression of regret over the 

loss of their ancestral language, this stigmatized image of Texas Czech may be nourishing 

the ideology that implicitly justifies the discontinued intergenerational language 

transmission because speaking a "broken" language is not desirable. 
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The self-ranking scale in the questionnaire shows that yotinger informants tend to 

experience more linguistic insecurity than their older counterparts (cf. 5.1.2.). The four 

older respondents who report feeling uncomfortable speaking Czech are females, 

suggesting that gender differences in self-perceived proficiency in Texas Czech should be 

subject to further research. In addition, my informants tend to underestimate or 

overestimate both proficiency of their own and proficiency of others. As for the other-

perceived proficiency, active, hence relatively visible community members are often 

perceived as speakers of Czech, regardless of whether or not they speak the language. 

Question (3). Based on my understanding of the insiders' perspective on who is 

and who is not a speaker, I proposed a three-level definition of the Texas Czech 

conununity (cf. 5.I.3.). (1) Membership in the Texas Czech cultural community requires 

a certain level of Czechness apparent to other community members. While most members 

of the cultural community are of Czech descent, some ethnic non-Czechs appear to 

belong as well. They include (a) the so-called "bom-again Czechs," (b) those who are 

reported to have acquired some Czech, and (c) those who speak of being "cultured to 

Czechs," i.e., accepted to the cultural community through "attributed or achieved 

memberships" (Hymes 1996: 32). (2) Membership in the ethnocultural community is 

based on common ancestry and again one's discernible Czechness. (3) Finally, members 

of the Texas Czech speech community possess variable levels of productive or receptive 

competence and are able, although not expected, to use the language. Non-Czechs who 

have secured their membership in the Texas Czech cultural community by displaying 

(typically) rudimentary knowledge of Czech may or may not be perceived as members of 
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the Texas Czech speech community, depending on how integrated they are from the 

viewpoint of ethnic Czechs at this community level. 

Question (4). Functional contexts of Czech language use include (1) Texas Czech 

folk songs, (2) greetings, (3) joking and teasing, (4) small conversations about family 

matters, (5) 'weather talk' in informal interaction and in the follow-up of business 

encounters, (6) the talk (a) during the preparation and consumption of traditional food, 

and (b) while playing table games, and (8) family prayers (cf 5.2.1. - 5.2.2.). Elderly 

speakers occasionally use their Czech in story-telling. Among the social contexts which 

are conducive to using Czech emerge dances, weddings, ethnic festivals, socializing in 

the bakeries and restaurants, meetings of senior citizens, overseeing bingo afternoons 

(Granger), and koldce baking. Particularly performances of Texas Czech bands create a 

social space that encourages the use of Czech. While enjoying tasty food and socializing, 

young people are exposed to the sound of Czech in the lyrics of folk songs and in 

occasional exchanges among older Texas Czechs. This exposure to Czech shapes and 

strengthens the 'idea' of having a heritage language and of being a Texas Czech 

(Moravian). 

The marking of social distance vs. intimacy through the honorific pronominal 

TU/VUdistinction has become highly variable in Texas Czech (cf 5.2.2.3.). Only some 

speakers among the Texas Czechs (typically the elderly) who still use both markers (i.e., 

ty and vy / 'you-rLT and '^you-VlP) are also aware of the purpose of this distinction. In 

addition, the archaic honorific marker oni / 'they' (e.g., stafenka plakali / 'grandmother 

cried-S"* PL-PAST') can be still heard in Texas. Overall however, this pronominal 
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address distinction has neared its extinction in Texas Czech, and it is likely that only 

formally prepared speakers of Czech as a foreign language will be aware of it in the 

future. 

While the interlocutors' identity is the most important factor affecting language 

choice, only specific social and functional contexts in Texas Czech encourage its use. 

Even though the patterns in which the social contexts are linked with the functional 

contexts of Czech use are rather predictable, merely the speakers' identity does not 

determine their code choice. Importantly, since English has largely replaced Czech as the 

language of family intimacy and of both fomial and informal interactions at all levels, 

Czech is a marked code that speakers use not in opposition but in addition to English. 

While any use of Texas Czech manifests ethnic group membership, ingroup solidarity and 

closeness, speaking the language is not a necessary condition for one to feel Czech or 

Moravian. 

Language and Ethnicity (Question S) 

The first immigrants to Texas came equipped with the cultural and political 

knowledge of their region of origin that nurtured their Moravian pride. The fact that they 

claimed Moravian, Slavic, or dual Moravian-Slavic identities, prevalent in the Slavic 

world through the early 1900s, is crucial to one's understanding of the process of ethnic 

redefinition in Texas Czech communities. A major part of my study explores to what 

extent the Moravian identity has been preserved among their descendants and what role 

their Moravian-based Texas Czech still plays in this identity. 
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My informants' awareness of their ancestors' regional origin varies greatly (cf. 

6.1.2.). However, the modem association of Texas Czechs' ethnic roots with the Czech 

Republic, hence with the national (replacing the regional) identity, which has been 

promoted by the Texas Czech organizations, will soon become the only basis for their 

ethnic self-definition. 

Accordingly, my informants' preferences for ethnolinguistic self-definitions given 

in the questionnaire descend from "Czech" to "Moravian" to "Bohemian" (cf 6.1.3.) Yet, 

the number of those who identify themselves as Czechs takes a fairly close lead over the 

number of those who prefer referring to themselves as Moravians in both age groups, and 

the Czech-Moravian self-definition is also common. 

Where only 42.3% of informants in the OG and 18.2% informants in the YG 

believe that one can't be a true Czech without speaking the language, most informants in 

the OG (84.6%) and all younger informants consider having the Czech language in their 

repertoire as important to how they feel about their own identity. That is, those who 

believe that speaking Czech is not an essential part of one's true Czechness and yet find it 

important to their own ethnic identity may think that Americans of Czech descent who do 

not speak the language should not be denied the right to Czechness. In other words, 

should true Czechness require some level of proficiency in Texas Czech, most young 

people and the youth of Czech descent would have to be excluded from the Texas Czech 

ethnocultural community. 

The cross-examination of data from interviews and questionnaires reveals 

numerous inconsistencies in how people talk about their ethnolinguistic identities. Hardly 
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anyone however would object to being called a Czech. My informants' self-definitions 

well reflect the process of intergenerational ethnic redefinition - from referring to oneself 

a Moravian, a Czech-Moravian, and a Czech, to 'convergent' ethnic self-definitions as 

Texas Moravian, American of Czech descent, American Czech, Czech American, "Texan 

first", and "just an average American" (cf 6.1.4.). The specific issues in the analysis 

include, for example, the question of whether being called an American Czech or a Czech 

American is more fitting, and some older informants' objections against being referred to 

as 'hyphenated' Americans. Further, some views confirm that the language mode plays a 

role in determining the speakers' self-identification as Moravians (when speaking Texas 

Czech) or Czechs (when speaking English), and a young female interviewee demonstrates 

that she values her ethnic background as an enrichment to her "normative" whiteness, 

because it provides her with a desired cultural "boundage" (Frankenberg 1993: 234). 

In sum, the notions of the "participatory" nature of postmodern ethnicity (Fishman 

1985: 11) and the predominance of "ethnic knowing" over "ethnic doing" (Ibid.: 5) are 

highly relevant to the varied and often inconsistent ethnolinguistic self-definitions of 

Texas Czechs today. 

Further, I analyzed the informants' views expressed in interviews in order to 

explain the opposition toward being called a Bohemian indicated by the questionnaire 

data (cf. 6.1.5.). The word Bohemian has strong negative connotations particularly for 

those bom before 1945. Malformations of this word as Bohunks or Bohimini, which many 

of my older informants heard from their Anglo-American and German American peers in 

the past, are considered even more derogatory than being called a Bohemian. Most Texas 
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Czechs understand the term Bohemian to mean a Gypsy whom they tend to see in sharp 

contrast with a hard working and frugal Czech. At the same time, however, the word 

Bohemian today seems to appeal to the Texas Czech youth, replacing "Czech" in neutral 

contexts. For example, one can come across a shirt celebrating "A Bohemian [who] eats 

kolaches and drinks beer, laughs easily, remembers the Czech Republic, works hard and 

therefore is thrifty, is [a] devout church goer, [and] loves to dance," or the name 

"Bohemian Head Hunters" that the West High School football team bears with pride. 

The measure that 1 designed to evaluate my informants' idiolects was based on 19 

Moravian features across 54 words selected from the 'Dialectal' and 'Reduced' Sentence 

Translation Tasks (cf 6.1.6.). The resulting Index of Moravianness showed only a slight 

variation (84.30% -100%), being consistent with the samples of speech data from 

interviews. That is, while specific regional dialectal features vary, all informants speak 

the Moravian-based Texas Czech irrespective of how much they know about their 

ancestors' geographic origin, and how they define themselves and the language they 

speak. 

Next, frx>m the viewpoint of intemalized standard language ideologies, speaking 

English with a Czech accent is generally perceived as an undesirable "problem" (cf. 

6.1.7.1.). The 'distancing' of some older informants, particularly women, from their 

ethnic background by emphasizing that they are "American first," and defensive reactions 

of some that they do not - but others may - have an accent, draw the link between one's 

self-perceived and/or other-perceived accent and one's ethnolinguistic self-definition. 
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On the theme of interethnic relations (cf. 6.1.8.), here specifically the relations 

between Anglo-Americans and Czechs (cf. 6.1.8.1.), Texas Czechs see clannishness as 

characteristic of their ancestors and often as a trait of the Czechs (phrased in a way that 

does not imply the speaker's own claimishness) today. When comparing themselves to 

Anglo-Americans, Texas Czechs highlight the inherited values and morals, which they 

still perceive as distinctly Czech. They point to their strong work ethics and fingality, 

respect for the land, and ethnic solidarity. They perceive Czechs as good and trustworthy 

people, and tend to differentiate between the "American" and the "Czech" type of 

behavior. 

The key signifiers of ethnic belonging in Texas Czech communities are the Texas 

Czech folk music, blending with Texas country and western, wearing the imported or 

"Tex-Czech modified" kroje (costumes), and Texas Czech food (cf. 6.2.1. - 6.2.5.). These 

"badges of ethnicity" that people can easily put on and take off (Dauenhauer and 

Dauenhauer 1998: 68-9) are an indispensable part of Texas Czechs' ethnic celebrations; 

they "keep the heritage going" but do not interfere with their everyday lives. 

Texas Czechs are admirably creative when it comes to the outward expressions of 

their ethnic identity (cf 6.2.6.). Some manifestations of their ethnic pride include wearing 

buttons and Tee-shirts with such slogans as, "Made in America from Czech parts", or 

"It's hard to be humble when you are Czech", billboards highlighting the quality of 

products made by the Czechs (e.g., "Our beer passes through hundreds of quality Czechs 

daily"), or utilizing the word "Czech" to the advantage of local businesses, such as the 

Little Czech Bakery, or Czech Point Antiques m West (here, however, the owner is not 
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necessarily of Czech descent). Interestingly enougli, the criterion of "Czech Heritage", 

used together with the "Originality" and "Workmanship" to evaluate the floats in the 

Westfest parade, affects both Czech and non-Czech participants, encouraging the creators 

of floats to work at least the word "Czech" into their designs. 

It is not important that Texas Czechs and European Czechs have different views 

on what constitutes Czechness and how this Czechness should be expressed. It is 

important, however, to understand how and why the "Czech heritage" is manipulated as 

part of the ideology of preservationists in the Texas Czech organizations and in its public 

manifestations. Having observed and analyzed the varied expressions of their ethnicity, I 

have come to appreciate all the things that Texas Czechs cherish as part of their heritage; 

for as long as the Texas Czechs see them as meaningful, they are viable manifestations of 

their ethnic identity. 

Revival of Czech and Language Attitudes (Question 6) 

Most informants in both age groups value their cultural heritage and are 

supportive of any efforts to preserve their ancestral language (cf 7.1.). Their 

questionnaire responses most likely reflect the overall positive cultural attitude, resulting 

from a relatively recent resurgence of interest in the 'things Czech' and the revived 

awareness of one's ethnic roots. Their emotional attachment to the language, however, 

competes with a pragmatic stand (Dorian 1982b) on a very limited practical utility of 

Czech (even though its low economic value might somewhat improve with the renewed 

contacts in the Czech Republic), hence it appears unlikely that their language loyalty will 

transcend to the level of personal participation in the attempts to save it. 
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Much effort to preserve and promote the ethnolinguistic heritage of Texas Czechs 

must be credited to Texas Czech and other Czech-related organizations (cf. 12.). While 

each of them plays a crucial role in this process, the future of organized efforts to 

preserve the culture and the language of Texas Czechs may depend on yet more effective 

commimication and constructive collaboration among all of them rather than on their 

individual strengths. If the leaders and membership converge in their equally 

commendable preservationist goals, their joint agenda should only improve the prospects 

for their state-wide success. 

The interest in learning and maintenance of Czech lags behind the focus on other 

elements of the Texas Czech cultural heritage. Yet, the questionnaire data from Granger 

public school students and views of high schools students in West suggest that this 

interest exists (cf. 7.3.). Importantly, the schools are most likely to teach Standard and 

Common Czech, and thus preserving the Texas Czech Moravian would require active 

involvement of elderly speakers using their language with the young outside the school. 

My questionnaire data also indicate that the elderly speakers' endorsement of creating 

opportunities for teaching Czech in schools cannot be taken for granted, because it is the 

younger informants, not the OG, that unanimously support the idea. 

My informants generally give Texas Czech about twenty five years (cf. 7.4.). They 

tend to see the only remedy in schools, but schools can hardly make a difference by 

themselves. At the same time, those who have taken a course in Czech usually talk about 

what they would have liked to be taught, thus identifying the general lack of sensitivity to 

the dialectal basis of Texas Czech in language classrooms. However, the informants' 
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tendency to contrast the "low Czech" of their own with the "high" or "real" Czech of the 

Czech Republic suggests that when it comes to teaching Czech to the young, they assume 

that schools would offer Standard/Common Czech and not the dialect. 

Most informants are saddened by the decline of their language, but they seem to 

find comfort in the belief that Texas Czech folk music and other components of their 

cultural heritage will live much longer. Some remember that they came to appreciate the 

Texas Czech culture only later in their lives and believe that their offspring will 

eventually experience the same, perhaps even developing interest in learning their 

ancestral language. Next to the teaching of Czech in schools, the Texas Czech folk music 

appears to be the key, spontaneous, factor in language preservation. As long as the Texas 

Czech bands sing in Czech, the young segment of the Texas Czech community will be 

reminded of having a heritage language; one would hope that at least some of them will 

decide to leam more about it. 

To conclude, the life of the Texas Czech cultural heritage is not endangered. Once 

the Texas Czech Heritage and Cultural Center in La Grange and the Czech Cultural 

Center in Houston are built, Texas Czechs will have even more opportunities to "engage 

with their ethnic past" (Dorian 1987: 66) if they choose to do so. In contrast, the 

prospects for survival of the Texas Czech linguistic variety are rather bleak unless the 

community members themselves commit the time and effort to its preservation and work 

together with local schools in order to accomplish this goal. As for the Czech language, 

the general interest among the young people in both leisurely and business/education 

travel to the Czech Republic, hence in learning Czech, seems to have improved since the 
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early 1990s. Only the future will tell, however, whether the teaching of 

Standard/Common Czech in Texas schools will become more wide-spread. 

9.2. GRANGER AND WEST: TWO TEXAS CZECH COMMUNITIES 

The linguistic and statistical analyses in Chapter 8 showed that Granger speakers 

performed consistently better across the five language tasks (i.e.. Lexical Task, 'Color' 

Task, Reduced Features and Dialectal Features Sentence Translation Tasks, and 

Judgment Task) than West speakers. Yet the community of West far exceeds Granger in 

the ways of displaying its Texas Czech cultural heritage, as shown in the annual Westfest 

and a number of thriving businesses under the names including the word "Czech". 

Further, Texas Czechs in West are far more accustomed to expressing their ethnic 

belonging by wearing kroje (costumes) for the Westfest and other Czech ethnic festivals 

state-wide. The Czech Folk Dancers of West is the most popular Texas Czech dance 

group and the West High School Junior Historians are also known for their Texas Czech 

folk dancing. Where a pep rally for the Granger High School football team does not make 

any allusion to the 'things Czech', the West High School team and its fans wear shirts 

with a slogan in Czech (NeboJ se\ / 'No fear!') and cheer to the Beer Barrel Polka. (To be 

sure, in neither case are the teams composed solely of players of Czech descent). That is, 

a comparison of Granger and West shows that the efiTective display and marketing of the 

"Czech heritage" does not necessarily enhance the odds for the maintenance of the 

heritage language. Just as does West, Granger celebrates Czech Heritage Week. Just as in 

West, Granger volimteers bake kolaches and prepare Texas Czech food for the 
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community fund raisers and other socials. Moreover, the only authentic Texas Czech 

newspaper is published in Granger. Yet, the expressions of Czechness is Granger are 

much more subtle. They may surface in an elderly man's fond memories of Reverend 

Vamdek who appears to have deeply affected his parishioners' attachment to their 

ancestral language, in how people talk about their morals and values inherited from their 

Czech Moravian ancestors, in an occasional use of a Texas Czech greeting, or in one's 

excited description of his collection of Texas Czech music, including the Granger Polka 

Boys. In sum, both Granger and West are Texas Czech conmiunities, but only West has 

taken a more commercialized route, thus making the town visible on the map as the 

"Czech Point of Central Texas." In contrast, it takes more than just wandering through the 

streets of Granger to discover that also this community still is largely Czech. 

9.3. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 

The strength of this project lies in its ethnographic, linguistic-anthropological 

approach, and in its ethnolinguistic focus. In the course of my data analysis, 1 identified 

the symbolic meanings of Texas Czech ethnicity, the role of Czech use in this ethnic identity, 

and the degree of loyalty that Texas Czechs hold toward their heritage language and culture, 

with its consequences for language survival. I showed how the community members 

themselves perceive and assess the place of a reduced, (tying language in the ethnic 

immigrant commimity, where they see the causes of discontinued intergenerational 

transmission of Czech, and how diey conceptualize a Czech 'speaker'. 
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Further, I formulated a local definition of speech community affected by the 

language shift leading to language death, and examined to what extent ethnolinguistic 

self-definitions of the second-to-fourth generation Texas Czechs still reflect the Moravian 

identity, rooted in the historical and political context of the Czech lands in the 19''' and 

early 20 century. I also explored the community members' language attitudes and their 

implications for the theories of language shift and attempts at language revival. 

Importantly, I approached the communis as a culturally constructed setting, 

populated by real speakers whose speech is of interest for both content and form. Thus by 

its focus and theoretical framework, this study should broaden the scope of research on 

inmiigrant language varieties beyond the analysis of linguistic variation among its 

speakers. 

9.4. FUTURE RESEARCH ON TEXAS CZECH AND TEACHING OF CZECH 

IN TEXAS 

I end with an invitation to Slavists, dialectologists, sociolinguists, and 

ethnographers to conduct more research in the Texas Czech communities while it is still 

possible. Further, even though the Texas Czech linguistic variety may not outlive the 

current generation of speakers, the renewed contacts with the Czech Republic have 

increased general interest of Texans in learning Czech, and thus more Texas schools 

should consider offering the language. Some form of distance learning (e.g., 

teleconferencing), with fewer instructors being able to reach more students, should offer 
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one long-term solution to the shortage of qualified teachers of Czech. This route would 

require strengthening of collaboration among Texas schools. 

Next, although my study provides some description of the Moravian basis of 

Texas Czech, more specialized studies in the field of dialectology should be conducted 

while the language is still alive. For example, it would be interesting to see to what extent 

the dialectal features found in Texas Czech are still preserved in Northeastern Moravia of the 

Czech Republic. Another project awaiting attention is Dr. Svatava Jakobson's collection 

of recordings held in the Center for American History at the University of Texas at 

Austin. My two months of transcribing and cataloguing could not possibly cover the 

wealth of data in this Texas Czech database. Yet another study that is long overdue would 

analyze the language of the only Texas Czech newspaper Nasinec and incorporate oral 

histories of its key correspondents. 

My study draws on a small portion of data that 1 collected during my fieldwoik in 

Central Texas. In the future, I will continue my data analysis, also attending to the unresolved 

role of gender in the variable maintenance of Czech. I hope to retum to Texas and continue 

the work among my Texas Czech friends - the work that this dissertation project has only 

started. 
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APPENDIX A: The Informant Sample 

West Granger 
Males (N= 10) Females (N = 8) Males (N = 10) Females (N = 11) 
pre-1945 eroap pre-1945 group pre-1945 group pre-1945 group 
(7) (6) N (6) (8) 
M-17-W(C) F-12-W(X) M-IO-G (X) F-13-G(C) 
M-19-W (C) 
M-24-W (X) F-24-W (C) M-24-G ( C )  

F-25-G (C) 
M-30-W (C) M-26-G (C) F-27-G (X) 

F-31-G(C) 
F-33-W (C) 

M-34-W (C) F-34-W (X) F-34-G (X) 
F-35-G (C) 

M-36-G (X) 
F-37-G (C) 

M-38-W (O* F-38-W (X) M-38-G (X) 

M-43-W/T (X) F-41-W (O* M-42-G (C) F-45-G (C) 

post-1945 
eroup 

post-1945 
group 

post-1945 
group 

post-1945 group 

(3) (2) N (4) (3) 
F-46-W (C) M-46-G (X) 

M-49-W (X) 
M-51a-W (C) F-50-W (C) M-50-G (X)* 
M-51b-W(X) M-53-G (C) F-54-G (C) 

F-55-G CX) 
F-58-G (X) 

M-61-G (S) 

Leeend: 
(C) = married to a Czech 
(X) = married to a non-Czech 
(S) = single 
* = just married (at the time of my fieldwork) 
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APPENDIX B: The Sociolinguistic Interview' 

1) Biographical Information. 

Please tell me your name and where your family came from. How old are you? 

Have you always lived here? Do you go to visit often? Do you still have relatives 

there? [urban speakers] What did (do) you do for a living? Do (did) you work outside this 

town? (If so) Where? 

2) Geographic Origin. Generation. 

Do you know where your ancestors came from? What generation do you consider 

yourself to be? 

3) Langxiage Autobiographv. Childhood Experience with Czech: Home, School & 

Community. 

Did you grow up speaking Czech? (If so) When did you stop speaking it and why? 

When did you start learning English? Did you speak English when you started school? As 

a kid, do you remember whether you wanted to leam and/or to continue to speak Czech? 

Where did you go to school? [Catholic school and Czech]. Did they teach Czech 

in your school? Do you know of any other school where they did? Do you remember 

when it was? (If Czech was offered) How would you describe the way your teacher 

spoke? Was it different from the way you spoke at home? Did he or she correct the way 

you spoke? 

' I always began asking my questions in Czech. If necessary, I switched to English to accommodate my 
infonnant's preference (and comprehension). The actual interviewing required a lot of flexibility, and thus I 
found having an ordered set of themes and guiding questions helpful. I often skipped from one section to 
another, following my informant's line of thinking, b addition, other (unprepared) questions came to mind 
depending on how each mterview developed. [ ] = a further explanation of my note on a possible direction. 
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Did you speak Czech with your friends? [Czech classmates] How do you talk to 

them when you see them now? Did the Czech kids mix with the American kids? Did you 

get along well? 

Did your parents want you to leam and/or continue to speak Czech? Did they 

prefer speaking Czech with you at home? Did your mom and/or dad know how to read 

and write Czech? 

How about your grandparents? Did you leam any Czech from them? Did they 

want you to leam? 

What about your siblings? What language(s) did they grow up with? What 

language(s) did you prefer speaking with your brothers and sisters at home? In school? 

Do any of your siblings still speak Czech? How well do you think they speak it? 

Do you remember hearing any Czech spoken on the streets and in local stores? 

What language did your parents (and you) usually use? 

How many people you think still speak Czech (Moravian) around here? Whom 

would you suggest that I try to contact for an interview? 

4) Children and Transmission of Czech. 

Please tell me about your children. What language(s) do they speak and what do 

they do? Did you teach them Czech? (If not) Why not? [Did you make a conscious 

decision not to teach them? Did it just happen?]. Did you (would you) sometimes use 

Czech with your husband (wife) in front of your children (grandchildren) because you 

didn't (don't) want them to understand? 
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If you can change something in your past in order to prevent losing Czech, what 

would it be? 

5) Texas Czech Organizatinns and Church. Czech-related Newspapers. 

Are you involved in any fraternal organizations? Are you involved in the 

community life here? Do you take any Czech or Czech-related newspapers? What church 

do you go to? Would you remember until when the services were held in Czech? What 

about the confession? Do you remember still doing it in Czech? (If so) Until when? 

[Catholics]. How much do you know about the Brethren church and how they 

practice their faith? [Brethren]. How much do you know about the Catholic church and 

how they practice their faith? [Memories about distinguished Czech priests...] 

[Both]. Would it matter to you whether or not a person you want to be friends 

with belongs to the same church? Have you ever heard your parents (grandparents) or 

other people comment on the relationship between these two churches? Was a Brethren-

Catholic marriage a problem in the past? How is it now? 

Do you hear any Czech in your church today? Would you appreciate a Czech mass 

in your church? (If so) Do you think that more people here who would like that too? 

6) Current Contexts of Czech Use and Interlocutors. 

Are there any situations in which you prefer using Czech? Are there any situations 

where you find yourself speaking some Czech? When you and your fiiend(s) go for a beer 

to [a local restaurant], how do you talk? If you go shopping, do you like to go with 

someone? (If so) How do you talk? Have you ever traveled with other people? How did 

you talk? When you meet a close friend on the street, how do you usually talk? What do 
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you do on Sunday afternoons? Do you remember what you used to do on Simdays when 

you were little? (Did your families visit and talk?) [besedy / family visits]. Can you recall 

any situation in which you would switch to Czech when you got emotional about 

something? [May give an example]. 

7) "The Moravian Question". 

Do you think that there is the Moravian language and the Czech language? How 

would you describe the way you speak Czech (Moravian)? [If the informant referred to 

his or her idiolect as Moravian, or called it either Moravian or Czech during the 

interview, I would build a question from there]. 

8) Texas Czech. 

How do you call the language that Czechs (Moravians) speak in Texas? What do 

you think that 'proper Czech' is? Does anyone here speak it? Have you ever taken a 

Czech class? (If so) What Czech were you taught? Who taught you? Did you also leam 

how to read and write in Czech? (In either case) What would you like to be taught? [If 

you are to choose between learning the so-called 'proper Czech' and building up the 

vocabulary in the Czech (Moravian) you speak, what would you prefer?]. 

9) Ethnolinguistic Identitv Across Generations. 

What do you consider yourself to be (ethnically)? (Do you feel Czech, Czech-

Moravian, Moravian, [etc.]) Why? How did your parents call themselves? How did they 

refer to their language? What about your grandparents? 
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'We' vs. 'Others'. Have you ever heard your mom or dad (or your grandparents) 

say anything to the effect that Texas Czechs (Moravians) and Americans are different? (If 

so) What did they mean? (Can you give me an example?). 

Bohemian. What does "Bohemian" mean to you? [More questions evolved] 

'Things Cyech'. What do you think is Czech about your life today? How would 

you describe your parents' (grandparents') feelings about the land? Do you still farm? (If 

so) Why? (If not) Did you want to farm but couldn't ? (Did you want to get away from 

it?). What do younger people (bom before 1945) here do for a living? 

Can you tell who is a Czech? (If so) How? 

Accent. Has anybody ever wondered about your accent? (If described as Czech) 

Do you think that you have one? Do you think that people around here have it? 

Czech Surnames. Do you have any funny (or other) experiences with your last 

name? Do people pronounce your name correctly? (If not) Does it ever bother you? Did 

you or your relatives change their last name? [Spelling, English translation]. 

10) Ties with the 'Old Countrv'. 

Have you ever been to the Czech Republic (Czechoslovakia)? (If so) Why did you 

go? Do (did) you have any relatives there? Do (did) you correspond with them? (If so) In 

what language? (During your visit) Did you try to use your Czech? Did you feel 

comfortable speaking it? Were you understood? Did anybody try to 'correct' your 

Czech? 
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Which part of the Czech Republic have you seen? (Bohemia? Moravia? Both?). 

Do you think that Czech spoken in Prague is different fix)m yours? Which sounded better 

to you - the way people spoke in Moravia or in Prague? 

Do you think that your Czech relatives (or Czechs in general) have accurate 

information about the Czechs in Texas today? (If you visited) Did what you saw there 

match your expectations? Do (did) you try to keep up with the news from the Czech 

Republic? How? 

11) The Future of Texas Czech. 

Do you think that Czech in Texas is dying out? 

(If so) Why do you think it happened? How many years do you think it will still 

be around? How about the [Texas Czech folk] music? 

Gf not) How is Czech being maintained? Are you aware of any changes to the 

better in the past few years? (If so) When did the things start to change? 

Do you know about the plan to build two new cultural centers (La Grange, 

Houston)? (If so) How did you leam about it? [If not, 1 tell them about it]. Do you have 

any preference for the location? How optimistic are you about these projects? What 

would you like to see there? 

12) Other Expressions of Identitv. 

Do you like to attend Czech ethnic festivals? What do you especially like or 

dislike about them? Would you remember when and where you went last? Which one 

would you recommend for me to attend? 
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Do you have kroj / a costume? (If so) What kind? Where did you get it? (Even if 

you don't have one) Do you sometimes borrow one and wear it for the festivals and other 

special occasions? 

Could you tell me what the Czech wedding is like? 

13) Celebrating Seasonal Holidavs. Other Traditions and Memories. 

Do you have any memories of Czech Easter or Christmas traditions? Any 

memories of feather stripping parties? Any memories of a beef club in the community? 

Do you remember any Czech poems, games, songs, tongue twisters, riddles, fairy 

tales, or sayings? (If so) From whom did you hear them? 

14) Community Life in the Past and Today. 

[For example] Were there any amateur theatrical societies in this commimity? Is 

there a local unit of SOKOLl Catholic Workman? ... Do you know any interesting story 

about this town that you wouldn't mind sharing? [Other specific questions depending on 

the community 1 was in and what further information I wanted to get]. 

15) Have you ever met Svatava Jakobson? [If applicable, further questions about her 

research in the community]. 
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APPENDIX C: The Sound System of Czech' 

Vocalic System of Czech. Standard Czech language has two sets of vowels, including 5 
short vowels and corresponding 5 long vowels: 

u 

Czech vowels with distinctive vowel length are represented orthographically as / ("soft" 
[i:]) andy ("hard" [i:]), e, d, 6, li/u (u is used at the beginning of the word e.g., ukol / 
'task',^ whereas u is used in the middle/the end of the word, e.g. muze / 'can-S"* SG-
PRES). Excerpts from interviews are transcribed using regular Czech orthography except 
for the u/u orthographic distinction (also see Note on Transcription below). 

Consonantal Svstem of Czech 

labial alveo-dental palatal velar 

bUabial labio alveolar post- pre- post-
dental alveolar palatal palatal 

stop P t t' k 
b d d' g 

fricative f s S ch[x] 

laryngeal 

af&icate 

nn'ml m 

trill 
fricative trill 
lateral 
liquid 

z 

c 

i 

t 

' Sources: Petr, J. et al. (eds.) 1986. Muvnice ieStiny [The Grammar of Czech]. Vol 1 - Phonology, 42-55; 
Haraian (1996b). 
' In the middle only in borrowings firom other languages. 
^ Also considered a semi-vowel. 
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Note on Pronunciation 

1. Czech short vowels are pronounced approximately as in Spanish. 
2. /6/= [ie] 
3. /§/ = pronounced like English 'sh' 
4. HJ = pronoimced like English 'ge' in 'rouge' 
5. /ch/ = [x] 
6. /i/y, e, a, 6, u/u/ = [i:, e:, a:, o:, u:]. 

Note on Transcription 

1. Exceptions to the Standard Czech Orthography: 

a) voicing [k] < [g] before another voiced consonant (e.g., [gde, negdi, gdo] for kde, 
nekdy, kdo / 'where, sometimes, who' vs. [k] in nektery, nejaky / 'somebody, 
some-ADJ'); 

b) voicing [s] < [z] in the auxiliary 'to be-l" PL-PRES' [zme] for /jsme/; 

c) devoicing [z] > [s] (e.g., [spivat] for zpivat 'to sing'); 

d) devoicing [v] > [f] (e.g. [Morafci] for Moravci or Moravani/e / 'Moravians'); 

e) vowel length [u:] rendered as u regardless of the linguistic envirotmient. 

These adjustments are made to better reflect the Moravian basis of Texas Czech. 

2. Symbols for Transcription: 

( ) = researcher's question and translation of Czech within the excerpt 
= pause 
= word group or clause truncated (— and restart) 

[ ] = a word insertion/explanation to ease understanding of translation 
[...] = name omission to preserve privacy 
(()) = literal translation of word/phrase 

= omitted segments 
@@@ = laughter 
* = ungrammatical feature in both Common Czech and Moravian 

dialects 
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Commas in the original reflect transitional continuity'^ in the informant's speech. The 
frequency of commas in Texas Czech and in its translation (done in colloquial English 
that better reflects the Texas Czech original) does not always correspond (e.g., at times I 
added a few commas to the English translation for easier sentence parsing). 

3. The following abbreviations designating grammatical features are used: 

INANIM (inanimate) ANIM (animate) 
NEUT (neuter) 
GEN (genitive) 
LOC (locative) 
PL (plural) 
IMPER (imperative) 
PAST (past) FXJT (future) 
IMPERF (imperfective) 

DAT (dative) 
INSTR (instrumental) 

Gender: MASC (masculine) 
FEM (feminine) 

Case: NOM (nominative) 
ACC (accusative) 

Number: SG (singular) 
Verb Forms: INF (infinitive) 
Verb Tense; PRES (present) 
Verb Aspect: PERF (perfective) 
ADJ Adjective 
ADV Adverb 
COND Conditional 
CONJ Conjunction 
DIMIN Diminutive 
NEG Negation (negative particle) 
PREP Preposition 
REFLEX Reflexive 
TU/VU The honorific pronoun distinction (informal ty vs. formal vy) 

Note on Dialectal Differences 

1. The Lachian dialect lacks vowels with distinctive vowel length. 

2. In addition to the vowel [i/i:] that is orthographically rendered as j/i: and The 
latter is spelled and pronounced differently only after hard consonants /d, t, n/, i.e. [di, 
ti, ni] vs. [dy, ty, ny]. In other cases its spelling is governed by a grammatical rule but 
not reflected in pronunciation. The Lachian dialect has a positional variant of [i/i:] 
that hardens the pronunciation in the linguistic environments where Standard 
/Common Czech does not differentiate.This sound is reflected here as [Y/Y:], e.g.the 
word ryba! 'fish', spelled with the "hard" [y] and pronounced as [i] in Czech becomes 
[rYba] in the Lachian. (See Appendix F. 2 for examples). 

* Symbol for laughter and the term ''transitional continuity" adopted from Edwards and Lampert (1993: 89). 
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3. In addition to the short syllabic liquid [1] of Czech, the Lachian dialect has a "hard" 
(velarized) /I/. This sound is reflected here as [L]. For example, the Lachian [1] in the 
word sell 'go-S"* SG-PAST', is for the purposes of this study transcribed as [§eL]. 
(See Appendix F.2 for examples). The transition [Lachian»>Polish] applies. 

4. Some regional dialects within the Lachian have palatalized [s', z', c', dz']. This type 
of palatalization does not appear in the idiolects of my Texas Czech informants in the 
present sample. 

5. Czech has fixed stress on the first syllable. ''Penultimate stress is an areal feature 
which links standard Polish, most of Teschen, Lachian, the northern East Moravian 
dialects, and certain Slovak dialects...Except in the northem East Moravian, and the 
Central Slovak dialects, penultimate stress occurs in those dialects which lost 
distinctive vowel length" (Hannan 1996b; 97 - 98). 

Lachian is one of these dialects. Penultimate stress has been detected in Texas Czech 
of some participants in this study. Even in their speech, however, the fixed stress of 
Czech prevails. 
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APPENDIX D: The Lexicostatistic List / Lexical Task (105 Words)' 

1. I jd 
2. you ty/vy 
3. we my 
4. this toto 
5. that tamto 
6. who kdo 
7. what CO 
8. not ne 
9. all vSechno 
10. many mnoho/moc/hodni 
11. one jeden-MASC jedna-WEM. ye^/no-NEUT 
12. two rfva-MASC iA'^-FEM/NEUT 
13. big ve/^MASC ve/Aa-FEM ve/Aie-NEUT 
14. long rf/owAjJ-MASC dlouhd-V^M. e//oaAe-NEUT 
15. small ffia/y-MASC mo/d-FEM ma/e'-NEUT 
16. woman zena <D roba D>^ Texas Czech [TxCz] also zenskc  ̂
17. man OTIC <D chlap D> 
18. person clovik 
19. fish ryba 
20. bird ptdk 
21. dog pes 
22. louse vei-SG vs/-PL 
23. tree strom 
24. seed semeno 
25. leaf list 
26. root kofen 

' Source for the first 100 words: Swadesh (1972). Adjustments were made as shown (e.g., two possible 
translations of the word 'bark' or verb and noun forms of 'fire'). Translations are given in Standard Czech 
(StCz). Most commonly elicited dialectal variants in lexicon, not in form (such as dlouhy StCz vs. dluhy 
Eastem Moravian / 'long'), are included \^ere relevant. Verbs are given in INF (Cf. Chapter 8, 8.1.1). 
• <D D> encloses a dialectal lexical variant. 
^ The word fenskd is a generic term for a 'woman' in idiolects of many Texas Czech speakers 1 have 
interviewed. They use its StCz form zena for a married woman. A similar distinction obtains in Polish (K. 
Hannan, p. c., September 20, 1998), where the word kobieta refers genetically to a female, whereas zona 
means a 'wife' in individual reference (the term zony, however, is used for a group of married women). 
The word for a married woman in StCz (which I heard fiom several Texas Czechs as well) is manielka (or 
moja ienat 'my wife'). One could speculate about the influence of Polish in this respect (as particularly 
Lachian is a transitional dialect in the direction to Polish). However, one could also say that the pair Sena / 
mardelka in StCz provides the same contrast, and that ienskd (in colloquial Czech and western Moravian 
dialects) derives fiom the same stem as iena whereas the Polish kobieta and zona are two different words. 
Cf. the discussion in Chapter 8, 8.1.1. 
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27. bark (a tree) kura [u:] <D koruna*, koza D> 
bark (a dog) Stikat 

28. skin kuze [u:] 
29. body 

(instead of'flesh') 
tilo 

30. blood krev 
31. bone kost 
32. grease sadlolmastnotaltuk 
33. egg v^ce/vq/"/<5/feo-DIMIN 
34. hom (a cow) roh 

hom (a car) klakson TxCz: truba 
35. tail ocas 
36. feather pero-SG / pefi-PL 
37. hair vlasy 
38. head hlava 
39. ear/ears ucho-SQ / MSI-PL 
40. eye/eyes oko-SG / OIF/-PL 
41. nose nos 
42. mouth usta TxCz: huba 
43. tooth zub 
44. tongue jazyk 
45. claw drdp-SG / drapy-?h <D pazurylpaprde D> 
46. foot nohc  ̂
47. knee koleno 
48. hand/hands rukaSG / nice or ruky-Ph 
49. belly bficho <D bfuch, bachor D> 
50. neck krk 
51. breasts prsa TxCz: also cicky 
52. heart srdce 
53. liver jdtra 
54. drink pit 
55. eat jist TxCz: also papat-DlMD  ̂
56. bite kousat 
57. see videt 
58. hear slySet  ̂
59. know (something) vidit 

•* The word koruna (in StCz 'crown') is a Lachian form of StCz Idtra [u:] / 'bark' as shown in Cesky 
jazykovy atlas [The Atlas of the Czech language] vol. II, 1997: entry # 74, p. 191, map for hira (K. 
Hannan, p. c., September 20, 1998). This variant should be used in most of Silesia and northern Wallachia. 
The word koruna in full Czech can refer to the Czech currency, to 'a tree crown', or to 'a king/queen's 
crown'. 
^ The word noha in full Czech can refer to both the part fiom the ankle down and the whole leg. 
^ If remembered only in this form from child vocabulary (such diminutives are a part of full Czech as well). 
This applies also to words #60, #72 and #73 (diminutives from dialectal forms), and #74 below. 
' Only [M-46-G] translated 'hear' as £ut' ([poCu:vat'] in Slovak), which represents a transitional feature 
[Eastern Moravian »> Slovak]. 
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know (somebody) zndt 
60. sleep spat TxCz: also jp/nAaZ-DIMIN 
61. die zemfit TxCz: also zdechnut'* 
62. kill zabit 
63. swim plavat TxCz also kupaf̂  
64. fly letit̂ "  ̂ <D firkat/firkat' D> 
65. walk chodit 
66. come pfijit 
67. lie down lehnout 

tell a lie Ihdt <D cigdnitSidit' D> 
68. sit sedit 
69. stand Stat 

70. give ddt 
<D pravit D>" 71. say net <D pravit D>" 

72. sun slunce <D slunko, 5/««eJfo-DlMIN D> 
73. moon mesic TxCz: also misicek-lilMSti 
74. star hvezda TxCz: also hvezdicka-DYMTti 
75. water voda 

to water zalevat TxCz: also zavodrdt 
76. rain dest' 

to rain prset 
77. stone kamen 
78. sand pisek 
79. earth zeme 
80. cloud mrak 
81. smoke hour 

to smoke koiifit 
82. fire ohen 

to be on fire hofet 
83. ash popel 
84. bum pdlit 
85. path cestidka 
86. moimtain hora^  ̂
87. red <ferverg/-MASC dervend-FEM cervene-NEUT 
88. green ze/eny-MASC zelend-FEM zelene-NEUT 
89. yellow zlut̂ MASC zlutd-FEM zlute-NEUT 
90. white W/y-MASC bild-FEM bile-NEUT 

* In StCz used only for animals. 
^ full Czech meaning 'to take a bath', or 'to go swimming' {jit se-REFLEX kotmat). 

For many Texas Czech informants, letit! li{i)tat means 'to run around / to be running around'. Some 
informants offered tdso the noun moucha (in Moravian mucha) / 'a fly'. 
" Historically also in Standard Czech, today archaic. 

For some informants, hora means les ('forest'), and thus they recall the phrase jit do hory instead of StCz 
jit do lesa ('go to the forest'). The closer to the Slovak border Aeir ancestors lived where Ae transition 
[Northeastern Moravian »> Slovak] applies, the more likely they referred to 'forest' as hora, using the 
expression common in Slovak. 
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91. black demy-MASC derwd-FEM Je/Tie-NEUT 
92. night noc 
93. hot horky/d/e-ADJ horko-ADV 
94. cold studeny/a/e-ADi chladno-AjyW <D z;m/ie^-ADJ-NEUT/MASC> 
95. full pln^yiASC plnd-fEM /7//ie-NEUT 
96. new /loiy-MASC /zovd-FEM «ove-NEUT 
97. good dobry/d/e-ADJ dobfe-ADV 
98. round kulat̂ MASC kulatd-^EU fa//are-NEUT TxCz: also kulovaty/y 
99. dry sttchy/d/e-ADJ swho-ADW 

100. name jmino 

Additional color words; 
101. brown hnect̂ MASC hnidd-VEM. AneJe-NEUT IxCz: usxially braunove/y 
102. purple fialoy^MASC ^a/ova-FEM /?a/ove-NEUT 
103. orange oranzavy-MASC oronfovd-FEM oranzove-NEUT 
104. blue modry-MASC mot/rd-FEM morfre-NEUT 
105. pink nizovy-MASC ruzova-FEM rdzove-NEUT [u:] 

TxCz mainly pinkove-'HEUY or pinkovy-MASC 

Calculation of scores f modified from Polinsky 1994: 260): 

formula for the numerical estimate of linguistic proficiency -> 

[105 (100%)-N ] ; 105 =N 
wrong translation(l point off) correct 
partial translation (0.3 or 0.5 point off) 

For example, [105 - 10.5] : 105 = 94.5'" (raw score): 105 (100%) = 90% 

For the reasons explained in Chapter 8 (8.1.5.), Polinsky (forthcoming: 32) refers to the number of 
correct words (the total of points) as the ''numerical value of linguistic competence." 

Raw scores were entered for the purposes of the statistical analysis (Chapter 8,8.2.). 
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APPENDIX E: The 'Color' Task.' Test Phrases (English Czech) 

Modifiers: 
Numeral Color (ADJ) 

Modified Noun: Translation: 

1. One gray 
2. Three blue 

3. Five 
4. Six 
5. Two 
6. Four 

7. Ten 
8. Seven 
9. Eight 

10. Nine 

11. Eleven 
12. Thirteen 

brown 
gray 
white 
pink 

red 
black 
red 

orange 

yellow 
purple 

13. Twelve green 

14. Fourteen brown 
15. Fifteen yellow 

rabbit 
ducks 

horses 
goats 
cats 
pigs 

apples 
cows 
buses 

cars 

houses 
books 

chairs 

tables 
keys 

Jeden sedy zq/ic-MASC-SG-NOM 
Tn modre kachny/kader^¥EM-?L 
-NOM 
Pet hnedych fa?nfc'fc?«M-MASC-PL-GEN 
Sest Sedych foz^z/'-FEM-PL-GEN 
Dve bile ifotfi^FEM-PL-NOM 
Ctyfi nifovdAe'^prasato-NEUT-PL 
-NOM 
Deset dervenychya^>/e^-NEUT-PL-GEN 
Sedum derrick Arav-FEM-PL-GEN 
Osum dervenych awro^MStt-MASC-PL 
-GEN 
Devdt oranzovych aut (automobilu)-
MASC-PL-GEN 
Jedendct zlutych do/niZ-MASC-PL-GEN 
Tfindctfialovych knih (XwtfeA:>-FEM-PL 
-GEN 
Dvandct zelenych zidli <D stolku/u D> 
FEM-PL-GEN 
Ctmdct hnidych jro/«-MASC-PL-GEN 
Patndct zlutych it/icii-MASC-PL-GEN 

Example of coding (maximum number of points available) 

Phrase: Numeral Color Noun Total 
Word Gen Word Gen Num Case Word Gen Num Case 

der der ber der ber 
Points 1 1 2 1 I 1 2 1 1 1 12 

Maximum of 12 points available for each [number + color + object] phrase. The total of points 
available: 12 x 15 = 180. 

' In the statistical analysis (Chapter 8, 8.2.) referred to as 'Color A' (Color task - total scores) and 'Color B' 
(Color task - case inflections). 
^ The latter ending is acceptable in both Common Czech and Moravian, hence it is considered acceptable 
here as well. 
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APPENDIX F. 1: The 'Dialectal' Translation Task'. Test Sentences" (English -> Czech) 

Sentence translations are given in Standard Czech. The sentences from the Reduced 
Features Translation Task containing words that served also as test items for dialectal 
features follow the set of 25 sentences of the Dialectal Features Translation Task. 

1) Our oldest daughter lives in the city. 
NaSe neistarsi dcera bvdli ve meste. 

2) This last shirt needs to be washed. 
Tato posledni koSile se must oprat. 

3) Give her a rose, that will help 
Dei n rufi. to pomvze. 

4) He is a nice young man. 
On je mily mlady mtd OR 
Je to mily mlady mid [chlap\? 

5) They lived on the east side of the town. 
Bvdleli na vychodni strani mista. 

6) Will you eat fish for dinner? 
Budes(TU)/Budete (VU or PL> jist rvbu na vedefî  

7) Can I have a little piece of bread please? 
Muzu si vzit koitsek chleba, prosim'f 

8) They plav in the same band. 
Hraii ve stejne (v jedne) kapele. 

9) Mix together four spoons of flour, one glass of milk. 
and two eggs. 
Smichei dtyfi Izice moukv. jednu sklenku mleka, 
a dvi veice (OR vajidka) 

Cf. Appendix F.2 (word 

# 2, 30, 22 

# 6  

#31,4, 17 

# 2 0  

#50 

# 2 1  

# 7 

# 5 

# 32, 8, 28, 33 

' In the statistical analysis (cf. Chapter 8, 8.2.) coded as DIAL A ('Dialectal' Task A = Index of 
Moravianness), and DIAL B ('Dialectal' Task B = total scores). 
^ Sources: BSli£ (1972); Hani^ (1992a); Ku£era (1989); Lamprecht 1975. The sentences are mine. 
^ [ ] = Dialectal lexical variants of a StCz word. 
* The informants translated the word 'dinner' as veiefe (an evening meal), or obid (a noon meal), 
depending on which they take to be a substantial meal (i.e., 'dinner' refers to a substantial meal, but the 
time for it differed across the sample). 
^ In full Czech, prosim ('please') can be placed at the beginning, in the middle, or in the end of a sentence. 
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Cf. Appendix F.2 (word 
10) I had to buy a new house and a new car. 

MuseVa (MASC/FEM) jsem koiipit novv 
dum a nove auto. # 18, 9, 24 

11) It seems to me that it will rain tomorrow # 1+42, 26 
Zdd se mi ze zitra bude prset. 

12) She didn't want to tell me where she was. # 46, 29, 51 
Nechtila mi net kde bvla. 

13) Sing one more song for me please. # 34, 39 
Prosim (ti-TUAfds-VUor PL), zazoivei (TU)/zazDiveite 
(VU or PL) mi jeSti jednu piseO/pisnidku. 

14) Sell me two bags of potatoes. # 35 
Prodei (TU)/prodeite (VU or PL> mi dva pytle 
brambor [zemdku/kobzoli/ertepli] 

15) I like good food. # 45 
Mam rdd/a (MASC/FEM) dobre iidlo. 

16) Grandma, do vou know where he went to school? #40,52,25 
Babidko [stafenko], vis (TU) / vite (VU) kam \kde/kaf\ 
chodil do ife>/v? 

17) They prefer speaking English. #37 
Radiji mluvi anglicky. 

18) It is healthy to laugh more. #3 
Vice se smdt re zdrave. Je zdrave se vice smdt. 

19) Look at me! #36 
Podtvei (TU) / podivejte (VU or PL) se na me. 

20) Children don't leam Czech in school any more. #38 
DSti se uf ve Skole neudi cesky. 

21) They are not at home. #10 
Neisou doma. 

22) We are going to my brother's. # 53 
Jdeme/jedeme ®  ̂[g] bratrovi. 

® The English motion verb 'go' translates into Czech as either jit ('walk') or jet ('ride, fly,' etc.). 
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Cf. Appendix F.2 (word #...) 
23) They didn't have the money. 

Nemili penize/peniz? 

24) My grandfather worked in the field every dav. # 48 
Muj didedek [standek] pracoval [dilal] kazdy den na[v\ poll 

25) It's very hot in Texas fix>m Jime till August.. 
Od cervna do srpna je v Texasu velmi horko * 

The Reduced Features Translation Task (Relevant Test Sentences); 

2) My friends bought a house in Dallas. #11 
Moji pfdtele koupili dim v Dalasu. 

5) My sister went to the Czech Republic for a month #41 
and my brother for two weeks. 
(Moje) sestra jela do Ceske Republiky na misic 
a muj bratr na dva tvdnv. 

6) He must have seen her, otherwise he wouldn't say that. # 19, 43, 47 
Musel a videt. iinak by to nefekl. 

7) I know a woman who reads Nasinec every week. #54, 49 
Zndm zenu kterd ̂  Nasinec kazdy tvden. 

8) I bought nice shoes for myself # 12 
KoupiUa (MASC/FEM) jsem si pikne boty. 

11) Bemice bought dozen kolaches to take home. # 13 
Bemice koupila tucet kolddu aby si je vzala domti 
{Bemice koupila tucet koldcu a vzala si je domu.) 

13) Grandparents will fly back tomorrow. #27 
Prarodice (dedecek/stancek a babicka/stafenka*) 
poleti zitra domti 

^ This sentence was included to test old GEN of negation (penSz / 'money-GEN-PL'), which has been 
replaced by ACC {penize! 'money-ACC') in modem Czech. Kudera (1989: 188) suggests that this archaic 
form could be found among Texas Czech speakers. Hannan (1996b; 103) identifies this GEN, a feature 
common in Polish, for Teschen dialects (the Czech-Polish border). The transition [Lachijm »> Polish] 
suggests that it might be found in the Lachian dialects as well. The sentence choice to test the old GEN of 
negation is discussed in Chapter 8 (8.1.1.). 
' This sentence proved useful in testing reduced features rather than the intended dialectal forms for GEN of 
'June' and 'August' {Cervha instead of (errma, and srpna instead of srpna used by 6 out of 39 informants; 
some informants have not acquired or retained the names for months). 
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Cf. Appendix F.2 (word #...) 

15) My uncle and aunt promised that they would write. # 14, 44 
Stryc a tela slibili £e budou psdt. 

17) Mv grandpa lived here for a long time. #23 
Didedek [stafidek] tody bvdlel dlouho. 

18) How long will it take? #15 
Jak dlouho to bude trvat? 

20) My daughter bought a dress for herself # 16 
with her own money. 
(Moje) dcera si koupila saty za svoje penize. 
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APPENDIX F.2: The Index of Moravianness' (Words and Features) 

n WORD (54) FEATURE (19) Czech // Hanak // Lachian // Eastern Moravian 
1. rain-INF (l)«/e prSet prSet prSet '/d6 prSat/prSat' 

(DT sentence #11) 
2. our-FEM-NOM-SG naSe naSa naSa naSa 

(DT# 1) 
3. laugh-INF (2) a:/i/2riel smdt smdt/smit/smiat '-c-i //smdt-t '/smi(i)t-t'/ sm6t-t' 

(DT#18) 
4. rose-FEM-ACC-SG (3) ruii ro(u)iu ndu rviu 

(DT#3) 
5. plav-3"' PL-PRES hraji hraj'd hraju hrajt^ 

(DT#8) 
6. shirt-MASC-NOM-SG koSile koSula koSul(L)a / koSela / koSila 

(DT#2) 
7. piece-MASC-ACC-SG (4) a:/oii/o/o: kousek kosek kusek kusek 

(DT#7) 
8. flour-FEM-GEN-SG mouky moky muky muky 

(DT#9) 
9. buy-INF koupit kopit kupit '-C-6 kufujpit' 

(DT#10) 
10. be-NEG-S"* PL-PRES nejsou neso nini su nejsu(uj/nesu 

(DT#21) 
11. buy-3"' PL-PAST koupili kopili kupili ku(u)pili 

(RT#2) 
12. buy-1" SG-PAST koupil-a kopil-a kupil-a ku(u)pil-a 

(RT # 8) 
13. buy-FEM-3"' SG-PAST koupila kopila kupila ku(u)pila 

(RT#11) 
14. will-3'^ PL-FUT budou budo budu budu-u 

(RT#15) 
15. long-ADV dlovho dloho dluho dlu(u)ho 

(RT#I8) 
16. buy-FEM-S"* SG-PAST koupila kopila kupila ku(u)pila 

(RT #20) 
17. help-S"* SG-PRES (5) a:/ii/o pomtize pomoze pomide pomuze 

(DT#3) 
18. must-1" SG-PAST musfSjel-a mosel-a musel-a musel-musil-a 

(DT#10) 
19. must-S"* SG-PAST mus(S)el mosel musel musel/musil 

(RT#6) 
20. young-MASC-NOM-SG (6a) ITvJyly'n mladj^j mlade mlady-Y mlad^Y 

(DT#4) m-jY\ 

' Cf. Appendix C for the Soimd System of Czech and the uses of [L] and [Y] in the transcription of fomis 
firom the Lachian (and some Eastern Moravian) dialects. 
" The form with affix [-i] appears more wide-spread in Texas Czech, showing the influence of the literary 
language, and being reinforced by the use of the form hrcg'i in the lyrics of Texas Czech folk songs (K. 
Hannan, p. c., September 21,1998). 
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# WORD (54) FEATURE (19) Czech // Hanak // Lachian // Eastern Moravian 
21. fish-FEM-ACC-SG (6b) U\d)/IYI<*> rybu rebu rYbu ry(Y)bu 

(DT#6) FiArAH 
22. live-S"* SG-PRES bydli bivd bYfyjva b^d (bydli) 

(DT# 1) 
23. Uve-3"'SG-PAST bydlel beval bY(y)vaL-l... b^al-L 

(RT#17) 
24. new-MASC-NOM-SG Tunr^j nove novY-y novy-Y 

(DT#10) 
25. (to) school-FEM-ACC-SG ikoly Skole SkolY-y Skoty-Y 

(DT#16) 
26. tomorrow-ADV zitra zitra zY(i)tra zf(Y)tra/zutra 

(DT#11) 
27. tomorrow-ADV zitra zitra zY(i)tra zi(Y)tra/zutra 

(RT#13) 
28. milk-NEUT-GEN-SG (7) e/eiAiTi: mle(i)ko mliko mliko ml6(e)ko 

(DT#9) 
29. say/tell-INF fici/fict fict/feknot // fect/feknut-t '-c-<!//fect/feknu(u)t-t' 

(DT#12) (in Moravian also: pravit/t") 
30. the oldest-FEM-NOM-SG (8) aj/ej/e: nejstarSi nestarSi najstarSi/nejstarSi naj(nej)starSi-i 

(DT# 1) fai/ei] 
31. give-IMPER-2'*' SG or PL dej/dejte de/dete daj/dajt^ daj/dajte-^ 

(DT # 3) (TU/VU) 
32. mix-IMPER-2'*' SG or PL z(a)michej/te z(afmiche/te z(a)miSai/te-i z(a)miSaj/te-4 

(DT#9) [TU/VU) 
33. egg-NEUT-ACC-PL /ejce/vajicka // veca/vajiika // vajca/vaiidka//vafca/vajifi)^ka 

(DT#9) 
34. sinB-IMPER-2'^ SG or PL zazpivej/te zaspiv^te zazpivaj/ti zazpi(i)vcg/te-i 

(DT#13) (TU/VU) 
35. seU-IMPER-2"'SG or PL prodej/te prode/te prodaj/ti prodaj/te-i 

(DT#14) (TU/VU) 
36. look-IMPER-2"' or PL (REFLEX) podivej/te se//podive/te se//podivaUti so//podifi/vaf/te-^ sa 

(DT#1^ (TU/VU) 
37. speak-3"^PL-PRES (9) i/i:/ijo:/ija/a/a: 

(DT#17) mlwi-jej mluvijo mluvfa-jo // mluviju-iju-ija-ija-ja-o 
38. leam-NEG-3"'PL-PRES neudi-ej neudijo neudia-io // neu£ifu-iiu-iia-ija-ja-a 

(DT #20) 
39. SODK-FEM-ACC-SG (10)i:/8Iiel 

(DT #13) pisen/pisniSku pisniiku pisniSku/pisniiku// pi(i)smikii/p€snidku 
40. where-ADV (IDe/Sfiel l^^e/kcan kaj/gdi/hde kfR]de-^ 

(DT#16) 
41. weeks-MASC-ACC-PL ty(ej)dny tidni tYfyJdni-Y-y ty(y/Y)dni-y-Y 

(RT#5) 

' However, afBx -dil-ti [-ie] is rare in Texas Czech todajr, dqjte with [-e] is more common. Also cf. words 
under (32), (34), (35) and (36) below. 
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# WORD (54) FEATURE (19) Czech//Hanak/ZLachian// Eaatera Moravian 
42. tain-INF (12) TJVIDI priet prSet-t' prSet'-c-d prSat'-t 

(DT#11) 
43. see-INF vidit vidit-t' vidit '-c-c videt 'A>idit' 

(RT#6) 
44. write-INF psat psat-t' psat '/pisat '-c-6 psat '/pisat' 

(RT#15) 
45. food-NEUT-ACC-SG (13) j-/i- jidlo Jidlo jidlo/idlo idlo (Wallachian)/Mo 

(DT#15) 
46. want-NEG-FEM-3 SG-PRES (14) cht-/-chc/-st/-ii 

nechtila nechcela/nestila/neS6ela/n6chcela... 
(DT#12) 

47. otherwise/or-CONJ jinak jindd inak inak/indi 
OR (IS) n/l nebo nebo (a)lebo (al)l'ebo/(a)lebo 
(RT#6) 

48. day-MASC-ACC-SG (16) uJ6 den deh deh dm 
(DT #24) 

49. week-MASC-ACC-SG ty(tej)den tedeh tY(y)deh ty(y/Y)deh 
(RT #5) 

50. live-3"'PL-PAST (17)I/L bydleli bevali bY(y)vaLY by/y(Y)vali-LY ~ 
(DT#5) 

51 • be-FEM-3 SG-PAST by la bela bY(y)La by(Y)la/by(Y)La 
(DT #12) 

52. go-MASC-3 SG-PAST chodil/sel chodil/Sel/Sil chodiUSeL chodil-L/Sel-L 
(DT#16) 

53. to-PREP-GEN (18)k/do jfcfgl Arfgl doAlg] 
(DT #22) 

54. read-FEM-3 SG-PRES (19) morphological variation 
(RT # 7) fle Ae ini-e dni-e / 6i(i)ta / 6ice 

_^gend; 
DT # 1... = Dialectal Sentence Translation Task, sentence (1) in Appendix F. 1 
RT # 1... = Reduced Sentence Translation Task, sentence (1) in Appendix G 
TU/VU = honorific pronoun distinction or plural 
(e.g.. dej = informal TU in SG f'give'-IMPERI; dejte = formal VU in SG or neutral PL fgive'-tMPER]) 
Abbreviations for grammatical features (cf. Appendix C) 
Sources: B6liC 1972; Lamprecht 1975; Mendl 1976; K. Hannan (p.c.).'* 

* I thank K. Hannan for providing me with information from Bahlar, J. (ed.) 1992, 1997. Cesky jazykavy 
atlas [The Atlas of the Czech language] vols. 1-2. Prague: Academia. (K. Hannan, p. c., September 20,21, 
22,28, 1998) 
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APPENDIX F. 3: The Index of Moravianness (Summary of Scores) 

West Granger 
Informant M C M 

+ 

C 

Index % Informant M C M 
+ 

C 

Index % 

OG OG 
F-12-W 44 5 49 [44/491 89.8 M-IO-G 53 0 53 100 

M-17-W 47 4 51 r47/511 92.2 F-13-G 46 6 52 88.5 

M-19-W 51 1 52 [51/521 98.1 M-24-G 45 6 51 88.2 

M-24-W 46 4 50 [46/501 92.0 F-25-G 49 3 52 94.2 

F-24-W 51 0 51 [51/511 100 M-26-G 47 6 53 88.7 

M-30-W 51 1 52 [51/521 98.1 F-27-G 43 8 51 88.3 

F-33-W 52 0 52 [52/521 100 F-31-G 44 8 52 84.6 

M-34-W 50 2 52 [50/521 96.2 F-34-G 51 0 51 100 
F-34-W 46 3 49 [46/491 93.9 F-35-G 51 2 53 96.2 

M-38-W 51 1 52 [51/521 98.1 M-36-G 52 0 52 100 

F-38-W 50 1 51 [50/511 98.0 F-37-G 52 2 54 96.2 
F-41-W 46 0 46 [46/461 100 M-38-G 53 0 53 100 

M-43-W/T 48 4 52 [48/521 92.3 M-42-G 52 1 53 98.1 
F-45-G 45 0 45 100 

YG M C M 
+ 

C 

Index % YG M c M 
+ 

C 

Index % 

F-46-W 34 1 35 [34/351 97.1 M-46-G 54 0 54 100 
M-49-W 34 1 35 [34/351 97.1 M-50-G 43 8 51 84.3 

F-50-W 51 0 51 [51/511 100 M-53-G 41 0 41 100 
M-51a-W 51 0 51 [51/511 100 F-54-G 47 1 48 97.9 

M-51b-W 44 3 47 [44/471 93.6 F-55-G 50 1 51 98.0 
F-58-G 42 1 43 97.7 

M-61-G 51 0 51 100 

Leeend: 
M = number of words given in Moravian 
C = number of words given in Czech 

(or in the form that did not afford a clear classification as Czech vs. Moravian) 
M+C = the total number of words given in Moravian and Czech 
Index % = Index of Moravianness 
Note: the calculation of Index shown in the column for West informants 
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APPENDIX G: The 'Reduced' Translation Task. Test Sentences (English -> Czech)' 

Sentence translations are given in Standard Czech. The sentences from the Dialectal 
Features Translation Task containing words that served abo as test items for reduced 
features follow the set of 20 sentences of the Reduced Features Translation Task. 

Features in Focus (Total of 80^'> 

1)1 know that she lives in Austin 
vim ze bydli v Austinu. 

2) My friends bought a house in Dallas. 
Moji (mi) pfdteli Imtqjili dum 

V Dalasu. 

#1-2: pro-drop (redundancy of overt pronominal 
subjects; OPS) 

# 3: 3"^ PL-NounA^erb Agreement 
# 4: morphological integration [hauz] 

3) Your mother is a wonderful cook. # 5: redundant resumptive pronoun ona / 'she' 
Tvoje (vase) matka je vybomd kuchafka. in subject referencing 

# 6: circumlocution if the word kuchafka 
unavailable (e.g., vafidobfe / 'cooks well') 

4) He looked at the picture and thought 
of his wife. 

Podtval se na obrazek a (po)myslel 
nasvou zenu. 

# 7: pro-drop (redimdancy of OPS) 
# 8: reference maridng: absence of zero copy 

(the use of the pronominal anaphor) 
# 9: loss of possessive reflexive pronoun 

svouy, replacement by a personal 
possessive pronoun jeho / 'his' (Kufiera 
1989:115) 

5) My sister went to the Czech Republic for 
a month and my brother for two weeks 
(Moje) sestra jela do Ceske Republiky na 
dva misice a muj bratr na dva tydny. 

6) He must have seen her, otherwise he 
wouldn't say that. 

Musel ji vidSt, jinak by t̂o nefekl. 

7) I know a woman who reads NaSinec 
every week. 

Zndm ienu kterd 6te Naiinec kazdy 
tyden. 

#10: semantic underspecification ('to go') 
#11: absence of verbal gapping 

#12a: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#12b: reference marking: absence of zero copy 
#13: loss of conditional 

#14: pro-drop (redimdancy of OPS) 
#15: verb meaning conflation {vidit vs. znat 

/ 'to know') 
#16: relative clause vs. coordination 

' For the features tested in sentences (1 - 9) I drew mainly on work of Polinsky (e.g., 1994,1995,1998), on 
Kutera (1989), and Hannan (19%b; 100). For sentences (10-20) I also consulted Henzl (1981). 
^ Each number means one point For example, #1-2 = 2 points, #1 = 1 point, #12a & 12b = [0.5 + 0.5] = 1 
point. The mflyimiim of 2 points was available only for the noun-verb agreement in sentence (2), i.e. for the 
nominal (1 point) and verbal (1 point) endings. 
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Features in Focus (Total of 80) 

8) I bought nice shoes for mvseif. 
koupil(a) jsem ̂ pikne botv 

9) Lworiced in the garden yesterday. 
V6era jsem pracoval(a) na zahradi. 
( Pracoval(a) Jsem vcera na zahradi). 

10) My sister called me. 
(Moje) sestra mi volala. 

11) Bemice bought a dozen kolaches to take 
home. 
Bemice kovpila tucet kolddu, abv (si) ie 
vzala domu. 

#17: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#18: morphological integration [shu:ze]/ 'shoes' 
#19: absence of enclitic dative pronoun si 

('for myself) 
#20: redundancy of possessive phrase pro sebe 

/ 'for myself 

#21: pro-drop (redundacy of OPS) 
#22: word order (English vs. StCz) 

#23: tranlation equivalent from English 
(also Henzl 1981: 310) 

#24: loss of adverbial clause; use of infinitival 
clause non-existent in full Czech 
(Kueeral989: 118) 

12) All songs were sune in Czech. 
VSechny pisnidky se zpivalv desky. 

#25: loss of one of two forms of passive, i.e. 
reflexive passive and analytic passive; 
reduction of forms to the analytic passive 
('were sung') available in both full Czech 
and English (KuCera 1989: 102) 

13) The grandparents will fly back tomorrow. 
Prarodice poleti zitra zpdtky. 

U26: circumlocution if the word 'grandparents' 
unavailable 

#27: loss of future perfective; use of analytic 
form as in English {budou letit / 'will fly') 
(KuCera 1989: 103) 

#28: circumlocution if the motion verb letit 
('fly') unavailable (also verb 
underspecification) 

#29: word order (English vs. StCz) 

14) Peter showed me that he could do it. 
Petr mi ukdzal ze to xani udilat. 

#30: transfer of tense sequencing from English 
(KuCera 1989: 112) 

#31: reference marking (absence of zero copy) 
#32: verb meaning conflation {umit/ 'to know 

how vs. moci / 'be able to/can') 

IS) My uncle and aunt promised that they 
would write. 

Muj stryc a teta slibili ie mi budou psdt. 

#33: transfer of tense sequencing from English 
(Kueeral989: 112). 
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Features in Focus (Total of 80^ 

16) He went to Temple by bus. 
Jel autobusem do Templu. 

#34: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#35: translation equivalent from English: 

prepositional phrase (po, na / 'on the bus' 
(KuCera 1989; 113, 119) 

#36: morphological integration [na/po bosu-i-el 
/ 'on the bus' 

17) My grandfather lived here for a lone time. #37: translation equivalent from English: 
MuJ dedecek tody bydlel dlotJio. prepositional phrase (pro dlouhy cas / 

'for a long time' (KuSera 1989: 119) 

18) How long will it take? 
Jak dloitho to bude trvafl 

19^ I like it. 
A. Mam to rod* 
B. Libi se mi to. 

#38: semantic caique type {to vezme*! 
dialect: zebere*/ 't^e-3"' SG-FUT) 
(KuCera 1989: 142) 

#39: pro-drop (redimdancy of OPS) 
#40: meaning extension (0.5 point if only [A] 

version available; 0 point for Jd to rod/ 
rdda (MASC/FEM). Contextually-bound. 

20) My daughter bought a dress for herself 
with her own money. 

(Moje) dcera koupila saty za svoie 
penize. 

#41: absence of enclitic dative pronoun si 
('for herself) 

#42: redundancy of possessive phrase pro sebe 
/ 'for herself) 

#43: loss of possessive reflexive ^voye; 
replacement by a personal possessive 
pronoun jeji / 'her' [as m 4 above] 

The Dialectical Features Translation Task (Relevant Test Sentences): 

1) Our oldest daughter lives in the city. 
Nose neistarSi dcera bydli ve miste. 

#44: superlative > comparative 

^ In Kuiera's (1989: 141) classification of semantic caiques, the first type (A) is influenced by similarity 
with an English word in fonn, while some semantic similarity may be maintained (e.g., Texas Czech 
[TxCz] kdra / 'car' for auto / automobil in StCz). It frequently occurs between the words that are relatively 
recent bonowings into Czech or English, or both, which remain feirly close both formally and semantically 
(e.g., TxCz banda in sentence [8]). As for the second type (B), a Czech word gains another meaning 
derived finm the meaning of its basic English equivalent, where word forms are different (e.g., TxCz dostat 
/ 'to get' broadens its semantic scope from its o^y meaning, 'to receive', in fiill Czech). Tliis phenomenon 
could be also identified as semantic extension. 
* Originally included to test omission of reflexive se in to se mi libi becoming to libi (Ku£eia 1989). No 
case of such simplification in this specific phrase has been found. 
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5) They lived on the east side of the town. 
Bydleli na vychodni strani mista. 

6) Will YQU eat fist for dinner? 
Bude§ fist rybu na vedefi? 

7) Can I have a little piece of bread please? 
Muzu si vzit kotisek chleba, prosim? 

8) Thev play in the same band. 
Hraji ve stejne kapele. 

9) Mix together four spoons of flour, 
one glass of milk, and two eggs. 
Smichei dtyfi Izice moukv. iedmt 
sklenku mleka. a dyi vejce. 

10) I had to buy and new house and 
anew car. 

Muselia) jsem koupit novy dum 
a nove auto. 

12) She didn't want to tell me where ste was. 
Nechtila mi net kde byla. 

13) Sing one more song for me please. 
ZazpivejfrU)/ zazpivejte(VU or PL) 
mi prosim iesti jednu pisnicku. 

Features in Focus (Total of 80) 

#45: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 

#46: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 

#47: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#48: use of politeness marker prosim 

#49: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#50: semantic caique type A (from the English 

word 'band' -> banda for kapeld) 

#51: circumlocution if the word 'mix' 
unavailable. 

#52: GEN case in mouky / 'of flour' 
#53: FEM-ACC in one / 'one'^ 
#54: ACC in sklenku / 'glass'*^ 
#55: GEN in TO/efei /'milk' 
#56: FEM-ACC in dvi / 'two' 

#57: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#58: morphological integration [hauz] 
#59: semantic caique type A (from the English 

word 'car' kdra for auto). 

#60a: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#60b: reference marking: absence of zero copy 

#61: use of politeness marker prosim 

14) Sell me two bags of potatoes. #62: GEN-PL in brambor / 'potatoes' 
Prodej (TU) /prodejte (VU or PL) mi dva 
pytle brambor. 

^ While many infomiants left the test for declination in 'one glass' ijednu jA/enAw-FEM-ACC) unattended, 
at least some of them tried to use the numeral. Hence it is counted within the 80 tested features. 
^ Some infomiants used the word kopek, which Ku£era (1989: 129) analyzes as a borrowing of the word 
'cup' fiom English {kop in TxCz), then used in DIMIN forms as kopek or kopedek. The word kopek has 
bcOT integrated into TxCz as MASC-INANIM, therefore (following the rule of StCz), its forms in NOM 
and ACC are identical. 
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15) I like good food. 
Mam rdd{q) dobre jidlo. 

16) Grandma, do vou know where he went 
to school? 
Babidko, vite kde chodil do Skoly? 

17) They prefer speaking English 
Radeji mltcvi anglicky 

18) It is healthy to laugh more. 
Je zdrave se vice smdt. 

20) Children don't leam Czech in school 
anymore. 
Deti se id ve skole neudi desky. 

21) They are not at home. 
Nejsou doma. 

22) are going to my brother's. 
Jdeme/jedeme k bratrovi. 

23) They didn't haye the money. 
Nemili penize. 

Features in Focxis CTotal of 80) 

#63: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 

#64: use of honorific verbal marker [-/e]' 
#65: verb meaning conflation {vedit vs. zndt 

/ 'to know') 
#66; pro-drop (redxmdancy of OPS) 

#67: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 

#68: omission of the deictic 'it' (redundant in 
full Czech).* 

#69: word order (English vs. StCz) 

#70: time adverb uz / (here =) 'anymore' 

#71: word order (English vs. StCz) 

#72: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 

#73: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
#74: vowel insertion "to match a sequence 

familiar in English," hence ease 
pronimciation; bratr -> brater / 'brother' 

(Henzl 1981: 313; BCuCera 1989: 99)' 

#75: pro-drop (redxmdancy of OPS) 

^ I included this item to assess the difference between the OG and the YG in their use of once widely 
maintained TU/VU distinctioa, where the latter would be used for elders (here, grandmother). This is not to 
suggest that the use of the verb vidit ('to know') with the informal marker /-S/ is grammatically incorrect. 
In modem Czech, TU/VU distinction is reserved only to indicate intimacy (grandparents included) vs. social 
distance (e.g., employee-employer, student-teacher, younger-older in other than family relationships). 
* No informant translated the sentence as Vice se smdt je zdrave (cf. Appendix F. 1, sentence [18]), which 
my native speaker's intuition leads me to prefer. The 'it' has been referred to in literature as a 'dummy' 
pronoun, an expletive pronoun, or pleonastic it. In terms of government-binding theory, these expletive 
pronouns are non-ai:guments which caimot be assigned theta-roles (Haegeman 1994:62). 

According to Henzl (1981), typical for "American Slavic" (gives examples fiom Polish and Czech). 
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Features in Focus (Total of 80") 

25) It's very hot m Texas fix)m June till August #76: vowel extension becoming a norm 
Od dervna do srpna je v Texasu in originally nonsyllabic prepositions of 

full Czech; here [v] [ve] velmi horko 
(Ku£era 1989: 100) 

#77; maintenance of prepositions od {'from') 
and do Ctill') 

#78/79'°: words for months in Czech (derven 
and srpen) 

[79+1] = 80 features. See note (1) for sentence [2]. 
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APPENDIX H: The Acceptability Judgments Task. Test Sentences (Czech)' 

Features in Fociis (Total of 18) 

1) Chlapec sedSl sdm a  ̂ plakal. # 1: reference marking: absence of 
'boy was sitting alone and was crying' zero copy (correct sentence) 
A boy was sitting alone, crying. 

2) *^Oni se mi ptali festli id rada pfiiet do Prahy. # 2: pro-drop (redundancy of OPS) 
'they [REFLEX]"* me [asked] if I like come-INF in the if-clanse (jd / T) 
to Prague-GEN' # 3: INF in the place of conditional 

They asked me if I like to come to Prague. 

Correction: 
Ptali se mi, jestli bvch rdda pfiiela do Prahy. 

•asked REFLEX me if _ COND like come-FEM-
1" SG-PAST to Prague-GEN' 
They asked me if I would like to come to Prague. 

Also coded as acceptable correction: 
Oni se mi ptali jestli bych rdda pfijela do Prahy. 
They asked me if Lwould like to come to Prague. 
Oni se mi ptali jestli rdda pfiiedu do Prahy. 
They asked me if I like come-1" SG-PERF to Prague. 

3) *Mdme dva dcerv a ieden svn. # 4: gender agreement ('two daughters') 
' have two-MASC-ACC dauehters-FEM-ACC # 5: gender agreement ('one son') 
and one-MASC-NOM / ACC-INANIM son- (case marking - effect of animacy) 
MASC-ACC-ANIM' 
We have two daughters and one son. 

Correction: 
Mdme dvi dcerv a iednoho svna. 
' have two-FEM-ACC dauehters-FEM-ACC and one-
MASC-ACC-ANIM son-MASC-ACC-ANIM' 

4) Jane studovala v Austinu a Georgie v Houstnu. # 6: verbal gapping (correct sentence) 
Jane studied in Austin and Georgie in Houston. 

' Similar to the Reduced Features Translation Task, designing the sentences I drew mainly on PoUnsky 
(1994,1995), and on two sources specific to American Czech, namely Ku£era (1989) and Henzl (1981). 
^ Unless other item is indicated as missing, [ ] = a non-overt pronominal subject. 
^ (*) = an ungrammatical sentence. 
^ [ ] = interruption of an analytic structure, here a reflexive verb {se zeptala! 'asked-FEM') and a 
conditional (^ nejela / 'would not have gone-FEM'). 
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Features in Focus (Total of 18") 

5) Vdera jsem uklidila cely dim. 
'yesterday cleaned-FEM-S"* SG-PAST all house' 
Yesterday I cleaned the whole house. 
I cleaned the whole house yesterday. 

# 7: word order (correct sentence) 

6) *Muj standek on nam toho navyprdvil. 
'my <D grandpa D>^ he to-us-DAT that-GEN told' 
My grandpa he told us so much / kept telling us stories. 

# 8: redundant resumptive pronoun in 
subject referencing 

Correction: 
{Muj) stafidek nam toho navyprdvil. 
My grandpa kept telling us stories. 

7) *PamatuJu si ucitelku aona chtila vSechny 
deti mluvit ienom anglicky. 

remember-REFLEX-1" SG-PEIES teacher 

# 9: coordination replaces control 
structures: relative clause 
(Polinsky 1994: 269) 

-FEM-SG-ACC and she want-PAST all children #10; infinitival clause non-existent 

to speak only English. 

Correction: 
Pamatuju si ucitelku. kterd chtela atrv vsechny diti 
mluvilv ienom anglicky. 
' remember-REFLEX-l"-SG-PRES teacher-FEM-
SG-ACC who want-PAST so that all children speak-PAST 
only English' 
I remember a teacher who wanted all children to speak 
only English. 

8) * Urdite se rodicu zeptala, jinak tarn soma #11: past tense replaces conditional 
nejela. required in full Czech / omission 
'certainly [REFLEX] parents-ACC [ask-FEM- of a conditional (COND) marker 
3"^ SG-PAST],otherwise (or else) there alone by 
go-NEG-FEM-3"' SG-PAST' 
She certainly asked (she must have asked) her 
parents, otherwise she did not go there alone. 

Correction: 
Urditi se rodiiti zeptala, jinak ̂  tarn soma nejela. 
'certainly [REFLE3C] parents-ACC [ask-FEM-3"' SG-PAST] 
otherwise fCONDl there alone [go-NEG-FEM-3"' SG-PAST]' 
She must have asked her parents, otherwise she would not have gone there alone. 

^ <D ... D> = dialectal lexical variant 

speak-INF only English.' 
I remember a teacher and she wanted all children 

in full Czech replaces the object 
clause (loss of the subjunctive) 
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Features in Focus CTotal of 18) 

9) Casta myslela m svou matku. 
'often think- FEM-S"* SG-PAST of her mother' 
She often thought about ^ mother. 

#12: possessive reflexive pronoun 
svou (correct sentence) 

10) *Jsem fisty ze ona dnes nepfijde. 
' am sure that she today come-
NEG-FEM-3"' SG-FUT' 
I am sure that she will not come today. 

#13: omission of reflexive 
(enclitic dative pronoun) si / 
simpliflcation/ analogy with the 

English 'I am sure' (KuCera 1989: 
115) 
1 1 )  * B y l i  J s m e  m o c  r d d i  dostat dopis. 

' be-1* PL-PAST very happy receive-INF 
letter-SG-ACC' 

#14: infinitival clause non-existent 
in full Czech replaces relative 
clause (Henzl 1981: 311)*^ 

We were very happy (glad) to receive a letter. 

Correction: 
Byli jsme moc rddi, ie isme dostali dopis. 
' be-l" PL-PAST very happy that receive-
1" SG-PAST letter-SG-ACC 
We were very happy that we had received a letter. 
We were very happy to receive a letter. 

12) ieho nice v kapsdch a mldel. #15: redundant possessive pronouns^ 
•_ have-MASC-3"' SG-PAST his hands in (KuCera 1989: 115) 
pockets and be quiet-MASC-S"* SG-PAST' 
'he had his hands in pockets and was quiet' 

Correction: 
Mil ruce v kapsdch a mldel. 

have-MASC-3"' SG-PAST hands in 
pockets and be quiet-MASC-3"' SG-PAST' 
'he had hands in pockets and was quiet' 

13) *Ozenili se hodni mladi. #16: semantic underspeciflcation 
' get married-REFLEX-3"' PL-PAST too young' (gender distinction: male ozenit se 
They got married too young. / 'marry' vs. female vddt se / 

Correction: 
Vzali se se hodni mladi. 
'_ get married-REFLEX-3"' PL-PAST' 
They got married too young. 

^ According to Henzl (1981), this feature is typical for "American Slavic" (her study gives examples from 
Czech and Polish). 
' I added the pronoun jeho / 'his' only once (i.e., instead of Mil ieho ruce vieho kapsdch... / had his 
hands in his Dockets"> to make the error less obvious for more proficient informants. 

'marry' but vzit se / 'get married') 
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Features in Focus (Total of 18) 

14) A. * Maminka nechtSla a nemlvvila o torn. #17: embedded non-finite clause vs. 
B. Maminka o torn nechtila mluvit. coordination\tendency to replace 

clause subordination and embedding by 
coordination or juxtaposition of clauses; 
Polinsky 1995: 106) 

A. 'mother want-NEG-FEM-PAST and 
talk-NEG-FEM-PAST about it.' 
Mother did not want and did not talk about it. 

B. 'mother about it want-NEG-FEM-PAST talk-INF' 
Mother did not want to talk about it. 

15) * Margie sedila v kfesle a ona 6etla. #18: reference marking: absence of zero 
'Margie sit-FEM-PAST in chair and she read copy. 
-FEM-PAST GMPERF)' 
Margie was sitting in the chair and she was reading. 

Correction: 
Margie sedela v kfesle a detla. 
'Margie sit-FEM-PAST in chair and read-FEM-PAST' 
'Margie was sitting in the chair and was reading' 
Margie was sitting in the chair, reading. 

* In this case, I asked me informants:, "Which one sounds better to you?." They invariably chose sentence 
(B) over sentence (A). Sentence (B) would be marginally acceptable in modem Czech. 
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APPENDIX I: The Summary of Scores on Five Structured Language Tasks 

Task Lexical Color A Color B DIAL A DLVLB Reduced Judgment 
Number of Points = 105 = 180 = 30 = 54 = 54 = 80 = 18 

Pre-1945 Group (OG 
M-IO-G 103 177 28 53 53 44.5 11.5 
F-12-W 98.8 178 30 44 49 44.5 7.3 
F-13-G 98 176 30 46 52 35 10 
M-17-W 102 176 30 47 51 40.5 10.5 
M-19-W 86.5 154 22 51 52 36 9.5 
M-24-W 95.5 147 9 46 50 36 8.7 
F-24-W 98.5 165 21 51 51 31 11.5 
M-24-G 102.5 167 23 45 51 43 12 
F-25-G 90 172 29 49 52 43.5 11.5 
M-26-G 101.5 179 30 47 53 57 16.3 
F-27-G 102 176.5 28.5 43 51 47.5 12 
M-30-W 101 169.5 27 51 52 45 11 
F-31-G 100.5 177 30 44 52 43.5 13.5 
F-33-W 91.5 150.5 18.5 52 52 30.5 8.5 
M-34-W 93.8 146.5 10 50 52 28.5 7 
F-34-W 71.5 142.5 9 46 49 19 7.5 
F-34-G 90.8 146 7 51 51 46 12 
F-35-G 83.9 141.5 11 51 53 37.5 12 
M-36-G 92.3 158.5 14 52 52 48.5 11.5 
F.37-G 102 174 28 52 54 38.5 10 
F-38-W 94.5 147 10 50 51 48 6 
M-38-W 80.6 147 9 51 52 22.5 7.5 
M-38-G 88.5 150 8 53 53 31.5 8 
F-41-W 68 145 8 46 46 17 7.3 
M-42-G 101 171 28 52 53 37.5 10.5 
M-43-WAr 101 148 7 48 52 43.5 12.5 
F-45-G 79.7 143 11 45 45 24.5 
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Task Lexical Color A Color B DLVLA DIALB Reduced Judgment 
Number of Points = 105 = 180 = 30 = 54 = 54 = 80 = 18 

Post-1945 Group (YG) 
F-46-W 69.5 130.5 8 34 35 11.5 6.5 
M-46-G 99.5 147 10 54 54 27.5 8 
M-49-W 66.3 78.5 7 34 35 7.5 
F-50-W 84.3 142.5 7 51 51 30.5 9 
M-50-G 101 164 25 43 51 48 10 
M-51a-W 72.5 137.5 7 51 51 15.5 5 
M-51b-W 63.8 132.5 5 44 47 23.5 7 
M-53-G 75 123.5 9 41 41 12 6.5 
F-54-G 79.4 129.5 7 47 48 18.5 5 
F-55-G 76.8 132.5 6 50 51 23.5 7.5 
F-58-G 73.4 118 9 42 43 17.5 7 
M-61-G 99.5 148 9 51 51 20.5 9 
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APPENDIX J: The Distribution of Scores for Lexical Task by Year of Birth 

Semispeaker Continuum on Lexical Task by Year of Birth (N = 39) 
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Legend: 

39 cases plotted. Regression statistics of LEX on YEAR: 
Correlation-.54360 R Squared .29550 S.E. ofEst 10.50387 2-tailed Sig. .0003 
Intercept (S.E.) 1066.65424(248.11790) SIope(S.E.) -•50467( .12811) 
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Semispeaker Continuum on Lexical Task by Year of Birth 
(Males from Granger and West; N = 20) 

1915 1925 1935 

Year of birch 

945 1955 1965 1975 

Legend: 

20 cases plotted. Regression statistics of LEX on YEAR: 
Correlation-.45655 R Squared .20844 S.E. of Est 11.79255 2-tailed Sig. .0430 
Intercept(S.E.) 914.32371(378.02179) Slope(S.E.) -.42485( .19514) 
G = Granger W = West 



Semispeaker Continuum on Lexical Task by Year of Birth 
(Females from Granger and West; N = 19) 
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Legend: 

19 cases plotted. Regression statistics of LEX on YEAR: 
Correlation-.68236 R Squared .46562 S.E. of Est 8.77420 2-tailed Sig. .0013 
Intercept(S.E.) 1267.84124(306.82150) SIope(S.E.) -.60980( .15844) 
G = Granger W = West 
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APPENDIX K: The Questionnaire on Language Use and Attitudes 

I have been recording speakers of Czech in your communiQr in order to assess the place of Czech in 
your daily lives and ttie meaning of Czech for people in your community. The purpose of this 
questionnaire is to collect biographical information, find out where, when, and wiA whom you prefer 
using Czech over English, and identify your views on the importance of maintaining Czech for you 
and your community. Your responses will help me formulate better questions for follow-up 
interviews. While I need to collect biogrqihical information &om you for research purposes, you as a 
participant will remain anonymous in any published results, unless you specifically indicate otherwise. 
If you would like me to use your name as acknowledgment of your participation, please check line (1) 
below. If you would like to receive a summary of the results, please write your name and address in 
line (2) below. Completing this questioimaire might take you up to 30 minutes. When you finish, 
please mail it to the address provided on the last page. Your help is very much appreciated!!! 

(1) Yes, I want my name to be used as acknowledgment of my participation YES NO 
(2) Yes, I want to receive the simimaiy of results. YES NO 

If you said yes, please provide your mailing address: 

I. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
Name 
'T give permission for the researcher to use my real name in published results" 

YES NO 
'1 prefer to remain anonymous" YES NO 

Date of birth Where did you live before? 
Place of birth For how many years? 
Where do you live now? 
If not bom in America, please tell me since when you've lived in this area 
Father's birthplace 
Mother's birthplace 
Grandfather's birthplace. Maternal: Paternal: 
Grandmother's birthplace. Maternal: Paternal: 
The first generation that immigrated to the US was (check one): 

a) your great grandparents from 
b) your grandparents 
c) your parents 
d) other (please specify): 

Please circle one: male female single married/divorced widow(er) 
Is your spouse of Czech descent? yes no non-^plic^le 

Your occupation 
Your wori^lace 
If retired, previous occupation(s) 

Please circle one: 
I completed high school/9* / lO"*/ 11*/ 12"'grade 

a college / universi^ / professional degree 
please indicate (e.g., A. A., B. S., M. A., Ph.D., M. D. J.D....) 
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Membership in Czech-related organizations (such as SPJST, KJT, KJZT, CHS...) please 
name: 

If vou went to school in Czechoslovakia / Czech Republic, what type of school and when did 
vou attend? 
elementary school ( ), gymnasium ( ), secondary school (specialization) { ) 
vocational school (specialization ( ) 
university (specialization) ( ), other (please specify) ( ) 

n. USING LANGUAGES 
First language used as a child 
When you tegan using Czech 
When you began using English 
What lwguage(s) you spoke when you entered elementary school 
All languages you can speak 
All languages you can write 
All languages in which you can read 
All languages that you understand 
For what purposes do you now use Czech? 

For what purposes do you now use other languages besides Czech and English? 

As a child, with whom did vou speak Czech? 
Please indicate how often: 

1. Parent(s): always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA (=Non-Applicable) 
2. Grandparent(s): always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
3. Other adults: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 

Please specify 
4. Older brother(s)/sister(s): always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
5. Y ounger broth^s)/sister(s): always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
6. Czech speaking classmates at school: alw^s/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
7. Other friends: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
8. Household pets: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 

As an adult with whom did vou or do vou now speak Czech? 
If vou did and don't any more, please also circle '̂ ised to". 
If vou do still, please also circle "today": 

Example: 1. Parent(s): used toAodav: alwavs/often/sometimes/raretv/never/NA 
(that is, I used to speak to my parents often) 

1.Parent(s): used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
2. Older brother(s)/sister(s): used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
3. Younger broth^s)/sist^s): used toAoday: ahvays/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
4. Your spouse: used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
5. Childrra: used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
6. Other relatives: used toAoday: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
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7. Household pets: 
8. Foimer classmates: 
9. Male friends: 
10. Female friends: 
11.  Fellow church members:  
12. Coworicers: 
13.  Other (please specify):  

used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
used to/today: always/often/sometimes/iarefy/never/NA 
used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarefy/neveryNA 

used to/today: always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 

If you wish to comment on your responses, please use the space below: 

Please indicate (= circle) which applies to vou: 

I .1 read Czech.  often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
2.1 use Czech to write letters. often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
3.1 pray in Czech. always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
4.1 dre  ̂in Czech. always/often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
5.1 swear in Czech. always/oflen/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
6.1 count in Czech. often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
7.1 use Czech when I go to visit my relatives in Czech Republic. 

always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
8.1 make phone calls in Czech. often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
9.1 talk about local  events in Czech.  often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
10.1 talk about polit ics  in Czech.  often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
II .1 talk about rel igion in Czech.  often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
12.1 talk about sports in Czech. often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 
13.1 talk about health in Czech. often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
14.1 joke in Czech. often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
15.1 tell stories in Czech. often/sometimes/rarefy/never/NA 

Please circle one: 
1.1 am interested in maintaining Czech,  strong YES OK YES NO no opinion 
2.1 have a Bible in Czech. yes no 
3.1 have a Czech dictionary.  yes no 
4. When I need a Czech expression, I use the Czech dictionary: 

always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
5.1 have attended Czech courses. yes no 

If you circled "yes", please tell me where and for how long 

6.1 have some books in Czech.  yes no 
7.1 read books in Czech.  always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 

8.1 read: Nasinec Hospoddr Czech sections of Vestnik 
other Czech-related newspapers (for example, KJT News) 

please specify_ 
always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
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9.1 listen to the Czech radio broadcast always/often/sometimes/rarely/never/NA 
If you do, please tell me which one 

Why do vou use Czech? Please check all tiiat apply to you: 
I am accustomed to speaking Czech (please specify) 
Some people prefer ifl speak Czech with them. 
Czech is hancfy sometimes as a "secret language" 

in public places 
in front of children 

Ifs important to me to speak Czech because 

I don't want to forget what I have learned to express in Czech 
If vou have other reasons for using Czech, please tell me: 

If vou had to describe how well vou speak Czech, what would vou sav? Please circle which 
applies to vou. 
1 = I am very fluent in Czech (a) and I feel very comfortable using and speaking Czech. 

(b) but I don't feel veiy comfortable using and speaking it 
2 = 1 speak Czech well (a) and I feel comfortable using and speaking Czech. 

(b) but I don't feel very comfortable using and speaking it 
3 = 1 speak Czech moderately well 

(a) and I feel quite comfortable using and speaking it 
(b) but I don't feel very comfortable using and speaking it 

4 = 1 don't speak Czech very well (a) but I feel fairly comfortable using and speaking it. 
and I don't feel comfortable using and speaking it. 

5 = I speak Czech very little (a) but I feel quite comfortable using expressions I know. 
(b) and I don't feel comfortable using expressions I know. 

6 = 1 don't speak any Czech because (a) I forgot what I had learned before. 
(b)I never learned any Czech. 

7 = I don't speak any Czech but I understand it (If somebody speaks in Czech to me I can 
understand and answer in English). 

8 = 1 don't speak any Czech (a) but I can read it (b) but I can read some. 
(c) but I can read a little. 

9 = 1 can sing along in Czech when listening to a Czech band YES NO 
Please use this space to comment on your responses: 

in. YOUR roEAS ABOUT CZECH 
Please feel free to replace "Czech" with "Moravian" or any other name depending on how you like to 
call it While I'm using the word "Czech" throughout this section, when I get your questionnaires 
back, I will change it according to your preference. Your preference is 



Please for each item circle what applies to vou. 
I.1 like to hear Czech spoken. Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

2. We need to continue our effort to maintain use of Czech. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

3. You don't need Czech to get by, so why should you keep it up? 
Strongly agree/agr^disa^ee/strongly disagree/undecided 

4. Czech is a difficult language to learn. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

5. My Czech is difScuh to maintain because I have vety few Czech speaking friends. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

6. There are otiier more useful things to spend your time on than attempts to save Czech. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

7. Czech is wortfi learning. Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

8.1 am Czech. Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

9.1 am Czech even though I don't speak the language. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

10. Ja su Moravec / Moravka (I am Moravian). 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

I I .  J a s u  M o r a v e c / M o r a v k a  even though I don't speak the language. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/stron^y disagree/undecided 

12.1 am Bohemian. Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

13.1 am Bohemian even though I don't speak the language. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/imdecided 

14. There's no future to Czech so why to look back to keep it alive. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/imdecided 

15. We should preserve Czech for the sake of tradition. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/imdecided 

16. I'd like to be able to read Czech newspapers, books in Czech... 
Strongly agr^agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

17. You can't be a true Czech without speaking the language. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

18. Our children should leam Czech to be more aware of their heritage. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongfy disagree/undecided 
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19. Wearing a Czech regional costume at the ethnic festival has a lot of meaning to me. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided/NA 

20. We need to create more opportunities to hear and speak Czech. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

21. Children should have an opportunity to learn Czech in American schools. 
Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

22. If I have an opportunity, I would participate in a Czech class. 
Strong]^ agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/undecided 

23. Czech cairies a lot of prestige. Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/imdecided 

24. Czech is very important to how I feel about my identity. 
Strongly agree/agj^disapee/strongly disagree/undecided 

25. Czech is a beautiiul language. Strongly agree/agree/disagree/strongly disagree/no opinion 

26. Would you speak Czech in fiont of English speaking people? yes no 
Please comment on your 'yes' or 'no' 

27. Would you like to spend a few months in the Czech Republic? yes no N/A 
If you would, why? 
If you wouldn't, why? 

28. Would you send your child(ren) to the Czech Republic for a while? yes no N/A 
If you would, why? 
If you wouldn't, why? 

Please return to: 
(address) THANK YOU!!! © 
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APPENDIX L: The Letter of Consent 

I am conducting research which involves recording speakers of Czech in your community in 
order to assess die place of Czech in your daily lives and the meaning of Czech for people in 
your community. If you agree, I will tape-record this interview. If you prefer, I will not tape-
record, but will simply take written notes. If you agree to the tape-recording, I would like you 
to look over this consent form and initial next to uses of the t^ that you agree to. You can 
hear the t^ if you wish, and if any segments of die tape, or the tape as a whole, are 
objectionable, diey will be erased at your request This consent letter will be stored witii tapes 
and interview notes and will restrict all future uses of diese materials. Thank you for your 
help. 

Lida Dutkova, Department of English, University of Arizona, Tucson 85721 Phone 520-621-
1836 (work), 520-290-1957 (home). 

PLEASE INITIAL NEXT TO ANY USE OF THE MATERIAL WHICH YOU AGREE 
TO. BY "NO IDENTIFYING INFORMATION" I MEAN YOUR NAME OR 
INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR WORK OR RESIDENCE THAT MIGHT PERMIT 
SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE RESEARCH TO IDENTIFY YOU. 

To prepare a written transcript which will be stored in the archives of the research project and 
will be used for analysis ^X 

To make a copy of the tape for use in analysis of the transcript, with the restriction that only 
the edited transcript with no identifying information will be used with it ^X 

To use segments of the edited transcript for research talks, research publications, and 
teaching, with no identifying information ^X 

To put the edited transcript, with no identifying information, into the computer archive of 
transcripts for the use of other researchers ^X 

To play parts of the tape in research talks at scientific meetings, with no identifying 
information X 

To play parts of the tape in teaching, with an edited transcript and no identifying information 
^X 

To give a copy of the tape to an archive for other researchers to use along with the edited 
transcripts witii no identifying information ^X 

I understand the project that has been explained to me, and give permission to make an 
audiot^ and transcript 1 understand thk the t^ will be used only in ways that I have 
qjprov^ by initialing above. 

Name E)ate 
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